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SUMMARY 
 
Summaries are made up of disclosure requirements known as ‘Elements’. These elements are 
numbered in Sections A – E (A.1 – E.7).  
 
This summary contains all the Elements required to be included in a summary for this type of 
securities and Issuer. There may be gaps in the numbering sequence of the Elements in cases where 
Elements are not required to be addressed.  
 
Even though an Element may be required to be inserted in the summary because of the type of 
securities and Issuer, it is possible that no relevant information can be given regarding the Element. In 
this case a short description of the Element is included in the summary with the mention of ‘- not 
applicable -’. Certain provisions of this summary are in brackets. Such information will be completed 
or, where not relevant, deleted, in relation to a particular issue of securities, and the completed 
summary in relation to such issue of securities shall be appended to the relevant final terms. 
 

Section A – Introduction and Warnings  
 
Element Description of 

Element 
 

Disclosure requirement 
 

A1 Warnings  This summary should be read as an introduction to the base 
prospectus (the "Base Prospectus ") and the relevant Final Terms. 
Investors should base any decision to invest in the securities issued 
under this Base Prospectus (the "Certificates ") in consideration of 
the Base Prospectus as a whole and the relevant Final Terms. 
 
Where a claim relating to information contained in the Base 
Prospectus is brought before a court in a member state of the 
European Economic Area, the plaintiff investor may, under the 
national legislation of such member state, be required to bear the 
costs for the translation of the Base Prospectus and the Final Terms 
before the legal proceedings are initiated. 
 
Civil liability attaches only to those persons, who have tabled the 
summary including any translation thereof, but only if the summary is 
misleading, inaccurate or inconsistent when read together with the 
other parts of the Base Prospectus or it does not provide, when read 
together with the other parts of the Base Prospectus, all necessary 
key information. 
 

A2 Consent to the 
use of the 
Prospectus  

[The Issuer has not granted consent to use the Base Prospectus 
and the Final Terms for the subsequent resale or final placement of 
the Certificates by any financial intermediary.] 
 
[The Issuer hereby grants consent to use the Base Prospectus and 
the Final Terms for the subsequent resale or final placement of the 
Certificates by any financial intermediary.] 
 
[The Issuer hereby grants consent to use the Base Prospectus and 
the Final Terms for the subsequent resale or final placement of the 
Certificates by the following financial intermediar[y][ ies]: [name(s) 
and address(es) of financial intermediar(y)(ies)]]  
 
The offer period within which subsequent resale or final placement 
of Certificates by financial intermediaries can be made, is valid only 
as long as the Base Prospectus and the Final Terms are valid in 
accordance with Article 9 of the Prospectus Directive as 
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implemented in the relevant Member State [and in the period from 
[start date] to [end date]] . 
 
The consent to use the Base Prospectus and the Final Terms is 
granted only in relation to the following Member State(s): [relevant 
Member State(s)] 
 
The consent to use this Base Prospectus including any supplements 
as well as any corresponding Final Terms is subject to the condition 
that (i) this Base Prospectus and the respective Final Terms are 
delivered to potential investors only together with any supplements 
published before such delivery and (ii) when using this Base 
Prospectus and the respective Final Terms, each financial 
intermediary must make certain that it complies with all applicable 
laws and regulations in force in the respective jurisdictions.  
 
In the event of an offer being made by a financial intermediary, 
this financial intermediary will provide informatio n to investors 
on the terms and conditions of the offer at the tim e of that offer.  
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Section B – Issuer  
 
Element Description of 

Element 
 

Disclosure requirement  

B 1 Legal and 
Commercial 
Name of the 
Issuer 
 

The legal name of the Bank is COMMERZBANK Aktiengesellschaft 
and the commercial name of the Bank is Commerzbank. 

B 2 Domicile / Legal 
Form / 
Legislation / 
Country of 
Incorporation  

The Bank's registered office is Frankfurt am Main. Its head office is 
at Kaiserstraße 16 (Kaiserplatz), 60311 Frankfurt am Main, Federal 
Republic of Germany. 
 
Commerzbank is a stock corporation established under German law. 
 

B 4b Known trends 
affecting the 
Issuer and the 
industries in 
which it 
operates  

The global financial market crisis and sovereign debt crisis in the 
eurozone in particular have put a very significant strain on the net 
assets, financial position and results of operations of Commerzbank 
in the past, and it can be assumed that further materially adverse 
effects for Commerzbank can also result in the future, in particular in 
the event of a renewed escalation of the crisis.  
 

B 5 Organisational 
Structure 
 

Commerzbank is the parent company of the Commerzbank Group. 
The Commerzbank Group holds directly and indirectly equity 
participations in various companies. 
 

B 9 Profit forecasts 
or estimates  

- not applicable –  
 
The Issuer currently does not make profit forecasts or estimates. 
 

B 10 Qualifications in 
the auditors' 
report 

- not applicable – 
 
PricewaterhouseCoopers Aktiengesellschaft Wirtschaftsprüfungs-
gesellschaft, Frankfurt am Main ("PwC") audited the annual financial 
statements for the 2012 financial year and the consolidated financial 
statements for the 2011 and 2012 financial years and issued an 
unqualified auditors' report in each case. Furthermore, PwC has 
subjected Commerzbank’s condensed consolidated interim financial 
statements as at 30 June 2013 to an auditor’s review and issued a 
review report. 
 

B 12 Selected key 
financial 
information 

The following table shows an overview of the balance sheet and 
income statement of the Commerzbank Group which has been 
extracted from the respective audited consolidated financial 
statements prepared in accordance with IFRS as of 
31 December 2011 and 2012 as well as from the consolidated 
interim financial statements as at 30 June 2013 (reviewed): 
 

Balance sheet  
31 December  

 2011 
31 December  

2012 
30 June 
2013 

Assets (€m)     
Cash reserve................................................................6,075 15,755 11,937 
Claims on banks ................................ 87,790 88,028 113,522 
Claims on customers................................296,586 278,546 278,069 
Value adjustments for portfolio 

fair value hedges ................................ 147 202 105 
Positive fair value of derivative 

hedging instruments................................ 5,132 6,057 4,448 
Trading assets ................................ 155,700 144,144 124,540 
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Financial investments................................94,523 89,142 85,455 
Holdings in companies 

accounted for using the equity 
method ................................................................694 744 736 

Intangible assets ................................ 3,038 3,051 3,081 
Fixed assets................................................................1,399 1,372 1,700 
Investment properties................................ 808 637 729 
Non-current assets and disposal 
groups held for sale................................ 1,759 757 4,932 
Current tax assets................................ 716 790 604 
Deferred tax assets ................................ 4,154 3,216 3,183 

Other assets ................................................................3,242 3,571 3,922 
Total ................................................................661,763 636,012 636,963 

 

Liabilities and equity (€m)     
Liabilites to banks ................................ 98,481 110,242 124,386 
Liabilities to customers................................255,344 265,842 290,585 
Securitised liabilities................................ 105,673 79,332 69,802 
Value adjustment for portfolio fair 

value hedges ................................................................938 1,467 825 
Negative fair values of derivative 

hedging instruments................................ 11,427 11,739 9,175 
Trading liabilities ................................ 137,847 116,111 91,362 
Provisions ................................................................3,761 3,259 4,017 
Current tax liabilities................................ 680 324 318 

Deferred tax liabilities................................ 189 90 199 
Liabilities from disposal groups 

held for sale ................................................................592 2 23 
Other liabilities ................................................................6,568 6,523 6,542 

Subordinated capital ................................ 13,285 12,316 11,739 

Hybrid capital ................................................................2,175 1,597 1,513 

Equity................................................................24,803 26,327 26,477 

    

Total ................................................................661,763 636,012 636,963 
 

 January 1 
2011 - 

December 
31, 2011 

January 1 
2012 - 

December 
31, 2012 

January 1, 
2012 - 

June 30,  
20121) 

January 
1 2013 - 
June 30, 

2013 

Income Statement (€m)      

Net interest income 6,724 5,539 3,478 2,985 

Loan loss provisions (1,390) (1,660) (616) (804) 

Net interest income after 
loan loss provisions 

5,334 3,879 2,862 2,181 

Net commission income 3,495 3,191 1,633 1,655 

Net trading income and net 
trading from hedge 
accounting 

1,986 1,121 248 308 

Net investment income (3,611) 81 (199) (126) 

Current net income from 
companies accounted for 
using the equity method 

42 46 18 19 

Other net income 1,253 (77) (22) (67) 

Operating expenses 7,992 7,025 3,522 3,423 

Restructuring expenses --- 43 43 493 

Net gain or loss from sale 
of disposal of groups 

--- (268) (86) --- 

Pre-tax profit or loss 507  905 889 54 

Taxes on income (240) 796 211 57 

Consolidated profit or 
loss  747 109 678 (3) 
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1) Prior-year figures restated due to the first-time application of the amended IAS 19 and other 
disclosure changes. 

 
Save as disclosed under item B.13, there has been no material 
adverse change in the prospects of Commerzbank since 
31 December 2012. 
 
Save as disclosed under item B.13, no significant change in the 
financial position of Commerzbank has occurred since 30 June 
2012. 
 

B 13 Recent 
developments 

In November 2012 Commerzbank published its strategic and 
financial goals until 2016. Thus Commerzbank plans to adapt its 
business model to the changing framework conditions in the 
financial industry in the comming years. In the framework of its 
strategic agenda for the period to 2016, Commerzbank intends to 
invest more than EUR 2.0 billion in the earnings power of its core 
business in the segments Private Customers, Mittelstandsbank, 
Corporates & Markets and Central & Eastern Europe. Furthermore, 
costs shall be kept stable and the capital base shall be further 
optimised by implementing additional efficiency measures. 
 
As part of its implementation of the strategic agenda, Commerzbank 
is to eliminate around 5,200 full-time posts by 2016. 
 
On 13 March 2013 Commerzbank announced that it is planning an 
early repayment in full of the silent participations of the Financial 
Market Stabilization Fund (SoFFin) of about EUR 1.6 billion and 
Allianz of EUR 750 million. To this end, a capital reduction through 
the consolidation of shares in the ratio of 10:1 was implemented in a 
first step on 22 April 2013. In a further step, a capital increase was 
implemented and registered in the commercial register of the Local 
Court of Frankfurt am Main on 28 May 2013. A total of 555,555,556 
new shares were issued at a subscription price of EUR 4.50 per 
share. The silent participations of SoFFin and Allianz were repaid in 
full as of 31 May 2013.  
 
In mid-July 2013 Commerzbank signed an agreement regarding the 
sale of its commercial real estate portfolio in the United Kingdom to a 
consortium. The transaction covers commercial real estate loans 
totalling EUR 5.0 billion, including the associated interest rate and 
currency hedging derivatives as well as the entire operating 
business of Hypothekenbank Frankfurt in the UK.  
 
At the end of July 2013 Commerzbank reached an agreement with 
BNP Paribas regarding the sale of its "Depotbank" business. In the 
course of the transaction the customer relationships are being 
transferred to BNP Paribas. This transaction is still subject to the 
approval of the relevant supervisory authorities. The custody 
business for customers of Commerzbank, which provides a 
comprehensive custody service for the Bank’s private, business and 
corporate customers as well as for institutional investors, and forms 
part of Commerbank’s core business, is not affected by the deal. 
 

B 14 Dependence of 
the Issuer upon 
other entities 
within the group 
 

- not applicable – 
 
As stated under item B.5, Commerzbank is the parent company of 
the Commerzbank Group. 
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B 15 Issuer’s 
principal 
activities, 
principal 
markets 

The focus of the activities of the Commerzbank Group is on the 
provision of a wide range of products and financial services to 
private, small and medium-sized corporate as well as institutional 
customers in Germany, including account administration, payment 
transactions, lending, savings and investment products, securities 
services, and capital market and investment banking products and 
services. Furthermore, the Group is active in specialist sectors, such 
as leasing. As part of its comprehensive financial services strategy, 
the Group also offers other financial services in association with 
cooperation partners, particularly building savings loans, asset 
management and insurance. In addition, the Group is expanding its 
position as one of the most important German export financiers. 
Alongside its business in Germany, the Group is also active in 
Central and Eastern Europe through its subsidiaries, branches and 
investments.  
 
On September 30, 2012 the Commerzbank Group was divided into 
five segments – Private Customers, Mittelstandsbank, Central & 
Eastern Europe, Corporates & Markets and Non Core Assets (NCA) 
as well as the Others and Consolidation segment. Thereof, the 
Private Customers, Mittelstandsbank, Central & Eastern Europe and 
Corporates & Markets segments, along with the Others and 
Consolidation segment formed the core bank of the Commerzbank 
Group. The NCA segment constitutes the Group internal reduction 
unit which, since August 9, 2012, contains the Commercial Real 
Estate Financing and Ship Finance businesses in addition to the 
businesses that were classified as non-core activities as of March 
30, 2012 as well as the Public Finance portfolio. In legal terms, 
former Eurohypo Aktiengesellschaft will retain the Commercial Real 
Estate Financing portfolio as well as the Public Finance portfolio. As 
of August 31, 2012, Eurohypo Aktiengesellschaft was renamed 
“Hypothekenbank Frankfurt AG”. The core business of 
Hypothekenbank Frankfurt with private customers (private 
construction financing) was integrated into the Private Customers 
segment of the core bank. In addition, the Group division Commerz 
Real was integrated into the Private Customers segment within the 
core bank. Furthermore, as of July 1, 2012, the Portfolio 
Restructuring Unit (PRU) segment was dissolved as a separate 
segment. Significant parts of the remaining portfolio were transferred 
to the Corporates & Markets segment of the core bank. 
 
On July 30, 2012, Commerzbank reached an agreement with the 
Ukrainian Smart Group on the sale of its stake of approximately 96% 
in the Ukrainian Bank Forum. The transaction was approved by the 
regulatory authorities at the end of October 2012. 
 

B 16 Controlling 
parties 

- not applicable - 
 
Commerzbank has not submitted its management to any other 
company or person, for example on the basis of a domination 
agreement, nor is it controlled by any other company or any other 
person within the meaning of the German Securities Acquisition and 
Takeover Act. 
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Section C – Securities  
 

Element Description of 
Element 
 

Disclosure requirement  

C 1 Type and class 
of the securities 
/ Security 
identification 
number 

Type/Form of Securities 
 
Classic Certificates  
relating to [underlying] (the "Certificates ") 
 
[The Certificates are represented by a global bearer note divided 
into bearer Certificates of [currency] ● each (the "Denomination ").] 
 
[The Certificates are issued in bearer dematerialised form in the 
denomination of [currency] ● (the "Denomination ").] 
 
Security Identification number(s) of Securities 
 
[ISIN / local code] 
 

C 2 Currency  
of the securities 
 

The Certificates are issued in [currency]. 

C 5 Restrictions on 
the free 
transferability of 
the securities 
 

- not applicable – 
 
The Certificates are freely transferable. 
 

C 8 Rights attached 
to the securities 
(including 
ranking of the 
Securities and 
limitations to 
those rights)  

Governing law of the Securities 
 
The Certificates will be governed by, and construed in accordance 
with German law. The constituting of the Certificates may be 
governed by the laws of the jurisdiction of the Clearing System as 
set out in the respective Final Terms. 
 
Rights attached to the Securities 
 
Repayment 
 
The holder of the Certificates will receive on the Maturity Date 
[(i) the Bonus Amount in relation to the [Final] Valuation Date as well 
as (ii)] a monetary amount equal to a Settlement Amount, which will 
[either be equal to the Calculation Amount [multiplied with the Cap] 
or] be calculated according to a formula set out in the Terms and 
Conditions and which will be depending on the Reference Price of 
the underlying [shares][ indices][ETFs][ futures contracts][ fund 
shares] on the [Final] Valuation Date. 
 
[in case of certificates other than Digital Certificates:] [Bonus 
Amount[s]  
 
Subject to the provisions contained in the Terms and Conditions, 
each Certificateholder shall receive the [relevant] Bonus Amount per 
Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date, [but only if on the 
Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount 
Payment Date the Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is 
[equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [percentage]% of the [relevant] 
Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable 
on the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 
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[in case of Digital Certificates:] [Bonus Amount[s]  
 
Subject to the provisions contained in the Terms and Conditions, 
each Certificateholder shall receive the Bonus Amount per 
Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date, [but only if on the 
Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount 
Payment Date [the Performance of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal 
to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [number]]  [the Reference Price of [the] 
[each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] 
[percentage]% of the [relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a 
Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the respective Bonus 
Amount Payment Date].] 
 
"Bonus Amount " per Certificate means [currency] [�] [with respect 
to a Bonus Amount Payment Date an amount in [currency] 
calculated by applying the following formula. 
 

[ ] [ ][ ]NBAPD+1×%•×CA=BA  
 
where  
 
"BA" means the Bonus Amount per Certificate, 
 
"CA" means the Calculation Amount, and 
 
"NBAPD " means the number of Bonus Amount Payment Dates 
between the relevant Bonus Amount Payment Date (exclusive) and 
the last preceding Bonus Amount Payment Date on which a Bonus 
Amount was paid in accordance with the provisions of § 3 
(exclusive) or, in the case that a Bonus Amount was not paid prior to 
the relevant Bonus Amount Payment Date, the Issue Date.] 
 
Bonus Amount Payment Date " means [date(s)], [all] subject to 
postponement in accordance with the Terms and Conditions.] 
 
[in case of shares as underlying:][During the term of the Certificates 
the investor will not receive dividend payments of the company 
issuing the Shares underlying the Certificates.] 
 
[in case of ETF shares as underlying:][During the term of the 
Certificates the investor will not receive any distributions of the Fund 
Company issuing the ETF Shares underlying the Certificates.] 
 
[in case of fund shares as underlying:][During the term of the 
Certificates the investor will not receive any distributions of the Fund 
Company issuing the Fund Shares underlying the Certificates.] 
 
Adjustments and Early Redemption 
 
Subject to particular circumstances, the Issuer may be entitled to 
perform certain adjustments. Apart from this, the Issuer may be 
entitled to terminate the Certificates prematurely if a particular event 
occurs. 
 
Ranking of the Securities 
 
The obligations under the Certificates constitute direct, unconditional 
and unsecured (nicht dinglich besichert) obligations of the Issuer 
and, unless otherwise provided by applicable law, rank at least pari 
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passu with all other unsubordinated and unsecured (nicht dinglich 
besichert) obligations of the Issuer. 
 

C 11 Admission to 
listing and 
trading on a 
regulated 
market or 
equivalent 
market  

[The Issuer intends to apply for the [listing and trading of the 
Certificates on the regulated market[s] of [Borsa Italiana S.p.A. 
[(Mercato Telematico of securitised derivatives ("SeDeX")]] [●]]
[trading on the MTF of [EuroTLX SIM S.p.A.] [●], which is not a
regulated market] with effect from [date].] 
 
[Not applicable. The Certificates are not intended to be listed and 
traded on any [[non-]regulated market.] 
 
[insert other provisions] 
 

C 15 Influence of the 
Underlying on 
the value of the 
securities: 

The redemption of the Certificates on the Maturity Date Date [and, in 
the case of an automatic early redemption event, the Automatic 
Early Redemption Amount to be paid on the relevant Automatic 
Early Redemption Date,] depend[s] on the performance of the 
Underlying.  
 
In detail: 
 
Subject to the provisions contained in the Terms and Conditions, 
each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity Date by the 
payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as 
determined by the Issuer in accordance with the Terms and 
Conditions  
 
The Settlement Amount per Certificate is, if necessary, rounded to 
the next full [currency] [amount] ([currency] [amount] will be 
rounded up)). 
 
[In case of Classic Certificates  relating to [Shares] [Indices] [ETFs] 
[Futures Contracts] [Fund Shares] insert: 
 
There are two possible scenarios for the redemption of the 
Certificates on the Maturity Date: 
 
1. If on the [Final] Valuation Date the Reference Price of [the] 

[each] Underlying is [equal to or] above [percentage]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price, then each Certificate shall be 
redeemed by payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate 
equal to the Calculation Amount;  

 
 or 
 
2. in all other cases, each Certificate shall be redeemed by 

payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate determined 
by applying the following formula: 

 

 
Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

CA x 
Strike

Final  

 
Where  
 
"CA" means the "Calculation Amount " equal to [currency] 
[amount];  
 
"[Worst] Underlying Final " means the Reference Price of the [Worst 
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Performing] Underlying on the [Final] Valuation Date and  
 
"[Worst] Underlying Strike " means the Strike Price [of the Worst 
Performing Underlying]. 
 

  [Notwithstanding any other rights to redeem the Certificates prior to 
the Maturity Date in accordance with the Terms and Conditions, the 
Certificates shall be terminated automatically and redeemed on 
[[date] ([an] [the] "Automatic Early Redemption Date ")] [[ an] [the] 
Automatic Early Redemption Date] at [[currency] [amount] (the 
"Automatic Early Redemption Amount ")] [ the Automatic Early 
Redemption Amount per Certificate] if on the Early Valuation Date 
directly preceding such Automatic Early Redemption Date the 
Reference Price [A] of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to or] 
[above] [below] [[percentage]% of the [relevant] Strike Price] 
[[percentage]% of the relevant Strike Price (the "Barrier ")] [ the 
Barrier with respect to the relevant Early Valuation Date].] 
 
The rights in connection with the Certificates shall expire upon the 
payment of the Automatic Early Redemption Amount [and the 
[relevant] Bonus Amount] on the [relevant] Automatic Early 
Redemption Date.]] 
 
 
In case of Classic Average Certificates relating to [Shares] 
[Indices] [ETFs] [Futures Contracts] [Fund Sharess] insert: 
 
There are two possible scenarios for the redemption of the 
Certificates on the Maturity Date: 

 
1. If on the Final Valuation Date the Reference Price of [the] 

[each] Underlying is [equal to or] above [•]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price, then each Certificate shall be 
redeemed by payment of a Settlement Amount per 
Certificate equal to the Calculation Amount;  

 
 or 

 
2. in all other cases, each Certificate shall be redeemed by 

payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate determined 
by applying the following formula: 
 

 
Underlying [Worst]

Underlying [Worst]
CA x 

Strike

Average  

 
Where  
 
"CA" means the "Calculation Amount " equal to [currency] 
[amount];  
 
"[Worst] Underlying Average " means the arithmetic mean of the 
Reference Prices of the [Worst Performing] Underlying on all 
Valuation Date and  
 
"[Worst] Underlying Strike " means the Strike Price [of the Worst 
Performing Underlying]. 
 
[Notwithstanding any other rights to redeem the Certificates prior to 
the Maturity Date in accordance with the Terms and Conditions, the 
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Certificates shall be terminated automatically and redeemed on 
[[date] ([an] [the] "Automatic Early Redemption Date ")] [[ an] [the] 
Automatic Early Redemption Date] at [[currency] [amount] (the 
"Automatic Early Redemption Amount ")] [ the Automatic Early 
Redemption Amount per Certificate] if on the Early Valuation Date 
directly preceding such Automatic Early Redemption Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to or] [above] 
[below] [[percentage]% of the [relevant] Strike Price] 
[[percentage]% of the relevant Strike Price (the "Barrier ")] [ the 
Barrier with respect to the relevant Early Valuation Date].] 
 
The rights in connection with the Certificates shall expire upon the 
payment of the Automatic Early Redemption Amount [and the 
[relevant] Bonus Amount] on the [relevant] Automatic Early 
Redemption Date.]] 
 
 
In case of Classic Capped Plus Certificates relating to [Shares] 
[Indices] [ETFs] [Futures Contracts] [Fund Shares] insert: 
 
There are two possible scenarios for the redemption of the 
Certificates on the Maturity Date: 
 
1. If during the Monitoring Period the Reference Price B of [the] 

[each] Underlying has always been [equal to or] above [•]% of 
the [relevant] Strike Price, then each Certificate shall be 
redeemed by payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate 
equal to the Calculation Amount;  

 
 or 

 
2. in all other cases, each Certificate shall be redeemed by 

payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate determined by 
applying the following formula: 
 

 
Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

 C;CAxMin
Strike

Final







  

 
 
Where 
 
"CA" means the "Calculation Amount " equal to [currency] 
[amount];  
 
"Monitoring Period " means the period from and including [date] 
[the [Final] Strike Date] to and including the [Final] Valuation Date; 
 
"C" means the "Cap" [equal to [[�]%]][ being a percentage 
determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer (billiges 
Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade Date on 
the basis of the market conditions prevailing on such date and 
published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any case, the Cap will 
not be below [�]%]; 
 
"[Worst] Underlying Final " means the Reference Price A of the 
[Worst Performing] Underlying on the [Final] Valuation Date and  
 
"[Worst] Underlying Strike " means the Strike Price [of the Worst 
Performing Underlying]. 
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[Notwithstanding any other rights to redeem the Certificates prior to 
the Maturity Date in accordance with the Terms and Conditions, the 
Certificates shall be terminated automatically and redeemed on 
[[date] ([an] [the] "Automatic Early Redemption Date ")] [[ an] [the] 
Automatic Early Redemption Date] at [[currency] [amount] (the 
"Automatic Early Redemption Amount ")] [ the Automatic Early 
Redemption Amount per Certificate] if on the Early Valuation Date 
directly preceding such Automatic Early Redemption Date the 
Reference Price [A] of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to or] 
[above] [below] [[percentage]% of the [relevant] Strike Price] 
[[percentage]% of the relevant Strike Price (the "Barrier ")] [ the 
Barrier with respect to the relevant Early Valuation Date].] 
 
The rights in connection with the Certificates shall expire upon the 
payment of the Automatic Early Redemption Amount [and the 
[relevant] Bonus Amount] on the [relevant] Automatic Early 
Redemption Date.]]  
 
 
In case of Classic Double Capped Plus Certificates relating to 
[Shares] [Indices] [ETFs] [Futures Contracts] [Fund Shares] insert: 
 
There are two possible scenarios for the redemption of the 
Certificates on the Maturity Date: 
 
1. If during the Monitoring Period the Reference Price B of [the] 

[each] Underlying has always been [equal to or] above [•]% of 
the [relevant] Strike Price, then each Certificate shall be 
redeemed by payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate 
determined by applying the following formula: 
 

 CCA x  
 
 or 

 
2. in all other cases, each Certificate shall be redeemed by 

payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate determined by 
applying the following formula: 
 

 
Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

 C;MinxCA
Strike

Final







  

 
 
Where 
 
"CA" means the "Calculation Amount " equal to [currency] 
[amount];  
 
"Monitoring Period " means the period from and including [date] 
[the [Final] Strike Date] to and including the [Final] Valuation Date; 
 
"C" means the "Cap" [equal to [[�]%]][ being a percentage 
determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer (billiges 
Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade Date on 
the basis of the market conditions prevailing on such date and 
published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any case, the Cap will 
not be below [�]%]; 
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"[Worst] Underlying Final " means the Reference Price A of the 
[Worst Performing] Underlying on the [Final] Valuation Date and  
 
"[Worst] Underlying Strike " means the Strike Price [of the Worst 
Performing Underlying]. 
 
[Notwithstanding any other rights to redeem the Certificates prior to 
the Maturity Date in accordance with the Terms and Conditions, the 
Certificates shall be terminated automatically and redeemed on 
[[date] ([an] [the] "Automatic Early Redemption Date ")] [[ an] [the] 
Automatic Early Redemption Date] at [[currency] [amount] (the 
"Automatic Early Redemption Amount ")] [ the Automatic Early 
Redemption Amount per Certificate] if on the Early Valuation Date 
directly preceding such Automatic Early Redemption Date the 
Reference Price [A] of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to or] 
[above] [below] [[percentage]% of the [relevant] Strike Price] 
[[percentage]% of the relevant Strike Price (the "Barrier ")] [ the 
Barrier with respect to the relevant Early Valuation Date].] 
 
The rights in connection with the Certificates shall expire upon the 
payment of the Automatic Early Redemption Amount [and the 
[relevant] Bonus Amount] on the [relevant] Automatic Early 
Redemption Date.]]  
 
 
In case of Classic Cap & Floor Plus Certificates relating to 
[Shares] [Indices] [ETFs] [Futures Contracts] [Fund Shares] insert: 
 
There are two possible scenarios for the redemption of the 
Certificates on the Maturity Date: 
 
1. If during the Monitoring Period the Reference Price B of [the] 

[each] Underlying has always been [equal to or] above [•]% of 
the [relevant] Strike Price, then each Certificate shall be 
redeemed by payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate 
determined by applying the following formula: 
 





















Strike

Final

Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

F;Max C;MinCA x  

 
 or 

 
2. in all other cases, each Certificate shall be redeemed by 

payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate determined by 
applying the following formula: 
 

 
Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

 C;CAxMin
Strike

Final







  

 
 
Where 
 
"CA" means the "Calculation Amount " equal to [currency] 
[amount];  
 
"Monitoring Period " means the period from and including [date] 
[the [Final] Strike Date] to and including the [Final] Valuation Date; 
 
"C" means the "Cap" [equal to [[�]%]][ being a percentage 
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determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer (billiges 
Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade Date on 
the basis of the market conditions prevailing on such date and 
published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any case, the Cap will 
not be below [�]%]; 
 
"F" means the "Floor " [equal to [[�]%]][ being a percentage 
determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer (billiges 
Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade Date on 
the basis of the market conditions prevailing on such date and 
published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any case, the Floor will 
not be below [�]%]; 
 
"[Worst] Underlying Final " means the Reference Price A of the 
[Worst Performing] Underlying on the [Final] Valuation Date and  
 
"[Worst] Underlying Strike " means the Strike Price [of the Worst 
Performing Underlying]. 
 
[Notwithstanding any other rights to redeem the Certificates prior to 
the Maturity Date in accordance with the Terms and Conditions, the 
Certificates shall be terminated automatically and redeemed on 
[[date] ([an] [the] "Automatic Early Redemption Date ")] [[ an] [the] 
Automatic Early Redemption Date] at [[currency] [amount] (the 
"Automatic Early Redemption Amount ")] [ the Automatic Early 
Redemption Amount per Certificate] if on the Early Valuation Date 
directly preceding such Automatic Early Redemption Date the 
Reference Price [A] of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to or] 
[above] [below] [[percentage]% of the [relevant] Strike Price] 
[[percentage]% of the relevant Strike Price (the "Barrier ")] [ the 
Barrier with respect to the relevant Early Valuation Date].] 
 
The rights in connection with the Certificates shall expire upon the 
payment of the Automatic Early Redemption Amount [and the 
[relevant] Bonus Amount] on the [relevant] Automatic Early 
Redemption Date.]]  
 
 
In case of Booster Certificates  relating to [Shares] [Indices] [ETFs] 
[Futures Contracts] [Fund Shares] insert: 
 
There are three possible scenarios for the redemption of the 
Certificates on the Maturity Date: 

 
1. If on the [Final] Valuation Date the Reference Price A of [the] 

[each] Underlying is [equal to or] above [•]% of the [relevant] 
Strike Price, then each Certificate shall be redeemed by 
payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate determined by 
applying the following formula: 
 




















−×+ 1

Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

PF ;C Min 1CA x
Strike

Final  

 
or 

 
2. If on the [Final] Valuation Date the Reference Price A of [the] 

[each] Underlying is [equal to or] below [•]% of the [relevant] 
Strike Price but if during the Monitoring Period the Reference 
Price B of [the] [each] Underlying has always been [equal to 
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or] above [•]% of the [relevant] Strike Price, then each 
Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement 
Amount per Certificate equal to the Calculation Amount;  
 
or 
 

3. in all other cases, each Certificate shall be redeemed by 
payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate determined by 
applying the following formula: 
 

 
Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

CA x  
Strike

Final  

 
"CA" means the "Calculation Amount " equal to [currency] 
[amount];  
 
"C" means the "Cap" [equal to [[�]%]][ being a percentage 
determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer (billiges 
Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade Date on 
the basis of the market conditions prevailing on such date and 
published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any case, the Cap will 
not be below [�]%]; 
 
"PF" means the "Participation Factor " [equal to [[�]%]][ being a 
percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer 
(billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade 
Date on the basis of the market conditions prevailing on such date 
and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any case, the 
Participation Factor will not be below [�]%]; 
 
"[Worst] Underlying Final " means the Reference Price A of the 
[Worst Performing] Underlying on the [Final] Valuation Date and  
 
"[Worst] Underlying Strike " means the Strike Price [of the Worst 
Performing Underlying]. 
 
[Notwithstanding any other rights to redeem the Certificates prior to 
the Maturity Date in accordance with the Terms and Conditions, the 
Certificates shall be terminated automatically and redeemed on 
[[date] ([an] [the] "Automatic Early Redemption Date ")] [[ an] [the] 
Automatic Early Redemption Date] at [[currency] [amount] (the 
"Automatic Early Redemption Amount ")] [ the Automatic Early 
Redemption Amount per Certificate] if on the Early Valuation Date 
directly preceding such Automatic Early Redemption Date the 
Reference Price [A] of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to or] 
[above] [below] [[percentage]% of the [relevant] Strike Price] 
[[percentage]% of the relevant Strike Price (the "Barrier ")] [ the 
Barrier with respect to the relevant Early Valuation Date].] 

 
The rights in connection with the Certificates shall expire upon the 
payment of the Automatic Early Redemption Amount [and the 
[relevant] Bonus Amount] on the [relevant] Automatic Early 
Redemption Date.]]  
 
 
In case of Leveraged Certificates  relating to [Shares] [Indices] 
[ETFs] [Futures Contracts] [Fund Shares] insert: 
 
On the Maturity Date the Certificates shall be redeemed by payment 
of a Settlement Amount per Certificate determined by applying the 
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following formula: 
 






















−×+× 1

Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

0;MaxPFRFAC
Strike

Final  

 
 
"CA" means the "Calculation Amount " equal to [currency] 
[amount];  
 
"RF" means the "Return Factor " [equal to [[�]%]][ being a 
percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer 
(billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade 
Date on the basis of the market conditions prevailing on such date 
and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any case, the 
Return Factor will not be below [�]%]; 
 
"PF" means the "Participation Factor " [equal to [[�]%]][ being a 
percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer 
(billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade 
Date on the basis of the market conditions prevailing on such date 
and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any case, the 
Participation Factor will not be below [�]%]; 
 
"[Worst] Underlying Final " means the Reference Price of the [Worst 
Performing] Underlying on the [Final] Valuation Date and  
 
"[Worst] Underlying Strike " means the Strike Price [of the Worst 
Performing Underlying]. 
 
[Notwithstanding any other rights to redeem the Certificates prior to 
the Maturity Date in accordance with the Terms and Conditions, the 
Certificates shall be terminated automatically and redeemed on 
[[date] ([an] [the] "Automatic Early Redemption Date ")] [[ an] [the] 
Automatic Early Redemption Date] at [[currency] [amount] (the 
"Automatic Early Redemption Amount ")] [ the Automatic Early 
Redemption Amount per Certificate] if on the Early Valuation Date 
directly preceding such Automatic Early Redemption Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to or] [above] 
[below] [[percentage]% of the [relevant] Strike Price] 
[[percentage]% of the relevant Strike Price (the "Barrier ")] [ the 
Barrier with respect to the relevant Early Valuation Date].] 

 
The rights in connection with the Certificates shall expire upon the 
payment of the Automatic Early Redemption Amount [and the 
[relevant] Bonus Amount] on the [relevant] Automatic Early 
Redemption Date.]]  
 
 
In case of Leveraged Basket Certificates  relating to [Shares] 
[Indices] [ETFs] [Futures Contracts] [Fund Shares] insert: 
 
On the Maturity Date the Certificates shall be redeemed by payment 
of a Settlement Amount per Certificate determined by applying the 
following formula: 

 
( )( )PB0;MaxPFRFAC ×+×  

 
 
"CA" means the "Calculation Amount " equal to [currency] 
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[amount];  
 
"RF" means the "Return Factor " [equal to [[�]%]][ being a 
percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer 
(billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade 
Date on the basis of the market conditions prevailing on such date 
and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any case, the 
Return Factor will not be below [�]%]; 
 
"PF" means the "Participation Factor " [equal to [[�]%]][ being a 
percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer 
(billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade 
Date on the basis of the market conditions prevailing on such date 
and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any case, the 
Participation Factor will not be below [�]%] and 
 
"BP" means the "Basket Performance " being a decimal number 
equal to the arithmetic mean of all Performances; 
 
[Notwithstanding any other rights to redeem the Certificates prior to 
the Maturity Date in accordance with the Terms and Conditions, the 
Certificates shall be terminated automatically and redeemed on 
[[date] ([an] [the] "Automatic Early Redemption Date ")] [[ an] [the] 
Automatic Early Redemption Date] at [[currency] [amount] (the 
"Automatic Early Redemption Amount ")] [ the Automatic Early 
Redemption Amount per Certificate] if on the Early Valuation Date 
directly preceding such Automatic Early Redemption Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to or] [above] 
[below] [[percentage]% of the [relevant] Strike Price] 
[[percentage]% of the relevant Strike Price (the "Barrier ")] [ the 
Barrier with respect to the relevant Early Valuation Date].] 

 
The rights in connection with the Certificates shall expire upon the 
payment of the Automatic Early Redemption Amount [and the 
[relevant] Bonus Amount] on the [relevant] Automatic Early 
Redemption Date.]]  
 
 
In case of Double Leveraged Certificates  relating to [Shares] 
[Indices] [ETFs] [Futures Contracts] [Fund Shares] insert: 
 
On the Maturity Date the Certificates shall be redeemed by payment 
of a Settlement Amount per Certificate determined by applying the 
following formula: 

 












































−×−
























−×+

0;
Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

1MaxC2;MinPF

1
Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

0;MaxC1;MinPFFR

CA x 

Strike

Final

Strike

Final

 

 
 
"CA" means the "Calculation Amount " equal to [currency] 
[amount];  
 
"RF" means the "Return Factor " [equal to [[�]%]][ being a 
percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer 
(billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade 
Date on the basis of the market conditions prevailing on such date 
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and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any case, the 
Return Factor will not be below [�]%]; 
 
"PF" means the "Participation Factor " [equal to [[�]%]][ being a 
percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer 
(billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade 
Date on the basis of the market conditions prevailing on such date 
and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any case, the 
Participation Factor will not be below [�]%]; 
 
"C1" means the "Cap 1" [equal to [[�]%]][ being a percentage 
determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer (billiges 
Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade Date on 
the basis of the market conditions prevailing on such date and 
published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any case, the Cap 1 will 
not be below [�]%]; 
 
"C2" means the "Cap 2" [equal to [[�]%]][ being a percentage 
determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer (billiges 
Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade Date on 
the basis of the market conditions prevailing on such date and 
published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any case, the Cap 2 will 
not be below [�]%]; 
 
"[Worst] Underlying Final " means the Reference Price of the [Worst 
Performing] Underlying on the [Final] Valuation Date and  
 
"[Worst] Underlying Strike " means the Strike Price [of the Worst 
Performing Underlying]. 
 
[Notwithstanding any other rights to redeem the Certificates prior to 
the Maturity Date in accordance with the Terms and Conditions, the 
Certificates shall be terminated automatically and redeemed on 
[[date] ([an] [the] "Automatic Early Redemption Date ")] [[ an] [the] 
Automatic Early Redemption Date] at [[currency] [amount] (the 
"Automatic Early Redemption Amount ")] [ the Automatic Early 
Redemption Amount per Certificate] if on the Early Valuation Date 
directly preceding such Automatic Early Redemption Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to or] [above] 
[below] [[percentage]% of the [relevant] Strike Price] 
[[percentage]% of the relevant Strike Price (the "Barrier ")] [ the 
Barrier with respect to the relevant Early Valuation Date].] 

 
The rights in connection with the Certificates shall expire upon the 
payment of the Automatic Early Redemption Amount [and the 
[relevant] Bonus Amount] on the [relevant] Automatic Early 
Redemption Date.]]  
 
 
In case of Call Certificates  relating to [Shares] [Indices] [ETFs] 
[Futures Contracts] [Fund Shares] insert: 
 
On the Maturity Date the Certificates shall be redeemed by payment 
of a Settlement Amount per Certificate determined by applying the 
following formula: 

 











−× 1

Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

0;MaxAC
Strike

Final  
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"CA" means the "Calculation Amount " equal to [currency] 
[amount];  
 
"[Worst] Underlying Final " means the Reference Price of the [Worst 
Performing] Underlying on the [Final] Valuation Date and  
 
"[Worst] Underlying Strike " means the Strike Price [of the Worst 
Performing Underlying]. 
 
[Notwithstanding any other rights to redeem the Certificates prior to 
the Maturity Date in accordance with the Terms and Conditions, the 
Certificates shall be terminated automatically and redeemed on 
[[date] ([an] [the] "Automatic Early Redemption Date ")] [[ an] [the] 
Automatic Early Redemption Date] at [[currency] [amount] (the 
"Automatic Early Redemption Amount ")] [ the Automatic Early 
Redemption Amount per Certificate] if on the Early Valuation Date 
directly preceding such Automatic Early Redemption Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to or] [above] 
[below] [[percentage]% of the [relevant] Strike Price] 
[[percentage]% of the relevant Strike Price (the "Barrier ")] [ the 
Barrier with respect to the relevant Early Valuation Date].] 

 
The rights in connection with the Certificates shall expire upon the 
payment of the Automatic Early Redemption Amount [and the 
[relevant] Bonus Amount] on the [relevant] Automatic Early 
Redemption Date.]]  
 
 
In case of Average Call Certificates  relating to [Shares] [Indices] 
[ETFs] [Futures Contracts] [Fund Shares] insert: 
 
On the Maturity Date the Certificates shall be redeemed by payment 
of a Settlement Amount per Certificate determined by applying the 
following formula: 

 











−× 1

Underlying [Worst]

Underlying [Worst]
0;MaxCA

Strike

Average  

 
 
"CA" means the "Calculation Amount " equal to [currency] 
[amount];  
 
"[Worst] Underlying Average " means arithmetic mean of the 
Reference Prices of the [Worst Performing] Underlying on all 
Valuation Dates and  
 
"[Worst] Underlying Strike " means the Strike Price [of the Worst 
Performing Underlying]. 
 
[Notwithstanding any other rights to redeem the Certificates prior to 
the Maturity Date in accordance with the Terms and Conditions, the 
Certificates shall be terminated automatically and redeemed on 
[[date] ([an] [the] "Automatic Early Redemption Date ")] [[ an] [the] 
Automatic Early Redemption Date] at [[currency] [amount] (the 
"Automatic Early Redemption Amount ")] [ the Automatic Early 
Redemption Amount per Certificate] if on the Early Valuation Date 
directly preceding such Automatic Early Redemption Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to or] [above] 
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[below] [[percentage]% of the [relevant] Strike Price] 
[[percentage]% of the relevant Strike Price (the "Barrier ")] [ the 
Barrier with respect to the relevant Early Valuation Date].] 

 
The rights in connection with the Certificates shall expire upon the 
payment of the Automatic Early Redemption Amount [and the 
[relevant] Bonus Amount] on the [relevant] Automatic Early 
Redemption Date.]]  
 
 
In case of Call Cap Certificates  relating to [Shares] [Indices] 
[ETFs] [Futures Contracts] [Fund Shares] insert: 
 
On the Maturity Date the Certificates shall be redeemed by payment 
of a Settlement Amount per Certificate determined by applying the 
following formula: 

 

 
Underlying [Worst]

Underlying [Worst]Underlying [Worst]
C;Min0;MaxCA

Strike

StrikeFinal






















 −
×  

 
 
"CA" means the "Calculation Amount " equal to [currency] 
[amount];  
 
"C" means the "Cap" [equal to [[�]%]][ being a percentage 
determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer (billiges 
Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade Date on 
the basis of the market conditions prevailing on such date and 
published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any case, the Cap will 
not be below [�]%]; 
 
"[Worst] Underlying Final " means the Reference Price of the [Worst 
Performing] Underlying on the [Final] Valuation Date and  
 
"[Worst] Underlying Strike " means the Strike Price [of the Worst 
Performing Underlying]. 
 
[Notwithstanding any other rights to redeem the Certificates prior to 
the Maturity Date in accordance with the Terms and Conditions, the 
Certificates shall be terminated automatically and redeemed on 
[[date] ([an] [the] "Automatic Early Redemption Date ")] [[ an] [the] 
Automatic Early Redemption Date] at [[currency] [amount] (the 
"Automatic Early Redemption Amount ")] [ the Automatic Early 
Redemption Amount per Certificate] if on the Early Valuation Date 
directly preceding such Automatic Early Redemption Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to or] [above] 
[below] [[percentage]% of the [relevant] Strike Price] 
[[percentage]% of the relevant Strike Price (the "Barrier ")] [ the 
Barrier with respect to the relevant Early Valuation Date].] 

 
The rights in connection with the Certificates shall expire upon the 
payment of the Automatic Early Redemption Amount [and the 
[relevant] Bonus Amount] on the [relevant] Automatic Early 
Redemption Date.]]  
 
 
In case of Call Basket Certificates  relating to [Shares] [Indices] 
[ETFs] [Futures Contracts] [Fund Shares] insert: 
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On the Maturity Date the Certificates shall be redeemed by payment 
of a Settlement Amount per Certificate determined by applying the 
following formula: 

 
( )01;-BPMaxCA x  

 
"CA" means the "Calculation Amount " equal to [currency] 
[amount] and  
 
"BP" means the "Basket Performance " being a decimal number 
equal to the arithmetic mean of all Performances. 
 
[Notwithstanding any other rights to redeem the Certificates prior to 
the Maturity Date in accordance with the Terms and Conditions, the 
Certificates shall be terminated automatically and redeemed on 
[[date] ([an] [the] "Automatic Early Redemption Date ")] [[ an] [the] 
Automatic Early Redemption Date] at [[currency] [amount] (the 
"Automatic Early Redemption Amount ")] [ the Automatic Early 
Redemption Amount per Certificate] if on the Early Valuation Date 
directly preceding such Automatic Early Redemption Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to or] [above] 
[below] [[percentage]% of the [relevant] Strike Price] 
[[percentage]% of the relevant Strike Price (the "Barrier ")] [ the 
Barrier with respect to the relevant Early Valuation Date].] 

 
The rights in connection with the Certificates shall expire upon the 
payment of the Automatic Early Redemption Amount [and the 
[relevant] Bonus Amount] on the [relevant] Automatic Early 
Redemption Date.]]  
 
 
In case of Call Cap Basket Certificates  relating to [Shares] 
[Indices] [ETFs] [Futures Contracts] [Fund Shares] insert: 
 
On the Maturity Date the Certificates shall be redeemed by payment 
of a Settlement Amount per Certificate determined by applying the 
following formula: 

 
( )[ ]BP;CMin;0MaxPFCA ××  

 
 
"CA" means the "Calculation Amount " equal to [currency] 
[amount];  
 
"PF" means the "Participation Factor " [equal to [[�]%]][ being a 
percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer 
(billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade 
Date on the basis of the market conditions prevailing on such date 
and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any case, the 
Participation Factor will not be below [�]%]; 
 
"C" means the "Cap" [equal to [[�]%]][ being a percentage 
determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer (billiges 
Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade Date on 
the basis of the market conditions prevailing on such date and 
published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any case, the Cap will 
not be below [�]%]; 
 
"BP" means the "Basket Performance " being a decimal number 
equal to the arithmetic mean of all Performances. 
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[Notwithstanding any other rights to redeem the Certificates prior to 
the Maturity Date in accordance with the Terms and Conditions, the 
Certificates shall be terminated automatically and redeemed on 
[[date] ([an] [the] "Automatic Early Redemption Date ")] [[ an] [the] 
Automatic Early Redemption Date] at [[currency] [amount] (the 
"Automatic Early Redemption Amount ")] [ the Automatic Early 
Redemption Amount per Certificate] if on the Early Valuation Date 
directly preceding such Automatic Early Redemption Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to or] [above] 
[below] [[percentage]% of the [relevant] Strike Price] 
[[percentage]% of the relevant Strike Price (the "Barrier ")] [ the 
Barrier with respect to the relevant Early Valuation Date].] 

 
The rights in connection with the Certificates shall expire upon the 
payment of the Automatic Early Redemption Amount [and the 
[relevant] Bonus Amount] on the [relevant] Automatic Early 
Redemption Date.]]  
 
 
In case of Put Certificates  relating to [Shares] [Indices] [ETFs] 
[Futures Contracts] [Fund Shares] insert: 
 
On the Maturity Date the Certificates shall be redeemed by payment 
of a Settlement Amount per Certificate determined by applying the 
following formula: 

 











−

Strike

Final

Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

10;MaxCA x  

 
 
"CA" means the "Calculation Amount " equal to [currency] 
[amount];  
 
"[Worst] Underlying Final " means the Reference Price of the [Worst 
Performing] Underlying on the [Final] Valuation Date and  
 
"[Worst] Underlying Strike " means the Strike Price [of the Worst 
Performing Underlying]. 
 
[Notwithstanding any other rights to redeem the Certificates prior to 
the Maturity Date in accordance with the Terms and Conditions, the 
Certificates shall be terminated automatically and redeemed on 
[[date] ([an] [the] "Automatic Early Redemption Date ")] [[ an] [the] 
Automatic Early Redemption Date] at [[currency] [amount] (the 
"Automatic Early Redemption Amount ")] [ the Automatic Early 
Redemption Amount per Certificate] if on the Early Valuation Date 
directly preceding such Automatic Early Redemption Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to or] [above] 
[below] [[percentage]% of the [relevant] Strike Price] 
[[percentage]% of the relevant Strike Price (the "Barrier ")] [ the 
Barrier with respect to the relevant Early Valuation Date].] 

 
The rights in connection with the Certificates shall expire upon the 
payment of the Automatic Early Redemption Amount [and the 
[relevant] Bonus Amount] on the [relevant] Automatic Early 
Redemption Date.]]  
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In case of Put Cap Certificates  relating to [Shares] [Indices] [ETFs] 
[Futures Contracts] [Fund Shares] insert: 
 
On the Maturity Date the Certificates shall be redeemed by payment 
of a Settlement Amount per Certificate determined by applying the 
following formula: 

 























 −
 

Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]Underlying [Worst]

0;MaxC;MinCA x 
Strike

FinalStrike  

 
 
"CA" means the "Calculation Amount " equal to [currency] 
[amount];  
 
"C" means the "Cap" [equal to [[�]%]][ being a percentage 
determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer (billiges 
Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade Date on 
the basis of the market conditions prevailing on such date and 
published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any case, the Cap will 
not be below [�]%]; 
 
"[Worst] Underlying Strike " means the Strike Price [of the Worst 
Performing Underlying] and 
 
"[Worst] Underlying Final " means the Reference Price of the [Worst 
Performing] Underlying on the [Final] Valuation Date. 
 
[Notwithstanding any other rights to redeem the Certificates prior to 
the Maturity Date in accordance with the Terms and Conditions, the 
Certificates shall be terminated automatically and redeemed on 
[[date] ([an] [the] "Automatic Early Redemption Date ")] [[ an] [the] 
Automatic Early Redemption Date] at [[currency] [amount] (the 
"Automatic Early Redemption Amount ")] [ the Automatic Early 
Redemption Amount per Certificate] if on the Early Valuation Date 
directly preceding such Automatic Early Redemption Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to or] [above] 
[below] [[percentage]% of the [relevant] Strike Price] 
[[percentage]% of the relevant Strike Price (the "Barrier ")] [ the 
Barrier with respect to the relevant Early Valuation Date].] 

 
The rights in connection with the Certificates shall expire upon the 
payment of the Automatic Early Redemption Amount [and the 
[relevant] Bonus Amount] on the [relevant] Automatic Early 
Redemption Date.]]  
 
 
In case of Put Basket Certificates  relating to [Shares] [Indices] 
[ETFs] [Futures Contracts] [Fund Shares] insert: 
 
On the Maturity Date the Certificates shall be redeemed by payment 
of a Settlement Amount per Certificate determined by applying the 
following formula: 

 
( )BP;0 1MaxCA x −  

 
"CA" means the "Calculation Amount " equal to [currency] 
[amount] and  
 
"BP" means the "Basket Performance " being a decimal number 
equal to the arithmetic mean of all Performances. 
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[Notwithstanding any other rights to redeem the Certificates prior to 
the Maturity Date in accordance with the Terms and Conditions, the 
Certificates shall be terminated automatically and redeemed on 
[[date] ([an] [the] "Automatic Early Redemption Date ")] [[ an] [the] 
Automatic Early Redemption Date] at [[currency] [amount] (the 
"Automatic Early Redemption Amount ")] [ the Automatic Early 
Redemption Amount per Certificate] if on the Early Valuation Date 
directly preceding such Automatic Early Redemption Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to or] [above] 
[below] [[percentage]% of the [relevant] Strike Price] 
[[percentage]% of the relevant Strike Price (the "Barrier ")] [ the 
Barrier with respect to the relevant Early Valuation Date].] 

 
The rights in connection with the Certificates shall expire upon the 
payment of the Automatic Early Redemption Amount [and the 
[relevant] Bonus Amount] on the [relevant] Automatic Early 
Redemption Date.]]  
 
 
In case of Digital Certificates  relating to [Shares] [Indices] [ETFs] 
[Futures Contracts] [Fund Shares] insert: 
 
On the Maturity Date the Certificates shall be redeemed by payment 
of a Settlement Amount per Certificate equal to the Calculation 
Amount. 
 
[Notwithstanding any other rights to redeem the Certificates prior to 
the Maturity Date in accordance with the Terms and Conditions, the 
Certificates shall be terminated automatically and redeemed on 
[[date] ([an] [the] "Automatic Early Redemption Date ")] [[ an] [the] 
Automatic Early Redemption Date] at [[currency] [amount] (the 
"Automatic Early Redemption Amount ")] [ the Automatic Early 
Redemption Amount per Certificate] if on the Early Valuation Date 
directly preceding such Automatic Early Redemption Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to or] [above] 
[below] [[percentage]% of the [relevant] Strike Price] 
[[percentage]% of the relevant Strike Price (the "Barrier ")] [ the 
Barrier with respect to the relevant Early Valuation Date].] 

 
The rights in connection with the Certificates shall expire upon the 
payment of the Automatic Early Redemption Amount [and the 
[relevant] Bonus Amount] on the [relevant] Automatic Early 
Redemption Date.]]  
 
 
In case of Participation Digital Certificates  relating to [Shares] 
[Indices] [ETFs] [Futures Contracts] [Fund Shares] insert: 
 
There are two possible scenarios for the redemption of the 
Certificates on the Maturity Date: 
 
1. If on the [Final] Valuation Date [the Performance of [the] 

[each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [number][ the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] 
[above] [�]% of the [relevant] Strike Price], then each 
Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement 
Amount per Certificate equal to the Calculation Amount; or 

 
2. in all other cases, each Certificate shall be redeemed by 
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payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate determined by 
applying the following formula: 
 

PF 
Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

CA x 
Strike

Final ×  

 
 
Where 
 
"CA" means the "Calculation Amount " equal to [currency] 
[amount];  
 
"[Worst] Underlying Final " means the Reference Price A of the 
[Worst Performing] Underlying on the [Final] Valuation Date;  
 
"[Worst] Underlying Strike " means the Strike Price [of the Worst 
Performing Underlying]; and 
 
"PF" means the "Participation Factor " [equal to [[�]%]][ being a 
percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer 
(billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade 
Date on the basis of the market conditions prevailing on such date 
and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any case, the 
Participation Factor will not be below [�]%]. 
 
[Notwithstanding any other rights to redeem the Certificates prior to 
the Maturity Date in accordance with the Terms and Conditions, the 
Certificates shall be terminated automatically and redeemed on 
[[date] ([an] [the] "Automatic Early Redemption Date ")] [[ an] [the] 
Automatic Early Redemption Date] at [[currency] [amount] (the 
"Automatic Early Redemption Amount ")] [ the Automatic Early 
Redemption Amount per Certificate] if on the Early Valuation Date 
directly preceding such Automatic Early Redemption Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to or] [above] 
[below] [[percentage]% of the [relevant] Strike Price] 
[[percentage]% of the relevant Strike Price (the "Barrier ")] [ the 
Barrier with respect to the relevant Early Valuation Date].] 

 
The rights in connection with the Certificates shall expire upon the 
payment of the Automatic Early Redemption Amount [and the 
[relevant] Bonus Amount] on the [relevant] Automatic Early 
Redemption Date.]]  
 
 
In case of Participation Recovery Certificates  relating to [Shares] 
[Indices] [ETFs] [Futures Contracts] [Fund Shares] insert: 
 
There are two possible scenarios for the redemption of the 
Certificates on the Maturity Date: 
 
1. If on the [Final] Valuation Date the Reference Price of [the] 

[each] Underlying is [equal to or] above [�]% of the [relevant] 
Strike Price, then each Certificate shall be redeemed by 
payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate equal to the 
Calculation Amount; or 

 
2. in all other cases, each Certificate shall be redeemed by 

payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate determined by 
applying the following formula: 
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Underlying [Worst]

Underlying [Worst]
PFRF 0;Max CA x 

Strike

Final  

 
 
Where 
 
"CA" means the "Calculation Amount " equal to [currency] 
[amount];  
 
"RF" means the "Return Factor " [equal to [[�]%]][ being a 
percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer 
(billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade 
Date on the basis of the market conditions prevailing on such date 
and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any case, the 
Return Factor will not be below [�]%]; 
 
"PF" means the "Participation Factor " [equal to [[�]%]][ being a 
percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer 
(billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade 
Date on the basis of the market conditions prevailing on such date 
and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any case, the 
Participation Factor will not be below [�]%]; 
 
"[Worst] Underlying Final " means the Reference Price A of the 
[Worst Performing] Underlying on the [Final] Valuation Date; and 
 
"[Worst] Underlying Strike " means the Strike Price [of the Worst 
Performing Underlying]. 
 
 
[Notwithstanding any other rights to redeem the Certificates prior to 
the Maturity Date in accordance with the Terms and Conditions, the 
Certificates shall be terminated automatically and redeemed on 
[[date] ([an] [the] "Automatic Early Redemption Date ")] [[ an] [the] 
Automatic Early Redemption Date] at [[currency] [amount] (the 
"Automatic Early Redemption Amount ")] [ the Automatic Early 
Redemption Amount per Certificate] if on the Early Valuation Date 
directly preceding such Automatic Early Redemption Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to or] [above] 
[below] [[percentage]% of the [relevant] Strike Price] 
[[percentage]% of the relevant Strike Price (the "Barrier ")] [ the 
Barrier with respect to the relevant Early Valuation Date].] 

 
The rights in connection with the Certificates shall expire upon the 
payment of the Automatic Early Redemption Amount [and the 
[relevant] Bonus Amount] on the [relevant] Automatic Early 
Redemption Date.]]  
 
 
In case of Basket Certificates  relating to [Shares] [Indices] [ETFs] 
[Futures Contracts] [Fund Shares] insert: 
 
There are three possible scenarios for the redemption of the 
Certificates on the Maturity Date: 

 
1. If on the [Final] Valuation Date the Basket Performance is 

[equal to] [or] [above] [number], then each Certificate shall be 
redeemed by payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate 
determined by applying the following formula: 
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( )( )( )1PBPFRF;Min100%AC −×+×  

 
or 

 
2. If on the [Final] Valuation Date the Basket Performance is 

[equal to] [or] [below] [number] but [equal to] [or] [above] 
[number], then each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment 
of a Settlement Amount per Certificate equal to the Calculation 
Amount;  
 

or 
 

3. in all other cases, each Certificate shall be redeemed by 
payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate determined by 
applying the following formula: 
 

BPAC ×  
 
"CA" means the "Calculation Amount " equal to [currency] 
[amount];  
 
"RF" means the "Return Factor " [equal to [[�]%]][ being a 
percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer 
(billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade 
Date on the basis of the market conditions prevailing on such date 
and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any case, the 
Return Factor will not be below [�]%]; 
 
"PF" means the "Participation Factor " [equal to [[�]%]][ being a 
percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer 
(billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade 
Date on the basis of the market conditions prevailing on such date 
and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any case, the 
Participation Factor will not be below [�]%]; and 
 
"BP" means the "Basket Performance " being a decimal number 
equal to the arithmetic mean of all Performances. 
 
[Notwithstanding any other rights to redeem the Certificates prior to 
the Maturity Date in accordance with the Terms and Conditions, the 
Certificates shall be terminated automatically and redeemed on 
[[date] ([an] [the] "Automatic Early Redemption Date ")] [[ an] [the] 
Automatic Early Redemption Date] at [[currency] [amount] (the 
"Automatic Early Redemption Amount ")] [ the Automatic Early 
Redemption Amount per Certificate] if on the Early Valuation Date 
directly preceding such Automatic Early Redemption Date the 
Reference Price [A] of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to or] 
[above] [below] [[percentage]% of the [relevant] Strike Price] 
[[percentage]% of the relevant Strike Price (the "Barrier ")] [ the 
Barrier with respect to the relevant Early Valuation Date].] 

 
The rights in connection with the Certificates shall expire upon the 
payment of the Automatic Early Redemption Amount [and the 
[relevant] Bonus Amount] on the [relevant] Automatic Early 
Redemption Date.]]  
 
 
In case of Leveraged Twin Win Plus Certificates  relating to 
[Shares] [Indices] [ETFs] [Futures Contracts] [Fund Shares] insert: 
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There are three possible scenarios for the redemption of the 
Certificates on the Maturity Date: 

 
1. If [on the [Final] Valuation Date the Reference Price [A] of 

[the] [each] Underlying is [equal to or] above [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price, then each Certificate shall be 
redeemed by payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate 
determined by applying the following formula: 
 

















+= 1- 

Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

 RFCA x SA 
Strike

Final  

 
or 

 
2. If [on the [Final] Valuation Date the Reference Price [A] of 

[the] [each] Underlying is [equal to or] below [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price and[/or] if] during the Monitoring Period 
the Reference Price [B] of [the] [each] Underlying has always 
been [equal to or] above [�]% of the [relevant] Strike Price, 
then each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a 
Settlement Amount per Certificate determined by applying the 
following formula: 
 

















−= 1- 

Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

 RFCA x SA 
Strike

Final  

 
 

or 
 

3. in all other cases, each Certificate shall be redeemed by 
payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate determined by 
applying the following formula: 
 

 
Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

CA x  SA 
Strike

Final=  

 
"CA" means the "Calculation Amount " equal to [currency] 
[amount];  
 
"RF" means the "Return Factor " [equal to [[�]%]][ being a 
percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer 
(billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade 
Date on the basis of the market conditions prevailing on such date 
and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any case, the 
Return Factor will not be below [�]%]; 
 
"[Worst] Underlying Final " means the Reference Price A of the 
[Worst Performing] Underlying on the [Final] Valuation Date; and 
 
"[Worst] Underlying Strike " means the Strike Price [of the Worst 
Performing Underlying]. 
 
[Notwithstanding any other rights to redeem the Certificates prior to 
the Maturity Date in accordance with the Terms and Conditions, the 
Certificates shall be terminated automatically and redeemed on 
[[date] ([an] [the] "Automatic Early Redemption Date ")] [[ an] [the] 
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Automatic Early Redemption Date] at [[currency] [amount] (the 
"Automatic Early Redemption Amount ")] [ the Automatic Early 
Redemption Amount per Certificate] if on the Early Valuation Date 
directly preceding such Automatic Early Redemption Date the 
Reference Price [A] of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to or] 
[above] [below] [[percentage]% of the [relevant] Strike Price] 
[[percentage]% of the relevant Strike Price (the "Barrier ")] [ the 
Barrier with respect to the relevant Early Valuation Date].] 

 
The rights in connection with the Certificates shall expire upon the 
payment of the Automatic Early Redemption Amount [and the 
[relevant] Bonus Amount] on the [relevant] Automatic Early 
Redemption Date.]]  
 
 
In case of Turbo Put Certificates  relating to [Shares] [Indices] 
[ETFs] [Futures Contracts] [Fund Shares] insert: 
 
On the Maturity Date the Certificates shall be redeemed by payment 
of a Settlement Amount per Certificate determined by applying the 
following formula: 

 
( ) RUnderlyingUnderlying FinalstedStrikeAdju ×−  

 
 
"CA" means the "Calculation Amount " equal to [currency] 
[amount];  
 
"Underlying StrikeAdjusted " means the Adjusted Strike Price on the 
[Final] Valuation Date; 
 
"[Underlying Final " means the Reference Price [A] of the [Worst 
Performing] Underlying on the [Final] Valuation Date; and 
 
"R" means the "Ratio " equal to [number]; 
 
[Notwithstanding any other rights to redeem the Certificates prior to 
the Maturity Date in accordance with these Terms and Conditions, 
the Certificates shall be terminated automatically if on any day 
during the Monitoring Period the [Reference Price [B] of the 
Underlying][ relevant Adjusted Strike Price] is [equal to] [or] below 
the Barrier (the "Knock-out Event "). 
 
In the case of a Knock-out Event, the Certificates shall be redeemed 
at an amount in [currency] which shall be determined by the Issuer 
in its reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil 
Code (BGB)) as the fair value of the Certificates at the date of the 
Knock-out Event by taking into account the relevant prevailing 
market conditions (the "Automatic Early Redemption Amount ") 
which shall be notified in accordance with § 11.  The Automatic Early 
Redemption Amount shall be payable at the latest on the 
[fifth][ordinal number] Payment Business Day following the day on 
which the Knock-out Event occurred, but in no case earlier than 
[five][number] Payment Business Days after the Issue Date and not 
later than on the Maturity Date.  The rights arising from the 
Certificates will terminate upon the payment of the Automatic Early 
Redemption Amount.] 
 
 
In case of Turbo Call Certificates  relating to [Shares] [Indices] 
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[ETFs] [Futures Contracts] [Fund Shares] insert: 
 
On the Maturity Date the Certificates shall be redeemed by payment 
of a Settlement Amount per Certificate determined by applying the 
following formula: 

 
( ) RUnderlyingUnderlying stedStrikeAdjuFinal ×-  

 
 
"CA" means the "Calculation Amount " equal to [currency] 
[amount];  
 
"[Underlying Final " means the Reference Price [A] of the [Worst 
Performing] Underlying on the [Final] Valuation Date; 
 
"Underlying StrikeAdjusted " means the Adjusted Strike Price on the 
[Final] Valuation Date; and 
 
"R" means the "Ratio " equal to [number]; 
 
[Notwithstanding any other rights to redeem the Certificates prior to 
the Maturity Date in accordance with these Terms and Conditions, 
the Certificates shall be terminated automatically if on any day 
during the Monitoring Period the [Reference Price [B] of the 
Underlying][ relevant Adjusted Strike Price] is [equal to] [or] above 
the Barrier (the "Knock-out Event "). 
 
In the case of a Knock-out Event, the Certificates shall be redeemed 
at an amount in [currency] which shall be determined by the Issuer 
in its reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil 
Code (BGB)) as the fair value of the Certificates at the date of the 
Knock-out Event by taking into account the relevant prevailing 
market conditions (the "Automatic Early Redemption Amount ") 
which shall be notified in accordance with § 11.  The Automatic Early 
Redemption Amount shall be payable at the latest on the 
[fifth][ordinal number] Payment Business Day following the day on 
which the Knock-out Event occurred, but in no case earlier than 
[five][number] Payment Business Days after the Issue Date and not 
later than on the Maturity Date.  The rights arising from the 
Certificates will terminate upon the payment of the Automatic Early 
Redemption Amount.] 
 

C 16 Valuation Date 
 
Maturity Date 
 

[valuation date] 
 
[maturity date] 

C 17 Description of 
the settlement 
procedure for 
the securities 
 

The Certificates sold will be delivered on the Payment Date in 
accordance with applicable local market practice via the Clearing 
System. 

C 18 Delivery 
procedure 
(clearing on the 
Maturity Date) 

All amounts payable pursuant to the Terms and Conditions shall be 
paid to the Certificateholders not later than on the Settlement Date 
following the date stated in the Terms and Conditions.  Such 
payment shall be made to the Paying Agent for transfer to the 
Clearing System or pursuant to the Clearing System's instruction for 
credit to the relevant accountholders. Payment to the Clearing 
System or pursuant to the Clearing System's instruction shall 
release the Issuer from its payment obligations under the 
Certificates in the amount of such payment.  
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If a payment is to be made on a day that is not a Payment Business 
Day, it shall take place on the next following Payment Business 
Day. In this case, the relevant Certificateholder shall neither be 
entitled to any payment claim nor to any interest claim or other 
compensation with respect to such delay. 
 
"Paying Agent " means [paying agent]. 
 
"Clearing System " means [clearing system]. 
 
"Payment Business Day " means [a day on which the Trans-
European Automated Real-Time Gross Settlement Express 
Transfer System (TARGET) and the Clearing System settle 
payments [currency].] [a day on which commercial banks are open 
for business (including dealings in foreign exchange and foreign 
currency deposits) in [city] [and Frankfurt am Main] and the 
Clearing System settles payments in [currency].] 
 

C 19 Final Reference 
Price of the 
Underlying 

[case of shares as underlying:] 
 
[The official closing price of the Underlying as determined and 
published by the Exchange on the [Final] Valuation Date.] [other 
provisions] 
 
[case of indices as underlying:] 
 
[The official closing price of the Underlying as determined and 
published by the Index Sponsor on the [Final] Valuation Date.] 
[other provisions] 
 
[in case of ETFs as underlying:] 
 
[The official closing price of the Underlying as determined and 
published by the Exchange on the [Final] Valuation Date.] [other 
provisions] 
 
[in case of Futures Contracts as underlying:]  
 
[The closing settlement price of the next-to-deliver Futures Contract 
as determined and published by the Exchange on the [Final] 
Valuation Date.] [other provisions] 
 
[in case of fund shares as Underlyings:]  
[The NAV of the Fund Share on the [Final] Valuation Date.] [other 
provisions] 
 
 

C 20 Type of the 
underlying and 
details, where 
information on 
the underlying 
can be obtained 
 

The [asset underlying] [assets underlying] the Certificates [ is][are] 
[share, company, ISIN][ index, index sponsor, ISIN] [ETF Share] 
[futures contract] [ fund share] [ (the "Underlying ")] [(each an 
"Underlying ", collectively, "Underlyings ")]. 
 
Information on [the Underlying is] [the Underlyings are] available on 
the website [source]. 
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Section D – Risks  
 
The purchase of Certificates is associated with certain risks. The Issuer expressly points out that 
the description of the risks associated with an inv estment in the Certificates describes only the 
major risks which were known to the Issuer at the d ate of the Base Prospectus.  
 
Element Description of 

Element 
 

Disclosure requirement  

D 2 Key risks specific 
to the Issuer  

The Certificates entails an issuer risk, also referred to as debtor risk 
or credit risk for prospective investors. An issuer risk is the risk that 
Commerzbank becomes temporarily or permanently unable to meet 
its obligations to pay interest and/or the settlement amount. 
 
Furthermore, Commerzbank is subject to various risks within its 
business activities. Such risks comprise in particular the following 
types of risks: 
 
Global Financial Market Crisis and Sovereign Debt Crisis 
 
The global financial market crisis and sovereign debt crisis in the 
eurozone in particular have put a very significant strain on the net 
assets, financial position and results of operations of the Group in 
the past, and it can be assumed that further materially adverse 
effects for the Group can also result in the future, in particular in the 
event of a renewed escalation of the crisis. A further escalation of 
the crisis within the European Monetary Union can have material 
adverse effects with consequences that even pose a threat to the 
Group’s existence. The Group holds a large amount of sovereign 
debt. Impairments and valuations of such sovereign debt at lower 
fair values have material adverse effects on the Group. 
 
Macroeconomic Environment 
 
The macroeconomic environment prevailing for some time adversely 
affects the results of operations of the Group and the strong 
dependence of the Group on the economic environment, particularly 
in Germany, can lead to further substantial burdens in the event of a 
renewed economic downturn. 
 
Counterparty Default Risk 
 
The Group is exposed to counterparty default risk (credit risk) also in 
respect of large individual commitments, large loans and advances, 
and commitments that is concentrated in individual sectors, so-
called "cluster" commitments, as well as loans to debtors that may 
be particularly affected by the sovereign debt crisis. Real estate 
finance and ship finance are exposed to risks associated in 
particular with the volatility of real estate and ship prices, including 
counterparty default risk (credit risk) and the risk of substantial 
changes in the values of private and commercial real estate and 
ships held as collateral. The Group has a substantial number of non-
performing loans in its portfolio and these defaults may not be 
sufficiently covered by collateral in combination with previously 
conducted write-downs and established provisions. 
 
Market Risks 
 
The Group is exposed to market price risks in the valuation of 
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equities and investment fund units as well as in the form of interest 
rate risks, credit spread risks, currency risks, volatility and 
correlation risks, commodity price risks. 
 
Strategic Risks 
 
There is a risk that the Group may not be able to implement its 
strategic plans, or only implement them in part or at higher costs 
than planned. The synergy effects anticipated from Dresdner Bank’s 
integration into the Group may be less than expected or begin to 
materialize at a later date. In addition, ongoing integration is causing 
considerable costs and investments that may exceed the planned 
limits. Customers may not be retained in the long run as a result of 
the takeover of Dresdner Bank. 
 
Risks from the Competitive Environment 
 
The markets in which the Group is active, particularly the German 
market and there, above all, activities in business with private and 
corporate customers as well as investment banking, are 
characterized by heavy competition on the basis of prices and 
conditions, which results in considerable pressure on margins. 
Measures by governments and central banks to combat the financial 
crisis and the sovereign debt crisis have a significant impact on the 
competitive environment. 
 
Liquidity Risks 
 
The Group is dependent on the regular supply of liquidity and a 
market-wide or company-specific liquidity shortage can have 
material adverse effects on the Group’s net assets, financial position 
and results of operations. Currently, the liquidity supply of banks and 
other players in the financial markets is strongly dependent on 
expansive measures of the central banks. 
 
Operational Risks 
 
The Group is exposed to a large number of operational risks 
including the risk that employees enter into extensive risks for the 
Group or violate compliance-relevant regulations in connection with 
the conducting of business activities and thereby cause suddenly 
occurring damages of a material size. 
 
Risks from Equity Participations 
 
With respect to holdings in listed and unlisted companies, 
Commerzbank is exposed to particular risks associated with the 
soundness and manageability of such holdings. It is possible that 
goodwill reported in the consolidated balance sheet will have to be 
written down, in full or in part. 
 
Risks from Bank-Specific Regulation  
 
Ever stricter regulatory capital and liquidity standards may bring into 
question the business model of a number of the Group’s operations 
and negatively affect the Group’s competitive position. Other 
regulatory reforms proposed in the wake of the financial crisis, e.g., 
statutory charges such as the bank levy or a possible financial 
transaction tax or stricter disclosure and organizational obligations 
can materially influence the Group’s business model and competitive 
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environment. 
 
Legal Risks 
 
Claims for damages on the grounds of faulty investment advice and 
the lack of transparency of internal commissions have led to 
substantial charges and may also in the future lead to further 
substantial charges for the Group. Commerzbank and its 
subsidiaries are subject to claims, including in court proceedings, for 
payment and restoration of value in connection with profit 
participation certificates and trust preferred securities it issued. The 
outcome of such proceedings can have material negative effects on 
the Group, beyond the claims asserted in each case. Regulatory, 
supervisory and judicial proceedings may have a material adverse 
effect on the Group. Proceedings brought by regulators, supervisory 
authorities and prosecutors may have material adverse effects on 
the Group. 

 
D 6 Key information 

on the key risks 
that are specific 
to the securities 

No secondary market immediately prior to the final maturity 
 
The market maker and/or the exchange will cease trading in the 
Certificates shortly before their scheduled Maturity Date. However, 
between the last trading day and the [Final] Valuation Date, the 
price of the Underlying [and/or the exchange rate], [both of] which 
[is] [are] relevant for the Certificates may still change [and the 
barrier which is relevant for the payments under the Certificates 
could be reached, exceeded or breached in another way for the first 
time]. This may be to the investor’s disadvantage. 
 
No Collateralization 
 
The Certificates constitute unconditional obligations of the Issuer. 
They are neither secured by the Deposit Protection Fund of the 
Association of German Banks (Einlagensicherungsfonds des 
Bundesverbandes deutscher Banken e.V.) nor by the German 
Deposit Guarantee and Investor Compensation Act 
(Einlagensicherungs- und Anlegerentschädigungsgesetz). This 
means that the investor bears the risk that the Issuer cannot or only 
partially fulfil the attainments due under the Certificates. Under these 
circumstances, a total loss of the investor's capital might be 
possible. 
 
This means that the investor bears the risk that the Issuer's financial 
situation may worsen - and that the Issuer may be subjected to a 
reorganisation proceeding (Reorganisationsverfahren) or transfer 
order (Übertragungsanordnung) under German bank restructuring 
law or that insolvency proceedings might be instituted with regard to 
its assets - and therefore attainments due under the Certificates 
cannot or only partially be done. Under these circumstances, a total 
loss of the investor's capital might be possible. 
 
Foreign Account Tax Compliance withholding may affect payments 
on Certificates 
 
The Issuer and other financial institutions through which payments 
on the Certificates are made may be required to withhold at a rate of 
up to 30% on payments made after 31 December 2016 in respect of 
any Certificates which are issued or materially modified after 31 
December 2013, pursuant to Sections 1471 to 1474 of the U.S. 
Internal Revenue Code, commonly referred to as "FATCA"  (Foreign 
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Account Tax Compliance Act).  A withholding obligation may also 
exist – irrespective of the date of issuance – if the Certificates are to 
be treated as equity instruments according to U.S. tax law. The 
FATCA regulations outlined above are not yet final.  Investors in 
the Certificates should therefore be aware of the f act that 
payments under the Certificates may, under certain 
circumstances, be subject to U.S. withholding, whic h may lower 
the economic result of the Certificate.  
 
Impact of a downgrading of the credit rating 
 
The value of the Certificates could be affected by the ratings given to 
the Issuer by rating agencies. Any downgrading of the Issuer’s rating 
by even one of these rating agencies could result in a reduction in 
the value of the Certificates. 
 
Extraordinary termination, early redemption and adjustment rights 
 
The Issuer shall be entitled to perform adjustments with regard to 
the aforesaid Terms and Conditions or to terminate and redeem the 
Certificates prematurely if certain conditions are met. This may have 
a negative effect on the value of the Certificates as well as the 
Extraordinary Termination Amount. If the Certificates are terminated, 
the amount payable to the holders of the Certificates in the event of 
the termination of the Certificates may be lower than the amount the 
holders of the Certificates would have received without such 
termination.  
 
Market disruption event 
 
The Issuer is entitled to determine market disruption events that 
might result in a postponement of a calculation and/or of any 
attainments under the Certificates and that might affect the value of 
the Certificates. In addition, in certain cases stipulated, the Issuer 
may estimate certain prices that are relevant with regard to 
attainments or the reaching of barriers. These estimates may 
deviate from their actual value. 
 
Substitution of the Issuer 
 
If the conditions set out in the Terms and Conditions are met, the 
Issuer is entitled at any time, without the consent of the holders of 
the Certificates, to appoint another company as the new Issuer with 
regard to all obligations arising out of or in connection with the 
Certificates in its place. In that case, the holder of the Certificates 
will generally also assume the insolvency risk with regard to the new 
Issuer. 
 
Risk factors relating to the Underlying 
 
The Certificates depend on the value of the Underlying and the risk 
associated with this Underlying. The value of the Underlying 
depends upon a number of factors that may be interconnected. 
These may include economic, financial and political events beyond 
the Issuer's control. The past performance of an Underlying should 
not be regarded as an indicator of its future performance during the 
term of the Certificates. 
 
Risk relating to an automatic early redemption 
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Under certain circumstances as set forth in the relevant Final Terms, 
the Certificates may be redeemed early if certain conditions are met, 
which may adversely affect the economics of the Certificates for the 
investor. 
 
Risk at maturity: 
 
Classic Certificates relating to [Shares][Indices][ ETFs][Futures 
Contracts][Fund Shares]   
 
The Certificates could be redeemed on the Maturity Date by 
payment of a Settlement Amount which will be significantly below 
the initial issue price of [ issue price] per Certificate. In this case the 
investor could suffer a loss. This is - disregarding the costs incurred 
in connection with the purchase of the Certificates - the case, if on 
the [Final] Valuation Date the Reference Price of the 
[Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund Shares] 
underlying the Certificates is below a predetermined percentage of 
the Strike Price of the [Worst Performing] Underlying.  
 
The investor will suffer a loss if the Settlement Amount which will be 
depending on the performance of the [Worst Performing] Underlying 
([plus any Bonus Amounts and] less local taxes) is below the 
purchase price paid for the Certificates. The lower the Reference 
Price of the [Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund 
Shares] and thus the lower the Settlement Amount, the greater will 
be the loss. Worst Case: The [Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures 
Contracts][Fund Shares] are worthless on the [Final] Valuation 
Date. In this case the Settlement Amount will be equal to zero [and 
the investor will only receive the Bonus Amount[s] less local taxes.] 
 
 
Classic Average Certificates relating to 
[Shares][Indices][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund Sha res]   
 
The Certificates could be redeemed on the Maturity Date by 
payment of a Settlement Amount which will be significantly below 
the initial issue price of [ issue price] per Certificate. In this case the 
investor could suffer a loss. This is - disregarding the costs incurred 
in connection with the purchase of the Certificates - the case, if the 
arithmetic mean of the Reference Prices of the [worst performing] 
[Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund Shares] 
underlying the Certificates on the Final Valuation Date is below a 
predetermined percentage of the Strike Price of [such] [the] 
Underlying. 
 
The investor will suffer a loss if the Settlement Amount which will be 
depending on the performance of the [Worst Performing] Underlying 
([plus any Bonus Amounts and] less local taxes) is below the 
purchase price paid for the Certificates. The lower the arithmetic 
mean of the Reference Prices of the [worst performing] 
[Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund Shares] and thus 
the lower the Settlement Amount, the greater will be the loss. Worst 
Case: The [Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund 
Shares] are worthless on several Valuation Dates. In this case the 
Settlement Amount will be equal to zero [and the investor will only 
receive the Bonus Amount[s] less local taxes.] 
 
 
Classic Capped Plus Certificates relating to 
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[Shares][Indices][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund Sha res]   
 
The Certificates could be redeemed on the Maturity Date by 
payment of a Settlement Amount which will be significantly below 
the initial issue price of [ issue price] per Certificate. In this case the 
investor could suffer a loss. This is - disregarding the costs incurred 
in connection with the purchase of the Certificates - the case, if at 
any time during the Monitoring Period the Reference Price B of 
[the][each of the] [Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund 
Shares] underlying the Certificates has been at least once below a 
predetermined percentage of the Strike Price of the [Worst 
Performing] Underlying. 
 
The investor will suffer a loss if the Settlement Amount which will be 
depending on the performance of the [Worst Performing] Underlying 
([plus any Bonus Amounts and] less local taxes) is below the 
purchase price paid for the Certificates. The lower the Reference 
Price of the [Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund 
Shares] and thus the lower the Settlement Amount, the greater will 
be the loss. Worst Case: The 
[Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund Shares] are 
worthless on the [Final] Valuation Date. In this case the Settlement 
Amount will be equal to zero [and the investor will only receive the 
Bonus Amount[s] less local taxes.] 
 
 
Classic Double Capped Plus Certificates relating to  
[Shares][Indices][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund Sha res]   
 
The Certificates could be redeemed on the Maturity Date by 
payment of a Settlement Amount which will be significantly below 
the initial issue price of [ issue price] per Certificate. In this case the 
investor could suffer a loss. This is - disregarding the costs incurred 
in connection with the purchase of the Certificates - the case, if at 
any time during the Monitoring Period the Reference Price B of 
[the][each of the] [Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund 
Shares] underlying the Certificates has been at least once below a 
predetermined percentage of the Strike Price of the [Worst 
Performing] Underlying. 
 
The investor will suffer a loss if the Settlement Amount which will be 
depending on the performance of the [Worst Performing] Underlying 
([plus any Bonus Amounts and] less local taxes) is below the 
purchase price paid for the Certificates. The lower the Reference 
Price of the [Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund 
Shares] and thus the lower the Settlement Amount, the greater will 
be the loss. Worst Case: The [Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures 
Contracts][Fund Shares] are worthless on the [Final] Valuation 
Date. In this case the Settlement Amount will be equal to zero [and 
the investor will only receive the Bonus Amount[s] less local taxes.] 
 
 
Classic Cap & Floor Plus Certificates relating to 
[Shares][Indices][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund Sha res]   
 
The Certificates could be redeemed on the Maturity Date by 
payment of a Settlement Amount which will be significantly below 
the initial issue price of [ issue price] per Certificate. In this case the 
investor could suffer a loss. This is - disregarding the costs incurred 
in connection with the purchase of the Certificates - the case, if at 
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any time during the Monitoring Period the Reference Price B of 
[the][each of the] [Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund 
Shares] underlying the Certificates has been at least once below a 
predetermined percentage of the Strike Price of the [Worst 
Performing] Underlying. 
 
The investor will suffer a loss if the Settlement Amount which will be 
depending on the performance of the [Worst Performing] Underlying 
([plus any Bonus Amounts and] less local taxes) is below the 
purchase price paid for the Certificates. The lower the Reference 
Price of the [Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund 
Shares] and thus the lower the Settlement Amount, the greater will 
be the loss. Worst Case: The [Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures 
Contracts][Fund Shares] are worthless on the [Final] Valuation 
Date. In this case the Settlement Amount will be equal to zero [and 
the investor will only receive the Bonus Amount[s] less local taxes.] 
 
 
Booster Certificates relating to [Shares][Indices][ ETFs][Futures 
Contracts][Fund Shares]  
 
The Certificates could be redeemed on the Maturity Date by 
payment of a Settlement Amount which will be significantly below 
the initial issue price of [ issue price] per Certificate. In this case the 
investor could suffer a loss. This is - disregarding the costs incurred 
in connection with the purchase of the Certificates - the case, if on 
the [Final] Valuation Date the Reference Price A of [the] [each of 
the] [Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund Shares] 
underlying the Certificates is below a predetermined percentage of 
the Strike Price of the [Worst Performing] Underlying and if at any 
time during the Monitoring Period the Reference Price B of each 
Underlying has been even only once below a predetermined 
percentage of the Strike Price of the [Worst Performing] Underlying. 
 
The investor will suffer a loss if the Settlement Amount which will be 
depending on the performance of the [Worst Performing] Underlying 
([plus any Bonus Amounts and] less local taxes) is below the 
purchase price paid for the Certificates. The lower the Reference 
Price of the [Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund 
Shares] and thus the lower the Settlement Amount, the greater will 
be the loss. Worst Case: The [Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures 
Contracts][Fund Shares] are worthless on the [Final] Valuation 
Date. In this case the Settlement Amount will be equal to zero [and 
the investor will only receive the Bonus Amount[s] less local taxes.] 
 
 
Leveraged Certificates relating to 
[Shares][Indices][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund Sha res]   
 
The Certificates could be redeemed on the Maturity Date by 
payment of a Settlement Amount which will be significantly below 
the initial issue price of [ issue price] per Certificate. 
 
The investor will suffer a loss if the Settlement Amount which will be 
depending on the performance of the [Worst Performing] Underlying 
([plus any Bonus Amounts and] less local taxes) is below the 
purchase price paid for the Certificates. Worst Case: On the [Final] 
Valuation Date the Reference Price of the 
[Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund Shares] 
underlying the Certificates is equal to or below the Strike Price of the 
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[Worst Performing] Underlying. In this case the investor will only 
receive the Settlement Amount being equal to the Calculation 
Amount multiplied with the Return Factor [and the Bonus Amount[s] 
less local taxes.]. Such loss is magnified by the application of the 
Return Factor, which exposes the investor to a greater loss than the 
actual decrease in value of a direct investment in the Underlying. 
 
 
Leveraged Basket Certificates relating to 
[Shares][Indices][ETFs] [Futures Contracts][Fund Sh ares]   
 
The Certificates could be redeemed on the Maturity Date by 
payment of a Settlement Amount which will be significantly below 
the initial issue price of [ issue price] per Certificate. 
 
The investor will suffer a loss if the Settlement Amount which will be 
depending on the performance of the [Worst Performing] Underlying 
([plus any Bonus Amounts and] less local taxes) is below the 
purchase price paid for the Certificates. Worst Case: On the [Final] 
Valuation Date the Basket Performance is equal to or below 0 
(zero). In this case the investor will only receive the Settlement 
Amount being equal to the Calculation Amount multiplied with the 
Return Factor [and the Bonus Amount[s] less local taxes.] Such loss 
is magnified by the application of the Return Factor, which exposes 
the investor to a greater loss than the actual decrease in value of a 
direct investment in the Underlying. 
 
 
Double Leveraged Certificates relating to 
[Shares][Indices][ETFs] [Futures Contracts][Fund Sh ares]  
 
The Certificates could be redeemed on the Maturity Date by 
payment of a Settlement Amount which will be significantly below 
the initial issue price of [ issue price] per Certificate.. 
 
The investor will suffer a loss if the Settlement Amount which will be 
depending on the performance of the [Worst Performing] Underlying 
([plus any Bonus Amounts and] less local taxes) is below the 
purchase price paid for the Certificates. Worst Case: On the [Final] 
Valuation Date the Reference Price of the 
[Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund Shares] 
underlying the Certificates is equal to or below the Strike Price of the 
[Worst Performing] Underlying. In this case the investor will only 
receive the Settlement Amount being equal to the Calculation 
Amount multiplied with a reduced Return Factor [and the Bonus 
Amount[s] less local taxes.] Such loss is magnified by the 
application of the Return Factor, which exposes the investor to a 
greater loss than the actual decrease in value of a direct investment 
in the Underlying. 
 
 
Call Certificates relating to [Shares][Indices][ETF s][Futures 
Contracts][Fund Shares]   
 
The Certificates could be redeemed on the Maturity Date by 
payment of a Settlement Amount equal to 0 (zero), in which case the 
investor suffers a total loss. This is the case, if on the [Final] 
Valuation Date the Reference Price of the [worst performing] 
[Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund Shares] 
underlying the Certificates is equal to or below the relevant Strike 
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Price of [such][ the] Underlying. 
 
 
Average Call Certificates relating to 
[Shares][Indices][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund Sha res]   
 
The Certificates could be redeemed on the Maturity Date by 
payment of a Settlement Amount equal to 0 (zero), in which case the 
investor suffers a total loss. This is the case, if the arithmetic mean 
of the Reference Prices of the [worst performing] 
[Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund Shares] 
underlying the Certificates on all Valuation Dates is equal to or 
below the relevant Strike Price of [such][ the] Underlying. 
 
 
Participation Call Basket Certificates relating to 
[Shares][Indices][ETFs] [Futures Contracts][Fund Sh ares]   
 
The Certificates could be redeemed on the Maturity Date by 
payment of a Settlement Amount, which will be significantly below 
the initial issue price of [ issue price] per Certificate. In this case the 
investor could suffer a loss. This is the case, if on the [Final] 
Valuation Date the product of the Calculation Amount and the 
Participation Factor and the Basket Performance ([plus any Bonus 
Amounts and] less local taxes) is below the purchase price paid for 
the Certificates. Worst Case: On the [Final] Valuation Date the 
Basket Performance is equal to or below 0 (zero). In this case the 
investor will suffer a total loss. 
 
 
Call Cap Certificates relating to [Shares][Indices] [ETFs][Futures 
Contracts][Fund Shares]  
 
The Certificates could be redeemed on the Maturity Date by 
payment of a Settlement Amount equal to 0 (zero), in which case the 
investor suffers a total loss. This is the case, if on the [Final] 
Valuation Date the Reference Price of the [worst performing] 
[Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund Shares] 
underlying the Certificates is equal to or below the relevant Strike 
Price of [such][ the] Underlying. 
 
 
Call Basket Certificates relating to 
[Shares][Indices][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund Sha res]   
 
The Certificates could be redeemed on the Maturity Date by 
payment of a Settlement Amount equal to 0 (zero), in which case the 
investor suffers a total loss. This is the case, if on the [Final] 
Valuation Date the Basket Performance is equal to or below 1 (one). 
 
 
Put Certificates relating to [Shares][Indices][ETFs ][Futures 
Contracts][Fund Shares]   
 
The Certificates could be redeemed on the Maturity Date by 
payment of a Settlement Amount equal to 0 (zero), in which case the 
investor suffers a total loss. This is the case, if on the [Final] 
Valuation Date the Reference Price of the [worst performing] 
[Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund Shares] 
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underlying the Certificates is equal to or above the relevant Strike 
Price of [such][ the] Underlying. 
 
 
Put Cap Certificates relating to [Shares][Indices][ ETFs] [Futures 
Contracts][Fund Shares]  
 
The Certificates could be redeemed on the Maturity Date by 
payment of a Settlement Amount equal to 0 (zero), in which case the 
investor suffers a total loss. This is the case, if on the [Final] 
Valuation Date the Reference Price of the [worst performing] 
[Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund Shares] 
underlying the Certificates is equal to or above the relevant Strike 
Price of [such][ the]  Underlying. 
 
 
Put Basket Certificates relating to [Shares][Indice s][ETFs]  
[Futures Contracts][Fund Shares]   
 
The Certificates could be redeemed on the Maturity Date by 
payment of a Settlement Amount equal to 0 (zero), in which case the 
investor suffers a total loss. This is the case, if on the [Final] 
Valuation Date the Basket Performance is equal to or above 1 (one). 
 
 
Digital Certificates relating to [Shares][Indices][ ETFs][Futures 
Contracts][Fund Shares]  
 
The investor will suffer a loss if the Settlement Amount (which does 
not depend on the performance of the Underlying but can be set at 
an amount below the Issue Price) plus any Bonus Amounts (which 
instead will be depending on the performance of the [Worst 
Performing] Underlying) and less local taxes is below the purchase 
price paid for the Certificates. Worst Case: On each of the Valuation 
Dates the relevant condition for the payment of a Bonus Amount is 
not met. In this case the investor will only receive the Settlement 
Amount [ less local taxes]. 
 
 
Participation Digital Certificates relating to [Sha res][Indices]  
[ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund Shares] 
 
The Certificates could be redeemed on the Maturity Date by 
payment of a Settlement Amount which will be significantly below 
the initial issue price of [ issue price] per Certificate. In this case the 
investor could suffer a loss. This is - disregarding the costs incurred 
in connection with the purchase of the Certificates - the case, if on 
the [Final] Valuation Date the Reference Price of the 
[Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund Shares] 
underlying the Certificates is below a predetermined percentage of 
the Strike Price of the [Worst Performing] Underlying.  
 
The investor will suffer a loss if the Settlement Amount which will be 
depending on the performance of the [Worst Performing] Underlying 
(plus any Bonus Amounts (which will be depending on the 
performance of the [Worst Performing] Underlying) and less local 
taxes) is below the purchase price paid for the Certificates. The 
lower the Reference Price of the [Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures 
Contracts][Fund Shares] and thus the lower the Settlement Amount, 
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and the lower the Participation Factor, the greater will be the loss. 
Worst Case: The [Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund 
Shares] are worthless on the [Final] Valuation Date. In this case the 
Settlement Amount will be equal to zero and the investor will only 
receive the Bonus Amount[s], if any, less local taxes.] 
 
 
Participation Recovery Certificates relating to 
[Shares][Indices][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund Sha res]: 
 
The Certificates could be redeemed on the Maturity Date by 
payment of a Settlement Amount which will be significantly below 
the initial issue price of [ issue price] per Certificate. In this case the 
investor could suffer a loss. This is - disregarding the costs incurred 
in connection with the purchase of the Certificates - the case, if on 
the [Final] Valuation Date the Reference Price of the 
[Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund Shares] 
underlying the Certificates is below a predetermined percentage of 
the Strike Price of the [Worst Performing] Underlying.  
 
The investor will suffer a loss if the Settlement Amount which will be 
depending on the performance of the [Worst Performing] Underlying 
([plus any Bonus Amounts and] less local taxes) is below the 
purchase price paid for the Certificates. The lower the Reference 
Price of the [Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund 
Shares] and thus the lower the Settlement Amount, the greater will 
be the loss. Worst Case: The [Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures 
Contracts][Fund Shares] are worthless on the [Final] Valuation 
Date. In this case the Settlement Amount will be equal to the product 
of the Calculation Amount and the Return Factor where such Return 
Factor may be significantly lower than 100%.  
 
 
Basket Certificates relating to [Shares]  [Indices]  [ETFs]  
[Futures Contracts]  [Fund Shares] 
 
The Certificates could be redeemed on the Maturity Date by 
payment of a Settlement Amount which will be significantly below 
the initial issue price of [ issue price] per Certificate. In this case the 
investor could suffer a loss. This is - disregarding the costs incurred 
in connection with the purchase of the Certificates - the case, if on 
the [Final] Valuation Date the Basket Performance is below a 
predetermined number. 
 
The investor will suffer a loss if the Settlement Amount which will be 
depending on the Basket Performance ([plus any Bonus Amounts 
and] less local taxes) is below the purchase price paid for the 
Certificates. The lower the Basket Performance and thus the lower 
the Settlement Amount, the greater will be the loss. Worst Case: The 
Basket Performance is equal to or below zero on the [Final] 
Valuation Date. In this case the Settlement Amount will be equal to 
zero [and the investor will only receive the Bonus Amount[s] less 
local taxes.] 
 
 
Leveraged Twin Win Plus Certificates relating to 
[Shares][Indices][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund Sha res]  
 
The Certificates could be redeemed on the Maturity Date by 
payment of a Settlement Amount which will be significantly below 
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the initial issue price of [ issue price] per Certificate. In this case the 
investor could suffer a loss. This is - disregarding the costs incurred 
in connection with the purchase of the Certificates - the case, if on 
the [Final] Valuation Date the Reference Price [A] of [the] [each of 
the] [Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund Shares] 
underlying the Certificates is below a predetermined percentage of 
the Strike Price of the [Worst Performing] Underlying and if at any 
time during the Monitoring Period the Reference Price [B] of each 
Underlying has been even only once below a predetermined 
percentage of the Strike Price of the [Worst Performing] Underlying. 
 
The investor will suffer a loss if the Settlement Amount which will be 
depending on the performance of the [Worst Performing] Underlying 
([plus any Bonus Amounts and] less local taxes) is below the 
purchase price paid for the Certificates. The lower the Reference 
Price of the [Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund 
Shares] and thus the lower the Settlement Amount, the greater will 
be the loss. Worst Case: The [Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures 
Contracts][Fund Shares] are worthless on the [Final] Valuation 
Date. In this case the Settlement Amount will be equal to zero [and 
the investor will only receive the Bonus Amount[s] less local taxes.] 
 
 
Turbo Put Certificates relating to 
[Shares][Indices][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund Sha res]   
 
The Certificates could be redeemed on the Maturity Date by 
payment of a Settlement Amount which will be significantly below 
the initial issue price of [ issue price] per Certificate. 
 
The investor will suffer a loss if the Settlement Amount which will be 
depending on the performance of the Underlying ([plus any Bonus 
Amounts and] less local taxes) is below the purchase price paid for 
the Certificates. Worst Case: On the [Final] Valuation Date the 
Reference Price [A] of the [Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures 
Contracts][Fund Shares] underlying the Certificates is equal to or 
above the Adjusted Strike Price. In this case the Settlement Amount 
will be equal to zero [and the investor will only receive the Bonus 
Amount[s] less local taxes.]  
 
 
Turbo Call Certificates relating to 
[Shares][Indices][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund Sha res]   
 
The Certificates could be redeemed on the Maturity Date by 
payment of a Settlement Amount which will be significantly below 
the initial issue price of [ issue price] per Certificate. 
 
The investor will suffer a loss if the Settlement Amount which will be 
depending on the performance of the Underlying ([plus any Bonus 
Amounts and] less local taxes) is below the purchase price paid for 
the Certificates. Worst Case: On the [Final] Valuation Date the 
Reference Price [A] of the [Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures 
Contracts][Fund Shares] underlying the Certificates is equal to or 
below the Adjusted Strike Price. In this case the Settlement Amount 
will be equal to zero [and the investor will only receive the Bonus 
Amount[s] less local taxes.]  
 

  Risks if the investor intends to sell or must sell the Certificates 
during the term: 
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Market value risk: 
 
The achievable sale price prior to the Maturity Date could be 
significantly lower than the purchase price paid by the investor.  
 
The market value of the Certificates mainly depends on the 
performance of the Certificates' Underlying[s], without reproducing it 
accurately. In particular, the following factors may have an adverse 
effect on the market price of the Certificates: 
 
- Changes in the expected intensity of the fluctuation of the 

Underlying[s] (volatility) 
 
- Remaining term of the Certificates 
 
- Interest rate development 
 
[in case of shares as Underlying:] 
[- Developments of the dividends of the Share] 
 
[in case of indices as Underlying:] 
[- Developments of the dividends of the shares comprising the 

Index] 
 
[in case of ETF shares as Underlying:] 
[- Developments of any distributions of the Fund Company 
issuing the ETF Shares underlying the Certificates] 
 
[in case of fund shares as Underlying:] 
[- Developments of any distributions of the Fund Company 
issuing the Fund Shares underlying the Certificates] 
 
Each of these factors could have an effect on its own or reinforce or 
cancel each other. 
 
Trading risk: 
 
The Issuer is not obliged to provide purchasing and sale prices for 
the Certificates on a continuous basis on exchanges or over the 
counter (OTC) and to sell or buy back the Certificates offered there. 
Even if the Issuer generally provides purchasing and sale prices, in 
the event of extraordinary market conditions or technical troubles, 
the sale or purchase of the Certificates could be temporarily limited 
or impossible. 
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Section E – Offer  
 
Element Description of 

Element 
 

Disclosure requirement  

E 2b Reason for the 
offer and use of 
proceeds when 
different from 
making profit 
and/or hedging 
certain risks 
 

- not applicable – 
 
Profit motivation 

E 3 Description of 
the terms and 
conditions of 
the offer 
 

[without Subscription Period:][Commerzbank offers from [date] 
[currency] [total issue size] Certificates at an initial issue price of 
[issue price] per Certificate.]  
 
[with Subscription Period:][Commerzbank offers during the 
subscription period from [date] till [date] Certificates at an initial 
issue price of [issue price] per Certificate.]  
 
The Issuer is entitled to (i) close the subscription period prematurely, 
(ii) extend the subscription period or (iii) cancel the offer. After expiry 
of the subscription period, the Certificates continue to be offered by 
the Issuer. The offer price will be determined continuously.]  
 
[The issue amount, which is determined based on the demand 
during the Subscription Period [and the Strike Price][and the 
Barrier][and the Ratio], [is][are] under normal market conditions 
determined by the Issuer on the Trade Date in its reasonable 
discretion (billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) and 
immediately published thereafter.][Furthermore, investors should 
note that the Strike Price will be the Reference Price of the 
Underlying as of [date].][ Investors should further note that interest 
starts to accrue only as of [date].] 
 

E 4 Any interest that 
is material to 
the issue/offer 
including 
conflicting 
interests  
 

The following conflicts of interest can arise in connection with the 
exercise of rights and/or obligations of the Issuer in accordance with 
the Terms and Conditions of the Certificates (e.g. in connection with 
the determination or adaptation of parameters of the terms and 
conditions), which affect the amounts payable: 
 
-  execution of transactions in the Underlying[s] 
 
- issuance of additional derivative instruments with regard to the 

Underlying[s] 
 
-  business relationship with the Issuer of the Underlying[s] 
 
- possession of material (including non-public) information about 

the Underlying[s] 
 
-  acting as Market Maker  
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E 7 Estimated 

expenses 
charged to the 
investor by the 
issuer or the 
offeror 

[The investor could usually purchase these Certificates at a fixed 
issue price. This fixed issue price contains all cost of the Issuer 
which relates to the issuance and the sales of the Certificates (e.g. 
cost of distribution, structuring and hedging as well as the profit 
margin of Commerzbank).] [other provisions] 
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RISK FACTORS 

 
 
The purchase of Certificates issued under this Base Prospectus is associated with certain risks. The 
Issuer expressly points out that the description of  the risks associated with an investment in 
the Certificates only mentions the major risks that  are known to the Issuer at the date of this 
Base Prospectus . 
 
In addition, the order in which such risks are presented does not indicate the extent of their potential 
commercial effects in the event that they are realised, or the likelihood of their realisation. The 
realisation of one or more of said risks may adversely affect the value of the Certificates themselves 
and/or the assets, finances and profits of COMMERZBANK Aktiengesellschaft (the "Issuer ", the 
"Bank " or "Commerzbank ", together with its consolidated subsidiaries "Commerzbank  Group " or the 
"Group "). This could have also a negative influence on the value of the Certificates.  
 
Moreover, additional risks that are not known at the date of this Base Prospectus or currently believed 
to be immaterial could likewise have an adverse effect on the value of the Certificates. 
 
The occurrence of one or more of the risks disclosed in this Base Prospectus and/or any supplement 
or any additional risks may lead to a material and sustained loss and, depending on the structure of 
the Certificates, even result in the partial loss or even the total loss  of the capital invested by the 
investor. 
 
Investors should purchase the Certificates only if they are able to bear the risk of losing the 
capital invested, including any transaction costs i ncurred.  
 
Potential investors in the Certificates must in each case determine the suitability of the relevant 
investment in light of their own personal and financial situation. In particular, potential investors should 
in each case: 
 
● have sufficient knowledge and experience to make a meaningful evaluation of the Certificates, 

the merits and risks of investing in the Certificates and/or the information contained or 
incorporated by reference in this Base Prospectus or any applicable supplement and all the 
information contained in the relevant Final Terms; 

 
● have sufficient financial resources and liquidity to bear all of the risks associated with an 

investment in the Certificates; 
 
● understand thoroughly the Terms and Conditions pertaining to the Certificates (the "Terms and 

Conditions ") and be familiar with the behaviour of any relevant Underlying and the financial 
markets; and 

 
● be able to evaluate (either alone or with the help of a financial adviser) possible scenarios for 

economic, interest rate and other factors that may affect the value of their investment and be 
able to bear the associated risks. 

 
These risk warnings do not substitute advice by the investor's bank or by the investor's legal, business 
or tax advisers, which should in any event be obtained by the investor in order to be able to assess the 
consequences of an investment in the Certificates. Prospective investors of the Certificates should 
consider their current financial circumstances and investment objectives and always consult their own 
financial, legal and tax advisers with regard to the suitability of such Certificates in light of their 
personal circumstances before acquiring such Certificates. 
 
Expressions defined or used in the Terms and Conditions or elsewhere in the Base Prospectus shall 
have the same meaning in this section "Risk Factors". 
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A. Risk Factors relating to the Certificates   

 
The Certificates issued under this Base Prospectus are subject to - potentially major - price 
fluctuations and may involve the risk of a complete or partial loss  of the invested capital (including 
the costs incurred in connection with the purchase of the Certificates). Since the amount of the 
redemption is linked to the performance of an Underlying, the risk associated with the investment in 
the Certificates will be increased. Thus, an investment in the Certificates is an investment that might 
not be suitable for all investors. 
 
Investors should especially note that the past perf ormance of an Underlying should not be 
regarded as an indicator of its future performance during the term of the Certificates. 
 
The Certificates have complex structures which the investor might not fully understand. The investor 
might therefore underestimate the actual risk that is associated with a purchase of the Certificates. 
Therefore, potential investors should study carefully the risks associated with an investment in the 
Certificates (with regard to the Issuer, the type of Certificates and/or the Underlying), as well as any 
other information contained in this Base Prospectus and/or any supplements thereto, and possibly 
consult their personal (including tax) advisors. Prior to purchasing Certificates, potential investors 
should ensure that they fully understand the mechanics of the relevant Certificates and that they are 
able to assess and bear the risk of a loss (possibly a total loss ) of their investment. Prospective 
purchasers of Certificates should in each case consider carefully whether the Certificates are suitable 
for them in the light of their individual circumstances and financial position. 
 
It is possible that the performance of the Certificates is adversely affected by several risk factors at the 
same time. The Issuer, however, is unable to make any reliable prediction on such combined effects. 
 
1. General Risks  
 
Certain factors are of great significance with regard to the assessment of the risks associated with an 
investment in the Certificates issued under this Base Prospectus. These encompass both risks 
relating to the Underlying and risks that are unique to the Certificates as such. 
 
Such risks include inter alia, 
 
- that the payments to be made under the Terms and Conditions depend on the performance of 

the Underlying, so that the Settlement Amount payable at the Maturity Date may be lower than 
the original purchase price of the Certificate or it could be possible that a payment may not take 
place at all. As the Certificates are linked to the performance of an Underlying, the performance 
of the Underlying has an effect on the value of the Certificates. In that context, the value of the 
Certificates will normally fall if the price of the Underlying goes down (without taking into 
account special characteristics of the Certificates), 

 
- that a link to the performance of one or more Underlying(s) also has an effect on the value of 

the Certificates. In that context, the value of the Certificates will normally fall if the price of the 
Underlying goes down (without taking into account special characteristics of the Certificates and 
without taking into account currency exchange rate changes in those cases where the 
Certificates are issued in a currency different from the one in which the Underlying is quoted 
and the Settlement Amount, the Bonus Amount or the relevant early redemption amount, as 
applicable, is therefore converted); 

 
- that, pursuant to the Terms and Conditions, the redemption of the Certificate can occur at times 

other than those expected by the investor (e.g., in the case of early redemption in the event of 
an extraordinary event as described in the Terms and Conditions); 

 
- that various fees are levied by the Issuer, an affiliate of the Issuer or a third party, which reduce 

the payments under the Certificates. For instance, management fees might be levied with 
regard to the composition and calculation of an index, basket, fund or other Underlying, or 
performance or other fees might be incurred in connection with the performance of an 
Underlying and/or components of such Underlying; 
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- that investors may be unable to hedge their exposure to the various risks relating to the 

Certificates; 
 
- that the Underlying to which the Certificates relate ceases to exist during the term of the 

Certificates or might be replaced by another Underlying, and that the investor might not always 
know the future Underlying or its composition when purchasing the Certificate; and 

 
- that the value of Certificates on a possible secondary market is subject to greater fluctuations 

and thus greater risks than the value of other securities as it is dependent on a Underlying. The 
performance of an Underlying is in turn subject to a series of factors beyond the Issuer's control. 
Such factors are influenced to a significant degree by the risks on the share, debt and foreign 
exchange markets, the interest rate development, the volatility of the Underlying as well as 
economic, political and regulatory risks, and/or a combination of the aforesaid risks. The 
secondary market for Certificates will be affected by a number of additional factors, irrespective 
of the creditworthiness of the Issuer and the value of the respective Underlying. These include, 
without limitation, the volatility of the relevant Underlying, as well as the remaining term and the 
outstanding volume of the respective Certificate. 

 
1.1 Deviation of the initial issue price from the m arket value and impact of incidental costs 
 
The initial issue price in respect of any Certificates is based on internal pricing models of the Issuer 
and may be higher than their market value. The pricing models of other market participants may 
deviate from the Issuer's internal pricing models and might produce different results. 
 
The price that might be obtainable in the secondary market for the Certificates might be lower than 
their initial issue price or the price at which the respective Certificates were purchased. 
 
1.2 Trading in the Certificates, reduction in liqui dity 
 
In general, the Certificates will be admitted to trading on an exchange. After the Certificates have been 
admitted, their continued permanent admission cannot be guaranteed. If such admission cannot be 
permanently maintained, it is possible that it will be significantly more difficult to purchase and sell the 
relevant Certificates. Even if the Certificates are admitted, such admission will not necessarily result in 
a high turnover in respect of the Certificates. 
 
It should be noted that the Issuer may, with reference to each series of Certificates, request admission 
to listing on the regulated markets of Borsa Italiana S.p.A., such as the Mercato Telematico of 
securitised derivatives ("SeDeX"), investment certificates segment for Certificates, or on other trading 
venues, such as MTFs – without, however, providing any guarantee that they will be admitted to listing 
on such markets.  
 
Generally the Issuer assumes the function of market maker, i.e., the Issuer undertakes to provide 
purchase and sale prices for the Certificates pertaining to an issue subject to regular market 
conditions. However, the Issuer is neither obliged to take over this function nor to maintain the once 
assumed function of market maker. Where the Certificates are listed on the SeDeX or on other trading 
venues, the Issuer will, for so long as the rules of the SeDeX so require, either (i) act as market maker 
or liquidity provider or (ii) appoint an entity acting as market maker or liquidity provider or specialist 
(the "Market Maker "). The Market Maker will display continuous "bid" and/or "offer" prices for such 
Certificates, in accordance with the rules of the SeDeX.  
 
In the event of extraordinary market conditions or extremely volatile markets, the market maker will not 
provide any purchase and sale prices. A market maker will provide purchase and sale prices for the 
Certificates only under regular market conditions. However, even in the case of regular market 
conditions, the market maker does not assume any legal responsibility towards the holders of the 
Certificates to provide such prices and/or that such prices provided by the market maker are 
reasonable. The market maker might undertake towards certain exchanges, in accordance with the 
relevant rules of the exchange, to provide purchase and sale prices with regard to a specific order or 
securities volumes under regular market conditions. Such obligation, however, will only exist towards 
the relevant exchange. Third parties, including the holders of the Certificates, are unable to derive any 
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obligations of the market maker in this regard. This means that the holders of the Certificates cannot 
rely on their ability to sell the Certificates at a certain time or price. In particular, the market maker is 
not obliged to buy back the Certificates during their term. 
 
Even if market making activities take place at the beginning or during the term of the Certificates, this 
does not mean that there will be market making activities for the full duration of the term of the 
Certificates. 
 
For the aforesaid reasons, it cannot be guaranteed that a secondary market will develop with regard to 
the respective Certificates that would provide the holders of the Certificates with an opportunity to sell 
on their Certificates. The more restricted the secondary market, the more difficult it will be for the 
holders of the Certificates to sell their Certificates in the secondary market 
 
1.3 Determination of the price of the Certificates in the secondary market 
 
The market maker will determine the purchase and sale prices for such Certificates in the secondary 
market on the exchange and off the exchange on the basis of internal pricing models and a number of 
other factors. These factors include the following parameters: actuarial value of the Certificates, price 
of the Underlying, supply and demand with regard to the Certificates, costs for risk hedging and risk 
assumption, margins and commissions. 
 
Some of these factors may not have a consistent effect on the price of the Certificates based on the 
relevant pricing models for the duration of the term, but may be taken into account at the market 
maker's discretion at an earlier time in a pricing context. This might include inter alia a margin included 
in the initial issue price and management fees. 
 
Additional factors of influence, which arise from the Underlying, will be described below under 
"2. Special Risks". 
 
Thus, the prices provided by the market maker may deviate from the actuarial value of the Certificates 
and/or the price to be expected from a commercial perspective, which would have formed in a liquid 
market at the relevant time in which several market makers acting independently of each other provide 
prices. In addition, the market maker may change the method based on which it determines the prices 
provided by it at any time, e.g. by changing its pricing models or using other calculation models and/or 
increasing or reducing the bid/offer spread. 
 
If, during the opening hours of secondary trading in the Certificates by the market maker and/or the 
opening hours of the exchanges on which the Certificates are admitted, the Underlying is also traded 
on its home market, the price of the Certificates will be taken into account in the price calculation of 
the Certificates. If, however, the home market of the Underlying is closed while the Certificates relating 
to that Underlying are traded, the price of the Underlying must be estimated. As the Certificates issued 
under this Base Prospectus are also offered at times during which the home markets of the Underlying 
are closed, this risk may affect the Certificates. The same risk occurs where Certificates are traded on 
days during which the home market of the Underlying is closed because of a public holiday. If the 
price of the Underlying is estimated because its home market is closed, such an estimate may turn out 
to be accurate, too high or too low within hours in the event that the home market starts trading in the 
Underlying. Accordingly, the prices provided by the market maker prior to the opening of the relevant 
home market in respect of the Certificates will then turn out to be too high or too low. 
 
1.4 Determination of the price of the Certificates to be listed on the SeDeX in the secondary 

market 
 
The appointment of a Market Maker with respect to the Certificates on the secondary market, may, 
under certain circumstances, have a relevant impact on the price of the Certificates on the secondary 
market. 
 
In fact, the Market Maker will determine the purchasing and selling prices for such Certificates in the 
secondary market (if such a secondary market exists) on the basis of internal pricing models and a 
number of other factors. These factors may include the following parameters: actuarial value of the 
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Certificates, price of the Underlying, supply and demand with regard to the Certificates, costs for risk 
hedging and risk assumption, margins and commissions. 
 
Some of these factors may not have a consistent effect on the price of the Certificates based on the 
relevant pricing models for the duration of the term, but may be taken into account at the Market 
Maker's discretion at an earlier time in a pricing context. This might include a margin included in the 
issue price, management fees and paid or expected yields on the Underlying or its components (such 
as dividends), which - based on the characteristics of the Certificates - might be retained by the Issuer. 
Expected dividends on the underlying or its components may be deducted prior to the "ex dividend" 
day in relation to the Underlying or its components, based on the expected yields for the entire term or 
a certain portion thereof. Any dividend estimate used by the Market Maker in its assessment may 
change during the term of the Certificates or deviate from the dividend generally expected by the 
market or the actual dividend. This can also affect the pricing process in the secondary market. 
 
Thus, the prices provided by the Market Maker may deviate from the actuarial value of the Certificates 
and/or the price to be expected from a commercial perspective, which would have formed in a liquid 
market at the relevant time in which several market makers or liquidity providers acting independently 
of each other provide prices. In addition, the Market Maker may change the method based on which it 
determines the prices provided by it at any time, e.g. by changing its pricing models or using other 
calculation models and/or increasing or reducing the bid/offer spread. 
 
If, during the opening hours of secondary trading in the Certificates by the Market Maker and/or the 
opening hours of the stock exchange or other trading venue on which the Certificates are admitted or 
included, the Underlying is also traded on its home market, the price of the Underlying will be taken 
into account in the price calculation of the Certificates. If, however, the home market of the Underlying 
is closed while the Certificates relating to that Underlying are traded, the price of the Underlying must 
be estimated. As the Certificates issued under this Base Prospectus are also offered at times during 
which the home markets of the Underlyings are closed, this risk may affect each Certificates. In 
particular, however, this applies to Underlyings that are traded in time zones far away from Central 
Europe, such as American or Asian shares or share indices from those regions. The same risk occurs 
where Certificates are traded on days during which the home market of the Underlying is closed 
because of a public holiday. If the price of the Underlying is estimated because its home market is 
closed, such an estimate may turn out to be accurate, too high or too low within hours in the event that 
the home market starts trading in the Underlying. Accordingly, the prices provided by the Market 
Maker prior to the opening of the relevant home market in respect of the Certificates will then turn out 
to be too high or too low. 
 
1.5 Restricted secondary trading because of non-ava ilability of electronic trading systems 
 
The market maker provides buy and sale prices for on- and off-exchange trading via an electronic 
trading system. If the availability of the relevant electronic trading system is restricted or even 
suspended, this will negatively affect the Certificates' tradability. 
 
1.6 No secondary market immediately prior to the fi nal maturity 
 
The market maker and/or the exchange will cease trading in the Certificates shortly before their 
scheduled Maturity Date. However, the value of the Certificate may still change between the last 
trading day and the Valuation Date. This may be to the investor’s disadvantage. 
 
In addition, there is a risk that a barrier, which is stipulated in the Terms and Conditions, is reached, 
exceeded or breached in another way for the first time prior to final maturity after secondary trading 
has already ended. 
 
1.7 Conflicts of interest 
 
Conflicts of interest can arise in connection with the exercise of rights and/or obligations of the Issuer 
in accordance with the Terms and Conditions (e.g. in connection with the determination or adaptation 
of parameters of the terms and conditions), which affect the attainments under the Certificates. 
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The Issuer as well as any of its affiliates may enter into transactions in the Certificates' Underlying for 
their own or their customers' account, which might have a positive or negative effect on the 
performance of the Underlying and may thus have a negative effect on the value of the Certificates. 
 
In addition, the Issuer might issue additional derivative instruments with regard to the Underlying. An 
introduction of these new competing products can adversely affect the value of the Certificates. 
 
In addition, the Issuer and its affiliates might now or in the future maintain a business relationship with 
the issuer of one or more Underlyings (including with regard to the issue of other securities relating to 
the relevant Underlying or lending, depositary, risk management, advisory and trading activities). Such 
business activities may be carried out as a service for customers or on an own account basis. The 
Issuer and/or any of its affiliates will pursue actions and take steps that it or they deem necessary or 
appropriate to protect its and/or their interests arising there from without regard to any negative 
consequences this may have for the Certificates. Such actions and conflicts may include, without 
limitation, the exercise of voting rights, the purchase and sale of securities, financial advisory 
relationships and the exercise of creditor rights. The Issuer and any of its affiliates and their officers 
and directors may engage in any such activities without regard to the potential adverse effect that 
such activities may directly or indirectly have on any Certificates. 
 
The Issuer and any of its affiliates may, in connection with their other business activities, possess or 
acquire material (including non-public) information about the Underlying. The Issuer and any of its 
affiliates have no obligation to disclose such information about the Underlying. 
 
The Issuer acts as market maker for the Certificates and, in certain cases, the Underlying. In the 
context of such market making activities, the Issuer will substantially determine the price of the 
Certificates and possibly that of the Underlying and, thus, the value of the Certificates. The prices 
provided by the Issuer in its capacity as market maker will not always correspond to the prices that 
would have formed in the absence of such market making and in a liquid market. 
 
1.8 Hedging risks 
 
The Issuer and its affiliates may hedge themselves against the financial risks associated with the issue 
of the Certificates by performing hedging activities in relation to the relevant Underlying. Such 
activities in relation to the Certificates may influence the market price of the Underlying to which the 
Certificates relate. This will particularly be the case at the end of the term of the Certificates. It cannot 
be ruled out that the conclusion and release of hedging positions may have a negative influence on 
the value of the Certificates or payments to which the holder of the Certificates is entitled. 
 
In addition, investors may not be able to enter into hedging transactions that exclude or limit their risks 
in connection with the purchase of the Certificates. The possibility to enter into such hedging 
transactions depends on market conditions and the respective Underlying terms and conditions. 
 
1.9 Interest rate and inflationary risks 
 
The market for the Certificates is influenced by the economic and market conditions, interest rates, 
exchange rates and inflation rates in Europe and other countries and regions. In addition, this may 
have negative consequences for the value of the Certificates. Events in Europe and in other parts of 
the world can lead to higher market volatility and thus have an adverse effect on the value of the 
Certificates. 
 
1.10 Offer volume 
 
The offer volume specified in the relevant Final Terms corresponds to the maximum total amount of 
Certificates offered but is no indication of which volume of Certificates will be actually issued. The 
actual volume depends on the market conditions and may change during the term of the Certificates. 
Therefore, investors should note that the specified offer volume does not allow any conclusions as to 
the liquidity of the Certificates in the secondary market. 
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1.11 Use of loans 
 
If the investor finances the purchase of the Certificates through a loan, he – in the event that he loses 
some or all of the invested capital – has not only to bear the loss incurred but will also have to pay the 
interest and repay the loan. In that case, the exposure to loss increases considerably. Investors 
should never assume that they will be able to repay the loan including interest out of the payments on 
the Certificates or – in the case of a sale of the Certificates before maturity – out of the proceeds from 
such sale. The purchaser of Certificates rather has to consider in advance on the basis of his financial 
situation whether he will still be able to pay the interest or repay the loan if the expected profits turn 
into losses. 
 
1.12 Transaction costs 
 
Transaction costs that are charged by the custodian bank and/or the exchange via which an investor 
places his purchase and/or selling order may reduce any profits and/or increase any losses. In the 
case of a total loss in respect of a Certificate, the transaction costs will increase the loss incurred by 
the relevant investor. 
 
1.13 Certificates are unsecured obligations (Status ) 
 
The obligations under the Certificates constitute direct, unconditional and unsecured (nicht dinglich 
besichert) obligations of the Issuer and, unless otherwise provided by applicable law, rank at least pari 
passu with all other unsubordinated and unsecured (nicht dinglich besichert) obligations of the Issuer. 
They are neither secured by the Deposit Protection Fund of the Association of German Banks 
(Einlagensicherungsfonds des Bundesverbandes deutscher Banken e.V.) nor by the German Deposit 
Guarantee and Investor Compensation Act (Einlagensicherungs- und Anlegerentschädigungsgesetz). 
 
This means that the investor bears the risk that the Issuer's financial situation may worsen - and that 
the Issuer may be subjected to a reorganisation proceeding (Reorganisationsverfahren) or transfer 
order (Übertragungsanordnung) under German bank restructuring law or that insolvency proceedings 
might be instituted with regard to its assets - and therefore attainments due under the Certificates 
cannot or only partially be done. Under these circumstances, a total loss of the investor's capital might 
be possible. 
 
The Issuer may enter into hedging transactions in the relevant Underlying, but is under no obligation to 
do so. If hedging transactions are entered into, they shall exclusively be to the benefit of the Issuer, 
and the investors shall have no entitlement whatsoever to the Underlying or with respect to the 
hedging transactions of the Issuer. Hedging transactions entered into by the Issuer shall not give rise 
to any legal relationship between the investors and the party responsible for the Underlying. 
 
1.14 Impact of a downgrading of the credit rating 
 
The value of the Certificates is expected to be affected, in part, by the general appraisal of the Issuer’s 
possibility to fulfil at any time and without restrictions its respective payment obligations. Such 
perceptions are generally influenced by the ratings given to the Issuer’s outstanding securities by 
rating agencies such as Moody's Investors Services Inc., Fitch Ratings Ltd, a subsidiary of Fimalac, 
S.A., and Standard & Poor's Ratings Services, a division of The McGraw Hill Companies, Inc. Any 
downgrading of the Issuer’s rating (if any) by even one of these rating agencies could result in a 
reduction in the value of the Certificates. 
 
1.15 Redemption only upon maturity; sale of the Cer tificates 
 
It is a feature of the Certificates that, except in the case of a Termination of the Certificates by the 
Issuer (§ 6 of the Terms and Conditions), an automatic delivery of the cash payment to the 
Certificateholders is foreseen only on the Maturity Date set out in the Terms and Conditions. 
 
Prior to the Maturity Date, the economic value represented by the Certificates may be realised only by 
way of a sale of the Certificates. A sale of the Certificates, however, is contingent upon the availability 
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of market participants who are prepared to purchase the Certificates at a corresponding price. If no 
such market participants are available, it may not be possible to realise the value of the Certificates.  
 
The Issuer has not assumed vis-à-vis the holders of the Certificates any sort of commitment for the 
establishment of a market in the Certificates or the buy back of the Certificates. 
 
1.16 Extraordinary termination, early redemption an d adjustment rights 
 
In accordance with the Terms and Conditions, the Issuer shall be entitled to perform adjustments with 
regard to the aforesaid Terms and Conditions or to terminate and redeem the Certificates prematurely 
if certain conditions are met. These conditions are described in the relevant Terms and Conditions. 
 
Such adjustment of the Terms and Conditions may have a negative effect on the value of the 
Certificates as well as the Extraordinary Termination Amount. 
 
If the Certificates are terminated, the amount payable to the holders of the Certificates in the event of 
the termination of the Certificates may be lower than the amount the holders of the Certificates would 
have received without such termination.  
 
In addition, investors should note that the Issuer may exercise its termination right at a time, which is 
from the perspective of the holder of the Certificates unfavourable, because he expected an increase 
of the price of the Certificate at such point of time.  
 
Finally, investors bear the risk that they may only be able to reinvest the amounts received upon early 
termination at a rate of return which is lower than the expected rate of return of the early terminated 
Certificates. 
 
1.17 Early Redemption of the Certificates upon Term ination by the Issuer, Automatic Early 

Redemption 
 
The Terms and Conditions of the relevant Certificates may provide for early redemption rights of the 
Issuer or automatic early redemption.  Any such early redemption provisions may affect the market 
value of the Certificates.  Before or during any period during which the Issuer may decide to redeem 
the Certificates, or in which an event triggering automatic early redemption may occur, the market 
value of the relevant Certificates will normally not rise to a level that is significantly above the 
Settlement Amount.  An early redemption of the Certificates may result in the expected yield in 
connection with the investment in the Certificates not being reached.  In addition, with respect to 
Certificates, the amount received by the holder of the Certificates upon early termination may be lower 
than the issue/offer price paid by the holder of the Certificate or may even be zero, so that some or all 
of the invested capital may be lost. 
 
In that case as well, the holders of the Certificates may be able to invest the amounts received by 
them in the case of early redemption only in return for a yield that is below the (expected) yield of the 
Certificates that were redeemed early. 
 
1.18 Applicability of investment restrictions 
 
Certain investors may be subject to legal investment restrictions. 
 
The investment activities of certain investors are subject to investment laws and regulations, or review 
or regulation by certain authorities (this particularly applies to structured securities). Each potential 
investor should consult his legal advisers to determine whether and to what extent (a) the purchase of 
Certificates represents a legal investment for him, (b) Certificates can be used as collateral for various 
types of financing and (c) other restrictions apply to his purchase or pledge of any Certificates. 
Investors who are subject to official supervision should consult their legal advisers or the appropriate 
regulators to determine the appropriate treatment of Certificates under any applicable risk-based 
capital or similar rules. 
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1.19 Taxes and other duties 
 
All taxes or other duties payable at the level of the Issuer or the holders of the Certificates on 
payments made in relation to the Certificates are to be borne by the holders of the Certificates. The 
Issuer will not pay any additional amounts to the holders of the Certificates on account of any such 
taxes or duties. 
 
1.20 Foreign Account Tax Compliance withholding may  affect payments on Certificates 
 
The Issuer and other financial institutions through which payments on the Certificates are made may 
be required to withhold at a rate of up to 30% on payments made after 31 December 2016 in respect 
of any Certificates which are issued or materially modified after 31 December 2013, pursuant to 
Sections 1471 to 1474 of the U.S. Internal Revenue Code, commonly referred to as "FATCA" (Foreign 
Account Tax Compliance Act). A withholding obligation may also exist – irrespective of the date of 
issuance – if the Certificates are to be treated as equity instruments according to U.S. tax law.  
 
The application of FACTA to interest, principal or other amounts paid with respect to the Certificates is 
not fully clear yet.  If an amount in respect of FATCA or as required under an intergovernmental 
agreement on FATCA were to be deducted or withheld from payments on the Certificates, the Issuer 
will have no obligation to pay additional amounts or otherwise indemnify a holder of any such 
withholding or deduction by the Issuer, a paying agent or any other party.  As a result, it cannot be 
excluded that investors receive less interest or principal as expected.  The determination of whether 
FATCA withholding may be imposed will depend on the status of each recipient of payments between 
the Issuer and the Investors.  The Issuer does not expect in practice that payments made either by it 
or by its paying agents and the relevant clearing systems will be subject to FATCA withholding as it is 
expected that these parties will fulfill all their respective obligations under FATCA in order to avoid 
being subject to FATCA withholding.  However, it cannot be excluded that other parties may be 
required to withhold on payments on account of FATCA as set out above, even if the Investor provides 
sufficient information for identification purposes.  
 
In addition, U.S. withholding tax at a rate of 30% (or a lower treaty rate) could be imposed on 
payments, accruals, or adjustments that are determined by reference to dividends from sources within 
the United States.  Since the payments made under the Certificates are linked to the Underlying, it is 
possible that these rules may apply to the Certificates.  If an amount in respect of such U.S. 
withholding tax were to be deducted or withheld from payments on the Certificates, none of the Issuer, 
any paying agent or any other person would, pursuant to the Terms and Conditions of the Certificates, 
be required to pay additional amounts as a result of the deduction or withholding of such tax.  
 
The FATCA regulations outlined above are not yet final.  Investors in the Certificates should 
therefore be aware of the fact that payments under the Certificates may, under certain 
circumstances, be subject to U.S. withholding, whic h may lower the economic result of the 
Certificate.  
 
1.21 The proposed Financial Transactions Tax  
 
The European Commission recently published a proposal for a Directive for a common financial 
transaction tax ("FTT") in Belgium, Germany, Estonia, Greece, Spain, France, Italy, Austria, Portugal, 
Slovenia and Slovakia. The tax would be applicable from 1 January 2014. 
 
The proposed FTT has very broad, potentially extraterritorial scope. It would apply to financial 
transactions where at least one party is a financial institution, and (a) one party is established in a 
participating member state of the European Economic Area (a "Member State ") or (b) the financial 
instrument which is subject to the transaction is issued in a participating Member State.  A financial 
institution may be, or be deemed to be, "established" in a Member State in a broad range of 
circumstances. 
 
The Issuer is incorporated in Germany and therefore financial institutions worldwide would be subject 
to the FTT when dealing in the Certificates. 
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In relation to many secondary market transactions in the Certificates, the FTT would be charged at a 
minimum rate of 0.1% on each financial institution which is party to the transaction.  The issuance and 
subscription of the Certificates should, however, be exempt. There are no broad exemptions for 
financial intermediaries or market makers. Therefore, the effective cumulative rate applicable to some 
dealings in the Certificates (for instance, cleared transactions) could be greatly in excess of 0.1%.   
 
A person transacting with a financial institution which fails to account for FTT would be jointly and 
severally liable for that tax. 
 
The FTT proposal remains subject to negotiation between the Member States, and may therefore be 
altered. Additional Member States may decide to participate. As at the date of approval of this Base 
Prospectus, Italy has enacted a national financial transaction tax, which applies, inter alia, to derivative 
securities such as certificates linked to Italian shares, as, outlined in Section L, "Taxation" under 
"Taxation in the Republic of Italy". 
 
Prospective holders of the Certificates are strongly advised to seek their own professional advice in 
relation to the FTT, as well as in relation to the Italian FTT. 
 
1.22 Substitution of the Issuer 
 
If the conditions set out in the Terms and Conditions are met, the Issuer is entitled at any time, without 
the consent of the holders of the Certificates, to appoint another company as the new Issuer with 
regard to all obligations arising out of or in connection with the Certificates in its place. In that case, 
the holder of the Certificates will generally also assume the insolvency risk with regard to the new 
Issuer. 
 
Where the Certificates are listed on the Italian Stock Exchange, for so long as (a) the Certificates are 
admitted to listing on the SeDeX and (b) the rules of Borsa Italiana S.p.A. so require, the obligations of 
the New Issuer in respect of the Certificates will be unconditionally and irrevocably guaranteed by the 
Issuer. 
 
1.23 Change of law 
 
The Terms and Conditions contained in this Base Prospectus are based on relevant laws, judicial 
decisions and administrative practices in effect as at the date of this Base Prospectus. No assurance 
can be given as to the impact of any possible amendments of the relevant laws, new judicial decisions 
or change to such administrative practices after the date of this Base Prospectus. 
 
1.24 Market disruption event 
 
According to the Terms and Conditions, the Issuer is entitled to determine market disruptions events 
that might result in a postponement of a calculation and/or of any payments under the Certificates and 
that might affect the value of the Certificates. 
 
In addition, in certain cases stipulated in the Terms and Conditions, the Issuer (especially if a market 
disruption event lasts several days) may estimate certain prices that are relevant with regard to 
payments or the reaching of barriers. These estimates may deviate from their actual value. 
 
1.25 No claim against the issuer of an Underlying 
 
Certificates relating to an Underlying do not give rise to any payment or other claims towards the 
issuers of the Underlyings to which those Certificates relate. If the attainments by the Issuer are less 
than the purchase price paid by the holder of the Certificates, such holder will not have recourse to the 
issuer of the Underlying. 
 
1.26 Certificates that are denominated in foreign c urrencies 
 
If the relevant Certificates, the Underlying or a component of the Underlying is denominated in a 
currency other than the currency of issue (foreign currency) or if payment is made in a foreign 
currency, the investor will be exposed to exchange rate risks that may have an adverse effect on the 
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Certificates' yield.  Exchange rate fluctuations have various causes, such as macroeconomic factors, 
speculative transactions and interventions by central banks and governments.  
 
A change in the exchange rate of a currency in relation to the EUR, for instance, will result in a 
corresponding change in the Euro value of Certificates that are not denominated in EUR, as well as in 
a corresponding change in the Euro value of payments that, pursuant to the Terms and Conditions of 
the relevant Certificates, are not made in EUR.  The same applies where the Settlement Amount or 
any other payment of a Certificates must be converted into EUR because it is determined on the basis 
of an Underlying that is not expressed in EUR (e.g. where interests or the Settlement Amount are 
calculated based on the difference, converted into EUR, between an Underlying expressed in USD 
and the market price of a share denominated in USD). 
 
If the value of a currency in which the Settlement Amount or any other payment of the Certificates is 
payable or in which the Underlying of the Certificates is expressed falls in relation to the EUR and the 
value of the EUR increases accordingly, the Euro value of the relevant Certificates and/or the value of 
the payments in connection with the Certificates converted into EUR will fall. 
 
1.27 Leverage effect 
 
Risk of disproportionately high price losses 
 
The prices of the Certificates in the secondary market may be subject to significant fluctuations if the 
value of the Certificates reacts disproportionately strongly to the performance of the Underlying. 
 
This will, for instance, be the case if the formula that is used for determining the Settlement Amount, a 
Bonus Amount or any other additional amount payable in connection with the Certificates includes a 
participation factor that is greater than 100%.  In that case, a change in the price of the Underlying will 
reinforce the effect on the price of the Certificates, i.e. a favourable change in the price of the 
Underlying will have a disproportionately favourable effect on the investor and an unfavourable 
change in the price of the Underlying will have a disproportionately unfavourable effect on the investor.  
This is referred to as a leverage effect .  The risk of disproportionately high price losses also occurs if 
the price of the Underlying (particularly shortly before the maturity of theCertificates) nears thresholds 
that are significant with regard to the amount of the Settlement Amount, Bonus Amount or any other 
additional amount, as even the smallest fluctuations in the price of the Underlying can result in major 
changes in the price of the Certificates. 
 
Risk of disproportionately low price gains 
 
On the other hand, the prices of the Certificates in the secondary market may be subject to especially 
low fluctuations if the value of the Certificates reacts disproportionately weakly to the performance of 
the Underlying. 
 
This will, for instance, be the case if the formula that is used for determining the Settlement Amount, a 
Bonus Amount or any other additional amount payable in connection with the Certificates includes a 
participation factor that is lower  than 100%, since this means that the investor will only participate on 
a pro rata basis in a performance that is favourable for the investor.  In that case, the yield resulting 
from the purchase of the Certificates may be lower than that resulting from a direct investment in the 
Underlying. 
 
In addition, a risk of disproportionately low price gains is particularly associated with Certificates that 
provide for a maximum amount.  If, for instance, the price of the Underlying is significantly above the 
threshold (cap) that entitles the holder to receive the maximum amount and it is no longer to be 
expected that the price will once again fall below the cap before the Valuation Date of the Certificates, 
the price of the Certificates will change only insignificantly or not at all, even if the price of the 
Underlying is subject to major fluctuations. 
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2. Special Risks  
 
In the following chapter the special risks will be described, which arise out of (i) the characteristics of 
the Certificates itself and (ii) the dependency on the respective Underlying or, as the case may be, and 
as specified in the relevant Final Terms, of the respective Underlyings. 
 
 
2.1 Dependency of the redemption amount of the Cert ificates on the performance of the 

Underlying  
 
If in accordance with the Terms and Conditions of the Certificates the calculation of the Settlement 
Amount depends on whether the Reference Price at maturity or at any time during the Monitoring 
Period is equal and/or below a certain predetermined percentage of the Strike Price, prospective 
investors should be aware that the Settlement Amount may expose them directly to the performance 
of the Underlying and therefore they can lose their investment in case of a decrease in the value of the 
Underlying. The likelihood that such event occurs increases if the said percentage of the Strike Price 
is set closer to 100%. Also, when the observation of the performance of the Underlying is carried out 
over a long Monitoring Period, the chances that the above circumstance occurs are higher than if the 
Reference Price is assessed on the final Valuation Date only. 
 
Prospective investors should take into account that there are several factors which affect the value of 
the Certificates, such as the volatility of the Underlying. It should be noted, that in case of a continuing 
loss in the price of an Underlying of the Certificates, the probability increases that the Certificates will 
be redeemed at an amount which will be less than the purchase price paid for the Certificates.  If there 
is a limited time period left before the scheduled Maturity Date of the Certificates, the Certificateholder 
should not rely on any recovery of the price of an Underlying in time before the final Valuation Date. 
As a result, the Certificateholder could suffer a significant or total loss with respect to the purchase 
price paid. 
 
Prospective investors should also note that in the case of Turbo Put Certificates the payment of the 
Settlement Amount depends to a significant extent upon the Reference Price of the Underlying at 
maturity. The Settlement Amount will be significantly below the purchase price paid for the Certificates 
if the price of the Underlying has risen substantially until maturiy. Due to the so-called leverage effect, 
increasing prices of the Underlying may result in a disproportionate negative change in the value of 
the Certificate. In addition the investor bears the risk that during the Monitoring Period the price of the 
Underlying or the Adjusted Strike Price, as the case may be, has at least once been equal to or 
below the Barrier (the "Knock-out Event "). In such case the Automatic Early Redemption Amount will 
be determined by the Issuer in its reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code 
(BGB)) as the fair value of the Certificates at the date of the Knock-out Event by taking into account 
the relevant prevailing market conditions. 
 
Prospective investors should also note that in the case of Turbo Call Certificates the payment of the 
Settlement Amount depends to a significant extent upon the Reference Price of the Underlying at 
maturity. The Settlement Amount will be significantly below the purchase price paid for the Certificates 
if the price of the Underlying has fallen substantially until maturiy. Due to the so-called leverage effect, 
decreasing prices of the Underlying may result in a disproportionate negative change in the value 
of the Certificate. In addition the investor bears the risk that during the Monitoring Period the price of 
the Underlying or the Adjusted Strike Price, as the case may be, has at least once been equal to or 
above the Barrier (the "Knock-out Event "). In such case the Automatic Early Redemption Amount will 
be determined by the Issuer in its reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code 
(BGB)) as the fair value of the Certificates at the date of the Knock-out Event by taking into account 
the relevant prevailing market conditions. 
 
 
2.2 Worst Performing Underlying (multi Underlying) 
 
Potential investors in Certificates relating to the positive performance of multiple Underlyings (Shares, 
Indices, ETFs, Futures Contracts or Fund Shares) (multi Underlying) should consider that in 
accordance with the Terms and Conditions the calculation of the Settlement Amount per Certificate  
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may be solely based on the performance of the Worst Performing Underlying, i.e. the Underlying with 
the lowest performance. 
 
Potential investors should, consequently, be aware that compared to securities, which refer to a single 
underlying only, Certificates relating to the performance of multiple Underlyings show a higher 
exposure to loss. This risk is not reduced by a positive performance of the remaining Underlyings, 
because the remaining Underlyings are not taken into account when calculating the Settlement 
Amount. 
 
 
2.3 Basket of Underlyings (Leveraged Basket/Partici pation Call Basket/Call Basket/Call Cap 

Basket/Put Basket/Basket Certificates) 
 
Potential investors in Leveraged Basket Certificates and/or Participation Call Basket Certificates 
and/or Call Basket Certificates and/or Call Cap Basket Certificates and/or Put Basket Certificates 
and/or Basket Certificates should consider that in accordance with the Terms and Conditions the 
calculation of the Settlement Amount per Certificate is based on the performance of a basket of 
Underlyings.  
 
Potential investors in Leveraged Basket Certificates and/or Participation Call Basket Certificates 
and/or Call Basket Certificates and/or Call Cap Basket Certificates and/or Put Basket Certificates 
and/or Basket Certificates should, consequently, be aware that compared to securities which refer to a 
single underlying only, Certificates relating to the performance of a basket of Underlyings give 
exposure to additional factors. In case of a Basket, the value of the Certificates depends on the 
performance of all the Underlyings constituting the Basket, thus reflecting the sum of the value of each 
basket constituents. Such aggregate performance is taken into account when calculating the 
Settlement Amount  and, therefore, the decrease in the value of one Underlying over the term of the 
Certificates will have a negative effect on the Basket Performance which will lead to a reduced 
Settlement Amount. 
 
The impact of the individual performance of each basket constituent on the aggregate performance of 
the Basket may depend on the weighting assigned to such Underlying within the Basket, the higher 
the weighting, the greater the impact. Furthermore, prospective investors should also consider the risk 
of correlation among the different basket constituents. 
 
 
2.4 Capped participation in the performance of the Underlying (Classic Capped Plus/Classic 

Double Capped Plus/Classic Cap & Floor Plus/Booster /Double Leveraged/Call Cap/Put 
Cap Certificates) 

 
Potential investors in Classic Capped Plus Certificates and/or Classic Double Capped Plus 
Certificates and/or Classic Cap & Floor Plus Certificates and/or Booster Certificates and/or Double 
Leveraged Certificates and/or Call Cap Certificates and/or Put Cap Certificates should consider that in 
accordance with the Terms and Conditions the participation in the performance of the Underlying and, 
consequently, the Settlement Amount per Certificate, will be limited to the Cap, and if the value of the 
Underlying exceeds such Cap there will not be any corresponding rise in the value of the Settlement 
Amount. As a result and in contrast to a direct investment in the Underlying any potential return on the 
Classic Capped Plus Certificates and Classic Double Capped Plus Certificates and Classic Cap & 
Floor Plus Certificates and Booster Certificates and Double Leveraged Certificates and Call Cap 
Certificates and Put Cap Certificates is, therefore, limited. 
 
 
2.5 Continuous observation of the price of the Unde rlying (Classic Capped Plus/Classic 

Double Capped Plus/Classic Cap & Floor Plus/Leverag ed Twin Win Plus Certificates) 
 
Potential investors in Classic Plus Certificates and/or Classic Double Capped Plus Certificates and/or 
Classic Cap & Floor Plus Certificates and/or Leveraged Twin Win Plus Certificates should consider 
that all prices of the Underlying published intra-day on any day during the relevant period or at a single 
date will be used in order to assess whether the Reference Price B is at least once [equal to or] above 
a certain percentage of the Strike Price at any time during the Monitoring Period.  
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2.6 Potentially reduced impact of the performance o f the Underlying 

(Booster/Leveraged//Leveraged Basket/Double Leverag ed/Participation Call Basket/Call 
Cap/Participation Recovery/Participation Digital Ce rtificates) 

 
Potential investors in Booster Certificates and/or Leveraged Certificates and/or Leveraged Basket 
Certificates and/or Double Leveraged Certificates and/or Participation Call Basket Certificates and/or 
Call Cap Basket Certificates and/or Participation Recovery Certificates and/or Participation Digital 
Certificates should consider that in accordance with the Terms and Conditions the performance of the 
Underlying or the Basket Performance, as the case may be, is being multiplied by a Participation 
Factor which may be a percentage below 100%.  Accordingly, the extent by wich the performance of 
the Underlying or the Basket Performance is taken into account for the purposes of determining the 
Settlement Amount may not directly reflect the performance of the Underlying. If the Participation 
Factor is set below 100%, any potential return on the Booster Certificates and Leveraged Certificates 
and Leveraged Basket Certificates and Double Leveraged Certificates and Participation Call Basket 
Certificates and Call Cap Basket Certificates and/or Participation Recovery Certificates and/or 
Participation Digital Certificates will, therefore, be less than the return which could be obtained from a 
direct investment in the Underlying or the basket of Underlyings. 
 
 
2.7 Potentially reduced Settlement Amount (Leverage d/Leveraged Basket/Double 

Leveraged/Leveraged Twin Win Plus/Basket/Participat ion Recovery Certificates) 
 
Potential investors in Leveraged Certificates and/or Leveraged Basket Certificates and/or Double 
Leveraged Certificates and/or Leveraged Twin Win Plus Certificates and/or Basket Certificates and/or 
Participation Recovery Certificates should consider that in accordance with the Terms and Conditions 
a Return Factor which leverages the impact of the performance of the Underlying either increasing it (if 
such factor is set above 100%) or decreasing it (if it is set below 100%), may be applied to the 
redemption formula.  Accordingly, if such Return Factor is below 100% the Settlement Amount may be 
lower than the Calculation Amount although there is a positive performance of the Underlying or a 
positive Basket Performance, respectively.  As a result any potential return on the Leveraged 
Certificates and Leveraged Basket Certificates and Double Leveraged Certificates and/or Leveraged 
Twin Win Plus Certificates and/or Basket Certificates and/or Participation Recovery Certificates may, 
therefore, be less than the return which may be obtained from direct investment in the Underlying or 
the basket of Underlyings. 
 
 
2.8 Ordinary adjustment of the Strike Price (Turbo Put Certificates) 
 
The Settlement Amount payable to the investor depends solely on the difference between the 
Adjusted Strike Price applicable on the final Valuation Date and the Reference Price of the Underlying 
of the Certificates. It has to be noted that the Adjusted Strike Price results from an adjustment of the 
Strike Price on a daily basis by an Adjustment Amount which is determined once within the relevant 
Adjustment Period. 
 
If the Adjustment Amount applicable during an Adjustment Period is a negative amount, the Adjusted 
Strike Price will decrease. All other variables being held constant, this will lead to a decrease in the 
intrinsic value of the Certificates and to a decrease in the price of the Certificates. If the Adjustment 
Amount applicable during an Adjustment Period is a positive amount, the Adjusted Strike Price will 
increase. All other variables being held constant, this will lead to an increase in the intrinsic value of 
the Certificates and to an increase in the price of the Certificates. 
 
The Adjustment Amount is calculated by multiplying the Adjusted Strike Price applicable at the start of 
an Adjustment Period by the Adjustment Percentage. The Adjustment Percentage is determined on 
the basis of the Reference Interest Rate applicable during the respective Adjustment Period minus a 
Risk Premium determined and retained by the Issuer. Consequently, the Adjustment Amount depends 
essentially on the amount of the Reference Interest Rate and the Risk Premium. Since the Risk 
Premium is deducted from the Reference Interest Rate, the Adjustment Amount will be negative if the 
Risk Premium exceeds the Reference Interest Rate. The more the Risk Premium exceeds the 
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Reference Interest Rate, the higher the absolute amount of the negative Adjustment Amount and 
consequently the daily deduction from the Adjusted Strike Price which - all other variables being held 
constant - will lead to a decrease in the intrinsic value of the Certificates. If the Reference Interest 
Rate exceeds the Risk Premium, the Adjustment Amount will be a positive amount which will result in 
an increase in the Adjusted Strike Price and as a consequence in the intrinsic value of the Certificates. 
 
Consequently, the Risk Premium determined and retai ned by the Issuer will always have a 
value-decreasing effect on the Settlement Amount pa yable to investors in the case of Turbo 
Put Certificates. 
 
Due to changes in the requirements relating to the Risk Premium - e.g., as a result of a change in 
costs for securities lending in the case of Turbo Put Certificates on shares - the Risk Premium may 
increase substantially during the term of the Certificates compared to the Risk Premium determined on 
the final Strike Date. 
 
 
2.9 Ordinary adjustment of the Strike Price (Turbo Call Certificates) 
 
The Settlement Amount payable to the investor depends solely on the difference between the 
Reference Price of the Underlying of the Certificates and the Adjusted Strike Price applicable on the 
final Valuation Date. It has to be noted that the Adjusted Strike Price results from an adjustment of the 
Strike Price on a daily basis by an Adjustment Amount which is determined once within the relevant 
Adjustment Period. 
 
If the Adjustment Amount applicable during an Adjustment Period is a positive amount, the Adjusted 
Strike Price will increase. All other variables being held constant, this will lead to a decrease in the 
intrinsic value of the Certificates and to a decrease in the price of the Certificates. If the Adjustment 
Amount applicable during an Adjustment Period is a negative amount, the Adjusted Strike Price will 
decrease. All other variables being held constant, this will lead to an increase in the intrinsic value of 
the Certificates and to an increase in the price of the Certificates. 
 
The Adjustment Amount is calculated by multiplying the Adjusted Strike Price applicable at the start of 
an Adjustment Period by the Adjustment Percentage. The Adjustment Percentage is determined on 
the basis of the Reference Interest Rate applicable during the respective Adjustment Period plus a 
Risk Premium determined and retained by the Issuer. Consequently, the Adjustment Amount depends 
essentially on the amount of the Reference Interest Rate and the Risk Premium. If during the life of the 
Certificates the Reference Interest Rate and/or the Risk Premium increase, the Adjustment Amount 
will increase at the same time. All other variables being held constant, this will lead to a decrease in 
the price of the Certificates. If the Reference Interest Rate and/or the Risk Premium decrease during 
the life of the Certificates, the decrease in the price of the Certificates will accordingly be less. 
 
Consequently, the Risk Premium determined and retai ned by the Issuer will always have a 
value-decreasing effect on the Settlement Amount pa yable to investors in the case of Turbo 
Call Certificates. 
 
Due to changes in the requirements relating to the Risk Premium - e.g., as a result of a change in 
costs for securities lending in the case of Turbo Call Certificates on shares - the Risk Premium may 
increase substantially during the term of the Certificates compared to the Risk Premium determined on 
the final Strike Date. 
 
 
2.10 Underlying Share 
 
Certificates relating to shares are associated with particular risks beyond the Issuer's control (such as 
the risk that the respective company will be rendered insolvent, that insolvency proceedings or 
comparable proceedings with regard to the assets of the company according to the applicable law of 
the company might be instituted or any other events in relation to the company occurs being 
economically equivalent) which could lead to a total loss of the investor's capital. 
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In addition, risks that occur in relation to dividend payments by the company may occur. Holders of 
Certificates that are linked to shares, unlike investors which directly invest in the shares, do not 
receive dividends or other distributions payable to the holders of the underlying Shares. Beside this, 
paid or expected payouts on the underlying Share (such as dividends), which might be retained by the 
Issuer, may not be taken into account in the pricing of the Certificates. Expected dividends may be 
deducted prior to the "ex dividend" day in relation to the Share, based on the expected yields for the 
entire term or a certain portion thereof. Any dividend estimate used by the market maker in its 
assessment may change during the term of the Certificates or deviate from the dividend generally 
expected by the market or the actual dividend. This can also affect the pricing process in the 
secondary market. 
 
There is a possibility that the Issuer or any of its affiliates may hold shares in the company that issued 
the Underlying, which could lead to additional interest conflicts. 
 
Furthermore the performance of shares depends to a very significant extent on developments in the 
capital markets, which in turn depend on the general global economic situation and more specific 
economic and political conditions. Shares of companies with low to medium market capitalisation may 
be subject to even higher risks (e.g. relating to their volatility or insolvency) than is the case for shares 
in larger companies. Moreover, shares in companies with low capitalisation may be extremely illiquid 
as a result of low trading volumes. 
 
Shares of companies which have their statutory seat or significant business operations in countries 
with limited certainty of law are subject to additional risks such as, for instance, government 
interventions or nationalisation which may lead to a total or partial loss of the invested capital or of 
access to the capital invested in that country. This may result in a total or partial loss in relation to the 
value of the share. The realisation of such risks may then result in a total or partial loss of the invested 
capital for holders of Certificates that are linked to such shares. 
 
 
2.11 Underlying Index (price index) 
 
Certificates relating to an index involve, in particular, the following risks: 
 
The index referred to as Underlying is a price index. Unlike in the case of performance indices, 
dividend distributions in relation to the shares contained in price indices will result in a reduction of the 
index level. This means that investors will not participate in dividends or other distributions in relation 
to shares contained in price indices. 
 
No influence of the Issuer 
 
As a general rule, the Issuer has no influence on the composition and performance of an index 
underlying the Certificates or the performance of the relevant index components, unless the Issuer 
and the index sponsor are identical. 
 
Dependency on the value of the index components 
 
The value of an index is calculated on the basis of the value of its components. Changes in the prices 
of index components, the composition of an index as well as factors that (may) influence the value of 
the index components also influence the value of the Certificates that relate to the relevant index and 
can thus influence the yield from an investment in the relevant Certificates. Fluctuations in the value of 
one index component may be compensated or aggravated by fluctuations in the value of other index 
components. The past performance of an index does not represent any guarantee of its future 
performance. Under certain circumstances, an index used as an Underlying may (i) not be available 
for the full term of the Certificates, (ii) be substituted or (iii) continue to be calculated by the Issuer 
itself. In these or other cases mentioned in the Terms and Conditions, Certificates may also be 
terminated by the Issuer. 
 
The Index underlying the Certificates may reflect the performance of assets of some countries or 
some industries only. In that case, investors are exposed to a concentration risk. In the event of an 
unfavourable economic development in a country or in relation to a particular industry, investors may 
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be adversely affected. If several countries or industries are represented in the index, it is possible that 
these countries or the industries are weighted unevenly. This means that, in the event of an 
unfavourable development in one country or industry with a high index weighting, the value of the 
index may be affected disproportionately by this adverse development. 
 
Investors should note that the selection of an index is not based on the expectations or estimates of 
the Issuer in respect of the future performance of the selected index. Investors should therefore make 
their own estimates in respect of the future performance of an index on the basis of their own 
knowledge and sources of information. 
 
No liability of the index sponsor 
 
The index is composed and calculated by the respective index sponsor without taking into account the 
interests of the Issuer or the holders of the Certificates. The index sponsors do not assume any 
obligation or liability in respect of the issue, sale and/or trading of the Certificates. 
 
Index composition publication 
 
The composition of the indices may have to be published on a website or in other media mentioned in 
the terms and conditions of the relevant index. The publication of the updated composition of the 
respective index on the website of the relevant index sponsor might, however, be delayed 
considerably, sometimes even by several months. In those cases, the published composition may not 
always correspond to the actual composition of the relevant index. 
 
 
2.12 Underlying Index (performance index) 
 
Certificates relating to an index involve, in particular, the following risks: 
 
The index referred to as Underlying is a performance index. Unlike in the case of price indices, 
dividend distributions in relation to the shares contained in price indices will not result in a decrease of 
the index level. This means that investors will participate in dividends or other distributions in relation 
to shares contained in performance indices. 
 
No influence of the Issuer 
 
As a general rule, the Issuer has no influence on the composition and performance of an index 
underlying the Certificates or the performance of the relevant index components, unless the Issuer 
and the index sponsor are identical. 
 
Dependency on the value of the index components 
 
The value of an index is calculated on the basis of the value of its components. Changes in the prices 
of index components, the composition of an index as well as factors that (may) influence the value of 
the index components also influence the value of the Certificates that relate to the relevant index and 
can thus influence the yield from an investment in the relevant Certificates. Fluctuations in the value of 
one index component may be compensated or aggravated by fluctuations in the value of other index 
components. The past performance of an index does not represent any guarantee of its future 
performance. Under certain circumstances, an index used as an Underlying may (i) not be available 
for the full term of the Certificates, (ii) be substituted or (iii) continue to be calculated by the Issuer 
itself. In these or other cases mentioned in the Terms and Conditions, Certificates may also be 
terminated by the Issuer. 
 
The Index underlying the Certificates may reflect the performance of assets of some countries or 
some industries only. In that case, investors are exposed to a concentration risk. In the event of an 
unfavourable economic development in a country or in relation to a particular industry, investors may 
be adversely affected. If several countries or industries are represented in the index, it is possible that 
these countries or the industries are weighted unevenly. This means that, in the event of an 
unfavourable development in one country or industry with a high index weighting, the value of the 
index may be affected disproportionately by this adverse development. 
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Investors should note that the selection of an index is not based on the expectations or estimates of 
the Issuer in respect of the future performance of the selected index. Investors should therefore make 
their own estimates in respect of the future performance of an index on the basis of their own 
knowledge and sources of information. 
 
No liability of the index sponsor 
 
The index is composed and calculated by the respective index sponsor without taking into account the 
interests of the Issuer or the holders of the Certificates. The index sponsors do not assume any 
obligation or liability in respect of the issue, sale and/or trading of the Certificates. 
 
Index composition publication 
 
The composition of the indices may have to be published on a website or in other media mentioned in 
the terms and conditions of the relevant index. The publication of the updated composition of the 
respective index on the website of the relevant index sponsor might, however, be delayed 
considerably, sometimes even by several months. In those cases, the published composition may not 
always correspond to the actual composition of the relevant index. 
 
 
2.13 Underlying ETF (Exchange Traded Funds relating  to an index) 
 
Certificates that are linked to an Exchange Traded Funds relating to an index (the "ETF") involve, in 
particular, the following risks: 
 
Dependency on the value of the index components 
 
ETFs pursue the objective of tracking, as accurately as possible, the performance of an index, basket 
or particular individual assets. Thus, the value of an ETF is particularly dependent upon the 
performance of the individual index or basket components and/or assets. However, it cannot be ruled 
out that the performance of the ETF does not correspond to that of the index, basket or individual 
asset (so-called "tracking error"). 
 
Unlike other investment funds, there is generally no active management of ETFs by the issuing 
investment company. This means that decisions regarding the purchase of assets are dictated by the 
index, basket or individual assets. If the value of the underlying index, basket or individual assets falls, 
this may thus result in an unlimited price loss risk in relation to the ETF, which may have a negative 
effect on the value of the Certificates. 
 
Usage of derivative financial instruments 
 
ETFs whose performance is linked to an index or a basket will often invest in securities not contained 
in that index or basket, derivative financial instruments and techniques will be used in order to link the 
value of the units to the performance of the relevant index or basket. The use of such derivative 
financial instruments and techniques involves risks for the fund that, in some cases, can be greater 
than the risks associated with traditional forms of investment. In addition, losses may be incurred 
because of the fact that the counterparty to a transaction defaults through the use of derivatives, e.g. 
in the case of OTC swap transactions.  
 
Liquidation risks in case of collaterals 
 
Any collateral provided to the investment company issuing the ETFs by counterparties in connection 
with securities lending, repurchase and OTC transactions in order to minimise credit risk is subject to 
the statutory and regulatory provisions. It cannot be ruled out that individual items of collateral may be 
worthless at, and/or rendered completely worthless prior to, the time of their utilisation. Therefore, 
there is a risk of a total loss in respect to the ETF share and that investors therefore could suffer a 
total loss in respect of their Certificates. 
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Risk of a replacement of the index 
 
Under certain circumstances, the calculation or publication of the index which will be replicated by the 
ETF could be suspended or even terminated. Furthermore, the index components or basket 
components could be changed or replaced by another index or basket  
 
Fees 
 
The performance of a fund is in part influenced by the fees that are directly or indirectly charged to the 
fund assets. 
 
The following fees (without limitation) can be regarded as fees directly charged to the fund assets: 
fund management fees (including fees in respect of administrative tasks), depositary bank fees, 
standard bank deposit charges, possibly including the standard bank charges for holding foreign 
securities abroad, printing and distribution costs in relation to the annual and semi-annual reports 
aimed at investors, auditors' fees for auditing the fund, distribution costs, etc. Additional fees and 
expenses may arise due to the contracting of third parties for services in connection with the 
management of the fund or the calculation of performance-based portfolio management fees. 
 
In addition to the fees that are directly charged to the fund assets, the fees that are indirectly charged 
to the fund assets also have a negative effect on the performance of the fund. These indirect fees 
include (without limitation) management fees that are charged to the fund for investment units held in 
the fund assets. 
 
Market Risk 
 
As price or value reductions in relation to the securities purchased by the fund or other investments 
are also reflected in the prices of the individual ETF shares, there is a general risk of falling unit prices. 
Even if the fund's investments are much diversified, there is a risk that an adverse overall 
development in certain markets or exchanges can cause unit prices to fall. 
 
Illiquid Investments 
 
Funds may invest in assets which are illiquid or subject to a minimum holding period. Therefore, it may 
be difficult for the fund to sell these assets at all or at a reasonable price when it is required to sell 
them to generate liquidity. In particular, this can be the case if investors wish to redeem their ETF 
shares. The fund may suffer substantial losses if it is forced to sell illiquid assets in order to redeem 
ETF shares or if the sale of illiquid assets is only possible at a low price. This may negatively affect the 
value of the fund and, thus, the value of the Certificates. 
 
Investments in illiquid assets may also lead to difficulties in calculating the net asset value of the fund 
(see below). This, in turn, can result in delays with regard to payments in connection with the 
Certificates. 
 
Delayed Net Asset Value Publication 
 
Under certain circumstances, the publication of a fund's net asset value may be delayed. This may 
result in a delayed redemption of the Certificate and, e.g. in the case of a negative market 
development, have a negative effect on the value of the Certificate. In addition, investors bear the risk 
that, in the case of a delayed redemption of the Certificates, their reinvestment of the relevant 
proceeds may be subject to delays and possibly unfavourable terms. 
 
Dissolution of a fund 
 
It cannot be ruled out that a fund may be dissolved during the term of the Certificates. In that case, the 
Issuer will normally be entitled to perform adjustments with regard to the Certificates in accordance 
with the relevant Terms and Conditions. Such adjustments may, in particular, provide for the 
substitution of the relevant fund by another fund. In addition, the Certificate may also be terminated 
early by the Issuer in that case. 
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Concentration on certain countries, industries or investment classes 
 
The underlying fund may concentrate its investments on assets relating to certain countries, industries 
or asset classes. This may lead to price fluctuations in relation to the fund that are higher and occur 
within a shorter period of time than would be the case if the risks were more diversified between 
industries, regions and countries. 
 
Markets with limited certainty of law 
 
Funds underlying the Certificates that invest in markets with limited certainty of law are subject to 
certain risks such as, for instance, unexpected government interventions, which may lead to a reduced 
fund value. The realisation of such risks may also result in a total or partial loss of the invested capital 
for the holder of the Certificates that are linked to such a fund. 
 
 
2.14 Futures Contracts 
 
Certificates that are linked to a Futures Contract involve, in particular, the following risks: 

 
Futures contracts are standardised forward transactions relating to financial instruments such as 
shares, indices, interest rates or foreign currencies (so-called financial futures) or commodities such 
as precious metals, wheat or sugar (so-called commodities futures). 
 
A futures contract represents the contractual obligation to purchase or sell a certain quantity of the 
relevant contractual object at a certain date and price. Futures contracts are traded on futures and 
options exchanges and are standardised for that purpose with regard to size of contract, type and 
quality of the contractual object and potential delivery places and dates. 
 
As a rule, there is a close correlation between the price performance of an asset that underlies a 
futures contract and is traded on a spot market and the corresponding futures market. However, 
futures contracts are generally traded at a premium or discount in relation to the spot price of the 
underlying asset. This difference between the spot and futures price, which is referred to as "basis" in 
futures and options exchange jargon, on the one hand results from the inclusion of the costs that are 
normally incurred in spot transactions (storage, delivery, insurance, etc.) and/or the revenues that are 
normally associated with spot transactions (interest, dividends, etc.), and on the other hand from the 
differing valuation of general market factors in the spot and the futures market.  In addition, depending 
on the value, there can be a significant gap in terms of the liquidity in the spot and the corresponding 
futures market. 
 
As the Certificates relate to the futures contracts specified in the Terms and Conditions, investors, in 
addition to knowing the market for the relevant asset that underlies the relevant futures contract, must 
have know-how as to the workings and valuation factors of forward/futures transactions in order to be 
able to correctly assess the risks associated with an investment in those Certificates. 
 
As futures contracts expire on a certain date, the Terms and Conditions may provide that the Issuer 
(particularly in the case of Certificates with a longer term), at a time stipulated in the Terms and 
Conditions, replaces the futures contract provided for as the Underlying in the Terms and Conditions 
by another futures contract that has a later expiry date than the initial underlying futures contract, but 
is otherwise subject to the same contractual specifications (so-called "Roll-over "). The costs 
associated with such a Roll-over will be taken into account in accordance with the Terms and 
Conditions in connection with the adjustment of the Strike Prices of the Certificates in conjunction with 
the Roll-over and may have a significant effect on the value of the Certificates. The Terms and 
Conditions may provide for additional cases in which the Issuer may replace the initial futures contract 
and/or change parameters of the Terms and Conditions and/or terminate the Certificates. 
 
Index futures contracts 
 
The value of an index is calculated on the basis of the value of its components.  Changes in the prices 
of index components, the composition of an index as well as factors that (may) influence the value of 
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the index components also influence the value of the Certificates that relate to futures contracts on the 
relevant index and can thus influence the yield from an investment in the relevant Certificates. 
 
Commodities futures 
 
Commodities can be divided into several categories, e.g. minerals (e.g. oil, gas or aluminium), 
agricultural products (e.g. wheat or maize) and metals (e.g. copper, uranium).  Most commodities are 
traded on specialised exchanges or in interbank trading in the form of over-the-counter (OTC) 
transactions. 
 
Holders of Certificates linked to the price of commodities are exposed to significant price risks as 
prices of commodities are subject to great fluctuations.  The prices of commodities are influenced by a 
number of factors, including, inter alia, the following factors: 
 
Cartels and regulatory changes 
 
A number of producers or producing countries of commodities have formed organisations or cartels to 
regulate supply and therefore influence prices.  However, the trading in commodities is also subject to 
regulations imposed by supervisory authorities or market rules whose application may also affect the 
development of the prices of the relevant commodities. 
 
Cyclical supply and demand behaviour 
 
Agricultural commodities are produced at a particular time of year but are in demand throughout the 
year.  In contrast, energy is produced without interruption, even though it is mainly required during 
cold or very hot times of the year.  This cyclical supply and demand pattern may lead to strong price 
fluctuations. 
 
Direct investment costs 
 
Direct investments in commodities are associated with costs for storage, insurance and taxes.  In 
addition, no interest or dividends are paid on commodities.  The overall yield of an investment is 
influenced by these factors. 
 
Inflation and deflation 
 
The general development of prices may have a strong effect on the price development of 
commodities. 
 
Liquidity 
 
Many markets of commodities are not very liquid and may therefore not be able to react rapidly and 
sufficiently to changes in supply and demand.  In case of low liquidity, speculative investments by 
individual market participants may lead to price distortions. 
 
Political risks 
 
Commodities are frequently produced in emerging markets and subject to demand from industrialised 
countries.  The political and economic situation of emerging markets, however, is often a lot less 
stable than that of industrialised countries.  Emerging markets are exposed to a greater risk of rapid 
political changes and adverse economic developments.  Political crises can damage investors' 
confidence, which can in turn influence commodity prices.  Wars or conflicts may change the supply 
and demand in relation to certain commodities.  It is also possible that industrialised countries impose 
embargoes regarding the export and import of goods and services.  This may have a direct or indirect 
effect on the price of the commodities that serve as the Certificates' Underlying. 
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Weather and natural disasters 
 
Unfavourable weather conditions and natural disasters may have a long-term negative effect on the 
supply of specific commodities for an entire year.  A crisis of supply of this sort may lead to strong and 
incalculable price fluctuations. 
 
Bond futures 
 
Holders of Certificates linked to bond futures contracts are, in addition to the insolvency risk of 
Commerzbank AG as the Issuer of the Certificates, also exposed to the insolvency risk of the issuers 
of the bond(s) underlying the respective futures contracts.  If the issuer of a bond underlying a futures 
contract does not punctually perform its obligations under the relevant bond or becomes insolvent, this 
will cause the value of the bond to fall (possibly to zero) and can in turn lead to significant price losses 
of the respective futures contracts and therefore of the Certificates themselves.  This may possibly 
lead to a total loss of the invested capital for the holder of the Certificates. 
 
 
2.15 Underlying Fund Share 
 
Certificates that are linked to a fund share involve, in particular, the following risks: 
 
Fees 
 
The performance of a fund is in part influenced by the fees that are directly or indirectly charged to the 
fund assets. 
 
The following fees (without limitation) can be regarded as fees directly charged to the fund assets: 
fund management fees (including fees in respect of administrative tasks), depositary bank fees, 
standard bank deposit charges, possibly including the standard bank charges for holding foreign 
securities abroad, printing and distribution costs in relation to the annual and semi-annual reports 
aimed at investors, auditors' fees for auditing the fund, distribution costs, etc.  Additional fees and 
expenses may arise due to the contracting of third parties for services in connection with the 
management of the fund or the calculation of performance-based portfolio management fees. 
 
In addition to the fees that are directly charged to the fund assets, the fees that are indirectly charged 
to the fund assets also have a negative effect on the performance of the fund.  These indirect fees 
include (without limitation) management fees that are charged to the fund for investment units held in 
the fund assets. 
 
Market risk 
 
As price or value reductions in relation to the securities purchased by the fund or other investments 
are also reflected in the prices of the individual fund units, there is a general risk of falling unit prices.  
Even if the fund's investments are much diversified, there is a risk that an adverse overall 
development in certain markets or exchanges can cause unit prices to fall. 
 
Illiquid Investments 
 
Funds may invest in assets which are illiquid or subject to a minimum holding period.  Therefore, it 
may be difficult for the fund to sell these assets at all or at a reasonable price when it is required to sell 
them to generate liquidity.  In particular, this can be the case if investors wish to redeem their fund 
units.  The fund may suffer substantial losses if it is forced to sell illiquid assets in order to redeem 
fund units or if the sale of illiquid assets is only possible at a low price.  This may negatively affect the 
value of the fund and, thus, the value of the Certificates. 
 
Investments in illiquid assets may also lead to difficulties in calculating the net asset value of the fund 
(see below).  This, in turn, can result in delays with regard to payments in connection with the 
Certificates. 
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Delayed NAV publication 
 
Under certain circumstances, the publication of a fund's net asset value may be delayed.  This may 
result in a delayed redemption of the Certificate and, e.g. in the case of a negative market 
development, have a negative effect on the value of the Certificate.  In addition, investors bear the risk 
that, in the case of a delayed redemption of the Certificates, their reinvestment of the relevant 
proceeds may be subject to delays and possibly unfavourable terms. 
 
Dissolution of a fund 
 
It cannot be ruled out that a fund may be dissolved during the term of the Certificates.  In that case, 
the Issuer or the Calculation Agent will normally be entitled to perform adjustments with regard to the 
Certificates in accordance with the relevant terms and conditions.  Such adjustments may, in 
particular, provide for the substitution of the relevant fund by another fund.  In addition, the Certificate 
may also be terminated early by the Issuer in that case. 
 
Postponement or suspension of redemptions 
 
The fund may redeem no or only a limited quantity of units at the scheduled times that are relevant for 
the calculation of the Redemption Amount of the Certificates.  This can result in a delayed redemption 
of the Certificates if such a delay is provided for in the terms and conditions in the event that the 
termination of the hedge transactions concluded by the Issuer at the time of the issue of the 
Certificates is delayed.  In addition, such a scenario may negatively affect the value of the Certificates. 
 
Concentration on certain countries, industries or investment classes 
 
The fund may concentrate its investments on assets relating to certain countries, industries or asset 
classes.  This may lead to price fluctuations in relation to the fund that are higher and occur within a 
shorter period of time than would be the case if the risks were more diversified between industries, 
regions and countries. 
 
Currency risks 
 
The Certificates may be linked to funds which are denominated in another currency than the currency 
in which the Certificates are denominated or to funds which invest in assets that are denominated in 
another currency than the Certificates.  Investors may therefore be subject to a significant currency 
risk. 
 
Markets with limited certainty of law 
 
Funds that invest in markets with limited certainty of law are subject to certain risks such as, for 
instance, unexpected government interventions, which may lead to a reduced fund value.  The 
realisation of such risks may also result in a total or partial loss of the invested capital for the holder of 
the Certificates that are linked to such a fund. 
 
Effects of regulatory framework conditions 
 
Funds might not be subject to any regulation or may invest in investment vehicles which are not 
subject to any regulation.  Conversely, the introduction of regulation of a previously unregulated fund 
may create significant disadvantages for such funds. 
 
Dependency on asset managers 
 
The performance of the fund will depend on the performance of the assets selected by the fund's 
asset manager for the purposes of implementing the relevant investment strategy.  In practice, the 
performance of a fund largely depends on the competence of the managers taking investment 
decisions.  The resignation or substitution of such persons may lead to losses and/or the dissolution of 
the relevant fund. 
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The investment strategies, restrictions and objectives of funds can provide an asset manager with 
significant room for manoeuvre when investing the relevant assets, and there is no guarantee that the 
asset manager's investment decisions will result in profits or provide efficient protection from market or 
other risks.  There is no guarantee that a fund will succeed in implementing the investment strategy 
detailed in its sales documentation.  This means that, even if the performance of a fund with similar 
investment strategies is favourable, a fund (and thus the Certificates) may undergo a negative 
performance. 
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B. Risk Factors relating to Commerzbank Group  
 
Potential investors should read carefully and take into consideration the risk factors described in the 
Section C. "Risk Factors relating to the Commerzbank Group" in the Registration Document dated 
12 December 2012 of Commerzbank Aktiengesellschaft, and any future supplement hereto, which is 
incorportated by reference in, and form part of this Base Prospectus. 
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GENERAL INFORMATION  
 
This document constitutes a base prospectus (the "Base  Prospectus ") according to Article 5 (4) of 
Directive 2003/71/EC (the "Prospectus  Directive ") as amended (which includes the amendments 
made by Directive 2010/73/EU (the "2010 PD Amending Directive ") to the extent that such 
amendments have been implemented in a relevant Member State of the European Economic Area), 
as implemented by the relevant provisions of the EU member states, in connection with Regulation 
809/2004 of the European Commission (the "Commission  Regulation "). The final terms will be 
prepared in respect of the Certificates in a separate document (the "Final  Terms ") and will contain the 
information which can only be determined at the time of the individual issue of securities under the 
Base Prospectus. 
 

A. Prospectus Liability  
 
Commerzbank Aktiengesellschaft (the "Issuer ", the "Bank " or "Commerzbank ", together with its 
consolidated subsidiaries "Commerzbank  Group " or the "Group ") with its registered office at 
Kaiserstraße 16 (Kaiserplatz), 60311 Frankfurt am Main, Federal Republic of Germany, accepts 
responsibility for the information contained in this Base Prospectus. The Issuer hereby declares that 
the information contained in this Base Prospectus is, to the best of its knowledge, in accordance with 
the facts and contains no material omission. The Issuer has taken all reasonable care to ensure that 
such is the case, the information contained in this Base Prospectus is, to the best of its knowledge, in 
accordance with the facts and contains no omission likely to affect its import. 
 
No person is or has been authorized by the Issuer to give any information or to make any 
representation not contained in or not consistent with this Base Prospectus or any other information 
supplied in connection with this Base Prospectus, the Certificates and, if given or made, such 
information or representation must not be relied upon as having been authorized by the Issuer. The 
information contained herein relates to the date of the Base Prospectus and may have become 
inaccurate and/or incomplete as a result of subsequent changes. Significant new factor or material 
mistake or inaccuracy relating to the information included in the Base Prospectus will be published by 
the Issuer in accordance with § 16 Prospectus Act in a supplement to the Base Prospectus. 
 

B. Important Note regarding this Base Prospectus  
 
The Base Prospectus must be read in conjunction with any supplement thereto as well as any other 
documents incorporated by reference into this Base Prospectus and must be interpreted accordingly. 
 
No person is or has been authorised by the Issuer to give any information or to make any 
representation that is not contained in, or is inconsistent with, this Base Prospectus or any other 
information supplied in connection with the Base Prospectus or the Certificates. If any such 
information is given or if any such representation is made, it must not be relied upon as having been 
authorised by the Issuer. 
 
Neither this Base Prospectus nor any other information supplied in connection with the Base 
Prospectus or the Certificates is intended to provide the sole basis of any credit or other evaluation 
and should not be considered as a recommendation by the Issuer that any recipient of this Base 
Prospectus or any other information supplied in connection with the Base Prospectus or the 
Certificates should purchase the Certificates described in this Base Prospectus and the Final Terms. 
Furthermore, neither this Base Prospectus nor any other information supplied in connection with the 
Base Prospectus or the Certificates constitutes an offer or invitation by or on behalf of the Issuer to 
any person to subscribe for or to purchase any of the Certificates issued hereunder. 
 
The distribution of this Base Prospectus and the offer or sale of the Certificates may be restricted by 
law in certain jurisdictions. Persons coming into possession of this Base Prospectus or the Certificates 
must inform themselves about, and observe any such restrictions. In particular, there are restrictions 
on the distribution of this Base Prospectus and the offer or sale of the Certificates within the European 
Economic Area and the United States of America (see "Offering and Selling Restrictions"). 
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C. Availability of Documents  

 
The Base Prospectus and any supplements thereto will be available for viewing in electronic form on 
the website of Commerzbank Aktiengesellschaft (www.commerzbank.com) and copies thereof may be 
obtained free of charge at the head office of the Issuer, Kaiserstraße 16 (Kaiserplatz), 60311 Frankfurt 
am Main, Federal Republic of Germany. 
 
Furthermore, the Articles of Association of Commerzbank Aktiengesellschaft (as amended), the 
financial statements and management reports of Commerzbank Aktiengesellschaft and the Annual 
Reports of the Commerzbank Group for the financial years 2011 and 2012 will be available for 
inspection at the Issuer's head office (Kaiserstraße 16 (Kaiserplatz), 60311 Frankfurt am Main, 
Federal Republic of Germany) or for electronic viewing at www.commerzbank.com for a period of 
twelve months following the date of approval of this Base Prospectus. 
 

D. Information relating to the Certificates  
 
Further information regarding a specific issue of Certificates, such as payment date, calculations 
regarding the settlement amount, coupon payments, minimum trading unit, currency, ISIN or other 
securities identification codes, exchange listing, securitisation of the Certificates (e.g. global certificate 
or dematerialised form) (stating the respective clearing system including the pertaining address), 
Expiry Date, Valuation Date, the exercise procedure (e.g. delivery of the Certificates to the Paying 
Agent), the Reference Price, the Underlying, start of the offering, and any other information, which are 
marked in this Base Prospectus (including the Terms and Conditions) as options (indicated by square 
brackets or frames) or as omissions (indicated by place holder) respectively, are set out in the 
respective Final Terms. These options or omissions are defined and supplemented, respectively, in 
the Final Terms. 
 

E. Offer and Sale  
 
The Certificates may be offered to retail clients, professional clients and other eligible counterparties. 
The details of the offer and sale, in particular the relevant payment date, the relevant offer volume and 
the application process as well as the relevant issue price with regard to each issue hereunder will be 
set out in the relevant Final Terms. 
 
In the case of an offer of Certificates during a subscription period which will be specified in the Final 
Terms any details of the offer (e.g. strike or barrier) that will be determined at the end of the 
subscription period shall be published by the Issuer without delay at the end of the subscription period 
on its websites http://pb.commerzbank.com or http://fim.commerzbank.com. The Issuer may further 
provide for an offer and sale after the subscription period at a price which is subject to change. In this 
case the issue price will be determined continuously. 
 
Delivery of the Certificates sold will take place on the payment date stated in the relevant Final Terms 
via the specified clearing system. If the Certificates are sold after the payment date, delivery will take 
place in accordance with applicable local market practice via the clearing system specified in the 
relevant Final Terms. 
 
The issue price of the Certificates is based on internal pricing models of the Issuer and may be higher 
than their market value due to commissions and/or other fees relating to the issue and sale of the 
Certificates (including a margin paid to distributors or third parties or retained by the Issuer) as well as 
amounts relating to the hedging of the Issuer's obligations under such Certificates, and the price, if 
any, at which a person is willing to purchase such Certificates in secondary market transactions may 
be lower than the issue price of such Certificates. Persons, who distribute the Certificates and receive 
a commission, fee or non-pecuniary benefits in return, may be obliged under applicable law to disclose 
the type and amount of such commission, fee or benefit to the investor. Investors should ensure that 
they receive the relevant information from the relevant distributor prior to purchasing the Certificates. 
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F. Consent to the usage of the Base Prospectus and the Final Terms  

 
The Issuer grants each financial intermediary – if an to the extent this is so expresses in the respective 
Final Terms – the authorisation to use this Base Prospectus and the Final Terms which are prepared 
in connection with the issuance of the Certificates for the duration of the validity of the Base 
Prospectus and the Final Terms in accordance with Article 9 of the Prospectus Directive as 
implemented in the relevant Member State, for the purposes of the subsequent resale or final 
placement of the Certificates by financial intermediaries. The Issuer accepts responsibility for the 
contents of this Base Prospectus and the Final Terms also with respect to subsequent resale of final 
placement of the Certificates by any financial intermediaries which was given consent to use this Base 
Prospectus and the Final Terms.  
 
Such consent may, as set out in the respective Final Terms, be granted on an individual basis to one 
or more particular financial intermediaries or on a general basis to any financial intermediary. The offer 
period within which subsequent resale or final placement of the Certificates by financial intermediaries 
can be made is valid during the period set out in the respective Final Terms and only as long as the 
Base Prospectus and the Final Terms are valid in accordance with Article 9 of the Prospectus 
Directive as implemented in the relevant Member State.  
 
The consent may be granted for subsequent resale or final placements of the Certificates by the 
financial intermediaries only in such Member States to which this Base Prospectus has been notified 
and as set out in the respective Final Terms. These are currently the following countries: 
 

- Italian Republic 
 
The consent to use this Base Prospectus including any supplements as well as any corresponding 
Final Terms is subject to the condition that (i) this Base Prospectus and the respective Final Terms are 
delivered to potential investors only together with any supplements published before such delivery and 
(ii) when using this Base Prospectus and the respective Final Terms, each financial intermediary must 
make certain that it complies with all applicable laws and regulations in force in the respective 
jurisdictions.  
 
In the event of an offer being made by a financial intermediary, this financial intermediary will 
provide information to investors on the terms and c onditions of the offer at the time the offer is 
made.  
 
If the consent is granted on a general basis, any f inancial intermediary using this Base 
Prospectus shall state on its website that it uses the Base Prospectus in accordance with this 
consent and the conditions attached to this consent . 
 
If the consent is granted on an individual basis, a ny information about financial intermediaries 
that was not available at the date of this Base Pro spectus or the delivery of the respective Final 
Terms will be published on the websites of the Issu er (http://pb.commerzbank.com or 
http://fim.commerzbank.com). 
 

G. Increases of Certificates  
 
In the case of an increase of Certificates that have been offered for the first time under this Base 
Prospectus, the additional Certificates will be consolidated and form a single series with the previously 
issued Certificates. 
 

H. Calculation Agent  
 
In cases requiring calculation, Commerzbank (Kaiserstraße 16 (Kaiserplatz), 60311 Frankfurt am 
Main, Federal Republic of Germany) acts as the Calculation Agent. 
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I. Information regarding the Underlying  

 
The Certificates to be issued under this Base Prospectus may relate to a share, an index, an ETF, a 
futures contract or a fund share (the "Underlying "). The Final Terms to be drawn up with regard to 
each individual issue hereunder may contain information as to where information regarding the 
Underlying (ISIN, performance, volatility, index description in the case of indices) can be obtained. 
 
Such information regarding the Underlying will be available on a freely accessible website stated in the 
Final Terms. 
 

J. Post-Issuance Information  
 
The Issuer will provide no post-issuance information regarding the relevant Underlying. 
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COMMERZBANK AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT  
 
A description of Commerzbank Aktiengesellschaft is set out in the Registration Document and the first 
supplement thereto, which are incorporated by reference into, and form part of this Base Prospectus 
(see the following section "Documents Incorporated by Reference"). 
 
 

DOCUMENTS INCORPORATED BY REFERENCE 
 
The following documents shall be deemed to be incorporated by reference in, and form part of, this 
Base Prospectus. 
 

Document Pages of Document 
incorporated by reference 

Registration Document of Commerzbank Aktiengesellschaft, dated of 
December 12, 2012, approved by the BaFin 

 

   
   

 A. Responsibility Statement p. 3 
 C. Risk Factors relating to the Commerzbank Group p. 4 – p. 43 
 D. Description of Commerzbank Aktiengesellschaft p. 44 – p. 77 
  Bank name, registered office, corporate purpose and financial 

year  
p. 44  

  Description of Commerzbank Group's Business Activities   
  Overview p. 44 – p. 45 
  Segments p. 45 – p. 54 
  Group Structure  p. 55  
  Administrative, Management and Supervisory Board / Board 

of Managing Directors 
p. 56 – p. 58  

  Potential Conflict of Interest p. 61  
  Legal disputes  p. 71 – p. 76  
  Material agreements  p. 62 – p. 71 
   
   

First Supplement to the Registration Document of Commerzbank 
Aktiengesellschaft, dated of December 20, 2012, approved by the 
BaFin 

 

   

 Updates of section "C. Risk Factors relating to the Commerzbank 
Group" 

p. 2 

   
   

Third Supplement to the Registration Document of Commerzbank 
Aktiengesellschaft, dated of April 5, 2013, approved by the BaFin 

 

   
   

 Financial Statements and Management Report 2012 of 
Commerzbank 

p. F4 – F 139 

   
   

Fifth Supplement to the Registration Document of Commerzbank 
Aktiengesellschaft, dated of June 07, 2013, approved by the BaFin 

 

   
   

 Supervisory Board p. 3 – p. 5 
   
   

Sixth Supplement to the Registration Document of Commerzbank 
Aktiengesellschaft, dated of August 20, 2013, approved by the BaFin 

 

   
   

 Major Shareholders p. 2 
 Interim Financial Information p. 2 
 Auditors p. 2 
 Recent developments and outlook p. 2 – p. 3 
 Documents on display p. 3 – p. 4 
   

Commerzbank Group Annual Report 2011 which has been filed with 
the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier, Luxembourg 

 

   
   

 Commerzbank Group Annual Report 2011 (English version) p. 69 – p. 370 
   
   

Commerzbank Group Annual Report 2012 which has been filed with  
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the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier, Luxembourg 
   
   

 Commerzbank Group Annual Report 2012 (English version) p. 61 – p. 352 
   
   

Interim Report of the Commerzbank Group as at June 30, 2013 
(reviewed) which has been filed with the Commission de Surveillance 
du Secteur Financier, Luxembourg 

 

   
   

 Commerzbank Group Interim Report as at 30 June 2013  
(English version) 

p. 8 – p. 111 

 
Any information not listed in the above mentioned comparative table of documents incorporated by 
reference, but included in the documents incorporated by reference is given for information purposes 
only.  The non-incorporated parts of the documents referred to above are either not relevant for the 
investor or are covered elsewhere in the Base Prospectus.  Documents incorporated by reference 
have been published on the website of the Issuer (www.commerzbank.com). 
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FUNCTIONALITY OF THE CERTIFICATES  

 
1. Functionality of the Certificates during their t erm 
 
The following features, which may be stipulated in the Final Terms, describe the functionality of the 
Certificates during their scheduled maturity. Investors should base any decision to invest in the  
Certificates in consideration of the Base Prospectu s as a whole and the relevant Final Terms, 
in particular to consider whether or not the follow ing features apply to the relevant Certificates.  
 
Payment of Bonus Amounts 
 
The Terms and Conditions of the Certificates may, as stipulated in the Final Terms, provide that each 
Certificateholder shall receive the Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date. 
 
As stipulated in the Final Terms, the Terms and Conditions of the Certificates may provide for the 
payment of one Bonus Amount or several Bonus Amounts during the term of the Certificates.  
 
In addition, a Bonus Amount may, as stipulated in the Final Terms, be unconditionally payable or 
subject to performance of the Underlying, e.g. (but not limited to) only if on the Valuation Date directly 
preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the relevant Reference Price of the Underlying 
is equal to or above a certain percentage of the Strike Price, all as stipulated in the Terms and 
Conditions. If such requirement is not met, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the respective 
Bonus Amount Payment Date. 
 
Automatic Early Redemption of the Certificates 
 
The Terms and Conditions of the Certificates may, as stipulated in the Final Terms, provide that the 
Certificates, notwithstanding any other rights to redeem the Certificates prior to the Maturity Date, shall 
be terminated automatically and redeemed on the Automatic Early Redemption Date at the Automatic 
Early Redemption Amount per Certificate if on the Early Valuation Date directly preceding such 
Automatic Early Redemption Date the relevant Reference Price of the Underlying is e.g. (but not 
limited to) equal to or above a certain threshold, i.e. a certain percentage of the Strike Price or the 
applicable Barrier. 
 
As stipulated in the Final Terms, the Terms and Conditions of the Certificates may provide for one 
single Early Valuation Date and a respective Automatic Early Redemption Date or several Early 
Valuation Dates and respective Automatic Early Redemption Dates with different Automatic Early 
Redemption Amounts during the term of the Certificates.  
 
The rights in connection with the Certificates shall expire upon the payment of the relevant Automatic 
Early Redemption Amount on the relevant Automatic Early Redemption Date. 
 
 
2. Functionality of the Certificates at maturity  
 
The following describes the functionality of the Certificates at their scheduled maturity. 
 
 
Classic Certificates relating to [Shares][Indices][ ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund Shares] (single 
Underlying)  
 
Classic Certificates (single Underlying) relating to [Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund 
Shares] (the "Certificates ") allow investors to participate in the positive performance of the Underlying 
(a Share, an Index, an ETF, a Futures Contract or a Fund Share). In turn, the investor is exposed to 
the risk of loss due to a decreasing value of the Underlying because the Settlement Amount the 
investor will receive on the Maturity Date is, under specified conditions, linked to the price of the 
Underlying on the final Valuation Date.  
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The Settlement Amount of the Certificates depends on the price of the Underlying, if on the final 
Valuation Date the Reference Price of the Underlying is below , or as the case may be, and as 
stipulated in the Final Terms, equal to or below a certain pre-determined percentage of the Strike 
Price determined for this Underlying (cf. redemption scenario 2. below). 
 
In detail: 
 
There are two possible scenarios for the redemption of the Certificates on the Maturity Date: 
 
1. If on the final Valuation Date the Reference Price of the Underlying is equal to or above , or as 

the case may be, and as stipulated in the Final Terms, above  a certain pre-determined 
percentage of the Strike Price determined for this Underlying, the investor will receive per 
Certificate a monetary amount equal to the Calculation Amount, 

 
 otherwise  
 
2. the investor will receive a monetary amount per Certificate which will be depending on the 

performance of the Underlying. In this case the Settlement Amount will be calculated by 
multiplying the Calculation Amount with the performance of the Underlying, where the 
performance will be determined by dividing the Reference Price of the Underlying on the final 
Valuation Date by the Strike Price, expressed in a formula: 

 

 
Underlying
Underlying

CA x 
Strike

Final  

 
 Where  
 

CA means the Calculation Amount, UnderlyingFinal means the Reference Price of the Underlying 
on the final Valuation Date and UnderlyingStrike means the Strike Price. 

 
 
Classic Certificates relating to [Shares][Indices][ ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund Shares] (multi  
Underlying)  
 
Classic Certificates (multi Underlying) relating to [Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund 
Shares] (the "Certificates ") allow investors to participate in the positive performance of the 
Underlyings (Shares, Indices, ETFs, Futures Contracts or Fund Shares). In turn, the investor is 
exposed to the risk of loss due to a decreasing value of the Underlyings because the Settlement 
Amount the investor will receive on the Maturity Date is, under specified conditions, linked to the price 
of the Worst Performing Underlying on the final Valuation Date.  
 
The Settlement Amount of the Certificates depends on the price of the Worst Performing Underlying, if 
on the final Valuation Date the Reference Price of each Underlying is below , or as the case may be, 
and as stipulated in the Final Terms, equal to or below a certain pre-determined percentage of the 
relevant Strike Price determined for such Underlying (cf. redemption scenario 2. below). 
 
In detail: 
 
There are two possible scenarios for the redemption of the Certificates on the Maturity Date: 
 
1. If on the final Valuation Date the Reference Price of each Underlying is equal to or above , or as 

the case may be, and as stipulated in the Final Terms, above  a certain pre-determined 
percentage of the relevant Strike Price determined for such Underlying, the investor will receive 
per Certificate a monetary amount equal to the Calculation Amount,  

 
 otherwise  
 
2. the investor will receive a monetary amount per Certificate which will be depending on the 

performance of the Worst Performing Underlying. In this case the Settlement Amount will be 
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calculated by multiplying the Calculation Amount with the performance of the Worst Performing 
Underlying, where the performance will be determined by dividing the Reference Price of the 
Worst Performing Underlying on the final Valuation Date by the Strike Price of the Worst 
Performing Underlying, expressed in a formula: 

 

 
Underlying Worst
Underlying Worst

CA x 
Strike

Final

 
 
 Where  
 

CA means the Calculation Amount, Worst UnderlyingFinal means the Reference Price of the 
Worst Performing Underlying on the final Valuation Date and Worst UnderlyingStrike means the 
Strike Price of the Worst Performing Underlying. 

 
 
Classic Average Certificates relating to [Shares][I ndices][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund 
Shares] (single Underlying)  
 
Classic Average Certificates (single Underlying) relating to [Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures 
Contracts][Fund Shares] (the "Certificates ") allow investors to participate in the positive performance 
of the Underlying (a Share, an Index, an ETF, a Futures Contract or a Fund Share). In turn, the 
investor is exposed to the risk of loss due to a decreasing value of the Underlying because the 
Settlement Amount the investor will receive on the Maturity Date is, under specified conditions, linked 
to the arithmetic mean of the prices of the Underlying on all Valuation Dates.  
 
The Settlement Amount of the Certificates depends on the price of the Underlying, if on the final 
Valuation Date the Reference Price of the Underlying is below , or as the case may be, and as 
stipulated in the Final Terms, equal to or below a certain pre-determined percentage of the Strike 
Price determined for this Underlying (cf. redemption scenario 2. below). 
 
In detail: 
 
There are two possible scenarios for the redemption of the Certificates on the Maturity Date: 
 
1. If on the final Valuation Date the Reference Price of the Underlying is equal to or above , or as 

the case may be, and as stipulated in the Final Terms, above  a certain pre-determined 
percentage of the Strike Price determined for this Underlying, the investor will receive per 
Certificate a monetary amount equal to the Calculation Amount, 

 
 otherwise  
 
2. the investor will receive a monetary amount per Certificate which will be depending on the 

performance of the Underlying. In this case the Settlement Amount will be calculated by 
multiplying the Calculation Amount with the performance of the Underlying, where the 
performance will be determined by dividing the arithmetic mean of the Reference Prices of the 
Underlying on all Valuation Dates by the Strike Price, expressed in a formula: 

 

 
Underlying

Underlying
CA x SA 

Strike

Average=  

 
 Where  
 

CA means the Calculation Amount, UnderlyingAverage means the arithmetic mean of the 
Reference Prices of the Underlying on all Valuation Dates and UnderlyingStrike means the Strike 
Price. 
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Classic  Average Certificates relating to [Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund 
Shares] (multi Underlying)  
 
Classic Average Certificates (multi Underlying) relating to [Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures 
Contracts][Fund Shares] (the "Certificates ") allow investors to participate in the positive performance 
of the Underlyings (Shares, Indices, ETFs, Futures Contracts or Fund Shares). In turn, the investor is 
exposed to the risk of loss due to a decreasing value of the Underlyings because the Settlement 
Amount the investor will receive on the Maturity Date is, under specified conditions, linked to the 
arithmetic mean of the prices of the Worst Performing Underlying on all Valuation Dates.  
 
The Settlement Amount of the Certificates depends on the price of the Worst Performing Underlying, if 
on the final Valuation Date the Reference Price of the Worst Performing Underlying is below , or as the 
case may be, and as stipulated in the Final Terms, equal to or below a certain pre-determined 
percentage of the Strike Price determined for the Worst Performing Underlying (cf. redemption 
scenario 2. below). 
 
In detail: 
 
There are two possible scenarios for the redemption of the Certificates on the Maturity Date: 
 
1. If on the final Valuation Date the Reference Price of the Worst Performing Underlying is equal 

to or above , or as the case may be, and as stipulated in the Final Terms, above  a certain pre-
determined percentage of the Strike Price determined for the Worst Performing Underlying, the 
investor will receive per Certificate a monetary amount equal to the Calculation Amount, 

 
 otherwise  
 
2. the investor will receive a monetary amount per Certificate which will be depending on the 

performance of the Worst Performing Underlying. In this case the Settlement Amount will be 
calculated by multiplying the Calculation Amount with the performance of the Worst Performing 
Underlying, where the performance will be determined by dividing the arithmetic mean of the 
Reference Prices of the Worst Performing Underlying on all Valuation Dates by the Strike Price 
of the Worst Performing Underlying, expressed in a formula: 

 

 
Underlying Worst

Underlying Worst
CA x SA 

Strike

Average=  

 
 Where  
 

CA means the Calculation Amount, WorstUnderlyingAverage means the arithmetic mean of the 
Reference Prices of the Worst Performing Underlying on all Valuation Dates and 
WorstUnderlyingStrike means the Strike Price of the Worst Performing Underlying. 
 

 
Classic Capped Plus Certificates relating to [Share s][Indices][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund 
Shares] (single Underlying)  
 
Classic Capped Plus Certificates (single Underlying) relating to [Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures 
Contracts][Fund Shares] (the "Certificates ") allow investors to participate in the positive performance 
of the Underlying (a Share, an Index, an ETF, a Futures Contract or a Fund Share) up to the Cap. In 
turn, the investor is exposed to the risk of loss due to a decreasing value of the Underlying because 
the Settlement Amount the investor will receive on the Maturity Date is, under specified conditions, 
linked to the price of the Underlying on the final Valuation Date.  
 
The Settlement Amount of the Certificates depends on the price of the Underlying, if during the 
Monitoring Period the Reference Price B of the Underlying has always been below , or as the case 
may be, and as stipulated in the Final Terms, equal to or below a certain pre-determined percentage 
of the Strike Price determined for this Underlying (cf. redemption scenario 2. below). 
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In detail: 
 
There are two possible scenarios for the redemption of the Certificates on the Maturity Date: 
 
1. If during the Monitoring Period the Reference Price B of the Underlying has always been equal 

to or above , or as the case may be, and as stipulated in the Final Terms, above  a certain pre-
determined percentage of the Strike Price determined for this Underlying, the investor will 
receive per Certificate a monetary amount equal to the Calculation Amount,  

 
 otherwise  
 
2. the investor will receive a monetary amount per Certificate which will be depending on the 

performance of the Underlying. In this case the Settlement Amount will be calculated by 
multiplying the Calculation Amount with the minimum of (i) the Cap and (ii) the performance of 
the Underlying, where the performance will be determined by dividing the Reference Price A of 
the Underlying on the final Valuation Date by the Strike Price, expressed in a formula: 

 

 
Underlying
Underlying

 C;CAxMinSA 
Strike

Final










=  

 
 Where  
 

CA means the Calculation Amount, C means the Cap, UnderlyingFinal means the Reference 
Price A of the Underlying on the final Valuation Date and UnderlyingStrike means the Strike Price 
of the Underlying. 

 
 
Classic Capped Plus Certificates relating to [Share s][Indices][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund 
Shares] (multi Underlying)  
 
Classic Capped Plus Certificates (multi Underlying) relating to [Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures 
Contracts][Fund Shares] (the "Certificates ") allow investors to participate in the positive performance 
of the Underlyings (Shares, Indices, ETFs, Futures Contracts or Fund Shares) up to the Cap. In turn, 
the investor is exposed to the risk of loss due to a decreasing value of the Underlyings because the 
Settlement Amount the investor will receive on the Maturity Date is, under specified conditions, linked 
to the price of the Worst Performing Underlying on the final Valuation Date.  
 
The Settlement Amount of the Certificates depends on the price of the Worst Performing Underlying, if 
during the Monitoring Period the Reference Price B of each Underlying has always been below , or as 
the case may be, and as stipulated in the Final Terms, equal to or below a certain pre-determined 
percentage of the relevant Strike Price determined for such Underlying (cf. redemption scenario 2. 
below). 
 
In detail: 
 
There are two possible scenarios for the redemption of the Certificates on the Maturity Date: 
 
1. If during the Monitoring Period the Reference Price B of each Underlying has always been 

equal to or above , or as the case may be, and as stipulated in the Final Terms, above  a certain 
pre-determined percentage of the relevant Strike Price determined for such Underlying, the 
investor will receive per Certificate a monetary amount equal to the Calculation Amount,  

 
 otherwise  
 
2. the investor will receive a monetary amount per Certificate which will be depending on the 

performance of the Worst Performing Underlying. In this case the Settlement Amount will be 
calculated by multiplying the Calculation Amount with the minimum of (i) the Cap and (ii) the 
performance of the Worst Performing Underlying, where the performance will be determined by 
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dividing the Reference Price A of the Worst Performing Underlying on the final Valuation Date 
by the Strike Price of the Worst Performing Underlying, expressed in a formula: 

 

 
Underlying Worst
Underlying Worst

 C;MinxCASA 
Strike

Final








=  

 
 Where  
 

CA means the Calculation Amount, C means the Cap, Worst UnderlyingFinal means the 
Reference Price A of the Worst Performing Underlying on the final Valuation Date and Worst 
UnderlyingStrike means the Strike Price of the Worst Performing Underlying. 

 
 
Classic Double Capped Plus Certificates relating to  [Shares][Indices][ETFs][Futures 
Contracts][Fund Shares] (single Underlying)  
 
Classic Double Capped Plus Certificates (single Underlying) relating to 
[Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund Shares] (the "Certificates ") allow investors to 
participate in the positive performance of the Underlying (a Share, an Index, an ETF, a Futures 
Contract or a Fund Share) up to the Cap. In turn, the investor is exposed to the risk of loss due to a 
decreasing value of the Underlying because the Settlement Amount the investor will receive on the 
Maturity Date is, under specified conditions, linked to the price of the Underlying on the final Valuation 
Date.  
 
The Settlement Amount of the Certificates depends on the price of the Underlying, if during the 
Monitoring Period the Reference Price B of the Underlying has always been below , or as the case 
may be, and as stipulated in the Final Terms, equal to or below a certain pre-determined percentage 
of the Strike Price determined for this Underlying (cf. redemption scenario 2. below). 
 
In detail: 
 
There are two possible scenarios for the redemption of the Certificates on the Maturity Date: 
 
1. If during the Monitoring Period the Reference Price B of the Underlying has always been equal 

to or above , or as the case may be, and as stipulated in the Final Terms, above  a certain pre-
determined percentage of the Strike Price determined for this Underlying, the investor will 
receive per Certificate a monetary amount calculated by multiplying the Calculation Amount with 
the Cap, expressed in a formula: 

 
 CCA x=SA  

 
 otherwise  
 
2. the investor will receive a monetary amount per Certificate which will be depending on the 

performance of the Underlying. In this case the Settlement Amount will be calculated by 
multiplying the Calculation Amount with the minimum of (i) the Cap and (ii) the performance of 
the Underlying, where the performance will be determined by dividing the Reference Price A of 
the Underlying on the final Valuation Date by the Strike Price, expressed in a formula: 

 

 
Underlying 
Underlying

 C;CAxMinSA 
Strike

Final










=  

 
Where  
 
CA means the Calculation Amount, C means the Cap, UnderlyingFinal means the Reference Price A of 
the Underlying on the final Valuation Date and UnderlyingStrike means the Strike Price of the 
Underlying. 
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Classic Double Capped Plus Certificates relating to  [Shares][Indices][ETFs][Futures 
Contracts][Fund Shares] (multi Underlying)  
 
Classic Double Capped Plus Certificates (multi Underlying) relating to 
[Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund Shares] (the "Certificates ") allow investors to 
participate in the positive performance of the Underlyings (Shares, Indices, ETFs, Futures Contracts 
or Fund Shares) up to the Cap. In turn, the investor is exposed to the risk of loss due to a decreasing 
value of the Underlyings because the Settlement Amount the investor will receive on the Maturity Date 
is, under specified conditions, linked to the price of the Worst Performing Underlying on the final 
Valuation Date.  
 
The Settlement Amount of the Certificates depends on the price of the Worst Performing Underlying, if 
during the Monitoring Period the Reference Price B of each Underlying has always been below , or as 
the case may be, and as stipulated in the Final Terms, equal to or below a certain pre-determined 
percentage of the relevant Strike Price determined for such Underlying (cf. redemption scenario 2. 
below). 
 
In detail: 
 
There are two possible scenarios for the redemption of the Certificates on the Maturity Date: 
 
1. If during the Monitoring Period the Reference Price B of each Underlying has always been 

equal to or above , or as the case may be, and as stipulated in the Final Terms, above  a certain 
pre-determined percentage of the relevant Strike Price determined for such Underlying, the 
investor will receive per Certificate a monetary amount calculated by multiplying the Calculation 
Amount with the Cap, expressed in a formula: 

 
 CCA x=SA  

 
 otherwise  
 
2. the investor will receive a monetary amount per Certificate which will be depending on the 

performance of the Worst Performing Underlying. In this case the Settlement Amount will be 
calculated by multiplying the Calculation Amount with the minimum of (i) the Cap and (ii) the 
performance of the Worst Performing Underlying, where the performance will be determined by 
dividing the Reference Price A of the Worst Performing Underlying on the final Valuation Date 
by the Strike Price of the Worst Performing Underlying, expressed in a formula: 

 

 
Underlying Worst

Underlying Worst
 C;CAxMinSA 

Strike

Final










=  

 
Where  
 
CA means the Calculation Amount, C means the Cap, Worst UnderlyingFinal means the Reference 
Price A of the Worst Performing Underlying on the final Valuation Date and Worst UnderlyingStrike 
means the Strike Price of the Worst Performing Underlying. 
 
 
Classic Cap & Floor Plus Certificates relating to [ Shares][Indices][ETFs][Futures 
Contracts][Fund Shares] (single Underlying)  
 
Classic Cap & Floor Plus Certificates (single Underlying) relating to [Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures 
Contracts][Fund Shares] (the "Certificates ") allow investors to participate in the floored positive 
performance of the Underlying (a Share, an Index, an ETF, a Futures Contract or a Fund Share) up to 
the Cap. In turn, the investor is exposed to the risk of loss due to a decreasing value of the Underlying 
because the Settlement Amount the investor will receive on the Maturity Date is, under specified 
conditions, linked to the price of the Underlying on the final Valuation Date.  
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The Settlement Amount of the Certificates depends on the price of the Underlying, if during the 
Monitoring Period the Reference Price B of the Underlying has always been below , or as the case 
may be, and as stipulated in the Final Terms, equal to or below a certain pre-determined percentage 
of the Strike Price determined for this Underlying (cf. redemption scenario 2. below). 
 
In detail: 
 
There are two possible scenarios for the redemption of the Certificates on the Maturity Date: 
 
1. If during the Monitoring Period the Reference Price B of the Underlying has always been equal 

to or above , or as the case may be, and as stipulated in the Final Terms, above  a certain pre-
determined percentage of the Strike Price determined for this Underlying, the investor will 
receive per Certificate a monetary amount depending on the performance of the Underlying and 
calculated by multiplying the Calculation Amount with the minimum of (i) the Cap and (ii) the 
maximum of (I) the Floor and (II) the performance of the Underlying, where the performance will 
be determined by dividing the Reference Price A of the Underlying on the final Valuation Date by 
the Strike Price, expressed in a formula: 

 




















=

Strike

Final

Underlying
Underlying

F;Max C;MinCA xSA  

 
 otherwise  
 
2. the investor will receive a monetary amount per Certificate which will be depending on the 

performance of the Underlying. In this case the Settlement Amount will be calculated by 
multiplying the Calculation Amount with the minimum of (i) the Cap and (ii) the performance of 
the Underlying, where the performance will be determined by dividing the Reference Price A of 
the Underlying on the final Valuation Date by the Strike Price, expressed in a formula: 
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 C;CAxMinSA 
Strike

Final










=  

 
Where  
 
CA means the Calculation Amount, C means the Cap, F means the Floor, UnderlyingFinal means the 
Reference Price A of the Underlying on the final Valuation Date and UnderlyingStrike means the Strike 
Price of the Underlying. 
 
 
Classic Cap & Floor Plus Certificates relating to [ Shares][Indices][ETFs][Futures 
Contracts][Fund Shares] (multi Underlying)  
 
Classic Cap & Floor Plus Certificates (multi Underlying) relating to [Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures 
Contracts][Fund Shares] (the "Certificates ") allow investors to participate in the floored positive 
performance of the Underlyings (Shares, Indices, ETFs, Futures Contracts or Fund Shares) up to the 
Cap. In turn, the investor is exposed to the risk of loss due to a decreasing value of the Underlyings 
because the Settlement Amount the investor will receive on the Maturity Date is, under specified 
conditions, linked to the price of the Worst Performing Underlying on the final Valuation Date.  
 
The Settlement Amount of the Certificates depends on the price of the Worst Performing Underlying, if 
during the Monitoring Period the Reference Price B of each Underlying has always been below , or as 
the case may be, and as stipulated in the Final Terms, equal to or below a certain pre-determined 
percentage of the relevant Strike Price determined for such Underlying (cf. redemption scenario 2. 
below). 
 
In detail: 
 
There are two possible scenarios for the redemption of the Certificates on the Maturity Date: 
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1. If during the Monitoring Period the Reference Price B of each Underlying has always been 
equal to or above , or as the case may be, and as stipulated in the Final Terms, above  a certain 
pre-determined percentage of the relevant Strike Price determined for such Underlying, the 
investor will receive per Certificate a monetary amount depending on the performance of the 
Worst Performing Underlying and calculated by multiplying the Calculation Amount with the 
minimum of (i) the Cap and (ii) the maximum of (I) the Floor and (II) the performance of the 
Worst Performing Underlying, where the performance will be determined by dividing the 
Reference Price A of the Worst Performing Underlying on the final Valuation Date by the Strike 
Price of the Worst Performing Underlying, expressed in a formula: 

 

    



















=

Strike

Final

Underlying Worst
Underlying Worst

F;Max C;MinCA xSA  

  
otherwise  
 
2. the investor will receive a monetary amount per Certificate which will be depending on the 

performance of the Worst Performing Underlying. In this case the Settlement Amount will be 
calculated by multiplying the Calculation Amount with the minimum of (i) the Cap and (ii) the 
performance of the Worst Performing Underlying, where the performance will be determined by 
dividing the Reference Price A of the Worst Performing Underlying on the final Valuation Date 
by the Strike Price of the Worst Performing Underlying, expressed in a formula: 
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 C;CAxMinSA 
Strike

Final








=  

 
Where  
 
CA means the Calculation Amount, C means the Cap, F means the Floor, Worst UnderlyingFinal means 
the Reference Price A of the Worst Performing Underlying on the final Valuation Date and Worst 
UnderlyingStrike means the Strike Price of the Worst Performing Underlying. 
 
 
Booster Certificates relating to [Shares][Indices][ ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund Shares]  
(single Underlying)  
 
Booster Certificates (single Underlying) relating to [Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund 
Shares] (the "Certificates ") allow investors to participate in the positive performance of the Underlying 
(a Share, an Index, an ETF, a Futures Contract or a Fund Share). In turn, the investor is exposed to 
the risk of loss due to a decreasing value of the Underlying because the Settlement Amount the 
investor will receive on the Maturity Date is, under specified conditions, linked to the price of the 
Underlying on the final Valuation Date.  
 
Unless on the final Valuation Date the Reference Price A of the Underlying is equal to or below , or as 
the case may be, and as stipulated in the Final Terms, below  a certain pre-determined percentage of 
the Strike Price determined for this Underlying, and during the Monitoring Period the Reference 
Price B of the Underlying has always been equal to or above , or as the case may be, and as 
stipulated in the Final Terms, above  a certain pre-determined percentage of the Strike Price 
determined for this Underlying, the Settlement Amount of the Certificates depends on the price of the 
Underlying (cf. redemption scenarios 1. and 3. below).  
 
In detail: 
 
There are three possible scenarios for the redemption of the Certificates on the Maturity Date: 
 
1. If on the final Valuation Date the Reference Price A of the Underlying is equal to or above , or 

as the case may be, and as stipulated in the Final Terms, above  a certain pre-determined 
percentage of the Strike Price determined for this Underlying, then each Certificate shall be 
redeemed by payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate depending on the performance of 
the Underlying and determined by applying the following formula: 
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Underlying
Underlying

PF ;C Min 1CA xSA 
Strike

Final  

 or  
 
2. If on the final Valuation Date the Reference Price A of the Underlying is equal to or below , or 

as the case may be, and as stipulated in the Final Terms, below  a certain pre-determined 
percentage of the Strike Price determined for this Underlying, but  if during the Monitoring Period 
the Reference Price B of the Underlying has always been equal to or above , or as the case 
may be, and as stipulated in the Final Terms, above  a certain pre-determined percentage of the 
relevant Strike Price determined for this Underlying, then each Certificate shall be redeemed by 
payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate equal to the Calculation Amount; 

 
 otherwise  
 
3. each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate 

depending on the performance of the Underlying and determined by applying the following 
formula: 

 

 
Underlying

Underlying
CA x  

Strike

Final  

 
Where  
 
CA means the Calculation Amount, C means the Cap, PF means the Participation Factor, 
UnderlyingFinal means the Reference Price A of the Underlying on the final Valuation Date and 
UnderlyingStrike means the Strike Price of the Underlying. 
 
 
Booster Certificates relating to [Shares][Indices][ ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund Shares] (multi 
Underlying)  
 
Booster Certificates (single Underlying) relating to [Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund 
Shares] (the "Certificates ") allow investors to participate in the positive performance of the 
Underlyings (Shares, Indices, ETFs, Futures Contracts or Fund Shares). In turn, the investor is 
exposed to the risk of loss due to a decreasing value of the Underlyings because the Settlement 
Amount the investor will receive on the Maturity Date is, under specified conditions, linked to the price 
of the Worst Performing Underlying on the final Valuation Date. 
 
Unless on the final Valuation Date the Reference Price A of each Underlying is equal to or below , or 
as the case may be, and as stipulated in the Final Terms, below  a certain pre-determined percentage 
of the Strike Price determined for such Underlying, and during the Monitoring Period the Reference 
Price B of each Underlying has always been equal to or above , or as the case may be, and as 
stipulated in the Final Terms, above  a certain pre-determined percentage of the relevant Strike Price 
determined for such Underlying, the Settlement Amount of the Certificates depends on the price of the 
Worst Performing Underlying (cf. redemption scenarios 1. and 3. below).  
 
In detail: 
 
There are three possible scenarios for the redemption of the Certificates on the Maturity Date: 
 
1. If on the final Valuation Date the Reference Price A of each Underlying is equal to or above , or 

as the case may be, and as stipulated in the Final Terms, above  a certain pre-determined 
percentage of the relevant Strike Price determined for such Underlying, then each Certificate 
shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate depending on the 
performance of the Worst Performing Underlying and determined by applying the following 
formula: 
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 or  
 
2. if on the final Valuation Date the Reference Price A of each Underlying is equal to or below , or 

as the case may be, and as stipulated in the Final Terms, below  a certain pre-determined 
percentage of the Strike Price determined for such Underlying, but  if during the Monitoring 
Period the Reference Price B of each Underlying has always been equal to or above , or as the 
case may be, and as stipulated in the Final Terms, above  a certain pre-determined percentage 
of the relevant Strike Price determined for such Underlying, then each Certificate shall be 
redeemed by payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate equal to the Calculation Amount; 

 
 otherwise  
 
3. each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate 

depending on the performance of the Worst Performing Underlying and determined by applying 
the following formula: 

 

 
Underlying Worst

Underlying Worst
CA x  

Strike

Final  

 
Where  
 
CA means the Calculation Amount, C means the Cap, PF means the Participation Factor, Worst 
UnderlyingFinal means the Reference Price A of the Worst Performing Underlying on the final Valuation 
Date and Worst UnderlyingStrike means the Strike Price of the Worst Performing Underlying. 
 
 
Leveraged Certificates relating to [Shares][Indices ][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund Shares]  
(single Underlying)  
 
Leveraged Certificates (single Underlying) relating to [Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures 
Contracts][Fund Shares] (the "Certificates ") allow investors to participate in the positive performance 
of the Underlying (a Share, an Index, an ETF, a Futures Contract or a Fund Share). In turn, the 
investor is exposed to the risk of loss due to a decreasing value of the Underlying because the 
Settlement Amount the investor will receive on the Maturity Date is linked to the price of the 
Underlying on the final Valuation Date.  
 
The Settlement Amount of the Certificates depends on the price of the Underlying and will not be 
higher than the product of the Calculation Amount and the Return Factor if the Reference Price of the 
Underlying on the final Valuation Date is equal to or below the Strike Price. 
 
In detail: 
 
The investor will receive a monetary amount per Certificate which will be depending on the 
performance of the Underlying. The Settlement Amount will be calculated by multiplying the 
Calculation Amount with the sum of (i) the Return Factor and (ii) the product of the Participation Factor 
and the maximum of (I) 0 (zero) and (II) the performance of the Underlying, where the performance 
will be determined by dividing the Reference Price of the Underlying on the final Valuation Date by the 
Strike Price and subtracting 1 (one) from the resulting number, expressed in a formula: 
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Where  
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CA means the Calculation Amount, RF means the Return Factor, PF means the Participation Factor, 
UnderlyingFinal means the Reference Price of the Underlying on the final Valuation Date and 
UnderlyingStrike means the Strike Price. 
 
 
Leveraged Certificates relating to [Shares][Indices ][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund Shares]  
(multi Underlying)  
 
Leveraged Certificates (multi Underlying) relating to [Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund 
Shares] (the "Certificates ") allow investors to participate in the positive performance of the 
Underlyings (Shares, Indices, ETFs, Futures Contracts or Fund Shares). In turn, the investor is 
exposed to the risk of loss due to a decreasing value of the Underlyings because the Settlement 
Amount the investor will receive on the Maturity Date is linked to the price of the Worst Performing 
Underlying on the final Valuation Date.  
 
The Settlement Amount of the Certificates depends on the price of the Worst Performing Underlying 
and will not be higher than the product of the Calculation Amount and the Return Factor if the 
Reference Price of the Worst Performing Underlying on the final Valuation Date is equal to or below 
the Strike Price of the Worst Performing Underlying. 
 
In detail: 
 
The investor will receive a monetary amount per Certificate which will be depending on the 
performance of the Worst Performing Underlying. The Settlement Amount will be calculated by 
multiplying the Calculation Amount with the sum of (i) the Return Factor and (ii) the product of the 
Participation Factor and the maximum of (I) 0 (zero) and (II) the performance of the Worst Performing 
Underlying, where the performance will be determined by dividing the Reference Price of the Worst 
Performing Underlying on the final Valuation Date by the Strike Price of the Worst Performing 
Underlying and subtracting 1 (one) from the resulting number, expressed in a formula: 
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Where  
 
CA means the Calculation Amount, RF means the Return Factor, PF means the Participation Factor, 
WorstUnderlyingFinal means the Reference Price of the Worst Performing Underlying on the final 
Valuation Date and WorstUnderlyingStrike means the Strike Price of the Worst Performing Underlying. 
 

 
Leveraged Basket Certificates relating to [Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund 
Shares]   
 
Leveraged Basket Certificates relating to a basket of [Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures 
Contracts][Fund Shares] (the "Certificates ") allow investors to participate in the positive performance 
of the basket of Underlyings (Shares, Indices, ETFs, Futures Contracts or Fund Shares). In turn, the 
investor is exposed to the risk of loss due to a decreasing value of the basket of Underlyings because 
the Settlement Amount the investor will receive on the Maturity Date is linked to the arithmetic mean of 
the prices of the Underlyings within the basket on all Valuation Dates.  
 
The Settlement Amount of the Certificates depends on the price of the basket of Underlyings and will 
only be equal to the product of the Calculation Amount and the Return Factor if the Basket 
Performance is calculated as a decimal number equal to or below 0 (zero). 
 
In detail: 
 
The investor will receive a monetary amount per Certificate which will be depending on the 
performance of the basket of Underlyings. The Settlement Amount will be calculated by multiplying the 
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Calculation Amount with the sum of (i) the Return Factor and (ii) the product of (I) the Participation 
Factor and the maximum of (A) 0 (zero) and (B) the Basket Performance, expressed in a formula: 
 

( )( )PB0;Max×PF+RF×AC=SA  
 
Where  
 
CA means the Calculation Amount, RF means the Return Factor, PF means the Participation Factor 
and BP means the Basket Performance. 
 
 
Double Leveraged Certificates relating to [Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund 
Shares] (single Underlying)  
 
Double Leveraged Certificates (single Underlying) relating to [Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures 
Contracts][Fund Shares] (the "Certificates ") allow investors to participate in the positive performance 
of the Underlying (a Share, an Index, an ETF, a Futures Contract or a Fund Share). In turn, the 
investor is exposed to the risk of loss due to a decreasing value of the Underlying because the 
Settlement Amount the investor will receive on the Maturity Date is linked to the price of the 
Underlying on the final Valuation Date.  
 
The Settlement Amount of the Certificates depends on the price of the Underlying and will not be 
higher than the product of the Calculation Amount and the Return Factor with the Return Factor being 
decreased by the product of the Participation Factor and the Cap 2 if the Reference Price of the 
Underlying on the final Valuation Date is equal to or below the Strike Price. 
 
In detail: 
 
The investor will receive a monetary amount per Certificate which will be depending on the 
performance of the Underlying. The Settlement Amount will be calculated by multiplying the 
Calculation Amount with the sum of (i) the Return Factor and (ii) the product of the Participation Factor 
and the minimum of (I) Cap 1 and (II) the maximum of (A) 0 (zero) and (B) the performance of the 
Underlying minus 1 (one) (where the performance will be determined by dividing the Reference Price 
of the Underlying on the final Valuation Date by the Strike Price) minus (iii) the product of the 
Participation Factor and the minimum of (I) Cap 2 and (II) the maximum of (A) 0 (zero) and (B) 1 (one) 
minus the performance of the Underlying (where the performance will be determined by dividing the 
Reference Price of the Underlying on the final Valuation Date by the Strike Price), expressed in a 
formula: 
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Where  
 
CA means the Calculation Amount, RF means the Return Factor, PF means the Participation Factor, 
C1 means the Cap 1, C2 means the Cap 2, UnderlyingFinal means the Reference Price of the 
Underlying on the final Valuation Date and UnderlyingStrike means the Strike Price. 
 
 
Double Leveraged Certificates relating to [Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund 
Shares] (multi Underlying)  
 
Double Leveraged Certificates (multi Underlying) relating to [Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures 
Contracts][Fund Shares] (the "Certificates ") allow investors to participate in the positive performance 
of the Underlyings (Shares, Indices, ETFs, Futures Contracts or Fund Shares). In turn, the investor is 
exposed to the risk of loss due to a decreasing value of the Underlyings because the Settlement 
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Amount the investor will receive on the Maturity Date is linked to the price of the Worst Performing 
Underlying on the final Valuation Date.  
 
The Settlement Amount of the Certificates depends on the price of the Worst Performing Underlying 
and will not be higher than the product of the Calculation Amount and the Return Factor with the 
Return Factor being decreased by the product of the Participation Factor and the Cap 2 if the 
Reference Price of the Worst Performing Underlying on the final Valuation Date is equal to or below 
the Strike Price of the Worst Performing Underlying. 
 
In detail: 
 
The investor will receive a monetary amount per Certificate which will be depending on the 
performance of the Underlying. The Settlement Amount will be calculated by multiplying the 
Calculation Amount with the sum of (i) the Return Factor and (ii) the product of the Participation Factor 
and the minimum of (I) Cap 1 and (II) the maximum of (A) 0 (zero) and (B) the performance of the 
Worst Performing Underlying minus 1 (one) (where the performance will be determined by dividing the 
Reference Price of the Worst Performing Underlying on the final Valuation Date by the Strike Price of 
the Worst Performing Underlying) minus (iii) the product of the Participation Factor and the minimum 
of (I) Cap 2 and (II) the maximum of (A) 0 (zero) and (B) 1 (one) minus the performance of the Worst 
Performing Underlying (where the performance will be determined by dividing Reference Price of the 
Worst Performing Underlying on the final Valuation Date by the Strike Price of the Worst Performing 
Underlying), expressed in a formula: 
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Where  
 
CA means the Calculation Amount, RF means the Return Factor, PF means the Participation Factor, 
C1 means the Cap 1, C2 means the Cap 2, WorstUnderlyingFinal means the Reference Price of the 
Worst Performing Underlying on the final Valuation Date and WorstUnderlyingStrike means the Strike 
Price of the Worst Performing Underlying. 
 
 
Call Certificates relating to [Shares][Indices][ETF s][Futures Contracts][Fund Shares] (single 
Underlying)  
 
Call Certificates (single Underlying) relating to [Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund 
Shares] (the "Certificates ") allow investors to participate in the positive performance of the Underlying 
(a Share, an Index, an ETF, a Futures Contract or a Fund Share). In turn, the investor is exposed to 
the risk of loss due to a decreasing value of the Underlying because the Settlement Amount the 
investor will receive on the Maturity Date is linked to the price of the Underlying on the final Valuation 
Date.  
 
The Settlement Amount of the Certificates depends on the price of the Underlying and will be equal to 
0 (zero) if the Reference Price of the Underlying on the final Valuation Date is equal to or below the 
Strike Price. 
 
In detail: 
 
The investor will receive a monetary amount per Certificate which will be depending on the 
performance of the Underlying. The Settlement Amount will be calculated by multiplying the 
Calculation Amount with the maximum of (i) 0 (zero) and (ii) the performance of the Underlying, where 
the performance will be determined by dividing the Reference Price of the Underlying on the final 
Valuation Date by the Strike Price and subtracting 1 (one) from the resulting number, expressed in a 
formula: 
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Where  
 
CA means the Calculation Amount, UnderlyingFinal means the Reference Price of the Underlying on the 
final Valuation Date and UnderlyingStrike means the Strike Price. 
 
 
Call Certificates relating to [Shares][Indices][ETF s][Futures Contracts][Fund Shares] (multi 
Underlying)  
 
Call Certificates (multi Underlying) relating to [Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund 
Shares] (the "Certificates ") allow investors to participate in the positive performance of the 
Underlyings (Shares, Indices, ETFs, Futures Contracts or Fund Shares). In turn, the investor is 
exposed to the risk of loss due to a decreasing value of the Underlyings because the Settlement 
Amount the investor will receive on the Maturity Date is linked to the price of the Worst Performing 
Underlying on the final Valuation Date.  
 
The Settlement Amount of the Certificates depends on the price of the Worst Performing Underlying 
and will be equal to 0 (zero) if the Reference Price of the Worst Performing Underlying on the final 
Valuation Date is equal to or below the Strike Price of the Worst Performing Underlying. 
 
In detail: 
 
The investor will receive a monetary amount per Certificate which will be depending on the 
performance of the Worst Performing Underlying. The Settlement Amount will be calculated by 
multiplying the Calculation Amount with the maximum of (i) 0 (zero) and (ii) the performance of the 
Worst Performing Underlying, where the performance will be determined by dividing the Reference 
Price of the Worst Performing Underlying on the final Valuation Date by the Strike Price of the Worst 
Performing Underlying and subtracting 1 (one) from the resulting number, expressed in a formula: 
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Where  
 
CA means the Calculation Amount, WorstUnderlyingFinal means the Reference Price of the Worst 
Performing Underlying on the final Valuation Date and WorstUnderlyingStrike means the Strike Price of 
the Worst Performing Underlying. 
 
 
Call Cap Certificates relating to [Shares][Indices] [ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund Shares]  
(single Underlying)  
 
Call Cap Certificates (single Underlying) relating to [Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund 
Shares] (the "Certificates ") allow investors to participate in the positive performance of the Underlying 
(a Share, an Index, an ETF, a Futures Contract or a Fund Share) up to the Cap. In turn, the investor is 
exposed to the risk of loss due to a decreasing value of the Underlying because the Settlement 
Amount the investor will receive on the Maturity Date is linked to the price of the Underlying on the 
final Valuation Date.  
 
The Settlement Amount of the Certificates depends on the price of the Underlying and will be equal to 
0 (zero) if the Reference Price of the Underlying on the final Valuation Date is equal to or below the 
Strike Price. 
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In detail: 
 
The investor will receive a monetary amount per Certificate which will be depending on the 
performance of the Underlying. The Settlement Amount will be calculated by multiplying the 
Calculation Amount with the maximum of (i) 0 (zero) and the minimum of (I) the Cap and (II) the 
performance of the Underlying, where the performance will be determined by dividing (A) the 
Reference Price of the Underlying on the final Valuation Date minus the Strike Price by (B) the Strike 
Price, expressed in a formula: 
 

 
Underlying

UnderlyingUnderlying 
C;Min0;MaxCASA

Strike

StrikeFinal




















 −×=  

 
Where  
 
CA means the Calculation Amount, C means the Cap, UnderlyingFinal means the Reference Price of 
the Underlying on the final Valuation Date and UnderlyingStrike means the Strike Price. 
 
 
Call Cap Certificates relating to [Shares][Indices] [ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund Shares] (multi 
Underlying)  
 
Call Cap Certificates (multi Underlying) relating to [Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund 
Shares] (the "Certificates ") allow investors to participate in the positive performance of the 
Underlyings (Shares, Indices, ETFs, Futures Contracts or Fund Shares). In turn, the investor is 
exposed to the risk of loss due to a decreasing value of the Underlyings because the Settlement 
Amount the investor will receive on the Maturity Date is linked to the price of the Worst Performing 
Underlying on the final Valuation Date.  
 
The Settlement Amount of the Certificates depends on the price of the Worst Performing Underlying 
and will be equal to 0 (zero) if the Reference Price of the Worst Performing Underlying on the final 
Valuation Date is equal to or below the Strike Price of the Worst Performing Underlying. 
 
In detail: 
 
The investor will receive a monetary amount per Certificate which will be depending on the 
performance of the Underlying. The Settlement Amount will be calculated by multiplying the 
Calculation Amount with the maximum of (i) 0 (zero) and the minimum of (I) the Cap and (II) the 
performance of the Worst Performing Underlying, where the performance will be determined by 
dividing (A) the Reference Price of the Worst Performing Underlying on the final Valuation Date minus 
the Strike Price of the Worst Performing Underlying by (B) the Strike Price of the Worst Performing 
Underlying, expressed in a formula: 
 

 
Underlying Worst

Underlying WorstUnderlying Worst
C;Min0;MaxCASA

Strike

StrikeFinal




















 −×=  

 
Where  
 
CA means the Calculation Amount, C means the Cap, WorstUnderlyingFinal means the Reference 
Price of the Worst Performing Underlying on the final Valuation Date and WorstUnderlyingStrike means 
the Strike Price of the Worst Performing Underlying. 

 
 

Call Cap Basket Certificates relating to [Shares][I ndices][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund 
Shares]   
 
Call Cap Basket Certificates relating to a basket of [Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund 
Shares] (the "Certificates ") allow investors to participate in the positive performance of the basket of 
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Underlyings (Shares, Indices, ETFs, Futures Contracts or Fund Shares) up to the Cap. In turn, the 
investor is exposed to the risk of loss due to a decreasing value of the basket of Underlyings because 
the Settlement Amount the investor will receive on the Maturity Date is linked to the arithmetic mean of 
the prices of the Underlyings within the basket on all Valuation Dates.  
 
The Settlement Amount of the Certificates depends on the price of the basket of Underlyings and will 
be equal to 0 (zero) if the Basket Performance is calculated as a decimal number equal to or below 0 
(zero). 
 
In detail: 
 
The investor will receive a monetary amount per Certificate which will be depending on the 
performance of the basket of Underlyings. The Settlement Amount will be calculated by multiplying the 
Calculation Amount with the Participation Factor and the maximum of (i) 0 (zero) and (ii) the minimum 
of (I) the Cap and (II) the Basket Performance, expressed in a formula: 
 

( )[ ]BP;CMin;0MaxPFCASA ××=  
 
Where  
 
CA means the Calculation Amount, PF means the Participation Factor, C means the Cap and BP 
means the Basket Performance. 
 
 
Average Call Certificates relating to [Shares][Indi ces][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund Shares]  
(single Underlying)  
 
Average Call Certificates (single Underlying) relating to [Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures 
Contracts][Fund Shares] (the "Certificates ") allow investors to participate in the positive performance 
of the Underlying (a Share, an Index, an ETF, a Futures Contract or a Fund Share). In turn, the 
investor is exposed to the risk of loss due to a decreasing value of the Underlying because the 
Settlement Amount the investor will receive on the Maturity Date is linked to the arithmetic mean of the 
prices of the Underlying on the Valuation Dates.  
 
The Settlement Amount of the Certificates depends on the price of the Underlying and will be equal to 
0 (zero) if the arithmetic mean of the Reference Prices of the Underlying on all Valuation Dates is 
equal to or below the Strike Price. 
 
In detail: 
 
The investor will receive a monetary amount per Certificate which will be depending on the 
performance of the Underlying. The Settlement Amount will be calculated by multiplying the 
Calculation Amount with the maximum of (i) 0 (zero) and (ii) the performance of the Underlying, where 
the performance will be determined by dividing the arithmetic mean of the Reference Prices of the 
Underlying on all Valuation Dates by the Strike Price and subtracting 1 (one) from the resulting 
number, expressed in a formula: 
 











−×= 1

Underlying

Underlying
0;MaxCASA

Strike

Average  

 
Where  
 
CA means the Calculation Amount, UnderlyingAverage means the arithmetic mean of the Reference 
Prices of the Underlying on all Valuation Dates and UnderlyingStrike means the Strike Price. 
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Average Call Certificates relating to [Shares][Indi ces][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund Shares]  
(multi Underlying)  
 
Average Call Certificates (multi Underlying) relating to [Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures 
Contracts][Fund Shares] (the "Certificates ") allow investors to participate in the positive performance 
of the Underlyings (Shares, Indices, ETFs, Futures Contracts or Fund Shares). In turn, the investor is 
exposed to the risk of loss due to a decreasing value of the Underlyings because the Settlement 
Amount the investor will receive on the Maturity Date is linked to the arithmetic mean of the prices of 
the Worst Performing Underlying on all Valuation Dates.  
 
The Settlement Amount of the Certificates depends on the price of the Worst Performing Underlying 
and will be equal to 0 (zero) if the arithmetic mean of the Reference Prices of the Worst Performing 
Underlying on all Valuation Dates is equal to or below the Strike Price of the Worst Performing 
Underlying. 
 
In detail: 
 
The investor will receive a monetary amount per Certificate which will be depending on the 
performance of the Worst Performing Underlying. The Settlement Amount will be calculated by 
multiplying the Calculation Amount with the maximum of (i) 0 (zero) and (ii) the performance of the 
Worst Performing Underlying, where the performance will be determined by dividing the arithmetic 
mean of the Reference Prices of the Worst Performing Underlying on all Valuation Dates by the Strike 
Price of the Worst Performing Underlying and subtracting 1 (one) from the resulting number, 
expressed in a formula: 
 











−×= 1

Underlying Worst

Underlying Worst
0;MaxCASA

Strike

Average  

 
Where  
 
CA means the Calculation Amount, WorstUnderlyingAverage means the arithmetic mean of the 
Reference Prices of the Worst Performing Underlying on all Valuation Dates and WorstUnderlyingStrike 
means the Strike Price of the Worst Performing Underlying. 

 
 

Call Basket Certificates relating to [Shares][Indic es][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund Shares]   
 
Basket Call Certificates relating to a basket of [Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund 
Shares] (the "Certificates ") allow investors to participate in the positive performance of the basket of 
Underlyings (Shares, Indices, ETFs, Futures Contracts or Fund Shares). In turn, the investor is 
exposed to the risk of loss due to an decreasing value of the basket of Underlyings because the 
Settlement Amount the investor will receive on the Maturity Date is linked to the arithmetic mean of the 
prices of the Underlyings within the basket on all Valuation Dates.  
 
The Settlement Amount of the Certificates depends on the price of the basket of Underlyings and will 
be equal to 0 (zero) if the Basket Performance is calculated as a decimal number equal to or below 1 
(one). 
 
In detail: 
 
The investor will receive a monetary amount per Certificate which will be depending on the 
performance of the basket of Underlyings. The Settlement Amount will be calculated by multiplying the 
Calculation Amount with the maximum of (i) 0 (zero) and (ii) the Basket Performance minus 1 (one), 
expressed in a formula: 
 

( )01;-BPMaxCA x =SA  
 
Where  
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CA means the Calculation Amount and BP means the Basket Performance. 

 
 

Participation Call Basket Certificates relating to [Shares][Indices][ETFs][Futures 
Contracts][Fund Shares]   
 
Participation Call Basket Certificates relating to a basket of [Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures 
Contracts][Fund Shares] (the "Certificates ") allow investors to participate in the positive performance 
of the basket of Underlyings (Shares, Indices, ETFs, Futures Contracts or Fund Shares). In turn, the 
investor is exposed to the risk of loss due to a decreasing value of the basket of Underlyings because 
the Settlement Amount the investor will receive on the Maturity Date is linked to the arithmetic mean of 
the prices of the Underlyings within the basket on all Valuation Dates.  
 
The Settlement Amount of the Certificates depends on the price of the basket of Underlyings and will 
be 0 (zero) if the Basket Performance is calculated as a decimal number equal to or below 0 (zero). 
 
In detail: 
 
The investor will receive a monetary amount per Certificate which will be depending on the 
performance of the basket of Underlyings. The Settlement Amount will be calculated by multiplying the 
Calculation Amount with the the Participation Factor and the maximum of (i) 0 (zero) and (ii) the 
Basket Performance, expressed in a formula: 
 

( )PB0;MaxPFCASA ××=  
 
Where  
 
CA means the Calculation Amount, PF means the Participation Factor and BP means the Basket 
Performance. 
 
 
Put Certificates relating to [Shares][Indices][ETFs ][Futures Contracts][Fund Shares] (single 
Underlying)  
 
Put Certificates (single Underlying) relating to [Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund 
Shares] (the "Certificates ") allow investors to participate in the negative performance of the 
Underlying (a Share, an Index, an ETF, a Futures Contract or a Fund Share). In turn, the investor is 
exposed to the risk of loss due to an increasing value of the Underlying because the Settlement 
Amount the investor will receive on the Maturity Date is linked to the price of the Underlying on the 
final Valuation Date.  
 
The Settlement Amount of the Certificates depends on the price of the Underlying and will be equal to 
0 (zero) if the Reference Price of the Underlying on the final Valuation Date is equal to or above the 
Strike Price. 
 
In detail: 
 
The investor will receive a monetary amount per Certificate which will be depending on the 
performance of the Underlying. The Settlement Amount will be calculated by multiplying the 
Calculation Amount with the maximum of (i) 0 (zero) and (ii) 1 (one) minus the performance of the 
Underlying, where the performance will be determined by dividing the Reference Price of the 
Underlying on the final Valuation Date by the Strike Price, expressed in a formula: 
 











−=

Strike

Final

Underlying
Underlying

10;MaxCA x SA  

 
Where  
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CA means the Calculation Amount, UnderlyingFinal means the Reference Price of the Underlying on the 
final Valuation Date and UnderlyingStrike means the Strike Price. 
 
 
Put Certificates relating to [Shares][Indices][ETFs ][Futures Contracts][Fund Shares] (multi 
Underlying)  
 
Put Certificates (multi Underlying) relating to [Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund 
Shares] (the "Certificates ") allow investors to participate in the negative performance of the 
Underlyings (Shares, Indices, ETFs, Futures Contracts or Fund Shares). In turn, the investor is 
exposed to the risk of loss due to an increasing value of the Worst Performing Underlying because the 
Settlement Amount the investor will receive on the Maturity Date is linked to the price of the Worst 
Performing Underlying on the final Valuation Date.  
 
The Settlement Amount of the Certificates depends on the price of the Worst Performing Underlying 
and will be equal to 0 (zero) if the Reference Price of the Worst Performing Underlying on the final 
Valuation Date is equal to or above the Strike Price of the Worst Performing Underlying. 
 
In detail: 
 
The investor will receive a monetary amount per Certificate which will be depending on the 
performance of the Worst Performing Underlying. The Settlement Amount will be calculated by 
multiplying the Calculation Amount with the maximum of (i) 0 (zero) and (ii) 1 (one) minus the 
performance of the Worst Performing Underlying, where the performance will be determined by 
dividing the Reference Price of the Worst Performing Underlying on the final Valuation Date by the 
Strike Price of the Worst Performing Underlying, expressed in a formula: 
 











−=

Strike

Final

Underlying Worst
Underlying Worst

10;MaxCA x SA  

 
Where  
 
CA means the Calculation Amount, WorstUnderlyingFinal means the Reference Price of the Worst 
Performing Underlying on the final Valuation Date and WorstUnderlyingStrike means the Strike Price of 
the Worst Performing Underlying. 

 
 

Put Cap Certificates relating to [Shares][Indices][ ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund Shares]  
(single Underlying)  
 
Put Cap Certificates (single Underlying) relating to [Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund 
Shares] (the "Certificates ") allow investors to participate in the negative performance of the 
Underlying (a Share, an Index, an ETF, a Futures Contract or a Fund Share) up to the Cap. In turn, 
the investor is exposed to the risk of loss due to an increasing value of the Underlying because the 
Settlement Amount the investor will receive on the Maturity Date is linked to the price of the 
Underlying on the final Valuation Date.  
 
The Settlement Amount of the Certificates depends on the price of the Underlying and will be equal to 
0 (zero) if the Reference Price of the Underlying on the final Valuation Date is equal to or above the 
Strike Price. 
 
In detail: 
 
The investor will receive a monetary amount per Certificate which will be depending on the 
performance of the Underlying. The Settlement Amount will be calculated by multiplying the 
Calculation Amount with the minimum of (i) the Cap and the maximum of (I) 0 (zero) and (II) the 
performance of the Underlying, where the performance will be determined by dividing (A) the Strike 
Price minus the Reference Price of the Underlying on the final Valuation Date by (B) the Strike Price, 
expressed in a formula: 
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 −=  
Underlying

Underlying Underlying
0;MaxC;MinCA x SA 

Strike

FinalStrike  

 
Where  
 
CA means the Calculation Amount, C means the Cap, UnderlyingStrike means the Strike Price and 
UnderlyingFinal means the Reference Price of the Underlying on the final Valuation Date. 
 
 
Put Cap Certificates relating to [Shares][Indices][ ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund Shares] (multi 
Underlying)  
 
Put Cap Certificates (multi Underlying) relating to [Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund 
Shares] (the "Certificates ") allow investors to participate in the negative performance of the 
Underlyings (Shares, Indices, ETFs, Futures Contracts or Fund Shares) up to the Cap. In turn, the 
investor is exposed to the risk of loss due to an increasing value of the Worst Performing Underlying 
because the Settlement Amount the investor will receive on the Maturity Date is linked to the price of 
the Worst Performing Underlying on the final Valuation Date.  
 
The Settlement Amount of the Certificates depends on the price of the Worst Performing Underlying 
and will be equal to 0 (zero) if the Reference Price of the Worst Performing Underlying on the final 
Valuation Date is equal to or above the Strike Price of the Worst Performing Underlying. 
 
In detail: 
 
The investor will receive a monetary amount per Certificate which will be depending on the 
performance of the Worst Performing Underlying. The Settlement Amount will be calculated by 
multiplying the Calculation Amount with the minimum of (i) the Cap and the maximum of (I) 0 (zero) 
and (II) the performance of the Worst Performing Underlying, where the performance will be 
determined by dividing (A) the Strike Price of the Worst Performing Underlying minus the Reference 
Price of the Worst Performing Underlying on the final Valuation Date by (B) the Strike Price of the 
Worst Performing Underlying, expressed in a formula: 
 





















 −=  
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Underlying WorstUnderlying Worst
0;MaxC;MinCA x SA 

Strike

FinalStrike  

 
Where  
 
CA means the Calculation Amount, C means the Cap, WorstUnderlyingStrike means the Strike Price of 
the Worst Performing Underlying and WorstUnderlyingFinal means the Reference Price of the Worst 
Performing Underlying on the final Valuation Date. 

 
 

Put Basket Certificates relating to [Shares][Indice s][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund Shares]   
 
Basket Put Certificates relating to a basket of [Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund 
Shares] (the "Certificates ") allow investors to participate in the negative performance of the basket of 
Underlyings (Shares, Indices, ETFs, Futures Contracts or Fund Shares). In turn, the investor is 
exposed to the risk of loss due to an increasing value of the basket of Underlyings because the 
Settlement Amount the investor will receive on the Maturity Date is linked to the arithmetic mean of the 
prices of the Underlyings within the basket on all Valuation Dates.  
 
The Settlement Amount of the Certificates depends on the price of the basket of Underlyings and will 
be equal to 0 (zero) if the Basket Performance is calculated as a decimal number equal to or above 1 
(one). 
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In detail: 
 
The investor will receive a monetary amount per Certificate which will be depending on the 
performance of the basket of Underlyings. The Settlement Amount will be calculated by multiplying the 
Calculation Amount with the maximum of (i) 0 (zero) and (ii) 1 (one) plus the Basket Performance, 
expressed in a formula: 
 

( )BP;0 1MaxCA x SA −=  
 
Where  
 
CA means the Calculation Amount and BP means the Basket Performance. 

 
 

Digital Certificates relating to [Shares][Indices][ ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund Shares] (single 
Underlying)  
 
Investors in Digital Certificates (single Underlying) relating to [Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures 
Contracts][Fund Shares] (the "Certificates ") will receive a Settlement Amount equal to the Calculation 
Amount independent of the performance of the Underlying.  Additionally, the Certificates allow 
investors to participate in the positive performance of the Underlying (a Share, an Index, an ETF, a 
Futures Contract or a Fund Share) by payment of a Bonus Amount. In turn, the investor is exposed to 
the risk of not receiving a Bonus Amount due to a decreasing value of the Underlying because the 
Bonus Amount the investor will receive on a Bonus Amount Payment Date is linked to the price of the 
Underlying on the relevant Valuation Date.  
 
In detail: 
 
There are two possible scenarios depending on the type of the Certificates for the payment of the 
Bonus Amount on a Bonus Amount Payment Date: 
 
1. If on the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 

Performance of the Underlying is equal  to or above , or as the case may be, and as stipulated in 
the Final Terms, above a certain pre-determined number, the investor will receive per Certificate 
a monetary amount equal to the Bonus Amount, 

 
 or  
 
2. If on the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 

Reference Price of the Underlying is equal  to or above , or as the case may be, and as 
stipulated in the Final Terms, above a certain pre-determined percentage of the Strike Price 
determined for this Underlying, the investor will receive per Certificate a monetary amount equal 
to the Bonus Amount. 

 
Digital Certificates relating to [Shares][Indices][ ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund Shares] (multi  
Underlying)  
 
Investors in Digital Certificates (mulit Underlying) relating to [Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures 
Contracts][Fund Shares] (the "Certificates ") will receive a Settlement Amount equal to the Calculation 
Amount independent of the performance of the Underlyings.  Additionally, the Certificates allow 
investors to participate in the positive performance of the Underlyings (Shares, Indices, ETFs, Futures 
Contracts or Fund Shares) by payment of a Bonus Amount. In turn, the investor is exposed to the risk 
of not receiving a Bonus Amount due to a decreasing value of the Underlyings because the Bonus 
Amount the investor will receive on a Bonus Amount Payment Date is linked to the price of the 
Underlyings on the relevant Valuation Date.  
 
In detail: 
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There are two possible scenarios depending on the type of the Certificates for the payment of the 
Bonus Amount on a Bonus Amount Payment Date: 
 
1. If on the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 

Performance of each Underlying is equal  to or above , or as the case may be, and as stipulated 
in the Final Terms, above a certain pre-determined number, the investor will receive per 
Certificate a monetary amount equal to the Bonus Amount, 

 
 or  
 
2. If on the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 

Reference Price of each Underlying is equal  to or above , or as the case may be, and as 
stipulated in the Final Terms, above a certain pre-determined percentage of the Strike Price 
determined for such Underlying, the investor will receive per Certificate a monetary amount 
equal to the Bonus Amount. 

 
 
Participation Digital Certificates relating to [Sha res][Indices][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund 
Shares] (single Underlying)  
 
Participation Digital Certificates (single Underlying) relating to [Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures 
Contracts][Fund Shares] (the "Certificates ") allow investors to participate in the positive performance 
of the Underlying (a Share, an Index, an ETF, a Futures Contract or a Fund Share). In turn, the 
investor is exposed to the risk of loss due to a decreasing value of the Underlying because the 
Settlement Amount the investor will receive on the Maturity Date is, under specified conditions, linked 
to the price of the Underlying on the final Valuation Date.  
 
The Settlement Amount of the Certificates depends on the price of the Underlying, if on the final 
Valuation Date the Reference Price of the Underlying is below , or as the case may be, and as 
stipulated in the Final Terms, equal to or below a certain pre-determined percentage of the Strike 
Price determined for this Underlying (cf. redemption scenario 2. below). 
 
In detail: 
 
There are two possible scenarios for the redemption of the Certificates on the Maturity Date: 
 
1. If on the final Valuation Date the Reference Price of the Underlying is equal to or above , or as 

the case may be, and as stipulated in the Final Terms, above  a certain pre-determined 
percentage of the Strike Price determined for this Underlying, the investor will receive per 
Certificate a monetary amount equal to the Calculation Amount, 

 
 otherwise  
 
2. the investor will receive a monetary amount per Certificate which will be depending on the 

performance of the Underlying. In this case the Settlement Amount will be calculated by 
multiplying the Calculation Amount with the performance of the Underlying, where the 
performance will be determined by dividing the Reference Price of the Underlying on the final 
Valuation Date by the Strike Price, and the Participation Factor, expressed in a formula: 

 

PF× 
Underlying
Underlying

CA x 
Strike

Final  

 
 Where  
 

CA means the Calculation Amount, UnderlyingFinal means the Reference Price of the Underlying 
on the final Valuation Date, UnderlyingStrike means the Strike Price and PF means the 
Participation Factor. 
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Participation Digital Certificates relating to [Sha res][Indices][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund 
Shares] (multi Underlying)  
 
Participation Digital Certificates (multi Underlying) relating to [Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures 
Contracts][Fund Shares] (the "Certificates ") allow investors to participate in the positive performance 
of the Underlyings (Shares, Indices, ETFs, Futures Contracts or Fund Shares). In turn, the investor is 
exposed to the risk of loss due to a decreasing value of the Underlyings because the Settlement 
Amount the investor will receive on the Maturity Date is, under specified conditions, linked to the price 
of the Worst Performing Underlying on the final Valuation Date.  
 
The Settlement Amount of the Certificates depends on the price of the Worst Performing Underlying, if 
on the final Valuation Date the Reference Price of each Underlying is below , or as the case may be, 
and as stipulated in the Final Terms, equal to or below a certain pre-determined percentage of the 
relevant Strike Price determined for such Underlying (cf. redemption scenario 2. below). 
 
In detail: 
 
There are two possible scenarios for the redemption of the Certificates on the Maturity Date: 
 
1. If on the final Valuation Date the Reference Price of each Underlying is equal to or above , or as 

the case may be, and as stipulated in the Final Terms, above  a certain pre-determined 
percentage of the relevant Strike Price determined for such Underlying, the investor will receive 
per Certificate a monetary amount equal to the Calculation Amount,  

 
 otherwise  
 
2. the investor will receive a monetary amount per Certificate which will be depending on the 

performance of the Worst Performing Underlying. In this case the Settlement Amount will be 
calculated by multiplying the Calculation Amount with the performance of the Worst Performing 
Underlying, where the performance will be determined by dividing the Reference Price of the 
Worst Performing Underlying on the final Valuation Date by the Strike Price of the Worst 
Performing Underlying, and the Participation Factor, expressed in a formula: 

 

PF× 
Underlying Worst
Underlying Worst

CA x 
Strike

Final  

 
 Where  
 

CA means the Calculation Amount, Worst UnderlyingFinal means the Reference Price of the 
Worst Performing Underlying on the final Valuation Date, Worst UnderlyingStrike means the Strike 
Price of the Worst Performing Underlying and PF means the Participation Factor. 

 
 
Participation Recovery Certificates relating to [Sh ares][Indices][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund  
Shares] (single Underlying)  
 
Participation Recovery Certificates (single Underlying) relating to [Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures 
Contracts][Fund Shares] (the "Certificates ") allow investors to participate in the positive performance 
of the Underlying (a Share, an Index, an ETF, a Futures Contract or a Fund Share). In turn, the 
investor is exposed to the risk of loss due to a decreasing value of the Underlying because the 
Settlement Amount the investor will receive on the Maturity Date is, under specified conditions, linked 
to the price of the Underlying on the final Valuation Date.  
 
The Settlement Amount of the Certificates depends on the price of the Underlying, if on the final 
Valuation Date the Reference Price of the Underlying is below , or as the case may be, and as 
stipulated in the Final Terms, equal to or below a certain pre-determined percentage of the Strike 
Price determined for this Underlying (cf. redemption scenario 2. below). 
 
In detail: 
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There are two possible scenarios for the redemption of the Certificates on the Maturity Date: 
 
1. If on the final Valuation Date the Reference Price of the Underlying is equal to or above , or as 

the case may be, and as stipulated in the Final Terms, above  a certain pre-determined 
percentage of the Strike Price determined for this Underlying, the investor will receive per 
Certificate a monetary amount equal to the Calculation Amount, 

 
 otherwise  
 
2. the investor will receive a monetary amount per Certificate which will be depending on the 

performance of the Underlying. In this case the Settlement Amount will be calculated by 
multiplying the Calculation Amount with the maximum of (i) zero and (ii) the sum of (A) the 
Return Factor and (B) the product of the Participation Factor and the performance of the 
Underlying, where the performance will be determined by dividing the Reference Price of the 
Underlying on the final Valuation Date by the Strike Price, expressed in a formula: 

 


































×+= 1- 

Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

PFRF 0;Max CA x SA 
Strike

Final  

 
 Where  
 

CA means the Calculation Amount, RF means the Return Factor, PF means the Participation 
Factor, UnderlyingFinal means the Reference Price of the Underlying on the final Valuation Date 
and UnderlyingStrike means the Strike Price. 
 
 

Participation Recovery Certificates relating to [Sh ares][Indices][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund 
Shares] (multi Underlying)  
 
Participation Recovery Certificates (multi Underlying) relating to [Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures 
Contracts][Fund Shares] (the "Certificates ") allow investors to participate in the positive performance 
of the Underlyings (Shares, Indices, ETFs, Futures Contracts or Fund Shares). In turn, the investor is 
exposed to the risk of loss due to a decreasing value of the Underlyings because the Settlement 
Amount the investor will receive on the Maturity Date is, under specified conditions, linked to the price 
of the Worst Performing Underlying on the final Valuation Date.  
 
The Settlement Amount of the Certificates depends on the price of the Worst Performing Underlying, if 
on the final Valuation Date the Reference Price of each Underlying is below , or as the case may be, 
and as stipulated in the Final Terms, equal to or below a certain pre-determined percentage of the 
relevant Strike Price determined for such Underlying (cf. redemption scenario 2. below). 
 
In detail: 
 
There are two possible scenarios for the redemption of the Certificates on the Maturity Date: 
 
1. If on the final Valuation Date the Reference Price of each Underlying is equal to or above , or as 

the case may be, and as stipulated in the Final Terms, above  a certain pre-determined 
percentage of the relevant Strike Price determined for such Underlying, the investor will receive 
per Certificate a monetary amount equal to the Calculation Amount,  

 
 otherwise  
 
2. the investor will receive a monetary amount per Certificate which will be depending on the 

performance of the Worst Performing Underlying. In this case the Settlement Amount will be 
calculated by multiplying the Calculation Amount with the maximum of (i) zero and (ii) the sum of 
(A) the Return Factor and (B) the product of the Participation Factor and the performance of the 
Worst Performing Underlying, where the performance will be determined by dividing the 
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Reference Price of the Worst Performing Underlying on the final Valuation Date by the Strike 
Price of the Worst Performing Underlying, expressed in a formula: 
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 Where  
 

CA means the Calculation Amount, RF means the Return Factor, PF means the Participation 
Factor, Worst UnderlyingFinal means the Reference Price of the Worst Performing Underlying on 
the final Valuation Date and Worst UnderlyingStrike means the Strike Price of the Worst 
Performing Underlying. 
 
 

Basket Certificates relating to [Shares][Indices][E TFs][Futures Contracts][Fund Shares]   
 
Basket Certificates relating to a basket of [Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund Shares] 
(the "Certificates ") allow investors to participate in the positive performance of the basket of 
Underlyings (Shares, Indices, ETFs, Futures Contracts or Fund Shares). In turn, the investor is 
exposed to the risk of loss due to a decreasing value of the basket of Underlyings because the 
Settlement Amount the investor will receive on the Maturity Date is linked to the arithmetic mean of the 
prices of the Underlyings within the basket on the final Valuation Date.  
 
The Settlement Amount of the Certificates is, under specified conditions, linked to the price of the 
basket of Underlyings on the final Valuation Date. Unless on the final Valuation Date the performance 
of the basket of Underlyings is equal to or below , or as the case may be, and as stipulated in the 
Final Terms, below  a certain pre-determined number but, and as stipulated in the Final Terms, equal 
to or above , or as the case may be, and as stipulated in the Final Terms, above  a certain pre-
determined number, the Settlement Amount of the Certificates depends on the price of the basket of 
Underlyings (cf. redemption scenarios 1. and 3. below).  
 
In detail: 
 
 
There are three possible scenarios for the redemption of the Certificates on the Maturity Date: 
 
1. If on the final Valuation Date the Basket Performance is equal to or above , or as the case may 

be, and as stipulated in the Final Terms, above  a certain pre-determined number, then each 
Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate depending on 
the performance of basket of Underlyings and determined by applying the following formula: 

 
( )( )( )1PBPFRF;Min100%ACSA −×+×=  

 or  
 
2. if on the final Valuation Date the Basket Performance is equal to or below , or as the case may 

be, and as stipulated in the Final Terms, below  a certain pre-determined number, but equal to 
or above , or as the case may be, and as stipulated in the Final Terms, above  a certain pre-
determined number, then each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement 
Amount per Certificate equal to the Calculation Amount; 

 
 otherwise  
 
3. each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate 

depending on the performance of the basket of Underlyings and determined by applying the 
following formula: 

 
BP×AC=SA  
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CA means the Calculation Amount, RF means the Return Factor, PF means the Participation Factor 
and BP means the Basket Performance. 
 
 
Leveraged Twin Win Plus Certificates relating to [S hares][Indices][ETFs][Futures 
Contracts][Fund Shares] (single Underlying)  
 
Leveraged Twin Win Plus Certificates (single Underlying) relating to [Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures 
Contracts][Fund Shares] (the "Certificates ") allow investors to participate in the positive performance 
of the Underlying (a Share, an Index, an ETF, a Futures Contract or a Fund Share). In turn, the 
investor is exposed to the risk of loss due to a decreasing value of the Underlying because the 
Settlement Amount the investor will receive on the Maturity Date is linked to the price of the 
Underlying on the final Valuation Date.  
 
The Settlement Amount of the Certificates depends on the price of the Underlying and, under specified 
conditions, on the Return Factor.  
 
In detail: 
 
There are three possible scenarios for the redemption of the Certificates on the Maturity Date: 
 
1. If on the final Valuation Date the Reference Price [A] of the Underlying is equal to or above , or 

as the case may be, and as stipulated in the Final Terms, above  a certain pre-determined 
percentage of the Strike Price determined for this Underlying, then each Certificate shall be 
redeemed by payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate depending on the performance of 
the Underlying and determined by applying the following formula: 
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Final  

 or  
 
2. If on the final Valuation Date the Reference Price [A] of the Underlying is equal to or below , or 

as the case may be, and as stipulated in the Final Terms, below  a certain pre-determined 
percentage of the Strike Price determined for this Underlying, but  if during the Monitoring Period 
the Reference Price [B] of the Underlying has always been equal to or above , or as the case 
may be, and as stipulated in the Final Terms, above  a certain pre-determined percentage of the 
relevant Strike Price determined for this Underlying, then each Certificate shall be redeemed by 
payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate depending on the performance of the 
Underlying and determined by applying the following formula: 
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 otherwise  
 
3. each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate 

depending on the performance of the Underlying and determined by applying the following 
formula: 

 

 
Underlying

Underlying
CA x  

Strike

Final  

 
Where  
 
CA means the Calculation Amount, RF means the Return Factor, UnderlyingFinal means the Reference 
Price [A] of the Underlying on the final Valuation Date and UnderlyingStrike means the Strike Price of 
the Underlying. 
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Leveraged Twin Win Plus Certificates relating to [S hares][Indices][ETFs][Futures 
Contracts][Fund Shares] (multi Underlying)  
 
Leveraged Twin Win Plus Certificates (single Underlying) relating to [Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures 
Contracts][Fund Shares] (the "Certificates ") allow investors to participate in the positive performance 
of the Underlyings (Shares, Indices, ETFs, Futures Contracts or Fund Shares). In turn, the investor is 
exposed to the risk of loss due to a decreasing value of the Underlyings because the Settlement 
Amount the investor will receive on the Maturity Date is linked to the price of the Worst Performing 
Underlying on the final Valuation Date. 
 
The Settlement Amount of the Certificates depends on the price of the Underlying and, under specified 
conditions, on the Return Factor.  
 
In detail: 
 
There are three possible scenarios for the redemption of the Certificates on the Maturity Date: 
 
1. If on the final Valuation Date the Reference Price [A] of each Underlying is equal to or above , 

or as the case may be, and as stipulated in the Final Terms, above  a certain pre-determined 
percentage of the relevant Strike Price determined for such Underlying, then each Certificate 
shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate depending on the 
performance of the Worst Performing Underlying and determined by applying the following 
formula: 
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Final  

 or  
 
2. if on the final Valuation Date the Reference Price [A] of each Underlying is equal to or below , 

or as the case may be, and as stipulated in the Final Terms, below  a certain pre-determined 
percentage of the Strike Price determined for such Underlying, but  if during the Monitoring 
Period the Reference Price [B] of each Underlying has always been equal to or above , or as 
the case may be, and as stipulated in the Final Terms, above  a certain pre-determined 
percentage of the relevant Strike Price determined for such Underlying, then each Certificate 
shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate depending on the 
performance of the Worst Performing Underlying and determined by applying the following 
formula: 
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Underlying [Worst]
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 RFCA x SA 
Strike

Final  

 
 otherwise  
 
3. each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate 

depending on the performance of the Worst Performing Underlying and determined by applying 
the following formula: 

 

 
Underlying Worst

Underlying Worst
CA x  

Strike

Final  

 
Where  
 
CA means the Calculation Amount, RF means the Return Factor, Worst UnderlyingFinal means the 
Reference Price [A] of the Worst Performing Underlying on the final Valuation Date and Worst 
UnderlyingStrike means the Strike Price of the Worst Performing Underlying. 
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Turbo Put Certificates relating to [Shares][Indices ][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund Shares]  
 
Turbo Put Certificates (single Underlying) relating to [Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund 
Shares] (the "Certificates ") allow investors to participate in the negative performance of the 
Underlying (a Share, an Index, an ETF, a Futures Contract or a Fund Share). In turn, the investor is 
exposed to the risk of loss due to an increasing value of the Underlying because the Settlement 
Amount the investor will receive on the Maturity Date is linked to the price of the Underlying on the 
final Valuation Date.  
 
The Settlement Amount of the Certificates depends on the performance of the Underlying and will be 
equal to 0 (zero) if the Reference Price [A] of the Underlying on the [Final] Valuation Date is equal to 
or above the Adjusted Strike Price. 
 
In detail: 
 
The investor will receive a monetary amount per Certificate which will be depending on the 
performance of the Underlying. The Settlement Amount will be calculated as the product of (i) the 
Adjusted Strike Price minus the Reference Price [A] of the Underlying on the [Final] Valuation Date 
and (ii) the Ratio, expressed in a formula: 
 

( ) RUnderlyingUnderlyingSA FinalstedStrikeAdju ×−=  

 
Where  
 
UnderlyingStrikeAdjusted means the Adjusted Strike Price on the final Valuation Date, UnderlyingFinal 
means the Reference Price [A] of the Underlying on the final Valuation Date and R means the Ratio. 
 
 
Turbo Call Certificates relating to [Shares][Indice s][ETFs][Futures Contracts][Fund Shares]  
 
Turbo Call Certificates (single Underlying) relating to [Shares][ Indices][ETFs][Futures 
Contracts][Fund Shares] (the "Certificates ") allow investors to participate in the positive performance 
of the Underlying (a Share, an Index, an ETF, a Futures Contract or a Fund Share). In turn, the 
investor is exposed to the risk of loss due to a decreasing value of the Underlying because the 
Settlement Amount the investor will receive on the Maturity Date is linked to the price of the 
Underlying on the final Valuation Date.  
 
The Settlement Amount of the Certificates depends on the performance of the Underlying and will be 
equal to 0 (zero) if the Adjusted Strike Price is equal to or above the Reference Price [A] of the 
Underlying on the [Final] Valuation Date. 
 
In detail: 
 
The investor will receive a monetary amount per Certificate which will be depending on the 
performance of the Underlying. The Settlement Amount will be calculated as the product of (i) the 
Reference Price [A] of the Underlying on the [Final] Valuation Date minus the Adjusted Strike Price 
and (ii) the Ratio, expressed in a formula: 
 

( ) RUnderlyingUnderlyingSA stedStrikeAdjuFinal ×= -  

 
Where  
 
UnderlyingFinal means the Reference Price [A] of the Underlying on the final Valuation Date, 
UnderlyingStrikeAdjusted means the Adjusted Strike Price on the final Valuation Date and R means the 
Ratio. 
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In addition, as set out in section K. 1 “Functionality of the Certificates during their term”, investors may 
receive a Bonus Amount on a Bonus Amount Payment Date depending on the performance of the 
Underlying.  
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TAXATION 
 
All present and future taxes, fees or other duties in connection with the Certificates shall be borne and 
paid by the holders of the Certificates. The Issuer is entitled to withhold from payments to be made 
under the Certificates any taxes, fees and/or duties payable by the holders of the Certificates in 
accordance with the previous sentence. Unless set out otherwise in the following sub-sections, 
currently no taxes to be withheld at source by the Issuer would be applicable to any payments made 
under Certificates issued pursuant to this Base Prospectus, as the Issuer only intends to issue 
Certificates through its head office, that is, Commerzbank AG, 60311 Frankfurt am Main, Germany. 
The Issuer assumes no responsibility for the withholding of taxes at source. 
 
 
EU Savings Directive  
 
Under EC Council Directive 2003/48/EC on the taxation of savings income, member states are 
required to provide to the tax authorities of another member state details of payments of interest (or 
similar income) paid by a person within its jurisdiction to an individual resident in that other member 
state or to certain limited types of entities established in that other member state. However, for a 
transitional period, Luxembourg and Austria are instead required (unless during that period they elect 
otherwise) to operate a withholding system in relation to such payments (the ending of such 
transitional period being dependent upon the conclusion of certain other agreements relating to 
information exchange with certain other countries). A number of non-EU countries and territories 
including Switzerland have adopted similar measures (a withholding system in the case of 
Switzerland). 
 
The European Commission has proposed certain amendments to the directive, which may, if 
implemented, amend or broaden the scope of the requirements described above. 
 
Taxation in the Federal Republic of Germany  
 
Currently, there is no legal obligation for the Issuer (acting as issuer of the Certificates and not as 
disbursing agent (auszahlende Stelle) as defined under German tax law) to deduct or withhold any 
German withholding tax (Quellensteuer) from payments of interest, principal and gains from the 
disposition, redemption or settlement of the Certificates or on any ongoing payments to the holder of 
any Certificates. Further, income and capital gains derived from particular issues of Certificates can be 
subject to German income tax (Einkommensteuer). All tax implications can be subject to alteration due 
to future law changes. 
 
Prospective investors are advised to consult their own advisors as to the tax consequences of an 
investment in the Certificates, also taking into account the rules on taxation in the investor's country of 
residence or deemed residence. 
 
 
Taxation in the Republic of Italy  
 
The following is a summary of current Italian law and practice relating to the taxation of the Securities.  
The statements herein regarding taxation are based on the laws in force in Italy as at the date of this 
Base Prospectus and are subject to any changes in law occurring after such date, which changes 
could be made on a retroactive basis.  The following summary does not purport to be a 
comprehensive description of all the tax considerations which may be relevant to a decision to 
subscribe for, purchase, own or dispose of the Securities and does not purport to deal with the tax 
consequences applicable to all categories of investors, some of which (such as dealers in securities or 
commodities) may be subject to special rules.  
 
Prospective purchasers of the Securities are advised to consult their own tax advisers concerning the 
overall tax consequences of their ownership of the Securities. 
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Italian Taxation of Certificates 
 
Pursuant to Article 67 of Presidential Decree No. 917 of 22 December 1986 ("TUIR") and Legislative 
Decree No. 461 of 21 November 1997 ("Decree No. 461 "), as subsequently amended, where the 
Italian resident holder of Certificates is (i) an individual not engaged in an entrepreneurial activity to 
which the Certificates are connected, (ii) a non-commercial partnership, pursuant to article 5 of TUIR  
(with the exception of general partnership, limited partnership and similar entities) (iii) a non-
commercial private or public institution, or (iv) an investor exempt from Italian corporate income 
taxation, capital gains accrued under the sale or the exercise of the Certificates are subject to a 
20.00% substitute tax (imposta sostitutiva).  The recipient may opt for three different taxation criteria. 
 
(1) Under the tax declaration regime (regime della dichiarazione), which is the default regime for 

taxation of capital gains realised by Italian resident individuals not engaged in an 
entrepreneurial activity to which the Certificates are connected, the imposta sostitutiva on 
capital gains will be chargeable, on a yearly cumulative basis, on all capital gains, net of any 
offsettable capital loss, realised by the Italian resident individual holding the Certificates not in 
connection with an entrepreneurial activity pursuant to all sales or redemptions of the 
Certificates carried out during any given tax year.  Italian resident individuals holding the 
Certificates not in connection with an entrepreneurial activity must indicate the overall capital 
gains realised in any tax year, net of any relevant incurred capital loss, in the annual tax return 
and pay imposta sostitutiva  on such gains together with any balance income tax due for such 
year.  Capital losses in excess of capital gains may be carried forward against capital gains 
realised in any of the four succeeding tax years. Carried forward capital losses in excess of 
capital gains realized prior to 1 January 2012 may be used against capital gains realised in 
any of the four succeeding tax years limitedly to 62,5% of their amount. 

 
(2) As an alternative to the tax declaration regime, Italian resident individuals holding the 

Certificates not in connection with an entrepreneurial activity may elect to pay the imposta 
sostitutiva separately on capital gains realised on each sale or redemption of the Certificates 
(the "risparmio amministrato" regime provided for by Article 6 of Decree No. 461).  Such 
separate taxation of capital gains is allowed subject to (i) the Certificates being deposited with 
Italian banks, SIMs or certain authorised financial intermediaries and (ii) an express valid 
election for the risparmio amministrato regime being punctually made in writing by the relevant 
Certificateholder.  The depository is responsible for accounting for imposta sostitutiva in 
respect of capital gains realised on each sale or redemption of the Certificates (as well as in 
respect of capital gains realised upon the revocation of its mandate), net of any incurred 
capital loss, and is required to pay the relevant amount to the Italian tax authorities on behalf 
of the taxpayer, deducting a corresponding amount from the proceeds to be credited to the 
Certificateholder or using funds provided by the Certificateholder for this purpose.  Under the 
risparmio amministrato regime, where a sale or redemption of the Certificates results in a 
capital loss, such loss may be deducted from capital gains subsequently realised, within the 
same securities management, in the same tax year or in the following tax years up to the 
fourth. Capital losses realized prior to 1 January 2012 may be carried forward against capital 
gains realised after such date within the same securities management, according to the same 
conditions above described, limitedly to 62,5% of their amount. Under the risparmio 
amministrato regime, the Certificateholder is not required to declare the capital gains in the 
annual tax return. 

 
(3) Any capital gains realised or accrued by Italian resident individuals holding the Certificates not 

in connection with an entrepreneurial activity who have entrusted the management of their 
financial assets, including the Certificates, to an authorised intermediary and have validly 
opted for the so-called "risparmio gestito" regime (regime provided for by Article 7 of Decree 
No. 461) will be included in the computation of the annual increase in value of the managed 
assets accrued, even if not realised, at year end, subject to a 20.00% substitute tax, to be paid 
by the managing authorised intermediary.  Under this risparmio gestito regime, any decrease 
in value of the managed assets accrued at year end may be carried forward against increase 
in value of the managed assets accrued in any of the four succeeding tax years. Any decrease 
in value of the managed assets accrued until 31 December 2011 may be carried forward 
against increase in value of the managed assets accrued after such date limitedly to 62,5% of 
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their amount.  Under the risparmio gestito regime, the Certificateholder is not required to 
declare the capital gains realised in the annual tax return. 

 
Where an Italian resident Certificateholder is a company or similar commercial entity, or the Italian 
permanent establishment of a foreign commercial entity to which the Certificates are effectively 
connected, capital gains arising from the Certificates will not be subject to imposta sostitutiva, but 
must be included in the relevant Certificateholder's income tax return and are therefore subject to 
Italian corporate tax (and, in certain circumstances, depending on the "status" of the Certificateholder, 
also as a part of the net value of production for IRAP purposes). 
 
Any capital gains realised by a Certificateholder which is an open-ended or closed-ended investment 
fund (subject to the tax regime provide by Law No. 77 of 23 March 1983) (the “Fund ”) or a SICAV will 
not be subject to the 20% imposta sostitutiva. The proceeds distributed by the Fund or the SICAV or 
received by certain categories of unitholders upon redemption or disposal of the units will be taxed on 
the investors who subscribe the quotas of the Funds or the shares of the SICAV on a distribution 
basis. 
 
Any capital gains realised by a Certificateholder which is an Italian pension fund (subject to the regime 
provided by article 17 of the Legislative Decree No. 252 of 5 December 2005) will be included in the 
result of the relevant portfolio accrued at the end of the tax period, to be subject to the 11.00% ad hoc 
substitute tax. 
 
Capital gains realised by non-Italian resident Certificateholders are not subject to Italian taxation 
provided that the Certificates (i) are transferred on regulated markets, or (ii) if not transferred on 
regulated markets, are held outside Italy.  Moreover, even if the Certificates are held in Italy, no 
imposta sostitutiva applies if the non-Italian resident Certificateholder is resident for tax purposes in a 
country which recognises the Italian tax authorities' right to an adequate exchange of information or in 
a country which entered into a double taxation treaty with Italy allowing for the taxation of such capital 
gains only in the residence country of the recipient Certificateholder, provided that the relevant 
procedures and conditions are met. 
 
Atypical securities 
 
In accordance with a different interpretation of current Italian tax law, it is possible that the Certificates 
would be considered as "atypical" securities pursuant to Article 8 of Law Decree No. 512 of 30 
September 1983 as implemented by Law No. 649 of 25 November 1983. In this event, payments 
relating to Certificates may be subject to an Italian withholding tax, levied at the rate of 20.00. 
 
The 20.00% withholding tax mentioned above does not apply to payments made to a non-Italian 
resident holder of the Certificate and to an Italian resident holder of the Certificate which is (i) a 
company or similar commercial entity (including the Italian permanent establishment of foreign 
entities), (ii) a commercial partnership, or (iii) a commercial private or public institution.  
 
The withholding is levied by the Italian intermediary appointed by the Issuer, intervening in the 
collection of the relevant income or in the negotiation or repurchasing of the Certificates.   
 
Stamp Duty 
 
Pursuant to Article 13(2-ter) of the Tariff attached to Presidential Decree No. 642 of 26 October 1972 
(as amended from time to time), a proportional stamp duty applies on an annual basis to the periodic 
reporting communications sent by financial intermediaries to their clients for the securities deposited 
therewith. The stamp duty applies at a rate of 0.15 per cent starting from fiscal year 2013, with a cap 
of Euro 4,500 for corporate Certificateholders only. The stamp duty is levied on an annual basis and 
cannot be lower than Euro 34.20. In case of reporting periods of less than 12 months, the stamp duty 
is pro-rated. This stamp duty is determined on the basis of the market value or – if no market value 
figure is available – the nominal value or redemption amount of the securities held.  
 
According to the current interpretation of the law, the stamp duty applies both to Italian resident and 
non-Italian resident Certificateholders, to the extent that the Certificates are held with an Italian based 
financial intermediary. 
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Wealth tax on securities deposited abroad 
 
Pursuant to Article 19(18) of Decree 201, Italian resident individuals holding the Certificates outside 
the Italian territory are required to pay an additional tax at a rate of 0.15 per cent. starting from fiscal 
year 2013. 
 
This tax is calculated on the market value of the Certificates at the end of the relevant year or – if no 
market value figure is available – the nominal value or the redemption value of such financial assets 
held outside the Italian territory. Taxpayers are entitled to an Italian tax credit equivalent to the amount 
of wealth taxes paid in the State where the financial assets are held (up to an amount equal to the 
Italian wealth tax due). 
 
Tax monitoring 
 
Pursuant to Law Decree No. 167 of 28 June 1990, converted by Law No. 227 of 4 August, 1990, as 
amended, individuals resident in Italy who, at the end of the fiscal year, hold investments abroad or 
have financial activities abroad must, in certain circumstances, disclose the aforesaid and related 
transactions to the Italian tax authorities in their income tax return (or, in case the income tax return is 
not due, in a proper form that must be filed within the same time as prescribed for the income tax 
return). Such obligation is not provided if, inter alia, each of the overall value of the foreign 
investments or financial activities held at the end of the fiscal year, and the overall value of the related 
transfers carried out during the relevant fiscal year, does not exceed EUR 10,000. 
 
Transfer taxes 
 
Article 37 of Law Decree No 248 of 31 December 2007, converted into Law No. 31 of 28 February 
2008, published on the Italian Official Gazette No. 51 of 29 February 2008, has abolished the Italian 
transfer tax, provided for by Royal Decree No. 3278 of 30 December 1923, as amended and 
supplemented by the Legislative Decree No. 435 of 21 November 1997. 
 
Following the repeal of the Italian transfer tax, as from 31 December 2007 contracts relating to the 
transfer of securities are subject to the registration tax as follows: (i) public deeds and notarised deeds 
are subject to fixed registration tax at rate of EUR 168; (ii) private deeds are subject to registration tax 
only if a case of use occurs or in case of voluntary registration. 
 
Financial Transaction Tax  
 
Pursuant to Article 1, para. 491 and followings of Law No. 228 of 24 December 2012, the Italian 
Parliament introduced a financial transaction tax ("FTT") which applies to (a) the transfer of ownership  
of shares and other participating securities issued by Italian resident companies or of financial 
instruments representing the just mentioned shares and/or participating securities (irrespective of 
whether issued by Italian resident issuers or not) (the "Relevant Securities "), (b) transactions on 
financial derivatives (i) the main underlying assets of which are the Relevant Securities, or (ii) whose 
value depends mainly on one or more Relevant Securities, as well as to (c) any transactions on the 
securities (as set forth by article 1, paragraph 1-bis, letters c) and d), of the Legislative Decree No. 58 
of 24 February 1998) (iii) which allow to mainly purchase or sell one or more Relevant Securities or 
(iv) implying a cash payment determined with main reference to one or more Relevant Securities.  
 
Certificates are expressly included in the scope of application of the FTT if the meet the requirements 
set out above. 
 
With specific reference to the transactions on securitised derivatives on the Relevant Securities (such 
as the Certificates) the FTT is due, as of 1 July 2013, regardless of the tax residence of the parties 
and/or where the transaction is executed.  
 
The FTT is levied at a fixed amount that varies depending on the nature of the relevant instrument and 
the notional value of the transaction, and ranges between EUR 0.01875 and EUR 200 per transaction. 
The amount of FTT payable is reduced to 1/5 of the standard rate in case the transaction is performed 
on regulated markets or multilateral trading facilities of an EU Member States and of the SEE, 
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included in the so-called white list to be set out by a to-be-issued Ministerial Decree pursuant to Article 
168-bis of Presidential Decree No. 917 of 22 December 1986 (for the time being reference shall be 
made to countries not qualifying as black list countries for Italian tax purposes).  
 
In the case of physical settlement, the FTT is also due upon transfer of ownership rights of the 
underlying Relevant Securities.  
 
The FTT on derivatives is due by each of the parties to the transactions. The FTT is not applied where 
one of the parties to the transaction is the European Union, the BCE, central banks of the EU Member 
States, foreign Central Banks or entities which manage the official reserves of a foreign State, or 
international bodies or entities set up in accordance with international agreements which have entered 
into force in Italy. Further specific exemptions exist, inter alia, for (i) subjects who carry on market 
making activities; (ii) mandatory social security entities and pension funds set up according to 
Legislative Decree No. 252 of 5 December 2005; and (iii) intragroup transfers of the Relevant 
Securities. 
 
The FTT shall be levied, and subsequently paid, to the Italian Revenue by the subject (generally a 
financial intermediary) that is involved, in any way, in the performance of the transaction. If more than 
one subject is involved in the execution of the transaction, the FTT is payable by the subject who 
receives the order of execution by the ultimate purchaser or counterparty. Intermediaries which are not 
resident in Italy but are liable to collect the FTT from the taxpayers and to pay it to the Italian Revenue 
can appoint an Italian tax representative for the purposes of the FTT. If no intermediary is involved in 
the performance of the transaction, the FTT must be paid directly by the taxpayers.  
 
The Italian Ministry of Economy and Finance dated 21 February 2013 set out the main implementation 
rules of the FTT, but further regulations and implementing provisions, which may also have an impact 
on some of the above mentioned provisions, are expected to be issued in the coming months by the 
Chairman of the Tax Authorities. Therefore Prospective Holders of Certificates are advised to consult 
their own tax advisers also on such aspects. 
 
 
Inheritance and gift taxes  
 
Pursuant to Law Decree No. 262 of 3 October 2006, (Decree No. 262), converted into Law No. 286 of 
24 November 2006, the transfers of any valuable asset (including shares, bonds or other securities, 
such as the Certificates) as a result of death or donation are taxed as follows: 
 
(i) transfers in favour of spouses and direct descendants or direct ancestors are subject to an 

inheritance and gift tax applied at a rate of 4.00% on the value of the inheritance or the gift 
exceeding EUR 1,000,000; 

 
(ii) transfers in favour of relatives to the fourth degree and relatives-in-law to the third degree, are 

subject to an inheritance and gift tax applied at a rate of 6.00% on the entire value of the 
inheritance or the gift. Transfers in favour of brothers/sisters are subject to the 6.00% 
inheritance and gift tax on the value of the inheritance or the gift exceeding EUR 100,000; and  

 
(iii) any other transfer is, in principle, subject to an inheritance and gift tax applied at a rate of 

8.00% on the entire value of the inheritance or the gift. 
 
 
Implementation in Italy of the EU Savings Directive  
 
Italy has implemented the EU Savings Directive through Legislative Decree No. 84 of 18 April 2005 
("Decree No. 84").  Under Decree No. 84, subject to a number of important conditions being met, in 
the case of interest paid to individuals which qualify as beneficial owners of the interest payment and 
are resident for tax purposes in another Member State, Italian qualified paying agents shall not apply 
the withholding tax and shall report to the Italian Tax Authorities details of the relevant payments and 
personal information on the individual beneficial owner.  Such information is transmitted by the Italian 
Tax Authorities to the competent foreign tax authorities of the State of residence of the beneficial 
owner. 
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SELLING RESTRICTIONS 
 
General 
 
The Certificates may only be publicly offered, sold or delivered within or from the jurisdiction of any 
country, provided that this is in accordance with the applicable laws and other legal provisions, and 
provided further that the Issuer does not incur any obligations in that regard. Unless specified in the 
Final Terms that a public offer is made in a particular country, the Issuer has not undertaken any 
steps, nor will the Issuer undertake any steps, aimed at making such public offer of the Certificates or 
their possession or the marketing of offering documents related to the Certificates legal in such 
jurisdiction if this requires special measures to be taken. 
 
European Economic Area 
 
The Certificates may be publicly offered in any member state of the European Economic Area ("EEA") 
that has implemented Directive 2003/71/EC (the "Prospectus Directive ") as amended (which 
includes the amendments made by Directive 2010/73/EU (the "2010 PD Amending Directive ") (each, 
a "Relevant Member State ") from and including the date of entry into effect of the respective 
implementation in the Relevant Member State, provided that this is permitted under the applicable 
laws and other legal provisions, and further provided that 
 
(a) the Public Offering starts or occurs within a period of 12 months following the approval of the 

Prospectus by the German Federal Financial Supervisory Authority (Bundesanstalt für 
Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht) ("BaFin ") in accordance with the provisions of the German 
Securities Prospectus Act (WpPG) and, if the Certificates are publicly offered in a Relevant 
Member State other than Germany, the approval has been notified to the competent authority in 
such Relevant Member State in accordance with § 18 WpPG and the requirements as stated 
under the heading "Consent to the usage of the Base Prospectus and the Final Terms" in 
section "General Information" of this Base Prospectus are fulfilled and the relevant Final Terms 
specify that an offering is made in the respective Member State; or 

 
(b) one of the exemptions set forth in § 3 (2) WpPG exists or, in the case of an offering outside 

Germany, an exemption from the obligation to prepare a prospectus exists as set forth in the 
implementing law of the respective Relevant Member State in which the Public Offering shall 
occur. 

 
"Public Offering " means (i) a communication to persons in any form and by any means presenting 
sufficient information on the terms of the offer and the Certificates to be offered, so as to enable an 
investor to decide to purchase or subscribe for these Certificates, as well as (ii) any additional 
specifications defined more closely in the implementing law of the respective Relevant Member State 
in which the Public Offering is to occur. 
 
In any EEA member state that has not implemented the Prospectus Directive, the Certificates may 
only be publicly offered within or from the jurisdiction of such member state, provided that this is in 
accordance with the applicable laws and other legal provisions. The Issuer has not undertaken any 
steps, nor will the Issuer undertake any steps, aimed at making the Public Offering of the Certificates 
or their possession or the marketing of offering documents related to the Certificates legal in such 
jurisdiction if this requires special measures to be taken. 
 
Italian Republic 
 
The offering of the Securities has not been registered and will not be registered with the Italian 
Financial Regulator (Commissione Nazionale per le Società e la Borsa or "CONSOB") pursuant to 
Italian securities legislation and, accordingly, each Dealer has represented and agreed, and each 
further Dealer appointed under the Programme will be required to represent and agree, that no 
Securities may be offered, sold, promoted, advertised or delivered, directly or indirectly, to the public in 
the Republic of Italy, nor may copies of the Base Prospectus, any Final Terms or any other document 
relating to the Securities be distributed, made available or advertised in the Republic of Italy except: 
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(a) if it is specified within the relevant Final Terms that a non-exempt offer may be made 
in the Republic of Italy, that it may offer, sell or deliver Securities or distribute copies 
of any prospectus relating to the Securities, provided that such prospectus has been 
(i) approved in another Relevant Member State and notified to CONSOB, and (ii) 
completed by final terms (if applicable) expressly contemplating such non-exempt 
offer, in an offer of financial products to the public in the period commencing on the 
date of approval of such prospectus, in accordance with the Prospectus Directive, as 
implemented in the Republic of Italy under the Italian Legislative Decree No. 58 of 
24th February, 1998 as amended from time to time (“Italian Financial Services Act”) 
and CONSOB Regulation No. 11971 of 14th May, 1999, as amended from time to 
time (“CONSOB Regulation No. 11971”), until 12 months after the date of approval of 
such prospectus; 

(b) to "Qualified Investors" (investitori qualificati), as defined pursuant to article 100, first 
paragraph, letter a) of the Italian Financial Services Act and Article 34-ter, first 
paragraph, letter b) of CONSOB Regulation No. 11971; or 

(c) in any other circumstances where an express exemption from compliance with 
offering restrictions applies, as provided under the Italian Financial Services Act 
and/or CONSOB Regulation No. 11971 and any other applicable laws and 
regulations. 

Any offer, sale or delivery of the Securities or distribution of copies of this Base Prospectus or any 
other document relating to the Securities in the Republic of Italy under (a) or (b) above must be: 

(i) made by an investment firm, bank or financial intermediary permitted to conduct such 
activities in the Republic of Italy in accordance with the Italian Financial Services Act, 
the Italian legislative decree No. 385 of 1st September, 1993, as amended from time 
to time (the "Italian Banking Act") and CONSOB Regulation No. 16190 of 29th 
October, 2007 (as amended from time to time); and 

(ii) in compliance with any other applicable laws and regulations, including any other 
applicable requirement or limitation which may be imposed from time to time by 
CONSOB or the Bank of Italy or any other Italian competent authority. 

Provisions relating to the secondary market in Republic of Italy: 

Investors should also note that, in accordance with Article 100-bis of the Italian Financial Services Act: 

(i) if any of the Securities have been initially placed pursuant to an exemption to publish 
a prospectus, the subsequent distribution of such Securities on the secondary market 
in Italy which is not carried out under an exemption pursuant to (b) or (c) above must 
be made in compliance with the rules on offer of securities to the public provided 
under the Italian Financial Services Act and CONSOB Regulation No. 11971;  

(ii) if any of the Securities which have been initially placed with Qualified Investors in Italy 
or abroad which are then systematically resold to non-Qualified Investors in the 12 
months following the placement, such resale would qualify as an offer of securities to 
the public if no exemption under (c) above applies. Where this occurs, if a prospectus 
compliant with the Prospectus Directive has not been published, the purchasers of 
such Securities (who are acting outside of the course of their business or profession) 
may be entitled to obtain that the resale is declared null and void and the authorised 
entities ("soggetti abilitati" as defined in the Italian Financial Services Act) transferring 
the Securities may be held liable for any damages suffered by the purchasers; and 

(iii) any intermediary subsequently reselling the Securities is entitled to rely upon the 
prospectus published by the issuer or the person responsible for drawing up a 
prospectus as long as this is valid, duly supplemented in accordance with the Italian 
Financial Services Act and CONSOB Regulation No. 11971 and provided that the 
issuer or the person responsible for drawing up a prospectus gives its written consent 
to its use.  
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United States of America 
 
The Certificates have not been, and will not be, registered under the United States Securities Act of 
1933 as amended (the "Securities Act ") and may not be offered or sold within the United States of 
America or to, or for the account or benefit of, U.S. persons except in certain transactions exempt 
from, or in transactions not subject to, the registration requirements of the Securities Act. Terms used 
in this paragraph have the meanings given to them by Regulation S under the Securities Act. 
  
Certificates in bearer form are subject to U.S. tax law requirements and may not be offered, sold or 
delivered within the United States of America or its possessions or to a United States person, except 
in certain transactions permitted by U.S. tax regulations. Terms used in this paragraph have the 
meanings given to them by the U.S. Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, and any 
regulations thereunder. 
 
Until 40 days after the commencement of the offering of the Certificates, an offer or sale of such 
Certificate within the United States of America by any dealer (whether or not participating in the 
offering) may violate the registration requirements of the Securities Act if such offer or sale is made 
otherwise than in accordance with an available exemption from registration under the Securities Act. 
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
AND 

FORM OF FINAL TERMS 
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The Terms and Conditions in certain places contain placeholders or a variety of possible 
options for a provision. These are marked with squa re brackets. The Final Terms provide the 
missing information and specify which of the possib ilities provided by the Terms and 
Conditions shall apply with respect to specific con ditions.  
 
 

Terms and Conditions  
for  

[Classic] [Classic Average] [Classic Capped Plus] [ Classic Double Capped 
Plus] [Classic Cap & Floor Plus] [Booster] [Leverag ed] [Leveraged Basket] 

[Double Leveraged] [Call] [Average Call] [Participa tion Call Basket] [Call Cap] 
[Call Basket] [Call Cap Basket] [Put] [Put Cap] [Pu t Basket] [Digital] 

[Participation Digital] [Participation Recovery] [B asket] [Leveraged Twin Win 
Plus] [Turbo Put] [Turbo Call] Certificates  

relating to Shares  
 

 
 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
 
 

§ 1 
FORM 

 
Certificates which shall be deposited with Monte Titoli (dematerialised) 
 
1. The issue by Commerzbank Aktiengesellschaft, Frankfurt am Main, Federal Republic of 

Germany (the "Issuer ") of [Name] certificates (the "Certificates ") will be in the dematerialised 
regime, pursuant to the "Italian Financial Services Act " (Testo Unico della Finanza) and the 
relevant implementing regulations and are registered in the books of Monte Titoli S.p.A. with 
registered office in Via Mantegna 6, Milan, Italy (the "Clearing System "). No physical document 
of title will be issued to represent the Certificates. However, any holder of Certificates still has 
the right to obtain a certificate pursuant to articles 83-quinquies and 83-novies, paragraph 1, 
letter b), of the Italian Financial Services Act. 

 
2. The transfer of the Certificates operates by way of registration on the relevant accounts opened 

with the Clearing System by any intermediary adhering, directly or indirectly, to the Clearing 
System (the "Certificates Account Holders "). As a consequence, the subject who from time to 
time is the owner of the account held with a Certificates Account Holder will be considered as 
the legitimate owner of the Certificates (the "Certificateholder ") and will be authorised to 
exercise all rights related to them. 

 
3. The Issuer reserves the right to issue from time to time without the consent of the 

Certificateholders additional tranches of Certificates with substantially identical terms, so that the 
same shall be consolidated to form a single series and increase the total volume of the 
Certificates. The term "Certificates" shall, in the event of such consolidation, also comprise such 
additionally issued Certificates. 

 
 

Certificates in bearer form with the exception of USD Certificates with a lifetime of more than one year 
which shall be deposited with Clearstream Banking AG, Frankfurt am Main (global bearer certificate) 
 
1. The issue by Commerzbank Aktiengesellschaft, Frankfurt am Main, Federal Republic of 

Germany (the "Issuer ") of [Name] certificates (the "Certificates ") will be represented by a 
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global bearer certificate (the "Global Certificate "), which shall be deposited with Clearstream 
Banking AG, Neue Börsenstraße 1, 60487 Frankfurt am Main, Federal Republic of Germany 
(the "Clearing System "). 

 
2. Definitive Certificates will not be issued. The right of any holder of Certificates (the 

"Certificateholder ") to delivery of definitive Certificates is excluded. The Certificateholders shall 
receive co-ownership participations in or rights with respect to the Global Certificate which are 
transferable in accordance with applicable law and the rules and regulations of the Clearing 
System. In securities clearing transactions, the Certificates are transferable in units of [one][●] 
Certificate[s] or integral multiples thereof by way of registration on the relevant accounts opened 
with the Clearing System, [ including on the relevant bridge accounts of Monte Titoli S.p.A., Via 
Mantegna 6, Milan, Italy] by any intermediary adhering, directly or indirectly, to the Clearing 
System [and/or to Monte Titoli S.p.A.] (the "Certificates Account Holder "). 

 
3. The Global Certificate shall bear the hand-written signatures of two authorised officers of the 

Issuer. 
 
4. The Issuer reserves the right to issue from time to time without the consent of the 

Certificateholders additional tranches of Certificates with substantially identical terms, so that the 
same shall be consolidated to form a single series and increase the total volume of the 
Certificates. The term "Certificates" shall, in the event of such consolidation, also comprise such 
additionally issued Certificates. 

 
 

Certificates in bearer form with the exception of USD Certificates with a lifetime of more than one year 
which shall be deposited with Deutsche Bank as common depositary (global bearer certificate) 
 
1. The issue by Commerzbank Aktiengesellschaft, Frankfurt am Main, Federal Republic of 

Germany (the "Issuer ") of [Name] certificates (the "Certificates ") will be represented by a 
global bearer certificate (the "Global Certificate "), which shall be deposited with [Deutsche 
Bank AG, Frankfurt am Main, Große Gallusstraße 10 - 14, Frankfurt am Main, Federal Republic 
of Germany] [other depositary, including address] as common depositary for Clearstream 
Banking, société anonyme, 42 Avenue JF Kennedy, L-1855 Luxembourg, Grand Duchy of 
Luxembourg and Euroclear Bank S.A./N.V., 1 Boulevard du Roi Albert II, B-1210 Brussels, 
Belgium as operator of the Euroclear System (the "Clearing System "). 

 
2. Definitive Certificates will not be issued. The right of any holder of Certificates (the 

"Certificateholder ") to delivery of definitive Certificates is excluded. The Certificateholders shall 
receive co-ownership participations in or rights with respect to the Global Certificate which are 
transferable in accordance with applicable law and the rules and regulations of the Clearing 
System. In securities clearing transactions, the Certificates are transferable in units of [one][�] 
Certificate[s] or integral multiples thereof by way of registration on the relevant accounts opened 
with the Clearing System, [ including on the relevant bridge accounts of Monte Titoli S.p.A., Via 
Mantegna 6, Milan, Italy] by any intermediary adhering, directly or indirectly, to the Clearing 
System [and/or to Monte Titoli S.p.A.] (the "Certificates Account Holder "). 

 
3. The Global Certificate shall bear the hand-written signatures of two authorised officers of the 

Issuer. 
 
4. The Issuer reserves the right to issue from time to time without the consent of the 

Certificateholders additional tranches of Certificates with substantially identical terms, so that the 
same shall be consolidated to form a single series and increase the total volume of the 
Certificates. The term "Certificates" shall, in the event of such consolidation, also comprise such 
additionally issued Certificates. 

 
Certificates in bearer form in USD with a lifetime of more than one year which shall be deposited with 
Deutsche Bank as common depositary (global bearer certificate) 
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1. The issue by Commerzbank Aktiengesellschaft, Frankfurt am Main, Federal Republic of 
Germany (the "Issuer ") of [Name] certificates (the "Certificates ") will initially be represented by 
a temporary global bearer certificate (the "Temporary Global Certificate "), which will be 
exchanged not earlier than 40 days after the Issue Date against a permanent global bearer 
certificate (the "Permanent Global Certificate "), together with the Temporary Global Certificate 
the "Global Certificate "). 

 
 The Temporary Global Certificate and the Permanent Global Certificate shall be deposited with 

Deutsche Bank AG, Frankfurt am Main, as common depositary for Clearstream Banking, société 
anonyme, 42 Avenue JF Kennedy, L-1855 Luxembourg, Grand Duchy of Luxembourg and Euro-
clear Bank S.A./N.V., 1 Boulevard du Roi Albert II, B-1210 Brussels, Belgium as operator of the 
Euroclear System (the "Clearing System "). The exchange shall only be made upon certification 
to the effect that, subject to certain exceptions, the beneficial owner or owners of the Certificates 
represented by the Temporary Global Certificate are not U.S. persons. 

 
2. Definitive Certificates will not be issued. The right of any holder of Certificates (the 

"Certificateholder ") to delivery of definitive Certificates is excluded. The Certificateholders shall 
receive co-ownership participations in or rights with respect to the Global Certificate which are 
transferable in accordance with applicable law and the rules and regulations of the Clearing 
System. In securities clearing transactions, the Certificates are transferable in units of [one][�] 
Certificate[s] or integral multiples thereof by way of registration on the relevant accounts opened 
with the Clearing System, [ including on the relevant bridge accounts of Monte Titoli S.p.A., Via 
Mantegna 6, Milan, Italy] by any intermediary adhering, directly or indirectly, to the Clearing 
System [and/or to Monte Titoli S.p.A.] (the "Certificates Account Holder "). 

 
3. The Temporary Global Certificate and the Permanent Global Certificate shall bear the hand-

written signatures of two authorised officers of the Issuer. 
 
4. The Issuer reserves the right to issue from time to time without the consent of the 

Certificateholders additional tranches of Certificates with substantially identical terms, so that the 
same shall be consolidated to form a single series and increase the total volume of the 
Certificates. The term "Certificates" shall, in the event of such consolidation, also comprise such 
additionally issued Certificates. 

 
 

§ 2 
DEFINITIONS 

 
For the purposes of these Terms and Conditions, the following definitions shall apply (subject to an 
adjustment in accordance with these Terms and Conditions): 
 
["Adjustment Amount " means an amount as calculated by the Issuer on each Adjustment Day being 

applicable for the duration of the Adjustment Period beginning on such Adjustment Day.  Any 
Adjustment Amount shall be equal to the product of (i) relevant Adjusted Strike Price with 
respect to any Adjustment Day falling in the relevant Adjustment Period and (ii) the Adjustment 
Percentage applicable during such Adjustment Period.  With regard to the first Adjustment 
Period the Strike Price shall be used for the calculation of the relevant Adjustment Amount.] 

 
["Adjustment Day " means [the [ordinal number] calendar day in each month][each 

[daily][weekly][monthly][quarterly][semi-annually][annually] anniversary of the [Final] Strike 
Date].] 

 
"Adjustment Event " [with respect to a Share] means: 
 

(a)  the adjustment of option or futures contracts relating to the Share at the Futures 
Exchange or the announcement of such adjustment; 

 
(b)  any of the following actions taken by the Company: capital increases through issuance of 

new shares against capital contribution and issuance of subscription rights to the 
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shareholders, capital increases out of the Company’s reserves, issuance of securities 
with option or conversion rights related to the Share, distributions of ordinary dividends, 
distributions of extraordinary dividends, stock splits or any other splits, consolidation or 
alteration of category; 

 
(c)  a spin-off of a part of the Company in such a way that a new independent entity is 

formed, or that the spun-off part of the Company is absorbed by another entity; or 
 
(d)  any other adjustment event being economically equivalent to the before-mentioned 

events with regard to their effects. 
 
["Adjustment Percentage " applicable during an Adjustment Period means the [sum][difference] of (i) 

the interest rate published on [screen page] (or a successor page thereto) on the relevant 
Adjustment Day (the "Reference Interest Rate ") and (ii) the Risk Premium applicable during 
the relevant Adjustment Period, the result being divided by 365.  The Adjustment Percentage 
(p.a.) for the first Adjustment Period shall be [percentage].] [The respective Adjustment 
Percentage for subsequent Adjustment Periods shall be published on the Issuer's website at 
[http://pb.commerzbank.com] [http://fim.commerzbank.com].]   

 
["Adjustment Period " means the period of time commencing on the [Final] Strike Date until the first 

Adjustment Day (exclusive) and each subsequent period of time commencing on an Adjustment 
Day (inclusive) until the next following Adjustment Day (exclusive).] 

 
["Adjusted Strike Price " means a price of the Share being initially equal to the Strike Price and being 

adjusted on each calendar day within the Monitoring Period.  Such Adjusted Strike Price on a 
calendar day ("T") shall correspond to the relevant Adjusted Strike Price on the preceding 
calendar day ("T-1") plus the Adjustment Amount applicable on T-1[, converted into 
[EUR][currency] at the Conversion Rate applicable on the [Final] [Strike Date] [Valuation 
Date].] 

 ["Automatic Early Redemption Amount " per Certificate means [currency] [amount].] 
 
["Automatic Early Redemption Date " means [date(s)] [each Bonus Amount Payment Date except 

[date(s)] [and the Maturity Date] [[ , all] subject to postponement in accordance with § 6 para-
graph 2].] 

 
["Barrier " [with respect to an Early Valuation Date and a Share] means [[�] of the [relevant] Strike 

Price] [the percentage specified as such in relation to the relevant Early Valuation Date in § 4 
paragraph 3] [a percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer (billiges 
Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade Date on the basis of the market 
conditions prevailing on such date and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any case, 
the Barrier will not be below [�]%].] 

 
["Basket Performance " means a decimal number equal to the arithmetic mean of all Performances]. 
 
["Bonus Amount " per Certificate means [�][ the amount specified as such in relation to the relevant 

Bonus Amount Payment Date in the table in the definition of "Bonus Amount Payment Date"].] 
[with respect to a Bonus Amount Payment Date an amount in [currency] calculated by applying 
the following formula: 

 
[ ] [ ]NBAPD+1×%•×CA=BA  

 
 where  
 

BA = Bonus Amount per Certificate  
   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
NBAPD = Number of Bonus Amount Payment Dates between the relevant Bonus 

Amount Payment Date (exclusive) and the last preceding Bonus Amount 
Payment Date on which a Bonus Amount was paid in accordance with the 
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provisions of § 3 (exclusive) or, in the case that a Bonus Amount was not 
paid prior to the relevant Bonus Amount Payment Date, the Issue Date 

] 
 
["Bonus Amount Payment Date " means [date(s)] [each of the dates as set out in the following table], 

[all] subject to postponement in accordance with § 4 paragraph 2[:][ .] 
 

Bonus Amount Payment Date Bonus Amount 
[�] [�] 

]  
 
"Calculation Amount " means [currency] [�]. 
 
["Cap [1] " means [�]%][a percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer (billiges 

Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade Date on the basis of the market 
conditions prevailing on such date and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any case, 
the Cap [1] will not be below [�]%].] 

 
["Cap 2" means [�]% [a percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer (billiges 

Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade Date on the basis of the market 
conditions prevailing on such date and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any case, 
the Cap 2 will not be below [�]%].]. 

 
"Company " [means [�][with respect to a Share means the company issuing such Shares, as 

specified in the table in the definition of "Share"]. 
 
["Conversion Rate " means [a conversion rate for [currency] 1 in EUR expressed in EUR based on 

the][ the official Euro foreign exchange reference rate for EUR 1 in [currency] expressed in 
[currency] as determined by the European Central Bank and published with respect to the 
[[Final] Strike Date and the] [Final] Valuation Date [, as the case may be,]on Reuters screen 
page ECB37 at or about 2:15 p.m. (Frankfurt am Main time)][a conversion rate for [currency] 1 
in [currency] expressed in [currency] based on (i) the official Euro foreign exchange reference 
rate for EUR 1 in [currency] expressed in [currency] as determined by the European Central 
Bank and published with respect to the [[Final] Strike Date and the] [Final] Valuation Date [, as 
the case may be,]on Reuters screen page ECB37 at or about 2:15 p.m. (Frankfurt am Main 
time) and (ii) the official Euro foreign exchange reference rate for EUR 1 in [currency] 
expressed in [currency] as determined by the European Central Bank and published with 
respect to the [[Final] Strike Date and the] [Final] Valuation Date [, as the case may be,]on 
Reuters screen page ECB37 at or about 2:15 p.m. (Frankfurt am Main time). 

 
 If [any of] the above official Euro foreign exchange reference rate[s] [for EUR 1 in [currency]]  

as determined by the European Central Bank ceases to be published on Reuters screen page 
ECB37 and is published on another screen page, then the Conversion Rate shall be [based on] 
the [relevant] official Euro foreign exchange reference rate [for EUR 1 in [currency] expressed 
in [currency]]  as published on such other page (the "Successor Page ").  The Issuer will give 
notification of such Successor Page in accordance with § 11. 

 
 Should [any of] the above official Euro foreign exchange reference rate[s] [for EUR 1 in 

[currency]]  as determined by the European Central Bank cease to be published permanently, 
then the Issuer will determine another exchange rate as the [basis of the] Conversion Rate and 
give notification of such other exchange rate in accordance with § 11. 

 
 If [any of] the above official Euro foreign exchange reference rate[s] [for EUR 1 in [currency]]  

as determined by the European Central Bank is not published on the [Final] Valuation Date on 
Reuters screen page ECB37 or on a Successor Page and if the Issuer has not determined 
another exchange rate as the Conversion Rate, then the Conversion Rate shall be the 
exchange rate for [currency] 1 in [currency] determined by the Issuer as actually traded on the 
international interbank spot market on the [[Final] Strike Date and the] [Final] Valuation Date [, 
as the case may be,]at or about 2:15 p.m. (Frankfurt am Main time).] 
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["Early Valuation Date " means [date(s)].] 
 
["EUR"] ["USD"] ["GBP"] ["CHF"] [currency] means [Euro] [United States Dollar] [Pound Sterling] 

[Swiss Franc] [currency]. 
 
"Expiry Date " means [�]. 
 
"Exchange " means [exchange][ the exchange or trading system as set out in relation to the relevant 

Share in the table in the definition of "Share"]. 
 
"Exchange Business Day " [with respect to an Exchange] means a day on which the [relevant] 

Exchange and the [relevant] Futures Exchange are open for trading during their respective 
regular trading sessions, notwithstanding the [relevant] Exchange or [relevant] Futures 
Exchange closing prior to its scheduled weekday closing time. Any trading or trading activities 
after or before the regular trading sessions on the [relevant] Exchange or the [relevant] Futures 
Exchange will not be taken into account. 

 
"Extraordinary Event " [with respect to a Share] means: 
 

(a) the termination of trading in, or early settlement of, option or futures contracts relating to 
the Share at the Futures Exchange or the announcement of such termination or early 
settlement; 

 
(b) the termination of the listing of the Share on the Exchange due to a merger by absorption 

or by creation or due to any other reason, or the becoming known of the intention of the 
Company or the announcement of the Exchange that the listing of the Share at the 
Exchange will terminate immediately or at a later date and that the Share will not be 
admitted, traded or listed at any other exchange which is comparable to the Exchange 
(including the exchange segment, if applicable) immediately following the termination of 
the listing; 

 
(c) a procedure is introduced or ongoing pursuant to which all shares or the substantial 

assets of the Company are or are liable to be nationalized or expropriated or otherwise 
transferred to public agencies, authorities or organizations; 

 
(d) the application for insolvency proceedings or for comparable proceedings with regard to 

the assets of the Company according to the applicable law of the Company; or 
 
(e) any other event being economically equivalent to the before-mentioned events with 

regard to their effects. 
 
["Final Valuation Date " means [date].] 
 
["Floor " means [�]%][a percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer (billiges 

Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade Date on the basis of the market 
conditions prevailing on such date and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any case, 
the Floor will not be below [�]%].] 

 
"Futures Exchange " [with respect to a Share] means the options or futures exchange with the highest 

trading volume of option or futures contracts relating to the Share. If option or futures contracts 
on the Share are not traded on any exchange, the Futures Exchange shall be the options or 
futures exchange with the highest amount of option or futures contracts relating to shares of 
companies having their residence in the country in which the Company has its residence. If 
there is no options or futures exchange in the country in which the Company has its residence 
on which option or futures contracts on shares are traded, the Issuer will determine the Futures 
Exchange in its reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) and 
will make notification thereof in accordance with § 11. 

 
"Issue Date " means [date]. 
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"Italian Stock Exchange " means Borsa Italiana S.p.A. 
 
"Market Disruption Event " [with respect to a Share] means the occurrence or existence of any 

suspension of, or limitation imposed on, trading in (a) the Share on the Exchange, or (b) any 
options contracts or futures contracts relating to the Share on the Futures Exchange (if such 
option or futures contracts are traded on the Futures Exchange), provided that any such 
suspension or limitation is material. The decision whether a suspension or limitation is material 
will be made by the Issuer in its reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil 
Code (BGB)). The occurrence of a Market Disruption Event on [the][a] Valuation Date [or 
[the][a] Strike Date] shall be published in accordance with § 11. 

 
 A limitation regarding the office hours or the number of days of trading will not constitute a 

Market Disruption Event if it results from an announced change in the regular business hours of 
the Exchange or the Futures Exchange, as the case may be. A limitation on trading imposed 
during the course of a day by reason of movements in price exceeding permitted limits shall 
only be deemed to be a Market Disruption Event in the case that such limitation is still prevailing 
at the time of termination of the trading hours on such date. 

 
"Maturity Date " means [the [fifth][number] Payment Business Day following the [Final] Valuation Date 

at the latest] [date, subject to postponement in accordance with § 5 paragraph 2]. 
 
["Monitoring Period " means the period from and including [date] [the [Final] Strike Date] to and 

including the [Final] Valuation Date.] 
 
["Participation Factor " means [�]% [a percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the 

Issuer (billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade Date on the basis of 
the market conditions prevailing on such date and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In 
any case, the Participation Factor will not be below [�]%].] 

 
"Payment Business Day " means a day on which [commercial banks are open for business (including 

dealings in foreign exchange and foreign currency deposits) in [city] [and Frankfurt am Main] 
and ][ the Trans-European Automated Real-Time Gross Settlement Express Transfer System 
(TARGET) and] the Clearing System settle payments in [EUR][currency]. 

 
["Performance " with respect to [a Share] [and][a Valuation Date] means the decimal number 

calculated [as the product of (i) the Weighting of such Share and (ii) the division of] [by dividing] 
[the Reference Price [A] [of such Share] with respect to the [Final] Valuation Date] [the 
arithmetic mean of the Reference Prices [of such Share] with respect to all Valuation Dates] 
[by][and] the Strike Price [of such Share] [and subtracting 1 (one) from the resulting number].] 

 
["Ratio " means [number].] 
 
"Reference Price [A] " [with respect to a Share] means the official closing price of the [relevant] Share 

as determined and published by the [relevant] Exchange on any Exchange Business Day [, 
converted into [EUR][currency] at the Conversion Rate applicable on the [Final] [Strike 
Date][Valuation Date]. 

 
["Reference Price B " [with respect to a Share] means the intra-day level of the [relevant] Share as 

determined and published by the [relevant] Exchange on any Exchange Business Day 
(including the official closing price).] 

 
["Return Factor " means [�]% [a percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer 

(billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade Date on the basis of the 
market conditions prevailing on such date and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any 
case, the Return Factor will not be below [�]%].] 

 
["Risk Premium " means a percentage determined by the Issuer in its reasonable discretion (billiges 

Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on any Adjustment Day for the Adjustment Period 
beginning on such Adjustment Day which indicates the price of the risks taken over by the 
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Issuer.  The Risk Premium for the first Adjustment Period shall be equal to [percentage].] [The 
respective Risk Premium for subsequent Adjustment Periods shall be published on the Issuer's 
website at [http://pb.commerzbank.com] [http://fim.commerzbank.com].] 

 
"Share " or "Underlying " means [a share of [company] (Bloomberg ticker [�] / ISIN [�])].[any of the 

following securities issued by the respective Company and traded on the [respective] 
Exchange: 

 
Company Bloomberg ticker ISIN Code [Exchange] [Strike Price] [Weighting] 
[�] [�] [�] [�] [�] [�] 

]  
 
["Strike Date " means [date(s)]. 
 
 If on [the] [a] Strike Date the Reference Price [A] of [the] [a] Share is not determined and 

published by the [relevant] Exchange or if on [the] [a] Strike Date a Market Disruption Event 
occurs, the [relevant] Strike Date shall be postponed to the next following Exchange Business 
Day on which the Reference Price [A] of [the] [each] Share is determined and published again 
by the [relevant] Exchange and on which a Market Disruption Event does not occur.] 

 
"Strike Price " [with respect to a Share] means [�][ the price specified as such in relation to the 

relevant Share in the table in the definition of "Share"] [[�]% of] [ the arithmetic mean of the 
Reference Prices [A] of the [relevant] Share with respect to all Strike Dates] [the Reference 
Price [A] of the [relevant] Share as of the Strike Date] [ , converted into [EUR][currency] at the 
Conversion Rate applicable on the [Final] Strike Date]] . 

 
["Trade Date " means [date]. 
 
"Valuation Date " means [date(s)][each Early Valuation Date and the Final Valuation Date]. 
 
 If on [the] [a] Valuation Date the Reference Price [A] of [the] [a] Share is not determined and 

published by the [relevant] Exchange or if on [the] [a] Valuation Date a Market Disruption Event 
occurs, the [relevant] Valuation Date shall be postponed to the next following Exchange 
Business Day on which the Reference Price [A] of [the] [each] Share is determined and 
published again by the [relevant] Exchange and on which a Market Disruption Event does not 
occur. 

 
 If, according to the before-mentioned, [the] [a] Valuation Date is postponed to the 

[second][number] Exchange Business Day prior to [the directly following [Automatic Early 
Redemption Date] [Bonus Amount Payment Date] or] the Maturity Date, and if also on such day 
the Reference Price [A] of the [affected] Share is not determined and published by the 
Exchange or a Market Disruption Event occurs on such day, then this day shall be deemed to be 
the [relevant] Valuation Date [for each Share] and the Issuer shall estimate the Reference Price 
[A] of the [affected] Share in its reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil 
Code (BGB)), and in consideration of the prevailing market conditions on such day and make a 
notification thereof in accordance with § 11. 

 
["Weighting " with respect to a Share means the number specified as such in relation to the relevant 

Share in the table in the definition of "Share".] 
 
["Worst Performing Underlying " means the Share with the lowest Performance. If the Issuer 

determines that the lowest Performance is the same for more than one of the Shares, then the 
Issuer shall decide in its own reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil 
Code (BGB)) which of the Shares shall be the Worst Performing Underlying.] 

 
 

§ 3 
MATURITY  

 
Classic Certificates  
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1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price [A] of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined in accordance with the following provisions: 

 
(a) If on the [Final] Valuation Date the Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to 

or] above [�]% of the [relevant] Strike Price, then each Certificate shall be redeemed by 
payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate equal to the Calculation Amount; or 

 
(b) in all other cases, each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement 

Amount per Certificate determined by applying the following formula: 
 

 
Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

CA x SA 
Strike

Final=  

 
 where: 
 

SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if 
necessary, to the next full [currency] [�] 
([currency] [�] will be rounded up)) 

   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price of the [Worst Performing] 

Underlying on the [Final] Valuation Date 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike  = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 

 
 
Classic Average Certificates   
 
1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined in accordance with the following provisions: 

 
(a) If on the [Final] Valuation Date the Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to 

or] above [•]% of the [relevant] Strike Price, then each Certificate shall be redeemed by 
payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate equal to the Calculation Amount; or 
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(b) In all other cases, each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement 
Amount per Certificate determined by applying the following formula: 

 

 
Underlying [Worst]

Underlying [Worst]
CA x SA 

Strike

Average=  

 
 where: 
 

SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if 
necessary, to the next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] 
will be rounded up)) 

   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingAverage = Arithmetic mean of the Reference Prices of the [Worst 

Performing] Underlying on all Valuation Dates 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 

 
 
Classic Capped Plus Certificates  

 
1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price [A] of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined in accordance with the following provisions: 

 
(a) If during the Monitoring Period the Reference Price [B] of [the] [each] Underlying has 

always been [equal to or] above [�]% of the [relevant] Strike Price, then each Certificate 
shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate equal to the 
Calculation Amount; or 

 
(b) in all other cases, each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement 

Amount per Certificate determined by applying the following formula: 
 

 
Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

 C;CAxMinSA 
Strike

Final










=  

 
 

 where: 
 

SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if 
necessary, to the next full [currency] [�] (with 
[currency] [�] being rounded upwards)) 

   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
C = Cap 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price [A] of the [Worst Performing] 

Underlying on the [Final] Valuation Date 
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[Worst] UnderlyingStrike = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 

 
 
Classic Double Capped Plus Certificates  

 
1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price [A] of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined in accordance with the following provisions: 

 
(a) If during the Monitoring Period the Reference Price [B] of [the] [each] Underlying has 

always been [equal to or] above [�]% of the [relevant] Strike Price, then each Certificate 
shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate determined by 
applying the following formula: 

 
 CCA x=SA  

 
OR 
 
(b) in all other cases, each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement 

Amount per Certificate determined by applying the following formula: 
 











=

Strike

Final

Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

 C;CA xMinSA  

 
 

 where: 
 

SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if 
necessary, to the next full [currency] [�] (with 
[currency] [�] being rounded upwards)) 

   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
C = Cap 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price [A] of the [Worst Performing] 

Underlying on the [Final] Valuation Date 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 

 
 
Classic Cap & Floor Plus Certificates  

 
1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
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the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price [A] of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined in accordance with the following provisions: 

 
(a) If during the Monitoring Period the Reference Price [B] of [the] [each] Underlying has 

always been [equal to or] above [�]% of the [relevant] Strike Price, then each Certificate 
shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate determined by 
applying the following formula: 

 




















=

Strike

Final

Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

F;Max C;MinCA xSA  

 
OR 
 
(b) in all other cases, each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement 

Amount per Certificate determined by applying the following formula: 
 

 
Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

 C;MinCA xSA 
Strike

Final










=  

 
 

where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if necessary, 

to the next full [currency] [�] (with [currency] [�] being 
rounded upwards)) 

   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
C = Cap 
   
F = Floor 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price [A] of the [Worst Performing] Underlying 

on the [Final] Valuation Date 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 

 
 
Booster Certificates   
 
1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price [A] of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined in accordance with the following provisions: 

 
(a) If on the [Final] Valuation Date the Reference Price [A] of [the] [each] Underlying is 

[equal to or] above [•]% of the [relevant] Strike Price, then each Certificate shall be 
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redeemed by payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate determined by applying the 
following formula: 

 




















−×+= 1

Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

PF ;C Min 1CA xSA 
Strike

Final  

 
OR 

 
(b) If on the [Final] Valuation Date the Reference Price [A] of [the] [each] Underlying is 

[equal to or] below [�]% of the [relevant] Strike Price but if during the Monitoring Period 
the Reference Price [B] of [the] [each] Underlying has always been [equal to or] above 
[•]% of the [relevant] Strike Price, then each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of 
a Settlement Amount per Certificate equal to the Calculation Amount;  

 
OR 
 
(c) In all other cases, each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement 

Amount per Certificate determined by applying the following formula: 
 

 
Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

CA x  SA 
Strike

Final=  

 
where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if 

necessary, to the next full [currency] [�] (with 
[currency] [�] being rounded upwards)) 

   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
C = Cap 
   
PF = Participation Factor 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price [A] of the [Worst Performing] 

Underlying on the [Final] Valuation Date 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike  = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 

 
 
Leveraged Certificates  

 
1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined by applying the following formula: 

 






















−×+×= 1

Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

0;MaxPFRFACSA
Strike

Final  
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where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if necessary, to the 

next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] will be rounded up)) 
   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
RF = Return Factor 
   
PF = Participation Factor 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingFinal  = Reference Price [of the Worst Performing] Underlying on the 

[Final] Valuation Date 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike  = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 

 
 
Leveraged Basket Certificates  

 
1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined by applying the following formula: 

 
( )( )PB0;Max×PF+RF×AC=SA  

 
where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if necessary, to the 

next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] will be rounded up)) 
   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
RF = Return Factor 
   
PF = Participation Factor 
   
BP  = Basket Performance 

 
 
Double Leveraged Certificates  

 
1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 
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2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined by applying the following formula: 

 












































−×−
























−×+

=

0;
Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

1MaxC2;MinPF

1
Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

0;MaxC1;MinPFFR

CA x SA 

Strike

Final

Strike

Final

 

 
where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if necessary, to the 

next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] will be rounded up)) 
   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
RF = Return Factor 
   
PF = Participation Factor 
   
C1 = Cap 1 
   
C2 = Cap 2 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price of the [Worst Performing] Underlying on the 

[Final] Valuation Date 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike  = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 
 
 

Call Certificates  
 

1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 
Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined by applying the following formula: 

 











−×= 1

Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

0;MaxACSA
Strike

Final  

 
where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if necessary, to the 

next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] will be rounded up)) 
   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price A of the [Worst Performing] Underlying on the 

[Final] Valuation Date 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 
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Average Call Certificates  
 

1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 
Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined by applying the following formula: 

 











−×= 1

Underlying [Worst]

Underlying [Worst]
0;MaxCASA

Strike

Average  

 
where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if 

necessary, to the next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] 
will be rounded up)) 

   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingAverage = Arithmetic mean of the Reference Prices of the [Worst 

Performing] Underlying on all Valuation Dates 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 

 
 

Participation Call Basket Certificates  
 

1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 
Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined by applying the following formula: 

 
( )PB0;MaxPFCASA ××=  

 
where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if 

necessary, to the next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] 
will be rounded up)) 

   
CA = Calculation Amount 
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PF = Participation Factor 
   
BP = Basket Performance 

 
 

Call Cap Certificates  
 
1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined by applying the following formula: 

 

 
Underlying [Worst]

Underlying [Worst]Underlying [Worst]
C;Min0;MaxCASA

Strike

StrikeFinal




















 −×=  

 
where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if necessary, to the 

next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] will be rounded up)) 
   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
C = Cap 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price of the [Worst Performing] Underlying on the 

[Final] Valuation Date 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 

 
 

Call Basket Certificates   
 
1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined by applying the following formula: 

 
( )01;-BPMaxCA x =SA  

 
 where: 
 

SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if necessary, 
to the next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] will be 
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rounded up)) 
   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
BP = Basket Performance 

 
 

Call Cap Basket Certificates  
 
1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined by applying the following formula: 

 
( )[ ]BP;CMin;0MaxPFCASA ××=  

 
where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if necessary, to the 

next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] will be rounded up)) 
   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
PF = Participation Factor 
   
C = Cap 
   
BP = Basket Performance 

 
 

Put Certificates  
 

1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 
Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined by applying the following formula: 

 











−=

Strike

Final

Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

10;MaxCA x SA  

 
where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if 
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necessary, to the next full [currency] [�] 
([currency] [�] will be rounded up)) 

   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price of the [Worst Performing] 

Underlying on the [Final] Valuation Date 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing 

Underlying] 
 
 

Put Cap Certificates  
 

1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 
Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined by applying the following formula: 

 





















 −=  
Underlying [Worst]

Underlying [Worst]Underlying [Worst]
0;MaxC;MinCA x SA 

Strike

FinalStrike  

 
where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if necessary, to the 

next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] will be rounded up)) 
   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
C = Cap 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price of the [Worst Performing] Underlying on the 

[Final] Valuation Date 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 

 
 

Put Basket Certificates   
 
1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined in accordance with the following provisions: 
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(a) If on the [Final] Valuation Date the Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to 

or] above [•]% of the [relevant] Strike Price, then each Certificate shall be redeemed by 
payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate equal to the Calculation Amount; or 

 
 

(b) In all other cases, each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement 
Amount per Certificate determined by applying the following formula: 

 
( )BP;0 1MaxCA x SA −=  

 
 where: 
 

SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if necessary, 
to the next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] will be 
rounded up)) 

   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
BP = Basket Performance 

 
Digital Certificates   
 
Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity Date by 
the payment of an amount equal to the Calculation Amount (the "Settlement Amount ").  
 
In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive the 
[relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on the 
Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date [the Performance of 
[the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [number][ the Reference Price of [the] 
[each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the [relevant] Strike Price]. In all other 
cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date. 

 
 

Participation Digital Certificates   
 
1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date [the 
Performance of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [number][ the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price]. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date. 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined in accordance with the following provisions: 

 
(a) If on the [Final] Valuation Date [the Performance of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] 

[or] [above] [number][ the Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] 
[above] [�]% of the [relevant] Strike Price], then each Certificate shall be redeemed by 
payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate equal to the Calculation Amount; or 

 
(b) in all other cases, each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement 

Amount per Certificate determined by applying the following formula: 
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PF× 
Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

CA x =SA 
Strike

Final  

 
 where: 
 

SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if 
necessary, to the next full [currency] [�] 
([currency] [�] will be rounded up)) 

   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price of the [Worst Performing] 

Underlying on the [Final] Valuation Date 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike  = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 
   
PF  = Participation Factor 

 
 

Leveraged Twin Win Plus Certificates  
 

1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 
Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price [A] of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined in accordance with the following provisions: 

 
(a) If [on the [Final] Valuation Date the Reference Price [A] of [the] [each] Underlying is 

[equal to or] above [�]% of the [relevant] Strike Price, then each Certificate shall be 
redeemed by payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate determined by applying the 
following formula: 

 

















+= 1- 

Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

 RFCA x SA 
Strike

Final  

 
OR 
 
(b) If [on the [Final] Valuation Date the Reference Price [A] of [the] [each] Underlying is 

[equal to or] below [�]% of the [relevant] Strike Price and[/or] if] during the Monitoring 
Period the Reference Price [B] of [the] [each] Underlying has always been [equal to or] 
above [�]% of the [relevant] Strike Price, then each Certificate shall be redeemed by 
payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate determined by applying the following 
formula: 

 

















−= 1- 

Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

 RFCA x SA 
Strike

Final  

 
OR 
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(c) In all other cases, each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement 
Amount per Certificate determined by applying the following formula: 

 

 
Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

CA x  SA 
Strike

Final=  

 
 

where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if 

necessary, to the next full [currency] [�] (with 
[currency] [�] being rounded upwards)) 

   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
RF = Return Factor 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price [A] of the [Worst Performing] 

Underlying on the [Final] Valuation Date 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 

 
 
Basket Certificates  

 
1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined in accordance with the following provisions: 

 
(a) If on the [Final] Valuation Date the Basket Performance is [equal to] [or] [above] 

[number], then each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement Amount 
per Certificate determined by applying the following formula: 

 
( )( )( )1PBPFRF;Min100%ACSA −×+×=  

 
OR 
 
(b) If on the [Final] Valuation Date the Basket Performance is [equal to] [or] [below] 

[number] but [equal to] [or] [above] [number], then each Certificate shall be redeemed by 
payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate equal to the Calculation Amount;  

 
OR 
 
(c) in all other cases, each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement 

Amount per Certificate determined by applying the following formula: 
 

BP×AC=SA  
 
Where, with respect to (a) and (c) above: 
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SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if necessary, to the 
next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] will be rounded up)) 

   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
RF = Return Factor 
   
PF = Participation Factor 
   
BP  = Basket Performance 

 
 

Participation Recovery Certificates  
 

1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 
Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price [A] of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined in accordance with the following provisions: 

 
(a) If on the [Final] Valuation Date the Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to 

or] above [�]% of the [relevant] Strike Price, then each Certificate shall be redeemed by 
payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate equal to the Calculation Amount; or 

 
(b) in all other cases, each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement 

Amount per Certificate determined by applying the following formula: 
 































×+= 1- 

Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

PFRF 0;Max CA x SA 
Strike

Final  

 
 where: 
 

SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if 
necessary, to the next full [currency] [�] 
([currency] [�] will be rounded up)) 

   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
RF  = Return Factor 
   
PF  = Participation Factor 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price of the [Worst Performing] 

Underlying on the [Final] Valuation Date 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike  = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 

 
 

Turbo Put Certificates  
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1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 
Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price [A] of the Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the Strike 
Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the respective Bonus Amount 
Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined by applying the following formula: 

 
( ) RUnderlyingUnderlyingSA FinalstedStrikeAdju ×−=  

 
where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if necessary, to the 

next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] will be rounded up)) 
   
UnderlyingStrikeAdjusted = Adjusted Strike Price on the [Final] Valuation Date 
   
UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price [A] of the Underlying on the [Final] Valuation 

Date 
   
R = Ratio 

 
 

Turbo Call Certificates  
 

1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 
Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price [A] of the Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the Strike 
Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the respective Bonus Amount 
Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined by applying the following formula: 

 
( ) RUnderlyingUnderlyingSA stedStrikeAdjuFinal ×= -  

 
where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if necessary, to the 

next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] will be rounded up)) 
   
UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price [A] of the Underlying on the [Final] Valuation 

Date 
   
UnderlyingStrikeAdjusted = Adjusted Strike Price on the [Final] Valuation Date 
   
R = Ratio 
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§ 4 
EARLY REDEMPTION; REPURCHASE 

 
Certificates without any early redemption except as contemplated in § 6 
 
1. Except as provided in § 6, the Issuer shall not be entitled to redeem the Certificates prior to the 

Maturity Date. 
 
2. The Certificateholders shall not be entitled to call for redemption of the Certificates prior to the 

Maturity Date. 
 
3. The Certificates shall not be terminated automatically and redeemed prior to the Maturity Date. 

 
4. The Issuer may at any time purchase Certificates in the market or otherwise. Certificates 

repurchased by or on behalf of the Issuer may be held by the Issuer, re-issued or resold. 
 
[5. For so long as the Certificates are admitted to listing on Borsa Italiana S.p.A. and to trading on 

the Electronic Securitised Derivatives Market (SeDeX) of Borsa Italiana S.p.A., then at any time 
prior to [5:50 p.m. Milan time] [�] (the "Renouncement Notice Cut-Off Time ") on [the [first] 
[number] Payment Business Day following the [Final] Valuation Date] [�] (the "Renouncement 
Notice Cut-Off Date "), any Certificateholder may renounce the redemption of the Certificates by 
payment of the Settlement Amount in accordance with § 3 (the "Automatic Exercise ") by the 
delivery of a duly completed renouncement notice (the "Renouncement Notice ") in the form set 
out in Annex 1 to these Terms and Conditions to the Certificates Account Holder, with a copy 
thereof to the Paying Agent. Once delivered, a Renouncement Notice shall be irrevocable and 
the relevant Certificateholder may not transfer the Certificates which are the subject of the 
Renouncement Notice. If a duly completed Renouncement Notice is validly delivered prior to the 
Renouncement Notice Cut-off Time on the Renouncement Notice Cut-off Date, any rights arising 
from the Certificates will terminate upon such delivery and the relevant Certificateholder will not 
be entitled to receive the Settlement Amount payable by the Issuer with respect to the 
Certificates and the Issuer shall have no further liability with respect to such Settlement Amount.  

 
 Any determination as to whether a Renouncement Notice is duly completed and in proper form 

shall be made by the Certificates Account Holder (in consultation with the Paying Agent and the 
Clearing System) and shall be conclusive and binding on the Issuer, the Paying Agent and the 
relevant Certificateholder. 

 
 Subject as follows, any Renouncement Notice so determined to be incomplete or not in proper 

form shall be null and void. If such Renouncement Notice is subsequently corrected to the 
satisfaction of the Paying Agent, it shall be deemed to be a new Renouncement Notice 
submitted at the time such correction was delivered to the Certificates Account Holder, with a 
copy thereof to the Paying Agent.]  

 
Certificates with a call option 
 
1. The Issuer shall, in addition to the right to redeem the Certificates prior to the Maturity Date in 

accordance with § 6, have the right to redeem all, but not in part, of the outstanding Certificates 
in each case at [an amount per Certificate equal to the Calculation Amount] [insert other 
amount] (the "Early Redemption Amount "), with effect as of [any Bonus Amount Payment 
Date] [date] (each an "Early Redemption Date ") (the "Early Redemption "). 

 
 Early Redemption must be announced at [least [number] calendar days] [the latest on the 

[Early] Valuation Date directly] prior to the Early Redemption Date in accordance with § 11. The 
notice is irrevocable and must state the Early Redemption Date. 

 
2. The Certificateholders shall not be entitled to call for redemption of the Certificates prior to the 

Maturity Date. 
 
3. The Certificates shall not be terminated automatically and redeemed prior to the Maturity Date. 
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4. The Issuer may at any time purchase Certificates in the market or otherwise. Certificates 
repurchased by or on behalf of the Issuer may be held by the Issuer, re-issued or resold. 

 
[5. For so long as the Certificates are admitted to listing on Borsa Italiana S.p.A. and to trading on 

the Electronic Securitised Derivatives Market (SeDeX) of Borsa Italiana S.p.A., then at any time 
prior to [5:50 p.m. Milan time] [�] (the "Renouncement Notice Cut-Off Time ") on [the [first] 
[number] Payment Business Day following the [Final] Valuation Date] [�] (the "Renouncement 
Notice Cut-Off Date "), any Certificateholder may renounce the redemption of the Certificates by 
payment of the Settlement Amount in accordance with § 3 (the "Automatic Exercise ") by the 
delivery of a duly completed renouncement notice (the "Renouncement Notice ") in the form set 
out in Annex 1 to these Terms and Conditions to the Certificates Account Holder, with a copy 
thereof to the Paying Agent. Once delivered, a Renouncement Notice shall be irrevocable and 
the relevant Certificateholder may not transfer the Certificates which are the subject of the 
Renouncement Notice. If a duly completed Renouncement Notice is validly delivered prior to the 
Renouncement Notice Cut-off Time on the Renouncement Notice Cut-off Date, any rights arising 
from the Certificates will terminate upon such delivery and the relevant Certificateholder will not 
be entitled to receive the Settlement Amount payable by the Issuer with respect to the 
Certificates and the Issuer shall have no further liability with respect to such Settlement Amount.  

 
 Any determination as to whether a Renouncement Notice is duly completed and in proper form 

shall be made by the Certificates Account Holder (in consultation with the Paying Agent and the 
Clearing System) and shall be conclusive and binding on the Issuer, the Paying Agent and the 
relevant Certificateholder. 

 
 Subject as follows, any Renouncement Notice so determined to be incomplete or not in proper 

form shall be null and void. If such Renouncement Notice is subsequently corrected to the 
satisfaction of the Paying Agent, it shall be deemed to be a new Renouncement Notice 
submitted at the time such correction was delivered to the Certificates Account Holder, with a 
copy thereof to the Paying Agent.]  

 
Certificates with a put option 
 
1. Except as provided in § 6, the Issuer shall not be entitled to redeem the Certificates prior to the 

Maturity Date. 
 
2. Each Certificateholder is entitled to request early redemption of the Certificates ("Early 

Redemption "). Early Redemption may be requested on any Payment Business Day from the 
Issue Date (including) to the [Final] Valuation Date (excluding) (any such date being a "Put 
Date") only in accordance with the provisions set out below in this § 4 paragraph 2 and only with 
effect as of an Early Redemption Date. "Early Redemption Date " means any [fifth] [number] 
Payment Business Day following the relevant Put Date.  

  
In case of an Early Redemption each relevant Certificate will be redeemed on the relevant Early 
Redemption Date by the payment of [an amount per Certificate equal to the Calculation Amount] 
[ insert other amount] (the "Early Redemption Amount "). 

 
 In order to validly call the certificates for redemption with respect to an Early Redemption Date 

[with the exception of the day the annual shareholders' meeting of the Issuer takes place][ insert 
other provisions of exception] the Certificateholder is obliged to instruct the account holding 
bank not later than [time] on the relevant Put Date to 

 
 i. deliver a written redemption notice (the "Early  Redemption Notice ") via the account 

holding bank to the Paying Agent in the form as attached in Annex 2 to these Terms and 
Conditions and as available at the Paying Agent or by providing all information and 
statements requested therein; 

 
 ii. deliver the Certificates via the account holding bank by crediting the Certificates to the 

account of the Paying Agent with the Clearing System. 
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 On the Early Redemption Date at or prior to 10:00 a.m. (Frankfurt am Main time) (i) the 
Redemption Notice has to be received by the Paying Agent and (ii) the Certificates have to be 
booked at the account of the Paying Agent with the Clearing System. 

 
 The Redemption Notice shall be binding and irrevocable. A Redemption Notice submitted with 

regard to a specific Early Redemption Date shall be void if the above-mentioned provisions are 
not fulfilled. If the Certificates to which a Redemption Notice relates are not delivered or not 
delivered on time to the Paying Agent, the Redemption Notice shall be void. If the number of 
Certificates stated in the Redemption Notice, for which redemption is requested, differs from the 
number of Certificates transferred to the Paying Agent, the Redemption Notice shall be deemed 
submitted only with regard to the smaller number of Certificates. Any excess Certificates shall 
be re-transferred for the cost and the risk of the Certificateholder to the account holding bank. 

 
 Following the valid submission of Certificates for Early Redemption, the Issuer shall ensure that 

the Early Redemption Amount is made available to the Paying Agent, which shall in turn transfer 
such amount to an account of the account-holding bank on the relevant Early Redemption Date. 

 
3. The Certificates shall not be terminated automatically and redeemed prior to the Maturity Date. 

 
4. The Issuer may at any time purchase Certificates in the market or otherwise. Certificates 

repurchased by or on behalf of the Issuer may be held by the Issuer, re-issued or resold. 
 
[5. For so long as the Certificates are admitted to listing on Borsa Italiana S.p.A. and to trading on 

the Electronic Securitised Derivatives Market (SeDeX) of Borsa Italiana S.p.A., then at any time 
prior to [5:50 p.m. Milan time] [�] (the "Renouncement Notice Cut-Off Time ") on [the [first] 
[number] Payment Business Day following the [Final] Valuation Date] [�] (the "Renouncement 
Notice Cut-Off Date "), any Certificateholder may renounce the redemption of the Certificates by 
payment of the Settlement Amount in accordance with § 3 (the "Automatic Exercise ") by the 
delivery of a duly completed renouncement notice (the "Renouncement Notice ") in the form set 
out in Annex 1 to these Terms and Conditions to the Certificates Account Holder, with a copy 
thereof to the Paying Agent. Once delivered, a Renouncement Notice shall be irrevocable and 
the relevant Certificateholder may not transfer the Certificates which are the subject of the 
Renouncement Notice. If a duly completed Renouncement Notice is validly delivered prior to the 
Renouncement Notice Cut-off Time on the Renouncement Notice Cut-off Date, any rights arising 
from the Certificates will terminate upon such delivery and the relevant Certificateholder will not 
be entitled to receive the Settlement Amount payable by the Issuer with respect to the 
Certificates and the Issuer shall have no further liability with respect to such Settlement Amount.  

 
 Any determination as to whether a Renouncement Notice is duly completed and in proper form 

shall be made by the Certificates Account Holder (in consultation with the Paying Agent and the 
Clearing System) and shall be conclusive and binding on the Issuer, the Paying Agent and the 
relevant Certificateholder. 

 
 Subject as follows, any Renouncement Notice so determined to be incomplete or not in proper 

form shall be null and void. If such Renouncement Notice is subsequently corrected to the 
satisfaction of the Paying Agent, it shall be deemed to be a new Renouncement Notice 
submitted at the time such correction was delivered to the Certificates Account Holder, with a 
copy thereof to the Paying Agent.]  

 
Certificates with a call and a put option 
 
1. The Issuer shall, in addition to the right to redeem the Certificates prior to the Maturity Date in 

accordance with § 6, have the right to redeem all, but not in part, of the outstanding Certificates 
in each case at [an amount per Certificate equal to the Calculation Amount] [insert other 
amount] (the "Early Redemption Amount "), with effect as of [any Bonus Amount Payment 
Date] [date] (each an "Early Redemption Date ") (the "Early Redemption "). 

 
 Early Redemption must be announced at [least [number] calendar days] [the latest on the 

[Early] Valuation Date directly] prior to the Early Redemption Date in accordance with § 11. The 
notice is irrevocable and must state the Early Redemption Date. 
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2. Each Certificateholder is entitled to request early redemption of the Certificates ("Early 

Redemption "). Early Redemption may be requested on any Payment Business Day from the 
Issue Date (including) to the [Final] Valuation Date (excluding) (any such date being a "Put 
Date") only in accordance with the provisions set out below in this § 4 paragraph 2 and only with 
effect as of an Early Redemption Date. "Early Redemption Date " means any [fifth] [number] 
Payment Business Day following the relevant Put Date.  

  
In case of an Early Redemption each relevant Certificate will be redeemed on the relevant Early 
Redemption Date by the payment of [an amount per Certificate equal to the Calculation Amount] 
[ insert other amount] (the "Early Redemption Amount "). 

 
 In order to validly call the certificates for redemption with respect to an Early Redemption Date 

[with the exception of the day the annual shareholders' meeting of the Issuer takes place][ insert 
other provisions of exception] the Certificateholder is obliged to instruct the account holding 
bank not later than [time] on the relevant Put Date to 

 
 i. deliver a written redemption notice (the "Early  Redemption Notice ") via the account 

holding bank to the Paying Agent in the form as attached in Annex 2 to these Terms and 
Conditions and as available at the Paying Agent or by providing all information and 
statements requested therein; 

 
 ii. deliver the Certificates via the account holding bank by crediting the Certificates to the 

account of the Paying Agent with the Clearing System. 
 
 On the Early Redemption Date at or prior to 10:00 a.m. (Frankfurt am Main time) (i) the 

Redemption Notice has to be received by the Paying Agent and (ii) the Certificates have to be 
booked at the account of the Paying Agent with the Clearing System. 

 
 The Redemption Notice shall be binding and irrevocable. A Redemption Notice submitted with 

regard to a specific Early Redemption Date shall be void if the above-mentioned provisions are 
not fulfilled. If the Certificates to which a Redemption Notice relates are not delivered or not 
delivered on time to the Paying Agent, the Redemption Notice shall be void. If the number of 
Certificates stated in the Redemption Notice, for which redemption is requested, differs from the 
number of Certificates transferred to the Paying Agent, the Redemption Notice shall be deemed 
submitted only with regard to the smaller number of Certificates. Any excess Certificates shall 
be re-transferred for the cost and the risk of the Certificateholder to the account holding bank. 

 
 Following the valid submission of Certificates for Early Redemption, the Issuer shall ensure that 

the Early Redemption Amount is made available to the Paying Agent, which shall in turn transfer 
such amount to an account of the account-holding bank on the relevant Early Redemption Date. 

 
3. The Certificates shall not be terminated automatically and redeemed prior to the Maturity Date. 

 
4. The Issuer may at any time purchase Certificates in the market or otherwise. Certificates 

repurchased by or on behalf of the Issuer may be held by the Issuer, re-issued or resold. 
 
[5. For so long as the Certificates are admitted to listing on Borsa Italiana S.p.A. and to trading on 

the Electronic Securitised Derivatives Market (SeDeX) of Borsa Italiana S.p.A., then at any time 
prior to [5:50 p.m. Milan time] [�] (the "Renouncement Notice Cut-Off Time ") on [the [first] 
[number] Payment Business Day following the [Final] Valuation Date] [�] (the "Renouncement 
Notice Cut-Off Date "), any Certificateholder may renounce the redemption of the Certificates by 
payment of the Settlement Amount in accordance with § 3 (the "Automatic Exercise ") by the 
delivery of a duly completed renouncement notice (the "Renouncement Notice ") in the form set 
out in Annex 1 to these Terms and Conditions to the Certificates Account Holder, with a copy 
thereof to the Paying Agent. Once delivered, a Renouncement Notice shall be irrevocable and 
the relevant Certificateholder may not transfer the Certificates which are the subject of the 
Renouncement Notice. If a duly completed Renouncement Notice is validly delivered prior to the 
Renouncement Notice Cut-off Time on the Renouncement Notice Cut-off Date, any rights arising 
from the Certificates will terminate upon such delivery and the relevant Certificateholder will not 
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be entitled to receive the Settlement Amount payable by the Issuer with respect to the 
Certificates and the Issuer shall have no further liability with respect to such Settlement Amount.  

 
 Any determination as to whether a Renouncement Notice is duly completed and in proper form 

shall be made by the Certificates Account Holder (in consultation with the Paying Agent and the 
Clearing System) and shall be conclusive and binding on the Issuer, the Paying Agent and the 
relevant Certificateholder. 

 
 Subject as follows, any Renouncement Notice so determined to be incomplete or not in proper 

form shall be null and void. If such Renouncement Notice is subsequently corrected to the 
satisfaction of the Paying Agent, it shall be deemed to be a new Renouncement Notice 
submitted at the time such correction was delivered to the Certificates Account Holder, with a 
copy thereof to the Paying Agent.]  

 
Certificates with an automatic early redemption 
 
1. Except as provided in § 6, the Issuer shall not be entitled to redeem the Certificates prior to the 

Maturity Date. 
 
2. The Certificateholders shall not be entitled to call for redemption of the Certificates prior to the 

Maturity Date. 
 
3. Notwithstanding any other rights to redeem the Certificates prior to the Maturity Date in 

accordance with these Terms and Conditions, the Certificates shall be terminated automatically 
and redeemed on [an] [the] Automatic Early Redemption Date at the Automatic Early 
Redemption Amount per Certificate if on the Early Valuation Date directly preceding such 
Automatic Early Redemption Date the Reference Price [A] of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal 
to or] [above] [below] [[•]% of the [relevant] Strike Price] [the Barrier with respect to the 
relevant Early Valuation Date]. 
The rights in connection with the Certificates shall expire upon the payment of the Automatic 
Early Redemption Amount [and the [relevant] Bonus Amount] on the [relevant] Automatic Early 
Redemption Date. 
 

4. The Issuer may at any time purchase Certificates in the market or otherwise. Certificates 
repurchased by or on behalf of the Issuer may be held by the Issuer, re-issued or resold. 

 
[5. For so long as the Certificates are admitted to listing on Borsa Italiana S.p.A. and to trading on 

the Electronic Securitised Derivatives Market (SeDeX) of Borsa Italiana S.p.A., then at any time 
prior to [5:50 p.m. Milan time] [�] (the "Renouncement Notice Cut-Off Time ") on [the [first] 
[number] Payment Business Day following the [Final] Valuation Date] [�] (the "Renouncement 
Notice Cut-Off Date "), any Certificateholder may renounce the redemption of the Certificates by 
payment of the Settlement Amount in accordance with § 3 (the "Automatic Exercise ") by the 
delivery of a duly completed renouncement notice (the "Renouncement Notice ") in the form set 
out in Annex 1 to these Terms and Conditions to the Certificates Account Holder, with a copy 
thereof to the Paying Agent. Once delivered, a Renouncement Notice shall be irrevocable and 
the relevant Certificateholder may not transfer the Certificates which are the subject of the 
Renouncement Notice. If a duly completed Renouncement Notice is validly delivered prior to the 
Renouncement Notice Cut-off Time on the Renouncement Notice Cut-off Date, any rights arising 
from the Certificates will terminate upon such delivery and the relevant Certificateholder will not 
be entitled to receive the Settlement Amount payable by the Issuer with respect to the 
Certificates and the Issuer shall have no further liability with respect to such Settlement Amount.  

 
 Any determination as to whether a Renouncement Notice is duly completed and in proper form 

shall be made by the Certificates Account Holder (in consultation with the Paying Agent and the 
Clearing System) and shall be conclusive and binding on the Issuer, the Paying Agent and the 
relevant Certificateholder. 

 
 Subject as follows, any Renouncement Notice so determined to be incomplete or not in proper 

form shall be null and void. If such Renouncement Notice is subsequently corrected to the 
satisfaction of the Paying Agent, it shall be deemed to be a new Renouncement Notice 
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submitted at the time such correction was delivered to the Certificates Account Holder, with a 
copy thereof to the Paying Agent.]  

 
Certificates with a knock-out 
 
1. Except as provided in § 6, the Issuer shall not be entitled to redeem the Certificates prior to the 

Maturity Date. 
 
2. The Certificateholders shall not be entitled to call for redemption of the Certificates prior to the 

Maturity Date. 
 
3. Notwithstanding any other rights to redeem the Certificates prior to the Maturity Date in 

accordance with these Terms and Conditions, the Certificates shall be terminated automatically 
if on any day during the Monitoring Period the [Reference Price [B] of the Underlying][ relevant 
Adjusted Strike Price] is [equal to] [or] [below][above] the Barrier (the "Knock-out Event "). 

 
 In the case of a Knock-out Event, the Certificates shall be redeemed at an amount in [currency] 

which shall be determined by the Issuer in its reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) 
(§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) as the fair value of the Certificates at the date of the Knock-
out Event by taking into account the relevant prevailing market conditions (the "Automatic Early 
Redemption Amount ") which shall be notified in accordance with § 11.  The Automatic Early 
Redemption Amount shall be payable at the latest on the [fifth][ordinal number] Payment 
Business Day following the day on which the Knock-out Event occurred, but in no case earlier 
than [five][number] Payment Business Days after the Issue Date and not later than on the 
Maturity Date.  The rights arising from the Certificates will terminate upon the payment of the 
Automatic Early Redemption Amount. 

 
4. The Issuer may at any time purchase Certificates in the market or otherwise. Certificates 

repurchased by or on behalf of the Issuer may be held by the Issuer, re-issued or resold. 
 
[5. For so long as the Certificates are admitted to listing on Borsa Italiana S.p.A. and to trading on 

the Electronic Securitised Derivatives Market (SeDeX) of Borsa Italiana S.p.A., then at any time 
prior to [5:50 p.m. Milan time] [�] (the "Renouncement Notice Cut-Off Time ") on [the [first] 
[number] Payment Business Day following the [Final] Valuation Date] [�] (the "Renouncement 
Notice Cut-Off Date "), any Certificateholder may renounce the redemption of the Certificates by 
payment of the Settlement Amount in accordance with § 3 (the "Automatic Exercise ") by the 
delivery of a duly completed renouncement notice (the "Renouncement Notice ") in the form set 
out in Annex 1 to these Terms and Conditions to the Certificates Account Holder, with a copy 
thereof to the Paying Agent. Once delivered, a Renouncement Notice shall be irrevocable and 
the relevant Certificateholder may not transfer the Certificates which are the subject of the 
Renouncement Notice. If a duly completed Renouncement Notice is validly delivered prior to the 
Renouncement Notice Cut-off Time on the Renouncement Notice Cut-off Date, any rights arising 
from the Certificates will terminate upon such delivery and the relevant Certificateholder will not 
be entitled to receive the Settlement Amount payable by the Issuer with respect to the 
Certificates and the Issuer shall have no further liability with respect to such Settlement Amount.  

 
 Any determination as to whether a Renouncement Notice is duly completed and in proper form 

shall be made by the Certificates Account Holder (in consultation with the Paying Agent and the 
Clearing System) and shall be conclusive and binding on the Issuer, the Paying Agent and the 
relevant Certificateholder. 

 
 Subject as follows, any Renouncement Notice so determined to be incomplete or not in proper 

form shall be null and void. If such Renouncement Notice is subsequently corrected to the 
satisfaction of the Paying Agent, it shall be deemed to be a new Renouncement Notice 
submitted at the time such correction was delivered to the Certificates Account Holder, with a 
copy thereof to the Paying Agent.]  
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§ 5 
PAYMENTS 

 
Certificates with the exception of USD Certificates with a lifetime of more than one year  

 
1. All amounts payable pursuant to these Terms and Conditions shall be paid to the Paying 

Agent for transfer to the Clearing System or pursuant to the Clearing System's instruction for 
credit to the relevant accountholders on the dates stated in these Terms and Conditions. 
Payment to the Clearing System or pursuant to the Clearing System's instruction shall release 
the Issuer from its payment obligations under the Certificates in the amount of such payment. 

 
2. If any payment with respect to a Certificate is to be effected on a day other than a Payment 

Business Day, payment shall be effected on the next following Payment Business Day. In this 
case, the relevant Certificateholder shall neither be entitled to any payment claim nor to any 
interest claim or other compensation with respect to such delay. 

 
3. All payments are subject in all cases to any applicable fiscal or other laws, regulations and 

directives. 
 
 
USD Certificates with a lifetime of more than one year  

 
1. All amounts payable pursuant to these Terms and Conditions shall be paid to the Paying 

Agent for transfer to the Clearing System or pursuant to the Clearing System's instruction for 
credit to the relevant accountholders on the dates stated in these Terms and Conditions. 
Payment to the Clearing System or pursuant to the Clearing System's instruction shall release 
the Issuer from its payment obligations under the Certificates in the amount of such payment. 

 
 Payments on Certificates represented by a Temporary Global Certificate shall only be effected 

upon due certification in accordance with § 1 paragraph 1. 
 

2. If any payment with respect to a Certificate is to be effected on a day other than a Payment 
Business Day, payment shall be effected on the next following Payment Business Day. In this 
case, the relevant Certificateholder shall neither be entitled to any payment claim nor to any 
interest claim or other compensation with respect to such delay. 

 
3. All payments are subject in all cases to any applicable fiscal or other laws, regulations and 

directives. 
 
 

§ 6 
ADJUSTMENTS; EXTRAORDINARY TERMINATION RIGHT OF THE  ISSUER 

 
1. If an Adjustment Event or an Extraordinary Event has a material effect on the price of the Share, 

the Issuer will make adjustments to the Terms and Conditions taking into consideration the 
provisions set forth hereinafter. If an Extraordinary Event has occurred, the Issuer may (instead 
of such an adjustment) optionally terminate the Certificates prematurely with respect to a 
Payment Business Day (the "Extraordinary Termination Date ") with a prior notice of seven 
Payment Business Days in accordance with § 11. Any termination of the Certificates in part 
shall be excluded.  

 
(a) Adjustments to the Terms and Conditions shall correspond to the adjustments to option or 

futures contracts relating to the Share made by the Futures Exchange or that would have 
been made by the Futures Exchange if such option or futures contracts were traded on 
the Futures Exchange. In the event of any doubts regarding the application of the 
adjustment rules of the Futures Exchange, the Issuer shall decide in its reasonable 
discretion (billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)). The adjustments made 
by the Issuer may deviate from those made by the Futures Exchange in cases where the 
adjustments made by the Futures Exchange would only lead to a minor adjustment of the 
Terms and Conditions, as well as in cases when and where such deviation is necessary in 
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the reasonable discretion of the Issuer (billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code 
(BGB)) to compensate for the economic effect of the relevant Adjustment Event or 
Extraordinary Event on the price of the Share.  

 
Certificates without a Barrier 

 
As a result of such adjustments especially the Strike Price may be amended.  
 

Certificates with a Barrier 
 
As a result of such adjustments especially the Strike Price and/or the Barrier may be 
amended.  
 

Turbo Put or Turbo Call Certificates 
 
As a result of such adjustments especially the Strike Price and/or the Barrier and/or the 
Ratio may be amended.  
 
The adjustments may also result in the Share being replaced by another share or other 
securities, a basket of securities and/or cash, and another stock exchange being 
determined as the Exchange. If the Futures Exchange makes an adjustment by replacing 
the Share by a basket of shares, the Issuer shall be entitled to determine only the share 
with the highest market capitalisation on the relevant Cut-off Date (as defined below) as 
the (new) Underlying, to sell the remaining shares in the basket on the first Exchange 
Business Day following the Cut-off Date (as defined below) at the first available price and 
to reinvest the proceeds immediately afterwards in the remaining Share. 
 
Adjustments and determinations take effect as from the date (the "Cut-off Date ") 
determined by the Issuer in its reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German 
Civil Code (BGB)), provided that (in case the Issuer follows the manner in which 
adjustments are or would be made by the Futures Exchange) the Issuer shall use the 
date at which such adjustments take effect or would take effect at the Futures Exchange 
if such option or futures contracts were traded at the Futures Exchange.  
 
Adjustments and determinations as well as the effective date shall be notified by the 
Issuer in accordance with § 11.  
 
Any adjustment in accordance with this § 6 paragraph 1 does not exclude a later 
termination in accordance with this paragraph on the basis of the same event. 

 
(b) If the Certificates are called for redemption due to the occurrence of an Extraordinary 

Event, they shall be redeemed at the termination amount per Certificate (the 
"Extraordinary Termination  Amount ") which shall be calculated by the Issuer in its 
reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) by taking into 
account applicable market conditions.  

  
The Issuer shall pay the Extraordinary Termination Amount to the Certificateholders not 
later than the fifth Payment Business Day following the Extraordinary Termination Date to 
the Clearing System for crediting the accounts of the depositors of the Certificates with the 
Clearing System. The rights in connection with the Certificates shall expire upon the 
payment of the Extraordinary Termination Amount to the Clearing System. 

 
2. The Issuer may also terminate the Certificates according to paragraph 1 in the case of a 

takeover-bid, i.e. an offer to take over or to swap or any other offer or any other act of an 
individual person or a legal entity that results in the individual person or legal entity buying, 
otherwise acquiring or obtaining a right to buy more than 10% of the outstanding shares of the 
Company as a consequence of a conversion or otherwise, all as determined by the Issuer 
based on notifications to the competent authorities or on other information determined as 
relevant by the Issuer. 
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§ 7 
TAXES 

 
All present and future taxes, fees or other duties in connection with the Certificates shall be borne and 
paid by the Certificateholders. The Issuer is entitled to withhold from payments to be made under the 
Certificates any taxes, fees and/or duties payable by the Certificateholder in accordance with the 
previous sentence. 
 
 

§ 8 
STATUS 

 
The obligations under the Certificates constitute direct, unconditional and unsecured (nicht dinglich 
besichert) obligations of the Issuer and rank at least pari passu with all other unsecured and 
unsubordinated obligations of the Issuer (save for such exceptions as may exist from time to time 
under applicable law). 
 
 

§ 9 
PAYING AGENT 

 
[1. [Commerzbank Aktiengesellschaft, Kaiserstraße 16 (Kaiserplatz), 60311 Frankfurt am Main, 

Federal Republic of Germany][●], shall be the paying agent (the "Paying Agent "). 
 
2. The Issuer shall be entitled at any time to appoint another bank of international standing as 

Paying Agent. Such appointment and the effective date shall be notified in accordance with § 11. 
 
3. The Paying Agent is hereby granted exemption from the restrictions of § 181 of the German 

Civil Code (BGB) and any similar restrictions of the applicable laws of any other country.] 
 
[1. [Commerzbank Aktiengesellschaft, Kaiserstraße 16 (Kaiserplatz), 60311 Frankfurt am Main, 

Federal Republic of Germany][●], shall be the paying agent (the "Paying Agent ") and [BNP 
Paribas Securities Services, Via Ansperto 5, 20123 Milano, Republic of Italy][●], shall be the 
additional paying agent (the "Additional Paying Agent "). 

 
2. The Issuer shall be entitled at any time to appoint another bank of international standing as 

Paying Agent and/or Additional Paying Agent. Such appointment and the effective date shall be 
notified in accordance with § 11. 

 
3. The Paying Agent and the Additional Paying Agent are hereby granted exemption from the 

restrictions of § 181 of the German Civil Code (BGB) and any similar restrictions of the 
applicable laws of any other country.] 

 
 

§ 10 
SUBSTITUTION OF THE ISSUER 

 
1. Any other company may assume at any time during the life of the Certificates, subject to 

paragraph 2, without the Certificateholders' consent all the obligations of the Issuer under and in 
connection with the Certificates. Any such substitution and the effective date shall be notified by 
the Issuer in accordance with § 11. 

 
 Upon any such substitution, such substitute company (hereinafter called the "New Issuer ") shall 

succeed to, and be substituted for, and may exercise every right and power of, the Issuer under 
the Certificates with the same effect as if the New Issuer had been named as the Issuer in these 
Terms and Conditions; the Issuer (and, in the case of a repeated application of this § 10, each 
previous New Issuer) shall be released from its obligations hereunder and from its liability as 
obligor under the Certificates. 
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 In the event of such substitution, any reference in these Terms and Conditions to the Issuer 

shall from then on be deemed to refer to the New Issuer.  
 
2. No such assumption shall be permitted unless 
 
 (a) the New Issuer has agreed to assume all obligations of the Issuer under the Certificates; 
 
 (b) the New Issuer has agreed to indemnify and hold harmless each Certificateholder against 

any tax, duty, assessment or governmental charge imposed on such Certificateholder in 
respect of such substitution; 

 
 (c) the Issuer (in this capacity referred to as the "Guarantor ") has unconditionally and 

irrevocably guaranteed to the Certificateholders compliance by the New Issuer with all 
obligations under the Certificates;  

 
 (d) the New Issuer and the Guarantor have obtained all governmental authorisations, 

approvals, consents and permissions necessary in the jurisdictions in which the 
Guarantor and/or the New Issuer are domiciled or the country under the laws of which 
they are organised. 

 
3. Upon any substitution of the Issuer for a New Issuer, this § 10 shall apply again. 
 
 

§ 11 
NOTICES 

 
Certificates which shall not be listed on Borsa Italiana S.p.A.  
 
Notices relating to the Certificates shall be published on the Issuer's website [�] [or in the electronic 
version of the Federal Gazette (Bundesanzeiger)] and shall be deemed to be effective upon such 
publication unless such publication gives another effective date. 
 
Certificates which shall be listed on Borsa Italiana S.p.A.  
 
Notices relating to the Certificates shall be published on the Issuer's website [�] [or in the electronic 
version of the Federal Gazette (Bundesanzeiger)] and possibly, without giving rise to any obligation for 
the Issuer, through a notice by Borsa Italiana S.p.A., and shall be deemed to be effective upon such 
publication unless such publication gives another effective date. 
 
Following the admission to listing of the Certificates, any change/amendment or material information in 
connection with the Certificates will be published by Borsa Italiana S.p.A. through a stock exchange 
notice in accordance with the relevant legal and regulatory provisions in force in the Republic of Italy. 
 
 

§ 12 
LIMITATION OF LIABILITY 

 
The Issuer shall be held responsible for acting or failing to act in connection with the Certificates only 
if, and insofar as, it either breaches material obligations under or in connection with the Terms and 
Conditions negligently or wilfully or breaches other obligations with gross negligence or wilfully. The 
same applies to the Paying Agent and the Additional Paying Agent, if any. 
 
 

§ 13 
FINAL CLAUSES 
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1. [The Certificates and the rights and duties of the Certificateholders, the Issuer, the Paying 
Agent and the Guarantor (if any) shall in all respects be governed by the laws of the Federal 
Republic of Germany.]  

 
 [The Certificates and the rights and duties of the Certificateholders, the Issuer, the Paying 

Agent and the Guarantor (if any) shall in all respects be governed by the laws of the Federal 
Republic of Germany [insert in case of the Certificates being cleared through Monte Titoli S.p.A] 
except for § 1 paragraph 1 and 2 of the Terms and Conditions which shall be governed by the 
laws of the Republic of Italy.]  

 
 [The rights and duties of the Additional Paying Agent shall in all respects be governed by the 

laws of the Republic of Italy]. 
 
2. In the event of manifest typing or calculation errors or similar manifest errors in the Terms and 

Conditions, the Issuer shall be entitled to declare rescission (Anfechtung) to the 
Certificateholders. The declaration of rescission shall be made without undue delay upon 
becoming aware of any such ground for rescission (Anfechtungsgrund) and in accordance with 
§ 11. Following such rescission by the Issuer, the Certificateholders may instruct the account 
holding bank to submit a duly completed redemption notice to the Paying Agent, either by filling 
in the relevant form available from the Paying Agent or by otherwise stating all information and 
declarations required on the form (the "Rescission Redemption Notice "), and to request 
repayment of the Issue Price against transfer of the Certificates to the account of the Paying 
Agent with the Clearing System. The Issuer shall make available the Issue Price to the Paying 
Agent within ten calendar days following receipt of the Rescission Redemption Notice and of the 
Certificates by the Paying Agent, whichever receipt is later, whereupon the Paying Agent shall 
transfer the Issue Price to the account specified in the Rescission Redemption Notice. Upon 
payment of the Issue Price all rights under the Certificates delivered shall expire. 

 
3. The Issuer may combine the declaration of rescission pursuant to paragraph 2 with an offer to 

continue the Certificates on the basis of corrected Terms and Conditions. Such an offer and the 
corrected provisions shall be notified to the Certificateholders together with the declaration of 
rescission in accordance with § 11. Any such offer shall be deemed to be accepted by a 
Certificateholder (and the rescission shall not take effect), unless the Certificateholder requests 
repayment of the Issue Price within four weeks following the date on which the offer has 
become effective in accordance with § 11 by delivery of a duly completed Rescission 
Redemption Notice via the account holding bank to the Paying Agent and by transfer of the 
Certificates to the account of the Paying Agent with the Clearing System pursuant to 
paragraph 2. The Issuer shall refer to this effect in the notification. 

 
4. "Issue Price " within the meaning of paragraph 2 and 3 shall be deemed to be the higher of 

(i) the purchase price that was actually paid by the relevant Certificateholder (as declared and 
proved by evidence in the request for repayment of the relevant Certificateholder) and (ii) the 
weighted average (as determined by the Issuer in its reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) 
(§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) of the traded prices of the Certificates on the Payment 
Business Day preceding the declaration of rescission pursuant to paragraph 2. If a Market 
Disruption Event exists on the Payment Business Day preceding the declaration of rescission 
pursuant to paragraph 2, the last Payment Business Day preceding the declaration of rescission 
pursuant to paragraph 2 on which no Market Disruption Event existed shall be decisive for the 
ascertainment of price pursuant to the preceding sentence. 

 
5. Contradictory or incomplete provisions in the Terms and Conditions may be corrected or 

amended, as the case may be, by the Issuer in its reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) 
(§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)). The Issuer, however, shall only be entitled to make such 
corrections or amendments which are reasonably acceptable to the Certificateholders having 
regard to the interests of the Issuer and in particular which do not materially adversely affect the 
legal or financial situation of the Certificateholders. Notice of any such correction or amendment 
shall be given to the Certificateholders in accordance with § 11. 
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6. If the Certificateholder was aware of typing or calculation errors or similar errors at the time of 
the acquisition of the Certificates, then, notwithstanding paragraphs 2 - 5, the Certificateholders 
can be bound by the Issuer to the corrected Terms and Conditions. 

 
7. Should any provision of these Terms and Conditions be or become void in whole or in part, the 

other provisions shall remain in force. The void provision shall be replaced by a valid provision 
that reflects the economic intent of the void provision as closely as possible in legal terms. In 
those cases, however, the Issuer may also take the steps described in paragraphs 2 - 5 above. 

 
8. Place of performance is Frankfurt am Main. 
 
9. Place of jurisdiction for all disputes and other proceedings in connection with the Certificates for 

merchants, entities of public law, special funds under public law and entities without a place of 
general jurisdiction in the Federal Republic of Germany is Frankfurt am Main. In such a case, 
the place of jurisdiction in Frankfurt am Main shall be an exclusive place of jurisdiction. 

 
10. The English version of these Terms and Conditions shall be binding. Any translation is for 

convenience only. 
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ANNEX 1 to the Terms and Conditions of the Certific ates 

Renouncement Notice from the CERTIFICATEHOLDER to h is/her CERTIFICATE ACCOUNT 
HOLDER  

 
(to be completed by the beneficial owner of the Certificates for the valid renouncement of the 

Automatic Exercise of the Certificates) 

Commerzbank Aktiengesellschaft  

[insert title of Certificates] 

ISIN: [    ] 

(the "Certificates ") 

 
To: Certificates Account Holder 
(the "Certificates Account Holder ") 
 
C/c Paying Agent 
[Commerzbank Aktiengesellschaft 
Attn: [•] 
Kaiserstraße 16 (Kaiserplatz),  
60311 Frankfurt am Main] 
Fax No: [   ] 
(the "Paying Agent ") 

We, the undersigned Certificateholder(s), hereby communicate that we are renouncing the right to 
receive the Settlement Amount payable with respect to the Number of Certificates following the 
Automatic Exercise of the Certificates as specified below, in accordance with the Terms and Conditions 
of the Certificates. Furthermore we acknowledge that any rights arising from the Certificates will 
terminate upon delivery of the Renouncement Notice and that we will not be entitled to receive any 
Settlement Amount payable by the Issuer with respect to the Certificates and that the Issuer shall have 
no further liability with respect to such amounts.  
 
The undersigned understands that if this notice is not duly completed and delivered prior to the 
Renouncement Notice Cut-Off Time on the Renouncement Notice Cut-Off Date, or if this notice is 
determined to be incomplete or not in proper form [(in the determination of the Certificates Account 
Holder in consultation with the Paying Agent and the Clearing System)] it will be treated as null and 
void. 
 
ISIN Code/Series number of the Certificates: [  ] 
 
Number of Certificates which are the subject of this notice: [  ] 
 
[Renouncement Notice Cut-Off Time: [...]]  
 
[Renouncement Notice Cut-Off Date: [...]]  
 
Name of Certificateholder(s) 
 
____________________ 

 
Signature  
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ANNEX 2 to the Terms and Conditions of the Certific ates 

Early Redemption Notice  
 
 
To: Certificates Account Holder 
(the "Certificates Account Holder ") 
 
C/c Commerzbank Aktiengesellschaft 
Attn: [•] 
Kaiserstraße 16 (Kaiserplatz) 
60311 Frankfurt am Main 
Fax No: [   ] 
(the "Paying Agent ") 
 
 

We, the undersigned Certificateholder(s), hereby communicate that we request Early Redemption of 
the Certificates specified below in accordance with § 4 of the Terms and Conditions of the Certificates. 

The undersigned understands that if this notice is not duly completed and delivered at [the Early 
Redemption Cut-Off Time of] [the end of the [tenth] [number] Payment Business Day prior to] the 
requested Early Redemption Date specified below [(the "Early Redemption Cut-off Date ")], the 
Redemption Notice shall be void. If the number of Certificates to be early redeemed as specified 
below differs from the number of Certificates transferred to the Paying Agent, the Redemption Notice 
shall be deemed submitted only with regard to the smaller number of Certificates. Any excess 
Certificates shall be re-transferred for the cost and the risk of the undersigned to the Certificates 
Account Holder.  

Please  

1. deliver this notice not later than at [the Early Redemption Cut-Off Time] [the end of the Early 
Redemption Cut-off Date] to the Paying Agent; and 

2. deliver the number of Certificates specified below to the account of the Paying Agent with the 
Clearing System. 

Early Redemption Date: [...] 

[Early Redemption Cut-Off Time: [...]]  

ISIN Code/Series number of the Certificates: [  ] 

Number of Certificates the subject of this notice: [  ] 

Name of Certificateholder(s): 

Account no. of Certificateholder(s): 

____________________ 
 

Signature  
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Form of Final Terms  
for  

[Classic] [Classic Average] [Classic Capped Plus] [ Classic Double Capped 
Plus] [Classic Cap & Floor Plus] [Booster] [Leverag ed] [Leveraged Basket] 

[Double Leveraged] [Call] [Average Call] [Participa tion Call Basket] [Call Cap] 
[Call Basket] [Call Cap Basket] [Put] [Put Cap] [Pu t Basket] [Digital]  

[Participation Digital] [Participation Recovery] [B asket] [Leveraged Twin Win 
Plus] [Turbo Put] [Turbo Call] Certificates  

relating to Shares  
 
 

[ISIN ●] 
 
 

COMMERZBANK AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT 
Frankfurt am Main 

 
 

Final Terms 
dated [date of the first public offering or first trading date on a regulated or non-

regulated market] 
 

relating to 
 

[Classic] [Classic Performance] [Classic Capped Plu s] [Classic Double Capped 
Plus] [Classic Cap & Floor Plus] [Booster] [Leverag ed] [Leveraged Basket] 

[Double Leveraged] [Call] [Average Call] [Participa tion Call Basket] [Call Cap] 
[Call Basket] [Call Cap Basket] [Put] [Put Cap] [Pu t Basket] [Digital] 

[Participation Digital] [Participation Recovery] [B asket] [Leveraged Twin Win 
Plus] [Turbo Put] [Turbo Call]  Certificates  

[    ][     ] 
[(the " marketing name ")] 

relating to [ Share] [Shares] 
 

[[ordinal number ] Tranche] 
 

[to be publicly offered in [country(ies)]] 
[and to be admitted to trading on [exchange(s)]]  

 
 

with respect to the 
 
 

Base Prospectus 
dated 5 November 2013 
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relating to 

 

Certificates 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
These Final Terms have been prepared for the purpos e of Article 5 (4) of Directive 2003/71/EC 
(the "Prospectus Directive") as amended (which incl udes the amendments made by Directive 
2010/73/EU (the "2010 PD Amending Directive") to th e extent that such amendments have been 
implemented in a relevant Member State of the Europ ean Economic Area), as implemented by 
the relevant provisions of the EU member states, in  connection with Regulation 809/2004 of the 
European Commission and must be read in conjunction  with the base prospectus relating to 
Certificates (the "Base Prospectus") and any supple ments thereto. 
 
The Base Prospectus and any supplements thereto are  published in accordance with Article 14 
of Directive 2003/71/EC in electronic form on the w ebsite of Commerzbank Aktiengesellschaft 
at [http://pb.commerzbank.com ] [http://fim.commerzbank.com ].  Hardcopies of these 
documents may be requested free of charge from the Issuer's head office (Kaiserstraße 16 
(Kaiserplatz), 60311 Frankfurt am Main, Federal Rep ublic of Germany). 
 
In order to obtain all information necessary for th e assessment of the Certificates both the 
Base Prospectus and these Final Terms must be read in conjunction.  
 
All options marked in the Base Prospectus which ref er (i) to [Classic] [Classic Average] 
[Classic Capped Plus] [Classic Double Capped Plus] [Classic Cap & Floor Plus] [Booster] 
[Leveraged] [Leveraged Basket] [Double Leveraged] [ Call] [Average Call] [Participation Call 
Basket] [Call Cap] [Call Basket] [Call Cap Basket] [Put] [Put Cap] [Put Basket] [Digital] 
[Participation Digital] [Participation Recovery] [B asket] [Leveraged Twin Win Plus] [Turbo Put] 
[Turbo Call] Certificates relating to Shares][,][an d] (ii) the underlying Shares [and (iii) to 
information on the subscription period] shall apply .  
 
The summary applicable to this issue of Certificate s is annexed to these Final Terms. 
 
[case of an increase of Certificates having been offered under this Base Prospectus:] [The Certificates 
will be consolidated and form a single series with the previously issued Certificates (ISIN [ISIN]).] 
 
Issuer: Commerzbank Aktiengesellschaft 

 
Information on the 
Underlying:  

Information on the Shares underlying the Certificate is available on the 
[website ●] [websites as set out in the table attached to these Final 
Terms] [Bloomberg ticker ●]. 
 

Offer and Sale:  [without Subscription Period:] 
[Commerzbank offers from [date] [total issue size] Certificates relating 
to Shares (the "Certificates ") at an initial issue price of [issue price] 
per Certificate.] 
 
[The Certificates will be sold and traded by the issuer only through the 
regulated market of Borsa Italiana S.p.A. (Mercato Telematico of 
securitised derivatives ("SeDeX") starting form the date established by 
Borsa Italiana S.p.A. in a public notice.] 
 
[with Subscription Period:] 
[Commerzbank offers during the subscription period from [date] until 
[date] ("Subscription Period ") Certificates relating to Shares (the 
"Certificates ") at an initial issue price of [ issue price] per Certificate 
(the "Offer Price ").] 
 
The Certificates will be placed and offered in [Italy][●] by [●], [address 
of the distributor], (the "Distributor " and together with any other 
entities appointed as a distributor in respect of the Certificates during 
the Subscription Period, the "Distributors ").  
 
The Issuer is entitled to (i) close the subscription period prematurely, 
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(ii) extend the subscription period or (iii) cancel the offer.  After expiry 
of the subscription period, the Certificates continue to be offered by 
the Issuer.  The offer price will be determined continuously.]  
 
[The issue amount which is based on the demand during the 
Subscription Period [and] [the Strike Price] will under normal market 
conditions be determined by the Issuer on [the] [Trade Date] [date] in 
its reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil 
Code (BGB)) and immediately published thereafter in accordance with 
§ 11 of the applicable Terms and Conditions.]  
[other provisions] 
 
[The investor can purchase the Certificates at a fixed issue price.  This 
fixed issue price contains all costs incurred by the Issuer relating to 
the issuance and the sale of the Certificates (e.g. distribution cost, 
structuring and hedging costs as well as the profit margin of 
Commerzbank).]  
[other provisions] 
 
[The offer of the Certificates is conditional on their issue [and on the 
following conditions [●]] [ and, on any additional conditions set out in 
the standard terms of business of the Distributor, notified to investors 
by such Distributor]. 
 
[Applications for the Certificates can be made in Italy at participating 
branches of a Distributor.  Applications will be made in accordance 
with the relevant Distributor's usual procedures, notified to investors 
by the relevant Distributor. Prospective investors will not be required 
to enter into any contractual agreements directly with the Issuer in 
relation to the subscription of the Certificates.]  
 
[The minimum subscription amount is equal to [●] Certificate[s] and 
the maximum subscription amount is equal to [●] Certificate[s] per 
investor. 
 
The maximum subscription amount will be subject to availability at the 
time of the application.] 
 
[The allotment criteria are: [●]]  [There are no pre-identified allotment 
criteria.  The Distributor(s) will adopt allotment criteria that ensure 
equal treatment of prospective investors.]  All of the Certificates 
requested through the Distributor(s) during the Offer Period will be 
assigned up to the maximum amount of the Offer. 
 
In the event that during the Subscription Period, the requests exceed 
the total amount of the offer destined to prospective investors the 
Issuer may early terminate the Subscription Period and will 
immediately suspend the acceptance of further requests.] 
 
The Certificates will be issued on the Payment Date against payment 
to the Issuer of the net subscription moneys.  The settlement of the 
net subscription moneys and the delivery of Certificates will be 
executed through the Issuer. Certificates will then be delivered to the 
investors by the Distributor on or around the Payment Date. Investors 
will be notified by the Distributor of their allocation of Certificates and 
the settlement arrangements in respect thereof. 
 
The number of Certificates to be issued will be published on [the 
website of the Issuer at 
[http://pb.commerzbank.com][http://fim.commerzbank.com] on or 
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around the Payment Date][●]. 
 
Each investor will be notified by the Distributor of its allocation of the 
Certificates after the end of the Subscription Period and before the 
Payment Date. No dealings in the Certificates, including on a 
regulated market, may take place prior to the Payment Date. 
 
Taxes charged in connection with the transfer, purchase or holding of 
the Certificates must be paid by the Certificateholders and the Issuer 
shall not have any obligation in relation thereto; in that respect, 
Certificateholders should consult professional tax advisors to 
determine the tax regime applicable to their particular situation. The 
Certificateholders are also advised to consult the section "Taxation" in 
the Base Prospectus.  [There are no additional subscription fees or 
purchase fees other than the "Placement Fees".] 
 
The Distributor will receive a Placement Fee from the Issuer [equal to 
●][up to ●] [●] of the Offer Price of the Certificates placed through it. 
Further information may be obtained from the Distributor. 
 

Consent to the usage of 
the Base Prospectus and 
the Final Terms:  

[The Issuer has not granted consent to use the Base Prospectus and 
these Final Terms for the subsequent resale or final placement of the 
Certificates by any financial intermediary.] 
 
[The Issuer hereby grants consent to use the Base Prospectus and 
these Final Terms for the subsequent resale or final placement of the 
Certificates by any financial intermediary.] 
 
[The Issuer hereby grants consent to use the Base Prospectus and 
these Final Terms for the subsequent resale or final placement of the 
Certificates by the following financial intermediar[y][ ies]: [name(s) and 
address(es) of financial intermediar(y)(ies)]]  
 
The offer period within which subsequent resale or final placement of 
Certificates by financial intermediaries can be made, is valid only as 
long as the Base Prospectus and the Final Terms are valid in 
accordance with Article 9 of the Prospectus Directive as implemented 
in the relevant Member State [and in the period from [start date] to 
[end date]] . 
 
The consent to use the Base Prospectus and these Final Terms is 
granted only in relation to the following Member State(s): [relevant 
Member State(s)] 
 

Payment Date:  [payment date] 
 

Clearing number:  WKN [●] 
 
ISIN [●] 
 
[Local Code] [●] 
 

Issue Currency:  [currency] 
 

Minimum Trading Size:  [One Certificate] [other provisions] 
 

Listing:  [The Issuer intends to apply for the [listing and trading of the 
Certificates on the regulated market[s] of [Borsa Italiana S.p.A. 
[(Mercato Telematico of securitised derivatives ("SeDeX")]] [●]] 
[trading on the MTF of [EuroTLX SIM S.p.A.] [●], which is not a 
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regulated market] [with effect from [date]] .] 
 
[Not applicable. The Certificates are not intended to be listed and 
traded on any [[non-]regulated market.] 
 
 
[other provisions] 
 

Applicable  
Special Risks:  

In particular the following risk factors (2. "Special Risks") which are 
mentioned in the Base Prospectus are applicable: 
 
[ 
2.1 Dependency of the redemption of the Certificates on the 
performance of the Underlying] 
 
[ 
2.2 Worst Performing Underlying (multi Underlying)] 
 
[ 
2.3 Basket of Underlyings (Leveraged Basket/Participation Call 
Basket/Call Basket/Call Cap Basket/Put Basket/Basket Certificates)] 
[ 
2.4 Limited participation in the performance of the Underlying 
(Classic Capped Plus/Classic Double Capped Plus/Classic Cap & 
Floor Plus/Booster/Double Leveraged/Call Cap/Put Cap Certificates)] 
[ 
2.5 Continuous price of the Underlying and price of the Underlying 
on the Valuation Date (Classic Capped Plus/Classic Double Capped 
Plus/Classic Cap & Floor Plus/Leveraged Twin Win Plus Certificates)] 
 
[ 
2.6 Potentially reduced performance of the Underlying 
(Booster/Leveraged//Leveraged Basket/Double 
Leveraged/Participation Call Basket/Call Cap/Participation 
Recovery/Participation Digital Certificates)] 
 
[ 
2.7 Potentially reduced Settlement Amount (Leveraged/Leveraged 
Basket/Double Leveraged/Leveraged Twin Win 
Plus/Basket/Participation Recovery Certificates)] 
 
[ 
2.8 Ordinary adjustment of the Strike Price (Turbo Put 
Certificates)] 
 
[ 
2.9 Ordinary adjustment of the Strike Price (Turbo Call 
Certificates)] 
 
[ 
2.10 Underlying Share] 
 

Applicable  
Terms and Conditions:  

Terms and Conditions for Certificates relating to Shares 
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In detail the applicable Terms and Conditions will be completed as follows :  
 
 

§ 1 
FORM 

 
[applicable form] 
 
 

§ 2 
DEFINITIONS 

 
["Adjustment Amount " means an amount as calculated by the Issuer on each Adjustment Day being 

applicable for the duration of the Adjustment Period beginning on such Adjustment Day.  Any 
Adjustment Amount shall be equal to the product of (i) relevant Adjusted Strike Price with 
respect to any Adjustment Day falling in the relevant Adjustment Period and (ii) the Adjustment 
Percentage applicable during such Adjustment Period.  With regard to the first Adjustment 
Period the Strike Price shall be used for the calculation of the relevant Adjustment Amount.] 

 
["Adjustment Day " means [the [ordinal number] calendar day in each month][each 

[daily][weekly][monthly][quarterly][semi-annually][annually] anniversary of the [Final] Strike 
Date].] 

 
"Adjustment Event " [with respect to a Share] means: 

 
(a) the adjustment of option or futures contracts relating to the Share at the Futures 

Exchange or the announcement of such adjustment; 
 
(b) any of the following actions taken by the Company: capital increases through issuance of 

new shares against capital contribution and issuance of subscription rights to the 
shareholders, capital increases out of the Company’s reserves, issuance of securities 
with option or conversion rights related to the Share, distributions of ordinary dividends, 
distributions of extraordinary dividends, stock splits or any other splits, consolidation or 
alteration of category; 

 
(c) a spin-off of a part of the Company in such a way that a new independent entity is 

formed, or that the spun-off part of the Company is absorbed by another entity; or 
 
(d) any other adjustment event being economically equivalent to the before-mentioned 

events with regard to their effects. 
 
["Adjustment Percentage " applicable during an Adjustment Period means the [sum][difference] of (i) 

the interest rate published on [screen page] (or a successor page thereto) on the relevant 
Adjustment Day (the "Reference Interest Rate ") and (ii) the Risk Premium applicable during 
the relevant Adjustment Period, the result being divided by 365.  The Adjustment Percentage 
(p.a.) for the first Adjustment Period shall be [percentage].] [The respective Adjustment 
Percentage for subsequent Adjustment Periods shall be published on the Issuer's website at 
[http://pb.commerzbank.com] [http://fim.commerzbank.com].]   

 
["Adjustment Period " means the period of time commencing on the [Final] Strike Date until the first 

Adjustment Day (exclusive) and each subsequent period of time commencing on an Adjustment 
Day (inclusive) until the next following Adjustment Day (exclusive).] 

 
["Adjusted Strike Price " means a price of the Share being initially equal to the Strike Price and being 

adjusted on each calendar day within the Monitoring Period.  Such Adjusted Strike Price on a 
calendar day ("T") shall correspond to the relevant Adjusted Strike Price on the preceding 
calendar day ("T-1") plus the Adjustment Amount applicable on T-1[, converted into 
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[EUR][currency] at the Conversion Rate applicable on the [Final] [Strike Date] [Valuation 
Date].] 

 
["Automatic Early Redemption Amount " per Certificate means [currency] [amount].] 
 
["Automatic Early Redemption Date " means [date(s)] [each Bonus Amount Payment Date except 

[date(s)] [and the Maturity Date][[ , all] subject to postponement in accordance with § 6 para-
graph 2].] 

 
["Barrier " [with respect to an Early Valuation Date and a Share] means [[�] of the [relevant] Strike 

Price] [the percentage specified as such in relation to the relevant Early Valuation Date in § 4 
paragraph 3] [a percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer (billiges 
Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade Date on the basis of the market 
conditions prevailing on such date and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any case, 
the Barrier will not be below [�]%].] 

 
["Basket Performance " means a decimal number equal to the arithmetic mean of all Performances]. 
 
["Bonus Amount " per Certificate means [�][ the amount specified as such in relation to the relevant 

Bonus Amount Payment Date in the table in the definition of "Bonus Amount Payment Date"].] 
[with respect to a Bonus Amount Payment Date an amount in [currency] calculated by applying 
the following formula: 

 
[ ] [ ]NBAPD+1×%•×CA=BA  

 
where  

 
BA = Bonus Amount per Certificate  
   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
NBAPD = Number of Bonus Amount Payment Dates between the relevant Bonus 

Amount Payment Date (exclusive) and the last preceding Bonus Amount 
Payment Date on which a Bonus Amount was paid in accordance with the 
provisions of § 3 (exclusive) or, in the case that a Bonus Amount was not 
paid prior to the relevant Bonus Amount Payment Date, the Issue Date 

] 
 
["Bonus Amount Payment Date " means [date(s)] [each of the dates as set out in the following table], 

[all] subject to postponement in accordance with § 4 paragraph 2[:][ .] 
 

Bonus Amount Payment Date Bonus Amount 
[�] [�] 

]  
 
"Calculation Amount " means [currency] [�]. 
 
["Cap [1] " means [�]%][a percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer (billiges 

Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade Date on the basis of the market 
conditions prevailing on such date and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any case, 
the Cap [1] will not be below [�]%].] 

 
["Cap 2" means [�]% [a percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer (billiges 

Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade Date on the basis of the market 
conditions prevailing on such date and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any case, 
the Cap 2 will not be below [�]%].]. 

 
"Company " [means [�][with respect to a Share means the company issuing such Shares, as 

specified in the table in the definition of "Share"]. 
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["Conversion Rate " means [a conversion rate for [currency] 1 in EUR expressed in EUR based on 

the][ the official Euro foreign exchange reference rate for EUR 1 in [currency] expressed in 
[currency] as determined by the European Central Bank and published with respect to the 
[[Final] Strike Date and the] [Final] Valuation Date [, as the case may be,]on Reuters screen 
page ECB37 at or about 2:15 p.m. (Frankfurt am Main time)][a conversion rate for [currency] 1 
in [currency] expressed in [currency] based on (i) the official Euro foreign exchange reference 
rate for EUR 1 in [currency] expressed in [currency] as determined by the European Central 
Bank and published with respect to the [[Final] Strike Date and the] [Final] Valuation Date [, as 
the case may be,]on Reuters screen page ECB37 at or about 2:15 p.m. (Frankfurt am Main 
time) and (ii) the official Euro foreign exchange reference rate for EUR 1 in [currency] 
expressed in [currency] as determined by the European Central Bank and published with 
respect to the [[Final] Strike Date and the] [Final] Valuation Date [, as the case may be,]on 
Reuters screen page ECB37 at or about 2:15 p.m. (Frankfurt am Main time). 

 
   If [any of] the above official Euro foreign exchange reference rate[s] [for EUR 1 in [currency]]  

as determined by the European Central Bank ceases to be published on Reuters screen page 
ECB37 and is published on another screen page, then the Conversion Rate shall be [based on] 
the [relevant] official Euro foreign exchange reference rate [for EUR 1 in [currency] expressed 
in [currency]]  as published on such other page (the "Successor Page ").  The Issuer will give 
notification of such Successor Page in accordance with § 11. 

 
   Should [any of] the above official Euro foreign exchange reference rate[s] [for EUR 1 in 

[currency]]  as determined by the European Central Bank cease to be published permanently, 
then the Issuer will determine another exchange rate as the [basis of the] Conversion Rate and 
give notification of such other exchange rate in accordance with § 11. 

 
   If [any of] the above official Euro foreign exchange reference rate[s] [for EUR 1 in [currency]]  

as determined by the European Central Bank is not published on the [Final] Valuation Date on 
Reuters screen page ECB37 or on a Successor Page and if the Issuer has not determined 
another exchange rate as the Conversion Rate, then the Conversion Rate shall be the 
exchange rate for [currency] 1 in [currency] determined by the Issuer as actually traded on the 
international interbank spot market on the [[Final] Strike Date and the] [Final] Valuation Date [, 
as the case may be,]at or about 2:15 p.m. (Frankfurt am Main time).] 

 
["Early Valuation Date " means [date(s)].] 
 
["EUR"] ["USD"] ["GBP"] ["CHF"] [currency] means [Euro] [United States Dollar] [Pound Sterling] 

[Swiss Franc] [currency]. 
 
"Expiry Date " means [�]. 
 
"Exchange " means [exchange][ the exchange or trading system as set out in relation to the relevant 

Share in the table in the definition of "Share"]. 
 
"Exchange Business Day " [with respect to an Exchange] means a day on which the [relevant] 

Exchange and the [relevant] Futures Exchange are open for trading during their respective 
regular trading sessions, notwithstanding the [relevant] Exchange or [relevant] Futures 
Exchange closing prior to its scheduled weekday closing time. Any trading or trading activities 
after or before the regular trading sessions on the [relevant] Exchange or the [relevant] Futures 
Exchange will not be taken into account. 

 
"Extraordinary Event " [with respect to a Share] means: 
 

(a) the termination of trading in, or early settlement of, option or futures contracts relating to 
the Share at the Futures Exchange or the announcement of such termination or early 
settlement; 
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(b) the termination of the listing of the Share on the Exchange due to a merger by absorption 
or by creation or due to any other reason, or the becoming known of the intention of the 
Company or the announcement of the Exchange that the listing of the Share at the 
Exchange will terminate immediately or at a later date and that the Share will not be 
admitted, traded or listed at any other exchange which is comparable to the Exchange 
(including the exchange segment, if applicable) immediately following the termination of 
the listing; 

 
(c) a procedure is introduced or ongoing pursuant to which all shares or the substantial 

assets of the Company are or are liable to be nationalized or expropriated or otherwise 
transferred to public agencies, authorities or organizations; 

 
(d) the application for insolvency proceedings or for comparable proceedings with regard to 

the assets of the Company according to the applicable law of the Company; or 
 

(e) any other event being economically equivalent to the before-mentioned events with 
regard to their effects. 

 
["Final Valuation Date " means [date].] 
 
["Floor " means [�]%][a percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer (billiges 

Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade Date on the basis of the market 
conditions prevailing on such date and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any case, 
the Floor will not be below [�]%].] 

 
"Futures Exchange " [with respect to a Share] means the options or futures exchange with the highest 

trading volume of option or futures contracts relating to the Share. If option or futures contracts 
on the Share are not traded on any exchange, the Futures Exchange shall be the options or 
futures exchange with the highest amount of option or futures contracts relating to shares of 
companies having their residence in the country in which the Company has its residence. If 
there is no options or futures exchange in the country in which the Company has its residence 
on which option or futures contracts on shares are traded, the Issuer will determine the Futures 
Exchange in its reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) 
and will make notification thereof in accordance with § 11. 

 
"Issue Date " means [date]. 
 
"Market Disruption Event " [with respect to a Share] means the occurrence or existence of any 

suspension of, or limitation imposed on, trading in (a) the Share on the Exchange, or (b) any 
options contracts or futures contracts relating to the Share on the Futures Exchange (if such 
option or futures contracts are traded on the Futures Exchange), provided that any such 
suspension or limitation is material. The decision whether a suspension or limitation is material 
will be made by the Issuer in its reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil 
Code (BGB)). The occurrence of a Market Disruption Event on [the][a] Valuation Date [or 
[the][a] Strike Date] shall be published in accordance with § 11. 

 
   A limitation regarding the office hours or the number of days of trading will not constitute a 

Market Disruption Event if it results from an announced change in the regular business hours of 
the Exchange or the Futures Exchange, as the case may be. A limitation on trading imposed 
during the course of a day by reason of movements in price exceeding permitted limits shall 
only be deemed to be a Market Disruption Event in the case that such limitation is still prevailing 
at the time of termination of the trading hours on such date. 

 
"Maturity Date " means [the [fifth][number] Payment Business Day following the [Final] Valuation Date 

at the latest] [date, subject to postponement in accordance with § 5 paragraph 2]. 
 
["Monitoring Period " means the period from and including [date] [the [Final] Strike Date] to and 

including the [Final] Valuation Date.] 
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["Participation Factor " means [�]% [a percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the 
Issuer (billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade Date on the basis of 
the market conditions prevailing on such date and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In 
any case, the Participation Factor will not be below [�]%].] 

 
"Payment Business Day " means a day on which [commercial banks are open for business (including 

dealings in foreign exchange and foreign currency deposits) in [city] [and Frankfurt am Main] 
and ][ the Trans-European Automated Real-Time Gross Settlement Express Transfer System 
(TARGET) and] the Clearing System settle payments in [EUR][currency]. 

 
["Performance " with respect to [a Share] [and][a Valuation Date] means the decimal number 

calculated [as the product of (i) the Weighting of such Share and (ii) the division of] [by dividing] 
[the Reference Price [A] [of such Share] with respect to the [Final] Valuation Date] [the 
arithmetic mean of the Reference Prices [of such Share] with respect to all Valuation Dates] 
[by][and] the Strike Price [of such Share] [and subtracting 1 (one) from the resulting number].] 

  
["Ratio " means [number].] 
 
"Reference Price [A] " [with respect to a Share] means the official closing price of the [relevant] Share 

as determined and published by the [relevant] Exchange on any Exchange Business Day [, 
converted into [EUR][currency] at the Conversion Rate applicable on the [Final] [Strike 
Date][Valuation Date]. 

 
["Reference Price B " [with respect to a Share] means the intra-day level of the [relevant] Share as 

determined and published by the [relevant] Exchange on any Exchange Business Day 
(including the official closing price).] 

 
["Return Factor " means [�]% [a percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer 

(billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade Date on the basis of the 
market conditions prevailing on such date and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any 
case, the Return Factor will not be below [�]%].] 

 
["Risk Premium " means a percentage determined by the Issuer in its reasonable discretion (billiges 

Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on any Adjustment Day for the Adjustment Period 
beginning on such Adjustment Day which indicates the price of the risks taken over by the 
Issuer.  The Risk Premium for the first Adjustment Period shall be equal to [percentage].] [The 
respective Risk Premium for subsequent Adjustment Periods shall be published on the Issuer's 
website at [http://pb.commerzbank.com] [http://fim.commerzbank.com].] 

 
"Share " or "Underlying " means [a share of [company] (Bloomberg ticker [�] / ISIN [�])].[any of the 

following securities issued by the respective Company and traded on the [respective] 
Exchange: 

 
Company Bloomberg ticker ISIN Code [Exchange] [Strike Price] [Weighting] 
[�] [�] [�] [�] [�] [�] 

]  
 
["Strike Date " means [date(s)]. 
 
  If on [the] [a] Strike Date the Reference Price [A] of [the] [a] Share is not determined and 

published by the [relevant] Exchange or if on [the] [a] Strike Date a Market Disruption Event 
occurs, the [relevant] Strike Date shall be postponed to the next following Exchange Business 
Day on which the Reference Price [A] of [the] [each] Share is determined and published again 
by the [relevant] Exchange and on which a Market Disruption Event does not occur.] 

 
"Strike Price " [with respect to a Share] means [�] [the price specified as such in relation to the 

relevant Share in the table in the definition of "Share"] [[�]% of] [ the arithmetic mean of the 
Reference Prices [A] of the [relevant] Share with respect to all Strike Dates] [the Reference 
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Price [A] of the [relevant] Share as of the Strike Date]] [ , converted into [EUR][currency] at the 
Conversion Rate applicable on the [Final] Strike Date]. 

 
["Trade Date " means [date]. 
 
"Valuation Date " means [date(s)][each Early Valuation Date and the Final Valuation Date]. 
 
   If on [the] [a] Valuation Date the Reference Price [A] of [the] [a] Share is not determined and 

published by the [relevant] Exchange or if on [the] [a] Valuation Date a Market Disruption Event 
occurs, the [relevant] Valuation Date shall be postponed to the next following Exchange 
Business Day on which the Reference Price [A] of [the] [each] Share is determined and 
published again by the [relevant] Exchange and on which a Market Disruption Event does not 
occur. 

 
   If, according to the before-mentioned, [the] [a] Valuation Date is postponed to the 

[second][number] Exchange Business Day prior to [the directly following [Automatic Early 
Redemption Date] [Bonus Amount Payment Date] or] the Maturity Date, and if also on such day 
the Reference Price [A] of the [affected] Share is not determined and published by the 
Exchange or a Market Disruption Event occurs on such day, then this day shall be deemed to 
be the [relevant] Valuation Date [for each Share] and the Issuer shall estimate the Reference 
Price [A] of the [affected] Share in its reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German 
Civil Code (BGB)), and in consideration of the prevailing market conditions on such day and 
make a notification thereof in accordance with § 11. 

 
["Weighting " with respect to a Share means the number specified as such in relation to the relevant 

Share in the table in the definition of "Share".] 
 
["Worst Performing Underlying " means the Share with the lowest Performance. If the Issuer 

determines that the lowest Performance is the same for more than one of the Shares, then the 
Issuer shall decide in its own reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil 
Code (BGB)) which of the Shares shall be the Worst Performing Underlying.] 

 
 

§ 3 
MATURITY 

 
[applicable redemption option] 

 
 

§ 4 
EARLY REDEMPTION; REPURCHASE 

 
[applicable early redemption option] 

 
 

§ 5 
PAYMENTS 

 
[applicable payment option] 

 
 

§ 6 
ADJUSTMENTS; EXTRAORDINARY TERMINATION RIGHT OF THE  ISSUER 

 
[applicable option] 

 
 

§ 9 
PAYING AGENT 
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[Paying Agent/Additional Paying Agent] 

 
 

§ 11 
NOTICES 

 
[listed/unlisted] 

 
 

§ 13 
FINAL CLAUSES 

 
Paragraph 1: 
 
[applicable jurisdiction] 
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION  
 
Country(ies) where the offer 
takes place: 
 

[country(ies)] 

Country(ies) where admission 
to trading on the regulated 
market(s) is being sought: 
 

[country(ies)] 

[Additional Provisions:] 
 

[additional provisions] 
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[summary and translation of summary] 
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The Terms and Conditions in certain places contain placeholders or a variety of possible 
options for a provision. These are marked with squa re brackets. The Final Terms provide the 
missing information and specify which of the possib ilities provided by the Terms and 
Conditions shall apply with respect to specific con ditions.  
 
 

Terms and Conditions  
for  

[Classic] [Classic Average] [Classic Capped Plus] [ Classic Double Capped 
Plus] [Classic Cap & Floor Plus] [Booster] [Leverag ed] [Leveraged Basket] 

[Double Leveraged] [Call] [Average Call] [Participa tion Call Basket] [Call Cap] 
[Call Basket] [Call Cap Basket] [Put] [Put Cap] [Pu t Basket] [Digital] 

[Participation Digital] [Participation Recovery] [B asket] [Leveraged Twin Win 
Plus] [Turbo Put] [Turbo Call] Certificates  

relating to Indices  
 

 
 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
 
 

§ 1 
FORM 

 
Certificates which shall be deposited with Monte Titoli (dematerialised) 
 
1. The issue by Commerzbank Aktiengesellschaft, Frankfurt am Main, Federal Republic of 

Germany (the "Issuer ") of [Name] certificates (the "Certificates ") will be in the dematerialised 
regime, pursuant to the "Italian Financial Services Act " (Testo Unico della Finanza) and the 
relevant implementing regulations and are registered in the books of Monte Titoli S.p.A. with 
registered office in Via Mantegna 6, Milan, Italy (the "Clearing System "). No physical document 
of title will be issued to represent the Certificates. However, any holder of Certificates still has 
the right to obtain a certificate pursuant to articles 83-quinquies and 83-novies, paragraph 1, 
letter b), of the Italian Financial Services Act. 

 
2. The transfer of the Certificates operates by way of registration on the relevant accounts opened 

with the Clearing System by any intermediary adhering, directly or indirectly, to the Clearing 
System (the "Certificates Account Holders "). As a consequence, the subject who from time to 
time is the owner of the account held with a Certificates Account Holder will be considered as 
the legitimate owner of the Certificates (the "Certificateholder ") and will be authorised to 
exercise all rights related to them. 

 
3. The Issuer reserves the right to issue from time to time without the consent of the 

Certificateholders additional tranches of Certificates with substantially identical terms, so that the 
same shall be consolidated to form a single series and increase the total volume of the 
Certificates. The term "Certificates" shall, in the event of such consolidation, also comprise such 
additionally issued Certificates. 

 
 

Certificates in bearer form with the exception of USD Certificates with a lifetime of more than one year 
which shall be deposited with Clearstream Banking AG, Frankfurt am Main (global bearer certificate) 
 
1. The issue by Commerzbank Aktiengesellschaft, Frankfurt am Main, Federal Republic of 

Germany (the "Issuer ") of [Name] certificates (the "Certificates ") will be represented by a 
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global bearer certificate (the "Global Certificate "), which shall be deposited with Clearstream 
Banking AG, Neue Börsenstraße 1, 60487 Frankfurt am Main, Federal Republic of Germany 
(the "Clearing System "). 

 
2. Definitive Certificates will not be issued. The right of any holder of Certificates (the 

"Certificateholder ") to delivery of definitive Certificates is excluded. The Certificateholders shall 
receive co-ownership participations in or rights with respect to the Global Certificate which are 
transferable in accordance with applicable law and the rules and regulations of the Clearing 
System. In securities clearing transactions, the Certificates are transferable in units of [one][�] 
Certificate[s] or integral multiples thereof by way of registration on the relevant accounts opened 
with the Clearing System, [ including on the relevant bridge accounts of Monte Titoli S.p.A., Via 
Mantegna 6, Milan] by any intermediary adhering, directly or indirectly, to the Clearing System 
[and/or to Monte Titoli S.p.A.] (the "Certificates Account Holder "). 

 
3. The Global Certificate shall bear the hand-written signatures of two authorised officers of the 

Issuer. 
 
4. The Issuer reserves the right to issue from time to time without the consent of the 

Certificateholders additional tranches of Certificates with substantially identical terms, so that the 
same shall be consolidated to form a single series and increase the total volume of the 
Certificates. The term "Certificates" shall, in the event of such consolidation, also comprise such 
additionally issued Certificates. 

 
Certificates in bearer form with the exception of USD Certificates with a lifetime of more than one year 
which shall be deposited with Deutsche Bank as common depositary (global bearer certificate) 
 
1. The issue by Commerzbank Aktiengesellschaft, Frankfurt am Main, Federal Republic of 

Germany (the "Issuer ") of [Name] certificates (the "Certificates ") will be represented by a 
global bearer certificate (the "Global Certificate "), which shall be deposited with [Deutsche 
Bank AG, Frankfurt am Main, Große Gallusstraße 10 - 14, Frankfurt am Main, Federal Republic 
of Germany] [other depositary, including address] as common depositary for Clearstream 
Banking, société anonyme, 42 Avenue JF Kennedy, L-1855 Luxembourg, Grand Duchy of 
Luxembourg and Euroclear Bank S.A./N.V., 1 Boulevard du Roi Albert II, B-1210 Brussels, 
Belgium as operator of the Euroclear System (the "Clearing System "). 

 
2. Definitive Certificates will not be issued. The right of any holder of Certificates (the 

"Certificateholder ") to delivery of definitive Certificates is excluded. The Certificateholders shall 
receive co-ownership participations in or rights with respect to the Global Certificate which are 
transferable in accordance with applicable law and the rules and regulations of the Clearing 
System. In securities clearing transactions, the Certificates are transferable in units of [one][�] 
Certificate[s] or integral multiples thereof by way of registration on the relevant accounts opened 
with the Clearing System, [ including on the relevant bridge accounts of Monte Titoli S.p.A., Via 
Mantegna 6, Milan, Italy] by any intermediary adhering, directly or indirectly, to the Clearing 
System [and/or to Monte Titoli S.p.A.] (the "Certificates Account Holder "). 

 
3. The Global Certificate shall bear the hand-written signatures of two authorised officers of the 

Issuer. 
 
4. The Issuer reserves the right to issue from time to time without the consent of the 

Certificateholders additional tranches of Certificates with substantially identical terms, so that the 
same shall be consolidated to form a single series and increase the total volume of the 
Certificates. The term "Certificates" shall, in the event of such consolidation, also comprise such 
additionally issued Certificates. 

 
Certificates in bearer form in USD with a lifetime of more than one year which shall be deposited with 
Deutsche Bank as common depositary (global bearer certificate) 
 
1. The issue by Commerzbank Aktiengesellschaft, Frankfurt am Main, Federal Republic of 

Germany (the "Issuer ") of [Name] certificates (the "Certificates ") will initially be represented by 
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a temporary global bearer certificate (the "Temporary Global Certificate "), which will be 
exchanged not earlier than 40 days after the Issue Date against a permanent global bearer 
certificate (the "Permanent Global Certificate "), together with the Temporary Global Certificate 
the "Global Certificate "). 

 
 The Temporary Global Certificate and the Permanent Global Certificate shall be deposited with 

Deutsche Bank AG, Frankfurt am Main, as common depositary for Clearstream Banking, société 
anonyme, 42 Avenue JF Kennedy, L-1855 Luxembourg, Grand Duchy of Luxembourg and Euro-
clear Bank S.A./N.V., Boulevard du Roi Albert II, B-1210 Brussels, Belgium as operator of the 
Euroclear System (the "Clearing System "). The exchange shall only be made upon certification 
to the effect that, subject to certain exceptions, the beneficial owner or owners of the Certificates 
represented by the Temporary Global Certificate are not U.S. persons. 

 
2. Definitive Certificates will not be issued. The right of any holder of Certificates (the 

"Certificateholder ") to delivery of definitive Certificates is excluded. The Certificateholders shall 
receive co-ownership participations in or rights with respect to the Global Certificate which are 
transferable in accordance with applicable law and the rules and regulations of the Clearing 
System. In securities clearing transactions, the Certificates are transferable in units of [one][�] 
Certificate[s] or integral multiples thereof by way of registration on the relevant accounts opened 
with the Clearing System, [ including on the relevant bridge accounts of Monte Titoli S.p.A., Via 
Mantegna 6, Milan, Italy] by any intermediary adhering, directly or indirectly, to the Clearing 
System [and/or to Monte Titoli S.p.A.] (the "Certificates Account Holder "). 

 
3. The Temporary Global Certificate and the Permanent Global Certificate shall bear the hand-

written signatures of two authorised officers of the Issuer. 
 
4. The Issuer reserves the right to issue from time to time without the consent of the 

Certificateholders additional tranches of Certificates with substantially identical terms, so that the 
same shall be consolidated to form a single series and increase the total volume of the 
Certificates. The term "Certificates" shall, in the event of such consolidation, also comprise such 
additionally issued Certificates. 

 
 

§ 2 
DEFINITIONS 

 
For the purposes of these Terms and Conditions, the following definitions shall apply (subject to an 
adjustment in accordance with these Terms and Conditions): 
 
["Adjustment Amount " means an amount as calculated by the Issuer on each Adjustment Day being 

applicable for the duration of the Adjustment Period beginning on such Adjustment Day.  Any 
Adjustment Amount shall be equal to the product of (i) relevant Adjusted Strike Price with 
respect to any Adjustment Day falling in the relevant Adjustment Period and (ii) the Adjustment 
Percentage applicable during such Adjustment Period.  With regard to the first Adjustment 
Period the Strike Price shall be used for the calculation of the relevant Adjustment Amount.] 

 
["Adjustment Day " means [the [ordinal number] calendar day in each month][each 

[daily][weekly][monthly][quarterly][semi-annually][annually] anniversary of the [Final] Strike 
Date].] 
 

"Adjustment Event " [with respect to an Index] means: 
 

(a) the substitution of the Index by a Successor Index pursuant to § 6 paragraph 2; 
 
(b) any of the following actions taken by the relevant Index Company: capital increases 

through issuance of new shares against capital contribution and issuance of subscription 
rights to the shareholders, capital increases out of the Index Company’s reserves, 
issuance of securities with option or conversion rights related to the Index Share, 
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distributions of ordinary dividends, distributions of extraordinary dividends, stock splits or 
any other split, consolidation or alteration of category; 

 
(c) a spin-off of a part of the Index Company in such a way that a new independent entity is 

formed, or that the spun-off part of the Index Company is absorbed by another entity; 
 
(d) the adjustment of option or futures contracts relating to the Index Share on the Futures 

Exchange or the announcement of such adjustment; 
 
(e) a takeover-bid, i.e. an offer to take over or to swap or any other offer or any other act of 

an individual person or a legal entity that results in the individual person or legal entity 
buying, otherwise acquiring or obtaining a right to buy more than 10% of the outstanding 
shares of the Index Company as a consequence of a conversion or otherwise, as 
determined by the Issuer in its reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German 
Civil Code (BGB)) based on notifications to the competent authorities or on other 
information determined as relevant by the Issuer; 

 
(f) the termination of trading in, or early settlement of, option or futures contracts relating to 

the Index Share on the Futures Exchange or relating to the Index itself or the 
announcement of such termination or early settlement; 

 
(g) the termination of the listing of the Index Share at the exchange on which the respective 

Index Share is traded (provided that the quotations of the prices of the Index Share on 
such exchange are taken for the calculation of the Index) (the "Relevant Exchange ") to 
terminate the listing of the Index Share on the Relevant Exchange due to a merger by 
absorption or by creation or any other reason or the becoming known of the intention of 
the Index Company or the announcement of the Relevant Exchange that the listing of the 
Index Share at the Relevant Exchange will terminate immediately or at a later date and 
that the Index Share will not be admitted, traded or listed at any other exchange which is 
comparable to the Relevant Exchange (including the exchange segment, if applicable) 
immediately following the termination of the listing; 

 
(h) a procedure is introduced or ongoing pursuant to which all shares or the substantial 

assets of the Index Company are or are liable to be nationalized or expropriated or 
otherwise transferred to public agencies, authorities or organizations; 

 
(i) the application for insolvency proceedings or for comparable proceedings with regard to 

the assets of a Index Company according to the applicable law of such company; or 
 
(j) any other event being economically equivalent to the afore-mentioned events with regard 

to their effects. 
 
["Adjustment Percentage " applicable during an Adjustment Period means the [sum][difference] of (i) 

the interest rate published on [screen page] (or a successor page thereto) on the relevant 
Adjustment Day (the "Reference Interest Rate ") and (ii) the Risk Premium applicable during 
the relevant Adjustment Period, the result being divided by 365.  The Adjustment Percentage 
(p.a.) for the first Adjustment Period shall be [percentage].] [The respective Adjustment 
Percentage for subsequent Adjustment Periods shall be published on the Issuer's website 
([http://pb.commerzbank.com] [http://fim.commerzbank.com]).]   

 
["Adjustment Period " means the period of time commencing on the [Final] Strike Date until the first 

Adjustment Day (exclusive) and each subsequent period of time commencing on an Adjustment 
Day (inclusive) until the next following Adjustment Day (exclusive).] 

 
["Adjusted Strike Price " means a price of the Index being initially equal to the Strike Price and being 

adjusted on each calendar day within the Monitoring Period.  Such Adjusted Strike Price on a 
calendar day ("T") shall correspond to the relevant Adjusted Strike Price on the preceding 
calendar day ("T-1") plus the Adjustment Amount applicable on T-1.] 

 
["Automatic Early Redemption Amount " per Certificate means [currency] [amount].] 
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["Automatic Early Redemption Date " means [date(s)] [each Bonus Amount Payment Date except 

[date(s)] [and the Maturity Date] [[all] subject to postponement in accordance with § 6 para-
graph 2].] 

 
["Barrier " [with respect to an Early Valuation Date and an Index] means [[�] of the [relevant] Strike 

Price] [the percentage specified as such in relation to the relevant Early Valuation Date in § 4 
paragraph 3] [a percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer (billiges 
Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade Date on the basis of the market 
conditions prevailing on such date and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any case, 
the Barrier will not be below [�]%].] 

 
["Basket Performance " means a decimal number equal to the arithmetic mean of all Performances]. 
 
["Bonus Amount " per Certificate means [�][ the amount specified as such in relation to the relevant 

Bonus Amount Payment Date in the table in the definition of "Bonus Amount Payment 
Date"].].[with respect to a Bonus Amount Payment Date an amount in [currency] calculated by 
applying the following formula: 

 
[ ] [ ]NBAPD+1×%•×CA=BA  

 
 where  
 

BA = Bonus Amount per Certificate  
   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
NBAPD = Number of Bonus Amount Payment Dates between the relevant Bonus 

Amount Payment Date (exclusive) and the last preceding Bonus Amount 
Payment Date on which a Bonus Amount was paid in accordance with the 
provisions of § 3 (exclusive) or, in the case that a Bonus Amount was not 
paid prior to the relevant Bonus Amount Payment Date, the Issue Date 

] 
 
["Bonus Amount Payment Date " means [date(s)] [each of the dates as set out in the following table], 

[all] subject to postponement in accordance with § 4 paragraph 2[:][ .] 
 

Bonus Amount Payment Date Bonus Amount 
[�] [�] 

]  
 
"Calculation Amount " means [currency] [�]. 
 
["Cap [1] " means [�]%][a percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer (billiges 

Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade Date on the basis of the market 
conditions prevailing on such date and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any case, 
the Cap [1] will not be below [�]%].] 

 
["Cap 2" means [�]% [a percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer (billiges 

Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade Date on the basis of the market 
conditions prevailing on such date and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any case, 
the Cap 2 will not be below [�]%].]. 

 
["Early Valuation Date " means [date(s)].] 
 
["EUR"] ["USD"] ["GBP"] ["CHF"] [currency] means [Euro] [United States Dollar] [Pound Sterling] 

[Swiss Franc] [currency]. 
 
"Expiry Date " means [date]. 
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["Final Valuation Date " means [date].] 
 
["Floor " means [�]%][a percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer (billiges 

Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade Date on the basis of the market 
conditions prevailing on such date and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any case, 
the Floor will not be below [�]%].] 

 
"Futures Exchange " with respect to an Index Share means the exchange with the largest trading 

volume in futures and options contracts in relation to an Index Share. If no futures or options 
contracts in relation to the Index Share are traded on any exchange, the Futures Exchange shall 
be the exchange with the largest trading volume in futures and options contracts in relation to 
shares of companies whose registered office is in the same country as the registered office of 
the Index Company. If there is no futures and options exchange in the country in which the 
Index Company has its registered office on which futures and options contracts in relation to the 
Index Share are traded, the Issuer shall determine the Futures Exchange in its reasonable 
discretion (billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) and shall announce its choice 
in accordance with § 13. 

 
"Index " or "Underlying " means [[ index] (Bloomberg ticker [�] / ISIN [�]) as determined and 

published by [index sponsor] (the "Index Sponsor ")] [any of the following indices: 
 

Index Bloomberg ticker [Strike Price] [Weighting] 

[ index] as determined and published by 
[ index sponsor] (an "Index Sponsor ") 

[�] [�] [�] 

] 
 
"Index Company " with respect to an Index Share means the company issuing the respective Index 

Shares. 
 
"Index Share " [with respect to an Index] means any share contained in the respective Index. 
 
["Index Sponsor " with respect to an Index means the entity specified as such in the table in the 

definition of "Index".] 
 
"Issue Date " means [date]. 
 
"Italian Stock Exchange " means Borsa Italiana S.p.A. 
 
"Market Disruption Event " [with respect to an Index] means the occurrence or existence of any 

suspension of, or limitation imposed on, trading in Index Shares on the exchange or the 
suspension of or limitation imposed on trading in options or futures contracts on the Index on 
the options and futures exchange with the highest trading volume of option and future contracts 
relating to the Index, provided that any such suspension or limitation is material. The decision 
whether a suspension or limitation is material will be made by the Issuer in its reasonable 
discretion (billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)). The occurrence of a Market 
Disruption Event on [the][a] Valuation Date [or [the][a] Strike Date] shall be published in 
accordance with § 11. 

 
 A limitation regarding the office hours or the number of days of trading will not constitute a 

Market Disruption Event if it results from an announced change in the regular business hours of 
the relevant exchange. A limitation on trading imposed during the course of a day by reason of 
movements in price exceeding permitted limits shall only be deemed to be a Market Disruption 
Event in the case that such limitation is still prevailing at the time of termination of the trading 
hours on such date. 

 
"Maturity Date " means [the [fifth][number] Payment Business Day following the [Final] Valuation Date 

at the latest] [date, subject to postponement in accordance with § 5 paragraph 2]. 
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["Monitoring Period " means the period from and including [date] [the [Final] Strike Date] to and 
including the [Final] Valuation Date.] 

 
["Participation Factor " means [�]% [a percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the 

Issuer (billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade Date on the basis of 
the market conditions prevailing on such date and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In 
any case, the Participation Factor will not be below [�]%].] 

 
"Payment Business Day " means a day on which [commercial banks are open for business (including 

dealings in foreign exchange and foreign currency deposits) in [city] [and Frankfurt am Main] 
and ][ the Trans-European Automated Real-Time Gross Settlement Express Transfer System 
(TARGET) and] the Clearing System settle payments in [EUR][currency]. 

 
["Performance " with respect to [an Index] [and][a Valuation Date] means the decimal number 

calculated [as the product of (i) the Weighting of such Index and (ii) the division of] [by dividing] 
[the Reference Price [A] [of such Index] with respect to the [Final] Valuation Date] [the 
arithmetic mean of the Reference Prices [of such Index] with respect to all Valuation Dates] 
[by][and] the Strike Price [of such Index] [and subtracting 1 (one) from the resulting number].] 

 
["Ratio " means [number].] 
 
"Reference Price [A] " [with respect to an Index] means the official closing level of the [relevant] Index 

as determined and published by the [relevant] Index Sponsor. 
 
["Reference Price B " [with respect to an Index] means the intra-day level of the [relevant] Index as 

determined and published by the [relevant] Index Sponsor (including the official closing level).] 
 
["Return Factor " means [�]% [a percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer 

(billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade Date on the basis of the 
market conditions prevailing on such date and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any 
case, the Return Factor will not be below [�]%].] 

 
["Risk Premium " means a percentage determined by the Issuer in its reasonable discretion (billiges 

Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on any Adjustment Day for the Adjustment Period 
beginning on such Adjustment Day which indicates the price of the risks taken over by the 
Issuer.  The Risk Premium for the first Adjustment Period shall be equal to [percentage].] [The 
respective Risk Premium for subsequent Adjustment Periods shall be published on the Issuer's 
website at ([http://pb.commerzbank.com] [http://fim.commerzbank.com]).] 

 
["Strike Date " means [date(s)]. 
 
 If on [the] [a] Strike Date the Reference Price [A] of [the] [an] Index is not determined and 

published by the [relevant] Index Sponsor or if on [the] [a] Strike Date a Market Disruption Event 
occurs, the [relevant] Strike Date shall be postponed to the next following Payment Business 
Day on which the Reference Price [A] of [the] [each] Index is determined and published again 
by the [relevant] Index Sponsor and on which a Market Disruption Event does not occur.] 

 
"Strike Price " [with respect to an Index] means [�][ the price specified as such in relation to the 

relevant Index in the table in the definition of "Index"]  [[�]% of] [ the arithmetic mean of the 
Reference Prices [A] of the [relevant] Index with respect to all Strike Dates] [the Reference 
Price [A] of the [relevant] Index as of the Strike Date]] . 

 
["Trade Date " means [date]. 
 
["Weighting " with respect to an Index means the number specified as such in relation to the relevant 

Index in the table in the definition of "Index".] 
 
"Valuation Date " means [date(s)][each Early Valuation Date and the Final Valuation Date]. 
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 If on [the] [a] Valuation Date the Reference Price [A] of [the] [an] Index is not determined and 
published by the [relevant] Index Sponsor or if on [the] [a] Valuation Date a Market Disruption 
Event occurs, the [relevant] Valuation Date shall be postponed to the next following Payment 
Business Day on which the Reference Price [A] of [the] [each] Index is determined and 
published again by the [relevant] Index Sponsor and on which a Market Disruption Event does 
not occur. 

 
 If, according to the before-mentioned, [the] [a] Valuation Date is postponed to the 

[second][number] Payment Business Day prior to [the directly following [Automatic Early 
Redemption Date] [Bonus Amount Payment Date] or] the Maturity Date, and if also on such day 
the Reference Price [A] of the [affected] Index is not determined and published by the [relevant] 
Index Sponsor or a Market Disruption Event occurs on such day, then this day shall be deemed 
to be the [relevant] Valuation Date [for each Index] and the Issuer shall estimate the Reference 
Price [A] of the [affected] Index in its reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German 
Civil Code (BGB)), and in consideration of the prevailing market conditions on such day and 
make a notification thereof in accordance with § 11. 

 
["Worst Performing Underlying " means the Index with the lowest Performance. If the Issuer 

determines that the lowest Performance is the same for more than one of the Indices, then the 
Issuer shall decide in its own reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil 
Code (BGB)) which of the Indices shall be the Worst Performing Underlying.] 

 
 

§ 3 
MATURITY 

 
Classic Certificates  

 
1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price [A] of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined in accordance with the following provisions: 

 
(a) If on the [Final] Valuation Date the Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to 

or] above [�]% of the [relevant] Strike Price, then each Certificate shall be redeemed by 
payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate equal to the Calculation Amount; or 

 
(b) in all other cases, each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement 

Amount per Certificate determined by applying the following formula: 
 

 
Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

CA x SA 
Strike

Final=  

 
 where: 
 

SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, 
if necessary, to the next full [currency] [�] 
([currency] [�] will be rounded up)) 

   
CA = Calculation Amount 
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[Worst] UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price of the [Worst Performing] 
Underlying on the [Final] Valuation Date 

   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike  = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing 

Underlying] 
 

 
 
Classic Average Certificates   
 
1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined in accordance with the following provisions: 

 
(a) If on the [Final] Valuation Date the Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to 

or] above [•]% of the [relevant] Strike Price, then each Certificate shall be redeemed by 
payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate equal to the Calculation Amount; or 

 
 

(b) In all other cases, each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement 
Amount per Certificate determined by applying the following formula: 

 

 
Underlying [Worst]

Underlying [Worst]
CA x SA 

Strike

Average=  

 
 where: 
 

SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if 
necessary, to the next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] 
will be rounded up)) 

   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingAverage = Arithmetic mean of the Reference Prices of the [Worst 

Performing] Underlying on all Valuation Dates 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 

 
 
Classic Capped Plus Certificates  

 
1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price [A] of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
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[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined in accordance with the following provisions: 

 
(a) If during the Monitoring Period the Reference Price [B] of [the] [each] Underlying has 

always been [equal to or] above [�]% of the [relevant] Strike Price, then each Certificate 
shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate equal to the 
Calculation Amount; or 

 
(b) in all other cases, each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement 

Amount per Certificate determined by applying the following formula: 
 

 
Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

 C;CAxMinSA 
Strike

Final










=  

 
 

 where: 
 

SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if 
necessary, to the next full [currency] [�] (with 
[currency] [�] being rounded upwards)) 

   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
C = Cap 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price [A] of the [Worst Performing] 

Underlying on the [Final] Valuation Date 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 

 
 
Classic Double Capped Plus Certificates  

 
1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price [A] of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined in accordance with the following provisions: 

 
(a) If during the Monitoring Period the Reference Price [B] of [the] [each] Underlying has 

always been [equal to or] above [�]% of the [relevant] Strike Price, then each Certificate 
shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate determined by 
applying the following formula: 

 
 CCA x=SA  

 
OR 
 
(b) in all other cases, each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement 

Amount per Certificate determined by applying the following formula: 
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=

Strike

Final

Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

 C;CA xMinSA  

 
 

 where: 
 

SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if 
necessary, to the next full [currency] [�] (with 
[currency] [�] being rounded upwards)) 

   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
C = Cap 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price [A] of the [Worst Performing] 

Underlying on the [Final] Valuation Date 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 

 
 
Classic Cap & Floor Plus Certificates  

 
1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price [A] of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined in accordance with the following provisions: 

 
(a) If during the Monitoring Period the Reference Price [B] of [the] [each] Underlying has 

always been [equal to or] above [�]% of the [relevant] Strike Price, then each Certificate 
shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate determined by 
applying the following formula: 

 




















=

Strike

Final

Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

F;Max C;MinCA xSA  

 
OR 
 
(b) in all other cases, each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement 

Amount per Certificate determined by applying the following formula: 
 

 
Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

 C;MinCA xSA 
Strike

Final








=  

 
 

where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if necessary, 

to the next full [currency] [�] (with [currency] [�] being 
rounded upwards)) 
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CA = Calculation Amount 
   
C = Cap 
   
F = Floor 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price [A] of the [Worst Performing] Underlying 

on the [Final] Valuation Date 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 

 
 
Booster Certificates   
 
1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price [A] of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined in accordance with the following provisions: 

 
(a) If on the [Final] Valuation Date the Reference Price [A] of [the] [each] Underlying is 

[equal to or] above [•]% of the [relevant] Strike Price, then each Certificate shall be 
redeemed by payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate determined by applying the 
following formula: 

 




















−×+= 1

Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

PF ;C Min 1CA xSA 
Strike

Final  

 
OR 

 
(b) If on the [Final] Valuation Date the Reference Price [A] of [the] [each] Underlying is 

[equal to or] below [�]% of the [relevant] Strike Price but if during the Monitoring Period 
the Reference Price [B] of [the] [each] Underlying has always been [equal to or] above 
[•]% of the [relevant] Strike Price, then each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of 
a Settlement Amount per Certificate equal to the Calculation Amount;  

 
OR 
 
(c) In all other cases, each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement 

Amount per Certificate determined by applying the following formula: 
 

 
Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

CA x  SA 
Strike

Final=  

 
where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if 

necessary, to the next full [currency] [�] (with 
[currency] [�] being rounded upwards)) 
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CA = Calculation Amount 
   
C = Cap 
   
PF = Participation Factor 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price [A] of the [Worst Performing] 

Underlying on the [Final] Valuation Date 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike  = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 

 
 
Leveraged Certificates  

 
1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined by applying the following formula: 

 






















−×+×= 1

Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

0;MaxPFRFACSA
Strike

Final  

 
where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if necessary, to the 

next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] will be rounded up)) 
   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
RF = Return Factor 
   
PF = Participation Factor 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingFinal  = Reference Price [of the Worst Performing] Underlying on the 

[Final] Valuation Date 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike  = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 

 
 
Leveraged Basket Certificates  

 
1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 
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2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined by applying the following formula: 

 
( )( )PB0;Max×PF+RF×AC=SA  

 
where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if necessary, to the 

next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] will be rounded up)) 
   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
RF = Return Factor 
   
PF = Participation Factor 
   
BP  = Basket Performance 

 
 
Double Leveraged Certificates  

 
1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined by applying the following formula: 

 












































−×−
























−×+

=

0;
Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

1MaxC2;MinPF

1
Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

0;MaxC1;MinPFFR

CA x SA 

Strike

Final

Strike

Final

 

 
where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if necessary, to the 

next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] will be rounded up)) 
   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
RF = Return Factor 
   
PF = Participation Factor 
   
C1 = Cap 1 
   
C2 = Cap 2 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price of the [Worst Performing] Underlying on the 

[Final] Valuation Date 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike  = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 
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Call Certificates  
 

1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 
Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined by applying the following formula: 

 









−×= 1

Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

0;MaxACSA
Strike

Final  

 
where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if necessary, to the 

next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] will be rounded up)) 
   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price of the [Worst Performing] Underlying on the 

[Final] Valuation Date 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 
 
 

Average Call Certificates  
 

1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 
Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined by applying the following formula: 

 











−×= 1

Underlying [Worst]

Underlying [Worst]
0;MaxCASA

Strike

Average  

 
where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if 

necessary, to the next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] 
will be rounded up)) 

   
CA = Calculation Amount 
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[Worst] UnderlyingAverage = Arithmetic mean of the Reference Prices of the [Worst 
Performing] Underlying on all Valuation Dates 

   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 

 
 

Participation Call Basket Certificates  
 

1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 
Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined by applying the following formula: 

 
( )PB0;MaxPFCASA ××=  

 
where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if 

necessary, to the next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] 
will be rounded up)) 

   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
PF = Participation Factor 
   
BP = Basket Performance 

 
 

Call Cap Certificates  
 
1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined by applying the following formula: 

 

 
Underlying [Worst]

Underlying [Worst]Underlying [Worst]
C;Min0;MaxCASA

Strike

StrikeFinal




















 −×=  

 
where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if necessary, to the 

next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] will be rounded up)) 
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CA = Calculation Amount 
   
C = Cap 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price of the [Worst Performing] Underlying on the 

[Final] Valuation Date 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 

 
 

Call Basket Certificates   
 
1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined by applying the following formula: 

 
( )01;-BPMaxCA x =SA  

 
 where: 
 

SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if necessary, 
to the next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] will be 
rounded up)) 

   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
BP = Basket Performance 

 
 

Call Cap Basket Certificates  
 
1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined by applying the following formula: 

 
( )[ ]BP;CMin;0MaxPFCASA ××=  

 
where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if necessary, to the 

next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] will be rounded up)) 
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CA = Calculation Amount 
   
PF = Participation Factor 
   
C = Cap 
   
BP = Basket Performance 

 
 

Put Certificates  
 

1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 
Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined by applying the following formula: 

 









−=

Strike

Final

Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

10;MaxCA x SA  

 
where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if 

necessary, to the next full [currency] [�] 
([currency] [�] will be rounded up)) 

   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price of the [Worst Performing] 

Underlying on the [Final] Valuation Date 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing 

Underlying] 
 
 

Put Cap Certificates  
 

1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 
Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined by applying the following formula: 

 





















 −=  
Underlying [Worst]

Underlying [Worst]Underlying [Worst]
0;MaxC;MinCA x SA 

Strike

FinalStrike  
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where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if necessary, to the 

next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] will be rounded up)) 
   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
C = Cap 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price A of the [Worst Performing] Underlying on the 

[Final] Valuation Date 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 

 
 

Put Basket Certificates   
 
1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined in accordance with the following provisions: 

 
(a) If on the [Final] Valuation Date the Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to 

or] above [•]% of the [relevant] Strike Price, then each Certificate shall be redeemed by 
payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate equal to the Calculation Amount; or 

 
 

(b) In all other cases, each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement 
Amount per Certificate determined by applying the following formula: 

 
( )BP;0 1MaxCA x SA −=  

 
 where: 
 

SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if necessary, 
to the next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] will be 
rounded up)) 

   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
BP = Basket Performance 

 
 

Digital Certificates   
 
Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity Date by 
the payment of an amount equal to the Calculation Amount (the "Settlement Amount ").  
 
In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive the 
Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on the Valuation Date 
directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date [the Performance of [the] [each] 
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Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [number][ the Reference Price of [the] [each] 
Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the [relevant] Strike Price]. In all other cases, 
a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date. 
 

 
Participation Digital Certificates   
 
1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date [the 
Performance of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [number][ the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price]. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date. 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined in accordance with the following provisions: 

 
(a) If on the [Final] Valuation Date [the Performance of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] 

[or] [above] [number][ the Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] 
[above] [�]% of the [relevant] Strike Price], then each Certificate shall be redeemed by 
payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate equal to the Calculation Amount; or 

 
(b) in all other cases, each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement 

Amount per Certificate determined by applying the following formula: 
 

PF× 
Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

CA x =SA 
Strike

Final  

 
 where: 
 

SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if 
necessary, to the next full [currency] [�] 
([currency] [�] will be rounded up)) 

   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price of the [Worst Performing] 

Underlying on the [Final] Valuation Date 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike  = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 
   
PF  = Participation Factor 

 
 

Leveraged Twin Win Plus Certificates  
 

1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 
Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price [A] of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
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[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined in accordance with the following provisions: 

 
(a) If [on the [Final] Valuation Date the Reference Price [A] of [the] [each] Underlying is 

[equal to or] above [�]% of the [relevant] Strike Price, then each Certificate shall be 
redeemed by payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate determined by applying the 
following formula: 

 

















+= 1- 

Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

 RFCA x SA 
Strike

Final  

 
OR 
 
(b) If [on the [Final] Valuation Date the Reference Price [A] of [the] [each] Underlying is 

[equal to or] below [�]% of the [relevant] Strike Price and[/or] if] during the Monitoring 
Period the Reference Price [B] of [the] [each] Underlying has always been [equal to or] 
above [�]% of the [relevant] Strike Price, then each Certificate shall be redeemed by 
payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate determined by applying the following 
formula: 

 

















−= 1- 

Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

 RFCA x SA 
Strike

Final  

 
OR 
 
(c) In all other cases, each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement 

Amount per Certificate determined by applying the following formula: 
 

 
Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

CA x  SA 
Strike

Final=  

 
 

where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if 

necessary, to the next full [currency] [�] (with 
[currency] [�] being rounded upwards)) 

   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
RF = Return Factor 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price [A] of the [Worst Performing] 

Underlying on the [Final] Valuation Date 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 

 
 
Basket Certificates  

 
1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
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[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined in accordance with the following provisions: 

 
(a) If on the [Final] Valuation Date the Basket Performance is [equal to] [or] [above] 

[number], then each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement Amount 
per Certificate determined by applying the following formula: 

 
( )( )( )1PBPFRF;Min100%ACSA −×+×=  

 
OR 
 
(b) If on the [Final] Valuation Date the Basket Performance is [equal to] [or] [below] 

[number] but [equal to] [or] [above] [number], then each Certificate shall be redeemed by 
payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate equal to the Calculation Amount;  

 
OR 
 
(c) in all other cases, each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement 

Amount per Certificate determined by applying the following formula: 
 

BP×AC=SA  
 
Where, with respect to (a) and (c) above: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if necessary, to the 

next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] will be rounded up)) 
   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
RF = Return Factor 
   
PF = Participation Factor 
   
BP  = Basket Performance 

 
 

Participation Recovery Certificates  
 

1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 
Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price [A] of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined in accordance with the following provisions: 

 
(a) If on the [Final] Valuation Date the Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to 

or] above [�]% of the [relevant] Strike Price, then each Certificate shall be redeemed by 
payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate equal to the Calculation Amount; or 
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(b) in all other cases, each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement 

Amount per Certificate determined by applying the following formula: 
 































×+= 1- 

Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

PFRF 0;Max CA x SA 
Strike

Final  

 
 where: 
 

SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if 
necessary, to the next full [currency] [�] 
([currency] [�] will be rounded up)) 

   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
RF  = Return Factor 
   
PF  = Participation Factor 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price of the [Worst Performing] 

Underlying on the [Final] Valuation Date 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike  = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 

 
 

Turbo Put Certificates  
 

1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 
Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price [A] of the Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the Strike 
Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the respective Bonus Amount 
Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined by applying the following formula: 

 
( ) RUnderlyingUnderlyingSA FinalstedStrikeAdju ×−=  

 
where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if necessary, to the 

next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] will be rounded up)) 
   
UnderlyingStrikeAdjusted = Adjusted Strike Price on the [Final] Valuation Date 
   
UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price [A] of the Underlying on the [Final] Valuation 

Date 
   
R = Ratio 

 
 

Turbo Call Certificates  
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1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 
Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price [A] of the Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the Strike 
Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the respective Bonus Amount 
Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined by applying the following formula: 

 
( ) RUnderlyingUnderlyingSA stedStrikeAdjuFinal ×= -  

 
where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if necessary, to the 

next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] will be rounded up)) 
   
UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price [A] of the Underlying on the [Final] Valuation 

Date 
   
UnderlyingStrikeAdjusted = Adjusted Strike Price on the [Final] Valuation Date 
   
R = Ratio 

 
 

§ 4 
EARLY REDEMPTION; REPURCHASE 

 
Certificates without any early redemption except as contemplated in § 6 
 
1. Except as provided in § 6, the Issuer shall not be entitled to redeem the Certificates prior to the 

Maturity Date. 
 
2. The Certificateholders shall not be entitled to call for redemption of the Certificates prior to the 

Maturity Date. 
 
3. The Certificates shall not be terminated automatically and redeemed prior to the Maturity Date. 

 
4. The Issuer may at any time purchase Certificates in the market or otherwise. Certificates 

repurchased by or on behalf of the Issuer may be held by the Issuer, re-issued or resold. 
 
[5. For so long as the Certificates are admitted to listing on Borsa Italiana S.p.A. and to trading on 

the Electronic Securitised Derivatives Market (SeDeX) of Borsa Italiana S.p.A., then at any time 
prior to [5:50 p.m. Milan time] [�] (the "Renouncement Notice Cut-Off Time ") on [the [first] 
[number] Payment Business Day following the [Final] Valuation Date] [�] (the "Renouncement 
Notice Cut-Off Date "), any Certificateholder may renounce the redemption of the Certificates by 
payment of the Settlement Amount in accordance with § 3 (the "Automatic Exercise ") by the 
delivery of a duly completed renouncement notice (the "Renouncement Notice ") in the form set 
out in Annex 1 to these Terms and Conditions to the Certificates Account Holder, with a copy 
thereof to the Paying Agent. Once delivered, a Renouncement Notice shall be irrevocable and 
the relevant Certificateholder may not transfer the Certificates which are the subject of the 
Renouncement Notice. If a duly completed Renouncement Notice is validly delivered prior to the 
Renouncement Notice Cut-off Time on the Renouncement Notice Cut-off Date, any rights arising 
from the Certificates will terminate upon such delivery and the relevant Certificateholder will not 
be entitled to receive the Settlement Amount payable by the Issuer with respect to the 
Certificates and the Issuer shall have no further liability with respect to such Settlement Amount.  
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 Any determination as to whether a Renouncement Notice is duly completed and in proper form 
shall be made by the Certificates Account Holder (in consultation with the Paying Agent and the 
Clearing System) and shall be conclusive and binding on the Issuer, the Paying Agent and the 
relevant Certificateholder. 

 
 Subject as follows, any Renouncement Notice so determined to be incomplete or not in proper 

form shall be null and void. If such Renouncement Notice is subsequently corrected to the 
satisfaction of the Paying Agent, it shall be deemed to be a new Renouncement Notice 
submitted at the time such correction was delivered to the Certificates Account Holder, with a 
copy thereof to the Paying Agent.]  

 
Certificates with a call option 
 
1. The Issuer shall, in addition to the right to redeem the Certificates prior to the Maturity Date in 

accordance with § 6, have the right to redeem all, but not in part, of the outstanding Certificates 
in each case at [an amount per Certificate equal to the Calculation Amount] [insert other 
amount] (the "Early Redemption Amount "), with effect as of [any Bonus Amount Payment 
Date] [date] (each an "Early Redemption Date ") (the "Early Redemption "). 

 
 Early Redemption must be announced at [least [number] calendar days] [the latest on the 

[Early] Valuation Date directly] prior to the Early Redemption Date in accordance with § 11. The 
notice is irrevocable and must state the Early Redemption Date. 

 
2. The Certificateholders shall not be entitled to call for redemption of the Certificates prior to the 

Maturity Date. 
 
3. The Certificates shall not be terminated automatically and redeemed prior to the Maturity Date. 

 
4. The Issuer may at any time purchase Certificates in the market or otherwise. Certificates 

repurchased by or on behalf of the Issuer may be held by the Issuer, re-issued or resold. 
 
[5. For so long as the Certificates are admitted to listing on Borsa Italiana S.p.A. and to trading on 

the Electronic Securitised Derivatives Market (SeDeX) of Borsa Italiana S.p.A., then at any time 
prior to [5:50 p.m. Milan time] [�] (the "Renouncement Notice Cut-Off Time ") on [the [first] 
[number] Payment Business Day following the [Final] Valuation Date] [�] (the "Renouncement 
Notice Cut-Off Date "), any Certificateholder may renounce the redemption of the Certificates by 
payment of the Settlement Amount in accordance with § 3 (the "Automatic Exercise ") by the 
delivery of a duly completed renouncement notice (the "Renouncement Notice ") in the form set 
out in Annex 1 to these Terms and Conditions to the Certificates Account Holder, with a copy 
thereof to the Paying Agent. Once delivered, a Renouncement Notice shall be irrevocable and 
the relevant Certificateholder may not transfer the Certificates which are the subject of the 
Renouncement Notice. If a duly completed Renouncement Notice is validly delivered prior to the 
Renouncement Notice Cut-off Time on the Renouncement Notice Cut-off Date, any rights arising 
from the Certificates will terminate upon such delivery and the relevant Certificateholder will not 
be entitled to receive the Settlement Amount payable by the Issuer with respect to the 
Certificates and the Issuer shall have no further liability with respect to such Settlement Amount.  

 
 Any determination as to whether a Renouncement Notice is duly completed and in proper form 

shall be made by the Certificates Account Holder (in consultation with the Paying Agent and the 
Clearing System) and shall be conclusive and binding on the Issuer, the Paying Agent and the 
relevant Certificateholder. 

 
 Subject as follows, any Renouncement Notice so determined to be incomplete or not in proper 

form shall be null and void. If such Renouncement Notice is subsequently corrected to the 
satisfaction of the Paying Agent, it shall be deemed to be a new Renouncement Notice 
submitted at the time such correction was delivered to the Certificates Account Holder, with a 
copy thereof to the Paying Agent.]  

 
Certificates with a put option 
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1. Except as provided in § 6, the Issuer shall not be entitled to redeem the Certificates prior to the 
Maturity Date. 

 
2. Each Certificateholder is entitled to request early redemption of the Certificates ("Early 

Redemption "). Early Redemption may be requested on any Payment Business Day from the 
Issue Date (including) to the [Final] Valuation Date (excluding) (any such date being a "Put 
Date") only in accordance with the provisions set out below in this § 4 paragraph 2 and only with 
effect as of an Early Redemption Date. "Early Redemption Date " means any [fifth] [number] 
Payment Business Day following the relevant Put Date.  

  
In case of an Early Redemption each relevant Certificate will be redeemed on the relevant Early 
Redemption Date by the payment of [an amount per Certificate equal to the Calculation Amount] 
[ insert other amount] (the "Early Redemption Amount "). 

 
 In order to validly call the certificates for redemption with respect to an Early Redemption Date 

[with the exception of the day the annual shareholders' meeting of the Issuer takes place][ insert 
other provisions of exception] the Certificateholder is obliged to instruct the account holding 
bank not later than [time] on the relevant Put Date to 

 
 i. deliver a written redemption notice (the "Early  Redemption Notice ") via the account 

holding bank to the Paying Agent in the form as attached in Annex 2 to these Terms and 
Conditions and as available at the Paying Agent or by providing all information and 
statements requested therein; 

 
 ii. deliver the Certificates via the account holding bank by crediting the Certificates to the 

account of the Paying Agent with the Clearing System. 
 
 On the Early Redemption Date at or prior to 10:00 a.m. (Frankfurt am Main time) (i) the 

Redemption Notice has to be received by the Paying Agent and (ii) the Certificates have to be 
booked at the account of the Paying Agent with the Clearing System. 

 
 The Redemption Notice shall be binding and irrevocable. A Redemption Notice submitted with 

regard to a specific Early Redemption Date shall be void if the above-mentioned provisions are 
not fulfilled. If the Certificates to which a Redemption Notice relates are not delivered or not 
delivered on time to the Paying Agent, the Redemption Notice shall be void. If the number of 
Certificates stated in the Redemption Notice, for which redemption is requested, differs from the 
number of Certificates transferred to the Paying Agent, the Redemption Notice shall be deemed 
submitted only with regard to the smaller number of Certificates. Any excess Certificates shall 
be re-transferred for the cost and the risk of the Certificateholder to the account holding bank. 

 
 Following the valid submission of Certificates for Early Redemption, the Issuer shall ensure that 

the Early Redemption Amount is made available to the Paying Agent, which shall in turn transfer 
such amount to an account of the account-holding bank on the relevant Early Redemption Date. 

 
3. The Certificates shall not be terminated automatically and redeemed prior to the Maturity Date. 

 
4. The Issuer may at any time purchase Certificates in the market or otherwise. Certificates 

repurchased by or on behalf of the Issuer may be held by the Issuer, re-issued or resold. 
 
[5. For so long as the Certificates are admitted to listing on Borsa Italiana S.p.A. and to trading on 

the Electronic Securitised Derivatives Market (SeDeX) of Borsa Italiana S.p.A., then at any time 
prior to [5:50 p.m. Milan time] [�] (the "Renouncement Notice Cut-Off Time ") on [the [first] 
[number] Payment Business Day following the [Final] Valuation Date] [�] (the "Renouncement 
Notice Cut-Off Date "), any Certificateholder may renounce the redemption of the Certificates by 
payment of the Settlement Amount in accordance with § 3 (the "Automatic Exercise ") by the 
delivery of a duly completed renouncement notice (the "Renouncement Notice ") in the form set 
out in Annex 1 to these Terms and Conditions to the Certificates Account Holder, with a copy 
thereof to the Paying Agent. Once delivered, a Renouncement Notice shall be irrevocable and 
the relevant Certificateholder may not transfer the Certificates which are the subject of the 
Renouncement Notice. If a duly completed Renouncement Notice is validly delivered prior to the 
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Renouncement Notice Cut-off Time on the Renouncement Notice Cut-off Date, any rights arising 
from the Certificates will terminate upon such delivery and the relevant Certificateholder will not 
be entitled to receive the Settlement Amount payable by the Issuer with respect to the 
Certificates and the Issuer shall have no further liability with respect to such Settlement Amount.  

 
 Any determination as to whether a Renouncement Notice is duly completed and in proper form 

shall be made by the Certificates Account Holder (in consultation with the Paying Agent and the 
Clearing System) and shall be conclusive and binding on the Issuer, the Paying Agent and the 
relevant Certificateholder. 

 
 Subject as follows, any Renouncement Notice so determined to be incomplete or not in proper 

form shall be null and void. If such Renouncement Notice is subsequently corrected to the 
satisfaction of the Paying Agent, it shall be deemed to be a new Renouncement Notice 
submitted at the time such correction was delivered to the Certificates Account Holder, with a 
copy thereof to the Paying Agent.]  

 
Certificates with a call and a put option 
 
1. The Issuer shall, in addition to the right to redeem the Certificates prior to the Maturity Date in 

accordance with § 6, have the right to redeem all, but not in part, of the outstanding Certificates 
in each case at [an amount per Certificate equal to the Calculation Amount] [insert other 
amount] (the "Early Redemption Amount "), with effect as of [any Bonus Amount Payment 
Date] [date] (each an "Early Redemption Date ") (the "Early Redemption "). 

 
 Early Redemption must be announced at [least [number] calendar days] [the latest on the 

[Early] Valuation Date directly] prior to the Early Redemption Date in accordance with § 11. The 
notice is irrevocable and must state the Early Redemption Date. 

 
2. Each Certificateholder is entitled to request early redemption of the Certificates ("Early 

Redemption "). Early Redemption may be requested on any Payment Business Day from the 
Issue Date (including) to the [Final] Valuation Date (excluding) (any such date being a "Put 
Date") only in accordance with the provisions set out below in this § 4 paragraph 2 and only with 
effect as of an Early Redemption Date. "Early Redemption Date " means any [fifth] [number] 
Payment Business Day following the relevant Put Date.  

  
In case of an Early Redemption each relevant Certificate will be redeemed on the relevant Early 
Redemption Date by the payment of [an amount per Certificate equal to the Calculation Amount] 
[ insert other amount] (the "Early Redemption Amount "). 

 
 In order to validly call the certificates for redemption with respect to an Early Redemption Date 

[with the exception of the day the annual shareholders' meeting of the Issuer takes place][ insert 
other provisions of exception] the Certificateholder is obliged to instruct the account holding 
bank not later than [time] on the relevant Put Date to 

 
 i. deliver a written redemption notice (the "Early  Redemption Notice ") via the account 

holding bank to the Paying Agent in the form as attached in Annex 2 to these Terms and 
Conditions and as available at the Paying Agent or by providing all information and 
statements requested therein; 

 
 ii. deliver the Certificates via the account holding bank by crediting the Certificates to the 

account of the Paying Agent with the Clearing System. 
 
 On the Early Redemption Date at or prior to 10:00 a.m. (Frankfurt am Main time) (i) the 

Redemption Notice has to be received by the Paying Agent and (ii) the Certificates have to be 
booked at the account of the Paying Agent with the Clearing System. 

 
 The Redemption Notice shall be binding and irrevocable. A Redemption Notice submitted with 

regard to a specific Early Redemption Date shall be void if the above-mentioned provisions are 
not fulfilled. If the Certificates to which a Redemption Notice relates are not delivered or not 
delivered on time to the Paying Agent, the Redemption Notice shall be void. If the number of 
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Certificates stated in the Redemption Notice, for which redemption is requested, differs from the 
number of Certificates transferred to the Paying Agent, the Redemption Notice shall be deemed 
submitted only with regard to the smaller number of Certificates. Any excess Certificates shall 
be re-transferred for the cost and the risk of the Certificateholder to the account holding bank. 

 
 Following the valid submission of Certificates for Early Redemption, the Issuer shall ensure that 

the Early Redemption Amount is made available to the Paying Agent, which shall in turn transfer 
such amount to an account of the account-holding bank on the relevant Early Redemption Date. 

 
3. The Certificates shall not be terminated automatically and redeemed prior to the Maturity Date. 

 
4. The Issuer may at any time purchase Certificates in the market or otherwise. Certificates 

repurchased by or on behalf of the Issuer may be held by the Issuer, re-issued or resold. 
 
[5. For so long as the Certificates are admitted to listing on Borsa Italiana S.p.A. and to trading on 

the Electronic Securitised Derivatives Market (SeDeX) of Borsa Italiana S.p.A., then at any time 
prior to [5:50 p.m. Milan time] [�] (the "Renouncement Notice Cut-Off Time ") on [the [first] 
[number] Payment Business Day following the [Final] Valuation Date] [�] (the "Renouncement 
Notice Cut-Off Date "), any Certificateholder may renounce the redemption of the Certificates by 
payment of the Settlement Amount in accordance with § 3 (the "Automatic Exercise ") by the 
delivery of a duly completed renouncement notice (the "Renouncement Notice ") in the form set 
out in Annex 1 to these Terms and Conditions to the Certificates Account Holder, with a copy 
thereof to the Paying Agent. Once delivered, a Renouncement Notice shall be irrevocable and 
the relevant Certificateholder may not transfer the Certificates which are the subject of the 
Renouncement Notice. If a duly completed Renouncement Notice is validly delivered prior to the 
Renouncement Notice Cut-off Time on the Renouncement Notice Cut-off Date, any rights arising 
from the Certificates will terminate upon such delivery and the relevant Certificateholder will not 
be entitled to receive the Settlement Amount payable by the Issuer with respect to the 
Certificates and the Issuer shall have no further liability with respect to such Settlement Amount.  

 
 Any determination as to whether a Renouncement Notice is duly completed and in proper form 

shall be made by the Certificates Account Holder (in consultation with the Paying Agent and the 
Clearing System) and shall be conclusive and binding on the Issuer, the Paying Agent and the 
relevant Certificateholder. 

 
 Subject as follows, any Renouncement Notice so determined to be incomplete or not in proper 

form shall be null and void. If such Renouncement Notice is subsequently corrected to the 
satisfaction of the Paying Agent, it shall be deemed to be a new Renouncement Notice 
submitted at the time such correction was delivered to the Certificates Account Holder, with a 
copy thereof to the Paying Agent.]  

 
Certificates with an automatic early redemption 
 
1. Except as provided in § 6, the Issuer shall not be entitled to redeem the Certificates prior to the 

Maturity Date. 
 
2. The Certificateholders shall not be entitled to call for redemption of the Certificates prior to the 

Maturity Date. 
 
3. Notwithstanding any other rights to redeem the Certificates prior to the Maturity Date in 

accordance with these Terms and Conditions, the Certificates shall be terminated automatically 
and redeemed on [an] [the] Automatic Early Redemption Date at the Automatic Early 
Redemption Amount per Certificate if on the Early Valuation Date directly preceding such 
Automatic Early Redemption Date the Reference Price [A] of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal 
to or] [above] [below] [[•]% of the [relevant] Strike Price] [the Barrier with respect to the 
relevant Early Valuation Date]. 
The rights in connection with the Certificates shall expire upon the payment of the Automatic 
Early Redemption Amount [and the [relevant] Bonus Amount] on the [relevant] Automatic Early 
Redemption Date. 
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4. The Issuer may at any time purchase Certificates in the market or otherwise. Certificates 
repurchased by or on behalf of the Issuer may be held by the Issuer, re-issued or resold. 

 
[5. For so long as the Certificates are admitted to listing on Borsa Italiana S.p.A. and to trading on 

the Electronic Securitised Derivatives Market (SeDeX) of Borsa Italiana S.p.A., then at any time 
prior to [5:50 p.m. Milan time] [�] (the "Renouncement Notice Cut-Off Time ") on [the [first] 
[number] Payment Business Day following the [Final] Valuation Date] [�] (the "Renouncement 
Notice Cut-Off Date "), any Certificateholder may renounce the redemption of the Certificates by 
payment of the Settlement Amount in accordance with § 3 (the "Automatic Exercise ") by the 
delivery of a duly completed renouncement notice (the "Renouncement Notice ") in the form set 
out in Annex 1 to these Terms and Conditions to the Certificates Account Holder, with a copy 
thereof to the Paying Agent. Once delivered, a Renouncement Notice shall be irrevocable and 
the relevant Certificateholder may not transfer the Certificates which are the subject of the 
Renouncement Notice. If a duly completed Renouncement Notice is validly delivered prior to the 
Renouncement Notice Cut-off Time on the Renouncement Notice Cut-off Date, any rights arising 
from the Certificates will terminate upon such delivery and the relevant Certificateholder will not 
be entitled to receive the Settlement Amount payable by the Issuer with respect to the 
Certificates and the Issuer shall have no further liability with respect to such Settlement Amount.  

 
 Any determination as to whether a Renouncement Notice is duly completed and in proper form 

shall be made by the Certificates Account Holder (in consultation with the Paying Agent and the 
Clearing System) and shall be conclusive and binding on the Issuer, the Paying Agent and the 
relevant Certificateholder. 

 
 Subject as follows, any Renouncement Notice so determined to be incomplete or not in proper 

form shall be null and void. If such Renouncement Notice is subsequently corrected to the 
satisfaction of the Paying Agent, it shall be deemed to be a new Renouncement Notice 
submitted at the time such correction was delivered to the Certificates Account Holder, with a 
copy thereof to the Paying Agent.]  

 
Certificates with a knock-out 
 
1. Except as provided in § 6, the Issuer shall not be entitled to redeem the Certificates prior to the 

Maturity Date. 
 
2. The Certificateholders shall not be entitled to call for redemption of the Certificates prior to the 

Maturity Date. 
 
3. Notwithstanding any other rights to redeem the Certificates prior to the Maturity Date in 

accordance with these Terms and Conditions, the Certificates shall be terminated automatically 
if on any day during the Monitoring Period the [Reference Price [B] of the Underlying][ relevant 
Adjusted Strike Price] is [equal to] [or] [below][above] the Barrier (the "Knock-out Event "). 

 
 In the case of a Knock-out Event, the Certificates shall be redeemed at an amount in [currency] 

which shall be determined by the Issuer in its reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) 
(§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) as the fair value of the Certificates at the date of the Knock-
out Event by taking into account the relevant prevailing market conditions (the "Automatic 
Early Redemption Amount ") which shall be notified in accordance with § 11.  The Automatic 
Early Redemption Amount shall be payable at the latest on the [fifth][ordinal number] Payment 
Business Day following the day on which the Knock-out Event occurred, but in no case earlier 
than [five][number] Payment Business Days after the Issue Date and not later than on the 
Maturity Date.  The rights arising from the Certificates will terminate upon the payment of the 
Automatic Early Redemption Amount. 
 

4. The Issuer may at any time purchase Certificates in the market or otherwise. Certificates 
repurchased by or on behalf of the Issuer may be held by the Issuer, re-issued or resold. 

 
[5. For so long as the Certificates are admitted to listing on Borsa Italiana S.p.A. and to trading on 

the Electronic Securitised Derivatives Market (SeDeX) of Borsa Italiana S.p.A., then at any time 
prior to [5:50 p.m. Milan time] [�] (the "Renouncement Notice Cut-Off Time ") on [the [first] 
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[number] Payment Business Day following the [Final] Valuation Date] [�] (the "Renouncement 
Notice Cut-Off Date "), any Certificateholder may renounce the redemption of the Certificates by 
payment of the Settlement Amount in accordance with § 3 (the "Automatic Exercise ") by the 
delivery of a duly completed renouncement notice (the "Renouncement Notice ") in the form set 
out in Annex 1 to these Terms and Conditions to the Certificates Account Holder, with a copy 
thereof to the Paying Agent. Once delivered, a Renouncement Notice shall be irrevocable and 
the relevant Certificateholder may not transfer the Certificates which are the subject of the 
Renouncement Notice. If a duly completed Renouncement Notice is validly delivered prior to the 
Renouncement Notice Cut-off Time on the Renouncement Notice Cut-off Date, any rights arising 
from the Certificates will terminate upon such delivery and the relevant Certificateholder will not 
be entitled to receive the Settlement Amount payable by the Issuer with respect to the 
Certificates and the Issuer shall have no further liability with respect to such Settlement Amount.  

 
 Any determination as to whether a Renouncement Notice is duly completed and in proper form 

shall be made by the Certificates Account Holder (in consultation with the Paying Agent and the 
Clearing System) and shall be conclusive and binding on the Issuer, the Paying Agent and the 
relevant Certificateholder. 

 
 Subject as follows, any Renouncement Notice so determined to be incomplete or not in proper 

form shall be null and void. If such Renouncement Notice is subsequently corrected to the 
satisfaction of the Paying Agent, it shall be deemed to be a new Renouncement Notice 
submitted at the time such correction was delivered to the Certificates Account Holder, with a 
copy thereof to the Paying Agent.]  

 
 

§ 5 
PAYMENTS 

 
Certificates with the exception of USD Certificates with a lifetime of more than one year  

 
1. All amounts payable pursuant to these Terms and Conditions shall be paid to the Paying 

Agent for transfer to the Clearing System or pursuant to the Clearing System's instruction for 
credit to the relevant accountholders on the dates stated in these Terms and Conditions. 
Payment to the Clearing System or pursuant to the Clearing System's instruction shall release 
the Issuer from its payment obligations under the Certificates in the amount of such payment. 

 
2. If any payment with respect to a Certificate is to be effected on a day other than a Payment 

Business Day, payment shall be effected on the next following Payment Business Day. In this 
case, the relevant Certificateholder shall neither be entitled to any payment claim nor to any 
interest claim or other compensation with respect to such delay. 

 
3. All payments are subject in all cases to any applicable fiscal or other laws, regulations and 

directives. 
 
 
USD Certificates with a lifetime of more than one year  

 
1. All amounts payable pursuant to these Terms and Conditions shall be paid to the Paying 

Agent for transfer to the Clearing System or pursuant to the Clearing System's instruction for 
credit to the relevant accountholders on the dates stated in these Terms and Conditions. 
Payment to the Clearing System or pursuant to the Clearing System's instruction shall release 
the Issuer from its payment obligations under the Certificates in the amount of such payment. 

 
 Payments on Certificates represented by a Temporary Global Certificate shall only be effected 

upon due certification in accordance with § 1 paragraph 1. 
 

2. If any payment with respect to a Certificate is to be effected on a day other than a Payment 
Business Day, payment shall be effected on the next following Payment Business Day. In this 
case, the relevant Certificateholder shall neither be entitled to any payment claim nor to any 
interest claim or other compensation with respect to such delay. 
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3. All payments are subject in all cases to any applicable fiscal or other laws, regulations and 

directives. 
 
 

§ 6 
ADJUSTMENTS; EXTRAORDINARY TERMINATION RIGHT OF THE  ISSUER 

 
1. If the Index is no longer calculated and published by the Index Sponsor but by another person, 

company or institution acceptable to the Issuer in its reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) 
(§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) as the new Index Sponsor (the "Successor Sponsor "), the 
Settlement Amount will be determined on the basis of the Index being calculated and published 
by the Successor Sponsor and any reference made to the Index Sponsor in these Terms and 
Conditions shall, if the context so admits, then refer to the Successor Sponsor. 

 
2.  If the Index is cancelled or replaced or if the Index Sponsor is replaced by another person, 

company or institution not acceptable to the Issuer in its reasonable discretion (billiges 
Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)), the Issuer will determine in its reasonable 
discretion (billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) another index on the basis of 
which the Settlement Amount will be determined (the "Successor Index "). The Successor 
Index as well as the time of its first application will be notified pursuant to § 11. Any reference 
made to the relevant Index in these Terms and Conditions shall, if the context so admits then 
refer to the Successor Index. All related definitions shall be deemed to be amended accordingly. 
Furthermore, the Issuer will make all necessary adjustments to the Terms and Conditions 
resulting from a substitution of the Index. 

 
3. If the occurrence of an Adjustment Event with respect to an Index Share has a material effect on 

the price of the Index, the Issuer will make adjustments to the Terms and Conditions taking into 
consideration the provisions set forth hereinafter. The Issuer shall act in its reasonable 
discretion (billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)).  

  
Certificates without a Barrier 

 
As a result of such adjustments especially the Strike Price may be amended.  

 
Certificates with a Barrier 

 
As a result of such adjustments especially the Strike Price and/or the Barrier may be amended.  

 
Turbo Put or Turbo Call Certificates 

 
As a result of such adjustments especially the Strike Price and/or the Barrier and/or the Ratio 
may be amended.  

 
 Such adjustment shall become effective on the date on which the occurrence of the Adjustment 

Event with respect to the Index Share has its effect on the price of the Index.  
 
 Adjustments and determinations as well as the effective date shall be notified by the Issuer in 

accordance with § 11.  
 
 Any adjustment in accordance with this § 6 paragraph 3 does not exclude a later termination in 

accordance with this paragraph on the basis of the same event. 
 

4. If (i) the determination of a Successor Index in accordance with paragraph 2 is not possible or is 
unreasonable (unzumutbar) or (ii) if the Index Sponsor materially modifies the calculation 
method of the Index with effect on or after the Issue Date, or materially modifies the Index in 
any other way (except for modifications which are contemplated in the calculation method of the 
Index relating to a change with respect to Index Shares, the market capitalisation or with 
respect to any other routine measures), then the Issuer is entitled to (a) continue the calculation 
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and publication of the Index on the basis of the former concept of the Index and its last 
determined level or (b) to terminate the Certificates prematurely with respect to a Payment 
Business Day (the "Extraordinary Termination Date ") with a prior notice of seven Payment 
Business Days in accordance with § 11. Any termination in part shall be excluded. 

   
5. In the case of a termination of the Certificates pursuant to paragraph 4, the Certificates shall be 

redeemed on the Extraordinary Termination Date at the termination amount per Certificate (the 
"Extraordinary Termination  Amount ") which shall be calculated by the Issuer in its reasonable 
discretion (billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) by taking into account 
applicable market conditions.  

  
 The Issuer shall pay the Extraordinary Termination Amount to the Certificateholders not later 

than the fifth Payment Business Day following the Extraordinary Termination Date to the 
Clearing System for crediting the accounts of the depositors of the Certificates with the Clearing 
System. The rights in connection with the Certificates shall expire upon the payment of the 
Extraordinary Termination Amount to the Clearing System. 

 
 

§ 7 
TAXES 

 
All present and future taxes, fees or other duties in connection with the Certificates shall be borne and 
paid by the Certificateholders. The Issuer is entitled to withhold from payments to be made under the 
Certificates any taxes, fees and/or duties payable by the Certificateholder in accordance with the 
previous sentence. 
 
 

§ 8 
STATUS 

 
The obligations under the Certificates constitute direct, unconditional and unsecured (nicht dinglich 
besichert) obligations of the Issuer and rank at least pari passu with all other unsecured and 
unsubordinated obligations of the Issuer (save for such exceptions as may exist from time to time 
under applicable law). 
 
 

§ 9 
PAYING AGENT 

 
[1. [Commerzbank Aktiengesellschaft, Kaiserstraße 16 (Kaiserplatz), 60311 Frankfurt am Main, 

Federal Republic of Germany][●], shall be the paying agent (the "Paying Agent "). 
 
2. The Issuer shall be entitled at any time to appoint another bank of international standing as 

Paying Agent. Such appointment and the effective date shall be notified in accordance with § 11. 
 
3. The Paying Agent is hereby granted exemption from the restrictions of § 181 of the German 

Civil Code (BGB) and any similar restrictions of the applicable laws of any other country.] 
 
[1. [Commerzbank Aktiengesellschaft, Kaiserstraße 16 (Kaiserplatz), 60311 Frankfurt am Main, 

Federal Republic of Germany][●], shall be the paying agent (the "Paying Agent ") and [BNP 
Paribas Securities Services, Via Ansperto 5, 20123 Milano, Republic of Italy][●], shall be the 
additional paying agent (the "Additional Paying Agent "). 

 
2. The Issuer shall be entitled at any time to appoint another bank of international standing as 

Paying Agent and/or Additional Paying Agent. Such appointment and the effective date shall be 
notified in accordance with § 11. 

 
3. The Paying Agent and the Additional Paying Agent are hereby granted exemption from the 

restrictions of § 181 of the German Civil Code (BGB) and any similar restrictions of the 
applicable laws of any other country.] 
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§ 10 
SUBSTITUTION OF THE ISSUER 

 
1. Any other company may assume at any time during the life of the Certificates, subject to 

paragraph 2, without the Certificateholders' consent all the obligations of the Issuer under and in 
connection with the Certificates. Any such substitution and the effective date shall be notified by 
the Issuer in accordance with § 11. 

 
 Upon any such substitution, such substitute company (hereinafter called the "New Issuer ") shall 

succeed to, and be substituted for, and may exercise every right and power of, the Issuer under 
the Certificates with the same effect as if the New Issuer had been named as the Issuer in these 
Terms and Conditions; the Issuer (and, in the case of a repeated application of this § 10, each 
previous New Issuer) shall be released from its obligations hereunder and from its liability as 
obligor under the Certificates. 

 
 In the event of such substitution, any reference in these Terms and Conditions to the Issuer 

shall from then on be deemed to refer to the New Issuer.  
 
2. No such assumption shall be permitted unless 
 
 (a) the New Issuer has agreed to assume all obligations of the Issuer under the Certificates; 
 
 (b) the New Issuer has agreed to indemnify and hold harmless each Certificateholder against 

any tax, duty, assessment or governmental charge imposed on such Certificateholder in 
respect of such substitution; 

 
 (c) the Issuer (in this capacity referred to as the "Guarantor ") has unconditionally and 

irrevocably guaranteed to the Certificateholders compliance by the New Issuer with all 
obligations under the Certificates;  

 
 (d) the New Issuer and the Guarantor have obtained all governmental authorisations, 

approvals, consents and permissions necessary in the jurisdictions in which the 
Guarantor and/or the New Issuer are domiciled or the country under the laws of which 
they are organised. 

 
3. Upon any substitution of the Issuer for a New Issuer, this § 10 shall apply again. 
 
 

§ 11 
NOTICES 

 
Certificates which shall not be listed on Borsa Italiana S.p.A.  
 
Notices relating to the Certificates shall be published on the Issuer's website [�] [or in the electronic 
version of the Federal Gazette (Bundesanzeiger)] and shall be deemed to be effective upon such 
publication unless such publication gives another effective date. 
 
Certificates which shall be listed on Borsa Italiana S.p.A.  
 
Notices relating to the Certificates shall be published on the Issuer's website [�] [or in the electronic 
version of the Federal Gazette (Bundesanzeiger)] and possibly, without giving rise to any obligation for 
the Issuer, through a notice by Borsa Italiana S.p.A., and shall be deemed to be effective upon such 
publication unless such publication gives another effective date. 
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Following the admission to listing of the Certificates, any change/amendment or material information in 
connection with the Certificates will be published by Borsa Italiana S.p.A. through a stock exchange 
notice in accordance with the relevant legal and regulatory provisions in force in the Republic of Italy. 
 
 

§ 12 
LIMITATION OF LIABILITY 

 
The Issuer shall be held responsible for acting or failing to act in connection with the Certificates only 
if, and insofar as, it either breaches material obligations under or in connection with the Terms and 
Conditions negligently or wilfully or breaches other obligations with gross negligence or wilfully. The 
same applies to the Paying Agent and the Additional Paying Agent, if any. 
 
 

§ 13 
FINAL CLAUSES 

 
1. [The Certificates and the rights and duties of the Certificateholders, the Issuer, the Paying 

Agent and the Guarantor (if any) shall in all respects be governed by the laws of the Federal 
Republic of Germany.]  

 
 [The Certificates and the rights and duties of the Certificateholders, the Issuer, the Paying 

Agent and the Guarantor (if any) shall in all respects be governed by the laws of the Federal 
Republic of Germany [insert in case of the Certificates being cleared through Monte Titoli S.p.A] 
except for § 1 paragraph 1 and 2 of the Terms and Conditions which shall be governed by the 
laws of the Republic of Italy.]  

 
 [The rights and duties of the Additional Paying Agent shall in all respects be governed by the 

laws of the Republic of Italy]. 
 
2. In the event of manifest typing or calculation errors or similar manifest errors in the Terms and 

Conditions, the Issuer shall be entitled to declare rescission (Anfechtung) to the 
Certificateholders. The declaration of rescission shall be made without undue delay upon 
becoming aware of any such ground for rescission (Anfechtungsgrund) and in accordance with 
§ 11. Following such rescission by the Issuer, the Certificateholders may instruct the account 
holding bank to submit a duly completed redemption notice to the Paying Agent, either by filling 
in the relevant form available from the Paying Agent or by otherwise stating all information and 
declarations required on the form (the "Rescission Redemption Notice "), and to request 
repayment of the Issue Price against transfer of the Certificates to the account of the Paying 
Agent with the Clearing System. The Issuer shall make available the Issue Price to the Paying 
Agent within ten calendar days following receipt of the Rescission Redemption Notice and of the 
Certificates by the Paying Agent, whichever receipt is later, whereupon the Paying Agent shall 
transfer the Issue Price to the account specified in the Rescission Redemption Notice. Upon 
payment of the Issue Price all rights under the Certificates delivered shall expire. 

 
3. The Issuer may combine the declaration of rescission pursuant to paragraph 2 with an offer to 

continue the Certificates on the basis of corrected Terms and Conditions. Such an offer and the 
corrected provisions shall be notified to the Certificateholders together with the declaration of 
rescission in accordance with § 11. Any such offer shall be deemed to be accepted by a 
Certificateholder (and the rescission shall not take effect), unless the Certificateholder requests 
repayment of the Issue Price within four weeks following the date on which the offer has 
become effective in accordance with § 11 by delivery of a duly completed Rescission 
Redemption Notice via the account holding bank to the Paying Agent and by transfer of the 
Certificates to the account of the Paying Agent with the Clearing System pursuant to 
paragraph 2. The Issuer shall refer to this effect in the notification. 

 
4. "Issue Price " within the meaning of paragraph 2 and 3 shall be deemed to be the higher of 

(i) the purchase price that was actually paid by the relevant Certificateholder (as declared and 
proved by evidence in the request for repayment of the relevant Certificateholder) and (ii) the 
weighted average (as determined by the Issuer in its reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) 
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(§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) of the traded prices of the Certificates on the Payment 
Business Day preceding the declaration of rescission pursuant to paragraph 2. If a Market 
Disruption Event exists on the Payment Business Day preceding the declaration of rescission 
pursuant to paragraph 2, the last Payment Business Day preceding the declaration of rescission 
pursuant to paragraph 2 on which no Market Disruption Event existed shall be decisive for the 
ascertainment of price pursuant to the preceding sentence. 

 
5. Contradictory or incomplete provisions in the Terms and Conditions may be corrected or 

amended, as the case may be, by the Issuer in its reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) 
(§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)). The Issuer, however, shall only be entitled to make such 
corrections or amendments which are reasonably acceptable to the Certificateholders having 
regard to the interests of the Issuer and in particular which do not materially adversely affect the 
legal or financial situation of the Certificateholders. Notice of any such correction or amendment 
shall be given to the Certificateholders in accordance with § 11. 

 
6. If the Certificateholder was aware of typing or calculation errors or similar errors at the time of 

the acquisition of the Certificates, then, notwithstanding paragraphs 2 - 5, the Certificateholders 
can be bound by the Issuer to the corrected Terms and Conditions. 

 
7. Should any provision of these Terms and Conditions be or become void in whole or in part, the 

other provisions shall remain in force. The void provision shall be replaced by a valid provision 
that reflects the economic intent of the void provision as closely as possible in legal terms. In 
those cases, however, the Issuer may also take the steps described in paragraphs 2 - 5 above. 

 
8. Place of performance is Frankfurt am Main. 
 
9. Place of jurisdiction for all disputes and other proceedings in connection with the Certificates for 

merchants, entities of public law, special funds under public law and entities without a place of 
general jurisdiction in the Federal Republic of Germany is Frankfurt am Main. In such a case, 
the place of jurisdiction in Frankfurt am Main shall be an exclusive place of jurisdiction. 

 
10. The English version of these Terms and Conditions shall be binding. Any translation is for 

convenience only. 
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ANNEX 1 to the Terms and Conditions of the Certific ates 

Renouncement Notice from the CERTIFICATEHOLDER to h is/her CERTIFICATE ACCOUNT 
HOLDER  

 
(to be completed by the beneficial owner of the Certificates for the valid renouncement of the 

Automatic Exercise of the Certificates) 

Commerzbank Aktiengesellschaft  

[insert title of Certificates] 

ISIN: [    ] 

(the "Certificates ") 

 
To: Certificates Account Holder 
(the "Certificates Account Holder ") 
 
C/c Paying Agent 
[Commerzbank Aktiengesellschaft 
Attn: [•] 
Kaiserstraße 16 (Kaiserplatz),  
60311 Frankfurt am Main] 
Fax No: [   ] 
(the "Paying Agent ") 

We, the undersigned Certificateholder(s), hereby communicate that we are renouncing the right to 
receive the Settlement Amount payable with respect to the Number of Certificates following the 
Automatic Exercise of the Certificates as specified below, in accordance with the Terms and Conditions 
of the Certificates. Furthermore we acknowledge that any rights arising from the Certificates will 
terminate upon delivery of the Renouncement Notice and that we will not be entitled to receive any 
Settlement Amount payable by the Issuer with respect to the Certificates and that the Issuer shall have 
no further liability with respect to such amounts.  
 
The undersigned understands that if this notice is not duly completed and delivered prior to the 
Renouncement Notice Cut-Off Time on the Renouncement Notice Cut-Off Date, or if this notice is 
determined to be incomplete or not in proper form [(in the determination of the Certificates Account 
Holder in consultation with the Paying Agent and the Clearing System)] it will be treated as null and 
void. 
 
ISIN Code/Series number of the Certificates: [  ] 
 
Number of Certificates which are the subject of this notice: [  ] 
 
[Renouncement Notice Cut-Off Time: [...]]  
 
[Renouncement Notice Cut-Off Date: [...]]  
 
Name of Certificateholder(s) 
 
____________________ 

 
Signature  
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ANNEX 2 to the Terms and Conditions of the Certific ates 

Early Redemption Notice  
 
 
To: Certificates Account Holder 
(the "Certificates Account Holder ") 
 
C/c Commerzbank Aktiengesellschaft 
Attn: [•] 
Kaiserstraße 16 (Kaiserplatz) 
60311 Frankfurt am Main 
Fax No: [   ] 
(the "Paying Agent ") 
 
 

We, the undersigned Certificateholder(s), hereby communicate that we request Early Redemption of 
the Certificates specified below in accordance with § 4 of the Terms and Conditions of the Certificates. 

The undersigned understands that if this notice is not duly completed and delivered at [the Early 
Redemption Cut-Off Time of] [the end of the [tenth] [number] Payment Business Day prior to] the 
requested Early Redemption Date specified below [(the "Early Redemption Cut-off Date ")], the 
Redemption Notice shall be void. If the number of Certificates to be early redeemed as specified 
below differs from the number of Certificates transferred to the Paying Agent, the Redemption Notice 
shall be deemed submitted only with regard to the smaller number of Certificates. Any excess 
Certificates shall be re-transferred for the cost and the risk of the undersigned to the Certificates 
Account Holder.  

Please  

1. deliver this notice not later than at [the Early Redemption Cut-Off Time] [the end of the Early 
Redemption Cut-off Date] to the Paying Agent; and 

2. deliver the number of Certificates specified below to the account of the Paying Agent with the 
Clearing System. 

Early Redemption Date: [...] 

[Early Redemption Cut-Off Time: [...]]  

ISIN Code/Series number of the Certificates: [  ] 

Number of Certificates the subject of this notice: [  ] 

Name of Certificateholder(s): 

Account no. of Certificateholder(s): 

____________________ 
 

Signature  
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Form of Final Terms  
for  

[Classic] [Classic Average] [Classic Capped Plus] [ Classic Double Capped 
Plus] [Classic Cap & Floor Plus] [Booster] [Leverag ed] [Leveraged Basket] 

[Double Leveraged] [Call] [Average Call] [Participa tion Call Basket] [Call Cap] 
[Call Basket] [Call Cap Basket] [Put] [Put Cap] [Pu t Basket] [Digital]  

[Participation Digital] [Participation Recovery] [B asket] [Leveraged Twin Win 
Plus] [Turbo Put] [Turbo Call] Certificates  

relating to Indices  
 

 
[ISIN ●] 

 
 

COMMERZBANK AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT 
Frankfurt am Main 

 
 

Final Terms 
dated [date of the first public offering or first trading date on a regulated or non-

regulated market] 
 

relating to 
 

[Classic] [Classic Average] [Classic Capped Plus] [ Classic Double Capped 
Plus] [Classic Cap & Floor Plus] [Booster] [Leverag ed] [Leveraged Basket] 
[Double Leveraged] [Call] [Average Call] [Participa tion Call Basket] [Call 
Cap] [Call Basket] [Call Cap Basket] [Put] [Put Cap ] [Put Basket] [Digital] 
[Participation Digital] [Participation Recovery] [B asket] [Leveraged Twin 
Win Plus] [Turbo Put] [Turbo Call] Certificates  

[    ][     ] 
[(the " marketing name ")] 

relating to [ Index] [Indices] 
 

[[ordinal number ] Tranche] 
 

[to be publicly offered in [country(ies)]] 
[and to be admitted to trading on [exchange(s)]]  

 
 

with respect to the 
 
 

Base Prospectus 
dated 5 November 2013 
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relating to 

 

Certificates 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
These Final Terms have been prepared for the purpos e of Article 5 (4) of Directive 2003/71/EC 
(the "Prospectus Directive") as amended (which incl udes the amendments made by Directive 
2010/73/EU (the "2010 PD Amending Directive") to th e extent that such amendments have been 
implemented in a relevant Member State of the Europ ean Economic Area), as implemented by 
the relevant provisions of the EU member states, in  connection with Regulation 809/2004 of the 
European Commission and must be read in conjunction  with the base prospectus relating to 
Certificates (the "Base Prospectus") and any supple ments thereto. 
 
The Base Prospectus and any supplements thereto are  published in accordance with Article 14 
of Directive 2003/71/EC in electronic form on the w ebsite of Commerzbank Aktiengesellschaft 
at [http://pb.commerzbank.com ] [http://fim.commerzbank.com ].  Hardcopies of these 
documents may be requested free of charge from the Issuer's head office (Kaiserstraße 16 
(Kaiserplatz), 60311 Frankfurt am Main, Federal Rep ublic of Germany). 
 
In order to obtain all information necessary for th e assessment of the Certificates both the 
Base Prospectus and these Final Terms must be read in conjunction.  
 
All options marked in the Base Prospectus which ref er (i) to [Classic] [Classic Average] 
[Classic Capped Plus] [Classic Double Capped Plus] [Classic Cap & Floor Plus] [Booster] 
[Leveraged] [Leveraged Basket] [Double Leveraged] [ Call] [Average Call] [Participation Call 
Basket] [Call Cap] [Call Basket] [Call Cap Basket] [Put] [Put Cap] [Put Basket] [Digital] 
[Participation Digital] [Participation Recovery] [B asket] [Leveraged Twin Win Plus] [Turbo Put] 
[Turbo Call]  Certificates relating to Indices][,][and] (ii) the underlying Indices [and (iii) to 
information on the subscription period] shall apply .  
 
The summary applicable to this issue of Certificate s is annexed to these Final Terms. 
 
[case of an increase of Certificates having been offered under this Base Prospectus:] [The Certificates 
will be consolidated and form a single series with the previously issued Certificates (ISIN [ISIN]).] 
 
Issuer: Commerzbank Aktiengesellschaft 

 
Information on the 
Underlying:  

Information on the Index underlying the Certificate is available on the 
[website ●] [websites as set out in the table attached to these Final 
Terms] [Bloomberg ticker ●]. 
 

Offer and Sale:  [without Subscription Period:] 
[Commerzbank offers from [date] [total issue size] Certificates relating 
to Indices (the "Certificates ") at an initial issue price of [issue price] 
per Certificate.] 
 
[The Certificates will be sold and traded by the issuer only through the 
regulated market of Borsa Italiana S.p.A. (Mercato Telematico of 
securitised derivatives ("SeDeX") starting form the date established by 
Borsa Italiana S.p.A. in a public notice.] 
 
[with Subscription Period:] 
[Commerzbank offers during the subscription period from [date] until 
[date] (the "Subscription Period ") Certificates relating to Indices (the 
"Certificates ") at an initial issue price of [ issue price] per 
Certificate(the "Offer Price ").] 
 
The Certificates will be placed and offered in [Italy][●] by [●],[address 
of the distributor], (the "Distributor " and together with any other 
entities appointed as a distributor in respect of the Certificates during 
the Subscription Period, the "Distributors ").  
 
The Issuer is entitled to (i) close the subscription period prematurely, 
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(ii) extend the subscription period or (iii) cancel the offer.  After expiry 
of the subscription period, the Certificates continue to be offered by 
the Issuer.  The offer price will be determined continuously.]  
 
[The issue amount which is based on the demand during the 
Subscription Period [and] [the Strike Price] will under normal market 
conditions be determined by the Issuer on [the] [Trade Date] [date] in 
its reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil 
Code (BGB)) and immediately published thereafter in accordance with 
§ 11 of the applicable Terms and Conditions.]  
[other provisions] 
 
[The investor can purchase the Certificates at a fixed issue price.  This 
fixed issue price contains all costs incurred by the Issuer relating to 
the issuance and the sale of the Certificates (e.g. distribution cost, 
structuring and hedging costs as well as the profit margin of 
Commerzbank).]  
[other provisions] 
 
[The offer of the Certificates is conditional on their issue [and on the 
following conditions [●]] [ and, on any additional conditions set out in 
the standard terms of business of the Distributor, notified to investors 
by such Distributor]. 
 
[Applications for the Certificates can be made in Italy at participating 
branches of a Distributor.  Applications will be made in accordance 
with the relevant Distributor's usual procedures, notified to investors 
by the relevant Distributor. Prospective investors will not be required 
to enter into any contractual agreements directly with the Issuer in 
relation to the subscription of the Certificates.]  
 
[The minimum subscription amount is equal to [●] Certificate[s] and 
the maximum subscription amount is equal to [●] Certificate[s] per 
investor. 
 
The maximum subscription amount will be subject to availability at the 
time of the application.] 
 
[The allotment criteria are: [●]]  [There are no pre-identified allotment 
criteria.  The Distributor(s) will adopt allotment criteria that ensure 
equal treatment of prospective investors.]  All of the Certificates 
requested through the Distributor(s) during the Offer Period will be 
assigned up to the maximum amount of the Offer. 
 
In the event that during the Subscription Period, the requests exceed 
the total amount of the offer destined to prospective investors the 
Issuer may early terminate the Subscription Period and will 
immediately suspend the acceptance of further requests.] 
 
The Certificates will be issued on the Payment Date against payment 
to the Issuer of the net subscription moneys.  The settlement of the 
net subscription moneys and the delivery of Certificates will be 
executed through the Issuer. Certificates will then be delivered to the 
investors by the Distributor on or around the Payment Date. Investors 
will be notified by the Distributor of their allocation of Certificates and 
the settlement arrangements in respect thereof. 
 
The number of Certificates to be issued will be published on [the 
website of the Issuer at 
[http://pb.commerzbank.com][http://fim.commerzbank.com] on or 
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around the Payment Date][●]. 
 
Each investor will be notified by the Distributor of its allocation of the 
Certificates after the end of the Subscription Period and before the 
Payment Date. No dealings in the Certificates, including on a 
regulated market, may take place prior to the Payment Date. 
 
Taxes charged in connection with the transfer, purchase or holding of 
the Certificates must be paid by the Certificateholders and the Issuer 
shall not have any obligation in relation thereto; in that respect, 
Certificateholders should consult professional tax advisors to 
determine the tax regime applicable to their particular situation. The 
Certificateholders are also advised to consult the section "Taxation" in 
the Base Prospectus.  [There are no additional subscription fees or 
purchase fees other than the "Placement Fees".] 
 
The Distributor will receive a Placement Fee from the Issuer [equal to 
●][up to ●] [●] of the Offer Price of the Certificates placed through it. 
Further information may be obtained from the Distributor. 
 

Consent to the usage of 
the Base Prospectus and 
the Final Terms:  

[The Issuer has not granted consent to use the Base Prospectus and 
these Final Terms for the subsequent resale or final placement of the 
Certificates by any financial intermediary.] 
 
[The Issuer hereby grants consent to use the Base Prospectus and 
these Final Terms for the subsequent resale or final placement of the 
Certificates by any financial intermediary.] 
 
[The Issuer hereby grants consent to use the Base Prospectus and 
these Final Terms for the subsequent resale or final placement of the 
Certificates by the following financial intermediar[y][ ies]: [name(s) and 
address(es) of financial intermediar(y)(ies)]]  
 
The offer period within which subsequent resale or final placement of 
Certificates by financial intermediaries can be made, is valid only as 
long as the Base Prospectus and the Final Terms are valid in 
accordance with Article 9 of the Prospectus Directive as implemented 
in the relevant Member State [and in the period from [start date] to 
[end date]] . 
 
The consent to use the Base Prospectus and these Final Terms is 
granted only in relation to the following Member State(s): [relevant 
Member State(s)] 
 

Payment Date:  [payment date] 
 

Clearing number:  WKN [●] 
 
ISIN [●] 
 
[Local Code] [●] 
 

Issue Currency:  [currency] 
 

Minimum Trading Size:  [One Certificate] [other provisions] 
 

Listing:  [The Issuer intends to apply for the [ listing and trading of the 
Certificates on the regulated market[s] of [Borsa Italiana S.p.A. 
[(Mercato Telematico of securitised derivatives ("SeDeX")]] [●]] [ trading
on the MTF of [EuroTLX SIM S.p.A.] [●], which is not a regulated 
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market] [with effect from [date]] .] 
 
[Not applicable. The Certificates are not intended to be listed and 
traded on any [[non-]regulated market.] 
 
 
[other provisions] 
 

Applicable  
Special Risks:  

In particular the following risk factors (2. "Special Risks") which are 
mentioned in the Base Prospectus are applicable: 
 
[ 
2.1  Dependency of the redemption of the Certificates on the 

performance of the Underlying] 
 
[ 
2.2  Worst Performing Underlying (multi Underlying)] 
 
[ 
2.3  Basket of Underlyings (Leveraged Basket/Participation Call 

Basket/Call Basket/Call Cap Basket/Put Basket/Basket 
Certificates)] 

 
[ 
2.4  Limited participation in the performance of the Underlying 

(Classic Capped Plus/Classic Double Capped Plus/Classic Cap 
& Floor Plus/Booster/Double Leveraged/Call Cap/Put Cap 
Certificates)] 

 
[ 
2.5  Continuous price of the Underlying and price of the Underlying 

on the Valuation Date (Classic Capped Plus/Classic Double 
Capped Plus/Classic Cap & Floor Plus/Leveraged Twin Win 
Plus Certificates)] 

 
[ 
2.6  Potentially reduced performance of the Underlying 

(Booster/Leveraged//Leveraged Basket/Double 
Leveraged/Participation Call Basket/Call Cap/Participation 
Recovery/Participation Digital Certificates)] 

 
[ 
2.7  Potentially reduced Settlement Amount (Leveraged/Leveraged 

Basket/Double Leveraged/Leveraged Twin Win 
Plus/Basket/Participation Recovery Certificates)] 

 
[ 
2.8  Ordinary adjustment of the Strike Price (Turbo Put Certificates)] 
 
[ 
2.9  Ordinary adjustment of the Strike Price (Turbo Call Certificates)] 
 
[ 
2.11 Underlying Index (price index)] 
 
[ 
2.12 Underlying Index (performance index)] 
 

Applicable  
Terms and Conditions:  

Terms and Conditions for Certificates relating to Indices 
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In detail the applicable Terms and Conditions will be completed as follows :  

 
 

§ 1 
FORM 

 
[applicable form] 

 
 

§ 2 
DEFINITIONS 

 
["Adjustment Amount " means an amount as calculated by the Issuer on each Adjustment Day being 

applicable for the duration of the Adjustment Period beginning on such Adjustment Day.  Any 
Adjustment Amount shall be equal to the product of (i) relevant Adjusted Strike Price with 
respect to any Adjustment Day falling in the relevant Adjustment Period and (ii) the Adjustment 
Percentage applicable during such Adjustment Period.  With regard to the first Adjustment 
Period the Strike Price shall be used for the calculation of the relevant Adjustment Amount.] 

 
["Adjustment Day " means [the [ordinal number] calendar day in each month][each 

[daily][weekly][monthly][quarterly][semi-annually][annually] anniversary of the [Final] Strike 
Date].] 

 
"Adjustment Event " [with respect to an Index] means: 
 

(a) the substitution of the Index by a Successor Index pursuant to § 6 paragraph 2; 
 
(b) any of the following actions taken by the relevant Index Company: capital increases 

through issuance of new shares against capital contribution and issuance of subscription 
rights to the shareholders, capital increases out of the Index Company’s reserves, 
issuance of securities with option or conversion rights related to the Index Share, 
distributions of ordinary dividends, distributions of extraordinary dividends, stock splits or 
any other split, consolidation or alteration of category; 

 
(c) a spin-off of a part of the Index Company in such a way that a new independent entity is 

formed, or that the spun-off part of the Index Company is absorbed by another entity; 
 
(d) the adjustment of option or futures contracts relating to the Index Share on the Futures 

Exchange or the announcement of such adjustment; 
 
(e) a takeover-bid, i.e. an offer to take over or to swap or any other offer or any other act of 

an individual person or a legal entity that results in the individual person or legal entity 
buying, otherwise acquiring or obtaining a right to buy more than 10% of the outstanding 
shares of the Index Company as a consequence of a conversion or otherwise, as 
determined by the Issuer in its reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German 
Civil Code (BGB)) based on notifications to the competent authorities or on other 
information determined as relevant by the Issuer; 

 
(f) the termination of trading in, or early settlement of, option or futures contracts relating to 

the Index Share on the Futures Exchange or relating to the Index itself or the 
announcement of such termination or early settlement; 

 
(g) the termination of the listing of the Index Share at the exchange on which the respective 

Index Share is traded (provided that the quotations of the prices of the Index Share on 
such exchange are taken for the calculation of the Index) (the "Relevant Exchange ") to 
terminate the listing of the Index Share on the Relevant Exchange due to a merger by 
absorption or by creation or any other reason or the becoming known of the intention of 
the Index Company or the announcement of the Relevant Exchange that the listing of the 
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Index Share at the Relevant Exchange will terminate immediately or at a later date and 
that the Index Share will not be admitted, traded or listed at any other exchange which is 
comparable to the Relevant Exchange (including the exchange segment, if applicable) 
immediately following the termination of the listing; 

 
(h) a procedure is introduced or ongoing pursuant to which all shares or the substantial 

assets of the Index Company are or are liable to be nationalized or expropriated or 
otherwise transferred to public agencies, authorities or organizations; 

 
(i) the application for insolvency proceedings or for comparable proceedings with regard to 

the assets of a Index Company according to the applicable law of such company; or 
 
(j) any other event being economically equivalent to the afore-mentioned events with regard 

to their effects. 
 
["Adjustment Percentage " applicable during an Adjustment Period means the [sum][difference] of (i) 

the interest rate published on [screen page] (or a successor page thereto) on the relevant 
Adjustment Day (the "Reference Interest Rate ") and (ii) the Risk Premium applicable during 
the relevant Adjustment Period, the result being divided by 365.  The Adjustment Percentage 
(p.a.) for the first Adjustment Period shall be [percentage].] [The respective Adjustment 
Percentage for subsequent Adjustment Periods shall be published on the Issuer's website 
([http://pb.commerzbank.com] [http://fim.commerzbank.com]).]   

 
["Adjustment Period " means the period of time commencing on the [Final] Strike Date until the first 

Adjustment Day (exclusive) and each subsequent period of time commencing on an Adjustment 
Day (inclusive) until the next following Adjustment Day (exclusive).] 

 
["Adjusted Strike Price " means a price of the Index being initially equal to the Strike Price and being 

adjusted on each calendar day within the Monitoring Period.  Such Adjusted Strike Price on a 
calendar day ("T") shall correspond to the relevant Adjusted Strike Price on the preceding 
calendar day ("T-1") plus the Adjustment Amount applicable on T-1.] 

 
["Automatic Early Redemption Amount " per Certificate means [currency] [amount]. ] 
 
["Automatic Early Redemption Date " means [date(s)] [each Bonus Amount Payment Date except 

[date(s)] [and the Maturity Date].] 
 
["Barrier " [with respect to an Early Valuation Date and an Index] means [[�] of the [relevant] Strike 

Price] [the percentage specified as such in relation to the relevant Early Valuation Date in § 4 
paragraph 3] [a percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer (billiges 
Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade Date on the basis of the market 
conditions prevailing on such date and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any case, 
the Barrier will not be below [�]%].] 

 
["Basket Performance " means a decimal number equal to the arithmetic mean of all Performances]. 
 
["Bonus Amount " per Certificate means [�][ the amount specified as such in relation to the relevant 

Bonus Amount Payment Date in the table in the definition of "Bonus Amount Payment Date"].] 
[with respect to a Bonus Amount Payment Date an amount in [currency] calculated by applying 
the following formula: 

 
[ ] [ ]NBAPD+1×%•×CA=BA  

 
 where  
 

BA = Bonus Amount per Certificate  
   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
NBAPD = Number of Bonus Amount Payment Dates between the relevant Bonus 
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Amount Payment Date (exclusive) and the last preceding Bonus Amount 
Payment Date on which a Bonus Amount was paid in accordance with the 
provisions of § 3 (exclusive) or, in the case that a Bonus Amount was not 
paid prior to the relevant Bonus Amount Payment Date, the Issue Date 

] 
 
["Bonus Amount Payment Date " means [date(s)] [each of the dates as set out in the following table], 

[all] subject to postponement in accordance with § 4 paragraph 2[:][ .] 
 

Bonus Amount Payment Date Bonus Amount 
[�] [�] 

]  
 
"Calculation Amount " means [currency] [�]. 
 
["Cap [1] " means [�]%][a percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer (billiges 

Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade Date on the basis of the market 
conditions prevailing on such date and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any case, 
the Cap [1] will not be below [�]%].] 

 
["Cap 2" means [�]% [a percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer (billiges 

Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade Date on the basis of the market 
conditions prevailing on such date and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any case, 
the Cap 2 will not be below [�]%].]. 

 
["Early Valuation Date " means [date(s)] [any or all of the dates, respectively, specified as such in § 5 

paragraph 3].] 
 
["EUR"] ["USD"] ["GBP"] ["CHF"] [currency] means [Euro] [United States Dollar] [Pound Sterling] 

[Swiss Franc] [currency]. 
 
"Expiry Date " means [date]. 
 
["Final Valuation Date " means [date].] 
 
["Floor " means [�]%][a percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer (billiges 

Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade Date on the basis of the market 
conditions prevailing on such date and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any case, 
the Floor will not be below [�]%].] 

 
"Index " or "Underlying " means [[ index] (Bloomberg ticker [�] / ISIN [�]) as determined and 

published by [index sponsor] (the "Index Sponsor ")] [any of the following indices: 
 

Index Bloomberg ticker [Strike Price] [Weighting] 

[ index] as determined and published by 
[ index sponsor] (an "Index Sponsor ") 

[�] [�] [�] 

] 
 
"Index Share " [with respect to an Index] means any share contained in the [respective] Index. 
 
["Index Sponsor " with respect to an Index means the entity specified as such in the table in the 

definition of "Index".] 
 
"Issue Date " means [date]. 
 
"Market Disruption Event " [with respect to an Index] means the occurrence or existence of any 

suspension of, or limitation imposed on, trading in Index Shares on the exchange or the 
suspension of or limitation imposed on trading in options or futures contracts on the Index on 
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the options and futures exchange with the highest trading volume of option and future contracts 
relating to the Index, provided that any such suspension or limitation is material. The decision 
whether a suspension or limitation is material will be made by the Issuer in its reasonable 
discretion (billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)). The occurrence of a Market 
Disruption Event on [the][a] Valuation Date [or [the][a] Strike Date] shall be published in 
accordance with § 11. 

 
 A limitation regarding the office hours or the number of days of trading will not constitute a 

Market Disruption Event if it results from an announced change in the regular business hours of 
the relevant exchange. A limitation on trading imposed during the course of a day by reason of 
movements in price exceeding permitted limits shall only be deemed to be a Market Disruption 
Event in the case that such limitation is still prevailing at the time of termination of the trading 
hours on such date. 

 
"Maturity Date " means [the [fifth][number] Payment Business Day following the [Final] Valuation Date 

at the latest] [date, subject to postponement in accordance with § 5 paragraph 2]. 
 
["Monitoring Period " means the period from and including [date] [the [Final] Strike Date] to and 

including the [Final] Valuation Date.] 
 
["Participation Factor " means [�]% [a percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the 

Issuer (billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade Date on the basis of 
the market conditions prevailing on such date and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In 
any case, the Participation Factor will not be below [�]%].] 

 
"Payment Business Day " means a day on which [commercial banks are open for business (including 

dealings in foreign exchange and foreign currency deposits) in [city] [and Frankfurt am Main] 
and ][ the Trans-European Automated Real-Time Gross Settlement Express Transfer System 
(TARGET) and] the Clearing System settle payments in [EUR][currency]. 

 
["Performance " with respect to [an Index] [and][a Valuation Date] means the decimal number 

calculated [as the product of (i) the Weighting of such Index and (ii) the division of] [by dividing] 
[the Reference Price [A] [of such Index] with respect to the [Final] Valuation Date] [the 
arithmetic mean of the Reference Prices [of such Index] with respect to all Valuation Dates] 
[by][and] the Strike Price [of such Index] [and subtracting 1 (one) from the resulting number].] 

 
["Ratio " means [number].] 
 
"Reference Price [A] " [with respect to an Index] means the official closing level of the [relevant] Index 

as determined and published by the [relevant] Index Sponsor. 
 
["Reference Price B " [with respect to an Index] means the intra-day level of the [relevant] Index as 

determined and published by the [relevant] Index Sponsor (including the official closing level).] 
 
["Return Factor " means [�]% [a percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer 

(billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade Date on the basis of the 
market conditions prevailing on such date and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any 
case, the Return Factor will not be below [�]%].] 

 
["Risk Premium " means a percentage determined by the Issuer in its reasonable discretion (billiges 

Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on any Adjustment Day for the Adjustment Period 
beginning on such Adjustment Day which indicates the price of the risks taken over by the 
Issuer.  The Risk Premium for the first Adjustment Period shall be equal to [percentage].] [The 
respective Risk Premium for subsequent Adjustment Periods shall be published on the Issuer's 
website at ([http://pb.commerzbank.com] [http://fim.commerzbank.com]).] 

 
["Strike Date " means [date(s)]. 
 
 If on [the] [a] Strike Date the Reference Price [A] of [the] [an] Index is not determined and 

published by the [relevant] Index Sponsor or if on [the] [a] Strike Date a Market Disruption Event 
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occurs, the [relevant] Strike Date shall be postponed to the next following Payment Business 
Day on which the Reference Price [A] of [the] [each] Index is determined and published again 
by the [relevant] Index Sponsor and on which a Market Disruption Event does not occur.] 

 
"Strike Price " [with respect to an Index] means [�][ the price specified as such in relation to the 

relevant Index in the table in the definition of "Index"]  [[�]% of] [ the arithmetic mean of the 
Reference Prices [A] of the [relevant] Index with respect to all Strike Dates] [the Reference 
Price [A] of the [relevant] Index as of the Strike Date]] . 

 
["Trade Date " means [date]. 
 
"Valuation Date " means [date(s)][each Early Valuation Date and the Final Valuation Date]. 
 
 If on [the] [a] Valuation Date the Reference Price [A] of [the] [an] Index is not determined and 

published by the [relevant] Index Sponsor or if on [the] [a] Valuation Date a Market Disruption 
Event occurs, the [relevant] Valuation Date shall be postponed to the next following Payment 
Business Day on which the Reference Price [A] of [the] [each] Index is determined and 
published again by the [relevant] Index Sponsor and on which a Market Disruption Event does 
not occur. 

 
 If, according to the before-mentioned, [the] [a] Valuation Date is postponed to the 

[second][number] Payment Business Day prior to [the directly following [Automatic Early 
Redemption Date] [Bonus Amount Payment Date] or] the Maturity Date, and if also on such day 
the Reference Price [A] of the [affected] Index is not determined and published by the [relevant] 
Index Sponsor or a Market Disruption Event occurs on such day, then this day shall be deemed 
to be the [relevant] Valuation Date [for each Index] and the Issuer shall estimate the Reference 
Price [A] of the [affected] Index in its reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German 
Civil Code (BGB)), and in consideration of the prevailing market conditions on such day and 
make a notification thereof in accordance with § 11. 

 
["Weighting " with respect to an Index means the number specified as such in relation to the relevant 

Index in the table in the definition of "Index".] 
 
["Worst Performing Underlying " means the Index with the lowest Performance. If the Issuer 

determines that the lowest Performance is the same for more than one of the Indices, then the 
Issuer shall decide in its own reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil 
Code (BGB)) which of the Indices shall be the Worst Performing Underlying.] 

 
 

§ 3 
MATURITY 

 
[applicable redemption option] 

 
 

§ 4 
EARLY REDEMPTION; REPURCHASE 

 
[applicable early redemption option] 

 
 

§ 5 
PAYMENTS 

 
[applicable payment option] 

 
 

§ 6 
ADJUSTMENTS; EXTRAORDINARY TERMINATION RIGHT OF THE  ISSUER 
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[applicable option] 
 
 

§ 9 
PAYING AGENT 

 
[Paying Agent/Additional Paying Agent] 

 
 

§ 11 
NOTICES 

 
[listed/unlisted] 

 
 

§ 13 
FINAL CLAUSES 

 
Paragraph 1: 
 
[applicable jurisdiction] 
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION  
 
Country(ies) where the offer 
takes place: 
 

[country(ies)] 

Country(ies) where admission 
to trading on the regulated 
market(s) is being sought: 
 

[country(ies)] 

[Additional Provisions:] 
 

[additional provisions] 
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[summary and translation of summary] 
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The Terms and Conditions in certain places contain placeholders or a variety of possible 
options for a provision. These are marked with squa re brackets. The Final Terms provide the 
missing information and specify which of the possib ilities provided by the Terms and 
Conditions shall apply with respect to specific con ditions.  
 
 

Terms and Conditions  
for  

[Classic] [Classic Average] [Classic Capped Plus] [ Classic Double Capped 
Plus] [Classic Cap & Floor Plus] [Booster] [Leverag ed] [Leveraged Basket] 

[Double Leveraged] [Call] [Average Call] [Participa tion Call Basket] [Call Cap] 
[Call Basket] [Call Cap Basket] [Put] [Put Cap] [Pu t Basket] [Digital] 

[Participation Digital] [Participation Recovery] [B asket] [Leveraged Twin Win 
Plus] [Turbo Put] [Turbo Call] Certificates  

relating to ETFs  
 

 
 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
 
 

§ 1 
FORM 

 
Certificates which shall be deposited with Monte Titoli (dematerialised) 
 
1. The issue by Commerzbank Aktiengesellschaft, Frankfurt am Main, Federal Republic of 

Germany (the "Issuer ") of [Name] certificates (the "Certificates ") will be in the dematerialised 
regime, pursuant to the "Italian Financial Services Act " (Testo Unico della Finanza) and the 
relevant implementing regulations and are registered in the books of Monte Titoli S.p.A. with 
registered office in Via Mantegna 6, Milan, Italy (the "Clearing System "). No physical document 
of title will be issued to represent the Certificates. However, any holder of Certificates still has 
the right to obtain a certificate pursuant to articles 83-quinquies and 83-novies, paragraph 1, 
letter b), of the Italian Financial Services Act. 

 
2. The transfer of the Certificates operates by way of registration on the relevant accounts opened 

with the Clearing System by any intermediary adhering, directly or indirectly, to the Clearing 
System (the "Certificates Account Holders "). As a consequence, the subject who from time to 
time is the owner of the account held with a Certificates Account Holder will be considered as 
the legitimate owner of the Certificates (the "Certificateholder ") and will be authorised to 
exercise all rights related to them. 

 
3. The Issuer reserves the right to issue from time to time without the consent of the 

Certificateholders additional tranches of Certificates with substantially identical terms, so that the 
same shall be consolidated to form a single series and increase the total volume of the 
Certificates. The term "Certificates" shall, in the event of such consolidation, also comprise such 
additionally issued Certificates. 

 
 

Certificates in bearer form with the exception of USD Certificates with a lifetime of more than one year 
which shall be deposited with Clearstream Banking AG, Frankfurt am Main (global bearer certificate) 
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1. The issue by Commerzbank Aktiengesellschaft, Frankfurt am Main, Federal Republic of 
Germany (the "Issuer ") of [Name] certificates (the "Certificates ") will be represented by a 
global bearer certificate (the "Global Certificate "), which shall be deposited with Clearstream 
Banking AG, Neue Börsenstraße 1, 60487 Frankfurt am Main, Federal Republic of Germany 
(the "Clearing System "). 

 
2. Definitive Certificates will not be issued. The right of any holder of Certificates (the 

"Certificateholder ") to delivery of definitive Certificates is excluded. The Certificateholders shall 
receive co-ownership participations in or rights with respect to the Global Certificate which are 
transferable in accordance with applicable law and the rules and regulations of the Clearing 
System. In securities clearing transactions, the Certificates are transferable in units of [one][�] 
Certificate[s] or integral multiples thereof by way of registration on the relevant accounts opened 
with the Clearing System, [ including on the relevant bridge accounts of Monte Titoli S.p.A., Via 
Mantegna 6, Milan] by any intermediary adhering, directly or indirectly, to the Clearing System 
[and/or to Monte Titoli S.p.A.] (the "Certificates Account Holder "). 

 
3. The Global Certificate shall bear the hand-written signatures of two authorised officers of the 

Issuer. 
 
4. The Issuer reserves the right to issue from time to time without the consent of the 

Certificateholders additional tranches of Certificates with substantially identical terms, so that the 
same shall be consolidated to form a single series and increase the total volume of the 
Certificates. The term "Certificates" shall, in the event of such consolidation, also comprise such 
additionally issued Certificates. 

 
Certificates in bearer form with the exception of USD Certificates with a lifetime of more than one year 
which shall be deposited with Deutsche Bank as common depositary (global bearer certificate) 
 
1. The issue by Commerzbank Aktiengesellschaft, Frankfurt am Main, Federal Republic of 

Germany (the "Issuer ") of [Name] certificates (the "Certificates ") will be represented by a 
global bearer certificate (the "Global Certificate "), which shall be deposited with [Deutsche 
Bank AG, Frankfurt am Main, Große Gallusstraße 10 - 14, Frankfurt am Main, Federal Republic 
of Germany] [other depositary, including address] as common depositary for Clearstream 
Banking, société anonyme, 42 Avenue JF Kennedy, L-1855 Luxembourg, Grand Duchy of 
Luxembourg and Euroclear Bank S.A./N.V., 1 Boulevard du Roi Albert II, B-1210 Brussels, 
Belgium as operator of the Euroclear System (the "Clearing System "). 

 
2. Definitive Certificates will not be issued. The right of any holder of Certificates (the 

"Certificateholder ") to delivery of definitive Certificates is excluded. The Certificateholders shall 
receive co-ownership participations in or rights with respect to the Global Certificate which are 
transferable in accordance with applicable law and the rules and regulations of the Clearing 
System. In securities clearing transactions, the Certificates are transferable in units of [one][�] 
Certificate[s] or integral multiples thereof by way of registration on the relevant accounts opened 
with the Clearing System, [ including on the relevant bridge accounts of Monte Titoli S.p.A., Via 
Mantegna 6, Milan, Italy] by any intermediary adhering, directly or indirectly, to the Clearing 
System [and/or to Monte Titoli S.p.A.] (the "Certificates Account Holder "). 

 
3. The Global Certificate shall bear the hand-written signatures of two authorised officers of the 

Issuer. 
 
4. The Issuer reserves the right to issue from time to time without the consent of the 

Certificateholders additional tranches of Certificates with substantially identical terms, so that the 
same shall be consolidated to form a single series and increase the total volume of the 
Certificates. The term "Certificates" shall, in the event of such consolidation, also comprise such 
additionally issued Certificates. 

 
Certificates in bearer form in USD with a lifetime of more than one year which shall be deposited with 
Deutsche Bank as common depositary (global bearer certificate) 
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1. The issue by Commerzbank Aktiengesellschaft, Frankfurt am Main, Federal Republic of 

Germany (the "Issuer ") of [Name] certificates (the "Certificates ") will initially be represented by 
a temporary global bearer certificate (the "Temporary Global Certificate "), which will be 
exchanged not earlier than 40 days after the Issue Date against a permanent global bearer 
certificate (the "Permanent Global Certificate "), together with the Temporary Global Certificate 
the "Global Certificate "). 

 
 The Temporary Global Certificate and the Permanent Global Certificate shall be deposited with 

Deutsche Bank AG, Frankfurt am Main, as common depositary for Clearstream Banking, société 
anonyme, 42 Avenue JF Kennedy, L-1855 Luxembourg, Grand Duchy of Luxembourg and Euro-
clear Bank S.A./N.V., Boulevard du Roi Albert II, B-1210 Brussels, Belgium as operator of the 
Euroclear System (the "Clearing System "). The exchange shall only be made upon certification 
to the effect that, subject to certain exceptions, the beneficial owner or owners of the Certificates 
represented by the Temporary Global Certificate are not U.S. persons. 

 
2. Definitive Certificates will not be issued. The right of any holder of Certificates (the 

"Certificateholder ") to delivery of definitive Certificates is excluded. The Certificateholders shall 
receive co-ownership participations in or rights with respect to the Global Certificate which are 
transferable in accordance with applicable law and the rules and regulations of the Clearing 
System. In securities clearing transactions, the Certificates are transferable in units of [one][●] 
Certificate[s] or integral multiples thereof by way of registration on the relevant accounts opened 
with the Clearing System, [ including on the relevant bridge accounts of Monte Titoli S.p.A., Via 
Mantegna 6, Milan, Italy] by any intermediary adhering, directly or indirectly, to the Clearing 
System [and/or to Monte Titoli S.p.A.] (the "Certificates Account Holder "). 

 
3. The Temporary Global Certificate and the Permanent Global Certificate shall bear the hand-

written signatures of two authorised officers of the Issuer. 
 
4. The Issuer reserves the right to issue from time to time without the consent of the 

Certificateholders additional tranches of Certificates with substantially identical terms, so that the 
same shall be consolidated to form a single series and increase the total volume of the 
Certificates. The term "Certificates" shall, in the event of such consolidation, also comprise such 
additionally issued Certificates. 

 
 

§ 2 
DEFINITIONS 

 
For the purposes of these Terms and Conditions, the following definitions shall apply (subject to an 
adjustment in accordance with these Terms and Conditions): 
 
["Adjustment Amount " means an amount as calculated by the Issuer on each Adjustment Day being 

applicable for the duration of the Adjustment Period beginning on such Adjustment Day.  Any 
Adjustment Amount shall be equal to the product of (i) relevant Adjusted Strike Price with 
respect to any Adjustment Day falling in the relevant Adjustment Period and (ii) the Adjustment 
Percentage applicable during such Adjustment Period.  With regard to the first Adjustment 
Period the Strike Price shall be used for the calculation of the relevant Adjustment Amount.] 

 
["Adjustment Day " means [the [ordinal number] calendar day in each month][each 

[daily][weekly][monthly][quarterly][semi-annually][annually] anniversary of the [Final] Strike 
Date].] 

 
["Adjustment Percentage " applicable during an Adjustment Period means the [sum][difference] of (i) 

the interest rate published on [screen page] (or a successor page thereto) on the relevant 
Adjustment Day (the "Reference Interest Rate ") and (ii) the Risk Premium applicable during 
the relevant Adjustment Period, the result being divided by 365.  The Adjustment Percentage 
(p.a.) for the first Adjustment Period shall be [percentage].] [The respective Adjustment 
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Percentage for subsequent Adjustment Periods shall be published on the Issuer's website 
([http://pb.commerzbank.com] [http://fim.commerzbank.com]).]   

 
["Adjustment Period " means the period of time commencing on the [Final] Strike Date until the first 

Adjustment Day (exclusive) and each subsequent period of time commencing on an Adjustment 
Day (inclusive) until the next following Adjustment Day (exclusive).] 

 
["Adjusted Strike Price " means a price of the ETF Share being initially equal to the Strike Price and 

being adjusted on each calendar day within the Monitoring Period.  Such Adjusted Strike Price 
on a calendar day ("T") shall correspond to the relevant Adjusted Strike Price on the preceding 
calendar day ("T-1") plus the Adjustment Amount applicable on T-1[, converted into 
[EUR][currency] at the Conversion Rate applicable on the [Final] [Strike Date] [Valuation 
Date].] 
 

["Automatic Early Redemption Amount " per Certificate means [currency] [amount]. ] 
 
["Automatic Early Redemption Date " means [date(s)] [each Bonus Amount Payment Date except 

[date(s)] [and the Maturity Date] [[all] subject to postponement in accordance with § 6 para-
graph 2].] 

 
["Barrier " [with respect to an Early Valuation Date and an ETF Share] means [[�] of the [relevant] 

Strike Price] [the percentage specified as such in relation to the relevant Early Valuation Date in 
§ 4 paragraph 3] [a percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer (billiges 
Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade Date on the basis of the market 
conditions prevailing on such date and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any case, 
the Barrier will not be below [�]%].] 

 
["Basket Performance " means a decimal number equal to the arithmetic mean of all Performances]. 
 
["Bonus Amount " per Certificate means [�][ the amount specified as such in relation to the relevant 

Bonus Amount Payment Date in the table in the definition of "Bonus Amount Payment Date"].] 
[with respect to a Bonus Amount Payment Date an amount in [currency] calculated by applying 
the following formula: 

 
[ ] [ ]NBAPD+1×%•×CA=BA  

 
 where  
 

BA = Bonus Amount per Certificate  
   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
NBAPD = Number of Bonus Amount Payment Dates between the relevant Bonus 

Amount Payment Date (exclusive) and the last preceding Bonus Amount 
Payment Date on which a Bonus Amount was paid in accordance with the 
provisions of § 3 (exclusive) or, in the case that a Bonus Amount was not 
paid prior to the relevant Bonus Amount Payment Date, the Issue Date 

] 
 
["Bonus Amount Payment Date " means [date(s)] [each of the dates as set out in the following table], 

[all] subject to postponement in accordance with § 4 paragraph 2[:][ .] 
 

Bonus Amount Payment Date Bonus Amount 
[�] [�] 

]  
 
"Calculation Amount " means [currency] [�]. 
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["Cap [1] " means [�]%][a percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer (billiges 
Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade Date on the basis of the market 
conditions prevailing on such date and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any case, 
the Cap [1] will not be below [�]%].] 

 
["Cap 2" means [�]% [a percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer (billiges 

Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade Date on the basis of the market 
conditions prevailing on such date and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any case, 
the Cap 2 will not be below [�]%].]. 

 
["Commodity " means [�].] 
 
"Compulsory Redemption " [with respect to an ETF Share] means the compulsory redemption or 

transfer of the [relevant] ETF Shares, as described in the [relevant Memorandum]. 
 
["Conversion Rate " means [a conversion rate for [currency] 1 in EUR expressed in EUR based on 

the][ the official Euro foreign exchange reference rate for EUR 1 in [currency] expressed in 
[currency] as determined by the European Central Bank and published with respect to the 
[[Final] Strike Date and the] [Final] Valuation Date [, as the case may be,]on Reuters screen 
page ECB37 at or about 2:15 p.m. (Frankfurt am Main time)][a conversion rate for [currency] 1 
in [currency] expressed in [currency] based on (i) the official Euro foreign exchange reference 
rate for EUR 1 in [currency] expressed in [currency] as determined by the European Central 
Bank and published with respect to the [[Final] Strike Date and the] [Final] Valuation Date [, as 
the case may be,]on Reuters screen page ECB37 at or about 2:15 p.m. (Frankfurt am Main 
time) and (ii) the official Euro foreign exchange reference rate for EUR 1 in [currency] 
expressed in [currency] as determined by the European Central Bank and published with 
respect to the [[Final] Strike Date and the] [Final] Valuation Date [, as the case may be,]on 
Reuters screen page ECB37 at or about 2:15 p.m. (Frankfurt am Main time). 

 
 If [any of] the above official Euro foreign exchange reference rate[s] [for EUR 1 in [currency]]  

as determined by the European Central Bank ceases to be published on Reuters screen page 
ECB37 and is published on another screen page, then the Conversion Rate shall be [based on] 
the [relevant] official Euro foreign exchange reference rate [for EUR 1 in [currency] expressed 
in [currency]]  as published on such other page (the "Successor Page ").  The Issuer will give 
notification of such Successor Page in accordance with § 11. 

 
 Should [any of] the above official Euro foreign exchange reference rate[s] [for EUR 1 in 

[currency]]  as determined by the European Central Bank cease to be published permanently, 
then the Issuer will determine another exchange rate as the [basis of the] Conversion Rate and 
give notification of such other exchange rate in accordance with § 11. 

 
 If [any of] the above official Euro foreign exchange reference rate[s] [for EUR 1 in [currency]]  

as determined by the European Central Bank is not published on the [Final] Valuation Date on 
Reuters screen page ECB37 or on a Successor Page and if the Issuer has not determined 
another exchange rate as the Conversion Rate, then the Conversion Rate shall be the 
exchange rate for [currency] 1 in [currency] determined by the Issuer as actually traded on the 
international interbank spot market on the [[Final] Strike Date and the] [Final] Valuation Date [, 
as the case may be,]at or about 2:15 p.m. (Frankfurt am Main time).] 

 
["Early Valuation Date " means [date(s)].] 
 
"ETF Index " [means [index] (Bloomberg ticker [�] / ISIN [�]) as determined and published by [ index 

sponsor] (the "ETF Index Sponsor ")] [with respect to an ETF Share means the ETF index 
specified as such with respect to the relevant ETF Share in the table in the definition of "ETF 
Share"]. 

 
["ETF Index Sponsor " with respect to an ETF Share means the ETF index sponsor specified as such 

with respect to the relevant ETF Share in the table in the definition of "ETF Share".] 
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"ETF Share " or "Underlying " means [a [share] [unit] denominated in [currency] in the [fund company] 
(Bloomberg ticker [�] / ISIN [�]).][any of the following securities issued by the respective Fund 
Company and traded on the [respective] Exchange: 

 
ETF 
Share 

Fund 
Company 

Bloomberg ticker/ 
ISIN Code 

ETF Index [Exchange] [Strike 
Price] 

[Weighting] 

[�] [�] [�] [�] [�] [�] [�] 
]  
 
["EUR"] ["USD"] ["GBP"] ["CHF"] [currency] means [Euro] [United States Dollar] [Pound Sterling] 

[Swiss Franc] [currency]. 
 
"Expiry Date " means [�]. 
 
"Exchange " means [exchange][ the exchange or trading system as set out in relation to the relevant 

ETF Share in the table in the definition of "ETF Share"]. 
 
"Exchange Business Day " [with respect to an Exchange] means a day on which the [relevant] 

Exchange and the [relevant] Futures Exchange are open for trading during their respective 
regular trading sessions, notwithstanding the [relevant] Exchange or [relevant] Futures 
Exchange closing prior to its scheduled weekday closing time. Any trading or trading activities 
after or before the regular trading sessions on the [relevant] Exchange or the [relevant] Futures 
Exchange will not be taken into account. 

 
"Extraordinary Event " [with respect to an ETF Share] means: 
 

a) the implementation of any change to the terms and conditions of the Fund Company, as 
notified by the Fund Management, which, in the reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) 
(§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) of the Issuer, is of a material nature including but not 
limited to such changes as (i) a change in the risk profile of the Fund Company and/or the 
ETF Share; (ii) a change in the voting rights, if any, associated with the voting shares of 
the ETF Share; (iii) an alteration to the investment objectives of the Fund Company 
[including the replacement of the ETF Index]; or (iv) a change in the currency in which the 
ETF Shares are denominated so that the NAV is quoted in a different currency from that in 
which it was quoted on the Issue Date; 

 
(b) the breach of the investment objectives of the ETF Share (as defined in the 

Memorandum) if such breach, in the reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) 
(§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) of the Issuer, is of a material nature; 

 
(c) the imposition or increase of subscription and/or redemption fees, or taxes or other similar 

fees, payable in respect of a purchase or redemption of the ETF Share after the Trade 
Date; 

 
(d) if the Fund Management fails for reasons other than of a technical or operational nature, 

to calculate the NAV for five consecutive Exchange Business Days;  
 
(e) if the activities of the Fund and/or the Fund Management are placed under review by their 

regulators for reasons of wrongdoing, breach of any rule or regulation or other similar 
reason; 

 
(f) the Compulsory Redemption of the ETF Shares by the Fund for any reason prior to the 

Maturity Date; 
 
(g) if the issue of additional shares of the ETF Share or the redemption of existing ETF 

Shares is suspended and if any such suspension continues for five consecutive Exchange 
Business Days; 
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(h) the winding-up or termination of the Fund and/or the ETF Share for any reason prior to the 
Maturity Date; 

 
(j) if the ETF Share is superseded by a successor fund (the "Successor ") following a merger 

or similar event unless, in the reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German 
Civil Code (BGB)) of the Issuer, the Successor has similar investment objectives to those 
of the ETF Share, is incorporated in the same jurisdiction as the Fund (or another 
jurisdiction acceptable to the Issuer), is denominated in the same currency as the Fund 
and is managed and administered by one or more individuals who, or corporate entities 
which, are reputable and experienced in their field; 

 
(k) the cancellation of the registration, or of the approval, of the Fund and/or the ETF Share 

and/or the Fund Management by any relevant authority or body; 
 
(l) the replacement of the Fund Management by the Fund unless, in the reasonable 

discretion (billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) of the Issuer, the relevant 
replacement is an individual or group of individuals who, or a corporate entity which, is 
reputable and experienced in their field; 

 
(m) any change in the accounting, regulatory or tax treatment applicable with respect to the 

Fund which could have an economic impact for the Issuer, its affiliates or any other 
designated hedging entity;  

 
[(n) the cessation of the calculation and publication of the ETF Index by the ETF Index 

Sponsor;]  
 
[(o)] [�] the termination of the listing of the ETF Share on the Exchange due to a merger by 

absorption or by creation or due to any other reasons, or the becoming known of the 
intention of the Fund Company or the announcement of the Exchange that the listing of 
the ETF Share at the Exchange will terminate immediately or at a later date and that the 
ETF Share will not be admitted, traded or listed at any other exchange which is 
comparable to the Exchange (including the exchange segment, if applicable) immediately 
following the termination of the listing; 

 
[(p)] [�] the Issuer and/or its affiliates (in the meaning of § 1 paragraph 7 German Banking Act 

(KWG), § 290 paragraph 2 German Commercial Law (HGB)) are, even following 
economically reasonable efforts, not in the position (i) to enter, re-enter, replace, maintain, 
liquidate, acquire or dispose of any transactions or investments that the Issuer considers 
necessary to hedge its risks resulting from the assumption and performance of its 
obligations under the Certificates or (ii) to realize, regain or transfer the proceeds resulting 
from such transactions or investments; 

 
[(q)] [�] a procedure is introduced or ongoing pursuant to which all shares or the substantial 

assets of the Fund Company are or are liable to be nationalized or expropriated or 
otherwise transferred to public agencies, authorities or organizations; 

 
[(r)] [�] the application for insolvency proceedings or for comparable proceedings with regard 

to the assets of the Fund Company according to the applicable law of the Fund Company; 
[or] 

 
[[�] a permanent discontinuance or unavailability of the Price Source;  
 
[�] if since the Trade Date the basis (e.g. quantity, quality, location or currency) for the 

calculation of any price of the Commodity and/or the method have been modified 
substantially;  

 
[�] the imposition of, change in or removal of a tax on, or measured by reference to, the 

Commodity after the Trade Date if the direct effect of such imposition, change or removal 
is to raise or lower any price of the Commodity; or] 
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[(s)] [�] any other event being economically equivalent to the before-mentioned events with 
regard to their effects. 

 
["Final Valuation Date " means [date].] 
 
["Floor " means [�]%][a percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer (billiges 

Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade Date on the basis of the market 
conditions prevailing on such date and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any case, 
the Floor will not be below [�]%].] 

 
"Fund " or "Fund Company " [means [�][with respect to an ETF Share means the fund company 

issuing such ETF Shares, as specified in the table in the definition of "ETF Share"]. 
 
"Fund Management " [with respect to an ETF Share] means the management of the [relevant] Fund 

which includes (i) any entity specified in the [relevant] Memorandum which is responsible for 
providing investment management advice to the [relevant] Fund and/or to any relevant third 
party, and/or (ii) any entity or individual who is responsible to manage the business and the 
affairs of the [relevant] Fund, and/or (iii) any individual or group of individuals specified in the 
[relevant] Memorandum who is/are responsible for overseeing the activities of the [relevant] 
Fund and/or (iv) any entity specified in the [relevant] Memorandum that is responsible for the 
administration of the [relevant] Fund and the determination and publication of the NAV of the 
[relevant] ETF Shares. 

 
"Futures Exchange " [with respect to an ETF Share] means the options or futures exchange with the 

highest trading volume of option or futures contracts relating to the [relevant] ETF Share. If 
option or futures contracts on the ETF Share are not traded on any exchange, the Futures 
Exchange shall be the options and futures exchange with the highest amount of option or futures 
contracts relating to shares of companies having their residency in the country in which the Fund 
Company has its residence. If there is no options and futures exchange in the country in which 
the Fund Company has its residency on which option or futures contracts on shares are traded, 
the Issuer will determine the Futures Exchange in its own reasonable discretion (billiges 
Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) and will make notification thereof in accordance 
with § 11. 

 
"Issue Date " means [date]. 
 
"Italian Stock Exchange " means Borsa Italiana S.p.A. 
 
"Market Disruption Event " [with respect to an ETF Share] means the occurrence or existence of any 

suspension of, or limitation imposed on, trading in (a) the ETF Share on the Exchange, or (b) 
any option or futures contracts relating to the ETF Share on the Futures Exchange (if such 
option or futures contracts are traded on the Futures Exchange), provided that any such 
suspension or limitation is material. The decision whether a suspension or limitation is material 
will be made by the Issuer in its reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil 
Code (BGB)). The occurrence of a Market Disruption Event on [the][a] Valuation Date [or 
[the][a] Strike Date] shall be published in accordance with § 11. 

 
 A limitation regarding the office hours or the number of days of trading will not constitute a 

Market Disruption Event if it results from an announced change in the regular business hours of 
the Exchange or the Futures Exchange, as the case may be. A limitation on trading imposed 
during the course of a day by reason of movements in price exceeding permitted limits shall 
only be deemed to be a Market Disruption Event in the case that such limitation is still prevailing 
at the time of termination of the trading hours on such date. 

 
"Maturity Date " means [the [fifth][number] Payment Business Day following the [Final] Valuation Date 

at the latest] [date, subject to postponement in accordance with § 5 paragraph 2]. 
 
"Memorandum " [with respect to an ETF Share] means the prospectus in relation to the [relevant] 

Fund Company, as amended and supplemented from time to time. 
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["Monitoring Period " means the period from and including [date] [the [Final] Strike Date] to and 
including the [Final] Valuation Date.] 

 
"NAV" [with respect to an ETF Share] means the net asset value of the [relevant] ETF Shares as 

determined and published (or made available) according to the [relevant] Memorandum. 
 
["Participation Factor " means [�]% [a percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the 

Issuer (billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade Date on the basis of 
the market conditions prevailing on such date and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In 
any case, the Participation Factor will not be below [�]%].] 

 
"Payment Business Day " means a day on which [commercial banks are open for business (including 

dealings in foreign exchange and foreign currency deposits) in [city] [and Frankfurt am Main] 
and ][ the Trans-European Automated Real-Time Gross Settlement Express Transfer System 
(TARGET) and] the Clearing System settle payments in [EUR][currency]. 

 
["Performance " with respect to [an ETF Share] [and][a Valuation Date] means the decimal number 

calculated [as the product of (i) the Weighting of such ETF Share and (ii) the division of] [by 
dividing] [the Reference Price [A] [of such ETF Share] with respect to the [Final] Valuation 
Date] [the arithmetic mean of the Reference Prices [of such ETF Share] with respect to all 
Valuation Dates] [by][and] the Strike Price [of such ETF Share] [and subtracting 1 (one) from 
the resulting number].] 

 
["Ratio " means [number].] 
 
["Price Source " means [�].] 
 
"Reference Price [A] " [with respect to an ETF Share] means the official closing price of the [relevant] 

ETF Share as determined and published by the [relevant] Exchange on any Exchange 
Business Day[, converted into [EUR][currency] at the Conversion Rate applicable on the [Final] 
[Strike Date][Valuation Date]. 

 
["Reference Price B " [with respect to an ETF Share] means the intra-day level of the [relevant] ETF 

Share as determined and published by the [relevant] Exchange on any Exchange Business Day 
(including the official closing price).] 

 
"Removal Value " [with respect to an ETF Share] means the value for the [relevant] ETF Share on the 

basis of the next available NAV for the [relevant] ETF Share as determined by the Issuer in its 
reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) following the 
occurrence of an Extraordinary Event.  

 
["Risk Premium " means a percentage determined by the Issuer in its reasonable discretion (billiges 

Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on any Adjustment Day for the Adjustment Period 
beginning on such Adjustment Day which indicates the price of the risks taken over by the 
Issuer.  The Risk Premium for the first Adjustment Period shall be equal to [percentage].] [The 
respective Risk Premium for subsequent Adjustment Periods shall be published on the Issuer's 
website at ([http://pb.commerzbank.com] [http://fim.commerzbank.com]).] 

 
["Return Factor " means [�]% [a percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer 

(billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade Date on the basis of the 
market conditions prevailing on such date and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any 
case, the Return Factor will not be below [�]%].] 

 
["Strike Date " means [date(s)]. 
 
 If on [the] [a] Strike Date the Reference Price [A] of [the] [an] ETF Share is not determined and 

published by the [relevant] Exchange or if on [the] [a] Strike Date a Market Disruption Event 
occurs, the [relevant] Strike Date shall be postponed to the next following Exchange Business 
Day on which the Reference Price [A] of [the] [each] ETF Share is determined and published 
again by the [relevant] Exchange and on which a Market Disruption Event does not occur.] 
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"Strike Price " [with respect to an ETF Share] [[means] [�] [ the price specified as such in relation to 

the relevant ETF Share in the table in the definition of "ETF Share"] [[�]% of] [ the arithmetic 
mean of the Reference Prices [A] of the [relevant] ETF Share with respect to all Strike Dates] 
[the Reference Price [A] of the [relevant] ETF Share as of the Strike Date]] [ , converted into 
[EUR][currency] at the Conversion Rate applicable on the [Final] Strike Date]. 

 
"Trade Date " means [date]. 
 
"Valuation Date " means [date(s)e][each Early Valuation Date and the Final Valuation Date]. 
 
 If on [the] [a] Valuation Date the Reference Price [A] of [the] [an] ETF Share is not determined 

and published by the [relevant] Exchange or if on [the] [a] Valuation Date a Market Disruption 
Event occurs, the [relevant] Valuation Date shall be postponed to the next following Exchange 
Business Day on which the Reference Price [A] of [the] [each] ETF Share is determined and 
published again by the [relevant] Exchange and on which a Market Disruption Event does not 
occur. 

 
 If, according to the before-mentioned, [the] [a] Valuation Date is postponed to the 

[second][number] Exchange Business Day prior to [the directly following [Automatic Early 
Redemption Date] [Bonus Amount Payment Date] or] the Maturity Date, and if also on such day 
the Reference Price [A] of the [affected] ETF Share is not determined and published by the 
Exchange or a Market Disruption Event occurs on such day, then this day shall be deemed to be 
the [relevant] Valuation Date [for each ETF Share] and the Issuer shall estimate the Reference 
Price [A] of the [affected] ETF Share in its reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) 
(§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)), and in consideration of the prevailing market conditions on 
such day and make a notification thereof in accordance with § 11. 

 
["Weighting " with respect to an ETF Share means the number specified as such in relation to the 

relevant ETF Share in the table in the definition of "ETF Share".] 
 
["Worst Performing Underlying " means the ETF Share with the lowest Performance. If the Issuer 

determines that the lowest Performance is the same for more than one of the ETF Shares, then 
the Issuer shall decide in its own reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil 
Code (BGB)) which of the ETF Shares shall be the Worst Performing Underlying.] 

 
 

§ 3 
MATURITY 

 
Classic Certificates  

 
1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price [A] of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined in accordance with the following provisions: 

 
(a) If on the [Final] Valuation Date the Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to 

or] above [�]% of the [relevant] Strike Price, then each Certificate shall be redeemed by 
payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate equal to the Calculation Amount; or 
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(b) in all other cases, each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement 
Amount per Certificate determined by applying the following formula: 

 

 
Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

CA x SA 
Strike

Final=  

 
 where: 
 

SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, 
if necessary, to the next full [currency] [�] 
([currency] [�] will be rounded up)) 

   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price of the [Worst Performing] 

Underlying on the [Final] Valuation Date 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike  = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing 

Underlying] 
 

 
 
Classic Average Certificates   
 
1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined in accordance with the following provisions: 

 
(a) If on the [Final] Valuation Date the Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to 

or] above [•]% of the [relevant] Strike Price, then each Certificate shall be redeemed by 
payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate equal to the Calculation Amount; or 

 
 

(b) In all other cases, each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement 
Amount per Certificate determined by applying the following formula: 

 

 
Underlying [Worst]

Underlying [Worst]
CA x SA 

Strike

Average=  

 
 where: 
 

SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if 
necessary, to the next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] 
will be rounded up)) 

   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingAverage = Arithmetic mean of the Reference Prices of the [Worst 

Performing] Underlying on all Valuation Dates 
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[Worst] UnderlyingStrike = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 

 
 
Classic Capped Plus Certificates  

 
1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price [A] of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined in accordance with the following provisions: 

 
(a) If during the Monitoring Period the Reference Price [B] of [the] [each] Underlying has 

always been [equal to or] above [�]% of the [relevant] Strike Price, then each Certificate 
shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate equal to the 
Calculation Amount; or 

 
(b) in all other cases, each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement 

Amount per Certificate determined by applying the following formula: 
 

 
Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

 C;CAxMinSA 
Strike

Final










=  

 
 

 where: 
 

SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if 
necessary, to the next full [currency] [�] (with 
[currency] [�] being rounded upwards)) 

   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
C = Cap 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price [A] of the [Worst Performing] 

Underlying on the [Final] Valuation Date 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 

 
 
Classic Double Capped Plus Certificates  

 
1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price [A] of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 
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2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined in accordance with the following provisions: 

 
(a) If during the Monitoring Period the Reference Price [B] of [the] [each] Underlying has 

always been [equal to or] above [�]% of the [relevant] Strike Price, then each Certificate 
shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate determined by 
applying the following formula: 

 
 CCA x=SA  

 
OR 
 
(b) in all other cases, each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement 

Amount per Certificate determined by applying the following formula: 
 











=

Strike

Final

Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

 C;CA xMinSA  

 
 

 where: 
 

SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if 
necessary, to the next full [currency] [�] (with 
[currency] [�] being rounded upwards)) 

   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
C = Cap 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price [A] of the [Worst Performing] 

Underlying on the [Final] Valuation Date 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 

 
 
Classic Cap & Floor Plus Certificates  

 
1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price [A] of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined in accordance with the following provisions: 

 
(a) If during the Monitoring Period the Reference Price [B] of [the] [each] Underlying has 

always been [equal to or] above [�]% of the [relevant] Strike Price, then each Certificate 
shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate determined by 
applying the following formula: 

 




















=

Strike

Final

Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

F;Max C;MinCA xSA  
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OR 
 
(b) in all other cases, each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement 

Amount per Certificate determined by applying the following formula: 
 

 
Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

 C;MinCA xSA 
Strike

Final










=  

 
 

where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if necessary, 

to the next full [currency] [�] (with [currency] [�] being 
rounded upwards)) 

   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
C = Cap 
   
F = Floor 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price [A] of the [Worst Performing] Underlying 

on the [Final] Valuation Date 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 

 
 
Booster Certificates   
 
1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price [A] of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined in accordance with the following provisions: 

 
(a) If on the [Final] Valuation Date the Reference Price [A] of [the] [each] Underlying is 

[equal to or] above [•]% of the [relevant] Strike Price, then each Certificate shall be 
redeemed by payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate determined by applying the 
following formula: 

 




















−×+= 1

Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

PF ;C Min 1CA xSA 
Strike

Final  

 
OR 

 
(b) If on the [Final] Valuation Date the Reference Price [A] of [the] [each] Underlying is 

[equal to or] below [�]% of the [relevant] Strike Price but if during the Monitoring Period 
the Reference Price [B] of [the] [each] Underlying has always been [equal to or] above 
[•]% of the [relevant] Strike Price, then each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of 
a Settlement Amount per Certificate equal to the Calculation Amount;  
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OR 
 
(c) In all other cases, each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement 

Amount per Certificate determined by applying the following formula: 
 

 
Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

CA x  SA 
Strike

Final=  

 
where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if 

necessary, to the next full [currency] [�] (with 
[currency] [�] being rounded upwards)) 

   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
C = Cap 
   
PF = Participation Factor 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price [A] of the [Worst Performing] 

Underlying on the [Final] Valuation Date 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike  = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 

 
 
Leveraged Certificates  

 
1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined by applying the following formula: 

 






















−×+×= 1

Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

0;MaxPFRFACSA
Strike

Final  

 
where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if necessary, to the 

next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] will be rounded up)) 
   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
RF = Return Factor 
   
PF = Participation Factor 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingFinal  = Reference Price [of the Worst Performing] Underlying on the 

[Final] Valuation Date 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike  = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 
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Leveraged Basket Certificates  

 
1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined by applying the following formula: 

 
( )( )PB0;Max×PF+RF×AC=SA  

 
where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if necessary, to the 

next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] will be rounded up)) 
   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
RF = Return Factor 
   
PF = Participation Factor 
   
BP  = Basket Performance 

 
 
Double Leveraged Certificates  

 
1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined by applying the following formula: 

 












































−×−
























−×+

=

0;
Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

1MaxC2;MinPF

1
Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

0;MaxC1;MinPFFR

CA x SA 

Strike

Final

Strike

Final

 

 
where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if necessary, to the 

next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] will be rounded up)) 
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CA = Calculation Amount 
   
RF = Return Factor 
   
PF = Participation Factor 
   
C1 = Cap 1 
   
C2 = Cap 2 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price of the [Worst Performing] Underlying on the 

[Final] Valuation Date 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike  = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 
 
 

Call Certificates  
 

1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 
Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined by applying the following formula: 

 











−×= 1

Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

0;MaxACSA
Strike

Final  

 
where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if necessary, to the 

next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] will be rounded up)) 
   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price of the [Worst Performing] Underlying on the 

[Final] Valuation Date 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 
 
 

Average Call Certificates  
 

1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 
Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 
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2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined by applying the following formula: 

 











−×= 1

Underlying [Worst]

Underlying [Worst]
0;MaxCASA

Strike

Average  

 
where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if 

necessary, to the next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] 
will be rounded up)) 

   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingAverage = Arithmetic mean of the Reference Prices of the [Worst 

Performing] Underlying on all Valuation Dates 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 

 
 

Participation Call Basket Certificates  
 

1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 
Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined by applying the following formula: 

 
( )PB0;MaxPFCASA ××=  

 
where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if 

necessary, to the next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] 
will be rounded up)) 

   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
PF = Participation Factor 
   
BP = Basket Performance 

 
 

Call Cap Certificates  
 
1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
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Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined by applying the following formula: 

 

 
Underlying [Worst]

Underlying [Worst]Underlying [Worst]
C;Min0;MaxCASA

Strike

StrikeFinal




















 −×=  

 
where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if necessary, to the 

next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] will be rounded up)) 
   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
C = Cap 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price of the [Worst Performing] Underlying on the 

[Final] Valuation Date 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 

 
 

Call Basket Certificates   
 
1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined by applying the following formula: 

 
( )01;-BPMaxCA x =SA  

 
 where: 
 

SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if necessary, 
to the next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] will be 
rounded up)) 

   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
BP = Basket Performance 

 
 

Call Cap Basket Certificates  
 
1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
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[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined by applying the following formula: 

 
( )[ ]BP;CMin;0MaxPFCASA ××=  

 
where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if necessary, to the 

next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] will be rounded up)) 
   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
PF = Participation Factor 
   
C = Cap 
   
BP = Basket Performance 

 
 

Put Certificates  
 

1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 
Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined by applying the following formula: 

 











−=

Strike

Final

Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

10;MaxCA x SA  

 
where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if 

necessary, to the next full [currency] [�] 
([currency] [�] will be rounded up)) 

   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price of the [Worst Performing] 

Underlying on the [Final] Valuation Date 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing 

Underlying] 
 
 

Put Cap Certificates  
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1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined by applying the following formula: 

 





















 −=  
Underlying [Worst]

Underlying [Worst]Underlying [Worst]
0;MaxC;MinCA x SA 

Strike

FinalStrike  

 
where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if necessary, to the 

next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] will be rounded up)) 
   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
C = Cap 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price of the [Worst Performing] Underlying on the 

[Final] Valuation Date 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 

 
 

Put Basket Certificates   
 
1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined in accordance with the following provisions: 

 
(a) If on the [Final] Valuation Date the Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to 

or] above [•]% of the [relevant] Strike Price, then each Certificate shall be redeemed by 
payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate equal to the Calculation Amount; or 

 
 

(b) In all other cases, each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement 
Amount per Certificate determined by applying the following formula: 

 
( )BP;0 1MaxCA x SA −=  

 
 where: 
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SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if necessary, 
to the next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] will be 
rounded up)) 

   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
BP = Basket Performance 

 
 

Digital Certificates   
 
Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity Date by 
the payment of an amount equal to the Calculation Amount (the "Settlement Amount ").  
 
In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive the 
Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on the Valuation Date 
directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date [the Performance of [the] [each] 
Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [number][ the Reference Price of [the] [each] 
Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the [relevant] Strike Price]. In all other cases, 
a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date. 
 

 
Participation Digital Certificates   
 
1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date [the 
Performance of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [number][ the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price]. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date. 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined in accordance with the following provisions: 

 
(a) If on the [Final] Valuation Date [the Performance of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] 

[or] [above] [number][ the Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] 
[above] [�]% of the [relevant] Strike Price], then each Certificate shall be redeemed by 
payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate equal to the Calculation Amount; or 

 
(b) in all other cases, each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement 

Amount per Certificate determined by applying the following formula: 
 

PF× 
Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

CA x =SA 
Strike

Final  

 
 where: 
 

SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if 
necessary, to the next full [currency] [�] 
([currency] [�] will be rounded up)) 

   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price of the [Worst Performing] 

Underlying on the [Final] Valuation Date 
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[Worst] UnderlyingStrike  = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 
   
PF  = Participation Factor 

 
 

Leveraged Twin Win Plus Certificates  
 

1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 
Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price [A] of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined in accordance with the following provisions: 

 
(a) If [on the [Final] Valuation Date the Reference Price [A] of [the] [each] Underlying is 

[equal to or] above [�]% of the [relevant] Strike Price, then each Certificate shall be 
redeemed by payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate determined by applying the 
following formula: 

 

















+= 1- 

Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

 RFCA x SA 
Strike

Final  

 
OR 
 
(b) If [on the [Final] Valuation Date the Reference Price [A] of [the] [each] Underlying is 

[equal to or] below [�]% of the [relevant] Strike Price and[/or] if] during the Monitoring 
Period the Reference Price [B] of [the] [each] Underlying has always been [equal to or] 
above [�]% of the [relevant] Strike Price, then each Certificate shall be redeemed by 
payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate determined by applying the following 
formula: 

 

















−= 1- 

Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

 RFCA x SA 
Strike

Final  

 
OR 
 
(c) In all other cases, each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement 

Amount per Certificate determined by applying the following formula: 
 

 
Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

CA x  SA 
Strike

Final=  

 
 

where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if 

necessary, to the next full [currency] [�] (with 
[currency] [�] being rounded upwards)) 

   
CA = Calculation Amount 
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RF = Return Factor 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price [A] of the [Worst Performing] 

Underlying on the [Final] Valuation Date 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 

 
 
Basket Certificates  

 
1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined in accordance with the following provisions: 

 
(a) If on the [Final] Valuation Date the Basket Performance is [equal to] [or] [above] 

[number], then each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement Amount 
per Certificate determined by applying the following formula: 

 
( )( )( )1PBPFRF;Min100%ACSA −×+×=  

 
OR 
 
(b) If on the [Final] Valuation Date the Basket Performance is [equal to] [or] [below] 

[number] but [equal to] [or] [above] [number], then each Certificate shall be redeemed by 
payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate equal to the Calculation Amount;  

 
OR 
 
(c) in all other cases, each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement 

Amount per Certificate determined by applying the following formula: 
 

BP×AC=SA  
 
Where, with respect to (a) and (c) above: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if necessary, to the 

next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] will be rounded up)) 
   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
RF = Return Factor 
   
PF = Participation Factor 
   
BP  = Basket Performance 

 
 

Participation Recovery Certificates  
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1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 
Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price [A] of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined in accordance with the following provisions: 

 
(a) If on the [Final] Valuation Date the Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to 

or] above [�]% of the [relevant] Strike Price, then each Certificate shall be redeemed by 
payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate equal to the Calculation Amount; or 

 
(b) in all other cases, each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement 

Amount per Certificate determined by applying the following formula: 
 































×+= 1- 

Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

PFRF 0;Max CA x SA 
Strike

Final  

 
 where: 
 

SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if 
necessary, to the next full [currency] [�] 
([currency] [�] will be rounded up)) 

   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
RF  = Return Factor 
   
PF  = Participation Factor 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price of the [Worst Performing] 

Underlying on the [Final] Valuation Date 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike  = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 

 
 

Turbo Put Certificates  
 

1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 
Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price [A] of the Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the Strike 
Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the respective Bonus Amount 
Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined by applying the following formula: 

 
( ) RUnderlyingUnderlyingSA FinalstedStrikeAdju ×−=  
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where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if necessary, to the 

next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] will be rounded up)) 
   
UnderlyingStrikeAdjusted = Adjusted Strike Price on the [Final] Valuation Date 
   
UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price [A] of the Underlying on the [Final] Valuation 

Date 
   
R = Ratio 

 
 

Turbo Call Certificates  
 

1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 
Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price [A] of the Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the Strike 
Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the respective Bonus Amount 
Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined by applying the following formula: 

 
( ) RUnderlyingUnderlyingSA stedStrikeAdjuFinal ×= -  

 
where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if necessary, to the 

next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] will be rounded up)) 
   
UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price [A] of the Underlying on the [Final] Valuation 

Date 
   
UnderlyingStrikeAdjusted = Adjusted Strike Price on the [Final] Valuation Date 
   
R = Ratio 

 
 

§ 4 
EARLY REDEMPTION; REPURCHASE 

 
Certificates without any early redemption except as contemplated in § 6 
 
1. Except as provided in § 6, the Issuer shall not be entitled to redeem the Certificates prior to the 

Maturity Date. 
 
2. The Certificateholders shall not be entitled to call for redemption of the Certificates prior to the 

Maturity Date. 
 
3. The Certificates shall not be terminated automatically and redeemed prior to the Maturity Date. 

 
4. The Issuer may at any time purchase Certificates in the market or otherwise. Certificates 

repurchased by or on behalf of the Issuer may be held by the Issuer, re-issued or resold. 
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[5. For so long as the Certificates are admitted to listing on Borsa Italiana S.p.A. and to trading on 
the Electronic Securitised Derivatives Market (SeDeX) of Borsa Italiana S.p.A., then at any time 
prior to [5:50 p.m. Milan time] [�] (the "Renouncement Notice Cut-Off Time ") on [the [first] 
[number] Payment Business Day following the [Final] Valuation Date] [�] (the "Renouncement 
Notice Cut-Off Date "), any Certificateholder may renounce the redemption of the Certificates by 
payment of the Settlement Amount in accordance with § 3 (the "Automatic Exercise ") by the 
delivery of a duly completed renouncement notice (the "Renouncement Notice ") in the form set 
out in Annex 1 to these Terms and Conditions to the Certificates Account Holder, with a copy 
thereof to the Paying Agent. Once delivered, a Renouncement Notice shall be irrevocable and 
the relevant Certificateholder may not transfer the Certificates which are the subject of the 
Renouncement Notice. If a duly completed Renouncement Notice is validly delivered prior to the 
Renouncement Notice Cut-off Time on the Renouncement Notice Cut-off Date, any rights arising 
from the Certificates will terminate upon such delivery and the relevant Certificateholder will not 
be entitled to receive the Settlement Amount payable by the Issuer with respect to the 
Certificates and the Issuer shall have no further liability with respect to such Settlement Amount.  

 
 Any determination as to whether a Renouncement Notice is duly completed and in proper form 

shall be made by the Certificates Account Holder (in consultation with the Paying Agent and the 
Clearing System) and shall be conclusive and binding on the Issuer, the Paying Agent and the 
relevant Certificateholder. 

 
 Subject as follows, any Renouncement Notice so determined to be incomplete or not in proper 

form shall be null and void. If such Renouncement Notice is subsequently corrected to the 
satisfaction of the Paying Agent, it shall be deemed to be a new Renouncement Notice 
submitted at the time such correction was delivered to the Certificates Account Holder, with a 
copy thereof to the Paying Agent.]  

 
Certificates with a call option 
 
1. The Issuer shall, in addition to the right to redeem the Certificates prior to the Maturity Date in 

accordance with § 6, have the right to redeem all, but not in part, of the outstanding Certificates 
in each case at [an amount per Certificate equal to the Calculation Amount] [insert other 
amount] (the "Early Redemption Amount "), with effect as of [any Bonus Amount Payment 
Date] [date] (each an "Early Redemption Date ") (the "Early Redemption "). 

 
 Early Redemption must be announced at [least [number] calendar days] [the latest on the 

[Early] Valuation Date directly] prior to the Early Redemption Date in accordance with § 11. The 
notice is irrevocable and must state the Early Redemption Date. 

 
2. The Certificateholders shall not be entitled to call for redemption of the Certificates prior to the 

Maturity Date. 
 
3. The Certificates shall not be terminated automatically and redeemed prior to the Maturity Date. 

 
4. The Issuer may at any time purchase Certificates in the market or otherwise. Certificates 

repurchased by or on behalf of the Issuer may be held by the Issuer, re-issued or resold. 
 
[5. For so long as the Certificates are admitted to listing on Borsa Italiana S.p.A. and to trading on 

the Electronic Securitised Derivatives Market (SeDeX) of Borsa Italiana S.p.A., then at any time 
prior to [5:50 p.m. Milan time] [�] (the "Renouncement Notice Cut-Off Time ") on [the [first] 
[number] Payment Business Day following the [Final] Valuation Date] [�] (the "Renouncement 
Notice Cut-Off Date "), any Certificateholder may renounce the redemption of the Certificates by 
payment of the Settlement Amount in accordance with § 3 (the "Automatic Exercise ") by the 
delivery of a duly completed renouncement notice (the "Renouncement Notice ") in the form set 
out in Annex 1 to these Terms and Conditions to the Certificates Account Holder, with a copy 
thereof to the Paying Agent. Once delivered, a Renouncement Notice shall be irrevocable and 
the relevant Certificateholder may not transfer the Certificates which are the subject of the 
Renouncement Notice. If a duly completed Renouncement Notice is validly delivered prior to the 
Renouncement Notice Cut-off Time on the Renouncement Notice Cut-off Date, any rights arising 
from the Certificates will terminate upon such delivery and the relevant Certificateholder will not 
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be entitled to receive the Settlement Amount payable by the Issuer with respect to the 
Certificates and the Issuer shall have no further liability with respect to such Settlement Amount.  

 
 Any determination as to whether a Renouncement Notice is duly completed and in proper form 

shall be made by the Certificates Account Holder (in consultation with the Paying Agent and the 
Clearing System) and shall be conclusive and binding on the Issuer, the Paying Agent and the 
relevant Certificateholder. 

 
 Subject as follows, any Renouncement Notice so determined to be incomplete or not in proper 

form shall be null and void. If such Renouncement Notice is subsequently corrected to the 
satisfaction of the Paying Agent, it shall be deemed to be a new Renouncement Notice 
submitted at the time such correction was delivered to the Certificates Account Holder, with a 
copy thereof to the Paying Agent.]  

 
Certificates with a put option 
 
1. Except as provided in § 6, the Issuer shall not be entitled to redeem the Certificates prior to the 

Maturity Date. 
 
2. Each Certificateholder is entitled to request early redemption of the Certificates ("Early 

Redemption "). Early Redemption may be requested on any Payment Business Day from the 
Issue Date (including) to the [Final] Valuation Date (excluding) (any such date being a "Put 
Date") only in accordance with the provisions set out below in this § 4 paragraph 2 and only with 
effect as of an Early Redemption Date. "Early Redemption Date " means any [fifth] [number] 
Payment Business Day following the relevant Put Date.  

  
In case of an Early Redemption each relevant Certificate will be redeemed on the relevant Early 
Redemption Date by the payment of [an amount per Certificate equal to the Calculation Amount] 
[ insert other amount] (the "Early Redemption Amount "). 

 
 In order to validly call the certificates for redemption with respect to an Early Redemption Date 

[with the exception of the day the annual shareholders' meeting of the Issuer takes place][ insert 
other provisions of exception] the Certificateholder is obliged to instruct the account holding 
bank not later than [time] on the relevant Put Date to 

 
 i. deliver a written redemption notice (the "Early  Redemption Notice ") via the account 

holding bank to the Paying Agent in the form as attached in Annex 2 to these Terms and 
Conditions and as available at the Paying Agent or by providing all information and 
statements requested therein; 

 
 ii. deliver the Certificates via the account holding bank by crediting the Certificates to the 

account of the Paying Agent with the Clearing System. 
 
 On the Early Redemption Date at or prior to 10:00 a.m. (Frankfurt am Main time) (i) the 

Redemption Notice has to be received by the Paying Agent and (ii) the Certificates have to be 
booked at the account of the Paying Agent with the Clearing System. 

 
 The Redemption Notice shall be binding and irrevocable. A Redemption Notice submitted with 

regard to a specific Early Redemption Date shall be void if the above-mentioned provisions are 
not fulfilled. If the Certificates to which a Redemption Notice relates are not delivered or not 
delivered on time to the Paying Agent, the Redemption Notice shall be void. If the number of 
Certificates stated in the Redemption Notice, for which redemption is requested, differs from the 
number of Certificates transferred to the Paying Agent, the Redemption Notice shall be deemed 
submitted only with regard to the smaller number of Certificates. Any excess Certificates shall 
be re-transferred for the cost and the risk of the Certificateholder to the account holding bank. 

 
 Following the valid submission of Certificates for Early Redemption, the Issuer shall ensure that 

the Early Redemption Amount is made available to the Paying Agent, which shall in turn transfer 
such amount to an account of the account-holding bank on the relevant Early Redemption Date. 
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3. The Certificates shall not be terminated automatically and redeemed prior to the Maturity Date. 
 

4. The Issuer may at any time purchase Certificates in the market or otherwise. Certificates 
repurchased by or on behalf of the Issuer may be held by the Issuer, re-issued or resold. 

 
[5. For so long as the Certificates are admitted to listing on Borsa Italiana S.p.A. and to trading on 

the Electronic Securitised Derivatives Market (SeDeX) of Borsa Italiana S.p.A., then at any time 
prior to [5:50 p.m. Milan time] [�] (the "Renouncement Notice Cut-Off Time ") on [the [first] 
[number] Payment Business Day following the [Final] Valuation Date] [�] (the "Renouncement 
Notice Cut-Off Date "), any Certificateholder may renounce the redemption of the Certificates by 
payment of the Settlement Amount in accordance with § 3 (the "Automatic Exercise ") by the 
delivery of a duly completed renouncement notice (the "Renouncement Notice ") in the form set 
out in Annex 1 to these Terms and Conditions to the Certificates Account Holder, with a copy 
thereof to the Paying Agent. Once delivered, a Renouncement Notice shall be irrevocable and 
the relevant Certificateholder may not transfer the Certificates which are the subject of the 
Renouncement Notice. If a duly completed Renouncement Notice is validly delivered prior to the 
Renouncement Notice Cut-off Time on the Renouncement Notice Cut-off Date, any rights arising 
from the Certificates will terminate upon such delivery and the relevant Certificateholder will not 
be entitled to receive the Settlement Amount payable by the Issuer with respect to the 
Certificates and the Issuer shall have no further liability with respect to such Settlement Amount.  

 
 Any determination as to whether a Renouncement Notice is duly completed and in proper form 

shall be made by the Certificates Account Holder (in consultation with the Paying Agent and the 
Clearing System) and shall be conclusive and binding on the Issuer, the Paying Agent and the 
relevant Certificateholder. 

 
 Subject as follows, any Renouncement Notice so determined to be incomplete or not in proper 

form shall be null and void. If such Renouncement Notice is subsequently corrected to the 
satisfaction of the Paying Agent, it shall be deemed to be a new Renouncement Notice 
submitted at the time such correction was delivered to the Certificates Account Holder, with a 
copy thereof to the Paying Agent.]  

 
Certificates with a call and a put option 
 
1. The Issuer shall, in addition to the right to redeem the Certificates prior to the Maturity Date in 

accordance with § 6, have the right to redeem all, but not in part, of the outstanding Certificates 
in each case at [an amount per Certificate equal to the Calculation Amount] [insert other 
amount] (the "Early Redemption Amount "), with effect as of [any Bonus Amount Payment 
Date] [date] (each an "Early Redemption Date ") (the "Early Redemption "). 

 
 Early Redemption must be announced at [least [number] calendar days] [the latest on the 

[Early] Valuation Date directly] prior to the Early Redemption Date in accordance with § 11. The 
notice is irrevocable and must state the Early Redemption Date. 

 
2. Each Certificateholder is entitled to request early redemption of the Certificates ("Early 

Redemption "). Early Redemption may be requested on any Payment Business Day from the 
Issue Date (including) to the [Final] Valuation Date (excluding) (any such date being a "Put 
Date") only in accordance with the provisions set out below in this § 4 paragraph 2 and only with 
effect as of an Early Redemption Date. "Early Redemption Date " means any [fifth] [number] 
Payment Business Day following the relevant Put Date.  

  
In case of an Early Redemption each relevant Certificate will be redeemed on the relevant Early 
Redemption Date by the payment of [an amount per Certificate equal to the Calculation Amount] 
[ insert other amount] (the "Early Redemption Amount "). 

 
 In order to validly call the certificates for redemption with respect to an Early Redemption Date 

[with the exception of the day the annual shareholders' meeting of the Issuer takes place][ insert 
other provisions of exception] the Certificateholder is obliged to instruct the account holding 
bank not later than [time] on the relevant Put Date to 
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 i. deliver a written redemption notice (the "Early  Redemption Notice ") via the account 
holding bank to the Paying Agent in the form as attached in Annex 2 to these Terms and 
Conditions and as available at the Paying Agent or by providing all information and 
statements requested therein; 

 
 ii. deliver the Certificates via the account holding bank by crediting the Certificates to the 

account of the Paying Agent with the Clearing System. 
 
 On the Early Redemption Date at or prior to 10:00 a.m. (Frankfurt am Main time) (i) the 

Redemption Notice has to be received by the Paying Agent and (ii) the Certificates have to be 
booked at the account of the Paying Agent with the Clearing System. 

 
 The Redemption Notice shall be binding and irrevocable. A Redemption Notice submitted with 

regard to a specific Early Redemption Date shall be void if the above-mentioned provisions are 
not fulfilled. If the Certificates to which a Redemption Notice relates are not delivered or not 
delivered on time to the Paying Agent, the Redemption Notice shall be void. If the number of 
Certificates stated in the Redemption Notice, for which redemption is requested, differs from the 
number of Certificates transferred to the Paying Agent, the Redemption Notice shall be deemed 
submitted only with regard to the smaller number of Certificates. Any excess Certificates shall 
be re-transferred for the cost and the risk of the Certificateholder to the account holding bank. 

 
 Following the valid submission of Certificates for Early Redemption, the Issuer shall ensure that 

the Early Redemption Amount is made available to the Paying Agent, which shall in turn transfer 
such amount to an account of the account-holding bank on the relevant Early Redemption Date. 

 
3. The Certificates shall not be terminated automatically and redeemed prior to the Maturity Date. 

 
4. The Issuer may at any time purchase Certificates in the market or otherwise. Certificates 

repurchased by or on behalf of the Issuer may be held by the Issuer, re-issued or resold. 
 
[5. For so long as the Certificates are admitted to listing on Borsa Italiana S.p.A. and to trading on 

the Electronic Securitised Derivatives Market (SeDeX) of Borsa Italiana S.p.A., then at any time 
prior to [5:50 p.m. Milan time] [�] (the "Renouncement Notice Cut-Off Time ") on [the [first] 
[number] Payment Business Day following the [Final] Valuation Date] [�] (the "Renouncement 
Notice Cut-Off Date "), any Certificateholder may renounce the redemption of the Certificates by 
payment of the Settlement Amount in accordance with § 3 (the "Automatic Exercise ") by the 
delivery of a duly completed renouncement notice (the "Renouncement Notice ") in the form set 
out in Annex 1 to these Terms and Conditions to the Certificates Account Holder, with a copy 
thereof to the Paying Agent. Once delivered, a Renouncement Notice shall be irrevocable and 
the relevant Certificateholder may not transfer the Certificates which are the subject of the 
Renouncement Notice. If a duly completed Renouncement Notice is validly delivered prior to the 
Renouncement Notice Cut-off Time on the Renouncement Notice Cut-off Date, any rights arising 
from the Certificates will terminate upon such delivery and the relevant Certificateholder will not 
be entitled to receive the Settlement Amount payable by the Issuer with respect to the 
Certificates and the Issuer shall have no further liability with respect to such Settlement Amount.  

 
 Any determination as to whether a Renouncement Notice is duly completed and in proper form 

shall be made by the Certificates Account Holder (in consultation with the Paying Agent and the 
Clearing System) and shall be conclusive and binding on the Issuer, the Paying Agent and the 
relevant Certificateholder. 

 
 Subject as follows, any Renouncement Notice so determined to be incomplete or not in proper 

form shall be null and void. If such Renouncement Notice is subsequently corrected to the 
satisfaction of the Paying Agent, it shall be deemed to be a new Renouncement Notice 
submitted at the time such correction was delivered to the Certificates Account Holder, with a 
copy thereof to the Paying Agent.]  

 
Certificates with an automatic early redemption 
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1. Except as provided in § 6, the Issuer shall not be entitled to redeem the Certificates prior to the 
Maturity Date. 

 
2. The Certificateholders shall not be entitled to call for redemption of the Certificates prior to the 

Maturity Date. 
 
3. Notwithstanding any other rights to redeem the Certificates prior to the Maturity Date in 

accordance with these Terms and Conditions, the Certificates shall be terminated automatically 
and redeemed on [an] [the] Automatic Early Redemption Date at the Automatic Early 
Redemption Amount per Certificate if on the Early Valuation Date directly preceding such 
Automatic Early Redemption Date the Reference Price [A] of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal 
to or] [above] [below] [[•]% of the [relevant] Strike Price] [the Barrier with respect to the 
relevant Early Valuation Date].] 
The rights in connection with the Certificates shall expire upon the payment of the Automatic 
Early Redemption Amount [and the [relevant] Bonus Amount] on the [relevant] Automatic Early 
Redemption Date. 
 

4. The Issuer may at any time purchase Certificates in the market or otherwise. Certificates 
repurchased by or on behalf of the Issuer may be held by the Issuer, re-issued or resold. 

 
[5. For so long as the Certificates are admitted to listing on Borsa Italiana S.p.A. and to trading on 

the Electronic Securitised Derivatives Market (SeDeX) of Borsa Italiana S.p.A., then at any time 
prior to [5:50 p.m. Milan time] [�] (the "Renouncement Notice Cut-Off Time ") on [the [first] 
[number] Payment Business Day following the [Final] Valuation Date] [�] (the "Renouncement 
Notice Cut-Off Date "), any Certificateholder may renounce the redemption of the Certificates by 
payment of the Settlement Amount in accordance with § 3 (the "Automatic Exercise ") by the 
delivery of a duly completed renouncement notice (the "Renouncement Notice ") in the form set 
out in Annex 1 to these Terms and Conditions to the Certificates Account Holder, with a copy 
thereof to the Paying Agent. Once delivered, a Renouncement Notice shall be irrevocable and 
the relevant Certificateholder may not transfer the Certificates which are the subject of the 
Renouncement Notice. If a duly completed Renouncement Notice is validly delivered prior to the 
Renouncement Notice Cut-off Time on the Renouncement Notice Cut-off Date, any rights arising 
from the Certificates will terminate upon such delivery and the relevant Certificateholder will not 
be entitled to receive the Settlement Amount payable by the Issuer with respect to the 
Certificates and the Issuer shall have no further liability with respect to such Settlement Amount.  

 
 Any determination as to whether a Renouncement Notice is duly completed and in proper form 

shall be made by the Certificates Account Holder (in consultation with the Paying Agent and the 
Clearing System) and shall be conclusive and binding on the Issuer, the Paying Agent and the 
relevant Certificateholder. 

 
 Subject as follows, any Renouncement Notice so determined to be incomplete or not in proper 

form shall be null and void. If such Renouncement Notice is subsequently corrected to the 
satisfaction of the Paying Agent, it shall be deemed to be a new Renouncement Notice 
submitted at the time such correction was delivered to the Certificates Account Holder, with a 
copy thereof to the Paying Agent.]  

 
Certificates with a knock-out 
 
1. Except as provided in § 6, the Issuer shall not be entitled to redeem the Certificates prior to the 

Maturity Date. 
 
2. The Certificateholders shall not be entitled to call for redemption of the Certificates prior to the 

Maturity Date. 
 
3. Notwithstanding any other rights to redeem the Certificates prior to the Maturity Date in 

accordance with these Terms and Conditions, the Certificates shall be terminated automatically 
if on any day during the Monitoring Period the [Reference Price [B] of the Underlying][ relevant 
Adjusted Strike Price] is [equal to] [or] [below][above] the Barrier (the "Knock-out Event "). 
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 In the case of a Knock-out Event, the Certificates shall be redeemed at an amount in [currency] 
which shall be determined by the Issuer in its reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) 
(§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) as the fair value of the Certificates at the date of the Knock-
out Event by taking into account the relevant prevailing market conditions (the "Automatic 
Early Redemption Amount ") which shall be notified in accordance with § 11.  The Automatic 
Early Redemption Amount shall be payable at the latest on the [fifth][ordinal number] Payment 
Business Day following the day on which the Knock-out Event occurred, but in no case earlier 
than [five][number] Payment Business Days after the Issue Date and not later than on the 
Maturity Date.  The rights arising from the Certificates will terminate upon the payment of the 
Automatic Early Redemption Amount. 
 

4. The Issuer may at any time purchase Certificates in the market or otherwise. Certificates 
repurchased by or on behalf of the Issuer may be held by the Issuer, re-issued or resold. 

 
[5. For so long as the Certificates are admitted to listing on Borsa Italiana S.p.A. and to trading on 

the Electronic Securitised Derivatives Market (SeDeX) of Borsa Italiana S.p.A., then at any time 
prior to [5:50 p.m. Milan time] [�] (the "Renouncement Notice Cut-Off Time ") on [the [first] 
[number] Payment Business Day following the [Final] Valuation Date] [�] (the "Renouncement 
Notice Cut-Off Date "), any Certificateholder may renounce the redemption of the Certificates by 
payment of the Settlement Amount in accordance with § 3 (the "Automatic Exercise ") by the 
delivery of a duly completed renouncement notice (the "Renouncement Notice ") in the form set 
out in Annex 1 to these Terms and Conditions to the Certificates Account Holder, with a copy 
thereof to the Paying Agent. Once delivered, a Renouncement Notice shall be irrevocable and 
the relevant Certificateholder may not transfer the Certificates which are the subject of the 
Renouncement Notice. If a duly completed Renouncement Notice is validly delivered prior to the 
Renouncement Notice Cut-off Time on the Renouncement Notice Cut-off Date, any rights arising 
from the Certificates will terminate upon such delivery and the relevant Certificateholder will not 
be entitled to receive the Settlement Amount payable by the Issuer with respect to the 
Certificates and the Issuer shall have no further liability with respect to such Settlement Amount.  

 
 Any determination as to whether a Renouncement Notice is duly completed and in proper form 

shall be made by the Certificates Account Holder (in consultation with the Paying Agent and the 
Clearing System) and shall be conclusive and binding on the Issuer, the Paying Agent and the 
relevant Certificateholder. 

 
 Subject as follows, any Renouncement Notice so determined to be incomplete or not in proper 

form shall be null and void. If such Renouncement Notice is subsequently corrected to the 
satisfaction of the Paying Agent, it shall be deemed to be a new Renouncement Notice 
submitted at the time such correction was delivered to the Certificates Account Holder, with a 
copy thereof to the Paying Agent.]  

 
 

§ 5 
PAYMENTS 

 
Certificates with the exception of USD Certificates with a lifetime of more than one year  

 
1. All amounts payable pursuant to these Terms and Conditions shall be paid to the Paying 

Agent for transfer to the Clearing System or pursuant to the Clearing System's instruction for 
credit to the relevant accountholders on the dates stated in these Terms and Conditions. 
Payment to the Clearing System or pursuant to the Clearing System's instruction shall release 
the Issuer from its payment obligations under the Certificates in the amount of such payment. 

 
2. If any payment with respect to a Certificate is to be effected on a day other than a Payment 

Business Day, payment shall be effected on the next following Payment Business Day. In this 
case, the relevant Certificateholder shall neither be entitled to any payment claim nor to any 
interest claim or other compensation with respect to such delay. 

 
3. All payments are subject in all cases to any applicable fiscal or other laws, regulations and 

directives. 
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USD Certificates with a lifetime of more than one year  

 
1. All amounts payable pursuant to these Terms and Conditions shall be paid to the Paying 

Agent for transfer to the Clearing System or pursuant to the Clearing System's instruction for 
credit to the relevant accountholders on the dates stated in these Terms and Conditions. 
Payment to the Clearing System or pursuant to the Clearing System's instruction shall release 
the Issuer from its payment obligations under the Certificates in the amount of such payment. 

 
 Payments on Certificates represented by a Temporary Global Certificate shall only be effected 

upon due certification in accordance with § 1 paragraph 1. 
 

2. If any payment with respect to a Certificate is to be effected on a day other than a Payment 
Business Day, payment shall be effected on the next following Payment Business Day. In this 
case, the relevant Certificateholder shall neither be entitled to any payment claim nor to any 
interest claim or other compensation with respect to such delay. 

 
3. All payments are subject in all cases to any applicable fiscal or other laws, regulations and 

directives. 
 
 

§ 6 
ADJUSTMENTS; EXTRAORDINARY TERMINATION RIGHT OF THE  ISSUER 

 
1. If an Extraordinary Event has a material effect on the price of the ETF Share, the Issuer will 

make adjustments to the Terms and Conditions taking into consideration the provisions set forth 
hereinafter. If an Extraordinary Event has occurred, the Issuer may (instead of such an 
adjustment) optionally terminate the Certificates prematurely with respect to an Exchange 
Business Day (the "Termination Date ") taking into consideration the provisions set forth 
hereinafter with a prior notice of seven Payment Business Days in accordance with § 11. Any 
termination of the Certificates in part shall be excluded. 
 
(a) Adjustments to the Terms and Conditions shall be performed by the Issuer in its 

reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)). 
  
Certificates without a Barrier 

 
As a result of such adjustments especially the Strike Price may be amended.  
 

Certificates with a Barrier 
 
As a result of such adjustments especially the Strike Price and/or the Barrier may be 
amended.  
 

Turbo Put or Turbo Call Certificates 
 
As a result of such adjustments especially the Strike Price and/or the Barrier and/or the 
Ratio may be amended.  

 
The adjustments may also result in the ETF Share being replaced by another ETF share 
or other securities, a basket of securities and/or cash, and another stock exchange being 
determined as the Exchange. If the ETF Share will be replaced, the Issuer will identify an 
alternative fund in substitution for the ETF Share (the "Successor Fund "). The Successor 
Fund shall be a fund which (i) is denominated in the same currency as the ETF Share, (ii) 
has the same or similar characteristics and features as the ETF Share and (iii) has similar 
investment objectives and policies to those of the ETF Share immediately prior to the 
occurrence of the Extraordinary Event. Any reference made to the ETF Share in these 
Terms and Conditions shall be deemed as a reference to the Successor Fund, all 
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calculations and determinations made by reference to the ETF Share shall be instead 
made by reference to the Successor Fund, and the Issuer shall make amendments to all 
related terms accordingly on the basis of the Removal Value of the ETF Share. 

 
 Adjustments and determinations as well as the effective date shall be notified by the 

Issuer in accordance with § 11.  
 
 Any adjustment in accordance with this § 6 paragraph 1 does not exclude a later 

termination in accordance with this paragraph on the basis of the same event. 
 
(b)  If the Certificates are called for redemption due to the occurrence of an Extraordinary 

Event or in case the Issuer is unable to identify a Successor Fund with respect to an ETF 
Share, they shall be redeemed at the termination amount per Certificate (the 
"Extraordinary Termination  Amount ") which shall be calculated by the Issuer in its 
reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) by taking 
into account applicable market conditions. 

 
  The Issuer shall pay the Extraordinary Termination Amount to the Certificateholders not 

later than the fifth Payment Business Day following the Termination Date to the Clearing 
System for crediting the accounts of the depositors of the Certificates with the Clearing 
System. The rights in connection with the Certificates shall expire upon the payment of 
the Extraordinary Termination Amount to the Clearing System. 

 
2. The Issuer may also terminate the Certificates according to paragraph 1 in the case of a 

takeover-bid, i.e. an offer to take over or to swap or any other offer or any other act of an 
individual person or a legal entity that results in the individual person or legal entity buying, 
otherwise acquiring or obtaining a right to buy more than 10% of the outstanding shares of the 
Fund Company as a consequence of a conversion or otherwise, all as determined by the Issuer 
based on notifications to the competent authorities or on other information determined as 
relevant by the Issuer. 

 
 

§ 7 
TAXES 

 
All present and future taxes, fees or other duties in connection with the Certificates shall be borne and 
paid by the Certificateholders. The Issuer is entitled to withhold from payments to be made under the 
Certificates any taxes, fees and/or duties payable by the Certificateholder in accordance with the 
previous sentence. 
 
 

§ 8 
STATUS 

 
The obligations under the Certificates constitute direct, unconditional and unsecured (nicht dinglich 
besichert) obligations of the Issuer and rank at least pari passu with all other unsecured and 
unsubordinated obligations of the Issuer (save for such exceptions as may exist from time to time 
under applicable law). 
 
 

§ 9 
PAYING AGENT 

 
[1. [Commerzbank Aktiengesellschaft, Kaiserstraße 16 (Kaiserplatz), 60311 Frankfurt am Main, 

Federal Republic of Germany][●], shall be the paying agent (the "Paying Agent "). 
 
2. The Issuer shall be entitled at any time to appoint another bank of international standing as 

Paying Agent. Such appointment and the effective date shall be notified in accordance with § 11. 
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3. The Paying Agent is hereby granted exemption from the restrictions of § 181 of the German 
Civil Code (BGB) and any similar restrictions of the applicable laws of any other country.] 

 
[1. [Commerzbank Aktiengesellschaft, Kaiserstraße 16 (Kaiserplatz), 60311 Frankfurt am Main, 

Federal Republic of Germany][●], shall be the paying agent (the "Paying Agent ") and [BNP 
Paribas Securities Services, Via Ansperto 5, 20123 Milano, Republic of Italy][●], shall be the 
additional paying agent (the "Additional Paying Agent "). 

 
2. The Issuer shall be entitled at any time to appoint another bank of international standing as 

Paying Agent and/or Additional Paying Agent. Such appointment and the effective date shall be 
notified in accordance with § 11. 

 
3. The Paying Agent and the Additional Paying Agent are hereby granted exemption from the 

restrictions of § 181 of the German Civil Code (BGB) and any similar restrictions of the 
applicable laws of any other country.] 

 
 
 

§ 10 
SUBSTITUTION OF THE ISSUER 

 
1. Any other company may assume at any time during the life of the Certificates, subject to 

paragraph 2, without the Certificateholders' consent all the obligations of the Issuer under and in 
connection with the Certificates. Any such substitution and the effective date shall be notified by 
the Issuer in accordance with § 11. 

 
 Upon any such substitution, such substitute company (hereinafter called the "New Issuer ") shall 

succeed to, and be substituted for, and may exercise every right and power of, the Issuer under 
the Certificates with the same effect as if the New Issuer had been named as the Issuer in these 
Terms and Conditions; the Issuer (and, in the case of a repeated application of this § 10, each 
previous New Issuer) shall be released from its obligations hereunder and from its liability as 
obligor under the Certificates. 

 
 In the event of such substitution, any reference in these Terms and Conditions to the Issuer 

shall from then on be deemed to refer to the New Issuer.  
 
2. No such assumption shall be permitted unless 
 
 (a) the New Issuer has agreed to assume all obligations of the Issuer under the Certificates; 
 
 (b) the New Issuer has agreed to indemnify and hold harmless each Certificateholder against 

any tax, duty, assessment or governmental charge imposed on such Certificateholder in 
respect of such substitution; 

 
 (c) the Issuer (in this capacity referred to as the "Guarantor ") has unconditionally and 

irrevocably guaranteed to the Certificateholders compliance by the New Issuer with all 
obligations under the Certificates;  

 
 (d) the New Issuer and the Guarantor have obtained all governmental authorisations, 

approvals, consents and permissions necessary in the jurisdictions in which the 
Guarantor and/or the New Issuer are domiciled or the country under the laws of which 
they are organised. 

 
3. Upon any substitution of the Issuer for a New Issuer, this § 10 shall apply again. 
 
 

§ 11 
NOTICES 

 
Certificates which shall not be listed on Borsa Italiana S.p.A.  
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Notices relating to the Certificates shall be published on the Issuer's website [�] [or in the electronic 
version of the Federal Gazette (Bundesanzeiger)] and shall be deemed to be effective upon such 
publication unless such publication gives another effective date. 
 
Certificates which shall be listed on Borsa Italiana S.p.A.  
 
Notices relating to the Certificates shall be published on the Issuer's website [�] [or in the electronic 
version of the Federal Gazette (Bundesanzeiger)] and possibly, without giving rise to any obligation for 
the Issuer, through a notice by Borsa Italiana S.p.A., and shall be deemed to be effective upon such 
publication unless such publication gives another effective date. 
 
Following the admission to listing of the Certificates, any change/amendment or material information in 
connection with the Certificates will be published by Borsa Italiana S.p.A. through a stock exchange 
notice in accordance with the relevant legal and regulatory provisions in force in the Republic of Italy. 
 
 

§ 12 
LIMITATION OF LIABILITY 

 
The Issuer shall be held responsible for acting or failing to act in connection with the Certificates only 
if, and insofar as, it either breaches material obligations under or in connection with the Terms and 
Conditions negligently or wilfully or breaches other obligations with gross negligence or wilfully. The 
same applies to the Paying Agent and the Additional Paying Agent, if any. 
 
 

§ 13 
FINAL CLAUSES 

 
1. [The Certificates and the rights and duties of the Certificateholders, the Issuer, the Paying 

Agent and the Guarantor (if any) shall in all respects be governed by the laws of the Federal 
Republic of Germany.]  

 
 [The Certificates and the rights and duties of the Certificateholders, the Issuer, the Paying 

Agent and the Guarantor (if any) shall in all respects be governed by the laws of the Federal 
Republic of Germany [insert in case of the Certificates being cleared through Monte Titoli S.p.A] 
except for § 1 paragraph 1 and 2 of the Terms and Conditions which shall be governed by the 
laws of the Republic of Italy.]  

 
 [The rights and duties of the Additional Paying Agent shall in all respects be governed by the 

laws of the Republic of Italy]. 
 
2. In the event of manifest typing or calculation errors or similar manifest errors in the Terms and 

Conditions, the Issuer shall be entitled to declare rescission (Anfechtung) to the 
Certificateholders. The declaration of rescission shall be made without undue delay upon 
becoming aware of any such ground for rescission (Anfechtungsgrund) and in accordance with 
§ 11. Following such rescission by the Issuer, the Certificateholders may instruct the account 
holding bank to submit a duly completed redemption notice to the Paying Agent, either by filling 
in the relevant form available from the Paying Agent or by otherwise stating all information and 
declarations required on the form (the "Rescission Redemption Notice "), and to request 
repayment of the Issue Price against transfer of the Certificates to the account of the Paying 
Agent with the Clearing System. The Issuer shall make available the Issue Price to the Paying 
Agent within ten calendar days following receipt of the Rescission Redemption Notice and of the 
Certificates by the Paying Agent, whichever receipt is later, whereupon the Paying Agent shall 
transfer the Issue Price to the account specified in the Rescission Redemption Notice. Upon 
payment of the Issue Price all rights under the Certificates delivered shall expire. 

 
3. The Issuer may combine the declaration of rescission pursuant to paragraph 2 with an offer to 

continue the Certificates on the basis of corrected Terms and Conditions. Such an offer and the 
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corrected provisions shall be notified to the Certificateholders together with the declaration of 
rescission in accordance with § 11. Any such offer shall be deemed to be accepted by a 
Certificateholder (and the rescission shall not take effect), unless the Certificateholder requests 
repayment of the Issue Price within four weeks following the date on which the offer has 
become effective in accordance with § 11 by delivery of a duly completed Rescission 
Redemption Notice via the account holding bank to the Paying Agent and by transfer of the 
Certificates to the account of the Paying Agent with the Clearing System pursuant to 
paragraph 2. The Issuer shall refer to this effect in the notification. 

 
4. "Issue Price " within the meaning of paragraph 2 and 3 shall be deemed to be the higher of 

(i) the purchase price that was actually paid by the relevant Certificateholder (as declared and 
proved by evidence in the request for repayment of the relevant Certificateholder) and (ii) the 
weighted average (as determined by the Issuer in its reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) 
(§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) of the traded prices of the Certificates on the Payment 
Business Day preceding the declaration of rescission pursuant to paragraph 2. If a Market 
Disruption Event exists on the Payment Business Day preceding the declaration of rescission 
pursuant to paragraph 2, the last Payment Business Day preceding the declaration of rescission 
pursuant to paragraph 2 on which no Market Disruption Event existed shall be decisive for the 
ascertainment of price pursuant to the preceding sentence. 

 
5. Contradictory or incomplete provisions in the Terms and Conditions may be corrected or 

amended, as the case may be, by the Issuer in its reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) 
(§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)). The Issuer, however, shall only be entitled to make such 
corrections or amendments which are reasonably acceptable to the Certificateholders having 
regard to the interests of the Issuer and in particular which do not materially adversely affect the 
legal or financial situation of the Certificateholders. Notice of any such correction or amendment 
shall be given to the Certificateholders in accordance with § 11. 

 
6. If the Certificateholder was aware of typing or calculation errors or similar errors at the time of 

the acquisition of the Certificates, then, notwithstanding paragraphs 2 - 5, the Certificateholders 
can be bound by the Issuer to the corrected Terms and Conditions. 

 
7. Should any provision of these Terms and Conditions be or become void in whole or in part, the 

other provisions shall remain in force. The void provision shall be replaced by a valid provision 
that reflects the economic intent of the void provision as closely as possible in legal terms. In 
those cases, however, the Issuer may also take the steps described in paragraphs 2 - 5 above. 

 
8. Place of performance is Frankfurt am Main. 
 
9. Place of jurisdiction for all disputes and other proceedings in connection with the Certificates for 

merchants, entities of public law, special funds under public law and entities without a place of 
general jurisdiction in the Federal Republic of Germany is Frankfurt am Main. In such a case, 
the place of jurisdiction in Frankfurt am Main shall be an exclusive place of jurisdiction. 

 
10. The English version of these Terms and Conditions shall be binding. Any translation is for 

convenience only. 
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ANNEX 1 to the Terms and Conditions of the Certific ates 

Renouncement Notice from the CERTIFICATEHOLDER to h is/her CERTIFICATE ACCOUNT 
HOLDER  

 
(to be completed by the beneficial owner of the Certificates for the valid renouncement of the 

Automatic Exercise of the Certificates) 

Commerzbank Aktiengesellschaft  

[insert title of Certificates] 

ISIN: [    ] 

(the "Certificates ") 

 
To: Certificates Account Holder 
(the "Certificates Account Holder ") 
 
C/c Paying Agent 
[Commerzbank Aktiengesellschaft 
Attn: [•] 
Kaiserstraße 16 (Kaiserplatz),  
60311 Frankfurt am Main] 
Fax No: [   ] 
(the "Paying Agent ") 

We, the undersigned Certificateholder(s), hereby communicate that we are renouncing the right to 
receive the Settlement Amount payable with respect to the Number of Certificates following the 
Automatic Exercise of the Certificates as specified below, in accordance with the Terms and Conditions 
of the Certificates. Furthermore we acknowledge that any rights arising from the Certificates will 
terminate upon delivery of the Renouncement Notice and that we will not be entitled to receive any 
Settlement Amount payable by the Issuer with respect to the Certificates and that the Issuer shall have 
no further liability with respect to such amounts.  
 
The undersigned understands that if this notice is not duly completed and delivered prior to the 
Renouncement Notice Cut-Off Time on the Renouncement Notice Cut-Off Date, or if this notice is 
determined to be incomplete or not in proper form [(in the determination of the Certificates Account 
Holder in consultation with the Paying Agent and the Clearing System)] it will be treated as null and 
void. 
 
ISIN Code/Series number of the Certificates: [  ] 
 
Number of Certificates which are the subject of this notice: [  ] 
 
[Renouncement Notice Cut-Off Time: [...]]  
 
[Renouncement Notice Cut-Off Date: [...]]  
 
Name of Certificateholder(s) 
 
____________________ 

 
Signature  
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ANNEX 2 to the Terms and Conditions of the Certific ates 

Early Redemption Notice  
 
 
To: Certificates Account Holder 
(the "Certificates Account Holder ") 
 
C/c Commerzbank Aktiengesellschaft 
Attn: [•] 
Kaiserstraße 16 (Kaiserplatz) 
60311 Frankfurt am Main 
Fax No: [   ] 
(the "Paying Agent ") 
 
 

We, the undersigned Certificateholder(s), hereby communicate that we request Early Redemption of 
the Certificates specified below in accordance with § 4 of the Terms and Conditions of the Certificates. 

The undersigned understands that if this notice is not duly completed and delivered at [the Early 
Redemption Cut-Off Time of] [the end of the [tenth] [number] Payment Business Day prior to] the 
requested Early Redemption Date specified below [(the "Early Redemption Cut-off Date ")], the 
Redemption Notice shall be void. If the number of Certificates to be early redeemed as specified 
below differs from the number of Certificates transferred to the Paying Agent, the Redemption Notice 
shall be deemed submitted only with regard to the smaller number of Certificates. Any excess 
Certificates shall be re-transferred for the cost and the risk of the undersigned to the Certificates 
Account Holder.  

Please  

1. deliver this notice not later than at [the Early Redemption Cut-Off Time] [the end of the Early 
Redemption Cut-off Date] to the Paying Agent; and 

2. deliver the number of Certificates specified below to the account of the Paying Agent with the 
Clearing System. 

Early Redemption Date: [...] 

[Early Redemption Cut-Off Time: [...]]  

ISIN Code/Series number of the Certificates: [  ] 

Number of Certificates the subject of this notice: [  ] 

Name of Certificateholder(s): 

Account no. of Certificateholder(s): 

____________________ 
 

Signature  
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Form of Final Terms  
for  

[Classic] [Classic Average] [Classic Capped Plus] [ Classic Double Capped 
Plus] [Classic Cap & Floor Plus] [Booster] [Leverag ed] [Leveraged Basket] 

[Double Leveraged] [Call] [Average Call] [Participa tion Call Basket] [Call Cap] 
[Call Basket] [Call Cap Basket] [Put] [Put Cap] [Pu t Basket] [Digital]  

[Participation Digital] [Participation Recovery] [B asket] [Leveraged Twin Win 
Plus] [Turbo Put] [Turbo Call] Certificates  

relating to ETFs  
 

 
[ISIN ●] 

 
 

COMMERZBANK AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT 
Frankfurt am Main 

 
 

Final Terms 
dated [date of the first public offering or first trading date on a regulated or non-

regulated market] 
 

relating to 
 

[Classic] [Classic Average] [Classic Capped Plus] [ Classic Double Capped 
Plus] [Classic Cap & Floor Plus] [Booster] [Leverag ed] [Leveraged Basket] 
[Double Leveraged] [Call] [Average Call] [Participa tion Call Basket] [Call 
Cap] [Call Basket] [Call Cap Basket] [Put] [Put Cap ] [Put Basket] [Digital] 
[Participation Digital] [Participation Recovery] [B asket] [Leveraged Twin 
Win Plus] [Turbo Put] [Turbo Call] Certificates  

[    ][     ] 
[(the " marketing name ")] 
relating to [ ETF][ETFs] 

 
[[ordinal number ] Tranche] 

 
[to be publicly offered in [country(ies)]] 

[and to be admitted to trading on [exchange(s)]]  
 
 

with respect to the 
 
 

Base Prospectus 
dated 5 November 2013 
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relating to 

 

Certificates 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
These Final Terms have been prepared for the purpos e of Article 5 (4) of Directive 2003/71/EC 
(the "Prospectus Directive") as amended (which incl udes the amendments made by Directive 
2010/73/EU (the "2010 PD Amending Directive") to th e extent that such amendments have been 
implemented in a relevant Member State of the Europ ean Economic Area), as implemented by 
the relevant provisions of the EU member states, in  connection with Regulation 809/2004 of the 
European Commission and must be read in conjunction  with the base prospectus relating to 
Certificates (the "Base Prospectus") and any supple ments thereto. 
 
The Base Prospectus and any supplements thereto are  published in accordance with Article 14 
of Directive 2003/71/EC in electronic form on the w ebsite of Commerzbank Aktiengesellschaft 
at [http://pb.commerzbank.com ] [http://fim.commerzbank.com ].  Hardcopies of these 
documents may be requested free of charge from the Issuer's head office (Kaiserstraße 16 
(Kaiserplatz), 60311 Frankfurt am Main, Federal Rep ublic of Germany). 
 
In order to obtain all information necessary for th e assessment of the Certificates both the 
Base Prospectus and these Final Terms must be read in conjunction.  
 
All options marked in the Base Prospectus which ref er (i) to [Classic] [Classic Average] 
[Classic Capped Plus] [Classic Double Capped Plus] [Classic Cap & Floor Plus] [Booster] 
[Leveraged] [Leveraged Basket] [Double Leveraged] [ Call] [Average Call] [Participation Call 
Basket] [Call Cap] [Call Basket] [Call Cap Basket] [Put] [Put Cap] [Put Basket] [Digital] 
[Participation Digital] [Participation Recovery] [B asket] [Leveraged Twin Win Plus] [Turbo Put] 
[Turbo Call]  Certificates relating to ETFs][,][and] (ii) the und erlying ETFs [and (iii) to 
information on the subscription period] shall apply .  
 
The summary applicable to this issue of Certificate s is annexed to these Final Terms. 
 
[case of an increase of Certificates having been offered under this Base Prospectus:] [The Certificates 
will be consolidated and form a single series with the previously issued Certificates (ISIN [ISIN]).] 
 
Issuer: Commerzbank Aktiengesellschaft 

 
Information on the 
Underlying:  

Information on the ETF underlying the Certificate is available on the 
[website ●] [websites as set out in the table attached to these Final 
Terms] [Bloomberg ticker ●]. 
 

Offer and Sale:  [without Subscription Period:] 
[Commerzbank offers from [date] [total issue size] Certificates relating 
to ETFs (the "Certificates ") at an initial issue price of [issue price] per 
Certificate.] 
 
[The Certificates will be sold and traded by the issuer only through the 
regulated market of Borsa Italiana S.p.A. (Mercato Telematico of 
securitised derivatives ("SeDeX") starting form the date established by 
Borsa Italiana S.p.A. in a public notice.] 
 
[with Subscription Period:] 
[Commerzbank offers during the subscription period from [date] until 
[date] (the "Subscription Period ") Certificates relating to ETFs (the 
"Certificates ") at an initial issue price of [ issue price] per 
Certificate(the "Offer Price ").] 
 
The Certificates will be placed and offered in [Italy][●] by [●],[address 
of the distributor], (the "Distributor " and together with any other 
entities appointed as a distributor in respect of the Certificates during 
the Subscription Period, the "Distributors ").  
 
The Issuer is entitled to (i) close the subscription period prematurely, 
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(ii) extend the subscription period or (iii) cancel the offer.  After expiry 
of the subscription period, the Certificates continue to be offered by 
the Issuer.  The offer price will be determined continuously.]  
 
[The issue amount which is based on the demand during the 
Subscription Period [and] [the Strike Price] will under normal market 
conditions be determined by the Issuer on [the] [Trade Date] [date] in 
its reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil 
Code (BGB)) and immediately published thereafter in accordance with 
§ 11 of the applicable Terms and Conditions.]  
[other provisions] 
 
[The investor can purchase the Certificates at a fixed issue price.  This 
fixed issue price contains all costs incurred by the Issuer relating to 
the issuance and the sale of the Certificates (e.g. distribution cost, 
structuring and hedging costs as well as the profit margin of 
Commerzbank).]  
[other provisions] 
 
[The offer of the Certificates is conditional on their issue [and on the 
following conditions [●]] [ and, on any additional conditions set out in 
the standard terms of business of the Distributor, notified to investors 
by such Distributor]. 
 
[Applications for the Certificates can be made in Italy at participating 
branches of a Distributor.  Applications will be made in accordance 
with the relevant Distributor's usual procedures, notified to investors 
by the relevant Distributor. Prospective investors will not be required 
to enter into any contractual agreements directly with the Issuer in 
relation to the subscription of the Certificates.]  
 
[The minimum subscription amount is equal to [●] Certificate[s] and 
the maximum subscription amount is equal to [●] Certificate[s] per 
investor. 
 
The maximum subscription amount will be subject to availability at the 
time of the application.] 
 
[The allotment criteria are: [●]]  [There are no pre-identified allotment 
criteria.  The Distributor(s) will adopt allotment criteria that ensure 
equal treatment of prospective investors.]  All of the Certificates 
requested through the Distributor(s) during the Offer Period will be 
assigned up to the maximum amount of the Offer. 
 
In the event that during the Subscription Period, the requests exceed 
the total amount of the offer destined to prospective investors the 
Issuer may early terminate the Subscription Period and will 
immediately suspend the acceptance of further requests.] 
 
The Certificates will be issued on the Payment Date against payment 
to the Issuer of the net subscription moneys.  The settlement of the 
net subscription moneys and the delivery of Certificates will be 
executed through the Issuer. Certificates will then be delivered to the 
investors by the Distributor on or around the Payment Date. Investors 
will be notified by the Distributor of their allocation of Certificates and 
the settlement arrangements in respect thereof. 
 
The number of Certificates to be issued will be published on [the 
website of the Issuer at 
[http://pb.commerzbank.com][http://fim.commerzbank.com] on or 
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around the Payment Date][●]. 
 
Each investor will be notified by the Distributor of its allocation of the 
Certificates after the end of the Subscription Period and before the 
Payment Date. No dealings in the Certificates, including on a 
regulated market, may take place prior to the Payment Date. 
 
Taxes charged in connection with the transfer, purchase or holding of 
the Certificates must be paid by the Certificateholders and the Issuer 
shall not have any obligation in relation thereto; in that respect, 
Certificateholders should consult professional tax advisors to 
determine the tax regime applicable to their particular situation. The 
Certificateholders are also advised to consult the section "Taxation" in 
the Base Prospectus.  [There are no additional subscription fees or 
purchase fees other than the "Placement Fees".] 
 
The Distributor will receive a Placement Fee from the Issuer [equal to 
●][up to ●] [●] of the Offer Price of the Certificates placed through it. 
Further information may be obtained from the Distributor. 
 

Consent to the usage of 
the Base Prospectus and 
the Final Terms:  

[The Issuer has not granted consent to use the Base Prospectus and 
these Final Terms for the subsequent resale or final placement of the 
Certificates by any financial intermediary.] 
 
[The Issuer hereby grants consent to use the Base Prospectus and 
these Final Terms for the subsequent resale or final placement of the 
Certificates by any financial intermediary.] 
 
[The Issuer hereby grants consent to use the Base Prospectus and 
these Final Terms for the subsequent resale or final placement of the 
Certificates by the following financial intermediar[y][ ies]: [name(s) and 
address(es) of financial intermediar(y)(ies)]]  
 
The offer period within which subsequent resale or final placement of 
Certificates by financial intermediaries can be made, is valid only as 
long as the Base Prospectus and the Final Terms are valid in 
accordance with Article 9 of the Prospectus Directive as implemented 
in the relevant Member State [and in the period from [start date] to 
[end date]] . 
 
The consent to use the Base Prospectus and these Final Terms is 
granted only in relation to the following Member State(s): [relevant 
Member State(s)] 
 

Payment Date:  [payment date] 
 

Clearing number:  WKN [●] 
 
ISIN [●] 
 
[Local Code] [●] 
 

Issue Currency:  [currency] 
 

Minimum Trading Size:  [One Certificate] [other provisions] 
 

Listing:  [The Issuer intends to apply for the [ listing and trading of the 
Certificates on the regulated market[s] of [Borsa Italiana S.p.A. 
[(Mercato Telematico of securitised derivatives ("SeDeX")]] [●]] [ trading
on the MTF of [EuroTLX SIM S.p.A.] [●], which is not a regulated 
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market] [with effect from [date]] .] 
 
[Not applicable. The Certificates are not intended to be listed and 
traded on any [[non-]regulated market.] 
 
[other provisions] 
 

Applicable  
Special Risks:  

In particular the following risk factors (2. "Special Risks") which are 
mentioned in the Base Prospectus are applicable: 
 
[ 
2.1  Dependency of the redemption of the Certificates on the 

performance of the Underlying] 
 
[ 
2.2  Worst Performing Underlying (multi Underlying)] 
 
[ 
2.3  Basket of Underlyings (Leveraged Basket/Participation Call 

Basket/Call Basket/Call Cap Basket/Put Basket/Basket 
Certificates)] 

 
[ 
2.4  Limited participation in the performance of the Underlying 

(Classic Capped Plus/Classic Double Capped Plus/Classic Cap 
& Floor Plus/Booster/Double Leveraged/Call Cap/Put Cap 
Certificates)] 

 
[ 
2.5  Continuous price of the Underlying and price of the Underlying 

on the Valuation Date (Classic Capped Plus/Classic Double 
Capped Plus/Classic Cap & Floor Plus/Leveraged Twin Win 
Plus Certificates)] 

 
[ 
2.6  Potentially reduced performance of the Underlying 

(Booster/Leveraged//Leveraged Basket/Double 
Leveraged/Participation Call Basket/Call Cap/Participation 
Recovery/Participation Digital Certificates)] 

 
[ 
2.7  Potentially reduced Settlement Amount (Leveraged/Leveraged 

Basket/Double Leveraged/Leveraged Twin Win 
Plus/Basket/Participation Recovery Certificates)] 

 
[ 
2.8  Ordinary adjustment of the Strike Price (Turbo Put Certificates)] 
 
[ 
2.9  Ordinary adjustment of the Strike Price (Turbo Call Certificates)] 
 
[ 
2.13 Underlying ETF (Exchange Traded Funds relating to an index)] 
 

Applicable  
Terms and Conditions:  

Terms and Conditions for Certificates relating to ETFs 
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In detail the applicable Terms and Conditions will be completed as follows :  

 
 

§ 1 
FORM 

 
[applicable form] 

 
 

§ 2 
DEFINITIONS 

 
["Adjustment Amount " means an amount as calculated by the Issuer on each Adjustment Day being 

applicable for the duration of the Adjustment Period beginning on such Adjustment Day.  Any 
Adjustment Amount shall be equal to the product of (i) relevant Adjusted Strike Price with 
respect to any Adjustment Day falling in the relevant Adjustment Period and (ii) the Adjustment 
Percentage applicable during such Adjustment Period.  With regard to the first Adjustment 
Period the Strike Price shall be used for the calculation of the relevant Adjustment Amount.] 

 
["Adjustment Day " means [the [ordinal number] calendar day in each month][each 

[daily][weekly][monthly][quarterly][semi-annually][annually] anniversary of the [Final] Strike 
Date].] 

 
["Adjustment Percentage " applicable during an Adjustment Period means the [sum][difference] of (i) 

the interest rate published on [screen page] (or a successor page thereto) on the relevant 
Adjustment Day (the "Reference Interest Rate ") and (ii) the Risk Premium applicable during 
the relevant Adjustment Period, the result being divided by 365.  The Adjustment Percentage 
(p.a.) for the first Adjustment Period shall be [percentage].] [The respective Adjustment 
Percentage for subsequent Adjustment Periods shall be published on the Issuer's website 
([http://pb.commerzbank.com] [http://fim.commerzbank.com]).]   

 
["Adjustment Period " means the period of time commencing on the [Final] Strike Date until the first 

Adjustment Day (exclusive) and each subsequent period of time commencing on an Adjustment 
Day (inclusive) until the next following Adjustment Day (exclusive).] 

 
["Adjusted Strike Price " means a price of the ETF Share being initially equal to the Strike Price and 

being adjusted on each calendar day within the Monitoring Period.  Such Adjusted Strike Price 
on a calendar day ("T") shall correspond to the relevant Adjusted Strike Price on the preceding 
calendar day ("T-1") plus the Adjustment Amount applicable on T-1[, converted into 
[EUR][currency] at the Conversion Rate applicable on the [Final] [Strike Date] [Valuation 
Date].] 

 
["Automatic Early Redemption Amount " per Certificate means [currency] [amount]. ] 
 
["Automatic Early Redemption Date " means [date(s)] [each Bonus Amount Payment Date except 

[date(s)] [and the Maturity Date] [[all] subject to postponement in accordance with § 6 para-
graph 2].] 

 
["Barrier " [with respect to an Early Valuation Date and an ETF Share] means [[�] of the [relevant] 

Strike Price] [the percentage specified as such in relation to the relevant Early Valuation Date in 
§ 4 paragraph 3] [a percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer (billiges 
Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade Date on the basis of the market 
conditions prevailing on such date and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any case, 
the Barrier will not be below [�]%].] 

 
["Basket Performance " means a decimal number equal to the arithmetic mean of all Performances]. 
 
["Bonus Amount " per Certificate means [�][ the amount specified as such in relation to the relevant 

Bonus Amount Payment Date in the table in the definition of "Bonus Amount Payment Date"].]  
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[with respect to a Bonus Amount Payment Date an amount in [currency] calculated by applying 
the following formula: 

 
[ ] [ ]NBAPD+1×%•×CA=BA  

 
 where  
 

BA = Bonus Amount per Certificate  
   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
NBAPD = Number of Bonus Amount Payment Dates between the relevant Bonus 

Amount Payment Date (exclusive) and the last preceding Bonus Amount 
Payment Date on which a Bonus Amount was paid in accordance with the 
provisions of § 3 (exclusive) or, in the case that a Bonus Amount was not 
paid prior to the relevant Bonus Amount Payment Date, the Issue Date 

] 
 
["Bonus Amount Payment Date " means [date(s)] [each of the dates as set out in the following table], 

[all] subject to postponement in accordance with § 4 paragraph 2[:][ .] 
 

Bonus Amount Payment Date Bonus Amount 
[�] [�] 

]  
"Calculation Amount " means [currency] [�]. 
 
["Cap [1] " means [�]%][a percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer (billiges 

Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade Date on the basis of the market 
conditions prevailing on such date and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any case, 
the Cap [1] will not be below [�]%].] 

 
["Cap 2" means [�]% [a percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer (billiges 

Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade Date on the basis of the market 
conditions prevailing on such date and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any case, 
the Cap 2 will not be below [�]%].]. 

 
["Commodity " means [�].] 
 
 
"Compulsory Redemption " [with respect to an ETF Share] means the compulsory redemption or 

transfer of the [relevant] ETF Shares, as described in the [relevant] Memorandum. 
 
["Conversion Rate " means [a conversion rate for [currency] 1 in EUR expressed in EUR based on 

the][ the official Euro foreign exchange reference rate for EUR 1 in [currency] expressed in 
[currency] as determined by the European Central Bank and published with respect to the 
[[Final] Strike Date and the] [Final] Valuation Date [, as the case may be,]on Reuters screen 
page ECB37 at or about 2:15 p.m. (Frankfurt am Main time)][a conversion rate for [currency] 1 
in [currency] expressed in [currency] based on (i) the official Euro foreign exchange reference 
rate for EUR 1 in [currency] expressed in [currency] as determined by the European Central 
Bank and published with respect to the [[Final] Strike Date and the] [Final] Valuation Date [, as 
the case may be,]on Reuters screen page ECB37 at or about 2:15 p.m. (Frankfurt am Main 
time) and (ii) the official Euro foreign exchange reference rate for EUR 1 in [currency] 
expressed in [currency] as determined by the European Central Bank and published with 
respect to the [[Final] Strike Date and the] [Final] Valuation Date [, as the case may be,]on 
Reuters screen page ECB37 at or about 2:15 p.m. (Frankfurt am Main time). 

 
 If [any of] the above official Euro foreign exchange reference rate[s] [for EUR 1 in [currency]]  

as determined by the European Central Bank ceases to be published on Reuters screen page 
ECB37 and is published on another screen page, then the Conversion Rate shall be [based on] 
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the [relevant] official Euro foreign exchange reference rate [for EUR 1 in [currency] expressed 
in [currency]]  as published on such other page (the "Successor Page ").  The Issuer will give 
notification of such Successor Page in accordance with § 11. 

 
 Should [any of] the above official Euro foreign exchange reference rate[s] [for EUR 1 in 

[currency]]  as determined by the European Central Bank cease to be published permanently, 
then the Issuer will determine another exchange rate as the [basis of the] Conversion Rate and 
give notification of such other exchange rate in accordance with § 11. 

 
 If [any of] the above official Euro foreign exchange reference rate[s] [for EUR 1 in [currency]]  

as determined by the European Central Bank is not published on the [Final] Valuation Date on 
Reuters screen page ECB37 or on a Successor Page and if the Issuer has not determined 
another exchange rate as the Conversion Rate, then the Conversion Rate shall be the 
exchange rate for [currency] 1 in [currency] determined by the Issuer as actually traded on the 
international interbank spot market on the [[Final] Strike Date and the] [Final] Valuation Date [, 
as the case may be,]at or about 2:15 p.m. (Frankfurt am Main time).] 

 
["Early Valuation Date " means [date(s)].] 
 
"ETF Index " [means [index] (Bloomberg ticker [�] / ISIN [�]) as determined and published by [ index 

sponsor] (the "ETF Index Sponsor ")] [with respect to an ETF Share means the ETF index 
specified as such with respect to the relevant ETF Share in the table in the definition of "ETF 
Share"]. 

 
["ETF Index Sponsor " with respect to an ETF Share means the ETF index sponsor specified as such 

with respect to the relevant ETF Share in the table in the definition of "ETF Share".] 
 
"ETF Share " or "Underlying " means [a [share] [unit] denominated in [currency] in the [fund company] 

(Bloomberg ticker [�] / ISIN [�]).][any of the following securities issued by the respective Fund 
Company and traded on the [respective] Exchange: 

 
ETF 
Share 

Fund 
Company 

Bloomberg ticker/ 
ISIN Code 

ETF Index [Exchange] [Strike 
Price] 

[Weighting] 

[�] [�] [�] [�] [�] [�] [�] 
]  
 
["EUR"] ["USD"] ["GBP"] ["CHF"] [currency] means [Euro] [United States Dollar] [Pound Sterling] 

[Swiss Franc] [currency]. 
 
"Expiry Date " means [�]. 
 
"Exchange " means [exchange][ the exchange or trading system as set out in relation to the relevant 

ETF Share in the table in the definition of "ETF Share"]. 
 
"Exchange Business Day " [with respect to an Exchange] means a day on which the [relevant] 

Exchange and the [relevant] Futures Exchange are open for trading during their respective 
regular trading sessions, notwithstanding the [relevant] Exchange or [relevant] Futures 
Exchange closing prior to its scheduled weekday closing time. Any trading or trading activities 
after or before the regular trading sessions on the [relevant] Exchange or the [relevant] Futures 
Exchange will not be taken into account. 

 
"Extraordinary Event " [with respect to an ETF Share] means: 
 

a) the implementation of any change to the terms and conditions of the Fund Company, as 
notified by the Fund Management, which, in the reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) 
(§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) of the Issuer, is of a material nature including but not 
limited to such changes as (i) a change in the risk profile of the Fund Company and/or the 
ETF Share; (ii) a change in the voting rights, if any, associated with the voting shares of 
the ETF Share; (iii) an alteration to the investment objectives of the Fund Company 
[including the replacement of the ETF Index]; or (iv) a change in the currency in which the 
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ETF Shares are denominated so that the NAV is quoted in a different currency from that in 
which it was quoted on the Issue Date; 

 
(b) the breach of the investment objectives of the ETF Share (as defined in the 

Memorandum) if such breach, in the reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) 
(§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) of the Issuer, is of a material nature; 

 
(c) the imposition or increase of subscription and/or redemption fees, or taxes or other similar 

fees, payable in respect of a purchase or redemption of the ETF Share after the Trade 
Date; 

 
(d) if the Fund Management fails for reasons other than of a technical or operational nature, 

to calculate the NAV for five consecutive Exchange Business Days;  
 
(e) if the activities of the Fund and/or the Fund Management are placed under review by their 

regulators for reasons of wrongdoing, breach of any rule or regulation or other similar 
reason; 

 
(f) the Compulsory Redemption of the ETF Shares by the Fund for any reason prior to the 

Maturity Date; 
 
(g) if the issue of additional shares of the ETF Share or the redemption of existing ETF 

Shares is suspended and if any such suspension continues for five consecutive Exchange 
Business Days; 

 
(h) the winding-up or termination of the Fund and/or the ETF Share for any reason prior to the 

Maturity Date; 
 
(j) if the ETF Share is superseded by a successor fund (the "Successor ") following a merger 

or similar event unless, in the reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German 
Civil Code (BGB)) of the Issuer, the Successor has similar investment objectives to those 
of the ETF Share, is incorporated in the same jurisdiction as the Fund (or another 
jurisdiction acceptable to the Issuer), is denominated in the same currency as the Fund 
and is managed and administered by one or more individuals who, or corporate entities 
which, are reputable and experienced in their field; 

 
(k) the cancellation of the registration, or of the approval, of the Fund and/or the ETF Share 

and/or the Fund Management by any relevant authority or body; 
 
(l) the replacement of the Fund Management by the Fund unless, in the reasonable 

discretion (billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) of the Issuer, the relevant 
replacement is an individual or group of individuals who, or a corporate entity which, is 
reputable and experienced in their field; 

 
(m) any change in the accounting, regulatory or tax treatment applicable with respect to the 

Fund which could have an economic impact for the Issuer, its affiliates or any other 
designated hedging entity;  

 
[(n) the cessation of the calculation and publication of the ETF Index by the ETF Index 

Sponsor;]  
 
[(o)] [�] the termination of the listing of the ETF Share on the Exchange due to a merger by 

absorption or by creation or due to any other reasons, or the becoming known of the 
intention of the Fund Company or the announcement of the Exchange that the listing of 
the ETF Share at the Exchange will terminate immediately or at a later date and that the 
ETF Share will not be admitted, traded or listed at any other exchange which is 
comparable to the Exchange (including the exchange segment, if applicable) immediately 
following the termination of the listing; 
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[(p)] [�] the Issuer and/or its affiliates (in the meaning of § 1 paragraph 7 German Banking Act 
(KWG), § 290 paragraph 2 German Commercial Law (HGB)) are, even following 
economically reasonable efforts, not in the position (i) to enter, re-enter, replace, maintain, 
liquidate, acquire or dispose of any transactions or investments that the Issuer considers 
necessary to hedge its risks resulting from the assumption and performance of its 
obligations under the Certificates or (ii) to realize, regain or transfer the proceeds resulting 
from such transactions or investments; 

 
[(q)] [�] a procedure is introduced or ongoing pursuant to which all shares or the substantial 

assets of the Fund Company are or are liable to be nationalized or expropriated or 
otherwise transferred to public agencies, authorities or organizations; 

 
[(r)] [�] the application for insolvency proceedings or for comparable proceedings with regard 

to the assets of the Fund Company according to the applicable law of the Fund Company; 
[or] 

 
[[�] a permanent discontinuance or unavailability of the Price Source;  
 
[�] if since the Trade Date the basis (e.g. quantity, quality, location or currency) for the 

calculation of any price of the Commodity and/or the method have been modified 
substantially;  

 
[�] the imposition of, change in or removal of a tax on, or measured by reference to, the 

Commodity after the Trade Date if the direct effect of such imposition, change or removal 
is to raise or lower any price of the Commodity; or] 

 
[(s)] [�] any other event being economically equivalent to the before-mentioned events with 

regard to their effects. 
 
["Final Valuation Date " means [date].] 
 
["Floor " means [�]%][a percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer (billiges 

Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade Date on the basis of the market 
conditions prevailing on such date and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any case, 
the Floor will not be below [�]%].] 

 
"Fund " or "Fund Company " [means [�][with respect to an ETF Share means the fund company 

issuing such ETF Shares, as specified in the table in the definition of "ETF Share"]. 
 
"Fund Management " [with respect to an ETF Share] means the management of the [relevant] Fund 

which includes (i) any entity specified in the [relevant] Memorandum which is responsible for 
providing investment management advice to the [relevant] Fund and/or to any relevant third 
party, and/or (ii) any entity or individual who is responsible to manage the business and the 
affairs of the [relevant] Fund, and/or (iii) any individual or group of individuals specified in the 
[relevant] Memorandum who is/are responsible for overseeing the activities of the [relevant] 
Fund and/or (iv) any entity specified in the [relevant] Memorandum that is responsible for the 
administration of the [relevant] Fund and the determination and publication of the NAV of the 
[relevant] ETF Shares. 

 
"Futures Exchange " [with respect to an ETF Share] means the options or futures exchange with the 

highest trading volume of option or futures contracts relating to the [relevant] ETF Share. If 
option or futures contracts on the ETF Share are not traded on any exchange, the Futures 
Exchange shall be the options and futures exchange with the highest amount of option or futures 
contracts relating to shares of companies having their residency in the country in which the Fund 
Company has its residence. If there is no options and futures exchange in the country in which 
the Fund Company has its residency on which option or futures contracts on shares are traded, 
the Issuer will determine the Futures Exchange in its own reasonable discretion (billiges 
Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) and will make notification thereof in accordance 
with § 11. 
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"Issue Date " means [date]. 
 
"Market Disruption Event " [with respect to an ETF Share] means the occurrence or existence of any 

suspension of, or limitation imposed on, trading in (a) the ETF Share on the Exchange, or (b) 
any option or futures contracts relating to the ETF Share on the Futures Exchange (if such 
option or futures contracts are traded on the Futures Exchange), provided that any such 
suspension or limitation is material. The decision whether a suspension or limitation is material 
will be made by the Issuer in its reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil 
Code (BGB)). The occurrence of a Market Disruption Event on [the][a] Valuation Date [or 
[the][a] Strike Date] shall be published in accordance with § 11. 

 
 A limitation regarding the office hours or the number of days of trading will not constitute a 

Market Disruption Event if it results from an announced change in the regular business hours of 
the Exchange or the Futures Exchange, as the case may be. A limitation on trading imposed 
during the course of a day by reason of movements in price exceeding permitted limits shall 
only be deemed to be a Market Disruption Event in the case that such limitation is still prevailing 
at the time of termination of the trading hours on such date. 

 
"Maturity Date " means [the [fifth][number] Payment Business Day following the [Final] Valuation Date 

at the latest] [date, subject to postponement in accordance with § 5 paragraph 2]. 
 
"Memorandum " [with respect to an ETF Share] means the prospectus in relation to the [relevant] 

Fund Company, as amended and supplemented from time to time. 
 
["Monitoring Period " means the period from and including [date] [the [Final] Strike Date] to and 

including the [Final] Valuation Date.] 
 
"NAV" [with respect to an ETF Share] means the net asset value of the [relevant] ETF Shares as 

determined and published (or made available) according to the [relevant] Memorandum. 
 
["Participation Factor " means [�]% [a percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the 

Issuer (billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade Date on the basis of 
the market conditions prevailing on such date and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In 
any case, the Participation Factor will not be below [�]%].] 

 
"Payment Business Day " means a day on which [commercial banks are open for business (including 

dealings in foreign exchange and foreign currency deposits) in [city] [and Frankfurt am Main] 
and ][ the Trans-European Automated Real-Time Gross Settlement Express Transfer System 
(TARGET) and] the Clearing System settle payments in [EUR][currency]. 

 
["Performance " with respect to [an ETF Share] [and][a Valuation Date] means the decimal number 

calculated [as the product of (i) the Weighting of such ETF Share and (ii) the division of] [by 
dividing] [the Reference Price [A] [of such ETF Share] with respect to the [Final] Valuation 
Date] [the arithmetic mean of the Reference Prices [of such ETF Share] with respect to all 
Valuation Dates] [by][and] the Strike Price [of such ETF Share] [and subtracting 1 (one) from 
the resulting number].] 

 
["Price Source " means [�].] 
 
["Ratio " means [number].] 
 
"Reference Price [A] " [with respect to an ETF Share] means the official closing price of the [relevant] 

ETF Share as determined and published by the [relevant] Exchange on any Exchange 
Business Day[, converted into [EUR][currency] at the Conversion Rate applicable on the [Final] 
[Strike Date][Valuation Date]. 

 
["Reference Price B " [with respect to an ETF Share] means the intra-day level of the [relevant] ETF 

Share as determined and published by the [relevant] Exchange on any Exchange Business Day 
(including the official closing price).] 
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"Removal Value " [with respect to an ETF Share] means the value for the [relevant] ETF Share on the 

basis of the next available NAV for the [relevant] ETF Share as determined by the Issuer in its 
reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) following the 
occurrence of an Extraordinary Event.  

 
["Return Factor " means [�]% [a percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer 

(billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade Date on the basis of the 
market conditions prevailing on such date and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any 
case, the Return Factor will not be below [�]%].] 

 
["Risk Premium " means a percentage determined by the Issuer in its reasonable discretion (billiges 

Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on any Adjustment Day for the Adjustment Period 
beginning on such Adjustment Day which indicates the price of the risks taken over by the 
Issuer.  The Risk Premium for the first Adjustment Period shall be equal to [percentage].] [The 
respective Risk Premium for subsequent Adjustment Periods shall be published on the Issuer's 
website at ([http://pb.commerzbank.com] [http://fim.commerzbank.com]).] 

 
["Strike Date " means [date(s)]. 
 
 If on [the] [a] Strike Date the Reference Price [A] of [the] [an] ETF Share is not determined and 

published by the [relevant] Exchange or if on [the] [a] Strike Date a Market Disruption Event 
occurs, the [relevant] Strike Date shall be postponed to the next following Exchange Business 
Day on which the Reference Price [A] of [the] [each] ETF Share is determined and published 
again by the [relevant] Exchange and on which a Market Disruption Event does not occur.] 

 
"Strike Price " [with respect to an ETF Share] [[means] [�] [ the price specified as such in relation to 

the relevant ETF Share in the table in the definition of "ETF Share"] [[�]% of] [ the arithmetic 
mean of the Reference Prices [A] of the [relevant] ETF Share with respect to all Strike Dates] 
[the Reference Price [A] of the [relevant] ETF Share as of the Strike Date]] [ , converted into 
[EUR][currency] at the Conversion Rate applicable on the [Final] Strike Date]. 

 
"Trade Date " means [date]. 
 
"Valuation Date " means [date(s)][each Early Valuation Date and the Final Valuation Date]. 
 
 If on [the] [a] Valuation Date the Reference Price [A] of [the] [an] ETF Share is not determined 

and published by the [relevant] Exchange or if on [the] [a] Valuation Date a Market Disruption 
Event occurs, the [relevant] Valuation Date shall be postponed to the next following Exchange 
Business Day on which the Reference Price [A] of [the] [each] ETF Share is determined and 
published again by the [relevant] Exchange and on which a Market Disruption Event does not 
occur. 

 
 If, according to the before-mentioned, [the] [a] Valuation Date is postponed to the 

[second][number] Exchange Business Day prior to [the directly following [Automatic Early 
Redemption Date] [Bonus Amount Payment Date] or] the Maturity Date, and if also on such day 
the Reference Price [A] of the [affected] ETF Share is not determined and published by the 
Exchange or a Market Disruption Event occurs on such day, then this day shall be deemed to be 
the [relevant] Valuation Date [for each ETF Share] and the Issuer shall estimate the Reference 
Price [A] of the [affected] ETF Share in its reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) 
(§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)), and in consideration of the prevailing market conditions on 
such day and make a notification thereof in accordance with § 11. 

 
["Weighting " with respect to a Share means the number specified as such in relation to the relevant 

Share in the table in the definition of "Share".] 
 
["Worst Performing Underlying " means the ETF Share with the lowest Performance. If the Issuer 

determines that the lowest Performance is the same for more than one of the ETF Shares, then 
the Issuer shall decide in its own reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil 
Code (BGB)) which of the ETF Shares shall be the Worst Performing Underlying.] 
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§ 3 
MATURITY 

 
[applicable redemption option] 

 
 

§ 4 
EARLY REDEMPTION; REPURCHASE 

 
[applicable early redemption option] 

 
 

§ 5 
PAYMENTS 

 
[applicable payment option] 

 
 

§ 6 
ADJUSTMENTS; EXTRAORDINARY TERMINATION RIGHT OF THE  ISSUER 

 
[applicable option] 

 
 

§ 9 
PAYING AGENT 

 
[Paying Agent/Additional Paying Agent] 

 
 

§ 11 
NOTICES 

 
[listed/unlisted] 

 
 

§ 13 
FINAL CLAUSES 

 
 
Paragraph 1: 
 
[applicable jurisdiction] 
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION  
 
Country(ies) where the offer 
takes place: 
 

[country(ies)] 

Country(ies) where admission 
to trading on the regulated 
market(s) is being sought: 
 

[country(ies)] 

[Additional Provisions:] 
 

[additional provisions] 
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[summary and translation of summary] 
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The Terms and Conditions in certain places contain placeholders or a variety of possible 
options for a provision. These are marked with squa re brackets. The Final Terms provide the 
missing information and specify which of the possib ilities provided by the Terms and 
Conditions shall apply with respect to specific con ditions.  
 
 

Terms and Conditions  
for  

[Classic] [Classic Average] [Classic Capped Plus] [ Classic Double Capped 
Plus] [Classic Cap & Floor Plus] [Booster] [Leverag ed] [Leveraged Basket] 

[Double Leveraged] [Call] [Average Call] [Participa tion Call Basket] [Call Cap] 
[Call Basket] [Call Cap Basket] [Put] [Put Cap] [Pu t Basket] [Digital] 

[Participation Digital] [Participation Recovery] [B asket] [Leveraged Twin Win 
Plus] [Turbo Put] [Turbo Call] Certificates  

relating to Futures Contracts  
 

 
 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
 
 

§ 1 
FORM 

 
Certificates which shall be deposited with Monte Titoli (dematerialised) 
 
1. The issue by Commerzbank Aktiengesellschaft, Frankfurt am Main, Federal Republic of 

Germany (the "Issuer ") of [Name] certificates (the "Certificates ") will be in the dematerialised 
regime, pursuant to the "Italian Financial Services Act " (Testo Unico della Finanza) and the 
relevant implementing regulations and are registered in the books of Monte Titoli S.p.A. with 
registered office in Via Mantegna 6, Milan, Italy (the "Clearing System "). No physical document 
of title will be issued to represent the Certificates. However, any holder of Certificates still has 
the right to obtain a certificate pursuant to articles 83-quinquies and 83-novies, paragraph 1, 
letter b), of the Italian Financial Services Act. 

 
2. The transfer of the Certificates operates by way of registration on the relevant accounts opened 

with the Clearing System by any intermediary adhering, directly or indirectly, to the Clearing 
System (the "Certificates Account Holders "). As a consequence, the subject who from time to 
time is the owner of the account held with a Certificates Account Holder will be considered as 
the legitimate owner of the Certificates (the "Certificateholder ") and will be authorised to 
exercise all rights related to them. 

 
3. The Issuer reserves the right to issue from time to time without the consent of the 

Certificateholders additional tranches of Certificates with substantially identical terms, so that the 
same shall be consolidated to form a single series and increase the total volume of the 
Certificates. The term "Certificates" shall, in the event of such consolidation, also comprise such 
additionally issued Certificates. 

 
 

Certificates in bearer form with the exception of USD Certificates with a lifetime of more than one year 
which shall be deposited with Clearstream Banking AG, Frankfurt am Main (global bearer certificate) 
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1. The issue by Commerzbank Aktiengesellschaft, Frankfurt am Main, Federal Republic of 
Germany (the "Issuer ") of [Name] certificates (the "Certificates ") will be represented by a 
global bearer certificate (the "Global Certificate "), which shall be deposited with Clearstream 
Banking AG, Neue Börsenstraße 1, 60487 Frankfurt am Main, Federal Republic of Germany 
(the "Clearing System "). 

 
2. Definitive Certificates will not be issued. The right of any holder of Certificates (the 

"Certificateholder ") to delivery of definitive Certificates is excluded. The Certificateholders shall 
receive co-ownership participations in or rights with respect to the Global Certificate which are 
transferable in accordance with applicable law and the rules and regulations of the Clearing 
System. In securities clearing transactions, the Certificates are transferable in units of [one][●] 
Certificate[s] or integral multiples thereof by way of registration on the relevant accounts opened 
with the Clearing System, [ including on the relevant bridge accounts of Monte Titoli S.p.A., Via 
Mantegna 6, Milan] by any intermediary adhering, directly or indirectly, to the Clearing System 
[and/or to Monte Titoli S.p.A.] (the "Certificates Account Holder "). 

 
3. The Global Certificate shall bear the hand-written signatures of two authorised officers of the 

Issuer. 
 
4. The Issuer reserves the right to issue from time to time without the consent of the 

Certificateholders additional tranches of Certificates with substantially identical terms, so that the 
same shall be consolidated to form a single series and increase the total volume of the 
Certificates. The term "Certificates" shall, in the event of such consolidation, also comprise such 
additionally issued Certificates. 

 
 

Certificates in bearer form with the exception of USD Certificates with a lifetime of more than one year 
which shall be deposited with Deutsche Bank as common depositary (global bearer certificate) 
 
1. The issue by Commerzbank Aktiengesellschaft, Frankfurt am Main, Federal Republic of 

Germany (the "Issuer ") of [Name] certificates (the "Certificates ") will be represented by a 
global bearer certificate (the "Global Certificate "), which shall be deposited with [Deutsche 
Bank AG, Frankfurt am Main, Große Gallusstraße 10 - 14, Frankfurt am Main, Federal Republic 
of Germany] [other depositary, including address] as common depositary for Clearstream 
Banking, société anonyme, 42 Avenue JF Kennedy, L-1855 Luxembourg, Grand Duchy of 
Luxembourg and Euroclear Bank S.A./N.V., 1 Boulevard du Roi Albert II, B-1210 Brussels, 
Belgium as operator of the Euroclear System (the "Clearing System "). 

 
2. Definitive Certificates will not be issued. The right of any holder of Certificates (the 

"Certificateholder ") to delivery of definitive Certificates is excluded. The Certificateholders shall 
receive co-ownership participations in or rights with respect to the Global Certificate which are 
transferable in accordance with applicable law and the rules and regulations of the Clearing 
System. In securities clearing transactions, the Certificates are transferable in units of [one][●] 
Certificate[s] or integral multiples thereof by way of registration on the relevant accounts opened 
with the Clearing System, [ including on the relevant bridge accounts of Monte Titoli S.p.A., Via 
Mantegna 6, Milan, Italy] by any intermediary adhering, directly or indirectly, to the Clearing 
System [and/or to Monte Titoli S.p.A.] (the "Certificates Account Holder "). 

 
3. The Global Certificate shall bear the hand-written signatures of two authorised officers of the 

Issuer. 
 
4. The Issuer reserves the right to issue from time to time without the consent of the 

Certificateholders additional tranches of Certificates with substantially identical terms, so that the 
same shall be consolidated to form a single series and increase the total volume of the 
Certificates. The term "Certificates" shall, in the event of such consolidation, also comprise such 
additionally issued Certificates. 
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Certificates in bearer form in USD with a lifetime of more than one year which shall be deposited with 
Deutsche Bank as common depositary (global bearer certificate) 
 
1. The issue by Commerzbank Aktiengesellschaft, Frankfurt am Main, Federal Republic of 

Germany (the "Issuer ") of [Name] certificates (the "Certificates ") will initially be represented by 
a temporary global bearer certificate (the "Temporary Global Certificate "), which will be 
exchanged not earlier than 40 days after the Issue Date against a permanent global bearer 
certificate (the "Permanent Global Certificate "), together with the Temporary Global Certificate 
the "Global Certificate "). 

 
 The Temporary Global Certificate and the Permanent Global Certificate shall be deposited with 

Deutsche Bank AG, Frankfurt am Main, as common depositary for Clearstream Banking, société 
anonyme, 42 Avenue JF Kennedy, L-1855 Luxembourg, Grand Duchy of Luxembourg and Euro-
clear Bank S.A./N.V., Boulevard du Roi Albert II, B-1210 Brussels, Belgium as operator of the 
Euroclear System (the "Clearing System "). The exchange shall only be made upon certification 
to the effect that, subject to certain exceptions, the beneficial owner or owners of the Certificates 
represented by the Temporary Global Certificate are not U.S. persons. 

 
2. Definitive Certificates will not be issued. The right of any holder of Certificates (the 

"Certificateholder ") to delivery of definitive Certificates is excluded. The Certificateholders shall 
receive co-ownership participations in or rights with respect to the Global Certificate which are 
transferable in accordance with applicable law and the rules and regulations of the Clearing 
System. In securities clearing transactions, the Certificates are transferable in units of [one][●] 
Certificate[s] or integral multiples thereof by way of registration on the relevant accounts opened 
with the Clearing System, [ including on the relevant bridge accounts of Monte Titoli S.p.A., Via 
Mantegna 6, Milan, Italy] by any intermediary adhering, directly or indirectly, to the Clearing 
System [and/or to Monte Titoli S.p.A.] (the "Certificates Account Holder "). 

 
3. The Temporary Global Certificate and the Permanent Global Certificate shall bear the hand-

written signatures of two authorised officers of the Issuer. 
 
4. The Issuer reserves the right to issue from time to time without the consent of the 

Certificateholders additional tranches of Certificates with substantially identical terms, so that the 
same shall be consolidated to form a single series and increase the total volume of the 
Certificates. The term "Certificates" shall, in the event of such consolidation, also comprise such 
additionally issued Certificates. 

 
 

§ 2 
DEFINITIONS 

 
 For the purposes of these Terms and Conditions, the following definitions shall apply (subject to an 

adjustment in accordance with these Terms and Conditions): 
 
["Adjustment Amount " means an amount as calculated by the Issuer on each Adjustment Day being 

applicable for the duration of the Adjustment Period beginning on such Adjustment Day.  Any 
Adjustment Amount shall be equal to the product of (i) relevant Adjusted Strike Price with 
respect to any Adjustment Day falling in the relevant Adjustment Period and (ii) the Adjustment 
Percentage applicable during such Adjustment Period.  With regard to the first Adjustment 
Period the Strike Price shall be used for the calculation of the relevant Adjustment Amount.] 

 
["Adjustment Day " means [the [ordinal number] calendar day in each month][each 

[daily][weekly][monthly][quarterly][semi-annually][annually] anniversary of the [Final] Strike 
Date].] 

 
["Adjustment Percentage " applicable during an Adjustment Period means the [sum][difference] of (i) 

the interest rate published on [screen page] (or a successor page thereto) on the relevant 
Adjustment Day (the "Reference Interest Rate ") and (ii) the Risk Premium applicable during 
the relevant Adjustment Period, the result being divided by 365.  The Adjustment Percentage 
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(p.a.) for the first Adjustment Period shall be [percentage].] [The respective Adjustment 
Percentage for subsequent Adjustment Periods shall be published on the Issuer's website 
([http://pb.commerzbank.com] [http://fim.commerzbank.com]).]   

 
["Adjustment Period " means the period of time commencing on the [Final] Strike Date until the first 

Adjustment Day (exclusive) and each subsequent period of time commencing on an Adjustment 
Day (inclusive) until the next following Adjustment Day (exclusive).] 

 
["Adjusted Strike Price " means a price of the Futures Contract being initially equal to the Strike Price 

and being adjusted on each calendar day within the Monitoring Period.  Such Adjusted Strike 
Price on a calendar day ("T") shall correspond to the relevant Adjusted Strike Price on the 
preceding calendar day ("T-1") plus the Adjustment Amount applicable on T-1[, converted into 
[EUR][currency] at the Conversion Rate applicable on the [Final] [Strike Date] [Valuation 
Date].] 
 

["Automatic Early Redemption Amount " per Certificate means [currency] [amount].] 
 
["Automatic Early Redemption Date " means [date(s)] [each Bonus Amount Payment Date except 

[date(s)] [and the Maturity Date] [[all] subject to postponement in accordance with § 6 para-
graph 2].] 

 
["Barrier " [with respect to an Early Valuation Date and a Futures Contract] means [[�] of the 

[relevant] Strike Price] [the percentage specified as such in relation to the relevant Early 
Valuation Date in § 4 paragraph 3] [a percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the 
Issuer (billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade Date on the basis of 
the market conditions prevailing on such date and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In 
any case, the Barrier will not be below [�]%].] 

 
["Basket Performance " means a decimal number equal to the arithmetic mean of all Performances]. 
 
["Bonus Amount " per Certificate means [�][ the amount specified as such in relation to the relevant 

Bonus Amount Payment Date in the table in the definition of "Bonus Amount Payment Date"].] 
[with respect to a Bonus Amount Payment Date an amount in [currency] calculated by applying 
the following formula: 

 
[ ] [ ]NBAPD+1×%•×CA=BA  

 
 where  
 

BA = Bonus Amount per Certificate  
   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
NBAPD = Number of Bonus Amount Payment Dates between the relevant Bonus 

Amount Payment Date (exclusive) and the last preceding Bonus Amount 
Payment Date on which a Bonus Amount was paid in accordance with the 
provisions of § 3 (exclusive) or, in the case that a Bonus Amount was not 
paid prior to the relevant Bonus Amount Payment Date, the Issue Date 

] 
 
["Bonus Amount Payment Date " means [date(s)] [each of the dates as set out in the following table], 

[all] subject to postponement in accordance with § 4 paragraph 2[:][ .] 
 

Bonus Amount Payment Date Bonus Amount 
[�] [�] 

]  
 
"Calculation Amount " means [currency] [�]. 
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["Cap [1] " means [�]%][a percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer (billiges 
Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade Date on the basis of the market 
conditions prevailing on such date and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any case, 
the Cap [1] will not be below [�]%].] 

 
["Cap 2" means [�]% [a percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer (billiges 

Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade Date on the basis of the market 
conditions prevailing on such date and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any case, 
the Cap 2 will not be below [�]%].]. 

 
"Commodity " means [�] [with respect to a Futures Contract means the commodity specified as such 

in the table in the definition of "Futures Contract"]. 
 
["Conversion Rate " means [a conversion rate for [currency] 1 in EUR expressed in EUR based on 

the][ the official Euro foreign exchange reference rate for EUR 1 in [currency] expressed in 
[currency] as determined by the European Central Bank and published with respect to the 
[[Final] Strike Date and the] [Final] Valuation Date [, as the case may be,]on Reuters screen 
page ECB37 at or about 2:15 p.m. (Frankfurt am Main time)][a conversion rate for [currency] 1 
in [currency] expressed in [currency] based on (i) the official Euro foreign exchange reference 
rate for EUR 1 in [currency] expressed in [currency] as determined by the European Central 
Bank and published with respect to the [[Final] Strike Date and the] [Final] Valuation Date [, as 
the case may be,]on Reuters screen page ECB37 at or about 2:15 p.m. (Frankfurt am Main 
time) and (ii) the official Euro foreign exchange reference rate for EUR 1 in [currency] 
expressed in [currency] as determined by the European Central Bank and published with 
respect to the [[Final] Strike Date and the] [Final] Valuation Date [, as the case may be,]on 
Reuters screen page ECB37 at or about 2:15 p.m. (Frankfurt am Main time). 

 
 If [any of] the above official Euro foreign exchange reference rate[s] [for EUR 1 in [currency]]  

as determined by the European Central Bank ceases to be published on Reuters screen page 
ECB37 and is published on another screen page, then the Conversion Rate shall be [based on] 
the [relevant] official Euro foreign exchange reference rate [for EUR 1 in [currency] expressed 
in [currency]]  as published on such other page (the "Successor Page ").  The Issuer will give 
notification of such Successor Page in accordance with § 11. 

 
 Should [any of] the above official Euro foreign exchange reference rate[s] [for EUR 1 in 

[currency]]  as determined by the European Central Bank cease to be published permanently, 
then the Issuer will determine another exchange rate as the [basis of the] Conversion Rate and 
give notification of such other exchange rate in accordance with § 11. 

 
 If [any of] the above official Euro foreign exchange reference rate[s] [for EUR 1 in [currency]]  

as determined by the European Central Bank is not published on the [Final] Valuation Date on 
Reuters screen page ECB37 or on a Successor Page and if the Issuer has not determined 
another exchange rate as the Conversion Rate, then the Conversion Rate shall be the 
exchange rate for [currency] 1 in [currency] determined by the Issuer as actually traded on the 
international interbank spot market on the [[Final] Strike Date and the] [Final] Valuation Date [, 
as the case may be,]at or about 2:15 p.m. (Frankfurt am Main time).] 

 
"Disappearance of Reference Price " [with respect to a Futures Contract and a Commodity] means 

(a) the permanent discontinuation of trading in the [relevant] Futures Contract on the [relevant] 
Exchange, (b) the disappearance of, [or of trading in, the [relevant] Commodity] [or the 
discontinuation of the calculation and distribution of, the Index] or (c) the disappearance or 
permanent discontinuance or unavailability of any Reference Price, notwithstanding the 
availability of the [relevant] Price Source or the status of trading in the [relevant] Futures 
Contract [or the [relevant] Commodity]. 

 
["Early Valuation Date " means [date(s)].] 
 
["EUR"] ["USD"] ["GBP"] ["CHF"] [currency] means [Euro] [United States Dollar] [Pound Sterling] 

[Swiss Franc] [currency]. 
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"Expiry Date " means [�]. 
 
"Exchange " means [exchange][ the exchange or trading system as set out in relation to the relevant 

Futures Contract in the table in the definition of "Futures Contract"]. 
 
"Exchange Business Day " [with respect to an Exchange] means a day on which the [relevant] 

Exchange is open for trading during its respective regular trading sessions, notwithstanding the 
[relevant] Exchange closing prior to its scheduled weekday closing time. Any trading or trading 
activities after or before the regular trading sessions on the [relevant] Exchange will not be 
taken into account. 

 
"Extraordinary Event " means the occurrence of any of the following events: Disappearance of 

Reference Price, Material Change in Content, Material Change in Formula, Price Source 
Disruption, [Tax Disruption,] Trading Disruption and any other event being economically 
comparable to the before-mentioned events with regard to their effects. 

 
["Final Valuation Date " means [date].] 
 
["First Notice Day " [with respect to a Futures Contract] means the date specified as such by the 

[relevant] Exchange.]  
 
["Floor " means [�]%][a percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer (billiges 

Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade Date on the basis of the market 
conditions prevailing on such date and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any case, 
the Floor will not be below [�]%].] 

 
"Futures Contract " or "Underlying " means [the futures contract on [commodity] [the Index [expiring 

on [date]]  as traded on the Exchange]]  [any of the following futures contracts on the respective 
Commodity] as traded on the [respective] Exchange [.][ :] 

 
Commodity Price quotation of the 

relevant Futures Contract 
[Exchange] [Strike Price] [Weighting] 

Brent blend 
crude oil 

U.S. dollar and U.S. cents 
per U.S. barrel 

ICE [�] [�] 

Gasoil U.S. dollar and U.S. cents 
per metric tonne 

ICE [�] [�] 

West Texas 
Intermediate 
(WTI) light 
sweet crude oil 

U.S. dollar and U.S. cents 
per U.S. barrel 

New York Mercantile 
Exchange (NYMEX) 
and any electronic 
trading platform on 
which NYMEX 
contracts are traded 

[�] [�] 

[�] [�] [�] [�] [�] 
]  
 
["Index " means [[ index] (Bloomberg ticker [�] / ISIN [�]) as determined and published by [ index 

sponsor] (the "Index Sponsor ").] 
 
"Issue Date " means [date]. 
 
["Index Share " means any share that is a component of the Index.] 
 
"Italian Stock Exchange " means Borsa Italiana S.p.A. 
 
["Last Trading Day " [with respect to a Futures Contract] means the date specified as such by the 

[relevant] Exchange.] 
 
"Launch Date " means [date]. 
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["Market Disruption Event " means the occurrence or existence of any suspension of, or limitation 

imposed on, trading in the Index Shares on the respective exchange, a Trading Disruption or a 
Price Source Disruption, provided that any such suspension or limitation, Trading Disruption or 
Price Source Disruption is material.  The decision whether a suspension or limitation is material 
will be made by the Issuer in its reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil 
Code (BGB)).  The occurrence of a Market Disruption Event on [the][a] Valuation Date [or 
[the][a] Strike Date] shall be published in accordance with § 11. 
 
A limitation regarding the office hours or the number of days of trading will not constitute a 
Market Disruption Event if it results from an announced change in the regular business hours of 
the respective exchange.  A limitation on trading imposed during the course of a day by reason 
of movements in price exceeding permitted limits shall only deemed to be a Market Disruption 
Event if such limitation still prevails at the time of termination of the trading hours on such date.] 

 
"Material Change in Content " [with respect to a Futures Contract and a Commodity] means the 

occurrence since the Launch Date of a material change in the content, composition or 
constitution of the [relevant] Futures Contract or the [relevant] Commodity. 

 
"Material Change in Formula " [with respect to a Futures Contract] means the occurrence since the 

Launch Date of a material change in the formula for or the method of calculating any Reference 
Price. 

 
"Maturity Date " means [the [fifth][number] Payment Business Day following the [Final] Valuation Date 

at the latest] [date, subject to postponement in accordance with § 5 paragraph 2]. 
 
"Memorandum " [with respect to an ETF Share] means the prospectus in relation to the [relevant] 

Fund Company, as amended and supplemented from time to time. 
 
["Monitoring Period " means the period from and including [date] [the [Final] Strike Date] to and 

including the [Final] Valuation Date.] 
 
["Participation Factor " means [�]% [a percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the 

Issuer (billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade Date on the basis of 
the market conditions prevailing on such date and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In 
any case, the Participation Factor will not be below [�]%].] 

 
"Payment Business Day " means a day on which [commercial banks are open for business (including 

dealings in foreign exchange and foreign currency deposits) in [city] [and Frankfurt am Main] 
and ][ the Trans-European Automated Real-Time Gross Settlement Express Transfer System 
(TARGET) and] the Clearing System settle payments in [EUR][currency]. 

 
["Performance " with respect to a [a Futures Contract] [and][a Valuation Date] means the decimal 

number calculated [as the product of (i) the Weighting of such Futures Contract and (ii) the 
division of] [by dividing] [the Reference Price [A] [of such Futures Contract] with respect to the 
[Final] Valuation Date] [the arithmetic mean of the Reference Prices [of such Futures Contract] 
with respect to all Valuation Dates] [by][and] the Strike Price [of such Futures Contract] [and 
subtracting 1 (one) from the resulting number].] 

 
"Price Source " [with respect to a Futures Contract and a Commodity] means the [relevant] Exchange. 
 
"Price Source Disruption " [with respect to a Futures Contract] means (a) the failure of the [relevant] 

Price Source to announce or publish any Reference Price (or the information necessary for 
determining any Reference Price) or (b) the temporary or permanent discontinuance or 
unavailability of the [relevant] Price Source. 

 
["Ratio " means [number].] 
 
["Reference Price " means any or all of Reference Price A and Reference Price B.] 
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"Reference Price [A] " [with respect to a Futures Contract] means [the closing settlement price of the 
next-to-deliver Futures Contract as determined and published by the [relevant] Exchange on the 
[relevant] Valuation Date which, on the [relevant] Valuation Date, has not yet reached or 
passed the earlier of (i) the Exchange Business Day preceding its First Notice Day or (ii) its Last 
Trading Day] [the official closing price of the Futures Contract on the Exchange] [ , converted 
into [EUR][currency] at the Conversion Rate applicable on the [Final] [Strike Date][Valuation 
Date]. 

 
["Reference Price B " [with respect to a Futures Contract] means [any price of the next-to-deliver 

Futures Contract as determined and published by the [relevant] Exchange on the respective 
Exchange Business Day which, on such Exchange Business Day, has not yet reached or 
passed the earlier of (i) the Exchange Business Day preceding its First Notice Day or (ii) its Last 
Trading Day] [the intra-day price of the Futures Contract on the Exchange (including the official 
closing price)].] 

 
["Return Factor " means [�]% [a percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer 

(billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade Date on the basis of the 
market conditions prevailing on such date and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any 
case, the Return Factor will not be below [�]%].] 

 
["Risk Premium " means a percentage determined by the Issuer in its reasonable discretion (billiges 

Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on any Adjustment Day for the Adjustment Period 
beginning on such Adjustment Day which indicates the price of the risks taken over by the 
Issuer.  The Risk Premium for the first Adjustment Period shall be equal to [percentage].] [The 
respective Risk Premium for subsequent Adjustment Periods shall be published on the Issuer's 
website at ([http://pb.commerzbank.com] [http://fim.commerzbank.com]).] 

 
["Strike Date " means [date(s)]. 
 
 If on [the] [a] Strike Date in the opinion of the Issuer a Price Source Disruption or a Trading 

Disruption with respect to [the] [a] Futures Contract or [the] [a] Commodity occurs, the 
[relevant] Strike Date [for each Futures Contract] shall be postponed to the next following 
Exchange Business Day on which there is no Price Source Disruption and no Trading Disruption 
with respect to [the] [each] Futures Contract and [the] [each] Commodity.] 

 
"Strike Price " [with respect to a Futures Contract][means [�][ the price specified as such in relation to 

the relevant Futures Contract in the table in the definition of "Futures Contract"] [[�]% of] [ the 
arithmetic mean of the Reference Prices [A] of the [relevant] Futures Contract with respect to all 
Strike Dates] [the Reference Price [A] of the [relevant] Futures Contract as of the Strike Date] [ , 
converted into [EUR][currency] at the Conversion Rate applicable on the [Final] Strike Date].] 

 
["Tax Disruption " [with respect to a Commodity] means the imposition of, change in or removal of an 

excise, severance, sales, use, value-added, transfer, stamp, documentary, recording or similar 
tax on, or measured by reference to, the [relevant] Commodity (other than a tax on, or 
measured by reference to overall gross or net income) by any government or taxation authority 
after the Launch Date, if the direct effect of such imposition, change or removal is to raise or 
lower any Reference Price.] 

 
["Trade Date " means [date]. 
 
"Trading Disruption " [with respect to a Futures Contract and a Commodity] means [any suspension 

of or limitation imposed on trading in the [relevant] Futures Contract or the [relevant] 
Commodity on the [relevant] Exchange or on any other exchange on which the [relevant] 
Futures Contract or the [relevant] Commodity are traded, provided that any such suspension or 
limitation is material in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer (billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 
German Civil Code (BGB)) for the evaluation of the Certificates and the fulfilment of its 
obligations under the Certificates] [the material suspension of, or the material limitation imposed 
on, trading in the Futures Contract on the Exchange or in any additional futures contract or 
options contract on a futures and options exchange.  For these purposes:  
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(A) a suspension of the trading in the Futures Contract on any Exchange Business Day shall 
be deemed to be material only if:  

 
(1) all trading in the Futures Contract is suspended for the entire Exchange Business 

Day; or  
 
(2) all trading in the Futures Contract is suspended subsequent to the opening of 

trading on the Exchange Business Day, trading does not recommence prior to the 
regularly scheduled close of trading in such Futures Contract on such Exchange 
Business Day and such suspension is announced less than one hour preceding its 
commencement; and  

 
(B) a limitation of trading in the Futures Contract on any Exchange Business Day shall be 

deemed to be material only if the Related Exchange establishes limits on the range within 
which the price of the Futures Contract may fluctuate and the closing or settlement price 
of the Futures Contract on such day is at the upper or lower limit of that range].] 

 
["Weighting " with respect to a Futures Contract means the number specified as such in relation to the 

relevant Futures Contract in the table in the definition of "Futures Contract".] 
 
"Valuation Date " means [date(s)][each Early Valuation Date and the Final Valuation Date]. 
 
 If on [the] [a] Valuation Date in the opinion of the Issuer a [Market Disruption Event][Price 

Source Disruption or a Trading Disruption with respect to [the] [a] Futures Contract or [the] [a] 
Commodity] occurs, the [relevant] Valuation Date shall be postponed to the next following 
Exchange Business Day on which there is no [Market Disruption Event][Price Source Disruption 
and no Trading Disruption with respect to [the] [each] Futures Contract and [the] [each] 
Commodity]. 

 
 If, according to the before-mentioned, [the] [a] Valuation Date is postponed to the 

[second][number] Exchange Business Day prior to [the directly following [Automatic Early 
Redemption Date] [Bonus Amount Payment Date] or] the Maturity Date, and if also on such day 
in the opinion of the Issuer a [Market Disruption Event][Price Source Disruption or a Trading 
Disruption with respect to [the] [a] Futures Contract or [the] [a] Commodity] occurs, then this 
day shall be deemed to be the [relevant] Valuation Date [for each Futures Contract] and the 
Issuer shall estimate the Reference Price [A] of the [affected] Futures Contract in its reasonable 
discretion (billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)), and in consideration of the 
prevailing market conditions on such day and make a notification thereof in accordance with 
§ 11. 

 
["Worst Performing Underlying " means the Futures Contract with the lowest Performance. If the 

Issuer determines that the lowest Performance is the same for more than one of the Futures 
Contracts, then the Issuer shall decide in its own reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) 
(§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) which of the Futures Contracts shall be the Worst Performing 
Underlying.] 

 
 

§ 3 
MATURITY 

 
Classic Certificates  

 
1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price [A] of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
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[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined in accordance with the following provisions: 

 
(a) If on the [Final] Valuation Date the Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to 

or] above [�]% of the [relevant] Strike Price, then each Certificate shall be redeemed by 
payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate equal to the Calculation Amount; or 

 
(b) in all other cases, each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement 

Amount per Certificate determined by applying the following formula: 
 

 
Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

CA x SA 
Strike

Final=  

 
 where: 
 

SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, 
if necessary, to the next full [currency] [�] 
([currency] [�] will be rounded up)) 

   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price of the [Worst Performing] 

Underlying on the [Final] Valuation Date 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike  = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing 

Underlying] 
 

 
Classic Average Certificates   
 
1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined in accordance with the following provisions: 

 
(a) If on the [Final] Valuation Date the Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to 

or] above [•]% of the [relevant] Strike Price, then each Certificate shall be redeemed by 
payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate equal to the Calculation Amount; or 

 
 

(b) In all other cases, each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement 
Amount per Certificate determined by applying the following formula: 

 

 
Underlying [Worst]

Underlying [Worst]
CA x SA 

Strike

Average=  

 
 where: 
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SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if 
necessary, to the next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] 
will be rounded up)) 

   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingAverage = Arithmetic mean of the Reference Prices of the [Worst 

Performing] Underlying on all Valuation Dates 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 

 
 
Classic Capped Plus Certificates  

 
1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price [A] of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined in accordance with the following provisions: 

 
(a) If during the Monitoring Period the Reference Price [B] of [the] [each] Underlying has 

always been [equal to or] above [�]% of the [relevant] Strike Price, then each Certificate 
shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate equal to the 
Calculation Amount; or 

 
(b) in all other cases, each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement 

Amount per Certificate determined by applying the following formula: 
 

 
Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

 C;CAxMinSA 
Strike

Final










=  

 
 

 where: 
 

SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if 
necessary, to the next full [currency] [�] (with 
[currency] [�] being rounded upwards)) 

   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
C = Cap 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price [A] of the [Worst Performing] 

Underlying on the [Final] Valuation Date 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 

 
 
Classic Double Capped Plus Certificates  
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1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 
Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price [A] of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined in accordance with the following provisions: 

 
(a) If during the Monitoring Period the Reference Price [B] of [the] [each] Underlying has 

always been [equal to or] above [�]% of the [relevant] Strike Price, then each Certificate 
shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate determined by 
applying the following formula: 

 
 CCA x=SA  

 
OR 
 
(b) in all other cases, each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement 

Amount per Certificate determined by applying the following formula: 
 











=

Strike

Final

Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

 C;CA xMinSA  

 
 

 where: 
 

SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if 
necessary, to the next full [currency] [�] (with 
[currency] [�] being rounded upwards)) 

   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
C = Cap 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price [A] of the [Worst Performing] 

Underlying on the [Final] Valuation Date 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 

 
 
Classic Cap & Floor Plus Certificates  

 
1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price [A] of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined in accordance with the following provisions: 
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(a) If during the Monitoring Period the Reference Price [B] of [the] [each] Underlying has 

always been [equal to or] above [�]% of the [relevant] Strike Price, then each Certificate 
shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate determined by 
applying the following formula: 

 




















=

Strike

Final

Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

F;Max C;MinCA xSA  

 
OR 
 
(b) in all other cases, each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement 

Amount per Certificate determined by applying the following formula: 
 

 
Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

 C;MinCA xSA 
Strike

Final








=  

 
 

where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if necessary, 

to the next full [currency] [�] (with [currency] [�] being 
rounded upwards)) 

   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
C = Cap 
   
F = Floor 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price [A] of the [Worst Performing] Underlying 

on the [Final] Valuation Date 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 

 
 
Booster Certificates   
 
1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price [A] of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined in accordance with the following provisions: 

 
(a) If on the [Final] Valuation Date the Reference Price [A] of [the] [each] Underlying is 

[equal to or] above [•]% of the [relevant] Strike Price, then each Certificate shall be 
redeemed by payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate determined by applying the 
following formula: 

 




















−×+= 1

Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

PF ;C Min 1CA xSA 
Strike

Final  
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OR 

 
(b) If on the [Final] Valuation Date the Reference Price [A] of [the] [each] Underlying is 

[equal to or] below [�]% of the [relevant] Strike Price but if during the Monitoring Period 
the Reference Price [B] of [the] [each] Underlying has always been [equal to or] above 
[•]% of the [relevant] Strike Price, then each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of 
a Settlement Amount per Certificate equal to the Calculation Amount;  

 
OR 
 
(c) In all other cases, each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement 

Amount per Certificate determined by applying the following formula: 
 

 
Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

CA x  SA 
Strike

Final=  

 
where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if 

necessary, to the next full [currency] [�] (with 
[currency] [�] being rounded upwards)) 

   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
C = Cap 
   
PF = Participation Factor 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price [A] of the [Worst Performing] 

Underlying on the [Final] Valuation Date 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike  = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 

 
 
Leveraged Certificates  

 
1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined by applying the following formula: 

 






















−×+×= 1

Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

0;MaxPFRFACSA
Strike

Final  

 
where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if necessary, to the 

next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] will be rounded up)) 
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CA = Calculation Amount 
   
RF = Return Factor 
   
PF = Participation Factor 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingFinal  = Reference Price [of the Worst Performing] Underlying on the 

[Final] Valuation Date 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike  = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 

 
 
Leveraged Basket Certificates  

 
1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined by applying the following formula: 

 
( )( )PB0;Max×PF+RF×AC=SA  

 
where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if necessary, to the 

next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] will be rounded up)) 
   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
RF = Return Factor 
   
PF = Participation Factor 
   
BP  = Basket Performance 

 
 
Double Leveraged Certificates  

 
1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined by applying the following formula: 
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−×−
























−×+

=

0;
Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

1MaxC2;MinPF

1
Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

0;MaxC1;MinPFFR

CA x SA 

Strike

Final

Strike

Final

 

 
where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if necessary, to the 

next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] will be rounded up)) 
   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
RF = Return Factor 
   
PF = Participation Factor 
   
C1 = Cap 1 
   
C2 = Cap 2 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price of the [Worst Performing] Underlying on the 

[Final] Valuation Date 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike  = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 
 
 

Call Certificates  
 

1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 
Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined by applying the following formula: 

 











−×= 1

Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

0;MaxACSA
Strike

Final  

 
where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if necessary, to the 

next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] will be rounded up)) 
   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price of the [Worst Performing] Underlying on the 

[Final] Valuation Date 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 
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Average Call Certificates  
 

1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 
Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined by applying the following formula: 

 











−×= 1

Underlying [Worst]

Underlying [Worst]
0;MaxCASA

Strike

Average  

 
where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if 

necessary, to the next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] 
will be rounded up)) 

   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingAverage = Arithmetic mean of the Reference Prices of the [Worst 

Performing] Underlying on all Valuation Dates 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 

 
 

Participation Call Basket Certificates  
 

1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 
Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined by applying the following formula: 

 
( )PB0;MaxPFCASA ××=  

 
where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if 

necessary, to the next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] 
will be rounded up)) 

   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
PF = Participation Factor 
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BP = Basket Performance 
 
 

Call Cap Certificates  
 
1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined by applying the following formula: 

 

 
Underlying [Worst]

Underlying [Worst]Underlying [Worst]
C;Min0;MaxCASA

Strike

StrikeFinal




















 −×=  

 
where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if necessary, to the 

next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] will be rounded up)) 
   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
C = Cap 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price of the [Worst Performing] Underlying on the 

[Final] Valuation Date 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 

 
 

Call Basket Certificates   
 
1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined by applying the following formula: 

 
( )01;-BPMaxCA x =SA  

 
 where: 
 

SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if necessary, 
to the next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] will be 
rounded up)) 
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CA = Calculation Amount 
   
BP = Basket Performance 

 
 

Call Cap Basket Certificates  
 
1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined by applying the following formula: 

 
( )[ ]BP;CMin;0MaxPFCASA ××=  

 
where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if necessary, to the 

next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] will be rounded up)) 
   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
PF = Participation Factor 
   
C = Cap 
   
BP = Basket Performance 

 
 

Put Certificates  
 

1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 
Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined by applying the following formula: 

 











−=

Strike

Final

Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

10;MaxCA x SA  

 
where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if 

necessary, to the next full [currency] [�] 
([currency] [�] will be rounded up)) 
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CA = Calculation Amount 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price of the [Worst Performing] 

Underlying on the [Final] Valuation Date 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing 

Underlying] 
 
 

Put Cap Certificates  
 

1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 
Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined by applying the following formula: 

 





















 −=  
Underlying [Worst]

Underlying [Worst]Underlying [Worst]
0;MaxC;MinCA x SA 

Strike

FinalStrike  

 
where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if necessary, to the 

next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] will be rounded up)) 
   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
C = Cap 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price of the [Worst Performing] Underlying on the 

[Final] Valuation Date 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 

 
 

Put Basket Certificates   
 
1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined in accordance with the following provisions: 
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(a) If on the [Final] Valuation Date the Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to 
or] above [•]% of the [relevant] Strike Price, then each Certificate shall be redeemed by 
payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate equal to the Calculation Amount; or 

 
 

(b) In all other cases, each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement 
Amount per Certificate determined by applying the following formula: 

 
( )BP;0 1MaxCA x SA −=  

 
 where: 
 

SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if necessary, 
to the next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] will be 
rounded up)) 

   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
BP = Basket Performance 

 
 

Digital Certificates   
 
Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity Date by 
the payment of an amount equal to the Calculation Amount (the "Settlement Amount ").  
 
In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive the 
Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on the Valuation Date 
directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date [the Performance of [the] [each] 
Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [number][ the Reference Price of [the] [each] 
Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the [relevant] Strike Price]. In all other cases, 
a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date. 

 
 

Participation Digital Certificates   
 
1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date [the 
Performance of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [number][ the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price]. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date. 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined in accordance with the following provisions: 

 
(a) If on the [Final] Valuation Date [the Performance of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] 

[or] [above] [number][ the Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] 
[above] [�]% of the [relevant] Strike Price], then each Certificate shall be redeemed by 
payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate equal to the Calculation Amount; or 

 
(b) in all other cases, each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement 

Amount per Certificate determined by applying the following formula: 
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PF× 
Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

CA x =SA 
Strike

Final  

 
 where: 
 

SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if 
necessary, to the next full [currency] [�] 
([currency] [�] will be rounded up)) 

   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price of the [Worst Performing] 

Underlying on the [Final] Valuation Date 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike  = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 
   
PF  = Participation Factor 

 
 

Leveraged Twin Win Plus Certificates  
 

1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 
Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price [A] of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined in accordance with the following provisions: 

 
(a) If [on the [Final] Valuation Date the Reference Price [A] of [the] [each] Underlying is 

[equal to or] above [�]% of the [relevant] Strike Price, then each Certificate shall be 
redeemed by payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate determined by applying the 
following formula: 

 

















+= 1- 

Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

 RFCA x SA 
Strike

Final  

 
OR 
 
(b) If [on the [Final] Valuation Date the Reference Price [A] of [the] [each] Underlying is 

[equal to or] below [�]% of the [relevant] Strike Price and[/or] if] during the Monitoring 
Period the Reference Price [B] of [the] [each] Underlying has always been [equal to or] 
above [�]% of the [relevant] Strike Price, then each Certificate shall be redeemed by 
payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate determined by applying the following 
formula: 

 

















−= 1- 

Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

 RFCA x SA 
Strike

Final  

 
OR 
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(c) In all other cases, each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement 
Amount per Certificate determined by applying the following formula: 

 

 
Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

CA x  SA 
Strike

Final=  

 
 

where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if 

necessary, to the next full [currency] [�] (with 
[currency] [�] being rounded upwards)) 

   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
RF = Return Factor 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price [A] of the [Worst Performing] 

Underlying on the [Final] Valuation Date 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 

 
 
Basket Certificates  

 
1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined in accordance with the following provisions: 

 
(a) If on the [Final] Valuation Date the Basket Performance is [equal to] [or] [above] 

[number], then each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement Amount 
per Certificate determined by applying the following formula: 

 
( )( )( )1PBPFRF;Min100%ACSA −×+×=  

 
OR 
 
(b) If on the [Final] Valuation Date the Basket Performance is [equal to] [or] [below] 

[number] but [equal to] [or] [above] [number], then each Certificate shall be redeemed by 
payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate equal to the Calculation Amount;  

 
OR 
 
(c) in all other cases, each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement 

Amount per Certificate determined by applying the following formula: 
 

BP×AC=SA  
 
Where, with respect to (a) and (c) above: 
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SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if necessary, to the 
next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] will be rounded up)) 

   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
RF = Return Factor 
   
PF = Participation Factor 
   
BP  = Basket Performance 

 
 

Participation Recovery Certificates  
 

1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 
Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price [A] of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined in accordance with the following provisions: 

 
(a) If on the [Final] Valuation Date the Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to 

or] above [�]% of the [relevant] Strike Price, then each Certificate shall be redeemed by 
payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate equal to the Calculation Amount; or 

 
(b) in all other cases, each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement 

Amount per Certificate determined by applying the following formula: 
 































×+= 1- 

Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

PFRF 0;Max CA x SA 
Strike

Final  

 
 where: 
 

SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if 
necessary, to the next full [currency] [�] 
([currency] [�] will be rounded up)) 

   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
RF  = Return Factor 
   
PF  = Participation Factor 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price of the [Worst Performing] 

Underlying on the [Final] Valuation Date 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike  = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 

 
 

Turbo Put Certificates  
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1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 
Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price [A] of the Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the Strike 
Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the respective Bonus Amount 
Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined by applying the following formula: 

 
( ) RUnderlyingUnderlyingSA FinalstedStrikeAdju ×−=  

 
where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if necessary, to the 

next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] will be rounded up)) 
   
UnderlyingStrikeAdjusted = Adjusted Strike Price on the [Final] Valuation Date 
   
UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price [A] of the Underlying on the [Final] Valuation 

Date 
   
R = Ratio 

 
 

Turbo Call Certificates  
 

1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 
Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price [A] of the Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the Strike 
Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the respective Bonus Amount 
Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined by applying the following formula: 

 
( ) RUnderlyingUnderlyingSA stedStrikeAdjuFinal ×= -  

 
where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if necessary, to the 

next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] will be rounded up)) 
   
UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price [A] of the Underlying on the [Final] Valuation 

Date 
   
UnderlyingStrikeAdjusted = Adjusted Strike Price on the [Final] Valuation Date 
   
R = Ratio 
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§ 4 
EARLY REDEMPTION; REPURCHASE 

 
Certificates without any early redemption except as contemplated in § 6 
 
1. Except as provided in § 6, the Issuer shall not be entitled to redeem the Certificates prior to the 

Maturity Date. 
 
2. The Certificateholders shall not be entitled to call for redemption of the Certificates prior to the 

Maturity Date. 
 
3. The Certificates shall not be terminated automatically and redeemed prior to the Maturity Date. 

 
4. The Issuer may at any time purchase Certificates in the market or otherwise. Certificates 

repurchased by or on behalf of the Issuer may be held by the Issuer, re-issued or resold. 
 
[5. For so long as the Certificates are admitted to listing on Borsa Italiana S.p.A. and to trading on 

the Electronic Securitised Derivatives Market (SeDeX) of Borsa Italiana S.p.A., then at any time 
prior to [5:50 p.m. Milan time] [�] (the "Renouncement Notice Cut-Off Time ") on [the [first] 
[number] Payment Business Day following the [Final] Valuation Date] [�] (the "Renouncement 
Notice Cut-Off Date "), any Certificateholder may renounce the redemption of the Certificates by 
payment of the Settlement Amount in accordance with § 3 (the "Automatic Exercise ") by the 
delivery of a duly completed renouncement notice (the "Renouncement Notice ") in the form set 
out in Annex 1 to these Terms and Conditions to the Certificates Account Holder, with a copy 
thereof to the Paying Agent. Once delivered, a Renouncement Notice shall be irrevocable and 
the relevant Certificateholder may not transfer the Certificates which are the subject of the 
Renouncement Notice. If a duly completed Renouncement Notice is validly delivered prior to the 
Renouncement Notice Cut-off Time on the Renouncement Notice Cut-off Date, any rights arising 
from the Certificates will terminate upon such delivery and the relevant Certificateholder will not 
be entitled to receive the Settlement Amount payable by the Issuer with respect to the 
Certificates and the Issuer shall have no further liability with respect to such Settlement Amount.  

 
 Any determination as to whether a Renouncement Notice is duly completed and in proper form 

shall be made by the Certificates Account Holder (in consultation with the Paying Agent and the 
Clearing System) and shall be conclusive and binding on the Issuer, the Paying Agent and the 
relevant Certificateholder. 

 
 Subject as follows, any Renouncement Notice so determined to be incomplete or not in proper 

form shall be null and void. If such Renouncement Notice is subsequently corrected to the 
satisfaction of the Paying Agent, it shall be deemed to be a new Renouncement Notice 
submitted at the time such correction was delivered to the Certificates Account Holder, with a 
copy thereof to the Paying Agent.]  

 
Certificates with a call option 
 
1. The Issuer shall, in addition to the right to redeem the Certificates prior to the Maturity Date in 

accordance with § 6, have the right to redeem all, but not in part, of the outstanding Certificates 
in each case at [an amount per Certificate equal to the Calculation Amount] [insert other 
amount] (the "Early Redemption Amount "), with effect as of [any Bonus Amount Payment 
Date] [date] (each an "Early Redemption Date ") (the "Early Redemption "). 

 
 Early Redemption must be announced at [least [number] calendar days] [the latest on the 

[Early] Valuation Date directly] prior to the Early Redemption Date in accordance with § 11. The 
notice is irrevocable and must state the Early Redemption Date. 

 
2. The Certificateholders shall not be entitled to call for redemption of the Certificates prior to the 

Maturity Date. 
 
3. The Certificates shall not be terminated automatically and redeemed prior to the Maturity Date. 
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4. The Issuer may at any time purchase Certificates in the market or otherwise. Certificates 
repurchased by or on behalf of the Issuer may be held by the Issuer, re-issued or resold. 

 
[5. For so long as the Certificates are admitted to listing on Borsa Italiana S.p.A. and to trading on 

the Electronic Securitised Derivatives Market (SeDeX) of Borsa Italiana S.p.A., then at any time 
prior to [5:50 p.m. Milan time] [�] (the "Renouncement Notice Cut-Off Time ") on [the [first] 
[number] Payment Business Day following the [Final] Valuation Date] [�] (the "Renouncement 
Notice Cut-Off Date "), any Certificateholder may renounce the redemption of the Certificates by 
payment of the Settlement Amount in accordance with § 3 (the "Automatic Exercise ") by the 
delivery of a duly completed renouncement notice (the "Renouncement Notice ") in the form set 
out in Annex 1 to these Terms and Conditions to the Certificates Account Holder, with a copy 
thereof to the Paying Agent. Once delivered, a Renouncement Notice shall be irrevocable and 
the relevant Certificateholder may not transfer the Certificates which are the subject of the 
Renouncement Notice. If a duly completed Renouncement Notice is validly delivered prior to the 
Renouncement Notice Cut-off Time on the Renouncement Notice Cut-off Date, any rights arising 
from the Certificates will terminate upon such delivery and the relevant Certificateholder will not 
be entitled to receive the Settlement Amount payable by the Issuer with respect to the 
Certificates and the Issuer shall have no further liability with respect to such Settlement Amount.  

 
 Any determination as to whether a Renouncement Notice is duly completed and in proper form 

shall be made by the Certificates Account Holder (in consultation with the Paying Agent and the 
Clearing System) and shall be conclusive and binding on the Issuer, the Paying Agent and the 
relevant Certificateholder. 

 
 Subject as follows, any Renouncement Notice so determined to be incomplete or not in proper 

form shall be null and void. If such Renouncement Notice is subsequently corrected to the 
satisfaction of the Paying Agent, it shall be deemed to be a new Renouncement Notice 
submitted at the time such correction was delivered to the Certificates Account Holder, with a 
copy thereof to the Paying Agent.]  

 
Certificates with a put option 
 
1. Except as provided in § 6, the Issuer shall not be entitled to redeem the Certificates prior to the 

Maturity Date. 
 
2. Each Certificateholder is entitled to request early redemption of the Certificates ("Early 

Redemption "). Early Redemption may be requested on any Payment Business Day from the 
Issue Date (including) to the [Final] Valuation Date (excluding) (any such date being a "Put 
Date") only in accordance with the provisions set out below in this § 4 paragraph 2 and only with 
effect as of an Early Redemption Date. "Early Redemption Date " means any [fifth] [number] 
Payment Business Day following the relevant Put Date.  

  
In case of an Early Redemption each relevant Certificate will be redeemed on the relevant Early 
Redemption Date by the payment of [an amount per Certificate equal to the Calculation Amount] 
[ insert other amount] (the "Early Redemption Amount "). 

 
 In order to validly call the certificates for redemption with respect to an Early Redemption Date 

[with the exception of the day the annual shareholders' meeting of the Issuer takes place][ insert 
other provisions of exception] the Certificateholder is obliged to instruct the account holding 
bank not later than [time] on the relevant Put Date to 

 
 i. deliver a written redemption notice (the "Early  Redemption Notice ") via the account 

holding bank to the Paying Agent in the form as attached in Annex 2 to these Terms and 
Conditions and as available at the Paying Agent or by providing all information and 
statements requested therein; 

 
 ii. deliver the Certificates via the account holding bank by crediting the Certificates to the 

account of the Paying Agent with the Clearing System. 
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 On the Early Redemption Date at or prior to 10:00 a.m. (Frankfurt am Main time) (i) the 
Redemption Notice has to be received by the Paying Agent and (ii) the Certificates have to be 
booked at the account of the Paying Agent with the Clearing System. 

 
 The Redemption Notice shall be binding and irrevocable. A Redemption Notice submitted with 

regard to a specific Early Redemption Date shall be void if the above-mentioned provisions are 
not fulfilled. If the Certificates to which a Redemption Notice relates are not delivered or not 
delivered on time to the Paying Agent, the Redemption Notice shall be void. If the number of 
Certificates stated in the Redemption Notice, for which redemption is requested, differs from the 
number of Certificates transferred to the Paying Agent, the Redemption Notice shall be deemed 
submitted only with regard to the smaller number of Certificates. Any excess Certificates shall 
be re-transferred for the cost and the risk of the Certificateholder to the account holding bank. 

 
 Following the valid submission of Certificates for Early Redemption, the Issuer shall ensure that 

the Early Redemption Amount is made available to the Paying Agent, which shall in turn transfer 
such amount to an account of the account-holding bank on the relevant Early Redemption Date. 

 
3. The Certificates shall not be terminated automatically and redeemed prior to the Maturity Date. 

 
4. The Issuer may at any time purchase Certificates in the market or otherwise. Certificates 

repurchased by or on behalf of the Issuer may be held by the Issuer, re-issued or resold. 
 
[5. For so long as the Certificates are admitted to listing on Borsa Italiana S.p.A. and to trading on 

the Electronic Securitised Derivatives Market (SeDeX) of Borsa Italiana S.p.A., then at any time 
prior to [5:50 p.m. Milan time] [�] (the "Renouncement Notice Cut-Off Time ") on [the [first] 
[number] Payment Business Day following the [Final] Valuation Date] [�] (the "Renouncement 
Notice Cut-Off Date "), any Certificateholder may renounce the redemption of the Certificates by 
payment of the Settlement Amount in accordance with § 3 (the "Automatic Exercise ") by the 
delivery of a duly completed renouncement notice (the "Renouncement Notice ") in the form set 
out in Annex 1 to these Terms and Conditions to the Certificates Account Holder, with a copy 
thereof to the Paying Agent. Once delivered, a Renouncement Notice shall be irrevocable and 
the relevant Certificateholder may not transfer the Certificates which are the subject of the 
Renouncement Notice. If a duly completed Renouncement Notice is validly delivered prior to the 
Renouncement Notice Cut-off Time on the Renouncement Notice Cut-off Date, any rights arising 
from the Certificates will terminate upon such delivery and the relevant Certificateholder will not 
be entitled to receive the Settlement Amount payable by the Issuer with respect to the 
Certificates and the Issuer shall have no further liability with respect to such Settlement Amount.  

 
 Any determination as to whether a Renouncement Notice is duly completed and in proper form 

shall be made by the Certificates Account Holder (in consultation with the Paying Agent and the 
Clearing System) and shall be conclusive and binding on the Issuer, the Paying Agent and the 
relevant Certificateholder. 

 
 Subject as follows, any Renouncement Notice so determined to be incomplete or not in proper 

form shall be null and void. If such Renouncement Notice is subsequently corrected to the 
satisfaction of the Paying Agent, it shall be deemed to be a new Renouncement Notice 
submitted at the time such correction was delivered to the Certificates Account Holder, with a 
copy thereof to the Paying Agent.]  

 
Certificates with a call and a put option 
 
1. The Issuer shall, in addition to the right to redeem the Certificates prior to the Maturity Date in 

accordance with § 6, have the right to redeem all, but not in part, of the outstanding Certificates 
in each case at [an amount per Certificate equal to the Calculation Amount] [insert other 
amount] (the "Early Redemption Amount "), with effect as of [any Bonus Amount Payment 
Date] [date] (each an "Early Redemption Date ") (the "Early Redemption "). 

 
 Early Redemption must be announced at [least [number] calendar days] [the latest on the 

[Early] Valuation Date directly] prior to the Early Redemption Date in accordance with § 11. The 
notice is irrevocable and must state the Early Redemption Date. 
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2. Each Certificateholder is entitled to request early redemption of the Certificates ("Early 

Redemption "). Early Redemption may be requested on any Payment Business Day from the 
Issue Date (including) to the [Final] Valuation Date (excluding) (any such date being a "Put 
Date") only in accordance with the provisions set out below in this § 4 paragraph 2 and only with 
effect as of an Early Redemption Date. "Early Redemption Date " means any [fifth] [number] 
Payment Business Day following the relevant Put Date.  

  
In case of an Early Redemption each relevant Certificate will be redeemed on the relevant Early 
Redemption Date by the payment of [an amount per Certificate equal to the Calculation Amount] 
[ insert other amount] (the "Early Redemption Amount "). 

 
 In order to validly call the certificates for redemption with respect to an Early Redemption Date 

[with the exception of the day the annual shareholders' meeting of the Issuer takes place][ insert 
other provisions of exception] the Certificateholder is obliged to instruct the account holding 
bank not later than [time] on the relevant Put Date to 

 
 i. deliver a written redemption notice (the "Early  Redemption Notice ") via the account 

holding bank to the Paying Agent in the form as attached in Annex 2 to these Terms and 
Conditions and as available at the Paying Agent or by providing all information and 
statements requested therein; 

 
 ii. deliver the Certificates via the account holding bank by crediting the Certificates to the 

account of the Paying Agent with the Clearing System. 
 
 On the Early Redemption Date at or prior to 10:00 a.m. (Frankfurt am Main time) (i) the 

Redemption Notice has to be received by the Paying Agent and (ii) the Certificates have to be 
booked at the account of the Paying Agent with the Clearing System. 

 
 The Redemption Notice shall be binding and irrevocable. A Redemption Notice submitted with 

regard to a specific Early Redemption Date shall be void if the above-mentioned provisions are 
not fulfilled. If the Certificates to which a Redemption Notice relates are not delivered or not 
delivered on time to the Paying Agent, the Redemption Notice shall be void. If the number of 
Certificates stated in the Redemption Notice, for which redemption is requested, differs from the 
number of Certificates transferred to the Paying Agent, the Redemption Notice shall be deemed 
submitted only with regard to the smaller number of Certificates. Any excess Certificates shall 
be re-transferred for the cost and the risk of the Certificateholder to the account holding bank. 

 
 Following the valid submission of Certificates for Early Redemption, the Issuer shall ensure that 

the Early Redemption Amount is made available to the Paying Agent, which shall in turn transfer 
such amount to an account of the account-holding bank on the relevant Early Redemption Date. 

 
3. The Certificates shall not be terminated automatically and redeemed prior to the Maturity Date. 

 
4. The Issuer may at any time purchase Certificates in the market or otherwise. Certificates 

repurchased by or on behalf of the Issuer may be held by the Issuer, re-issued or resold. 
 
[5. For so long as the Certificates are admitted to listing on Borsa Italiana S.p.A. and to trading on 

the Electronic Securitised Derivatives Market (SeDeX) of Borsa Italiana S.p.A., then at any time 
prior to [5:50 p.m. Milan time] [�] (the "Renouncement Notice Cut-Off Time ") on [the [first] 
[number] Payment Business Day following the [Final] Valuation Date] [�] (the "Renouncement 
Notice Cut-Off Date "), any Certificateholder may renounce the redemption of the Certificates by 
payment of the Settlement Amount in accordance with § 3 (the "Automatic Exercise ") by the 
delivery of a duly completed renouncement notice (the "Renouncement Notice ") in the form set 
out in Annex 1 to these Terms and Conditions to the Certificates Account Holder, with a copy 
thereof to the Paying Agent. Once delivered, a Renouncement Notice shall be irrevocable and 
the relevant Certificateholder may not transfer the Certificates which are the subject of the 
Renouncement Notice. If a duly completed Renouncement Notice is validly delivered prior to the 
Renouncement Notice Cut-off Time on the Renouncement Notice Cut-off Date, any rights arising 
from the Certificates will terminate upon such delivery and the relevant Certificateholder will not 
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be entitled to receive the Settlement Amount payable by the Issuer with respect to the 
Certificates and the Issuer shall have no further liability with respect to such Settlement Amount.  

 
 Any determination as to whether a Renouncement Notice is duly completed and in proper form 

shall be made by the Certificates Account Holder (in consultation with the Paying Agent and the 
Clearing System) and shall be conclusive and binding on the Issuer, the Paying Agent and the 
relevant Certificateholder. 

 
 Subject as follows, any Renouncement Notice so determined to be incomplete or not in proper 

form shall be null and void. If such Renouncement Notice is subsequently corrected to the 
satisfaction of the Paying Agent, it shall be deemed to be a new Renouncement Notice 
submitted at the time such correction was delivered to the Certificates Account Holder, with a 
copy thereof to the Paying Agent.]  

 
Certificates with an automatic early redemption 
 
1. Except as provided in § 6, the Issuer shall not be entitled to redeem the Certificates prior to the 

Maturity Date. 
 
2. The Certificateholders shall not be entitled to call for redemption of the Certificates prior to the 

Maturity Date. 
 
3. Notwithstanding any other rights to redeem the Certificates prior to the Maturity Date in 

accordance with these Terms and Conditions, the Certificates shall be terminated automatically 
and redeemed on [an] [the] Automatic Early Redemption Date at the Automatic Early 
Redemption Amount per Certificate if on the Early Valuation Date directly preceding such 
Automatic Early Redemption Date the Reference Price [A] of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal 
to or] [above] [below] [[•]% of the [relevant] Strike Price] [the Barrier with respect to the 
relevant Early Valuation Date]. 
The rights in connection with the Certificates shall expire upon the payment of the Automatic 
Early Redemption Amount [and the [relevant] Bonus Amount] on the [relevant] Automatic Early 
Redemption Date. 
 

4. The Issuer may at any time purchase Certificates in the market or otherwise. Certificates 
repurchased by or on behalf of the Issuer may be held by the Issuer, re-issued or resold. 

 
[5. For so long as the Certificates are admitted to listing on Borsa Italiana S.p.A. and to trading on 

the Electronic Securitised Derivatives Market (SeDeX) of Borsa Italiana S.p.A., then at any time 
prior to [5:50 p.m. Milan time] [�] (the "Renouncement Notice Cut-Off Time ") on [the [first] 
[number] Payment Business Day following the [Final] Valuation Date] [�] (the "Renouncement 
Notice Cut-Off Date "), any Certificateholder may renounce the redemption of the Certificates by 
payment of the Settlement Amount in accordance with § 3 (the "Automatic Exercise ") by the 
delivery of a duly completed renouncement notice (the "Renouncement Notice ") in the form set 
out in Annex 1 to these Terms and Conditions to the Certificates Account Holder, with a copy 
thereof to the Paying Agent. Once delivered, a Renouncement Notice shall be irrevocable and 
the relevant Certificateholder may not transfer the Certificates which are the subject of the 
Renouncement Notice. If a duly completed Renouncement Notice is validly delivered prior to the 
Renouncement Notice Cut-off Time on the Renouncement Notice Cut-off Date, any rights arising 
from the Certificates will terminate upon such delivery and the relevant Certificateholder will not 
be entitled to receive the Settlement Amount payable by the Issuer with respect to the 
Certificates and the Issuer shall have no further liability with respect to such Settlement Amount.  

 
 Any determination as to whether a Renouncement Notice is duly completed and in proper form 

shall be made by the Certificates Account Holder (in consultation with the Paying Agent and the 
Clearing System) and shall be conclusive and binding on the Issuer, the Paying Agent and the 
relevant Certificateholder. 

 
 Subject as follows, any Renouncement Notice so determined to be incomplete or not in proper 

form shall be null and void. If such Renouncement Notice is subsequently corrected to the 
satisfaction of the Paying Agent, it shall be deemed to be a new Renouncement Notice 
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submitted at the time such correction was delivered to the Certificates Account Holder, with a 
copy thereof to the Paying Agent.]  

 
Certificates with a knock-out 
 
1. Except as provided in § 6, the Issuer shall not be entitled to redeem the Certificates prior to the 

Maturity Date. 
 
2. The Certificateholders shall not be entitled to call for redemption of the Certificates prior to the 

Maturity Date. 
 
3. Notwithstanding any other rights to redeem the Certificates prior to the Maturity Date in 

accordance with these Terms and Conditions, the Certificates shall be terminated automatically 
if on any day during the Monitoring Period the [Reference Price [B] of the Underlying][ relevant 
Adjusted Strike Price] is [equal to] [or] [below][above] the Barrier (the "Knock-out Event "). 

 
 In the case of a Knock-out Event, the Certificates shall be redeemed at an amount in [currency] 

which shall be determined by the Issuer in its reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) 
(§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) as the fair value of the Certificates at the date of the Knock-
out Event by taking into account the relevant prevailing market conditions (the "Automatic 
Early Redemption Amount ") which shall be notified in accordance with § 11.  The Automatic 
Early Redemption Amount shall be payable at the latest on the [fifth][ordinal number] Payment 
Business Day following the day on which the Knock-out Event occurred, but in no case earlier 
than [five][number] Payment Business Days after the Issue Date and not later than on the 
Maturity Date.  The rights arising from the Certificates will terminate upon the payment of the 
Automatic Early Redemption Amount. 
 

4. The Issuer may at any time purchase Certificates in the market or otherwise. Certificates 
repurchased by or on behalf of the Issuer may be held by the Issuer, re-issued or resold. 

 
[5. For so long as the Certificates are admitted to listing on Borsa Italiana S.p.A. and to trading on 

the Electronic Securitised Derivatives Market (SeDeX) of Borsa Italiana S.p.A., then at any time 
prior to [5:50 p.m. Milan time] [�] (the "Renouncement Notice Cut-Off Time ") on [the [first] 
[number] Payment Business Day following the [Final] Valuation Date] [�] (the "Renouncement 
Notice Cut-Off Date "), any Certificateholder may renounce the redemption of the Certificates by 
payment of the Settlement Amount in accordance with § 3 (the "Automatic Exercise ") by the 
delivery of a duly completed renouncement notice (the "Renouncement Notice ") in the form set 
out in Annex 1 to these Terms and Conditions to the Certificates Account Holder, with a copy 
thereof to the Paying Agent. Once delivered, a Renouncement Notice shall be irrevocable and 
the relevant Certificateholder may not transfer the Certificates which are the subject of the 
Renouncement Notice. If a duly completed Renouncement Notice is validly delivered prior to the 
Renouncement Notice Cut-off Time on the Renouncement Notice Cut-off Date, any rights arising 
from the Certificates will terminate upon such delivery and the relevant Certificateholder will not 
be entitled to receive the Settlement Amount payable by the Issuer with respect to the 
Certificates and the Issuer shall have no further liability with respect to such Settlement Amount.  

 
 Any determination as to whether a Renouncement Notice is duly completed and in proper form 

shall be made by the Certificates Account Holder (in consultation with the Paying Agent and the 
Clearing System) and shall be conclusive and binding on the Issuer, the Paying Agent and the 
relevant Certificateholder. 

 
 Subject as follows, any Renouncement Notice so determined to be incomplete or not in proper 

form shall be null and void. If such Renouncement Notice is subsequently corrected to the 
satisfaction of the Paying Agent, it shall be deemed to be a new Renouncement Notice 
submitted at the time such correction was delivered to the Certificates Account Holder, with a 
copy thereof to the Paying Agent.]  
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§ 5 
PAYMENTS 

 
Certificates with the exception of USD Certificates with a lifetime of more than one year  

 
1. All amounts payable pursuant to these Terms and Conditions shall be paid to the Paying 

Agent for transfer to the Clearing System or pursuant to the Clearing System's instruction for 
credit to the relevant accountholders on the dates stated in these Terms and Conditions. 
Payment to the Clearing System or pursuant to the Clearing System's instruction shall release 
the Issuer from its payment obligations under the Certificates in the amount of such payment. 

 
2. If any payment with respect to a Certificate is to be effected on a day other than a Payment 

Business Day, payment shall be effected on the next following Payment Business Day. In this 
case, the relevant Certificateholder shall neither be entitled to any payment claim nor to any 
interest claim or other compensation with respect to such delay. 

 
3. All payments are subject in all cases to any applicable fiscal or other laws, regulations and 

directives. 
 
 
USD Certificates with a lifetime of more than one year  

 
1. All amounts payable pursuant to these Terms and Conditions shall be paid to the Paying 

Agent for transfer to the Clearing System or pursuant to the Clearing System's instruction for 
credit to the relevant accountholders on the dates stated in these Terms and Conditions. 
Payment to the Clearing System or pursuant to the Clearing System's instruction shall release 
the Issuer from its payment obligations under the Certificates in the amount of such payment. 

 
 Payments on Certificates represented by a Temporary Global Certificate shall only be effected 

upon due certification in accordance with § 1 paragraph 1. 
 

2. If any payment with respect to a Certificate is to be effected on a day other than a Payment 
Business Day, payment shall be effected on the next following Payment Business Day. In this 
case, the relevant Certificateholder shall neither be entitled to any payment claim nor to any 
interest claim or other compensation with respect to such delay. 

 
3. All payments are subject in all cases to any applicable fiscal or other laws, regulations and 

directives. 
 
 

§ 6 
ADJUSTMENTS; EXTRAORDINARY TERMINATION RIGHT OF THE  ISSUER 

 
If an Extraordinary Event has a material effect on the price of the Futures Contract and/or the 
Commodity, the Issuer will make adjustments to the Terms and Conditions taking into consideration 
the provisions set forth hereinafter. The Issuer may (instead of such adjustment) optionally terminate 
the Certificates prematurely with respect to a Payment Business Day (the "Extraordinary 
Termination Date ") taking into consideration the provisions set forth hereinafter with a prior notice of 
seven Payment Business Days in accordance with § 11. Any termination of the Certificates in part 
shall be excluded. 
 
(a) Adjustments to the Terms and Conditions shall correspond to the adjustments to the Futures 

Contract made by the Exchange. In the event of any doubts regarding the application of the 
adjustment rules of the Exchange, the Issuer shall decide in its reasonable discretion (billiges 
Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)). The adjustments made by the Issuer may deviate 
from those made by the Exchange in cases where the adjustments made by the Exchange 
would only lead to a minor adjustment of the Terms and Conditions, as well as in cases when 
and where such deviation is necessary in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer (billiges 
Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) to compensate for the economic effect of the 
relevant Extraordinary Event on the price of the Futures Contract. 
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Certificates without a Barrier 

 
As a result of such adjustments especially the Strike Price may be amended.  

 
Certificates with a Barrier 

 
As a result of such adjustments especially the Strike Price and/or the Barrier may be amended.  

 
Turbo Put or Turbo Call Certificates 

 
As a result of such adjustments especially the Strike Price and/or the Barrier and/or the Ratio 
may be amended.  

 
The adjustments may also result in the Futures Contract being replaced by other futures 
contracts and/or another exchange being determined as the Exchange. 

 
 Adjustments and determinations take effect as from the date determined by the Issuer in its 

reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)), provided that (in 
case the Issuer takes into consideration the manner in which adjustments are made by the 
Exchange) the Issuer shall take into consideration the date at which such adjustments take 
effect at the Exchange. 
 

 Adjustments and determinations as well as the effective date shall be notified by the Issuer in 
accordance with § 11. 

 
 Any adjustment made in accordance with this § 6 paragraph 1 does not exclude a later 

termination in accordance with this paragraph on the basis of the same event. 
 
(b) If the Certificates are called for redemption due to the occurrence of an Extraordinary Event, 

they shall be redeemed at the termination amount per Certificate (the "Extraordinary 
Termination  Amount ") which shall be calculated by the Issuer in its reasonable discretion 
(billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) by taking into account applicable market 
conditions.  

  
 The Issuer shall pay the Extraordinary Termination Amount to the Certificateholders not later 

than the fifth Payment Business Day following the Extraordinary Termination Date to the 
Clearing System for crediting the accounts of the depositors of the Certificates with the Clearing 
System. The rights in connection with the Certificates shall expire upon the payment of the 
Extraordinary Termination Amount to the Clearing System. 

 
 

§ 7 
TAXES 

 
All present and future taxes, fees or other duties in connection with the Certificates shall be borne and 
paid by the Certificateholders. The Issuer is entitled to withhold from payments to be made under the 
Certificates any taxes, fees and/or duties payable by the Certificateholder in accordance with the 
previous sentence. 
 
 

§ 8 
STATUS 

 
The obligations under the Certificates constitute direct, unconditional and unsecured (nicht dinglich 
besichert) obligations of the Issuer and rank at least pari passu with all other unsecured and 
unsubordinated obligations of the Issuer (save for such exceptions as may exist from time to time 
under applicable law). 
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§ 9 

PAYING AGENT 
 
[1. [Commerzbank Aktiengesellschaft, Kaiserstraße 16 (Kaiserplatz), 60311 Frankfurt am Main, 

Federal Republic of Germany][●], shall be the paying agent (the "Paying Agent "). 
 
2. The Issuer shall be entitled at any time to appoint another bank of international standing as 

Paying Agent. Such appointment and the effective date shall be notified in accordance with § 11. 
 
3. The Paying Agent is hereby granted exemption from the restrictions of § 181 of the German 

Civil Code (BGB) and any similar restrictions of the applicable laws of any other country.] 
 
[1. [Commerzbank Aktiengesellschaft, Kaiserstraße 16 (Kaiserplatz), 60311 Frankfurt am Main, 

Federal Republic of Germany][●], shall be the paying agent (the "Paying Agent ") and [BNP 
Paribas Securities Services, Via Ansperto 5, 20123 Milano, Republic of Italy][●], shall be the 
additional paying agent (the "Additional Paying Agent "). 

 
2. The Issuer shall be entitled at any time to appoint another bank of international standing as 

Paying Agent and/or Additional Paying Agent. Such appointment and the effective date shall be 
notified in accordance with § 11. 

 
3. The Paying Agent and the Additional Paying Agent are hereby granted exemption from the 

restrictions of § 181 of the German Civil Code (BGB) and any similar restrictions of the 
applicable laws of any other country.] 

 
 
 

§ 10 
SUBSTITUTION OF THE ISSUER 

 
1. Any other company may assume at any time during the life of the Certificates, subject to 

paragraph 2, without the Certificateholders' consent all the obligations of the Issuer under and in 
connection with the Certificates. Any such substitution and the effective date shall be notified by 
the Issuer in accordance with § 11. 

 
 Upon any such substitution, such substitute company (hereinafter called the "New Issuer ") shall 

succeed to, and be substituted for, and may exercise every right and power of, the Issuer under 
the Certificates with the same effect as if the New Issuer had been named as the Issuer in these 
Terms and Conditions; the Issuer (and, in the case of a repeated application of this § 10, each 
previous New Issuer) shall be released from its obligations hereunder and from its liability as 
obligor under the Certificates. 

 
 In the event of such substitution, any reference in these Terms and Conditions to the Issuer 

shall from then on be deemed to refer to the New Issuer.  
 
2. No such assumption shall be permitted unless 
 
 (a) the New Issuer has agreed to assume all obligations of the Issuer under the Certificates; 
 
 (b) the New Issuer has agreed to indemnify and hold harmless each Certificateholder against 

any tax, duty, assessment or governmental charge imposed on such Certificateholder in 
respect of such substitution; 

 
 (c) the Issuer (in this capacity referred to as the "Guarantor ") has unconditionally and 

irrevocably guaranteed to the Certificateholders compliance by the New Issuer with all 
obligations under the Certificates;  

 
 (d) the New Issuer and the Guarantor have obtained all governmental authorisations, 

approvals, consents and permissions necessary in the jurisdictions in which the 
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Guarantor and/or the New Issuer are domiciled or the country under the laws of which 
they are organised. 

 
3. Upon any substitution of the Issuer for a New Issuer, this § 10 shall apply again. 
 
 

§ 11 
NOTICES 

 
Certificates which shall not be listed on Borsa Italiana S.p.A.  
 
Notices relating to the Certificates shall be published on the Issuer's website [�] [or in the electronic 
version of the Federal Gazette (Bundesanzeiger)] and shall be deemed to be effective upon such 
publication unless such publication gives another effective date. 
 
Certificates which shall be listed on Borsa Italiana S.p.A.  
 
Notices relating to the Certificates shall be published on the Issuer's website [�] [or in the electronic 
version of the Federal Gazette (Bundesanzeiger)] and possibly, without giving rise to any obligation for 
the Issuer, through a notice by Borsa Italiana S.p.A., and shall be deemed to be effective upon such 
publication unless such publication gives another effective date. 
 
Following the admission to listing of the Certificates, any change/amendment or material information in 
connection with the Certificates will be published by Borsa Italiana S.p.A. through a stock exchange 
notice in accordance with the relevant legal and regulatory provisions in force in the Republic of Italy. 
 
 
 

§ 12 
LIMITATION OF LIABILITY 

 
The Issuer shall be held responsible for acting or failing to act in connection with the Certificates only 
if, and insofar as, it either breaches material obligations under or in connection with the Terms and 
Conditions negligently or wilfully or breaches other obligations with gross negligence or wilfully. The 
same applies to the Paying Agent and the Additional Paying Agent, if any. 
 
 

§ 13 
FINAL CLAUSES 

 
1. [The Certificates and the rights and duties of the Certificateholders, the Issuer, the Paying 

Agent and the Guarantor (if any) shall in all respects be governed by the laws of the Federal 
Republic of Germany.]  

 
 [The Certificates and the rights and duties of the Certificateholders, the Issuer, the Paying 

Agent and the Guarantor (if any) shall in all respects be governed by the laws of the Federal 
Republic of Germany [insert in case of the Certificates being cleared through Monte Titoli S.p.A] 
except for § 1 paragraph 1 and 2 of the Terms and Conditions which shall be governed by the 
laws of the Republic of Italy.]  

 
 [The rights and duties of the Additional Paying Agent shall in all respects be governed by the 

laws of the Republic of Italy]. 
 
2. In the event of manifest typing or calculation errors or similar manifest errors in the Terms and 

Conditions, the Issuer shall be entitled to declare rescission (Anfechtung) to the 
Certificateholders. The declaration of rescission shall be made without undue delay upon 
becoming aware of any such ground for rescission (Anfechtungsgrund) and in accordance with 
§ 11. Following such rescission by the Issuer, the Certificateholders may instruct the account 
holding bank to submit a duly completed redemption notice to the Paying Agent, either by filling 
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in the relevant form available from the Paying Agent or by otherwise stating all information and 
declarations required on the form (the "Rescission Redemption Notice "), and to request 
repayment of the Issue Price against transfer of the Certificates to the account of the Paying 
Agent with the Clearing System. The Issuer shall make available the Issue Price to the Paying 
Agent within ten calendar days following receipt of the Rescission Redemption Notice and of the 
Certificates by the Paying Agent, whichever receipt is later, whereupon the Paying Agent shall 
transfer the Issue Price to the account specified in the Rescission Redemption Notice. Upon 
payment of the Issue Price all rights under the Certificates delivered shall expire. 

 
3. The Issuer may combine the declaration of rescission pursuant to paragraph 2 with an offer to 

continue the Certificates on the basis of corrected Terms and Conditions. Such an offer and the 
corrected provisions shall be notified to the Certificateholders together with the declaration of 
rescission in accordance with § 11. Any such offer shall be deemed to be accepted by a 
Certificateholder (and the rescission shall not take effect), unless the Certificateholder requests 
repayment of the Issue Price within four weeks following the date on which the offer has 
become effective in accordance with § 11 by delivery of a duly completed Rescission 
Redemption Notice via the account holding bank to the Paying Agent and by transfer of the 
Certificates to the account of the Paying Agent with the Clearing System pursuant to 
paragraph 2. The Issuer shall refer to this effect in the notification. 

 
4. "Issue Price " within the meaning of paragraph 2 and 3 shall be deemed to be the higher of 

(i) the purchase price that was actually paid by the relevant Certificateholder (as declared and 
proved by evidence in the request for repayment of the relevant Certificateholder) and (ii) the 
weighted average (as determined by the Issuer in its reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) 
(§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) of the traded prices of the Certificates on the Payment 
Business Day preceding the declaration of rescission pursuant to paragraph 2. If a [Market 
Disruption Event][Price Source Disruption or a Trading Disruption] exists on the Payment 
Business Day preceding the declaration of rescission pursuant to paragraph 2, the last Payment 
Business Day preceding the declaration of rescission pursuant to paragraph 2 on which no 
[Market Disruption Event][Price Source Disruption and no Trading Disruption] existed shall be 
decisive for the ascertainment of price pursuant to the preceding sentence. 

 
5. Contradictory or incomplete provisions in the Terms and Conditions may be corrected or 

amended, as the case may be, by the Issuer in its reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) 
(§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)). The Issuer, however, shall only be entitled to make such 
corrections or amendments which are reasonably acceptable to the Certificateholders having 
regard to the interests of the Issuer and in particular which do not materially adversely affect the 
legal or financial situation of the Certificateholders. Notice of any such correction or amendment 
shall be given to the Certificateholders in accordance with § 11. 

 
6. If the Certificateholder was aware of typing or calculation errors or similar errors at the time of 

the acquisition of the Certificates, then, notwithstanding paragraphs 2 - 5, the Certificateholders 
can be bound by the Issuer to the corrected Terms and Conditions. 

 
7. Should any provision of these Terms and Conditions be or become void in whole or in part, the 

other provisions shall remain in force. The void provision shall be replaced by a valid provision 
that reflects the economic intent of the void provision as closely as possible in legal terms. In 
those cases, however, the Issuer may also take the steps described in paragraphs 2 - 5 above. 

 
8. Place of performance is Frankfurt am Main. 
 
9. Place of jurisdiction for all disputes and other proceedings in connection with the Certificates for 

merchants, entities of public law, special funds under public law and entities without a place of 
general jurisdiction in the Federal Republic of Germany is Frankfurt am Main. In such a case, 
the place of jurisdiction in Frankfurt am Main shall be an exclusive place of jurisdiction. 

 
10. The English version of these Terms and Conditions shall be binding. Any translation is for 

convenience only. 
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ANNEX 1 to the Terms and Conditions of the Certific ates 

Renouncement Notice from the CERTIFICATEHOLDER to h is/her CERTIFICATE ACCOUNT 
HOLDER  

 
(to be completed by the beneficial owner of the Certificates for the valid renouncement of the 

Automatic Exercise of the Certificates) 

Commerzbank Aktiengesellschaft  

[insert title of Certificates] 

ISIN: [    ] 

(the "Certificates ") 

 
To: Certificates Account Holder 
(the "Certificates Account Holder ") 
 
C/c Paying Agent 
[Commerzbank Aktiengesellschaft 
Attn: [•] 
Kaiserstraße 16 (Kaiserplatz),  
60311 Frankfurt am Main] 
Fax No: [   ] 
(the "Paying Agent ") 

We, the undersigned Certificateholder(s), hereby communicate that we are renouncing the right to 
receive the Settlement Amount payable with respect to the Number of Certificates following the 
Automatic Exercise of the Certificates as specified below, in accordance with the Terms and Conditions 
of the Certificates. Furthermore we acknowledge that any rights arising from the Certificates will 
terminate upon delivery of the Renouncement Notice and that we will not be entitled to receive any 
Settlement Amount payable by the Issuer with respect to the Certificates and that the Issuer shall have 
no further liability with respect to such amounts.  
 
The undersigned understands that if this notice is not duly completed and delivered prior to the 
Renouncement Notice Cut-Off Time on the Renouncement Notice Cut-Off Date, or if this notice is 
determined to be incomplete or not in proper form [(in the determination of the Certificates Account 
Holder in consultation with the Paying Agent and the Clearing System)] it will be treated as null and 
void. 
 
ISIN Code/Series number of the Certificates: [  ] 
 
Number of Certificates which are the subject of this notice: [  ] 
 
[Renouncement Notice Cut-Off Time: [...]]  
 
[Renouncement Notice Cut-Off Date: [...]]  
 
Name of Certificateholder(s) 
 
____________________ 

 
Signature  
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ANNEX 2 to the Terms and Conditions of the Certific ates 

Early Redemption Notice  
 
 
To: Certificates Account Holder 
(the "Certificates Account Holder ") 
 
C/c Commerzbank Aktiengesellschaft 
Attn: [•] 
Kaiserstraße 16 (Kaiserplatz) 
60311 Frankfurt am Main 
Fax No: [   ] 
(the "Paying Agent ") 
 
 

We, the undersigned Certificateholder(s), hereby communicate that we request Early Redemption of 
the Certificates specified below in accordance with § 4 of the Terms and Conditions of the Certificates. 

The undersigned understands that if this notice is not duly completed and delivered at [the Early 
Redemption Cut-Off Time of] [the end of the [tenth] [number] Payment Business Day prior to] the 
requested Early Redemption Date specified below [(the "Early Redemption Cut-off Date ")], the 
Redemption Notice shall be void. If the number of Certificates to be early redeemed as specified 
below differs from the number of Certificates transferred to the Paying Agent, the Redemption Notice 
shall be deemed submitted only with regard to the smaller number of Certificates. Any excess 
Certificates shall be re-transferred for the cost and the risk of the undersigned to the Certificates 
Account Holder.  

Please  

1. deliver this notice not later than at [the Early Redemption Cut-Off Time] [the end of the Early 
Redemption Cut-off Date] to the Paying Agent; and 

2. deliver the number of Certificates specified below to the account of the Paying Agent with the 
Clearing System. 

Early Redemption Date: [...] 

[Early Redemption Cut-Off Time: [...]]  

ISIN Code/Series number of the Certificates: [  ] 

Number of Certificates the subject of this notice: [  ] 

Name of Certificateholder(s): 

Account no. of Certificateholder(s): 

____________________ 
 

Signature  
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Form of Final Terms  
for  

[Classic] [Classic Average] [Classic Capped Plus] [ Classic Double Capped 
Plus] [Classic Cap & Floor Plus] [Booster] [Leverag ed] [Leveraged Basket] 

[Double Leveraged] [Call] [Average Call] [Participa tion Call Basket] [Call Cap] 
[Call Basket] [Call Cap Basket] [Put] [Put Cap] [Pu t Basket] [Digital] 

[Participation Digital] [Participation Recovery] [B asket] [Leveraged Twin Win 
Plus] [Turbo Put] [Turbo Call] Certificates  

relating to Futures Contracts  

 
[ISIN ●] 

 
 

COMMERZBANK AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT 
Frankfurt am Main 

 
 

Final Terms 
dated [date of the first public offering or first trading date on a regulated or non-

regulated market] 
 

relating to 
 

[Classic] [Classic Average] [Classic Capped Plus] [ Classic Double Capped 
Plus] [Classic Cap & Floor Plus] [Booster] [Leverag ed] [Leveraged Basket] 

[Double Leveraged] [Call] [Average Call] [Participa tion Call Basket] [Call 
Cap] [Call Basket] [Call Cap Basket] [Put] [Put Cap ] [Put Basket] [Digital] 
[Participation Digital] [Participation Recovery] [B asket] [Leveraged Twin 

Win Plus] [Turbo Put] [Turbo Call]  Certificates  

[    ][     ] 
[(the " marketing name ")] 

relating to [ Futures Contract] [Futures Contracts] 
 

[[ordinal number ] Tranche] 
 

[to be publicly offered in [country(ies)]] 
[and to be admitted to trading on [exchange(s)]]  

 
 

with respect to the 
 
 

Base Prospectus 
dated 5 November 2013 
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relating to 
 

Certificates 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
These Final Terms have been prepared for the purpos e of Article 5 (4) of Directive 2003/71/EC 
(the "Prospectus Directive") as amended (which incl udes the amendments made by Directive 
2010/73/EU (the "2010 PD Amending Directive") to th e extent that such amendments have been 
implemented in a relevant Member State of the Europ ean Economic Area), as implemented by 
the relevant provisions of the EU member states, in  connection with Regulation 809/2004 of the 
European Commission and must be read in conjunction  with the base prospectus relating to 
Certificates (the "Base Prospectus") and any supple ments thereto. 
 
The Base Prospectus and any supplements thereto are  published in accordance with Article 14 
of Directive 2003/71/EC in electronic form on the w ebsite of Commerzbank Aktiengesellschaft 
at [http://pb.commerzbank.com ] [http://fim.commerzbank.com ].  Hardcopies of these 
documents may be requested free of charge from the Issuer's head office (Kaiserstraße 16 
(Kaiserplatz), 60311 Frankfurt am Main, Federal Rep ublic of Germany). 
 
In order to obtain all information necessary for th e assessment of the Certificates both the 
Base Prospectus and these Final Terms must be read in conjunction.  
 
All options marked in the Base Prospectus which ref er (i) to [Classic] [Classic Average] 
[Classic Capped Plus] [Classic Double Capped Plus] [Classic Cap & Floor Plus] [Booster] 
[Leveraged] [Leveraged Basket] [Double Leveraged] [ Call] [Average Call] [Participation Call 
Basket] [Call Cap] [Call Basket] [Call Cap Basket] [Put] [Put Cap] [Put Basket] [Digital] 
[Participation Digital] [Participation Recovery] [B asket] [Leveraged Twin Win Plus] [Turbo Put] 
[Turbo Call] Certificates relating to Futures Contr acts][,][and] (ii) the underlying Futures 
Contracts [and (iii) to information on the subscrip tion period] shall apply.  
 
The summary applicable to this issue of Certificate s is annexed to these Final Terms. 
 
[case of an increase of Certificates having been offered under this Base Prospectus:] [The Certificates 
will be consolidated and form a single series with the previously issued Certificates (ISIN [ISIN]).] 
 
Issuer: Commerzbank Aktiengesellschaft 

 
Information on the 
Underlying:  

Information on the Futures Contracts underlying the Certificate is 
available on the [website ●] [websites as set out in the table attached 
to these Final Terms] [Bloomberg ticker ●]. 
 

Offer and Sale:  [without Subscription Period:] 
[Commerzbank offers from [date] [total issue size] Certificates relating 
to Futures Contracts (the "Certificates ") at an initial issue price of 
[issue price] per Certificate.] 
 
[The Certificates will be sold and traded by the issuer only through the 
regulated market of Borsa Italiana S.p.A. (Mercato Telematico of 
securitised derivatives ("SeDeX") starting form the date established by 
Borsa Italiana S.p.A. in a public notice.] 
 
[with Subscription Period:] 
[Commerzbank offers during the subscription period from [date] until 
[date] (the "Subscription Period ") Certificates relating to Futures 
Contracts (the "Certificates ") at an initial issue price of [issue price] 
per Certificate (the "Offer Price ").] 
 
The Certificates will be placed and offered in [Italy][●] by [●],[address 
of the distributor], (the "Distributor " and together with any other 
entities appointed as a distributor in respect of the Certificates during 
the Subscription Period, the "Distributors "). ] 
 
The Issuer is entitled to (i) close the subscription period prematurely, 
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(ii) extend the subscription period or (iii) cancel the offer.  After expiry 
of the subscription period, the Certificates continue to be offered by 
the Issuer.  The offer price will be determined continuously.]  
 
[The issue amount which is based on the demand during the 
Subscription Period [and] [the Strike Price] will under normal market 
conditions be determined by the Issuer on [the] [Trade Date] [date] in 
its reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil 
Code (BGB)) and immediately published thereafter in accordance with 
§ 11 of the applicable Terms and Conditions.]  
[other provisions] 
 
[The investor can purchase the Certificates at a fixed issue price.  This 
fixed issue price contains all costs incurred by the Issuer relating to 
the issuance and the sale of the Certificates (e.g. distribution cost, 
structuring and hedging costs as well as the profit margin of 
Commerzbank).]  
[other provisions] 
 
[The offer of the Certificates is conditional on their issue [and on the 
following conditions [●]] [ and, on any additional conditions set out in 
the standard terms of business of the Distributor, notified to investors 
by such Distributor]. 
 
[Applications for the Certificates can be made in Italy at participating 
branches of a Distributor.  Applications will be made in accordance 
with the relevant Distributor's usual procedures, notified to investors 
by the relevant Distributor. Prospective investors will not be required 
to enter into any contractual agreements directly with the Issuer in 
relation to the subscription of the Certificates.]  
 
[The minimum subscription amount is equal to [●] Certificate[s] and 
the maximum subscription amount is equal to [●] Certificate[s] per 
investor. 
 
The maximum subscription amount will be subject to availability at the 
time of the application.] 
 
[The allotment criteria are: [●]]  [There are no pre-identified allotment 
criteria.  The Distributor(s) will adopt allotment criteria that ensure 
equal treatment of prospective investors.]  All of the Certificates 
requested through the Distributor(s) during the Offer Period will be 
assigned up to the maximum amount of the Offer. 
 
In the event that during the Subscription Period, the requests exceed 
the total amount of the offer destined to prospective investors the 
Issuer may early terminate the Subscription Period and will 
immediately suspend the acceptance of further requests.] 
 
The Certificates will be issued on the Payment Date against payment 
to the Issuer of the net subscription moneys.  The settlement of the 
net subscription moneys and the delivery of Certificates will be 
executed through the Issuer. Certificates will then be delivered to the 
investors by the Distributor on or around the Payment Date. Investors 
will be notified by the Distributor of their allocation of Certificates and 
the settlement arrangements in respect thereof. 
 
The number of Certificates to be issued will be published on [the 
website of the Issuer at 
[http://pb.commerzbank.com][http://fim.commerzbank.com] on or 
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around the Payment Date][●]. 
 
Each investor will be notified by the Distributor of its allocation of the 
Certificates after the end of the Subscription Period and before the 
Payment Date. No dealings in the Certificates, including on a 
regulated market, may take place prior to the Payment Date. 
 
Taxes charged in connection with the transfer, purchase or holding of 
the Certificates must be paid by the Certificateholders and the Issuer 
shall not have any obligation in relation thereto; in that respect, 
Certificateholders should consult professional tax advisors to 
determine the tax regime applicable to their particular situation. The 
Certificateholders are also advised to consult the section "Taxation" in 
the Base Prospectus.  [There are no additional subscription fees or 
purchase fees other than the "Placement Fees".] 
 
The Distributor will receive a Placement Fee from the Issuer [equal to 
●][up to ●] [●] of the Offer Price of the Certificates placed through it. 
Further information may be obtained from the Distributor. 
 

Consent to the usage of 
the Base Prospectus and 
the Final Terms:  

[The Issuer has not granted consent to use the Base Prospectus and 
these Final Terms for the subsequent resale or final placement of the 
Certificates by any financial intermediary.] 
 
[The Issuer hereby grants consent to use the Base Prospectus and 
these Final Terms for the subsequent resale or final placement of the 
Certificates by any financial intermediary.] 
 
[The Issuer hereby grants consent to use the Base Prospectus and 
these Final Terms for the subsequent resale or final placement of the 
Certificates by the following financial intermediar[y][ ies]: [name(s) and 
address(es) of financial intermediar(y)(ies)]]  
 
The offer period within which subsequent resale or final placement of 
Certificates by financial intermediaries can be made, is valid only as 
long as the Base Prospectus and the Final Terms are valid in 
accordance with Article 9 of the Prospectus Directive as implemented 
in the relevant Member State [and in the period from [start date] to 
[end date]] . 
 
The consent to use the Base Prospectus and these Final Terms is 
granted only in relation to the following Member State(s): [relevant 
Member State(s)] 
 

Payment Date:  [payment date] 
 

Clearing number:  WKN [●] 
 
ISIN [●] 
 
[Local Code] [●] 
 

Issue Currency:  [currency] 
 

Minimum Trading Size:  [One Certificate] [other provisions] 
 

Listing:  [The Issuer intends to apply for the [ listing and trading of the 
Certificates on the regulated market[s] of [Borsa Italiana S.p.A. 
[(Mercato Telematico of securitised derivatives ("SeDeX")]] [●]] [ trading
on the MTF of [EuroTLX SIM S.p.A.] [●], which is not a regulated 
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market] [with effect from [date]] .] 
 
[Not applicable. The Certificates are not intended to be listed and 
traded on any [[non-]regulated market.] 
 
 
[other provisions] 
 

Applicable  
Special Risks:  

In particular the following risk factors (2. "Special Risks") which are 
mentioned in the Base Prospectus are applicable: 
 
[ 
2.1  Dependency of the redemption of the Certificates on the 

performance of the Underlying] 
 
[ 
2.2  Worst Performing Underlying (multi Underlying)] 
 
[ 
2.3  Basket of Underlyings (Leveraged Basket/Participation Call 

Basket/Call Basket/Call Cap Basket/Put Basket/Basket 
Certificates)] 

 
[ 
2.4  Limited participation in the performance of the Underlying 

(Classic Capped Plus/Classic Double Capped Plus/Classic Cap 
& Floor Plus/Booster/Double Leveraged/Call Cap/Put Cap 
Certificates)] 

 
[ 
2.5  Continuous price of the Underlying and price of the Underlying 

on the Valuation Date (Classic Capped Plus/Classic Double 
Capped Plus/Classic Cap & Floor Plus/Leveraged Twin Win 
Plus Certificates)] 

 
[ 
2.6  Potentially reduced performance of the Underlying 

(Booster/Leveraged//Leveraged Basket/Double 
Leveraged/Participation Call Basket/Call Cap/Participation 
Recovery/Participation Digital Certificates)] 

 
[ 
2.7  Potentially reduced Settlement Amount (Leveraged/Leveraged 

Basket/Double Leveraged/Leveraged Twin Win 
Plus/Basket/Participation Recovery Certificates)] 

 
[ 
2.8  Ordinary adjustment of the Strike Price (Turbo Put Certificates)] 
 
[ 
2.9  Ordinary adjustment of the Strike Price (Turbo Call Certificates)] 
 
[ 
2.14 Futures Contracts] 
 

Applicable  
Terms and Conditions:  

Terms and Conditions for Certificates relating to Futures Contracts 
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In detail the applicable Terms and Conditions will be completed as follows :  

 
 

§ 1 
FORM 

 
[applicable form] 

 
 

§ 2 
DEFINITIONS 

 
["Adjustment Amount " means an amount as calculated by the Issuer on each Adjustment Day being 

applicable for the duration of the Adjustment Period beginning on such Adjustment Day.  Any 
Adjustment Amount shall be equal to the product of (i) relevant Adjusted Strike Price with 
respect to any Adjustment Day falling in the relevant Adjustment Period and (ii) the Adjustment 
Percentage applicable during such Adjustment Period.  With regard to the first Adjustment 
Period the Strike Price shall be used for the calculation of the relevant Adjustment Amount.] 

 
["Adjustment Day " means [the [ordinal number] calendar day in each month][each 

[daily][weekly][monthly][quarterly][semi-annually][annually] anniversary of the [Final] Strike 
Date].] 

 
["Adjustment Percentage " applicable during an Adjustment Period means the [sum][difference] of (i) 

the interest rate published on [screen page] (or a successor page thereto) on the relevant 
Adjustment Day (the "Reference Interest Rate ") and (ii) the Risk Premium applicable during 
the relevant Adjustment Period, the result being divided by 365.  The Adjustment Percentage 
(p.a.) for the first Adjustment Period shall be [percentage].] [The respective Adjustment 
Percentage for subsequent Adjustment Periods shall be published on the Issuer's website 
([http://pb.commerzbank.com] [http://fim.commerzbank.com]).]   

 
["Adjustment Period " means the period of time commencing on the [Final] Strike Date until the first 

Adjustment Day (exclusive) and each subsequent period of time commencing on an Adjustment 
Day (inclusive) until the next following Adjustment Day (exclusive).] 

 
["Adjusted Strike Price " means a price of the Futures Contract being initially equal to the Strike Price 

and being adjusted on each calendar day within the Monitoring Period.  Such Adjusted Strike 
Price on a calendar day ("T") shall correspond to the relevant Adjusted Strike Price on the 
preceding calendar day ("T-1") plus the Adjustment Amount applicable on T-1[, converted into 
[EUR][currency] at the Conversion Rate applicable on the [Final] [Strike Date] [Valuation 
Date].] 

 
["Automatic Early Redemption Amount " per Certificate means [currency] [amount].] 
 
["Automatic Early Redemption Date " means [date(s)] [each Bonus Amount Payment Date except 

[date(s)] [and the Maturity Date].] 
 
["Barrier " [with respect to an Early Valuation Date and a Futures Contract] means [[�] of the 

[relevant] Strike Price] [the percentage specified as such in relation to the relevant Early 
Valuation Date in § 4 paragraph 3] [a percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the 
Issuer (billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade Date on the basis of 
the market conditions prevailing on such date and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In 
any case, the Barrier will not be below [�]%].] 

 
["Bonus Amount " per Certificate means [�][ the amount specified as such in relation to the relevant 

Bonus Amount Payment Date in the table in the definition of "Bonus Amount Payment Date"].]  
[with respect to a Bonus Amount Payment Date an amount in [currency] calculated by applying 
the following formula: 
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[ ] [ ]NBAPD+1×%•×CA=BA  
 
 where  
 

BA = Bonus Amount per Certificate  
   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
NBAPD = Number of Bonus Amount Payment Dates between the relevant Bonus 

Amount Payment Date (exclusive) and the last preceding Bonus Amount 
Payment Date on which a Bonus Amount was paid in accordance with the 
provisions of § 3 (exclusive) or, in the case that a Bonus Amount was not 
paid prior to the relevant Bonus Amount Payment Date, the Issue Date 

] 
 
["Bonus Amount Payment Date " means [date(s)] [each of the dates as set out in the following table], 

[all] subject to postponement in accordance with § 4 paragraph 2[:][ .] 
 

Bonus Amount Payment Date Bonus Amount 
[�] [�] 

]  
 
"Calculation Amount " means [currency] [�]. 
 
["Cap [1] " means [�]%][a percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer (billiges 

Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade Date on the basis of the market 
conditions prevailing on such date and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any case, 
the Cap [1] will not be below [�]%].] 

 
["Cap 2" means [�]% [a percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer (billiges 

Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade Date on the basis of the market 
conditions prevailing on such date and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any case, 
the Cap 2 will not be below [�]%].]. 

 
"Commodity " means [�] [with respect to a Futures Contract means the commodity specified as such 

in the table in the definition of "Futures Contract"]. 
 
["Conversion Rate " means [a conversion rate for [currency] 1 in EUR expressed in EUR based on 

the][ the official Euro foreign exchange reference rate for EUR 1 in [currency] expressed in 
[currency] as determined by the European Central Bank and published with respect to the 
[[Final] Strike Date and the] [Final] Valuation Date [, as the case may be,]on Reuters screen 
page ECB37 at or about 2:15 p.m. (Frankfurt am Main time)][a conversion rate for [currency] 1 
in [currency] expressed in [currency] based on (i) the official Euro foreign exchange reference 
rate for EUR 1 in [currency] expressed in [currency] as determined by the European Central 
Bank and published with respect to the [[Final] Strike Date and the] [Final] Valuation Date [, as 
the case may be,]on Reuters screen page ECB37 at or about 2:15 p.m. (Frankfurt am Main 
time) and (ii) the official Euro foreign exchange reference rate for EUR 1 in [currency] 
expressed in [currency] as determined by the European Central Bank and published with 
respect to the [[Final] Strike Date and the] [Final] Valuation Date [, as the case may be,]on 
Reuters screen page ECB37 at or about 2:15 p.m. (Frankfurt am Main time). 

 
 If [any of] the above official Euro foreign exchange reference rate[s] [for EUR 1 in [currency]]  

as determined by the European Central Bank ceases to be published on Reuters screen page 
ECB37 and is published on another screen page, then the Conversion Rate shall be [based on] 
the [relevant] official Euro foreign exchange reference rate [for EUR 1 in [currency] expressed 
in [currency]]  as published on such other page (the "Successor Page ").  The Issuer will give 
notification of such Successor Page in accordance with § 11. 
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 Should [any of] the above official Euro foreign exchange reference rate[s] [for EUR 1 in 
[currency]]  as determined by the European Central Bank cease to be published permanently, 
then the Issuer will determine another exchange rate as the [basis of the] Conversion Rate and 
give notification of such other exchange rate in accordance with § 11. 

 
 If [any of] the above official Euro foreign exchange reference rate[s] [for EUR 1 in [currency]]  

as determined by the European Central Bank is not published on the [Final] Valuation Date on 
Reuters screen page ECB37 or on a Successor Page and if the Issuer has not determined 
another exchange rate as the Conversion Rate, then the Conversion Rate shall be the 
exchange rate for [currency] 1 in [currency] determined by the Issuer as actually traded on the 
international interbank spot market on the [[Final] Strike Date and the] [Final] Valuation Date [, 
as the case may be,]at or about 2:15 p.m. (Frankfurt am Main time).] 

 
"Disappearance of Reference Price " [with respect to a Futures Contract and a Commodity] means 

(a) the permanent discontinuation of trading in the [relevant] Futures Contract on the [relevant] 
Exchange, (b) the disappearance of, [or of trading in, the [relevant] Commodity] [or the 
discontinuation of the calculation and distribution of, the Index] or (c) the disappearance or 
permanent discontinuance or unavailability of any Reference Price, notwithstanding the 
availability of the [relevant] Price Source or the status of trading in the [relevant] Futures 
Contract [or the [relevant] Commodity]. 

 
["Early Valuation Date " means [date(s)].] 
 
["EUR"] ["USD"] ["GBP"] ["CHF"] [currency] means [Euro] [United States Dollar] [Pound Sterling] 

[Swiss Franc] [currency]. 
 
"Expiry Date " means [�]. 
 
"Exchange " means [exchange][ the exchange or trading system as set out in relation to the relevant 

Futures Contract in the table in the definition of "Futures Contract"]. 
 
"Exchange Business Day " [with respect to an Exchange] means a day on which the [relevant] 

Exchange is open for trading during its respective regular trading sessions, notwithstanding the 
[relevant] Exchange closing prior to its scheduled weekday closing time. Any trading or trading 
activities after or before the regular trading sessions on the [relevant] Exchange will not be 
taken into account. 

 
["Final Valuation Date " means [date].] 
 
["First Notice Day " [with respect to a Futures Contract] means the date specified as such by the 

[relevant] Exchange.]  
 
["Floor " means [�]%][a percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer (billiges 

Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade Date on the basis of the market 
conditions prevailing on such date and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any case, 
the Floor will not be below [�]%].] 

 
"Futures Contract " or "Underlying " means [the futures contract on [commodity] [the Index [expiring 

on [date]]  as traded on the Exchange]] [ any of the following futures contracts on the respective 
Commodity] as traded on the [respective] Exchange [.][ :] 

 
Commodity Price quotation of the 

relevant Futures Contract 
[Exchange] [Strike Price] [Weighting] 

Brent blend 
crude oil 

U.S. dollar and U.S. cents 
per U.S. barrel 

ICE [�] [�] 

Gasoil U.S. dollar and U.S. cents 
per metric tonne 

ICE [�] [�] 

West Texas U.S. dollar and U.S. cents New York [�] [�] 
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Commodity Price quotation of the 
relevant Futures Contract 

[Exchange] [Strike Price] [Weighting] 

Intermediate 
(WTI) light 
sweet crude oil 

per U.S. barrel Mercantile 
Exchange 
(NYMEX) and any 
electronic trading 
platform on which 
NYMEX contracts 
are traded 

[�] [�] [�] [�] [�] 
]  
 
["Index " means [[ index] (Bloomberg ticker [�] / ISIN [�]) as determined and published by [ index 

sponsor] (the "Index Sponsor ").] 
 
"Issue Date " means [date]. 
 
["Index Share " means any share that is a component of the Index.] 
 
["Last Trading Day " [with respect to a Futures Contract] means the date specified as such by the 

[relevant] Exchange.] 
 
"Launch Date " means [date]. 
 
["Market Disruption Event " means the occurrence or existence of any suspension of, or limitation 

imposed on, trading in the Index Shares on the respective exchange, a Trading Disruption or a 
Price Source Disruption, provided that any such suspension or limitation, Trading Disruption or 
Price Source Disruption is material.  The decision whether a suspension or limitation is material 
will be made by the Issuer in its reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil 
Code (BGB)).  The occurrence of a Market Disruption Event on [the][a] Valuation Date [or 
[the][a] Strike Date] shall be published in accordance with § 11. 
 
A limitation regarding the office hours or the number of days of trading will not constitute a 
Market Disruption Event if it results from an announced change in the regular business hours of 
the respective exchange.  A limitation on trading imposed during the course of a day by reason 
of movements in price exceeding permitted limits shall only deemed to be a Market Disruption 
Event if such limitation still prevails at the time of termination of the trading hours on such date.] 

 
"Material Change in Content " [with respect to a Futures Contract and a Commodity] means the 

occurrence since the Launch Date of a material change in the content, composition or 
constitution of the [relevant] Futures Contract or the [relevant] Commodity. 

 
"Material Change in Formula " [with respect to a Futures Contract] means the occurrence since the 

Launch Date of a material change in the formula for or the method of calculating any Reference 
Price. 

 
"Maturity Date " means [the [fifth][number] Payment Business Day following the [Final] Valuation Date 

at the latest] [date, subject to postponement in accordance with § 5 paragraph 2]. 
 
"Memorandum " [with respect to an ETF Share] means the prospectus in relation to the [relevant] 

Fund Company, as amended and supplemented from time to time. 
 
["Monitoring Period " means the period from and including [date] [the [Final] Strike Date] to and 

including the [Final] Valuation Date.] 
 
["Participation Factor " means [�]% [a percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the 

Issuer (billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade Date on the basis of 
the market conditions prevailing on such date and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In 
any case, the Participation Factor will not be below [�]%].] 
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"Payment Business Day " means a day on which [commercial banks are open for business (including 

dealings in foreign exchange and foreign currency deposits) in [city] [and Frankfurt am Main] 
and ][ the Trans-European Automated Real-Time Gross Settlement Express Transfer System 
(TARGET) and] the Clearing System settle payments in [EUR][currency]. 

 
["Performance " with respect to a [a Futures Contract] [and][a Valuation Date] means the decimal 

number calculated [as the product of (i) the Weighting of such Futures Contract and (ii) the 
division of] [by dividing] [the Reference Price [A] [of such Futures Contract] with respect to the 
[Final] Valuation Date] [the arithmetic mean of the Reference Prices [of such Futures Contract] 
with respect to all Valuation Dates] [by][and] the Strike Price [of such Futures Contract] [and 
subtracting 1 (one) from the resulting number].] 

 
"Price Source " [with respect to a Futures Contract and a Commodity] means the [relevant] Exchange. 
 
"Price Source Disruption " [with respect to a Futures Contract] means (a) the failure of the [relevant] 

Price Source to announce or publish any Reference Price (or the information necessary for 
determining any Reference Price) or (b) the temporary or permanent discontinuance or 
unavailability of the [relevant] Price Source. 

 
["Ratio " means [number].] 
 
["Reference Price " means any or all of Reference Price A and Reference Price B.] 
 
"Reference Price [A] " [with respect to a Futures Contract] means the closing settlement price of the 

next-to-deliver Futures Contract as determined and published by the [relevant] Exchange on the 
[relevant] Valuation Date which, on the [relevant] Valuation Date, has not yet reached or 
passed the earlier of (i) the Exchange Business Day preceding its First Notice Day or (ii) its Last 
Trading Day[, converted into [EUR][currency] at the Conversion Rate applicable on the [Final] 
[Strike Date][Valuation Date]. 

 
["Reference Price B " [with respect to a Futures Contract] any price of the next-to-deliver Futures 

Contract as determined and published by the [relevant] Exchange on the respective Exchange 
Business Day which, on such Exchange Business Day, has not yet reached or passed the 
earlier of (i) the Exchange Business Day preceding its First Notice Day or (ii) its Last Trading 
Day.] 

 
["Return Factor " means [�]% [a percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer 

(billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade Date on the basis of the 
market conditions prevailing on such date and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any 
case, the Return Factor will not be below [�]%].] 

 
["Risk Premium " means a percentage determined by the Issuer in its reasonable discretion (billiges 

Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on any Adjustment Day for the Adjustment Period 
beginning on such Adjustment Day which indicates the price of the risks taken over by the 
Issuer.  The Risk Premium for the first Adjustment Period shall be equal to [percentage].] [The 
respective Risk Premium for subsequent Adjustment Periods shall be published on the Issuer's 
website at ([http://pb.commerzbank.com] [http://fim.commerzbank.com]).] 

 
["Strike Date " means [date(s)]. 
 
 If on [the] [a] Strike Date in the opinion of the Issuer a Price Source Disruption or a Trading 

Disruption with respect to [the] [a] Futures Contract or [the] [a] Commodity occurs, the 
[relevant] Strike Date [for each Futures Contract] shall be postponed to the next following 
Exchange Business Day on which there is no Price Source Disruption and no Trading Disruption 
with respect to [the] [each] Futures Contract and [the] [each] Commodity.] 

 
"Strike Price " [with respect to a Futures Contract][means [�][ the price specified as such in relation to 

the relevant Futures Contract in the table in the definition of "Futures Contract"] [[�]% of] [ the 
arithmetic mean of the Reference Prices [A] of the [relevant] Futures Contract with respect to all 
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Strike Dates] [the Reference Price [A] of the [relevant] Futures Contract as of the Strike Date] [ , 
converted into [EUR][currency] at the Conversion Rate applicable on the [Final] Strike Date]. 

 
"Tax Disruption " [with respect to a Commodity] means the imposition of, change in or removal of an 

excise, severance, sales, use, value-added, transfer, stamp, documentary, recording or similar 
tax on, or measured by reference to, the [relevant] Commodity (other than a tax on, or 
measured by reference to overall gross or net income) by any government or taxation authority 
after the Launch Date, if the direct effect of such imposition, change or removal is to raise or 
lower any Reference Price. 

 
["Trade Date " means [date]. 
 
"Trading Disruption " [with respect to a Futures Contract and a Commodity] means any suspension of 

or limitation imposed on trading in the [relevant] Futures Contract or the [relevant] Commodity 
on the [relevant] Exchange or on any other exchange on which the [relevant] Futures Contract 
or the [relevant] Commodity are traded, provided that any such suspension or limitation is 
material in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer (billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code 
(BGB)) for the evaluation of the Certificates and the fulfilment of its obligations under the 
Certificates. 

 
"Valuation Date " means [date(s)][each Early Valuation Date and the Final Valuation Date]. 
 
 If on [the] [a] Valuation Date in the opinion of the Issuer a Price Source Disruption or a Trading 

Disruption with respect to [the] [a] Futures Contract or [the] [a] Commodity occurs, the 
[relevant] Valuation Date shall be postponed to the next following Exchange Business Day on 
which there is no Price Source Disruption and no Trading Disruption with respect to [the] [each] 
Futures Contract and [the] [each] Commodity. 

 
 If, according to the before-mentioned, [the] [a] Valuation Date is postponed to the 

[second][number] Exchange Business Day prior to [the directly following [Automatic Early 
Redemption Date] [Bonus Amount Payment Date] or] the Maturity Date, and if also on such day 
in the opinion of the Issuer a Price Source Disruption or a Trading Disruption with respect to 
[the] [a] Futures Contract or [the] [a] Commodity occurs, then this day shall be deemed to be 
the [relevant] Valuation Date [for each Futures Contract] and the Issuer shall estimate the 
Reference Price [A] of the [affected] Futures Contract in its reasonable discretion (billiges 
Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)), and in consideration of the prevailing market 
conditions on such day and make a notification thereof in accordance with § 11. 

 
["Weighting " with respect to a Futures Contract means the number specified as such in relation to the 

relevant Futures Contract in the table in the definition of "Futures Contract".] 
 
["Worst Performing Underlying " means the Futures Contract with the lowest Performance. If the 

Issuer determines that the lowest Performance is the same for more than one of the Futures 
Contracts, then the Issuer shall decide in its own reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) 
(§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) which of the Futures Contrats shall be the Worst Performing 
Underlying.] 

 
 

§ 3 
MATURITY 

 
[applicable redemption option] 

 
 

§ 4 
EARLY REDEMPTION; REPURCHASE 

 
[applicable early redemption option] 
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§ 5 
PAYMENTS 

 
[applicable payment option] 

 
 

§ 6 
ADJUSTMENTS; EXTRAORDINARY TERMINATION RIGHT OF THE  ISSUER 

 
[applicable option] 

 
 

§ 9 
PAYING AGENT 

 
[Paying Agent/Additional Paying Agent] 

 
 

§ 11 
NOTICES 

 
[listed/unlisted] 

 
 

§ 13 
FINAL CLAUSES 

 
 
Paragraph 1: 
 
[applicable jurisdiction] 
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION  
 
Country(ies) where the offer 
takes place: 
 

[country(ies)] 

Country(ies) where admission 
to trading on the regulated 
market(s) is being sought: 
 

[country(ies)] 

[Additional Provisions:] 
 

[additional provisions] 
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[summary and translation of summary] 
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The Terms and Conditions in certain places contain placeholders or a variety of possible 
options for a provision. These are marked with squa re brackets. The Final Terms provide the 
missing information and specify which of the possib ilities provided by the Terms and 
Conditions shall apply with respect to specific con ditions.  
 
 

Terms and Conditions  
for  

[Classic] [Classic Average] [Classic Capped Plus] [ Classic Double Capped 
Plus] [Classic Cap & Floor Plus] [Booster] [Leverag ed] [Leveraged Basket] 

[Double Leveraged] [Call] [Average Call] [Participa tion Call Basket] [Call Cap] 
[Call Basket] [Call Cap Basket] [Put] [Put Cap] [Pu t Basket] [Digital] 

[Participation Digital] [Participation Recovery] [B asket] [Leveraged Twin Win 
Plus] [Turbo Put] [Turbo Call] Certificates  

relating to Fund Shares  
 
 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
 
 

§ 1 
FORM 

 
Certificates which shall be deposited with Monte Titoli (dematerialised) 
 
1. The issue by Commerzbank Aktiengesellschaft, Frankfurt am Main, Federal Republic of 

Germany (the "Issuer ") of [Name] certificates (the "Certificates ") will be in the dematerialised 
regime, pursuant to the "Italian Financial Services Act " (Testo Unico della Finanza) and the 
relevant implementing regulations and are registered in the books of Monte Titoli S.p.A. with 
registered office in Via Mantegna 6, Milan, Italy (the "Clearing System "). No physical document 
of title will be issued to represent the Certificates. However, any holder of Certificates still has 
the right to obtain a certificate pursuant to articles 83-quinquies and 83-novies, paragraph 1, 
letter b), of the Italian Financial Services Act. 

 
2. The transfer of the Certificates operates by way of registration on the relevant accounts opened 

with the Clearing System by any intermediary adhering, directly or indirectly, to the Clearing 
System (the "Certificates Account Holders "). As a consequence, the subject who from time to 
time is the owner of the account held with a Certificates Account Holder will be considered as 
the legitimate owner of the Certificates (the "Certificateholder ") and will be authorised to 
exercise all rights related to them. 

 
3. The Issuer reserves the right to issue from time to time without the consent of the 

Certificateholders additional tranches of Certificates with substantially identical terms, so that the 
same shall be consolidated to form a single series and increase the total volume of the 
Certificates. The term "Certificates" shall, in the event of such consolidation, also comprise such 
additionally issued Certificates. 

 
 

Certificates in bearer form with the exception of USD Certificates with a lifetime of more than one year 
which shall be deposited with Clearstream Banking AG, Frankfurt am Main (global bearer certificate) 
 
1. The issue by Commerzbank Aktiengesellschaft, Frankfurt am Main, Federal Republic of 

Germany (the "Issuer ") of [Name] certificates (the "Certificates ") will be represented by a 
global bearer certificate (the "Global Certificate "), which shall be deposited with Clearstream 
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Banking AG, Neue Börsenstraße 1, 60487 Frankfurt am Main, Federal Republic of Germany 
(the "Clearing System "). 

 
2. Definitive Certificates will not be issued. The right of any holder of Certificates (the 

"Certificateholder ") to delivery of definitive Certificates is excluded. The Certificateholders shall 
receive co-ownership participations in or rights with respect to the Global Certificate which are 
transferable in accordance with applicable law and the rules and regulations of the Clearing 
System. In securities clearing transactions, the Certificates are transferable in units of [one][●] 
Certificate[s] or integral multiples thereof by way of registration on the relevant accounts opened 
with the Clearing System, [ including on the relevant bridge accounts of Monte Titoli S.p.A., Via 
Mantegna 6, Milan] by any intermediary adhering, directly or indirectly, to the Clearing System 
[and/or to Monte Titoli S.p.A.] (the "Certificates Account Holder "). 

 
3. The Global Certificate shall bear the hand-written signatures of two authorised officers of the 

Issuer. 
 
4. The Issuer reserves the right to issue from time to time without the consent of the 

Certificateholders additional tranches of Certificates with substantially identical terms, so that the 
same shall be consolidated to form a single series and increase the total volume of the 
Certificates. The term "Certificates" shall, in the event of such consolidation, also comprise such 
additionally issued Certificates. 

 
 

Certificates in bearer form with the exception of USD Certificates with a lifetime of more than one year 
which shall be deposited with Deutsche Bank as common depositary (global bearer certificate) 
 
1. The issue by Commerzbank Aktiengesellschaft, Frankfurt am Main, Federal Republic of 

Germany (the "Issuer ") of [Name] certificates (the "Certificates ") will be represented by a 
global bearer certificate (the "Global Certificate "), which shall be deposited with [Deutsche 
Bank AG, Frankfurt am Main, Große Gallusstraße 10 - 14, Frankfurt am Main, Federal Republic 
of Germany] [other depositary, including address] as common depositary for Clearstream 
Banking, société anonyme, 42 Avenue JF Kennedy, L-1855 Luxembourg, Grand Duchy of 
Luxembourg and Euroclear Bank S.A./N.V., 1 Boulevard du Roi Albert II, B-1210 Brussels, 
Belgium as operator of the Euroclear System (the "Clearing System "). 

 
2. Definitive Certificates will not be issued. The right of any holder of Certificates (the 

"Certificateholder ") to delivery of definitive Certificates is excluded. The Certificateholders shall 
receive co-ownership participations in or rights with respect to the Global Certificate which are 
transferable in accordance with applicable law and the rules and regulations of the Clearing 
System. In securities clearing transactions, the Certificates are transferable in units of [one][●] 
Certificate[s] or integral multiples thereof by way of registration on the relevant accounts opened 
with the Clearing System, [ including on the relevant bridge accounts of Monte Titoli S.p.A., Via 
Mantegna 6, Milan, Italy] by any intermediary adhering, directly or indirectly, to the Clearing 
System [and/or to Monte Titoli S.p.A.] (the "Certificates Account Holder "). 

 
3. The Global Certificate shall bear the hand-written signatures of two authorised officers of the 

Issuer. 
 
4. The Issuer reserves the right to issue from time to time without the consent of the 

Certificateholders additional tranches of Certificates with substantially identical terms, so that the 
same shall be consolidated to form a single series and increase the total volume of the 
Certificates. The term "Certificates" shall, in the event of such consolidation, also comprise such 
additionally issued Certificates. 

 
Certificates in bearer form in USD with a lifetime of more than one year which shall be deposited with 
Deutsche Bank as common depositary (global bearer certificate) 
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1. The issue by Commerzbank Aktiengesellschaft, Frankfurt am Main, Federal Republic of 
Germany (the "Issuer ") of [Name] certificates (the "Certificates ") will initially be represented by 
a temporary global bearer certificate (the "Temporary Global Certificate "), which will be 
exchanged not earlier than 40 days after the Issue Date against a permanent global bearer 
certificate (the "Permanent Global Certificate "), together with the Temporary Global Certificate 
the "Global Certificate "). 

 
 The Temporary Global Certificate and the Permanent Global Certificate shall be deposited with 

Deutsche Bank AG, Frankfurt am Main, as common depositary for Clearstream Banking, société 
anonyme, 42 Avenue JF Kennedy, L-1855 Luxembourg, Grand Duchy of Luxembourg and Euro-
clear Bank S.A./N.V., Boulevard du Roi Albert II, B-1210 Brussels, Belgium as operator of the 
Euroclear System (the "Clearing System "). The exchange shall only be made upon certification 
to the effect that, subject to certain exceptions, the beneficial owner or owners of the Certificates 
represented by the Temporary Global Certificate are not U.S. persons. 

 
2. Definitive Certificates will not be issued. The right of any holder of Certificates (the 

"Certificateholder ") to delivery of definitive Certificates is excluded. The Certificateholders shall 
receive co-ownership participations in or rights with respect to the Global Certificate which are 
transferable in accordance with applicable law and the rules and regulations of the Clearing 
System. In securities clearing transactions, the Certificates are transferable in units of [one][●] 
Certificate[s] or integral multiples thereof by way of registration on the relevant accounts opened 
with the Clearing System, [ including on the relevant bridge accounts of Monte Titoli S.p.A., Via 
Mantegna 6, Milan, Italy] by any intermediary adhering, directly or indirectly, to the Clearing 
System [and/or to Monte Titoli S.p.A.] (the "Certificates Account Holder "). 

 
3. The Temporary Global Certificate and the Permanent Global Certificate shall bear the hand-

written signatures of two authorised officers of the Issuer. 
 
4. The Issuer reserves the right to issue from time to time without the consent of the 

Certificateholders additional tranches of Certificates with substantially identical terms, so that the 
same shall be consolidated to form a single series and increase the total volume of the 
Certificates. The term "Certificates" shall, in the event of such consolidation, also comprise such 
additionally issued Certificates. 

 
 

§ 2 
DEFINITIONS 

 
For the purposes of these Terms and Conditions, the following definitions shall apply (subject to an 
adjustment in accordance with these Terms and Conditions): 
 
["Adjustment Amount " means an amount as calculated by the Issuer on each Adjustment Day being 

applicable for the duration of the Adjustment Period beginning on such Adjustment Day.  Any 
Adjustment Amount shall be equal to the product of (i) relevant Adjusted Strike Price with 
respect to any Adjustment Day falling in the relevant Adjustment Period and (ii) the Adjustment 
Percentage applicable during such Adjustment Period.  With regard to the first Adjustment 
Period the Strike Price shall be used for the calculation of the relevant Adjustment Amount.] 

 
["Adjustment Day " means [the [ordinal number] calendar day in each month][each 

[daily][weekly][monthly][quarterly][semi-annually][annually] anniversary of the [Final] Strike 
Date].] 

 
["Adjustment Percentage " applicable during an Adjustment Period means the [sum][difference] of (i) 

the interest rate published on [screen page] (or a successor page thereto) on the relevant 
Adjustment Day (the "Reference Interest Rate ") and (ii) the Risk Premium applicable during 
the relevant Adjustment Period, the result being divided by 365.  The Adjustment Percentage 
(p.a.) for the first Adjustment Period shall be [percentage].] [The respective Adjustment 
Percentage for subsequent Adjustment Periods shall be published on the Issuer's website 
([http://pb.commerzbank.com] [http://fim.commerzbank.com]).]   
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["Adjustment Period " means the period of time commencing on the [Final] Strike Date until the first 

Adjustment Day (exclusive) and each subsequent period of time commencing on an Adjustment 
Day (inclusive) until the next following Adjustment Day (exclusive).] 

 
["Adjusted Strike Price " means a price of the Fund Share being initially equal to the Strike Price and 

being adjusted on each calendar day within the Monitoring Period.  Such Adjusted Strike Price 
on a calendar day ("T") shall correspond to the relevant Adjusted Strike Price on the preceding 
calendar day ("T-1") plus the Adjustment Amount applicable on T-1[, converted into 
[EUR][currency] at the Conversion Rate applicable on the [Final] [Strike Date] [Valuation 
Date].] 

 
["Automatic Early Redemption Amount " per Certificate means [currency] [amount].] 
 
["Automatic Early Redemption Date " means [date(s)] [each Bonus Amount Payment Date except 

[date(s)] [and the Maturity Date] [[all] subject to postponement in accordance with § 6 para-
graph 2].] 

 
["Barrier " [with respect to an Early Valuation Date and a Fund Share] means [[�] of the [relevant] 

Strike Price] [the percentage specified as such in relation to the relevant Early Valuation Date in 
§ 4 paragraph 3] [a percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer (billiges 
Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade Date on the basis of the market 
conditions prevailing on such date and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any case, 
the Barrier will not be below [�]%].] 

 
["Basket Performance " means a decimal number equal to the arithmetic mean of all Performances]. 
 
["Bonus Amount " per Certificate means [�][ the amount specified as such in relation to the relevant 

Bonus Amount Payment Date in the table in the definition of "Bonus Amount Payment Date"].]  
[with respect to a Bonus Amount Payment Date an amount in [currency] calculated by applying 
the following formula: 

 
[ ] [ ]NBAPD+1×%•×CA=BA  

 
 where  
 

BA = Bonus Amount per Certificate  
   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
NBAPD = Number of Bonus Amount Payment Dates between the relevant Bonus 

Amount Payment Date (exclusive) and the last preceding Bonus Amount 
Payment Date on which a Bonus Amount was paid in accordance with the 
provisions of § 3 (exclusive) or, in the case that a Bonus Amount was not 
paid prior to the relevant Bonus Amount Payment Date, the Issue Date 

] 
 
["Bonus Amount Payment Date " means [date(s)] [each of the dates as set out in the following table], 

[all] subject to postponement in accordance with § 4 paragraph 2[:][ .] 
 

Bonus Amount Payment Date Bonus Amount 
[�] [�] 

]  
 
"Calculation Amount " means [currency] [�]. 
 
["Cap [1] " means [�]% [a percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer (billiges 

Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade Date on the basis of the market 
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conditions prevailing on such date and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any 
case, the Cap [1] will not be below [�]%].] 

 
["Cap 2" means [�]% [a percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer (billiges 

Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade Date on the basis of the market 
conditions prevailing on such date and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any 
case, the Cap 2 will not be below [�]%].] 

 
"Compulsory Redemption " [with respect to a Fund Share] means the compulsory redemption or 

transfer of the [relevant] Fund Shares, as described in the [relevant] Memorandum. 
 
"Conversion Rate " means [a conversion rate for [currency] 1 in EUR expressed in EUR based on 

the][ the official Euro foreign exchange reference rate for EUR 1 in [currency] expressed in 
[currency] as determined by the European Central Bank and published with respect to the 
[[Final] Strike Date and the] [Final] Valuation Date [, as the case may be,]on Reuters screen 
page ECB37 at or about 2:15 p.m. (Frankfurt am Main time)][a conversion rate for [currency] 1 
in [currency] expressed in [currency] based on (i) the official Euro foreign exchange reference 
rate for EUR 1 in [currency] expressed in [currency] as determined by the European Central 
Bank and published with respect to the [[Final] Strike Date and the] [Final] Valuation Date [, as 
the case may be,]on Reuters screen page ECB37 at or about 2:15 p.m. (Frankfurt am Main 
time) and (ii) the official Euro foreign exchange reference rate for EUR 1 in [currency] 
expressed in [currency] as determined by the European Central Bank and published with 
respect to the [[Final] Strike Date and the] [Final] Valuation Date [, as the case may be,]on 
Reuters screen page ECB37 at or about 2:15 p.m. (Frankfurt am Main time). 

 
 If [any of] the above official Euro foreign exchange reference rate[s] [for EUR 1 in [currency]]  

as determined by the European Central Bank ceases to be published on Reuters screen page 
ECB37 and is published on another screen page, then the Conversion Rate shall be [based on] 
the [relevant] official Euro foreign exchange reference rate [for EUR 1 in [currency] expressed 
in [currency]]  as published on such other page (the "Successor Page ").  The Issuer will give 
notification of such Successor Page in accordance with § 11. 

 
 Should [any of] the above official Euro foreign exchange reference rate[s] [for EUR 1 in 

[currency]]  as determined by the European Central Bank cease to be published permanently, 
then the Issuer will determine another exchange rate as the [basis of the] Conversion Rate and 
give notification of such other exchange rate in accordance with § 11. 

 
 If [any of] the above official Euro foreign exchange reference rate[s] [for EUR 1 in [currency]]  

as determined by the European Central Bank is not published on the [Final] Valuation Date on 
Reuters screen page ECB37 or on a Successor Page and if the Issuer has not determined 
another exchange rate as the Conversion Rate, then the Conversion Rate shall be the 
exchange rate for [currency] 1 in [currency] determined by the Issuer as actually traded on the 
international interbank spot market on the [[Final] Strike Date and the] [Final] Valuation Date [, 
as the case may be,]at or about 2:15 p.m. (Frankfurt am Main time). 

 
"Cut-off Date " means [date] [the 20th Payment Business Day after the Maturity Date]. 
 
["Early Valuation Date " means [date(s)] [any or all of the dates, respectively, specified as such in § 5 

paragraph 3].] 
 
["EUR"] ["USD"] ["GBP"] ["CHF"] [currency] means [Euro] [United States Dollar] [Pound Sterling] 

[Swiss Franc] [currency]. 
 
"Expiry Date " means [�]. 
 
["Final Valuation Date " means [date].] 
 
["Floor " means [�]%][a percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer (billiges 

Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade Date on the basis of the market 
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conditions prevailing on such date and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any case, 
the Floor will not be below [�]%].] 

 
"Fund " [means [�][with respect to a Fund Share means the fund specified in relation to the relevant 

Fund Share the table in the definition of "Fund Share"]. 
 
"Fund Business Day " [with respect to a Fund Share] means each day on which the NAV of the 

[relevant] Fund Shares is usually determined and published (or made available) according to 
the [relevant] Memorandum. 

 
"Fund Company " [means [�][with respect to a Fund means the fund company specified in relation to 

the relevant Fund in the table in the definition of "Fund Share"]. 
 
"Fund Disruption Event " [with respect to a Fund Share] means any event as determined by the 

Issuer that delays, disrupts or impairs the calculation of the NAV of the [relevant] Fund Shares 
which is not considered to be an Extraordinary Termination Event in accordance with § 6 
paragraph 1. The occurrence of a Fund Disruption Event prior to the Maturity Date shall be 
published by the Issuer in accordance with § 11. 

 
"Fund Share " or "Underlying " means [a [currency]-denominated [share class] in the Fund 

(Bloomberg ticker [�] / ISIN [�])][any of the following fund shares: 
 

Fund Share Bloomberg ticker/ 
ISIN Code 

Fund  Fund Company [Strike Price] [Weighting] 

[�] [�] [�] [�] [�] [�] 
] 
 
"Issue Date " means [date]. 
 
"Italian Stock Exchange " means Borsa Italiana S.p.A. 
 
"Maturity Date " means [the [fifth][number] Payment Business Day following the [Final] Valuation Date 

at the latest] [date, subject to postponement in accordance with § 5 paragraph 2 and § 6 
paragraph 2]. 

 
"Memorandum " [with respect to a Fund] means the prospectus in relation to the [relevant] Fund and 

the [relevant] Fund Company, as amended and supplemented from time to time. 
 
["Monitoring Period " means the period from and including [date] [the [Final] Strike Date] to and 

including the [Final] Valuation Date.] 
 
"NAV" [with respect to a Fund Share] means the net asset value of the [relevant] Fund Share as 

determined and published (or made available) according to the [relevant] Memorandum. 
 
["Participation Factor " means [�]% [a percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the 

Issuer (billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade Date on the basis of 
the market conditions prevailing on such date and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In 
any case, the Participation Factor will not be below [�]%].] 

 
"Payment Business Day " means a day on which [commercial banks are open for business (including 

dealings in foreign exchange and foreign currency deposits) in [city] [and Frankfurt am Main] 
and ][ the Trans-European Automated Real-Time Gross Settlement Express Transfer System 
(TARGET) and] the Clearing System settle payments in [EUR][currency]. 

 
["Performance " with respect to [a Fund Share] [and][a Valuation Date] means the decimal number 

calculated [as the product of (i) the Weighting of such Fund Share and (ii) the division of] [by 
dividing] [the Reference Price [of such Fund Share] with respect to the [Final] Valuation Date] 
[the arithmetic mean of the Reference Prices [of such Fund Share] with respect to all Valuation 
Dates] [by][and] the Strike Price [of such Fund Share] [and subtracting 1 (one) from the 
resulting number].] 
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["Ratio " means [number].] 
 
"Reference Price " [with respect to a Fund Share] means the NAV of the [relevant] Fund Share on any 

Fund Business Day [, converted into [EUR][currency] at the Conversion Rate applicable on the 
[Final] [Strike Date][Valuation Date]. 

 
["Return Factor " means [�]% [a percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer 

(billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade Date on the basis of the 
market conditions prevailing on such date and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any 
case, the Return Factor will not be below [�]%].] 

 
["Risk Premium " means a percentage determined by the Issuer in its reasonable discretion (billiges 

Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on any Adjustment Day for the Adjustment Period 
beginning on such Adjustment Day which indicates the price of the risks taken over by the 
Issuer.  The Risk Premium for the first Adjustment Period shall be equal to [percentage].] [The 
respective Risk Premium for subsequent Adjustment Periods shall be published on the Issuer's 
website at ([http://pb.commerzbank.com] [http://fim.commerzbank.com]).] 

 
["Strike Date " means [date(s)]. 
 

If [the] [a] Strike Date is not a Fund Business Day [with respect to the relevant Fund Share], 
then the [relevant] Strike Date shall be postponed to the next calendar day which is a Fund 
Business Day [with respect to all Fund Shares]. 
 
If with respect to [the] [a] Strike Date a Fund Disruption Event [with respect to a Fund Share] 
occurs, then the [relevant] Strike Date shall be postponed to the next Fund Business Day with 
respect to which the Reference Price of [the] [all] Fund Share[s] is again determined and 
published, subject to the occurrence of an Extraordinary Termination Event in accordance with 
§ 6 paragraph 1. 

 
"Strike Price " [with respect to a Fund Share] means [�][ the price specified as such in relation to the 

relevant Fund Share in the table in the definition of "Fund Share"] [the arithmetic mean of the 
Reference Prices of the [relevant] Fund Share with respect to all Strike Dates] [the Reference 
Price of the [relevant] Fund Share as of the Strike Date] [ , converted into [EUR][currency] at 
the Conversion Rate applicable on the [Final] Strike Date]. 

 
["Trade Date " means [date]. 
 
"Valuation Date " means [date(s)][each Early Valuation Date and the Final Valuation Date]. 
 

If [the] [a] Valuation Date is not a Fund Business Day [with respect to the relevant Fund Share], 
then the [relevant] Valuation Date shall be postponed to the next calendar day which is a Fund 
Business Day [with respect to all Fund Shares]. 
 
If with respect to [the] [a] Valuation Date a Fund Disruption Event [with respect to a Fund 
Share] occurs, then the [relevant] Valuation Date shall be postponed to the next Fund Business 
Day with respect to which the Reference Price of [the] [all] Fund Share[s] is again determined 
and published, subject to the occurrence of an Extraordinary Termination Event in accordance 
with § 6 paragraph 1. 

 
If, according to the before-mentioned, [the] [a] Valuation Date is postponed to the 
[second][number] Payment Business Day prior to [the directly following [Automatic Early 
Redemption Date] [Bonus Amount Payment Date] or] the Maturity Date, and if also on such day 
the Reference Price of the [affected] Fund Share is not determined and published or a Fund 
Disruption Event [with respect to a Fund Share] occurs on such day, then this day shall be 
deemed to be the [relevant] Valuation Date [for each Share] and the Issuer shall estimate the 
Reference Price of the [affected] Fund Share in its reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) 
(§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)), and in consideration of the prevailing market conditions on 
such day and make a notification thereof in accordance with § 11. 
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["Weighting " with respect to a Fund Share means the number specified as such in relation to the 

relevant Fund Share in the table in the definition of "Fund Share".] 
 
["Worst Performing Underlying " means the Fund Share with the lowest Performance. If the Issuer 

determines that the lowest Performance is the same for more than one of the Fund Shares, 
then the Issuer shall decide in its own reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German 
Civil Code (BGB)) which of the Fund Shares shall be the Worst Performing Underlying.] 

 
 

§ 3 
MATURITY  

 
Classic Certificates  

 
1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price [A] of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined in accordance with the following provisions: 

 
(a) If on the [Final] Valuation Date the Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to 

or] above [�]% of the [relevant] Strike Price, then each Certificate shall be redeemed by 
payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate equal to the Calculation Amount; or 

 
(b) in all other cases, each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement 

Amount per Certificate determined by applying the following formula: 
 

 
Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

CA x SA 
Strike

Final=  

 
 where: 
 

SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, 
if necessary, to the next full [currency] [�] 
([currency] [�] will be rounded up)) 

   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price of the [Worst Performing] 

Underlying on the [Final] Valuation Date 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike  = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing 

Underlying] 
 

 
Classic Average Certificates   
 
1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
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[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined in accordance with the following provisions: 

 
(a) If on the [Final] Valuation Date the Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to 

or] above [•]% of the [relevant] Strike Price, then each Certificate shall be redeemed by 
payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate equal to the Calculation Amount; or 

 
 

(b) In all other cases, each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement 
Amount per Certificate determined by applying the following formula: 

 

 
Underlying [Worst]

Underlying [Worst]
CA x SA 

Strike

Average=  

 
 where: 
 

SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if 
necessary, to the next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] 
will be rounded up)) 

   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingAverage = Arithmetic mean of the Reference Prices of the [Worst 

Performing] Underlying on all Valuation Dates 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 

 
 
Classic Capped Plus Certificates  

 
1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined in accordance with the following provisions: 

 
(a) If during the Monitoring Period the Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying has always 

been [equal to or] above [�]% of the [relevant] Strike Price, then each Certificate shall be 
redeemed by payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate equal to the Calculation 
Amount; or 

 
(b) in all other cases, each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement 

Amount per Certificate determined by applying the following formula: 
 

 
Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

 C;CAxMinSA 
Strike

Final










=  
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 where: 
 

SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if 
necessary, to the next full [currency] [�] (with 
[currency] [�] being rounded upwards)) 

   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
C = Cap 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price [A] of the [Worst Performing] 

Underlying on the [Final] Valuation Date 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 

 
 
Classic Double Capped Plus Certificates  

 
1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined in accordance with the following provisions: 

 
(a) If during the Monitoring Period the Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying has always 

been [equal to or] above [�]% of the [relevant] Strike Price, then each Certificate shall be 
redeemed by payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate determined by applying the 
following formula: 

 
 CCA x=SA  

 
OR 
 
(b) in all other cases, each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement 

Amount per Certificate determined by applying the following formula: 
 









=

Strike

Final

Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

 C;CA xMinSA  

 
 

 where: 
 

SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if 
necessary, to the next full [currency] [�] (with 
[currency] [�] being rounded upwards)) 

   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
C = Cap 
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[Worst] UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price of the [Worst Performing] Underlying 
on the [Final] Valuation Date 

   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 

 
 
Classic Cap & Floor Plus Certificates  

 
1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined in accordance with the following provisions: 

 
(a) If during the Monitoring Period the Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying has always 

been [equal to or] above [�]% of the [relevant] Strike Price, then each Certificate shall be 
redeemed by payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate determined by applying the 
following formula: 

 




















=

Strike

Final

Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

F;Max C;MinCA xSA  

 
OR 
 
(b) in all other cases, each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement 

Amount per Certificate determined by applying the following formula: 
 

 
Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

 C;MinCA xSA 
Strike

Final










=  

 
 

where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if necessary, 

to the next full [currency] [�] (with [currency] [�] being 
rounded upwards)) 

   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
C = Cap 
   
F = Floor 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price of the [Worst Performing] Underlying on 

the [Final] Valuation Date 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 

 
 
Booster Certificates   
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1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 
Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined in accordance with the following provisions: 

 
(a) If on the [Final] Valuation Date the Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to 

or] above [•]% of the [relevant] Strike Price, then each Certificate shall be redeemed by 
payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate determined by applying the following 
formula: 

 




















−×+= 1

Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

PF ;C Min 1CA xSA 
Strike

Final  

 
OR 

 
(b) If on the [Final] Valuation Date the Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to 

or] below [�]% of the [relevant] Strike Price but if during the Monitoring Period the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying has always been [equal to or] above [•]% of 
the [relevant] Strike Price, then each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a 
Settlement Amount per Certificate equal to the Calculation Amount;  

 
OR 
 
(c) In all other cases, each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement 

Amount per Certificate determined by applying the following formula: 
 

 
Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

CA x  SA 
Strike

Final=  

 
where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if 

necessary, to the next full [currency] [�] (with 
[currency] [�] being rounded upwards)) 

   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
C = Cap 
   
PF = Participation Factor 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price of the [Worst Performing] 

Underlying on the [Final] Valuation Date 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike  = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 

 
 
Leveraged Certificates  
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1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 
Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined by applying the following formula: 

 






















−×+×= 1

Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

0;MaxPFRFACSA
Strike

Final  

 
where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if necessary, to the 

next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] will be rounded up)) 
   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
RF = Return Factor 
   
PF = Participation Factor 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingFinal  = Reference Price [of the Worst Performing] Underlying on the 

[Final] Valuation Date 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike  = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 

 
 
Leveraged Basket Certificates  

 
1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined by applying the following formula: 

 
( )( )PB0;Max×PF+RF×AC=SA  

 
where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if necessary, to the 

next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] will be rounded up)) 
   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
RF = Return Factor 
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PF = Participation Factor 
   
BP  = Basket Performance 

 
 
Double Leveraged Certificates  

 
1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined by applying the following formula: 

 












































−×−
























−×+

=

0;
Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

1MaxC2;MinPF

1
Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

0;MaxC1;MinPFFR

CA x SA 

Strike

Final

Strike

Final

 

 
where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if necessary, to the 

next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] will be rounded up)) 
   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
RF = Return Factor 
   
PF = Participation Factor 
   
C1 = Cap 1 
   
C2 = Cap 2 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price of the [Worst Performing] Underlying on the 

[Final] Valuation Date 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike  = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 
 
 

Call Certificates  
 

1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 
Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 
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2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined by applying the following formula: 

 









−×= 1

Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

0;MaxACSA
Strike

Final  

 
where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if necessary, to the 

next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] will be rounded up)) 
   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price of the [Worst Performing] Underlying on the 

[Final] Valuation Date 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 
 
 

Average Call Certificates  
 

1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 
Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined by applying the following formula: 

 











−×= 1

Underlying [Worst]

Underlying [Worst]
0;MaxCASA

Strike

Average  

 
where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if 

necessary, to the next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] 
will be rounded up)) 

   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingAverage = Arithmetic mean of the Reference Prices of the [Worst 

Performing] Underlying on all Valuation Dates 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 

 
 

Participation Call Basket Certificates  
 

1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 
Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
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the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined by applying the following formula: 

 
( )PB0;MaxPFCASA ××=  

 
where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if 

necessary, to the next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] 
will be rounded up)) 

   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
PF = Participation Factor 
   
BP = Basket Performance 

 
 

Call Cap Certificates  
 
1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined by applying the following formula: 

 

 
Underlying [Worst]

Underlying [Worst]Underlying [Worst]
C;Min0;MaxCASA

Strike

StrikeFinal




















 −×=  

 
where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if necessary, to the 

next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] will be rounded up)) 
   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
C = Cap 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price of the [Worst Performing] Underlying on the 

[Final] Valuation Date 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 

 
 

Call Basket Certificates   
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1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 
Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined by applying the following formula: 

 
( )01;-BPMaxCA x =SA  

 
 where: 
 

SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if necessary, 
to the next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] will be 
rounded up)) 

   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
BP = Basket Performance 

 
 

Call Cap Basket Certificates  
 
1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined by applying the following formula: 

 
( )[ ]BP;CMin;0MaxPFCASA ××=  

 
where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if necessary, to the 

next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] will be rounded up)) 
   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
PF = Participation Factor 
   
C = Cap 
   
BP = Basket Performance 

 
 

Put Certificates  
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1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 
Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined by applying the following formula: 

 











−=

Strike

Final

Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

10;MaxCA x SA  

 
where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if 

necessary, to the next full [currency] [�] 
([currency] [�] will be rounded up)) 

   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price of the [Worst Performing] 

Underlying on the [Final] Valuation Date 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing 

Underlying] 
 
 

Put Cap Certificates  
 

1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 
Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined by applying the following formula: 

 





















 −=  
Underlying [Worst]

Underlying [Worst]Underlying [Worst]
0;MaxC;MinCA x SA 

Strike

FinalStrike  

 
where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if necessary, to the 

next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] will be rounded up)) 
   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
C = Cap 
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[Worst] UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price of the [Worst Performing] Underlying on the 
[Final] Valuation Date 

   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 

 
 

Put Basket Certificates   
 
1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined in accordance with the following provisions: 

 
(a) If on the [Final] Valuation Date the Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to 

or] above [•]% of the [relevant] Strike Price, then each Certificate shall be redeemed by 
payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate equal to the Calculation Amount; or 

 
 

(b) In all other cases, each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement 
Amount per Certificate determined by applying the following formula: 

 
( )BP;0 1MaxCA x SA −=  

 
 where: 
 

SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if necessary, 
to the next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] will be 
rounded up)) 

   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
BP = Basket Performance 

 
 

Digital Certificates   
 
Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity Date by 
the payment of an amount equal to the Calculation Amount (the "Settlement Amount ").  
 
In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive the 
Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on the Valuation Date 
directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date [the Performance of [the] [each] 
Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [number][ the Reference Price of [the] [each] 
Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the [relevant] Strike Price]. In all other cases, 
a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date. 
 

 
Participation Digital Certificates   
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1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 
Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date [the 
Performance of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [number][ the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price]. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date. 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined in accordance with the following provisions: 

 
(a) If on the [Final] Valuation Date [the Performance of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] 

[or] [above] [number][ the Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] 
[above] [�]% of the [relevant] Strike Price], then each Certificate shall be redeemed by 
payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate equal to the Calculation Amount; or 

 
(b) in all other cases, each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement 

Amount per Certificate determined by applying the following formula: 
 

PF× 
Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

CA x =SA 
Strike

Final  

 
 where: 
 

SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if 
necessary, to the next full [currency] [�] 
([currency] [�] will be rounded up)) 

   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price of the [Worst Performing] 

Underlying on the [Final] Valuation Date 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike  = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 
   
PF  = Participation Factor 

 
 

Leveraged Twin Win Plus Certificates  
 

1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 
Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined in accordance with the following provisions: 

 
(a) If [on the [Final] Valuation Date the Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal 

to or] above [�]% of the [relevant] Strike Price, then each Certificate shall be redeemed 
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by payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate determined by applying the following 
formula: 

 

















+= 1- 

Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

 RFCA x SA 
Strike

Final  

 
OR 
 
(b) If [on the [Final] Valuation Date the Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal 

to or] below [�]% of the [relevant] Strike Price and[/or] if] during the Monitoring Period 
the Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying has always been [equal to or] above [�]% 
of the [relevant] Strike Price, then each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a 
Settlement Amount per Certificate determined by applying the following formula: 

 

















−= 1- 

Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

 RFCA x SA 
Strike

Final  

 
OR 
 
(c) In all other cases, each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement 

Amount per Certificate determined by applying the following formula: 
 

 
Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

CA x  SA 
Strike

Final=  

 
 

where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if 

necessary, to the next full [currency] [�] (with 
[currency] [�] being rounded upwards)) 

   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
RF = Return Factor 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price of the [Worst Performing] 

Underlying on the [Final] Valuation Date 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 

 
 
Basket Certificates  

 
1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 

Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined in accordance with the following provisions: 
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(a) If on the [Final] Valuation Date the Basket Performance is [equal to] [or] [above] 
[number], then each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement Amount 
per Certificate determined by applying the following formula: 

 
( )( )( )1PBPFRF;Min100%ACSA −×+×=  

 
OR 
 
(b) If on the [Final] Valuation Date the Basket Performance is [equal to] [or] [below] 

[number] but [equal to] [or] [above] [number], then each Certificate shall be redeemed by 
payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate equal to the Calculation Amount;  

 
OR 
 
(c) in all other cases, each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement 

Amount per Certificate determined by applying the following formula: 
 

BP×AC=SA  
 
Where, with respect to (a) and (c) above: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if necessary, to the 

next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] will be rounded up)) 
   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
RF = Return Factor 
   
PF = Participation Factor 
   
BP  = Basket Performance 

 
 

Participation Recovery Certificates  
 

1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 
Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the 
[relevant] Strike Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the 
respective Bonus Amount Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined in accordance with the following provisions: 

 
(a) If on the [Final] Valuation Date the Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to 

or] above [�]% of the [relevant] Strike Price, then each Certificate shall be redeemed by 
payment of a Settlement Amount per Certificate equal to the Calculation Amount; or 

 
(b) in all other cases, each Certificate shall be redeemed by payment of a Settlement 

Amount per Certificate determined by applying the following formula: 
 


































×+= 1- 

Underlying [Worst]
Underlying [Worst]

PFRF 0;Max CA x SA 
Strike

Final  
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 where: 
 

SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if 
necessary, to the next full [currency] [�] 
([currency] [�] will be rounded up)) 

   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
RF  = Return Factor 
   
PF  = Participation Factor 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price of the [Worst Performing] 

Underlying on the [Final] Valuation Date 
   
[Worst] UnderlyingStrike  = Strike Price [of the Worst Performing Underlying] 

 
 

Turbo Put Certificates  
 

1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 
Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price of the Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the Strike Price. 
In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the respective Bonus Amount 
Payment Date].] 

 
2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined by applying the following formula: 

 
( ) RUnderlyingUnderlyingSA FinalstedStrikeAdju ×−=  

 
where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if necessary, to the 

next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] will be rounded up)) 
   
UnderlyingStrikeAdjusted = Adjusted Strike Price on the [Final] Valuation Date 
   
UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price of the Underlying on the [Final] Valuation Date 
   
R = Ratio 

 
 

Turbo Call Certificates  
 

1. [Subject to the provisions contained in § 4 each Certificate will be redeemed on the Maturity 
Date by the payment of an amount in [currency] (the "Settlement Amount "), as determined by 
the Issuer in accordance with the provisions contained in paragraph 2.  
 
[In addition and subject to the provisions contained in § 4, each Certificateholder shall receive 
the [relevant] Bonus Amount per Certificate on a Bonus Amount Payment Date [, but only if on 
the Valuation Date directly preceding the respective Bonus Amount Payment Date the 
Reference Price [A] of the Underlying is [equal to] [or] [above] [or] [below] [�]% of the Strike 
Price. In all other cases, a Bonus Amount shall not be payable on the respective Bonus Amount 
Payment Date].] 
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2. The Settlement Amount shall be determined by applying the following formula: 

 
( ) RUnderlyingUnderlyingSA stedStrikeAdjuFinal ×= -  

 
where: 
 
SA = Settlement Amount per Certificate (rounded, if necessary, to the 

next full [currency] [�] ([currency] [�] will be rounded up)) 
   
UnderlyingFinal = Reference Price [A] of the Underlying on the [Final] Valuation 

Date 
   
UnderlyingStrikeAdjusted = Adjusted Strike Price on the [Final] Valuation Date 
   
R = Ratio 

 
 

§ 4 
EARLY REDEMPTION; REPURCHASE 

 
Certificates without any early redemption except as contemplated in § 6 
 
1. Except as provided in § 6, the Issuer shall not be entitled to redeem the Certificates prior to the 

Maturity Date. 
 
2. The Certificateholders shall not be entitled to call for redemption of the Certificates prior to the 

Maturity Date. 
 
3. The Certificates shall not be terminated automatically and redeemed prior to the Maturity Date. 

 
4. The Issuer may at any time purchase Certificates in the market or otherwise. Certificates 

repurchased by or on behalf of the Issuer may be held by the Issuer, re-issued or resold. 
 
[5. For so long as the Certificates are admitted to listing on Borsa Italiana S.p.A. and to trading on 

the Electronic Securitised Derivatives Market (SeDeX) of Borsa Italiana S.p.A., then at any time 
prior to [5:50 p.m. Milan time] [�] (the "Renouncement Notice Cut-Off Time ") on [the [first] 
[number] Payment Business Day following the [Final] Valuation Date] [�] (the "Renouncement 
Notice Cut-Off Date "), any Certificateholder may renounce the redemption of the Certificates by 
payment of the Settlement Amount in accordance with § 3 (the "Automatic Exercise ") by the 
delivery of a duly completed renouncement notice (the "Renouncement Notice ") in the form set 
out in Annex 1 to these Terms and Conditions to the Certificates Account Holder, with a copy 
thereof to the Paying Agent. Once delivered, a Renouncement Notice shall be irrevocable and 
the relevant Certificateholder may not transfer the Certificates which are the subject of the 
Renouncement Notice. If a duly completed Renouncement Notice is validly delivered prior to the 
Renouncement Notice Cut-off Time on the Renouncement Notice Cut-off Date, any rights arising 
from the Certificates will terminate upon such delivery and the relevant Certificateholder will not 
be entitled to receive the Settlement Amount payable by the Issuer with respect to the 
Certificates and the Issuer shall have no further liability with respect to such Settlement Amount.  

 
 Any determination as to whether a Renouncement Notice is duly completed and in proper form 

shall be made by the Certificates Account Holder (in consultation with the Paying Agent and the 
Clearing System) and shall be conclusive and binding on the Issuer, the Paying Agent and the 
relevant Certificateholder. 

 
 Subject as follows, any Renouncement Notice so determined to be incomplete or not in proper 

form shall be null and void. If such Renouncement Notice is subsequently corrected to the 
satisfaction of the Paying Agent, it shall be deemed to be a new Renouncement Notice 
submitted at the time such correction was delivered to the Certificates Account Holder, with a 
copy thereof to the Paying Agent.]  
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Certificates with a call option 
 
1. The Issuer shall, in addition to the right to redeem the Certificates prior to the Maturity Date in 

accordance with § 6, have the right to redeem all, but not in part, of the outstanding Certificates 
in each case at [an amount per Certificate equal to the Calculation Amount] [insert other 
amount] (the "Early Redemption Amount "), with effect as of [any Bonus Amount Payment 
Date] [date] (each an "Early Redemption Date ") (the "Early Redemption "). 

 
 Early Redemption must be announced at [least [number] calendar days] [the latest on the 

[Early] Valuation Date directly] prior to the Early Redemption Date in accordance with § 11. The 
notice is irrevocable and must state the Early Redemption Date. 

 
2. The Certificateholders shall not be entitled to call for redemption of the Certificates prior to the 

Maturity Date. 
 
3. The Certificates shall not be terminated automatically and redeemed prior to the Maturity Date. 

 
4. The Issuer may at any time purchase Certificates in the market or otherwise. Certificates 

repurchased by or on behalf of the Issuer may be held by the Issuer, re-issued or resold. 
 
[5. For so long as the Certificates are admitted to listing on Borsa Italiana S.p.A. and to trading on 

the Electronic Securitised Derivatives Market (SeDeX) of Borsa Italiana S.p.A., then at any time 
prior to [5:50 p.m. Milan time] [�] (the "Renouncement Notice Cut-Off Time ") on [the [first] 
[number] Payment Business Day following the [Final] Valuation Date] [�] (the "Renouncement 
Notice Cut-Off Date "), any Certificateholder may renounce the redemption of the Certificates by 
payment of the Settlement Amount in accordance with § 3 (the "Automatic Exercise ") by the 
delivery of a duly completed renouncement notice (the "Renouncement Notice ") in the form set 
out in Annex 1 to these Terms and Conditions to the Certificates Account Holder, with a copy 
thereof to the Paying Agent. Once delivered, a Renouncement Notice shall be irrevocable and 
the relevant Certificateholder may not transfer the Certificates which are the subject of the 
Renouncement Notice. If a duly completed Renouncement Notice is validly delivered prior to the 
Renouncement Notice Cut-off Time on the Renouncement Notice Cut-off Date, any rights arising 
from the Certificates will terminate upon such delivery and the relevant Certificateholder will not 
be entitled to receive the Settlement Amount payable by the Issuer with respect to the 
Certificates and the Issuer shall have no further liability with respect to such Settlement Amount.  

 
 Any determination as to whether a Renouncement Notice is duly completed and in proper form 

shall be made by the Certificates Account Holder (in consultation with the Paying Agent and the 
Clearing System) and shall be conclusive and binding on the Issuer, the Paying Agent and the 
relevant Certificateholder. 

 
 Subject as follows, any Renouncement Notice so determined to be incomplete or not in proper 

form shall be null and void. If such Renouncement Notice is subsequently corrected to the 
satisfaction of the Paying Agent, it shall be deemed to be a new Renouncement Notice 
submitted at the time such correction was delivered to the Certificates Account Holder, with a 
copy thereof to the Paying Agent.]  

 
Certificates with a put option 
 
1. Except as provided in § 6, the Issuer shall not be entitled to redeem the Certificates prior to the 

Maturity Date. 
 
2. Each Certificateholder is entitled to request early redemption of the Certificates ("Early 

Redemption "). Early Redemption may be requested on any Payment Business Day from the 
Issue Date (including) to the [Final] Valuation Date (excluding) (any such date being a "Put 
Date") only in accordance with the provisions set out below in this § 4 paragraph 2 and only with 
effect as of an Early Redemption Date. "Early Redemption Date " means any [fifth] [number] 
Payment Business Day following the relevant Put Date.  
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In case of an Early Redemption each relevant Certificate will be redeemed on the relevant Early 
Redemption Date by the payment of [an amount per Certificate equal to the Calculation Amount] 
[ insert other amount] (the "Early Redemption Amount "). 

 
 In order to validly call the certificates for redemption with respect to an Early Redemption Date 

[with the exception of the day the annual shareholders' meeting of the Issuer takes place][ insert 
other provisions of exception] the Certificateholder is obliged to instruct the account holding 
bank not later than [time] on the relevant Put Date to 

 
 i. deliver a written redemption notice (the "Early  Redemption Notice ") via the account 

holding bank to the Paying Agent in the form as attached in Annex 2 to these Terms and 
Conditions and as available at the Paying Agent or by providing all information and 
statements requested therein; 

 
 ii. deliver the Certificates via the account holding bank by crediting the Certificates to the 

account of the Paying Agent with the Clearing System. 
 
 On the Early Redemption Date at or prior to 10:00 a.m. (Frankfurt am Main time) (i) the 

Redemption Notice has to be received by the Paying Agent and (ii) the Certificates have to be 
booked at the account of the Paying Agent with the Clearing System. 

 
 The Redemption Notice shall be binding and irrevocable. A Redemption Notice submitted with 

regard to a specific Early Redemption Date shall be void if the above-mentioned provisions are 
not fulfilled. If the Certificates to which a Redemption Notice relates are not delivered or not 
delivered on time to the Paying Agent, the Redemption Notice shall be void. If the number of 
Certificates stated in the Redemption Notice, for which redemption is requested, differs from the 
number of Certificates transferred to the Paying Agent, the Redemption Notice shall be deemed 
submitted only with regard to the smaller number of Certificates. Any excess Certificates shall 
be re-transferred for the cost and the risk of the Certificateholder to the account holding bank. 

 
 Following the valid submission of Certificates for Early Redemption, the Issuer shall ensure that 

the Early Redemption Amount is made available to the Paying Agent, which shall in turn transfer 
such amount to an account of the account-holding bank on the relevant Early Redemption Date. 

 
3. The Certificates shall not be terminated automatically and redeemed prior to the Maturity Date. 

 
4. The Issuer may at any time purchase Certificates in the market or otherwise. Certificates 

repurchased by or on behalf of the Issuer may be held by the Issuer, re-issued or resold. 
 
[5. For so long as the Certificates are admitted to listing on Borsa Italiana S.p.A. and to trading on 

the Electronic Securitised Derivatives Market (SeDeX) of Borsa Italiana S.p.A., then at any time 
prior to [5:50 p.m. Milan time] [�] (the "Renouncement Notice Cut-Off Time ") on [the [first] 
[number] Payment Business Day following the [Final] Valuation Date] [�] (the "Renouncement 
Notice Cut-Off Date "), any Certificateholder may renounce the redemption of the Certificates by 
payment of the Settlement Amount in accordance with § 3 (the "Automatic Exercise ") by the 
delivery of a duly completed renouncement notice (the "Renouncement Notice ") in the form set 
out in Annex 1 to these Terms and Conditions to the Certificates Account Holder, with a copy 
thereof to the Paying Agent. Once delivered, a Renouncement Notice shall be irrevocable and 
the relevant Certificateholder may not transfer the Certificates which are the subject of the 
Renouncement Notice. If a duly completed Renouncement Notice is validly delivered prior to the 
Renouncement Notice Cut-off Time on the Renouncement Notice Cut-off Date, any rights arising 
from the Certificates will terminate upon such delivery and the relevant Certificateholder will not 
be entitled to receive the Settlement Amount payable by the Issuer with respect to the 
Certificates and the Issuer shall have no further liability with respect to such Settlement Amount.  

 
 Any determination as to whether a Renouncement Notice is duly completed and in proper form 

shall be made by the Certificates Account Holder (in consultation with the Paying Agent and the 
Clearing System) and shall be conclusive and binding on the Issuer, the Paying Agent and the 
relevant Certificateholder. 
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 Subject as follows, any Renouncement Notice so determined to be incomplete or not in proper 
form shall be null and void. If such Renouncement Notice is subsequently corrected to the 
satisfaction of the Paying Agent, it shall be deemed to be a new Renouncement Notice 
submitted at the time such correction was delivered to the Certificates Account Holder, with a 
copy thereof to the Paying Agent.]  

 
Certificates with a call and a put option 
 
1. The Issuer shall, in addition to the right to redeem the Certificates prior to the Maturity Date in 

accordance with § 6, have the right to redeem all, but not in part, of the outstanding Certificates 
in each case at [an amount per Certificate equal to the Calculation Amount] [insert other 
amount] (the "Early Redemption Amount "), with effect as of [any Bonus Amount Payment 
Date] [date] (each an "Early Redemption Date ") (the "Early Redemption "). 

 
 Early Redemption must be announced at [least [number] calendar days] [the latest on the 

[Early] Valuation Date directly] prior to the Early Redemption Date in accordance with § 11. The 
notice is irrevocable and must state the Early Redemption Date. 

 
2. Each Certificateholder is entitled to request early redemption of the Certificates ("Early 

Redemption "). Early Redemption may be requested on any Payment Business Day from the 
Issue Date (including) to the [Final] Valuation Date (excluding) (any such date being a "Put 
Date") only in accordance with the provisions set out below in this § 4 paragraph 2 and only with 
effect as of an Early Redemption Date. "Early Redemption Date " means any [fifth] [number] 
Payment Business Day following the relevant Put Date.  

  
In case of an Early Redemption each relevant Certificate will be redeemed on the relevant Early 
Redemption Date by the payment of [an amount per Certificate equal to the Calculation Amount] 
[ insert other amount] (the "Early Redemption Amount "). 

 
 In order to validly call the certificates for redemption with respect to an Early Redemption Date 

[with the exception of the day the annual shareholders' meeting of the Issuer takes place][ insert 
other provisions of exception] the Certificateholder is obliged to instruct the account holding 
bank not later than [time] on the relevant Put Date to 

 
 i. deliver a written redemption notice (the "Early  Redemption Notice ") via the account 

holding bank to the Paying Agent in the form as attached in Annex 2 to these Terms and 
Conditions and as available at the Paying Agent or by providing all information and 
statements requested therein; 

 
 ii. deliver the Certificates via the account holding bank by crediting the Certificates to the 

account of the Paying Agent with the Clearing System. 
 
 On the Early Redemption Date at or prior to 10:00 a.m. (Frankfurt am Main time) (i) the 

Redemption Notice has to be received by the Paying Agent and (ii) the Certificates have to be 
booked at the account of the Paying Agent with the Clearing System. 

 
 The Redemption Notice shall be binding and irrevocable. A Redemption Notice submitted with 

regard to a specific Early Redemption Date shall be void if the above-mentioned provisions are 
not fulfilled. If the Certificates to which a Redemption Notice relates are not delivered or not 
delivered on time to the Paying Agent, the Redemption Notice shall be void. If the number of 
Certificates stated in the Redemption Notice, for which redemption is requested, differs from the 
number of Certificates transferred to the Paying Agent, the Redemption Notice shall be deemed 
submitted only with regard to the smaller number of Certificates. Any excess Certificates shall 
be re-transferred for the cost and the risk of the Certificateholder to the account holding bank. 

 
 Following the valid submission of Certificates for Early Redemption, the Issuer shall ensure that 

the Early Redemption Amount is made available to the Paying Agent, which shall in turn transfer 
such amount to an account of the account-holding bank on the relevant Early Redemption Date. 

 
3. The Certificates shall not be terminated automatically and redeemed prior to the Maturity Date. 
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4. The Issuer may at any time purchase Certificates in the market or otherwise. Certificates 

repurchased by or on behalf of the Issuer may be held by the Issuer, re-issued or resold. 
 
[5. For so long as the Certificates are admitted to listing on Borsa Italiana S.p.A. and to trading on 

the Electronic Securitised Derivatives Market (SeDeX) of Borsa Italiana S.p.A., then at any time 
prior to [5:50 p.m. Milan time] [�] (the "Renouncement Notice Cut-Off Time ") on [the [first] 
[number] Payment Business Day following the [Final] Valuation Date] [�] (the "Renouncement 
Notice Cut-Off Date "), any Certificateholder may renounce the redemption of the Certificates by 
payment of the Settlement Amount in accordance with § 3 (the "Automatic Exercise ") by the 
delivery of a duly completed renouncement notice (the "Renouncement Notice ") in the form set 
out in Annex 1 to these Terms and Conditions to the Certificates Account Holder, with a copy 
thereof to the Paying Agent. Once delivered, a Renouncement Notice shall be irrevocable and 
the relevant Certificateholder may not transfer the Certificates which are the subject of the 
Renouncement Notice. If a duly completed Renouncement Notice is validly delivered prior to the 
Renouncement Notice Cut-off Time on the Renouncement Notice Cut-off Date, any rights arising 
from the Certificates will terminate upon such delivery and the relevant Certificateholder will not 
be entitled to receive the Settlement Amount payable by the Issuer with respect to the 
Certificates and the Issuer shall have no further liability with respect to such Settlement Amount.  

 
 Any determination as to whether a Renouncement Notice is duly completed and in proper form 

shall be made by the Certificates Account Holder (in consultation with the Paying Agent and the 
Clearing System) and shall be conclusive and binding on the Issuer, the Paying Agent and the 
relevant Certificateholder. 

 
 Subject as follows, any Renouncement Notice so determined to be incomplete or not in proper 

form shall be null and void. If such Renouncement Notice is subsequently corrected to the 
satisfaction of the Paying Agent, it shall be deemed to be a new Renouncement Notice 
submitted at the time such correction was delivered to the Certificates Account Holder, with a 
copy thereof to the Paying Agent.]  

 
Certificates with an automatic early redemption 
 
1. Except as provided in § 6, the Issuer shall not be entitled to redeem the Certificates prior to the 

Maturity Date. 
 
2. The Certificateholders shall not be entitled to call for redemption of the Certificates prior to the 

Maturity Date. 
 
3. Notwithstanding any other rights to redeem the Certificates prior to the Maturity Date in 

accordance with these Terms and Conditions, the Certificates shall be terminated automatically 
and redeemed on [an] [the] Automatic Early Redemption Date at the Automatic Early 
Redemption Amount per Certificate if on the Early Valuation Date directly preceding such 
Automatic Early Redemption Date the Reference Price of [the] [each] Underlying is [equal to or] 
[above] [below] [[•]% of the [relevant] Strike Price] [the Barrier with respect to the relevant 
Early Valuation Date].] 
The rights in connection with the Certificates shall expire upon the payment of the Automatic 
Early Redemption Amount [and the [relevant] Bonus Amount] on the [relevant] Automatic Early 
Redemption Date. 
 

4. The Issuer may at any time purchase Certificates in the market or otherwise. Certificates 
repurchased by or on behalf of the Issuer may be held by the Issuer, re-issued or resold. 

 
[5. For so long as the Certificates are admitted to listing on Borsa Italiana S.p.A. and to trading on 

the Electronic Securitised Derivatives Market (SeDeX) of Borsa Italiana S.p.A., then at any time 
prior to [5:50 p.m. Milan time] [�] (the "Renouncement Notice Cut-Off Time ") on [the [first] 
[number] Payment Business Day following the [Final] Valuation Date] [�] (the "Renouncement 
Notice Cut-Off Date "), any Certificateholder may renounce the redemption of the Certificates by 
payment of the Settlement Amount in accordance with § 3 (the "Automatic Exercise ") by the 
delivery of a duly completed renouncement notice (the "Renouncement Notice ") in the form set 
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out in Annex 1 to these Terms and Conditions to the Certificates Account Holder, with a copy 
thereof to the Paying Agent. Once delivered, a Renouncement Notice shall be irrevocable and 
the relevant Certificateholder may not transfer the Certificates which are the subject of the 
Renouncement Notice. If a duly completed Renouncement Notice is validly delivered prior to the 
Renouncement Notice Cut-off Time on the Renouncement Notice Cut-off Date, any rights arising 
from the Certificates will terminate upon such delivery and the relevant Certificateholder will not 
be entitled to receive the Settlement Amount payable by the Issuer with respect to the 
Certificates and the Issuer shall have no further liability with respect to such Settlement Amount.  

 
 Any determination as to whether a Renouncement Notice is duly completed and in proper form 

shall be made by the Certificates Account Holder (in consultation with the Paying Agent and the 
Clearing System) and shall be conclusive and binding on the Issuer, the Paying Agent and the 
relevant Certificateholder. 

 
 Subject as follows, any Renouncement Notice so determined to be incomplete or not in proper 

form shall be null and void. If such Renouncement Notice is subsequently corrected to the 
satisfaction of the Paying Agent, it shall be deemed to be a new Renouncement Notice 
submitted at the time such correction was delivered to the Certificates Account Holder, with a 
copy thereof to the Paying Agent.]  

 
Certificates with a knock-out 
 
1. Except as provided in § 6, the Issuer shall not be entitled to redeem the Certificates prior to the 

Maturity Date. 
 
2. The Certificateholders shall not be entitled to call for redemption of the Certificates prior to the 

Maturity Date. 
 
3. Notwithstanding any other rights to redeem the Certificates prior to the Maturity Date in 

accordance with these Terms and Conditions, the Certificates shall be terminated automatically 
if on any day during the Monitoring Period the [Reference Price of the Underlying][ relevant 
Adjusted Strike Price] is [equal to] [or] [below][above] the Barrier (the "Knock-out Event "). 

 
 In the case of a Knock-out Event, the Certificates shall be redeemed at an amount in [currency] 

which shall be determined by the Issuer in its reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) 
(§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) as the fair value of the Certificates at the date of the Knock-
out Event by taking into account the relevant prevailing market conditions (the "Automatic 
Early Redemption Amount ") which shall be notified in accordance with § 11.  The Automatic 
Early Redemption Amount shall be payable at the latest on the [fifth][ordinal number] Payment 
Business Day following the day on which the Knock-out Event occurred, but in no case earlier 
than [five][number] Payment Business Days after the Issue Date and not later than on the 
Maturity Date.  The rights arising from the Certificates will terminate upon the payment of the 
Automatic Early Redemption Amount. 
 

4. The Issuer may at any time purchase Certificates in the market or otherwise. Certificates 
repurchased by or on behalf of the Issuer may be held by the Issuer, re-issued or resold. 

 
[5. For so long as the Certificates are admitted to listing on Borsa Italiana S.p.A. and to trading on 

the Electronic Securitised Derivatives Market (SeDeX) of Borsa Italiana S.p.A., then at any time 
prior to [5:50 p.m. Milan time] [�] (the "Renouncement Notice Cut-Off Time ") on [the [first] 
[number] Payment Business Day following the [Final] Valuation Date] [�] (the "Renouncement 
Notice Cut-Off Date "), any Certificateholder may renounce the redemption of the Certificates by 
payment of the Settlement Amount in accordance with § 3 (the "Automatic Exercise ") by the 
delivery of a duly completed renouncement notice (the "Renouncement Notice ") in the form set 
out in Annex 1 to these Terms and Conditions to the Certificates Account Holder, with a copy 
thereof to the Paying Agent. Once delivered, a Renouncement Notice shall be irrevocable and 
the relevant Certificateholder may not transfer the Certificates which are the subject of the 
Renouncement Notice. If a duly completed Renouncement Notice is validly delivered prior to the 
Renouncement Notice Cut-off Time on the Renouncement Notice Cut-off Date, any rights arising 
from the Certificates will terminate upon such delivery and the relevant Certificateholder will not 
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be entitled to receive the Settlement Amount payable by the Issuer with respect to the 
Certificates and the Issuer shall have no further liability with respect to such Settlement Amount.  

 
 Any determination as to whether a Renouncement Notice is duly completed and in proper form 

shall be made by the Certificates Account Holder (in consultation with the Paying Agent and the 
Clearing System) and shall be conclusive and binding on the Issuer, the Paying Agent and the 
relevant Certificateholder. 

 
 Subject as follows, any Renouncement Notice so determined to be incomplete or not in proper 

form shall be null and void. If such Renouncement Notice is subsequently corrected to the 
satisfaction of the Paying Agent, it shall be deemed to be a new Renouncement Notice 
submitted at the time such correction was delivered to the Certificates Account Holder, with a 
copy thereof to the Paying Agent.]  

 
 

§ 5 
PAYMENTS 

 
Certificates with the exception of USD Certificates with a lifetime of more than one year  

 
1. All amounts payable pursuant to these Terms and Conditions shall be paid to the Paying 

Agent for transfer to the Clearing System or pursuant to the Clearing System's instruction for 
credit to the relevant accountholders on the dates stated in these Terms and Conditions. 
Payment to the Clearing System or pursuant to the Clearing System's instruction shall release 
the Issuer from its payment obligations under the Certificates in the amount of such payment. 

 
2. If any payment with respect to a Certificate is to be effected on a day other than a Payment 

Business Day, payment shall be effected on the next following Payment Business Day. In this 
case, the relevant Certificateholder shall neither be entitled to any payment claim nor to any 
interest claim or other compensation with respect to such delay. 

 
3. All payments are subject in all cases to any applicable fiscal or other laws, regulations and 

directives. 
 
 
USD Certificates with a lifetime of more than one year  

 
1. All amounts payable pursuant to these Terms and Conditions shall be paid to the Paying 

Agent for transfer to the Clearing System or pursuant to the Clearing System's instruction for 
credit to the relevant accountholders on the dates stated in these Terms and Conditions. 
Payment to the Clearing System or pursuant to the Clearing System's instruction shall release 
the Issuer from its payment obligations under the Certificates in the amount of such payment. 

 
 Payments on Certificates represented by a Temporary Global Certificate shall only be effected 

upon due certification in accordance with § 1 paragraph 1. 
 

2. If any payment with respect to a Certificate is to be effected on a day other than a Payment 
Business Day, payment shall be effected on the next following Payment Business Day. In this 
case, the relevant Certificateholder shall neither be entitled to any payment claim nor to any 
interest claim or other compensation with respect to such delay. 

 
3. All payments are subject in all cases to any applicable fiscal or other laws, regulations and 

directives. 
 
 

§ 6 
EXTRAORDINARY TERMINATION RIGHT OF THE ISSUER; POST PONEMENT OF THE 
MATURITY DATE  
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1. If, in the opinion of the Issuer, an Extraordinary Termination Event has occurred, then the Issuer 
shall early terminate all, but not part, of the Certificates by giving at least [20] [number] 
Payment Business Days' notice in accordance with § 11 with respect to a Payment Business 
Day. The Certificates shall then be redeemed at a termination amount per Certificate (the 
"Extraordinary Termination Amount ") which shall be calculated by the Issuer in its reasonable 
discretion (billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) as the fair value of the 
Certificates taking into account any applicable market conditions and any related underlying 
hedging arrangements.   
 
For these purposes, "Extraordinary Termination Event " means any of the following events 
which the Issuer in its reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code 
(BGB)) determines to be an Extraordinary Termination Event with respect to the Fund and the 
Fund Shares: 

 
(i) The implementation of any change to the terms and conditions of the Fund, which, in the 

opinion of the Issuer, is of a material nature including but not limited to such changes as 
(i) a change in the risk profile of the Fund; (ii) a change in the voting rights, if any, 
associated with the voting shares of the Fund; (iii) an alteration to the investment 
objectives of the Fund; or (iv) a change in the currency in which the Fund Shares are 
denominated so that the NAV is quoted in a different currency from that in which it was 
quoted on the Trade Date; 

 
(ii) The breach of the investment objectives of the Fund (as defined in the Memorandum) if 

such breach, in the opinion of the Issuer, is of a material nature; 
 
(iii) The imposition or increase of subscription and/or redemption fees, or taxes or other 

similar fees, payable in respect of a purchase or redemption of the Fund Shares after the 
Trade Date, it being acknowledged that the Issuer (or any designated hedging entity of 
the Issuer) must be able, at all times until the Maturity Date, to buy and sell Fund Shares 
at the then applicable NAV; 

 
(iv) If the Fund Management fails for reasons other than of a technical or operational nature, 

to calculate and make available the NAV for five consecutive Fund Business Days;  
 
(v) If with respect to a Fund Business Day the Fund Management fails at least five times 

between the Trade Date (incl.) and the [Final] Valuation Date (incl.), for reasons other 
than of a technical or operational nature, to calculate and make available the NAV on the 
relevant preceding Fund Business Days;  

 
(vi) If the Fund Management fails for any reason to communicate to the Issuer any 

information which it has agreed to provide within the time frame stipulated by the Issuer; 
 
(vii) If the activities of the Fund Company and/or the Fund Management are placed under 

review by their regulators for reasons of wrongdoing, breach of any rule or regulation or 
other similar reason; 

 
(viii) The Compulsory Redemption of the Fund Shares by the Fund for any reason prior to the 

Maturity Date; 
 
(ix) If the issue of additional shares of the Fund or the redemption of existing Fund Shares, 

including the gating of redemptions and any delays in the payment of redemption 
proceeds, even if defined as being permissible in the Fund Memorandum, is suspended, 
and such suspension continues for five consecutive Fund Business Days; 

 
(x) The winding-up or termination of the Fund for any reason prior to the Maturity Date; 
 
(xi) If the Fund is superseded by a successor fund (the "Successor ") following a merger or 

similar event; 
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(xii) The cancellation of the registration, or of the approval, of the Fund and/or the Fund 
Management by any relevant authority or body; 

 
(xiii) The replacement of the Fund Management by the Fund Company unless, in the opinion 

of the Issuer, the relevant replacement is an individual or group of individuals who, or a 
corporate entity which, is reputable and experienced in their field and satisfy the 
compliance, due diligence and other control procedures of the Issuer; 

 
(xiv) If the Issuer is required, pursuant to any accounting or other applicable regulations in 

accordance with which is prepares financial statements, to consolidate the Fund; or 
 
(xv) Any other event in respect of the Fund which, in the opinion of the Issuer, has an 

analogous effect to any of the events specified in these Terms and Conditions. 
 

2. If during the period that starts on the [Final] Valuation Date and is continuing to the second 
Payment Business Day prior to the Maturity Date as scheduled in § 2 a Fund Disruption Event 
occurs or continues to occur, then the redemption of the Certificates may be postponed to the 
earlier of (i) the tenth Payment Business Day after the discontinuance of such Fund Disruption 
Event and (ii) the Cut-off Date (such earlier date being the "Postponed Maturity Date "). 

 
 In the case of the postponement of the redemption of the Certificates to the Postponed Maturity 

Date, the Certificateholders shall no longer be entitled to receive the Settlement Amount in 
accordance with § 3 or to any payment or interest claim in connection with the postponement of 
the Maturity Date.  In lieu of the Settlement Amount in accordance with § 3, the 
Certificateholders shall receive per Certificate  

 
(a) if the Fund Disruption Event does no longer prevail on the tenth Payment Business Day 

prior to the Postponed Maturity Date, an amount in [currency] which shall be equal to the 
Settlement Amount determined in accordance with § 3 minus any costs the Issuer has 
incurred between the originally scheduled Maturity Date and the Postponed Maturity 
Date; or 

 
(b) if the Fund Disruption Event still prevails on the tenth Payment Business Day prior to the 

Cut-off Date, an amount in [currency] which shall be equal to the Settlement Amount 
calculated by applying the proceeds out of the Fund Shares which the Issuer could 
realise until the tenth Payment Business Day prior the Cut-off Date taking into account 
any applicable market conditions and any related underlying hedging arrangements.  

 
3. Any determinations, estimations or calculations made by the Issuer in accordance with this § 6 

shall be made at its reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) 
and shall be published in accordance with § 11. 

 
 

§ 7 
TAXES 

 
All present and future taxes, fees or other duties in connection with the Certificates shall be borne and 
paid by the Certificateholders. The Issuer is entitled to withhold from payments to be made under the 
Certificates any taxes, fees and/or duties payable by the Certificateholder in accordance with the 
previous sentence. 
 
 

§ 8 
STATUS 

 
The obligations under the Certificates constitute direct, unconditional and unsecured (nicht dinglich 
besichert) obligations of the Issuer and rank at least pari passu with all other unsecured and 
unsubordinated obligations of the Issuer (save for such exceptions as may exist from time to time 
under applicable law). 
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§ 9 

PAYING AGENT 
 
[1. [Commerzbank Aktiengesellschaft, Kaiserstraße 16 (Kaiserplatz), 60311 Frankfurt am Main, 

Federal Republic of Germany][●], shall be the paying agent (the "Paying Agent "). 
 
2. The Issuer shall be entitled at any time to appoint another bank of international standing as 

Paying Agent. Such appointment and the effective date shall be notified in accordance with § 11. 
 
3. The Paying Agent is hereby granted exemption from the restrictions of § 181 of the German 

Civil Code (BGB) and any similar restrictions of the applicable laws of any other country.] 
 
[1. [Commerzbank Aktiengesellschaft, Kaiserstraße 16 (Kaiserplatz), 60311 Frankfurt am Main, 

Federal Republic of Germany][●], shall be the paying agent (the "Paying Agent ") and [BNP 
Paribas Securities Services, Via Ansperto 5, 20123 Milano, Republic of Italy][●], shall be the 
additional paying agent (the "Additional Paying Agent "). 

 
2. The Issuer shall be entitled at any time to appoint another bank of international standing as 

Paying Agent and/or Additional Paying Agent. Such appointment and the effective date shall be 
notified in accordance with § 11. 

 
3. The Paying Agent and the Additional Paying Agent are hereby granted exemption from the 

restrictions of § 181 of the German Civil Code (BGB) and any similar restrictions of the 
applicable laws of any other country.] 

 
 
 

§ 10 
SUBSTITUTION OF THE ISSUER 

 
1. Any other company may assume at any time during the life of the Certificates, subject to 

paragraph 2, without the Certificateholders' consent all the obligations of the Issuer under and in 
connection with the Certificates. Any such substitution and the effective date shall be notified by 
the Issuer in accordance with § 11. 

 
 Upon any such substitution, such substitute company (hereinafter called the "New Issuer ") shall 

succeed to, and be substituted for, and may exercise every right and power of, the Issuer under 
the Certificates with the same effect as if the New Issuer had been named as the Issuer in these 
Terms and Conditions; the Issuer (and, in the case of a repeated application of this § 10, each 
previous New Issuer) shall be released from its obligations hereunder and from its liability as 
obligor under the Certificates. 

 
 In the event of such substitution, any reference in these Terms and Conditions to the Issuer 

shall from then on be deemed to refer to the New Issuer.  
 
2. No such assumption shall be permitted unless 
 
 (a) the New Issuer has agreed to assume all obligations of the Issuer under the Certificates; 
 
 (b) the New Issuer has agreed to indemnify and hold harmless each Certificateholder against 

any tax, duty, assessment or governmental charge imposed on such Certificateholder in 
respect of such substitution; 

 
 (c) the Issuer (in this capacity referred to as the "Guarantor ") has unconditionally and 

irrevocably guaranteed to the Certificateholders compliance by the New Issuer with all 
obligations under the Certificates;  

 
 (d) the New Issuer and the Guarantor have obtained all governmental authorisations, 

approvals, consents and permissions necessary in the jurisdictions in which the 
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Guarantor and/or the New Issuer are domiciled or the country under the laws of which 
they are organised. 

 
3. Upon any substitution of the Issuer for a New Issuer, this § 10 shall apply again. 
 
 

§ 11 
NOTICES 

 
Certificates which shall not be listed on Borsa Italiana S.p.A.  
 
Notices relating to the Certificates shall be published on the Issuer's website [�] [or in the electronic 
version of the Federal Gazette (Bundesanzeiger)] and shall be deemed to be effective upon such 
publication unless such publication gives another effective date. 
 
Certificates which shall be listed on Borsa Italiana S.p.A.  
 
Notices relating to the Certificates shall be published on the Issuer's website [�] [or in the electronic 
version of the Federal Gazette (Bundesanzeiger)] and possibly, without giving rise to any obligation for 
the Issuer, through a notice by Borsa Italiana S.p.A., and shall be deemed to be effective upon such 
publication unless such publication gives another effective date. 
 
Following the admission to listing of the Certificates, any change/amendment or material information in 
connection with the Certificates will be published by Borsa Italiana S.p.A. through a stock exchange 
notice in accordance with the relevant legal and regulatory provisions in force in the Republic of Italy. 
 
 
 

§ 12 
LIMITATION OF LIABILITY 

 
The Issuer shall be held responsible for acting or failing to act in connection with the Certificates only 
if, and insofar as, it either breaches material obligations under or in connection with the Terms and 
Conditions negligently or wilfully or breaches other obligations with gross negligence or wilfully. The 
same applies to the Paying Agent and the Additional Paying Agent, if any. 
 
 

§ 13 
FINAL CLAUSES 

 
1. [The Certificates and the rights and duties of the Certificateholders, the Issuer, the Paying 

Agent and the Guarantor (if any) shall in all respects be governed by the laws of the Federal 
Republic of Germany.]  

 
 [The Certificates and the rights and duties of the Certificateholders, the Issuer, the Paying 

Agent and the Guarantor (if any) shall in all respects be governed by the laws of the Federal 
Republic of Germany [insert in case of the Certificates being cleared through Monte Titoli S.p.A] 
except for § 1 paragraph 1 and 2 of the Terms and Conditions which shall be governed by the 
laws of the Republic of Italy.]  

 
 [The rights and duties of the Additional Paying Agent shall in all respects be governed by the 

laws of the Republic of Italy]. 
 
2. In the event of manifest typing or calculation errors or similar manifest errors in the Terms and 

Conditions, the Issuer shall be entitled to declare rescission (Anfechtung) to the 
Certificateholders. The declaration of rescission shall be made without undue delay upon 
becoming aware of any such ground for rescission (Anfechtungsgrund) and in accordance with 
§ 11. Following such rescission by the Issuer, the Certificateholders may instruct the account 
holding bank to submit a duly completed redemption notice to the Paying Agent, either by filling 
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in the relevant form available from the Paying Agent or by otherwise stating all information and 
declarations required on the form (the "Rescission Redemption Notice "), and to request 
repayment of the Issue Price against transfer of the Certificates to the account of the Paying 
Agent with the Clearing System. The Issuer shall make available the Issue Price to the Paying 
Agent within ten calendar days following receipt of the Rescission Redemption Notice and of the 
Certificates by the Paying Agent, whichever receipt is later, whereupon the Paying Agent shall 
transfer the Issue Price to the account specified in the Rescission Redemption Notice. Upon 
payment of the Issue Price all rights under the Certificates delivered shall expire. 

 
3. The Issuer may combine the declaration of rescission pursuant to paragraph 2 with an offer to 

continue the Certificates on the basis of corrected Terms and Conditions. Such an offer and the 
corrected provisions shall be notified to the Certificateholders together with the declaration of 
rescission in accordance with § 11. Any such offer shall be deemed to be accepted by a 
Certificateholder (and the rescission shall not take effect), unless the Certificateholder requests 
repayment of the Issue Price within four weeks following the date on which the offer has 
become effective in accordance with § 11 by delivery of a duly completed Rescission 
Redemption Notice via the account holding bank to the Paying Agent and by transfer of the 
Certificates to the account of the Paying Agent with the Clearing System pursuant to 
paragraph 2. The Issuer shall refer to this effect in the notification. 

 
4. "Issue Price " within the meaning of paragraph 2 and 3 shall be deemed to be the higher of 

(i) the purchase price that was actually paid by the relevant Certificateholder (as declared and 
proved by evidence in the request for repayment of the relevant Certificateholder) and (ii) the 
weighted average (as determined by the Issuer in its reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) 
(§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) of the traded prices of the Certificates on the Payment 
Business Day preceding the declaration of rescission pursuant to paragraph 2. If a Fund 
Disruption Event exists on the Payment Business Day preceding the declaration of rescission 
pursuant to paragraph 2, the last Payment Business Day preceding the declaration of rescission 
pursuant to paragraph 2 on which no Fund Disruption Event existed shall be decisive for the 
ascertainment of price pursuant to the preceding sentence. 

 
5. Contradictory or incomplete provisions in the Terms and Conditions may be corrected or 

amended, as the case may be, by the Issuer in its reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) 
(§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)). The Issuer, however, shall only be entitled to make such 
corrections or amendments which are reasonably acceptable to the Certificateholders having 
regard to the interests of the Issuer and in particular which do not materially adversely affect the 
legal or financial situation of the Certificateholders. Notice of any such correction or amendment 
shall be given to the Certificateholders in accordance with § 11. 

 
6. If the Certificateholder was aware of typing or calculation errors or similar errors at the time of 

the acquisition of the Certificates, then, notwithstanding paragraphs 2 - 5, the Certificateholders 
can be bound by the Issuer to the corrected Terms and Conditions. 

 
7. Should any provision of these Terms and Conditions be or become void in whole or in part, the 

other provisions shall remain in force. The void provision shall be replaced by a valid provision 
that reflects the economic intent of the void provision as closely as possible in legal terms. In 
those cases, however, the Issuer may also take the steps described in paragraphs 2 - 5 above. 

 
8. Place of performance is Frankfurt am Main. 
 
9. Place of jurisdiction for all disputes and other proceedings in connection with the Certificates for 

merchants, entities of public law, special funds under public law and entities without a place of 
general jurisdiction in the Federal Republic of Germany is Frankfurt am Main. In such a case, 
the place of jurisdiction in Frankfurt am Main shall be an exclusive place of jurisdiction. 

 
10. The English version of these Terms and Conditions shall be binding. Any translation is for 

convenience only. 
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ANNEX 1 to the Terms and Conditions of the Certific ates 

Renouncement Notice from the CERTIFICATEHOLDER to h is/her CERTIFICATE ACCOUNT 
HOLDER  

 
(to be completed by the beneficial owner of the Certificates for the valid renouncement of the 

Automatic Exercise of the Certificates) 

Commerzbank Aktiengesellschaft  

[insert title of Certificates] 

ISIN: [    ] 

(the "Certificates ") 

 
To: Certificates Account Holder 
(the "Certificates Account Holder ") 
 
C/c Paying Agent 
[Commerzbank Aktiengesellschaft 
Attn: [•] 
Kaiserstraße 16 (Kaiserplatz),  
60311 Frankfurt am Main] 
Fax No: [   ] 
(the "Paying Agent ") 

We, the undersigned Certificateholder(s), hereby communicate that we are renouncing the right to 
receive the Settlement Amount payable with respect to the Number of Certificates following the 
Automatic Exercise of the Certificates as specified below, in accordance with the Terms and Conditions 
of the Certificates. Furthermore we acknowledge that any rights arising from the Certificates will 
terminate upon delivery of the Renouncement Notice and that we will not be entitled to receive any 
Settlement Amount payable by the Issuer with respect to the Certificates and that the Issuer shall have 
no further liability with respect to such amounts.  
 
The undersigned understands that if this notice is not duly completed and delivered prior to the 
Renouncement Notice Cut-Off Time on the Renouncement Notice Cut-Off Date, or if this notice is 
determined to be incomplete or not in proper form [(in the determination of the Certificates Account 
Holder in consultation with the Paying Agent and the Clearing System)] it will be treated as null and 
void. 
 
ISIN Code/Series number of the Certificates: [  ] 
 
Number of Certificates which are the subject of this notice: [  ] 
 
[Renouncement Notice Cut-Off Time: [...]]  
 
[Renouncement Notice Cut-Off Date: [...]]  
 
Name of Certificateholder(s) 
 
____________________ 

 
Signature  
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ANNEX 2 to the Terms and Conditions of the Certific ates 

Early Redemption Notice  
 
 
To: Certificates Account Holder 
(the "Certificates Account Holder ") 
 
C/c Commerzbank Aktiengesellschaft 
Attn: [•] 
Kaiserstraße 16 (Kaiserplatz) 
60311 Frankfurt am Main 
Fax No: [   ] 
(the "Paying Agent ") 
 
 

We, the undersigned Certificateholder(s), hereby communicate that we request Early Redemption of 
the Certificates specified below in accordance with § 4 of the Terms and Conditions of the Certificates. 

The undersigned understands that if this notice is not duly completed and delivered at [the Early 
Redemption Cut-Off Time of] [the end of the [tenth] [number] Payment Business Day prior to] the 
requested Early Redemption Date specified below [(the "Early Redemption Cut-off Date ")], the 
Redemption Notice shall be void. If the number of Certificates to be early redeemed as specified 
below differs from the number of Certificates transferred to the Paying Agent, the Redemption Notice 
shall be deemed submitted only with regard to the smaller number of Certificates. Any excess 
Certificates shall be re-transferred for the cost and the risk of the undersigned to the Certificates 
Account Holder.  

Please  

1. deliver this notice not later than at [the Early Redemption Cut-Off Time] [the end of the Early 
Redemption Cut-off Date] to the Paying Agent; and 

2. deliver the number of Certificates specified below to the account of the Paying Agent with the 
Clearing System. 

Early Redemption Date: [...] 

[Early Redemption Cut-Off Time: [...]]  

ISIN Code/Series number of the Certificates: [  ] 

Number of Certificates the subject of this notice: [  ] 

Name of Certificateholder(s): 

Account no. of Certificateholder(s): 

____________________ 
 

Signature  
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Form of Final Terms  
for  

[Classic] [Classic Average] [Classic Capped Plus] [ Classic Double Capped 
Plus] [Classic Cap & Floor Plus] [Booster] [Leverag ed] [Leveraged Basket] 

[Double Leveraged] [Call] [Average Call] [Participa tion Call Basket] [Call Cap] 
[Call Basket] [Call Cap Basket] [Put] [Put Cap] [Pu t Basket] [Digital] 

[Participation Digital] [Participation Recovery] [B asket] [Leveraged Twin Win 
Plus] [Turbo Put] [Turbo Call] Certificates  

relating to Fund Shares  
 

 
[ISIN ●] 

 
 

COMMERZBANK AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT 
Frankfurt am Main 

 
 

Final Terms 
dated [date of the first public offering or first trading date on a regulated or non-

regulated market] 
 

relating to 
 

[Classic] [Classic Average] [Classic Capped Plus] [ Classic Double Capped 
Plus] [Classic Cap & Floor Plus] [Booster] [Leverag ed] [Leveraged Basket] 
[Double Leveraged] [Call] [Average Call] [Participa tion Call Basket] [Call 
Cap] [Call Basket] [Call Cap Basket] [Put] [Put Cap ] [Put Basket] [Digital] 
[Participation Digital] [Participation Recovery] [B asket] [Leveraged Twin 
Win Plus] [Turbo Put] [Turbo Call] Certificates  

[    ][     ] 
[(the " marketing name ")] 

relating to [ Fund Share] [Fund Shares] 
 

[[ordinal number ] Tranche] 
 

[to be publicly offered in [country(ies)]] 
[and to be admitted to trading on [exchange(s)]]  

 
 

with respect to the 
 
 

Base Prospectus 
dated 5 November 2013 
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relating to 

 

Certificates 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
These Final Terms have been prepared for the purpos e of Article 5 (4) of Directive 2003/71/EC 
(the "Prospectus Directive") as amended (which incl udes the amendments made by Directive 
2010/73/EU (the "2010 PD Amending Directive") to th e extent that such amendments have been 
implemented in a relevant Member State of the Europ ean Economic Area), as implemented by 
the relevant provisions of the EU member states, in  connection with Regulation 809/2004 of the 
European Commission and must be read in conjunction  with the base prospectus relating to 
Certificates (the "Base Prospectus") and any supple ments thereto. 
 
The Base Prospectus and any supplements thereto are  published in accordance with Article 14 
of Directive 2003/71/EC in electronic form on the w ebsite of Commerzbank Aktiengesellschaft 
at [http://pb.commerzbank.com ] [http://fim.commerzbank.com ].  Hardcopies of these 
documents may be requested free of charge from the Issuer's head office (Kaiserstraße 16 
(Kaiserplatz), 60311 Frankfurt am Main, Federal Rep ublic of Germany). 
 
In order to obtain all information necessary for th e assessment of the Certificates both the 
Base Prospectus and these Final Terms must be read in conjunction.  
 
All options marked in the Base Prospectus which ref er (i) to [Classic] [Classic Average] 
[Classic Capped Plus] [Classic Double Capped Plus] [Classic Cap & Floor Plus] [Booster] 
[Leveraged] [Leveraged Basket] [Double Leveraged] [ Call] [Average Call] [Participation Call 
Basket] [Call Cap] [Call Basket] [Call Cap Basket] [Put] [Put Cap] [Put Basket] [Digital] 
[Participation Digital] [Participation Recovery] [B asket] [Leveraged Twin Win Plus] [Turbo Put] 
[Turbo Call]  Certificates relating to Fund Shares][,][and] (ii) the underlying Fund Shares [and 
(iii) to information on the subscription period] sh all apply.  
 
The summary applicable to this issue of Certificate s is annexed to these Final Terms. 
 
[case of an increase of Certificates having been offered under this Base Prospectus:] [The Certificates 
will be consolidated and form a single series with the previously issued Certificates (ISIN [ISIN]).] 
 
Issuer: Commerzbank Aktiengesellschaft 

 
Information on the 
Underlying:  

Information on the Fund Share underlying the Certificate is available 
on the [website ●] [websites as set out in the table attached to these 
Final Terms] [Bloomberg ticker ●]. 
 

Offer and Sale:  [without Subscription Period:] 
[Commerzbank offers from [date] [total issue size] Certificates relating 
to Fund Shares (the "Certificates ") at an initial issue price of [issue 
price] per Certificate.] 
 
[The Certificates will be sold and traded by the issuer only through the 
regulated market of Borsa Italiana S.p.A. (Mercato Telematico of 
securitised derivatives ("SeDeX") starting form the date established by 
Borsa Italiana S.p.A. in a public notice.] 
 
[with Subscription Period:] 
[Commerzbank offers during the subscription period from [date] until 
[date] (the "Subscription Period ") Certificates relating to Fund 
Shares (the "Certificates ") at an initial issue price of [ issue price] per 
Certificate (the "Offer Price ").] 
 
The Certificates will be placed and offered in [Italy][●] by [●],[address 
of the distributor], (the "Distributor " and together with any other 
entities appointed as a distributor in respect of the Certificates during 
the Subscription Period, the "Distributors "). 
 
The Issuer is entitled to (i) close the subscription period prematurely, 
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(ii) extend the subscription period or (iii) cancel the offer.  After expiry 
of the subscription period, the Certificates continue to be offered by 
the Issuer.  The offer price will be determined continuously.]  
 
[The issue amount which is based on the demand during the 
Subscription Period [and] [the Strike Price] will under normal market 
conditions be determined by the Issuer on [the] [Trade Date] [date] in 
its reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil 
Code (BGB)) and immediately published thereafter in accordance with 
§ 11 of the applicable Terms and Conditions.]  
[other provisions] 
 
[The investor can purchase the Certificates at a fixed issue price.  This 
fixed issue price contains all costs incurred by the Issuer relating to 
the issuance and the sale of the Certificates (e.g. distribution cost, 
structuring and hedging costs as well as the profit margin of 
Commerzbank).]  
[other provisions] 
 
[The offer of the Certificates is conditional on their issue [and on the 
following conditions [●]] [ and, on any additional conditions set out in 
the standard terms of business of the Distributor, notified to investors 
by such Distributor]. 
 
[Applications for the Certificates can be made in Italy at participating 
branches of a Distributor.  Applications will be made in accordance 
with the relevant Distributor's usual procedures, notified to investors 
by the relevant Distributor. Prospective investors will not be required 
to enter into any contractual agreements directly with the Issuer in 
relation to the subscription of the Certificates.]  
 
[The minimum subscription amount is equal to [●] Certificate[s] and 
the maximum subscription amount is equal to [●] Certificate[s] per 
investor. 
 
The maximum subscription amount will be subject to availability at the 
time of the application.] 
 
[The allotment criteria are: [●]]  [There are no pre-identified allotment 
criteria.  The Distributor(s) will adopt allotment criteria that ensure 
equal treatment of prospective investors.]  All of the Certificates 
requested through the Distributor(s) during the Offer Period will be 
assigned up to the maximum amount of the Offer. 
 
In the event that during the Subscription Period, the requests exceed 
the total amount of the offer destined to prospective investors the 
Issuer may early terminate the Subscription Period and will 
immediately suspend the acceptance of further requests.] 
 
The Certificates will be issued on the Payment Date against payment 
to the Issuer of the net subscription moneys.  The settlement of the 
net subscription moneys and the delivery of Certificates will be 
executed through the Issuer. Certificates will then be delivered to the 
investors by the Distributor on or around the Payment Date. Investors 
will be notified by the Distributor of their allocation of Certificates and 
the settlement arrangements in respect thereof. 
 
The number of Certificates to be issued will be published on [the 
website of the Issuer at 
[http://pb.commerzbank.com][http://fim.commerzbank.com] on or 
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around the Payment Date][●]. 
 
Each investor will be notified by the Distributor of its allocation of the 
Certificates after the end of the Subscription Period and before the 
Payment Date. No dealings in the Certificates, including on a 
regulated market, may take place prior to the Payment Date. 
 
Taxes charged in connection with the transfer, purchase or holding of 
the Certificates must be paid by the Certificateholders and the Issuer 
shall not have any obligation in relation thereto; in that respect, 
Certificateholders should consult professional tax advisors to 
determine the tax regime applicable to their particular situation. The 
Certificateholders are also advised to consult the section "Taxation" in 
the Base Prospectus.  [There are no additional subscription fees or 
purchase fees other than the "Placement Fees".] 
 
The Distributor will receive a Placement Fee from the Issuer [equal to 
●][up to ●] [●] of the Offer Price of the Certificates placed through it. 
Further information may be obtained from the Distributor. 
 

Consent to the usage of 
the Base Prospectus and 
the Final Terms:  

[The Issuer has not granted consent to use the Base Prospectus and 
these Final Terms for the subsequent resale or final placement of the 
Certificates by any financial intermediary.] 
 
[The Issuer hereby grants consent to use the Base Prospectus and 
these Final Terms for the subsequent resale or final placement of the 
Certificates by any financial intermediary.] 
 
[The Issuer hereby grants consent to use the Base Prospectus and 
these Final Terms for the subsequent resale or final placement of the 
Certificates by the following financial intermediar[y][ ies]: [name(s) and 
address(es) of financial intermediar(y)(ies)]]  
 
The offer period within which subsequent resale or final placement of 
Certificates by financial intermediaries can be made, is valid only as 
long as the Base Prospectus and the Final Terms are valid in 
accordance with Article 9 of the Prospectus Directive as implemented 
in the relevant Member State [and in the period from [start date] to 
[end date]] . 
 
The consent to use the Base Prospectus and these Final Terms is 
granted only in relation to the following Member State(s): [relevant 
Member State(s)] 
 

Payment Date:  [payment date] 
 

Clearing number:  WKN [●] 
 
ISIN [●] 
 
[Local Code] [●] 
 

Issue Currency:  [currency] 
 

Minimum Trading Size:  [One Certificate] [other provisions] 
 

Listing:  [The Issuer intends to apply for the [ listing and trading of the 
Certificates on the regulated market[s] of [Borsa Italiana S.p.A. 
[(Mercato Telematico of securitised derivatives ("SeDeX")]] [●]] [ trading
on the MTF of [EuroTLX SIM S.p.A.] [●], which is not a regulated 
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market] [with effect from [date]] .] 
 
[Not applicable. The Certificates are not intended to be listed and 
traded on any [[non-]regulated market.] 
 
[other provisions] 
 

Applicable  
Special Risks:  

In particular the following risk factors (2. "Special Risks") which are 
mentioned in the Base Prospectus are applicable: 
 
[ 
2.1  Dependency of the redemption of the Certificates on the 

performance of the Underlying] 
 
[ 
2.2  Worst Performing Underlying (multi Underlying)] 
 
[ 
2.3  Basket of Underlyings (Leveraged Basket/Participation Call 

Basket/Call Basket/Call Cap Basket/Put Basket/Basket 
Certificates)] 

 
[ 
2.4  Limited participation in the performance of the Underlying 

(Classic Capped Plus/Classic Double Capped Plus/Classic Cap 
& Floor Plus/Booster/Double Leveraged/Call Cap/Put Cap 
Certificates)] 

 
[ 
2.5  Continuous price of the Underlying and price of the Underlying 

on the Valuation Date (Classic Capped Plus/Classic Double 
Capped Plus/Classic Cap & Floor Plus/Leveraged Twin Win 
Plus Certificates)] 

 
[ 
2.6  Potentially reduced performance of the Underlying 

(Booster/Leveraged//Leveraged Basket/Double 
Leveraged/Participation Call Basket/Call Cap/Participation 
Recovery/Participation Digital Certificates)] 

 
[ 
2.7  Potentially reduced Settlement Amount (Leveraged/Leveraged 

Basket/Double Leveraged/Leveraged Twin Win 
Plus/Basket/Participation Recovery Certificates)] 

 
[ 
2.8  Ordinary adjustment of the Strike Price (Turbo Put Certificates)] 
 
[ 
2.9  Ordinary adjustment of the Strike Price (Turbo Call Certificates)] 
 
[ 
2.15 Underlying Fund Share] 
 

Applicable  
Terms and Conditions:  

Terms and Conditions for Certificates relating to Fund Shares 
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In detail the applicable Terms and Conditions will be completed as follows :  

 
 

§ 1 
FORM 

 
[applicable form] 

 
 

§ 2 
DEFINITIONS 

 
["Adjustment Amount " means an amount as calculated by the Issuer on each Adjustment Day being 

applicable for the duration of the Adjustment Period beginning on such Adjustment Day.  Any 
Adjustment Amount shall be equal to the product of (i) relevant Adjusted Strike Price with 
respect to any Adjustment Day falling in the relevant Adjustment Period and (ii) the Adjustment 
Percentage applicable during such Adjustment Period.  With regard to the first Adjustment 
Period the Strike Price shall be used for the calculation of the relevant Adjustment Amount.] 

 
["Adjustment Day " means [the [ordinal number] calendar day in each month][each 

[daily][weekly][monthly][quarterly][semi-annually][annually] anniversary of the [Final] Strike 
Date].] 

 
["Adjustment Percentage " applicable during an Adjustment Period means the [sum][difference] of (i) 

the interest rate published on [screen page] (or a successor page thereto) on the relevant 
Adjustment Day (the "Reference Interest Rate ") and (ii) the Risk Premium applicable during 
the relevant Adjustment Period, the result being divided by 365.  The Adjustment Percentage 
(p.a.) for the first Adjustment Period shall be [percentage].] [The respective Adjustment 
Percentage for subsequent Adjustment Periods shall be published on the Issuer's website 
([http://pb.commerzbank.com] [http://fim.commerzbank.com]).]   

 
["Adjustment Period " means the period of time commencing on the [Final] Strike Date until the first 

Adjustment Day (exclusive) and each subsequent period of time commencing on an Adjustment 
Day (inclusive) until the next following Adjustment Day (exclusive).] 

 
["Adjusted Strike Price " means a price of the Fund Share being initially equal to the Strike Price and 

being adjusted on each calendar day within the Monitoring Period.  Such Adjusted Strike Price 
on a calendar day ("T") shall correspond to the relevant Adjusted Strike Price on the preceding 
calendar day ("T-1") plus the Adjustment Amount applicable on T-1[, converted into 
[EUR][currency] at the Conversion Rate applicable on the [Final] [Strike Date] [Valuation 
Date].] 

 
["Automatic Early Redemption Amount " per Certificate means [currency] [amount]. ] 
 
["Automatic Early Redemption Date " means [date(s)] [each Bonus Amount Payment Date except 

[date(s)] [and the Maturity Date] [[all] subject to postponement in accordance with § 6 para-
graph 2].] 

 
["Barrier " [with respect to an Early Valuation Date and a Fund Share] means [[�] of the [relevant] 

Strike Price] [the percentage specified as such in relation to the relevant Early Valuation Date in 
§ 4 paragraph 3] [a percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer (billiges 
Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade Date on the basis of the market 
conditions prevailing on such date and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any case, 
the Barrier will not be below [�]%].] 

 
["Basket Performance " means a decimal number equal to the arithmetic mean of all Performances]. 
 
["Bonus Amount " per Certificate means [�][ the amount specified as such in relation to the relevant 

Bonus Amount Payment Date in the table in the definition of "Bonus Amount Payment Date"].]  
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[with respect to a Bonus Amount Payment Date an amount in [currency] calculated by applying 
the following formula: 

 
[ ] [ ]NBAPD+1×%•×CA=BA  

 
 where  
 

BA = Bonus Amount per Certificate  
   
CA = Calculation Amount 
   
NBAPD = Number of Bonus Amount Payment Dates between the relevant Bonus 

Amount Payment Date (exclusive) and the last preceding Bonus Amount 
Payment Date on which a Bonus Amount was paid in accordance with the 
provisions of § 3 (exclusive) or, in the case that a Bonus Amount was not 
paid prior to the relevant Bonus Amount Payment Date, the Issue Date 

] 
 
["Bonus Amount Payment Date " means [date(s)] [each of the dates as set out in the following table], 

[all] subject to postponement in accordance with § 4 paragraph 2[:][ .] 
 

Bonus Amount Payment Date Bonus Amount 
[�] [�] 

]  
 
"Calculation Amount " means [currency] [�]. 
 
["Cap [1] " means [�]%][a percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer (billiges 

Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade Date on the basis of the market 
conditions prevailing on such date and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any case, 
the Cap [1] will not be below [�]%].] 

 
["Cap 2" means [�]% [a percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer (billiges 

Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade Date on the basis of the market 
conditions prevailing on such date and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any case, 
the Cap 2 will not be below [�]%].]. 

 
"Compulsory Redemption " [with respect to a Fund Share] means the compulsory redemption or 

transfer of the [relevant] Fund Shares, as described in the [relevant] Memorandum. 
 
"Conversion Rate " means [a conversion rate for [currency] 1 in EUR expressed in EUR based on 

the][ the official Euro foreign exchange reference rate for EUR 1 in [currency] expressed in 
[currency] as determined by the European Central Bank and published with respect to the 
[[Final] Strike Date and the] [Final] Valuation Date [, as the case may be,]on Reuters screen 
page ECB37 at or about 2:15 p.m. (Frankfurt am Main time)][a conversion rate for [currency] 1 
in [currency] expressed in [currency] based on (i) the official Euro foreign exchange reference 
rate for EUR 1 in [currency] expressed in [currency] as determined by the European Central 
Bank and published with respect to the [[Final] Strike Date and the] [Final] Valuation Date [, as 
the case may be,]on Reuters screen page ECB37 at or about 2:15 p.m. (Frankfurt am Main 
time) and (ii) the official Euro foreign exchange reference rate for EUR 1 in [currency] 
expressed in [currency] as determined by the European Central Bank and published with 
respect to the [[Final] Strike Date and the] [Final] Valuation Date [, as the case may be,]on 
Reuters screen page ECB37 at or about 2:15 p.m. (Frankfurt am Main time). 

 
 If [any of] the above official Euro foreign exchange reference rate[s] [for EUR 1 in [currency]]  

as determined by the European Central Bank ceases to be published on Reuters screen page 
ECB37 and is published on another screen page, then the Conversion Rate shall be [based on] 
the [relevant] official Euro foreign exchange reference rate [for EUR 1 in [currency] expressed 
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in [currency]]  as published on such other page (the "Successor Page ").  The Issuer will give 
notification of such Successor Page in accordance with § 11. 

 
 Should [any of] the above official Euro foreign exchange reference rate[s] [for EUR 1 in 

[currency]]  as determined by the European Central Bank cease to be published permanently, 
then the Issuer will determine another exchange rate as the [basis of the] Conversion Rate and 
give notification of such other exchange rate in accordance with § 11. 

 
 If [any of] the above official Euro foreign exchange reference rate[s] [for EUR 1 in [currency]]  

as determined by the European Central Bank is not published on the [Final] Valuation Date on 
Reuters screen page ECB37 or on a Successor Page and if the Issuer has not determined 
another exchange rate as the Conversion Rate, then the Conversion Rate shall be the 
exchange rate for [currency] 1 in [currency] determined by the Issuer as actually traded on the 
international interbank spot market on the [[Final] Strike Date and the] [Final] Valuation Date [, 
as the case may be,]at or about 2:15 p.m. (Frankfurt am Main time). 

 
"Cut-off Date " means [date] [the 20th Payment Business Day after the Maturity Date]. 
 
["Early Valuation Date " means [date(s)].] 
 
["EUR"] ["USD"] ["GBP"] ["CHF"] [currency] means [Euro] [United States Dollar] [Pound Sterling] 

[Swiss Franc] [currency]. 
 
"Expiry Date " means [�]. 
 
["Final Valuation Date " means [date].] 
 
["Floor " means [�]%][a percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer (billiges 

Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade Date on the basis of the market 
conditions prevailing on such date and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any case, 
the Floor will not be below [�]%].] 

 
"Fund " [means [�][with respect to a Fund Share means the fund specified in relation to the relevant 

Fund Share the table in the definition of "Fund Share"]. 
 
"Fund Business Day " [with respect to a Fund Share] means each day on which the NAV of the 

[relevant] Fund Shares is usually determined and published (or made available) according to 
the [relevant] Memorandum. 

 
"Fund Company " [means [�][with respect to a Fund means the fund company specified in relation to 

the relevant Fund in the table in the definition of "Fund Share"]. 
 
"Fund Disruption Event " [with respect to a Fund Share] means any event as determined by the 

Issuer that delays, disrupts or impairs the calculation of the NAV of the [relevant] Fund Shares 
which is not considered to be an Extraordinary Termination Event in accordance with § 6 
paragraph 1. The occurrence of a Fund Disruption Event prior to the Maturity Date shall be 
published by the Issuer in accordance with § 11. 

 
"Fund Share " or "Underlying " means [a [currency]-denominated [share class] in the Fund 

(Bloomberg ticker [�] / ISIN [�])][any of the following fund shares: 
 

Fund Share Bloomberg ticker/ 
ISIN Code 

Fund  Fund Company [Strike Price] [Weighting] 

[�] [�] [�] [�] [�] [�] 
] 
 
"Issue Date " means [date]. 
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"Maturity Date " means [the [fifth][number] Payment Business Day following the [Final] Valuation Date 
at the latest] [date, subject to postponement in accordance with § 5 paragraph 2 and § 6 
paragraph 2]. 

 
"Memorandum " [with respect to a Fund] means the prospectus in relation to the [relevant] Fund and 

the [relevant] Fund Company, as amended and supplemented from time to time. 
 
["Monitoring Period " means the period from and including [date] [the [Final] Strike Date] to and 

including the [Final] Valuation Date.] 
 
"NAV" [with respect to a Fund Share] means the net asset value of the [relevant] Fund Share as 

determined and published (or made available) according to the [relevant] Memorandum. 
 
["Participation Factor " means [�]% [a percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the 

Issuer (billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade Date on the basis of 
the market conditions prevailing on such date and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In 
any case, the Participation Factor will not be below [�]%].] 

 
"Payment Business Day " means a day on which [commercial banks are open for business (including 

dealings in foreign exchange and foreign currency deposits) in [city] [and Frankfurt am Main] 
and ][ the Trans-European Automated Real-Time Gross Settlement Express Transfer System 
(TARGET) and] the Clearing System settle payments in [EUR][currency]. 

 
["Performance " with respect to [a Fund Share] [and][a Valuation Date] means the decimal number 

calculated [as the product of (i) the Weighting of such Fund Share and (ii) the division of] [by 
dividing] [the Reference Price [of such Fund Share] with respect to the [Final] Valuation Date] 
[the arithmetic mean of the Reference Prices [of such Fund Share] with respect to all Valuation 
Dates] [by][and] the Strike Price [of such Fund Share] [and subtracting 1 (one) from the 
resulting number].] 

 
["Ratio " means [number].] 
 
"Reference Price " [with respect to a Fund Share] means the NAV of the [relevant] Fund Share on any 

Fund Business Day [converted into [EUR][currency] at the Conversion Rate applicable on the 
[Final] [Strike Date][Valuation Date]. 

 
["Return Factor " means [�]% [a percentage determined in the reasonable discretion of the Issuer 

(billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on the Trade Date on the basis of the 
market conditions prevailing on such date and published in accordance with § 11 hereof. In any 
case, the Return Factor will not be below [�]%].] 

 
["Risk Premium " means a percentage determined by the Issuer in its reasonable discretion (billiges 

Ermessen) (§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)) on any Adjustment Day for the Adjustment Period 
beginning on such Adjustment Day which indicates the price of the risks taken over by the 
Issuer.  The Risk Premium for the first Adjustment Period shall be equal to [percentage].] [The 
respective Risk Premium for subsequent Adjustment Periods shall be published on the Issuer's 
website at ([http://pb.commerzbank.com] [http://fim.commerzbank.com]).] 

 
["Strike Date " means [date(s)]. 
 

If [the] [a] Strike Date is not a Fund Business Day [with respect to the relevant Fund Share], 
then the [relevant] Strike Date shall be postponed to the next calendar day which is a Fund 
Business Day [with respect to all Fund Shares]. 
 
If with respect to [the] [a] Strike Date a Fund Disruption Event [with respect to a Fund Share] 
occurs, then the [relevant] Strike Date shall be postponed to the next Fund Business Day with 
respect to which the Reference Price of [the] [all] Fund Share[s] is again determined and 
published, subject to the occurrence of an Extraordinary Termination Event in accordance with 
§ 6 paragraph 1. 
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"Strike Price " [with respect to a Fund Share] means [�][ the price specified as such in relation to the 
relevant Fund Share in the table in the definition of "Fund Share"] [the arithmetic mean of the 
Reference Prices of the [relevant] Fund Share with respect to all Strike Dates] [the Reference 
Price of the [relevant] Fund Share as of the Strike Date] [converted into [EUR][currency] at the 
Conversion Rate applicable on the [Final] Strike Date]. 

 
["Trade Date " means [date]. 
 
"Valuation Date " means [date(s)][each Early Valuation Date and the Final Valuation Date]. 
 

If [the] [a] Valuation Date is not a Fund Business Day [with respect to the relevant Fund Share], 
then the [relevant] Valuation Date shall be postponed to the next calendar day which is a Fund 
Business Day [with respect to all Fund Shares]. 
 
If with respect to [the] [a] Valuation Date a Fund Disruption Event [with respect to a Fund 
Share] occurs, then the [relevant] Valuation Date shall be postponed to the next Fund Business 
Day with respect to which the Reference Price of [the] [all] Fund Share[s] is again determined 
and published, subject to the occurrence of an Extraordinary Termination Event in accordance 
with § 6 paragraph 1. 

 
If, according to the before-mentioned, [the] [a] Valuation Date is postponed to the 
[second][number] Payment Business Day prior to [the directly following [Automatic Early 
Redemption Date] [Bonus Amount Payment Date] or] the Maturity Date, and if also on such day 
the Reference Price of the [affected] Fund Share is not determined and published or a Fund 
Disruption Event [with respect to a Fund Share] occurs on such day, then this day shall be 
deemed to be the [relevant] Valuation Date [for each Share] and the Issuer shall estimate the 
Reference Price of the [affected] Fund Share in its reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) 
(§ 315 German Civil Code (BGB)), and in consideration of the prevailing market conditions on 
such day and make a notification thereof in accordance with § 11. 

 
["Weighting " with respect to a Fund Share means the number specified as such in relation to the 

relevant Fund Share in the table in the definition of "Fund Share".] 
 
["Worst Performing Underlying " means the Fund Share with the lowest Performance. If the Issuer 

determines that the lowest Performance is the same for more than one of the Fund Shares, 
then the Issuer shall decide in its own reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) (§ 315 German 
Civil Code (BGB)) which of the Fund Shares shall be the Worst Performing Underlying.] 

 
 

§ 3 
MATURITY 

 
[applicable redemption option] 

 
 

§ 4 
EARLY REDEMPTION; REPURCHASE 

 
[applicable early redemption option] 

 
 

§ 5 
PAYMENTS 

 
[applicable payment option] 

 
 

§ 6 
EXTRAORDINARY TERMINATION RIGHT OF THE ISSUER;POSTP ONEMENT OF THE 

MATURITY DATE 
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[applicable version] 

 
 

§ 9 
PAYING AGENT 

 
[Paying Agent/Additional Paying Agent] 

 
 

§ 11 
NOTICES 

 
[listed/unlisted] 

 
 

§ 13 
FINAL CLAUSES 

 
 
Paragraph 1: 
 
[applicable jurisdiction] 
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION  
 
Country(ies) where the offer 
takes place: 
 

[country(ies)] 

Country(ies) where admission 
to trading on the regulated 
market(s) is being sought: 
 

[country(ies)] 

[Additional Provisions:] 
 

[additional provisions] 
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[summary and translation of summary] 
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SIGNATURES 
 
 
Frankfurt am Main, 5 November 2013 

COMMERZBANK 
AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT 

 
 
 

___________________ ___________________ 
by: Michael Reichle by: Axel Peter 

 


